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THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAi F
Washington, D.C. 20301

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DICTIONARY OF
MILITARY AND ASSOCIATED TERMS

-. .The Depariment of Defense (DOD) Dictionary of Military and
Asociated Terms is p'repared under the direction of the Jcint Chiefs of
St-ff, in coordination with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the mili-
tary 2ervices, and the Detez.ae agencies, for planning and operational
usage. The Secretary of Defense has u:rected its use throughout DOD.by
DOD Directive 5C00.9, dated 20 August 1969. Sab;zýt: "Standardization
of Military Ter-ainology."

2. .Terms defined herein which are designated by "DOD" will not be
defined otbrrwise within DOD. When a term has been included in the
DOD Dictionary, DO') issuances will use the definitions established. This
does not preclude the use, in contxxt, of standard dictionary definitions
of the individual words comprising the terms; nor does it precludF ---
use of additional meanihgs to the 'erms or addition of explanatory ;- --r
or descriptions when necessary to provide a complete detailed presentation
of a subject. Definitions %hich Uentify a dinercu,, . .;';•ation should be
submitted to the Joint Militp..-y 7.erminology Group for considration. (See
subparagraph 8b beWo, )

3. The appendix format, :- cved in the 1968 edition, hasbeen modified
and all terms and titles, with theic" meaning, are entered in alphabetical
sequence in the main body of the T)LGD Dictionary.\For convenience and to
facilitate usage in the functional areas involved, the terms anU titles only.
without definitions, are listed in the appendices. These speciaiized terms,
titles, and definitions relating to tactical command and control ixrocedures
are prescribed for standard use by activities performing specific tactical
tasks encountered in joint operatiens. The General Index has beei. eimi-
nated, since all terms are now published alphabetically in the main btdy
of the DOD Dictionary.

4. Those terms and definitions identified with "NATO," "SEATO,"
"CENTO," etc., represent the official position of the United State, in inter-
national standardization agreements. The DOD Dictionary is the imple-
menting document for these agreements.

5. Separate dictionaries or glossarics containing terms and definitions
for joint usage within DOD wiil not be published without prior c3ordina-
tion and approval by the Director for Personnel (J-1), Joint Staff,
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

6. The DOD Dictionary is concerned only witl. the standardization

"0T1is publication superseu-s JCS Pub. 1, 1 August MS.,
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of military and associated cerin. an• ueimtuuis. Pua,,aritl t , ja .... 4 Pooli 0

agreement, abbreviations are published in Sex vice publications.
7. The DOD Dictionary is not to be used as an edi:orial and style

guide and, therefore, recornmmndations relating to matters of capitaliza-
tion, singular and plural forms, hyphenation, compounding, etc., should
not be submitted.

8. a. Criteria for inclusion of terms in the DOD Dictionary, as well
as in the NATO, SEATO, and CENTO Glossaries and in the Inter-Ameri-
can Defense Board ('ADB) Dictionary, may be found in the Introduc-
tion on page v.

b. Recommendations for additions, changes, and d.'etions to thiese
publications will be submitted for consideration )y tl'e Joint Military
Terminology Group in the format outlined on page vii. Submissions wil!
be addressed to the joint Chiefs of Staff, Attn: Director fcr Personnel (J-1)
through the following military .3ervice or appropriate agency channels:

Army: HQDA (.DAAG-ASO-R)
Navy: CNO, AttD: OP-326D
Air Force: HQ USAF, Attn-: AF/DAAT
Marine Corps: CMC, Atm: AO1C

9. Changes or revisions to the DOD Dictionary will be published as
req-uired. Copies may be obtairned through normal publications channels
or by purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, US Government

: Printing Office.
For the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

J. K. BRATTON
BRIGADIER GENERAL. USA
Secretary

Distribution:
By Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff:

OJCS OSD NSA DNA DSA
DSTP WSEG DIA DCA U.S. Coast Guard
Offices of CSA, CNO, CSAF, CMC
White H-ise State Department AID, CIA, Atterney General, OEP, AEC
Additional copies may be obtained from Secretary, JCS (Documente YPivision).

nlive copies each to:

CINCAL CINCLANT USCINCSO CINCONAD
CINCPAC CINCSAC USCINCEUR COMUSMACV
CINCSTRIKE/MEAFSA
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AAy:....YL' A.... a Pi Pihlihatijn Center, 2800 Eastern Boulevard, Bsltir'ore, Md. 21220.

Active Army:
OSA %10) TPMG(i (2) USAREUR (21)

USASA (5) TSG (2) USARPAC (15)

ACSFOR (15) Co(SptS (2) USARSO (15)

ACSCCH (2) USARSO (15)

ACSI (15) TAG (10) USARV (5)

DCSOPS (11) (US Army Eight (5)
DCSOPS (10•) CONAP.C (10) USASTRATCOM (2)

DCSLOG (15) USAINTC (5) USACGSC (10)

COA (12) AMC (15) USA-C (10)

CORC (5) USACDC (15) USAWC (125)

CAR (5) ARADCOM (5) NWC (50)

CRD (10) ARtADCOM Rgn (2) ICAF (100)

CINFO (5) CNGB (2) USACDCIAS (3)

CLL (2) USACDC Agencies 03) YJSACDCCAG (5)

TIG (2) MDW (5) USACDCCSSG (5)

TJAG (2) MTMTS (5) USACDCEC (1)

-pO (2) Armies (CONUS) (15) MAAG (1)

COE (5) USCINCEUR (5) Mil Msn (1)

ACSC-E (5) USC1NCSO (5) USARMA (1)

CMH (2)
NG: None
USAR: None

For explanation of abbreviatons used, See AR 210-50.

Air Force:
Dis~x: X (Controlled and stocked by EQ US.AF/DAAT).

Navy. Stoczed by Naval Publications and -Forms Centex, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19120.

SNDL: One :opy each (except as indi- 26F Operational Tert and Evaluation

cated): 
Force Commands, Detachments

21 CINCLANTFLT (25)e ig p

CINCPACFLT (50) 26H Fleet Training Groups (2)

CINCUSNAVEUR (15) 26P Submarine Groups (2)

22 Fleet Commanders (5) 27 Administrative Commands and

23A Naval Force Commanders (10) Units (less 27C)

Except Iceland (25) 27C Sea Frontier Commanders (less

24 Type Commands (less 24B, 24F) COMHAWSEAFRON)

(2) 
27C Commander Hawaiian Sea Fron-

24B Amphibious Force Commands 
tier (6)

COMPHIBLANT (12) 28 Flotilla. Squadron and Divisioli

COMPHIBPAC (6) 
Comn.anders-Ships

24F Service Force Commands 29 Warships

COMSERVPAC (5) 30A Minesweepers Ocean (MSO) (less

COMSERVLANT (2) Atlantic)

26A Amphibious Training Commands 30B Minesweepers Coastal (MSC)

COMPHIBTRAPAC (5) (less Atlantic)

COMPHIBTRALANT (1) 31 Amphibious Warfare Ships

26B Amphibious Groups (2) (less 32 Auxiliary Ships

COMPHIBGRU I and COY- 36A Auxiliary Floating Dryd-tJks

PHIB GRU 3 (AFDB), (AFDL) (AF:)M)

26B COMPHIBGRU I and COM- and Auxiliary Repair Dry(.ocks

FlIB GRD 3 (ARD) (ARDM)

26C Beach Groups (2) 39 Construction Battalions, Regi-

26E Amphibious Unit (Beach Jumper ments and Detachments (2)

Unit TWO only) 40B Control of Shipping Officers

II!
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4iA Commander !SC (5) Pr FF.21 Comi m ....... S .... AC
41B Area Commanders (2, tivity (10)

41C Sub-Area Commanders MSC FE1 Security Group Headquarters
41D Offices (MSC) (2) (15)
42A Fleet Air Commands FH5 Laboratory BUMED (2)
42B Fleet Air Wings FH6 Medical Center (2)
42J Attack Carrier Air Wings and FH7 Medical Research Institute (2)

Groups FH8 Medical Research Unit (2)
42T Tactical Air Control Groups and FH9 Medical Administrative Unit (2)

Squadrons (TACGRU 2, TAC- FHlO Navy Unit BUMED
RON 11, 21 and 22 only) FJ Activities under the Command

4.CC Airborne Early Warning-Wings, port of the Chief of Naval Per-
Squadrons sonn e Che f f Nv3 e-

50 Unified and Specified Commands sonnel (less FJ23, FJ35)
(3) Except CINCPAC (40) FJ23 SCOL Acsdemny (30)

51 International Commands FJ35 SCOL Postgraduate (250)
Al Immediate Office of the Secretary FJ60 Naval War College (1110)

(2) FKAIA NA' AIRSYSCOM (100)
A2A Indepenment Offices (less ONM, FKAIB NAVELECSYSCOM (100)

ONR, and NAVCOMPT) (2) FKAIC NAVFACENGCOM (100,
42A (ONM) (25) FE1ID NAVORDSYSCOM (100)
A2A (ONR) (12) FKA1E NAVSHIPSYSCOM (100)
A2A (Navy Comptroller) (4) FKAIF NAVSUPSYSCOM (100)
A3 CNO (500,t FK Acti-vities under the Comman, of
A5 Bureaus (IJUA•ED) (10;A BurEa S (5E) the Commander, Naval SLips

BUPERS (5C') Systems Command (5) (Except
A6 Headqaarters, U.S. Marine Corps SKL6)(1) FKL6)

(1)
B3 Armed Forces Staff College only FKL6 Inactive Ship Maintenance Facil-

(350) ity
B5 U.S. Coast Guard (275) FKM Activities under the Command of
C4J Ships Habitability Group only the Commander, Naval Supply
E Activities under the Supervision Systems Command (FKM22

of the General Counsel (Except NPFC Phila) (10)
E4A) (3) FKN Activities under the Command of

FF Activities under the Command of the Commander, Naval Facili-
the Chief of Naval Operations ties Engineering Command (2)
(less FF3-FF21) FKR Activities under the Comwand of

FF3 Station (CNO) (NAVSTA New- the Commander, Naval Air 3ys-
port, R.I.) (2) tems Command (2)

Marine Corps: Stocked by Marine Corps Supply Ceitter, Albany, Georgia 31704.

Dis.ribution:-
"A" Less: 1080, 3001, 37C0001, 002, 6305, 6902, 7315, 7352. 7401, 7506.
Plus: 1080(1), 7401(2), 7506(3), 3001(4), 7315(10), 3700001(15), 002(15), 6902(15),

3700009(2500).

iv
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INTRODUCTION
1. The standardization of military terminology has become increas-

ingly significant as a major step toward effective communication and com-
mot, understanding within the Department of Defense (DOD), betwcii

the DOD and other Federal departments and agencies, between the United
States and its allies, and within the civilian-military community. Better
communications and understanding are achieved b: tV.e consistent use of
an agreed definition for a given .erm and by avoiding the use of different
terms when the same meaning is intended.

2. All users of the DOD Dictionary are encouraged to recommend new
terms or changes to existing terms and or definitions. (See subparagraph
8b, page ii.) This will assist in keeping the DOD Dictionary and the NATO,
SEATO, and CENTO Glossaries and the Inter-American Defense Board
(IADB) Dictionary current, effective, and useful.

3. Criteria for acceptability of terms and definitions are as follows:
a. Department of Defense Dictioaa'y of Military and Associated

Terms (JCS Pub. 1):
(1) The term has joint Service or DOD interest and usage.
(2) The term has a specific military or associi•tcd significance. Tech-

nical and specialized terms may be included if they tan be defined in gen-
eral, meaningful language; are of sufficient intprcs.; are subject to mis-
understanding or misuse;- and inclusion will co,;tribute to the overall
purpose of the dictionary.

(3) The military or associated application of the term is not ade-
quately defined in a standard dictionary. Such terms may be included if
they have joint Service or DOD interest and usage and are subject to mis-
understanding or misuse.

(4) Weapons terms will be limited to significant modern weapons.
(5) Terms and definitions will not be composed of, or contain, abbre-

viations. unless there is special justification for including them.
b. NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions for Military Use (AAP-6).
(1) Terms to be included will be those terms which are considered

to have general military significance as apart from those terms which by
their definition do not relate specifically to military matters. However.
certain terms not meeting this specific criteria may also be considered for
inclusion.

(2) Terms with detailed definitions c -ntaining formulae, symbols,
equations, or other similar components are not usually considered appro-
priate for inclus-ton. However, such terms may be included if they can be
defined in general, meaningful language; are of sufficient interest;' are
subject to misunderstanding or misuse; and inclusion will contribute to
the overall purpose of the glossary.
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(3) Unless there are special reasons to the contrary. terms and defi-
"nitions will not be composed of, or contain, abbreviations in the form of
initials.

c. SEAiTO Glossary of Military Terms and Definitions (SEAP-2).
Subparagraph b applies.
d. CENTO Glossary of Military Terms and Definitions (CAAP-6).
Subparagraph b applies.
e. IADB Dictionary of Militory Terms (T-294).
Subparagraph a applies.
4. Terms and definitions which have been approved for the NATO,

SEATO, and CENTO Glossaries and the IADB Dictionary are also incoi-
porated in this dictionary. Each term is followed by one or more paren-
thetic symbols described below to indicate the scope of applicability:

(DOD) Standardized and approved for use throughout the De-
partment, of Defense.

(I) U.S. Government interdepartmental approval has been
achieved for national usage.

(NATO) Standardized and approved for NATO use by all NATO
Lations.

(NESN) Standardized and approved for NATO use among the
English-Speaking Nations of NATO (Canada, United
Kingdom, and United States).

(NFSN) Standardized and approved for NATO use among the
French-Speaking Nations of NATO (Belg "m and
France).

(SEATO) Standardized and approved for SEATO use by all SEATO
P-ations.

(CENTO) Standardized and approved for CENTO use by all
CENTO nations.

(iADB) Standardized and approved for use by the member coun-
tries of the Inter-American System.

Ai
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SAMPLE FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION
OF ?ROtPOSED CHANGES

Subject: Recommendation for Changes to the DOD Dictionary of Military
and Associated Terms (JCS Pub. 1)

Thru: (Normal Military Channels) (See subparagraph 8b, page ii)

To: Joint Chiefs of Staff
Attn'. Director for Personnel (J-1)
Washington, D.C. 20301

The following changes are recommended for JCS Pub. 1:

a. Change: grazing fire-Fire which is approximately parallel to the
ground and where the center of the cone of fire does not rise above the
height of a man standing one meter from the ground. See also fire.

Reason: (State the rationale for the recommendation, and include
appropriate references to source material.)

b. Add: lines of communication- -All the routes, land, water, and air,
which connect an operating military force with a base of operations and
"along which supplies and military forces move,

Reason: (State the rationale for the recommendation, and include
appropriate references to source material.)

c. Delete:- frustrated cargo.

Reason: (State the rationale for the recommendation.)

(Note: In changes such as shown in paragraph a above, added words
are underlined and changed and deleted words are included in the recom-
mendation, but are lined out.)

Vii
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A

A-1-See Skyraider. resentatives of the eventual military users of
the weapon or equipment to determine if the

A-3-See Sk:-warrior. specified performance and characteristics

A-4-See Skyhawk. have been met.

A-5--See Vigilante. access to classified information-(DOD) The
A-6A-See Intruder, ability and opportunity to obtain knowledge

of classified information. A person has access

abeam-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Bear- to classified inforn.aion if he is pe-mitted to

"ing approximately 090' or 270' relative; at gain knowledge of the inforrnatioi or if he is

right angles to the longitudinal axis of a in a place wher" he would be expecced to gain

vehicle, such knowledge. A person does not have ac-
cess to classified information by being in a

abort-(DOD, NESN, NFSN, CENTO, IADB) place where classified information is kept if
Failure to accomplish a mission for any rea- security measures prevent him from gaining
son other than enemy action. It may occur at knowledge of the information.
any point from initiation of operation to des- accidental attack--(DOD, 1ADB) An unin-
tination. tended attack wh:ch oc-•ars without deliber-

abrasions-(NATO, CENTO) In photography, ate national design as a direct r'.-ult of a

scratches or marks produced mechanically on random even, such as a mechanical failure,

emulsion surfaces or film base. a simple human error, or an unauthorized
action by a subordir-r.te.

absolute altitud.-(OOD, NATO, CENTO, accidental war--(DOD) Not to be used. See
IADB) The height of an aircraft directly accidental attack.

above the surface or terrain uvcr which it is

flying. See also altitude. accommodation-(NATO, CENTO) The ability

absolute dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon, which of the human eye to adjust itself to give
sharp images of objects of different distances., when launched at or emplaced on a target,heIn stereoscopy, the ability of the human eyes

fails to explode. to bring two images iito superimiposition for

absorbed dose-(DOb, NATO, CENTO) The stereoscopic viewing.
amount of energy imparted by nuclear (or accompanying cargo-(NATO, CENTO) All
ionizing) radiation to unit mass of absorbing classes of cargo carried by units into theclase maeral carg carrit by unit intd.h
material. The unit is the rad. ob:jective area. See also accompanying sup-

acvepta:1e product-(NATO, CENTO, IAflB) plies.

One which may be used in place of anotl.er accompanying supplies-(DOD, NATO,
product for extended periods without techni- SEATO, CENTO, IADB) All classes of sup-
cal advice. See also emergency substitute; plies carried by units into the objective area.
NATO unified product; standardized prod- See also accompanying cargo.

uet. accountability-(DOD, IADB) The obligation

acceptance trials-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, imposed by law or lawful order or regulation
IADB) Trials carried out by nominated rep- of an officer or other persen for keeping ac-

PC! eX111mation of , ,b , se F . curate record of property, documents, or

II
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funds. The person havingý this obligaion may acquire (radar)-See acquire.
or may not have ,ctu,.I possessio-i of the
property, documents, or funds. Ac.juntabil- action agent-(DOD) In intelligence usage, one
ity is concerned primarily with records, while who has access to and performs action against
responsibility is concerned primarily with the target.
custody, care, and sa.fekeeping. See also
responsibility, action deferred--(DD) Tactical action on a

specific track is being withheld for better
accuracy of fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, tactical advantage. Weapons are available

CENTO, IADB) The measure of the devia- and commitment is peping.
tion of fire from the point of aim, expressed
in terms of the distance between 'he point of action info,;~Iation center-See co-mbat infor-
aim and the mean point of bursts. mation center.

accuricy of information-See evaluation (in- activate-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
ý-iligence). IADB) 1. To put into existence by official nr-

der a unit. post, camp, staC n, base, or shore
acknowledgment--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, activity which has pr-vious.y been constituted

IADB) A message from the addressee in, and designated by name or number, or both,
forming the originator that his comm nica- so that it can be organized to function in its
tion has )ken received and is ;inderstood. assigned capacity. (DOD, IADB) 2. To pre-

pare for active service a naval ship or craft
acoustical intelligence--(DOD) Thb technical which has been in an inactive or reserve

and intelligence information derived from status. See also commission: constitute.
foreign sources which generate acoustical
waves, activation detector-(DOD. NATO, CENTO) A

material used to determine neutron flux or
acoustical surveiliance--(DOD) Employment density by virtue of the radioactivity induced

of electronic devicer including sound record- in it as a result of neutron capture.
ing, receiving, or transmitting equipment for
the collection of information, active aircraft-(DOD, IADB) Aircraft cur-

rently and actively engaged in supporting tl'e
acoustic jamming-(DOO) The deliberate radi flying missions either through direct assign=-

ation or reradiation o: mechanical or electro- ment to operational units or in the prepara-
acoustic signals witi. the objectives of ob- tion for su'ýh assignment or reassignment
literating or obscuring signals which the through any of the togistic processes of sup-
enemy is attempting to receive and of deter- ply, maintenance, and modification. See also
ring enemy weapon systems. See also barrage aircraft.
jamming; electronic jamming; jamming;
spot jamming. active air defense-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) Direct defensive action
acquire--(DOD) 1. When applied to acquisition taken to destroy or reduce the effectiveness

radars, the process of detecting the presence of an enemy air attack. It includes such meas-
and location of a target in sufficient detail to ures as the use of aircraft. antiaircraft guns.
permit iHentification. 2. When applied to electronic countermeasures, and surface-to-
tracking radars, the process of positioning a air guided missiles. See also air defense.
radar beam so that a target is in that beam
to Dermit the effecti• e employment of weap- active communications satellite-See communi-
ons. See also target acquisition. cations satellite.

2
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active defense-(flOD. NATO, SEA TO, trol transmitted in the call for fire by the oh-
IETO ADB) The employment o! limited server or spotter to indicaiý_-Uatt '1;- wi'll c~ct.

iffensiv 'e action and counterattacks to deny a trol the adjustment.
contested area or position to the et-erny. See

also passive defense. adjustment-See adjustment of fire.

active homing guidance-(DOD,JN'ESN', 1A DB adjustment of fire.-.DOD, NATO. CENTO)
A system of homing guidance wherein both Process used in artillery and naval gunfire
the source for illuminating the target. and to obtain correct bearing, ran.-e and height
zhe receiver for detecting- the energy reflected of bur't (if time fuzes are used) when en-
frorn the target as the result,. of illuminating gagipg_ a target by observed fire. See also spot.
the target, are carried within the missile. See W-.0SeQal
also guidance. A MOSeQal

actie wteril-(ODNATO CA TO, administration-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN-
actie mteral-DOD .'A T, CN T, TO, 1AJAB) 1. The management and execution

lADB) Material, such as plutoniurn and cer- of all military matters not included in tactics
tain isotopes of uranhu-r., which is capaole oi -n saey- piaiyintefed flgs

su~pvtig afl~on c~a recti~i.tics and '-ersonnel management. 2. Intern,-d

activity-(DOD, ]APB) 1. A unit. orgainzatirin, management of units.
or instailatioi' perfcrming a tuniction or mis- adniinistraiive airlif service-(DOD, 1ADH)
sian, e.g., reception c2nter, redistribution cen- Teailfsricnoalypvddbyp-
ter, naval staf ion, naval shipyard. 2. A furkc- cifical1y identifiable aircraft assigned to or-
tion or mission, e.g., recruiting, schooling. ganizations vr conimands fe-r internal ad-
See also establishment-i t

actual ground zero--(DOD, NATO, 6'ENTO,1 administrative chain of command-(DOD.
lADB) The point on the surface of the earth NAO iTCNO.lD)Tenra
at, or vertically bellow or above, the center of NT.SE O ET,1D)Tenra

chain of command as determined by the &d-

an actual auclear detonation. Also called mninistrative orgattization. See also chain of
ero. Se lodsrdgoudzr;gon nmmand; operational chain of command.

administrative control-4DOD, NATO, SEA-acute dose-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Total dose TOCETAD)irconrexcsef
ata booneca tieovery canperod so short authority over subordinate or other organi-

biolgicl reove3' anno ocur.zations in respect to administrativ,. matters,

add-DOD A cirrctin usd b an bsever Such as pf -sonnel management, supply, sserv-
orad spotteA torredcatinued bya an inbreaser i CZS, ai'd other matters not included in the

spoter o inicae tht a inceas HI operational rmissioi~s of the subordinate or
alon a potinglineis esied.other organizations. See also control; opera-

* tional command; operational control.
adjust-(DOD) An order to the obscrver or

spo~tter to initiate an adjustment on a desig- adminLisrative !anding-.(DOD) An linopposed
nated target. landing involving debark-atioin from vehicles

which have been administratively loaded. See
adjust fire-(DOD) 1. An order or request to also administrative loading; administrative

initiate an adjustment. 2. A method of con- movement; logistics over the shore opera-

Fer ezvU=Uv* e~f uynUAh me Pwg TL. ion3.
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administrative :ead time-(DOD, IADB) Th,- advance-(DOD) A request from . spotter to
time interval between initiation of procure- indicate that he desires the illumiating pru-
ment action and letting of contract or placing jectile to burst earlier in relation to the %ub-
of order. See also procurement lead time. sequent bursts of high exrlosive projectiles.

administrative loading-(DOD, NATO, CEN- advanced base-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
TO, IADB) A loading system which gives TO, IADB) A base located in or near a the-

primary consideration to achieving maximum ater of operations whose primary mission is

utilization of troop and cargo space without to support military operations.

regard to tectical considerations. Equipment advanced fleet anchorage-(DOD, NATO,
and supplie3 must be unloaded and sorted CENTO, IADB) A secure anchorage for a
before they car. be used. Sze aiso commercial large number of naval ship3, rbilt! support
loading; loading, units, and auxiliaries, located in or near a

theater of operations. See also emergency
administ,.,•tive map-(DOD, JADB) A map on anchorage. (Note: NATO and CENTO uses

whiiih is graphicidUy rcorded information the words "naval vessels" instead of "naval
pertaining to administrative matters, such as ships".)
supply and evacuatioL -i-istaations, person.
nel installations, medical facilities, collecting advanced fleet ancitorage-(SEATO) A secure
points for stragglers and prisoners of war, anchorage for a large rumber of naval ves-
train bivouacs service and maintenance sels, mobile support units, and auxiliaries.
areas, main supply roads, traffic circulation,
boundaries, and other details vecessary to advanced guard--(NATO, CENTO)The lead-
show the administrative situation in relation ing element of an advancing force. The pri-

to the tactical situation. See also map. mary mission is to insure the uninterrupted
advance of the main body. It has the follow-
ing functions: a. to find and exploit gaps in

administrative movement--(DOtD, NATO, the enermiy's defensive •ystex; b. to prevent
SEATO, cENTO, IADB) A movemeiit in the main body of the advancing force running
which troops and vehicles are arranged to blindly into enemy opposition; and c. to clear
expedite their movement and conserve time away minor opposition or, if major opposi-
and energy when no enemy interference, ex- tion is met, to cover the deployment of the
cept by air, is anticipated. (DOD, IADB) main. body.
Also called administrative march.

advanced landing field-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
administrative order--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, TO, CENTO, IADB) An airfield, usually hav-

CENTO, IADB) An order covering traffic, ing minimum facilities, in or near an objec-

supply, maintenance, evacuation, personnel, tive area. See also airfield.
and other administrative details. advance force (amphibious)-(DOD, NATO,

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A temporary or-
administrative shipping-(DOD) Support ship- ganization within the amphibious task force

ping that is capable of transporting troops which precedes the main body to the objective
and cargo from origin to destination, but area. Its function is to participate in prepar-
which cannot be loaded or unloaded without ing the objective for the main assault by con-
non-organic personnel and/or equipment; ducting such operations as reconnaissance,
e.g., stevedores, piers, barges, boats. See also seizure of supporting positions, minesweep-
administrative loading; administrative ing, preliminary bombardment, underwater
movement. demolitions, and air support.
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~~f~P~anrwl.-(flOl. !ADP) Detaehment gii~g for Ftdrdrop, packing parachutes and
sent ahead of the main force to insture its loading equipment, Preparing air cargo and
uninterrupted advance; to pretect the main load plans. loading anti securing aircfaft,
body against surprise; to fac~ilitate the ad- ejection of cargo for inflight del-Wery, and
vance by remov.,ng obstacles, repairing roads, supervisir,n o:- units engaged in Faircraft load-
and bridges; and to cover the deplo.y-ment of ing alid unloading operations.

the ainbodyif t iscomitte toaerial supply-(SEATO) The act or proceS3 by

advance guard reserve-(DOD, IADB)1 Second which aerial delivery of supplies is made to
of the two main partz. of ar aao 'ance guard. ground units.
the other being the- advance. guard support.

aeredrome-See airfield.bypriet the Yanfreand i itself pro:
~tee yte dac urdsupr.Stra~ll aerodrome traffic-4SEATO) All traffic or. the

(Idvnceguads d r~t hve rseres.maneuveriiig area of an aerodrome and all

advance guard support-(DOD, IADB) First aircraft flying in the vicinity of an aerodrome.
of the two main parts of an advanct- guard, aerodynamic missile-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
the other being the advaner guard reserve. IADB IA mnissile which uses aerodynamiic
It is made up of three smallEr elemeats, in forces to maintain its flight path, generally
order from front co rear, the advance guard employing propulsion guidance. See also bal-
point the advante party, and the supprort fistic missile; guided mieasile.
prmpei. The advan-:z gui;."'1-.,oport protcct3

-the advance guard reserve. 2eremsedical evacuation-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
TO, CENTO, IADB) The moveineUt of n

adverse weather-(DOD) Weather In which tients to and between medical treatment fa-
military operations art- generally restricted cilities by air transportation.
or impeded. See also marginal weather. arreia vcaincnrlc-trM D

advisory area (air traflic)-.(DOD, INATO, !ADB) The control facility established by- the
£CENTO, IADB) A design~ated area wit-hin a commander of an air transport divisior., air
flight informnation region where air traffic force, or air ccowm.and. It operattes in conjunc-

i I'advisory service is available. tion with the command transport movement
control center and coordinates overall medi-

raerial photograph--See air photograph. cal requirement with transport airlift
capability. The center also assigns medical

aerial pi.ckets-(.FEATO, IADB) Aircraft dis- missions to appropriate aeromedical evacua-
posed around a position, area, or formation, tioi, elements in the system. and monitors

L ~iprimarily to detect, report, and track ap- patient inovement activities.
preaching enemy aircraft.

aerounedical evacuation control officer-(DOD,
aerial port-(DOD, IADH) A facility located on IADB) An officer of the air transport force

an aiAr base, consisting of one or more air or air command controlling the flow of pa-il *terminals, and constituting an authorized tients by air,~
portof entry toand clearance from acountry.

aeromedical evacuation coordinating officer-
*aeia Poresudo-D A i oc r (NATO. SEA TO, CENTO) An officer of an

ganization which operates and provides the originating, intransit, or des-tination medical

functions assigned to aerial ports to include facility 'establishment who coordinatess aero-

For expnatien *f sybo- me, paei establishmient.
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aeromedical e' acuation system-(DOD, NATO, aerospace--{DOt, NATO, CENTO, iADB) Of,
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A system w-hich or pertaining to, the earth's envelope of at-
provides: a. control of ia.ient movement by mosphere and the space above it; two separ-
air traneport; b. specialized medical attend- ate entities considered as a single realm for
ants and eq'iipment for in-flight medical care; activity in launching, guadpnce, and control
c. facilitieF, on or in the vicinity of air strips of vehicles which will travel in both entities.
and air bases, for the limited medical care of
in-transit paitients entering, en route via, or aerospace control operations-(DOD) The em-

leaving the system; and d. communication ployment of air forces, supported by ground
with destination and en route medical facili- and naval forces, as appropriate, to achieve

ties concerning patient airlift movements, military objectives in vital aerospace areas.
Such operations include destruction of enemy

aeromedical evacuation unit--(DOD, IADB) aerospace and surface-to-air forces, interdic-
Ana operational medical organization con- tion of enemy aerospace operations, protec-
cerned primarily with the management and tion of vital air lines of communication, and
couitrol of patients being transported via an the establishment of local military superior-

aeromedical evacuation system or system ity in areas of air operations.

eche!on. aerospace defense-(DOD, IADB) All meas-
aeronautical chart--(DOD, 1ADB) A special- ures designed to reduce or nullify the effec-

ized representation of mapped features of the tiveness of hostile acts by aircraft, missiles,
iedreporesentartio of mappoed featuresof the and space vehicles after they leave the earth's
earth, or some part of it, produced to show surface; an inclusive term encompassing air
selected terrain, cultural and hydrographic defense and space defense.
features, and supplemental inforinatioi "-e-
quired for air navigation, pilotage, or for afterburning-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 'ADB)
planning air operations. 1. The characteristic of some rocket motors to

burn irregularly for some time after the
aeronautical chart-(NATO, CENTO) A rep- main burning and thrust has ceased. 2. The

resentation of a portion of the earth, its cul- process of fuel injection and combustion in
ture and relief, specifically designed to meet the exhaust jet of a turbojet engine (aft or to
the requirements of air navigation, the rear of the turbine).

aeronautical information overprint-(DOD, afterwinds-(DOD) Wind currents set up in
NATO, CENTO, IADB) Additional informa- the vicinity of a nuclear explosion directed
tion which is printed or stamped on a map toward the burst center, resulting from the
or chart for the specific purpose of air navi- updraft accompanying the rise of the fireball.
gation. AGC-See amphibious command ship.

aeronautical topographic chart--(NATO) A agent-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
representation of features of the surface of lADB) In intelligence usage, one who is au-
the earth, designed primarily as an aid to thorized or instructed to obtain or to assi.A
visual or radar navigation, which shows se- in obtaining information for intelligence or
lected terrain, cultural or hydrographic fea- counterintelligence purposes.
tures and supplementary aeronautical infor-
mation. agent authentication-(DOD) The technical

support task of providing an age A1 with per-
aeropause-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) sonal documents, accoutrements, and equip-

Region in which functional effects of the at- ment which have the appearance of authen-
mosphere on man and aircraft cease to exist. ticity as to claimed origin and which support
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and are consistent with the agent's cover air alert misfion-(SEATO, IADB) Aircraft
story. airboine inl hm btttu=a area to ans-,,r =! for

immediate air support from the ground
agent net-(DOD) An organization for clandes- forces.

tine purposes which operates under the di-

rection of a principal agent. air and naval gunfire liaison company-(DOD,
IADB) An organization composed of Marine

aggressor forces-(DOD, IADB) Forces en- and Navy personnel specially qualified forgaged in aggressive military action.. In the shore control of naval gunfire and close air

context of training exercises, the "enemy" support. Also known as ANGLICO.

created to add realism in training maneuvers

and exercises. This rncihod replaces the less air attack-(DOD) 1. (coordinated)-A corn-
realistic system of fictional "red" and "blue" bination of two or more types of air attack
armies. (dive, glide, low-level) in one strike, using

one or more types of aircraft. 2. (deferred)-
AGM-12--.See Bullpup. A procedure in which attack groups rendez-
AGM-28--See Hound Dog. vous as a single unit. It is used when attack

groups are launched from more than one
agonic line-(DOD, NATO) A line drawn on a station with their departure on the mission

map or chart joining points of zer) magnetic being delayed pending further orders. 3.
declination for a specified epoch. (divided)-A method of delivering a coordi-

agreed point--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, nated air attack which consists of holding
IADB) A predetermined point on the ground, the units in close tactical concentration up to

identifiable from tle air, and used when air- a mint, then splitting them to attack an ob-

craft assist in fire adjustment, jective from different directions.

Al--See hospital ship. air base (photegrammetry)--(DOD, NATO,
CEINenT O, IADB) 1. The lto'pe Joinirng two air

AIM-4 26, 47mSee Falcon. stations or the length of that line. g. The dis-

AIM(-7( Dee Sparrow. tance, at the s2.Ae of the stereoscopic model,
betareen adjacent pers-aective centers as re-

bAIM-9--rSee Sidewinder. constructed in the plotting instrument See
aTnalso air station (photogrammetry).I ~AIR-2A--See Genie.

a ittairborne-s(DOD, NESN, NFSN, SEATO, CEN-
AIR-2B-See Genie. TO, IADB) 1. Applied to personnel, equip-

Sment, etc., transported by air, e.g., airborne

a spotter or an obsalver to indicate a i at a infantpl. 2. Applied to materiel being or de-

enemy ar artck Se alsocair d ense signed to be transported by aircraft, as dis-
. tinguished from weapons and equipment in-

: impact.
[ stalled in snd remaining a part of the aircraft,

air alert-($EATO) The operational status of 3. Applied to an aircraft from the instant it be-
Saircraft in the air that are ready for the ira- comes entirely sustained by air until it ceases
Smediate accomplishment of a mission. to be so susl.ained. A lighter-than-air aircraft

S~is not considered to be airborne when it is
} air alert•-(IADB) The alerting against possible attached to the ground, except that moored
Senemy air attack. See also air defense warn- balloons are airborne whenever sent aloft.
!ing conditions; alert; ground alert. See also air transportable units.

F exi.. o of ,s a" me v airborne alert--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
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A state of aircr.ft readiness wherein combat- CENTO, IADB) An officer who is the repre-
equipped aircraft are airborne and ready senta'lve of th,' airbornc units and who works
for immeniate act.on. (DOD, lADB) It is de- with tre air force on airfields being tised for
signed to reiuce Y eaction time and to increase airborne orerations.
the survivabi'ity 'actor. See also combat airpatrol; fighter co "er. airborne forces--(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, C1EN-

TO, 'ADB) Forces composed primarily of
airborne assault--Se assvult. ground and air units organized, equipped, and

trained for airborne operations. See also
airborne assault weapen-(DOD. !ALiB) An force(s).

unarmored, mobi e, f-%.-Lracked gun provid-
ing a mobile ant'"ank capability for airborne airborne intercept equipment-(DOD) A fire
troops. Can be a:rdropped. control system, including radar equipment,

installed in interceptor aircraft used to effect
airborne battlefield command and control cen- air interception.

ter-(DOD) A United States Air Force air-
craft equipped with communications, data airborne lift-(DOD, IADB) The total capaci-
link, and display equipment; it may be em- ties expressed in terms of personnel and
ployed as an airborne command post or a cargo that are, or can be, carried by avail-
communications and inte~ligence relay fa- able aircraft in one trip.
cility. airborne operation-(DOD, IADB) An opera-

airborne command post-(DOD) A suitably tion involving the air movement into an ob-
equipped aircraft used by the commander for jective area, of combat forces and their logis-
the control of his forces. tic support for execution of a tactical or a

strategic mission. The means employed may
airborne early warning--(DOD) The detection be any combination of airborne units, air

of enemy air or surface units by radar or transportable units and types of transport
other equipment carried ir an airborne ve- aircraft, depending on the mission and the
hicle and the transmitting of a warning to overall situation.
friendly units. airborne operation-(NA TO, SEATO, CENTO)

airborne early warning-(IADB) An airborne An operation involving the movement of
aircraft that has the capability, through ra- combat forces and their logistic support into
dar or other means, of detecting the approach an objective area by air.
of enemy air or surface units and of trans- airborne order-(OD) A command and au-
mitting an alert to friendly units. thorization for flight when a predetermined

airborne early warning and control-(DOD, time greater than five minutes is establishea
NATO, CENTO, lADB) Air surveillance and for aircraft to become airborne.
control provided by airborne early warning airborne radio relay-(DOD) Airborne equip-
vehicles which are equipped with search and ment used to relay radio transmission from
height-finding radar and communications selected originating transmitters.
equipment for controlling weapons. See also
air picket& airborne radio relay-(NATO, CENTO) A

technique, employing aircraft fitted with
airborne early warning and control-(SEATO) radio relay stations for the purpose of in-

An airborne radar station providing early creasing the range, flexibility or physical se-
warning and control facilities. curity of communications systems.

airboi ,e force liaison officer-(NATO, SEATO, aitborne sensor operator-(DOD) An individ-

8
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ual trained to operate sensor ,quipment use of radio, radar, or other means) of suchjj aboard al..i.tal.d tI .... ^ ""i,,ed intpr, airtraft as may be allotted to him for opera-
pretations of imagery produced in flight. tion within his :4rca. See also air traffic con-

troller; air weapons controller; tactical air
airborne troops--(DOD, IADB) Those ground controller.

units whose primary mission is to make Ps-
sault landings frorr the air. See also troops. air control team-(N.4TO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) A team especially organized to direct
air-breathing missile.-(DOD) A missile with close air support ,:trikes in the vicinity of

an engine requiring the intake of air for corn- forward ground elen;ents by visual or other
bustion of its fuel, as in a ramjet or turbojet. means. See also tartica) air control party.
To be contrasted with the rocket missile, air corridors--(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN TO,
which carries its own oxidizer and can oper- DB) Restricted air routes of travel spe-ate beyond the atmosphere, AB etitdarrotso rvlsei

fied for use by friendly aircraft and estab-
airburst-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, lished for the purpose of preventing friendly

IADB) An explosion of a bomb or projectile a.rcraft from being fired on by frien.dly
above the surface as distinguished from an forces.
explosion on contact with the surface or after
penetration. See types of burst. aircraft--See active aircraft; inactive aircraft;

nonprogram aircraft; program aircraft; re-
air cartographic camera-(NATO, CENTO, serve aircraft; supporting aircraft; unit air-

IADB) A camera having the accuracy and craft.
other characteristics essential for air survey
or cartographic photography. aircraft arresting barrier-(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) The device, not dependent
air cartographic photography-.(NATO, CEN, on an aircraft hook, used tV engage and ab-

TO) The taking and processing of air photog- sorb the forward momentum of an emergency
raphy for mapping and charting purposes. landinr or aborted take-off. See also arcraft

air commaiid-(DOD, IADB) A major subdi- arresting system.

vision of the Air Force; for operational pur- aircraft irresting gear-(DOD. NATO, CEN-
poses it normally consists of two or more air TO, IADB) The device used to engage hook
forces. See also command. equipped aircraft to absorb the forward mo-

air control-See air controller; air traffic con- mentum of a routine or emergency landing.
trol center; airway; area control center; or aborted take-off. See also aircraft arrest-
control and reporting center; control area; ing system.
control zone; controlled airspace; tactical aircraft arresting f-ook-(NATO, CENTO,
air control center; terminal control area;
transport control center (air transport).to an aircraft to en-gage arresting gear. See also aircraft arrest-

air control and reporting center-(SEATO, ing system.
IADB) A subordinate air control eleir -t of
the Tactical Air Control Center from which aircraft arresting hook wire--(NATO, CEN-
control and warning operations within its TO) A wire engaged by an aircraft arresting
area of respor.sibility are conducted. hook used in certain types of aircraft arrest-

ing systems. See also aircraft arresting hook;
air controller-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- aircraft arresting system.

TO, lADBB) An individual especially trained
for and assigned the duty of the control (by aircraft arresting s y s t e m-(DOD, NATO,

For ,flow of w.l. we p vi. CENTO, IADB) A series of components used
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to engage an aircraft and absorb the forward tion as to the load that actually goeF into each
momentum of a routine or emergency land- a:rcraft.
ing (or aborted takeoff). See also aircraft aircraft marshaller--NTCNO•Aprarresting barrier; aircraft arresting gear; arrf asalr(AO ET)Apraircraft arresting hook. son trained to direct by visual or other meansthe movement of aircraft on the ground, into

aircrat' block speed-(DOD) True air speed in and out of landing, parking or hovering
knots under zero wind conditions adjusted in points. Also known as aircraft guide.
relation to length of sortie to compensate for
take-off, climb-out, let-down, instrument ap- aircraft marshalling area-(NATO, SEATO,
proach and landing. CENTO, lADB) Ar area in which aircraft

may form up befcre take-off or assemble after
aircraft c :im b corridor--(NATO, CENTO, lnding.IADB) Positive controlled airspaces of de-

fined vertical and horizontal dimensions ex- aircraft mission equip,-remnt-(DOD, NATO,
'eading from an airfield. CENT&, FADB) Equipment that must be

a f cfitted to ar_ aircraft to enable it to fulfill aaircraft control and warnlng system--(DOD, particular mission or task.

JADB) A system established to control and

report the movement of aircraft. It consists aircraft modification-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
of observation facilities (radar, passive elec- IADB) A change in the physical character-
tronic, visual, or other means), control cen- istics of aircraft, accomplished either by a
ters, and necessary communications. change in production specifications or by al-

aircraft dif'persal area-(NATO, SEATO, teration of items already produced.

CENTO, lADB) An area on a military in- aircraft monitoring and control-(DOD) That
stallation designed primarily for the disper- equipment installed in aircraft to permit
sal of parked aircraft, whereby such aircraft monitoring and control of safing, arming, and
will be less vulnerable in the event of an fuzing functions of nuclear weapons or nu-
enemy air raid. clear weapon systems.

aircraft flat pallet--(NATO, CENTO) A
stressed pallet capable of supporting ard aircraft picketing--(NATO, CENTO) Scuring
restraining a specifically rated load. It is aircraft when parked in the open to restrain
restrainiaspecifically d e ratiedloa. It a ais- movement due to the weather or condition of
specifically designed for tiedown in an air- the parking area. See also aircraft tiedown.
craft. See also palletized unit load.

aircraft guide-See aircraft marshaller. aircraft repair-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
process of restoring aircraft or aircraft ma-

aircraft handover--(N TO, SEATO, CENTO, terial after damage or wear to a serviceable
IADB) The process of transferring control condition.
of aircraft from one controling authority aircraft replenishing--( N A T 0, C E N T 0,

IADB) The refilling of aircraft with con-
aircraft inspection-(NATO, CENTO, 1A 0B) sumables such as fuel, oil, and compressed

The process of systematically examining, gases to predetermined levels, pressures.
checking and testing aircraft structural mem- quantities, or weights. Rearming is excluded.
bers, components and systems, to detect ac-
tual or potential unserviceable conditions. aircraft role equipment--See aircraft mission

aircraft loading table--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, lADB) A data sheet used by the aircraft scrambling-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
force unit commander containing informa- CENTO, IADB) Directing the immediate

I'0
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Etakeoff of aircraft from a ground alert con- security during an air defense emergency.
..... .. ............ -a... (Note: IADB does not use "(overseas)" in

Part I definition.)
aircraft tiedown-(DOD, IADB) Securing air-

craft when parked in the open to restrain air defense area-(NATO, CENTO) A specifi-
movement due to the weather or condition of cally defined airspace for which air defense
the parking area. See also aircraft picketing. must be planned and provided.

aircraft utilization-(DOD, IADB) Average air defense area-(SEATO) A specifically de-
number of hours during each 24-hour period fined, established territory that includes ob-
that an aircraft is actually in flight. jectives of possible enemy 6.'r attack, and for

which air defense must be provided.
aircraft vectoring--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) The directional control of in-flight air defense artillery-(DOD) Weapons and
aircraft through transmission of azimuth equipment for actively combating air targets
heý-dings, from the ground. Weapons are classed as:

light-20-571nn
aircraft vectoring-(SEATO) The directional medium-58-99mm

control of in-flight aircraft through trans- heavy-l10mm or greater.
mission of azimuth headings. (Net used for
homing headings.) air defense battle zone-(DOD) A volume of

airspace surrounding an air defense fire unit
or defended area, extending to a specified

signed to reduce or nullify the effectiveness altitude and range, in which the fire unitof hostile acts by vehicles (including mis- commander will engage and destroy targets

siles) in the earth's enveiope of atmosphere. not indentified as friendly under criteria es-
See also active air defense; passive air de- tablishei by higher headquarters.
fense.

air defense control center--DOD, NATO,
air defeuse--(NATO, SEA TO, CENTO) All CENTO, IADB) The principai information,

measures designed to nullify or reduce the communications, and operations ccnter from
effectiveness of the attack of aircraft or which all aircraft, antiaircraft operations,
guided missiles in flight. See also active air air defense 2rtillery, guided missiles, and air
defense; passive air defense. warning func'ions of a specific area of air

air defense a c t i o n a r e a-(DOD, NATO, defense responsibility are stupervised and co-

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An area and the ordinated. See also combat information

airspace above it within which friendly air- center.

craft or surface-to-air weapons are normally air defense direction center-(DOD, IADB) An
given precedence in operations except under installation having the capability of perform-specified conditions. See also air defense ing air surveillance, interception control and
operations area. direction of allocated air defense weapons

air defense area-(DOD, IADB) 1. (overseas) within an assigned sector of responsibility.

A specifically defined airspace for which air Also may have an identification capability.

defense must be planned and provided. 2. air defense division-(DOD) A geographical
(United States) Airspace of defined dimen- subdivision of an air defense region. See also
sions designated by the appropriate agency air defense sector.
within which the ready control of airborne
vehicles is required in the interest of national air defense early warning-(NATO, SEATO,

For expiwwti of snbo• se pan i. CENTO, IADB) Early notification of ap-fi 11
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proach of enemy airborne weapons or weap- fication zone; fire power umbrella; positive
ons carriers obtained by electronic or visual identification and radar advisory zone.
means, See also early warning.

air defense operations area-(NATO, SEATO,
air defense element-(DOb) A section repre- CENTO, IADB) A geographical area defin-

senting the force air defense commander that ing the boundaries within which procedures
operates as a functional portion of tLe Army are established to minimize interference be-

tactical operations center when air defense tween air defense and other operations and

units are assigned or attached to the frce. which may include designation of one or more

It coordinates Army air defense operations of the following: air defense area; air de-

with other tactical support operations, use of fense action area; air defense identification

airspace over the force area and air defense zone; fire power umbrella.

of the commander's area of responsibility. air defense readiness-(DOD, IADB) An oper-
air defense emergency--(DOD) An emergency ational status requiring air defense forces to

condition, declared or confirmed by either the maintain higher than ordinary preparedness

Commander in Chief, North American Air for short periods of time.

Defense Command or Commar.der in Chief, air defense region-(DOD, IADB) A geograph-
Continental Air Defense Command, or higher ical subdivision or an air defense area.
authority, which exists when attack upon the
continental United States, Alaska, Canada, air defense sector-(DOD, NATO, CONTO,
or United States installations in Greenland JADB) A geographical subdivision of an air
by hostile aircraft or missiles is considered defense region. See also air defense division.
probable, is imminent, or is taking place.

air defense ship-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
air defense identification zone-(DOD) Air- JADB) The ship detailed to assume responsi-

space of defined dimensions within which the bility for air defense. (Note: SEATO and
ready identification, location, and control of IADB term has qualifier "(naval term)".)
airborne vehicles is required. Commonly re-
ferred to as ADIZ. See also air defense op- air defense warning conditions-(DOD) A de-
erations area. gree of air raid probability according to the

following code. The term air delense divi-
air defense identification z o n e-(NATO, sion/sector referred to herein may include

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Airspace of de- forces and units afloat and/or deployed to
fined dimensions within which the ready forward areas, as applicable. Air defense
identification, location, and control of air- warning yellow--attack by hostile aircraft
craft is required. See also air defense opera- and/or missiles is probable. This means that
tions area. hostile aircraft and/or missiles are en route

toward an air defense division/sector, or un-
air defense operations area-(DOD) An area known aircraft and/or missiles suspected to

and the airspace above it within which pro- be hostile are en route toward or are within
cedures are established to minimize mutual an air defense division/sector. Air defense
interference between air defei ,Qe and other warning red--attack by hostile aircraft and/
operations and which may include designa- or missiles is imminent or is in progress. This
tion of one or more of the following: air de- means that hostile aircraft and/or missiles
fense action area, air defense identification are within an air defense division/sector or
zone, and 'or fire power umbrella. See also are in the immediate vicinity of an air de-
air defense action area; air defense identi- fense division/sector with high probability of
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entering the division/sector. Air defense air division--(DOD) A unit or its headquarters,

warning wi. .,e-attae, vY 1._.um - - - I ....... , , --. -

and/or missiles is improbable. May be called posed of two or more combat wings, but
either before or after air defense warning sometimes adapted to other organizational
yellow or red. The initial declaration of air structures.
defense emergency will automatically estab-
lish a condition of air defense warning other airdrop--(DOD, SEATO, IADB) The unload-
than white for purposes of security control ing of personnel or materiel fromr aircraft in
of air traffic. flight. See also air movement; free drop; free

fall; high velocity drop; low velocity drop;
air defense warning conditions--(IADB) A de- (Note: SEATO term is "airdrops.".)

gree of air raid probability according to the
following code. The term air defense sector airdrop--(NATO, CENTO) De!ivery of person-
referred to herein may include forces and nel or cargo from aircraft in flight. See also
units afloat and/ or deployed to forward areas, air movement; free drop; high velocity drop;
as applicable, air defense warning yellow: low velocity drop.
Attack by hostile aircraft is probable. (This
means that hostile aircraft are en route airdrop platform-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
toward an air defense sector, or unknown IADB) A base on which vehicles, cargo. or
aircraft .ispected to be hostile are en route equipment is loaded for airdrop or lew alti-
toward or are within an air defense sector.) tude extraction. See also airdrop.
air defense warning red: Attack by hostile
aircraft is imminent or is taking place. (This air evacuation-(NA TO, SEATO, CENTO,
means that hostile aircraft are within an air IADB) Evacuation by aircraft of personnel
defense sector or are in the immediate vicin- and cargo.
ity of an air defense sector with high proba-
bility of entering the sector.) air defense air facility--(DOD, IADB) An installation
warning white: Attack by hostile aircraft is from which air operations may be or are be-
improbable. May be called either before or ing conducted. See also facility.
after air defense warning yellow or red.

airfield-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) An
air delivery--See airdrop; air landed; air area prepared for the accommodation, (in-

mcvement; air supply. cluding any buildings, installations, and
equipmerv.), landing and take-off of aircraft.

air delivery container-(DO) A sling, bag or See also 0lternative airfield. departure air-
roll, usually of canvas or webbing, designed field; landing area; landing point; landing
to hold supplies and equipment for air de- site; landing zone; main airfield; redeploy-
livery, ment airfield; regroup airfield. (Note: TADB

definition does not have the parenthetical
air delivery equipment-(DOD) Special items phrase beginning with the word "including".)

of equipment, such as parachutes, air delivery
containers, platforms, tie downs, and related airfield traffic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) All
items used in air delivery of personnel sup- traffic on the maneuvering area of an airfield
plies, and equipment. and all aircraft flying in the vicinity of an

airfield.
air despatcher (cargo)-(ivATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) A person trained in the ejec- air fire plan-(DOD) A plan fcr integrating
tion of cargo from aircraft in flight, and coordinating tactical air support of

F.o erl---tim of abes w pa" ,i ground forces with other fire support.
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A;r FVrA! h•osdf-(lfl qlAT)I An air bmqp airhead-(SRATO) 1. A designated area in a
for support of Air Force units consisting of hostile or threatened territGry which, when
landing strips and all comnponents or related seized and held, ensures the continuous air
facilities for which the Air Force has ope-at- landing of troops and materiel and provides
ing responsibility, together with interior lines the maneuver space necessary for projected
of communications and the minimum sur- operations. 2. A designated location in an area
rounding area required for local security. of operations and used as a base for supply
(Normally, not greater than an area of 20 and evacuation by air. See also beachhead;
square miles.) See also base complex. bridgehead.

Air Force Component Headquarters-(DOD) air intercept control common-(DOD) A tacti-
The field headquarters facility of the Air cal air-to-ground radio frequency monitored
Force commander charged with the overall by all air intercept control facilities within
conduct of Air Force operations. It is com- an area, which is used as a backup for other
posed of the command section and appropri- discrete tactical control frtquencies.ate staff elements.

airfrume--(DOD, ADB) 1. The structural cor- air interception--(DOD) To effect visual or
aonentsofan airplane, inclu.ing T he struural celectronic contact by a friendly aircraft with
ponents of an airplane, including the frame.. another aircraft. Normally the air intercept
work and skin of such parts as the fuselage, is conducted in the following five phase:

S~empennage, wings, landing gear (minus
empenag, wngs laninggea (mnus a. climb phase-Airborne to cruising alti-

tires), and engine mounts. 2. The framework, . pde;tude;
envolope, and cabin of an airship. 3. The as- b. maneuver phase-Receipt of initial vector
sembled principal structural components, les to
propulsion system, control, electronic equip- tack speed •nd altitude;
ments, and payload of a missile.

c. transition phase-Increase or decrease of
air freighting-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The speed and altitude required for the attack;

non-tactical movement of cargo by air. d. attack phase-Turn to attack heading, ac-
quisition of target, completion of attack

air ground operations system-(DOD, NATO, and turn to breakaway heading; and
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An Army/Air e. recovery phase-breakaway to landing.
Force system providing the ground corn- See also broadcast controlled air inter-
mander with the means for receiving, pro- ception; close controlled air interception.
cessing, and forwarding the requests of
subordinate ground commanoers for air-sup- air interception--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) To
port missions and for the rapid dissemination effect visual or radar contact by a friendly
of information and intelligence, aircraft with another aircraft. See also broad-

cast controlled air interception; close con-
airhead-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. A trolled air interception.

dfsignated area in a hostile or threatened ter-
ritory which, when seized and held, insures air interception-(SEATO) To effect visual or
the continuous air landing of troops and ma- radar contact by a friendly aircraft with an
teriel and prov.ides maneuver space necessary unidentified aircraft. See ELso broadcast con-
for projected operations. Normplly, it is the trolled air interception; close controlled air
area seized in the assault phase of art airbame interception.
operation. 2. A designated location in an area
of operations used as a base for supply and air intercept zone--(DOD) A subdivided part
evacuation by air. See also beachhead; of the destructioa area in which it is planned
bridgehead, to destroy or defeat the enemy airborne threat
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with interceptor aircraft. See also %iestruc- that is offered for carriage by air. I. TO tranis-
tion area., port passengers and cargo by use of aircraft.

(DOD, NATOI, CENT0, iAiB) I. The car-
air irterdiction-(DOD, NESA) Air operations riage of personnel and/or cargo by air. See

conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay the also payload.
enemy's military potential before it can be
brought to bear effectively against friendly airlift capability-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
forces, at such distance from friendly forces IADB) The total capacity expressed in terms
that detailed integration of each air mission of number of passengers and/or weight/cubic
with the fire and movement of friendly forces displacement of cargo that can be carried at
is not required. See also interdict, any onp time to a given destination by the

available air transport service. See also air-
air landed-(DOD) Moved by air and disem- lift requirement, allowable cabin load (air);

bý.rked, or unloaded, after the aircraft has allowable cargo load (air); payload;
landed or while a helicopter is hovering, planned load (aircraft).

air landed- -(SEATO, IADB) Moved by air and airlift requirement--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
disembarked, or unloaded, after the ai.-craft IADB) The total number of passengers and /
has landed. or weight/cubic displacement of cargo re-

quired to be carried by air for a specific task.
air landing-(NATO, CENTO) Moved by air See also airlift capability.

and disembarked, or unloaded, after the air-
craft has landed. See also air movement, airlift. ervice-(DOD, IADB) The performance

or procurement of air transportation and
air-launched ballistic missile-(DOD) An air- services incident thereto required for the

launched ballistic missile launched from an movement of persons, cargo, mail, or other
airborne vehicle. goods.

d.ir-launched ballistic missiie--(ADB) A bal- air logistic support-(DOD, NATO, CSNTO.
listic missile launched from an airborne IADB) Support by air landing or ai- drop in-
vehicle. cluding air supply, movement )f personnel,

(aviator evacuation of casualties and prisoners of war,
Sair liaison officer--(DOD) An officer (aitr' and recovery of equipment and vehicles.

"pilot) attached to a ground unit who func-

tions as the primary advisor to the ground air mission-See mission.
commander on air operation matters.

air mission intelligence report-(DOD, NATO,
air liaison officer-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A detailed report

tactical air force or naval aviation officer at- of the results of an air mission, including a
tached to a ground unit or formation as air complete intelligence account of the mission.
adviser.

airmobile operations-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
air liaison offlicer-(SEA-TO) A tactical air IADB) Operations in which combat forces

force or naval aviation officer attached to a and their equipment move about the battle-
ground formation. field in air vehicles under the control of a

ground force commander to engage in ground
airlift-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, combat.

IADB) 1. The total weight of personnel and/
or cargo that is, or can be, carried by air, or air movement--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

Per expfmatim ,o anlo• '. p, v Air transport of units, personnel, supplies,
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and equipment inciuding airdrops and air air WJErVVI Udju5tiMeit---(D0,o/) ....
landings. See also airdrop; free drop; free ing of gunfire from an aircraft. See also spot.

fall; high-velocity drop; low velocity drop.
air offensive-(DOD) Sustained operations by

air movement-(SEATO) Air transport of strategic and/or tactical air weapon systems
units, personnel, supplies, and equipment, in- against hostile air forces or surface targets.
cluding air drops and air landings and cover-
ing both tactical and administrative move- air operations center--See tactical air control
ments. See also air drops; free dropping; center.
high velocity drop; low velocity drop. air photograph--(NA TO, CENTO) A.ny photo-

air movement column-(DOD, IADB) in air- graph taken from the air.
borne operations, the lead formation and the
serials dowing, proceeding over the same air photographic reconnaissanc#'-(DOD,
flight path at the same altitude. NATO, CENTO, IADB) The obtaining of in-

formation by air photography-divided into
air movement officer-(NA TO, CENTO) An of- three types': a. strategic photographic re-

ficer trained for duties in air movement/ connaissance; b. tactical photographic re-
traffic sections. connaissance;' and c. survey/cartographic

photography-air photography taken for sur-
air movement section--See air traffic section. vey/cartographic purposes r'nd to survey/

cartographic standards of accuracy. It may
air movement table--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, be strategic or tactical.

CENTO, IADB) A table prepared by a
ground force communder in coordination with air pickets--(OOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
an air force commander. This form. issued as Airborne early warning aircraft disposed
an annex to the operation order: a. indicates around a pomition, area, or formation pri-
the allocation of aircraft space to elements of marily to detect, report, and track approach-
the ground units to be airlifted; b. designates ing enemy aircraft or missiles, and to control
the number and type of aircraft in each se- intercepts. See also airborne early warning
rial; c. specifies the departure area, time of and control.
loading, and takeoff.

a'r plot-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) 1. A
air movement/traffic section-(NATO, SEA- continuous plot used in air navigation of a

TO, CENTO, IADB) A section located on graphic representation of true headings
those airfields which serve transport aircraft, steered and air distances flown. 2. A contin-
It is responsible for the loading and unload- uous plot of the position of an airborne ob-
ing of aircraft, and for the handling of pas- ject represented graphically to show true
sengers, mail, and material, head.ngs steered and air distances flown. 3.

WUIhin ships, a display which shows the posi-
air observation--S. ir observer. tions and movements of an airborne object

relative to the plotting ship.
air observation post-See observation post.

air portable-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
air observer-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Denotes materiel which is suitable

JADB) An individual whose primary mission for transport by an aircraft loaded internally
is to observe or take photographs from an or externally, with no more than minor
aircraft in oidcr to adjust artillery fire or dismantling and reassembling within the
obtain military information capabilities of user units. This term must
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be qualified to show the extent of air port- naissance and imagery interpreiaiivu imaiat-
ability. ters who is attached to a tactical air recon-

naissance unit. He assists and advises ihe air
airport sturface detection equipment-(DOD) commander and staff on matters concerning

Short range radar displaying the airport sur- ground operations and informs the supported
face. Aircraft and vehicular traffic operating ground commander on the status of air recon-
on runways, taxiways, and ramps, moving or naissance requests.
stationary, may be observed with a high d&-
gree of resolution, air route-(DOD, NA TO, CENTO, IADB) The

navigable airspace bctween two points, iden-
airport surveillance radar-(DOD) Radar dis- tified to the extent necessary for the applica-

playing range and azimuth which is normally tion of flight rules.
employed in a terminal area as an aid to
approach and departure control. air route traffic control center-(DOD, IADB)

The principal facility exercising en route con-
airport traffic area-(DOD) Unless otherwise trol of Instrument Flight Rules flights within

specifically designated, that airspace within its area of jurisdiction. (DOD) Approxi-
a horizontal radius of five statute miles from mately 26 such centers cover the United
the geographical center of any airport at States. Each has communication capability to
which a control tower is operating, extend:ig adjacent centers.
from the surface up to, but not including,
2000 feet above the surface. dr-sea re-cue-See search and rescue.

air position-4-DOD. NATO, SEATO, CENTO, airspace reservation-(DOD) The airspace io-
IADB) The calculated position of an aircraft cated above an area on the surface of the
assuming no wind effect. land or water, designated and set apart by

Executive Order of the President or by a
air priorities committee-(DOD, NATO, SEA- state, commonwealth, or territory over which

TO, CENTO, IADB) A committee set up to the flight of aircraft is probibited or re-
determine the priorities of passengers and stricted for the purpose of national defense
cargo. or for ocher governmental purposes.

air raid reporting control ship-(DOD, NATO, airspace reservation--lADB) The airspace lo-

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A ship to which the cated above an "rea on the surface of th'.
air defense ship has delegated the duties of land or water, designated and set apart by
controlling air warning radar and air raid competent authority, over which the flight
reporting. of aircraft it prohibited or restricted for the

purpose of national defense or for other gov-
air reconnaissance-(DOD) The acquisition of ernmenta purpses.

intelligence information employing visual ob-
servation and/or sensors in air vehicles, air space warning area--See danger arms.

air reconnaissance--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) airspeed-'DOD, IADB) The speed of an air-
SThe acquisition of intelligence information craft relative to its surrounding air mass.

employing aerial vehicles in visual observa- The unqualified tcrm "ai:speed" can mean
tion or the use of sensory devices, any one of the following:

a. calibrated airspeed-Indicated airspeed
air reconnaissance liaison officer-(DOD) An corrected for instrument installation error.

Army officer especially trained in air recon- b. equivalent airspeed-Cailibrated airspeed
For e"Ia"m of sbl.k. - yw v, corrected for compressibility error.
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c. indicated airspeed-The airspeed shown air supply-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
by an airspeed indicator. The delivery of cargo by airdrop or air land-

d. true airspeed-Equivalent airspeed cor- Jng.
rected for error (lue to air density (alti-
tude and temperature), air suppcrt-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) All forms of support given by air
airspeed-f(AATO, SEATO, CENTO) The forces to forces on land or sea. See also air

speed of an aircraft relative to its surround- interdiction; call mission; close air support;
ing air mass. immediate air support; indirect air support;

air spot-(DOD, IADB) The correcting adjust- PP air support; tactical air support.

ment of gunfire based on air observaticn. air support radar team-(DOD) A subordinate
operational component of a tactical air con-

air staging units-(DOla , NATO, CENTO, trol system which provides ground controlled
IADB) A unit situated at an airffield and con- precision flight path guidance and weapons
cerned with the reception. handling, servic- release.
ing, and preparatior for departure of air-
craft and control of personnel and cargo. air supremacy-(DOD, NATO, SEATO. CEN-

t: TO, IADB) That degree of air superiority
air station (photogrammetry)-(DOD, NATO, wherein the opposing air force is incapable

CENTO, IADB) The point in space occupied of effective intorference.

by the camera lens at the moment of expo-

sure. See also air base (photogrammetry). air surface zones--(DOD. NATO, SEATO,

air strike--(DOD, IADB) An attack on specific CENTO, IADB) Restricted areas establishedobjectives by fighter, bomber, or attack air- for the purpose of preventing friendly sur-
objetivs b fihte, bober orattck ir- face ships and aircraft from being fired upon

craft on an offensive mission. May consist of f orces and for peing antio

several air organizations under a single com- bmarine operans unrericted bytho

mane ýn the air. submafine operatons, unrestricted by the op-
erations of friendly submarines. See also re-

air strike coordinator-(DOD) The air repre- stricted are (Note: NATO and CENTO
entative of the force commander in a target definition uses the word "vessels" instead of

area. He is responsible for directing all air- the word "ships".)
craft in the target area and coordinating
their efforts to achieve the most effective use air surveillance-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
of air striking power. TO, IADB) The systematic observation of

air. pace by electronic, visual, or other means
air strip-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, primarily for the purpose of identifying and

lADB) An unimproved surface which has determining the movements cf aircraft and
been adapted for takeoff or landing of air- missiles, friendly and enemy, in the airspace
craft, usually having minimum facilities. See under observation. See also satellite and mis-
also airfield. sile surveillance; surveillance.

air superiority-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEEN- air surveillance plotting board-(NATO, SEA-
TO, IADB) That degree of dominance in the TO, CENTO, IADB) A gridded, small scale,
air battle of one force over another which air defense map of an appropriate area. It is
permits the conduct of operations by the for- maintained al, the air control center. On it
mer and its related land, sea, ard air forces are posted current locations, number, and alti-
at a given time and place without prohibitive tudes of all friendly or enemy aircraft within
interference by the opposing force. range of radar or ground observer facilities.
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air survey camera-See air cartographic cam- air traffic control center-(DOD, NATO, "EN
TO, IADB) A unit combining the functions
of an area control center and a flighlinfo,-

air survey photography-See air cartographic mation center. See also area control center;
photography. flight information region.

air target chart-(DOD) A display of pertinent air traffic control clearance--(DOD, NATO,
air target intelligence on a specialized graphic SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Authorization by
base. It is designed primarily to support op- an air traffic control authority for an aircraft
erations against designated air targets by to proceed under specified conditions.
various weapon systems.

air traffic controller-(DOD) An air controller
air target materials program--(DOD) A De- especially trained for and assig-ed to the

partment of Defense program established for duty of airspace management and traffic con-
the production of medium and large-scale trol of airborne objects. See also air con-
target materials and related items in surport troller.
of long-range, worldwide requirements of the
unified and specified commands, the military air traffic control service-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
departments, and allied participants. It is TO) A service provided for the purpose of:
under the management control of the De- 1. Preventing collisions; a. between aircraft;
fense Intelligence Agency and encompasses and b. between aircraft and obstructions, and
the determination of production and coverage 2. Expediting and maintaining an orderly
requirements, standardization of products, flow of air traffic.
establ \,ment of production priorities and
schedules, and the production, distribution, air traffic section-(DOD, IADB) The link be-
storagt nd release./exchange of the air tar- tween the staging post and the local air prior-
get mp is itenr i and related products. ity committee. It is the key to the efficient

handling of passengers and cargo at a stag-
air target *Wai- -(DOD) A large-scale mosaic ing post. It must include load control (includ-

providing •.hotographic coverage of an area ing Customs and Immigration facilities),
and pez mi ting comprehensive portrayal of freight, and mail sections.
pertinent target detail. These mosaics are
used for intelligence study and in planning air transportable units-.(DOD, NATO, CEN-
and briefing for air operations. TO, IADB) Those units, other than airborne,

whose equipment is adapted for air move-
air terminal-(DOD, IADB) An installation ment. See also airborne; airborne operation.

provided with the facilities for loading and
unloading aircraft and the in-transit han- air transportable units-(SEATO) Those
dling of traffic (passengers, cargo, and mail) ground units, other than airborne, which are
which is moved by aircraft. trained and whose equipment is adapted for

moveiuent and delivery by transport aircraft.
air-to-air missile-4DOD, IADB) A missile See also airborne; airborne operation.

launched from an airborne carrier at a target
above the surface. air transport allocations board-(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) The joint agency responsible
air-to-surface missile-(DOD, IADB) A missile within the theater for the establishment of

launched from an airborne carrier to impact airlift priorities and for space allocation of
on a surface target. available aircraft capabilities allotted to the

theater.
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air transported forces-(NA TO, SEATO, CEN. of time during which troops stand by in re-
TO, IADB) Forces which are moved by air. sponse to an alarm. 4. To forewarn; to pre-
See also force(s). pare for action. See also air alert; airborne

alert; air defense warning conditions;
air transported operations-(DOD, SEATO, ground alert.

IADB) The movement by aircraft of troops
and their equipment for an operation. alert force--(DOD, IADB) Specified forces

maintained in a special degree of readiness.
air transport liaison officer-(DOD, NATO,

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An officer attached alerting service--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
for air transport liaison duties to a head- TO, IADB) A service provided to notify ap-
quarters or unit. propriate organizations regarding aircraft

in need of search and rescue aid, and assist
air transport liaison section (army)-(NATO, such organizations as required.

CEA TO, IADB) A subunit of the movement
control organization deployed to airfields and alighting area--(NATO) A specified surface,
responsible for the control of Service anove- reserved to vehicles that depend upon water
ment at the airfield in connection with air surfaces for their landing.
movement operations and exercises. alignment--(NATO) 1. The bearing of two or

air trooping-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) ThE more conspicuous objects (such as lights,
non-tactical movement by air of personnel. beacons etc.) as seen by an observer. 2. Rep-
See also air movement, resentation of a road, railway, etc., on a map

or chart in relation to surroi nding topo-
airway-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A con- graphic detail.

trol area or portion thereof established in the
form of a corridor marked with radio navi- all available-(DOD) A command or request to
gation aids. obtain thz fire of all artillery able to deliver

effective fire on a given target.
airways station--(DOD, IADB) A ground com-

munication installation established, manned, allied headquariek,--See allied staff.
and equipped to communicate with aircraft
in flight, as well as with other designated allied staff-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

airways installations, for the purpose of ex- A staff or headquarters composed of two or

peditious and safe movements of aircraft. more allied nations working together.

These stations may or may not be locatEd ondesignated airways. allocation--(DOD) The designation of specific
numbers and types of aircraft sorties for

air weapons controller-(DOD) An air con- use during a specified time period or for
troller espezially trained for and assigned carrying out an assigned task.
to the duty of employing and controlling
weapons against airborne objects. See also allocadion (nuclear).-(DOD) The apportion-
air controller. ment of specific numbers and types of nu-

clear weapons to a commander for a stated
AKA-See attack cargo ship. time period as a planning factor for use in

the development of war plans. (Additional
alert-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) authority is required for the actual deploy-

1. Readiness for action, defense, or protection. ment of allocated weapons to locations de-
2. A warning signal of a real or threatened sired by the commander to support his war
danger, such as an air attack, 3. The period plans. Expendittres of these weapons are not
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authorized until released by proper author- the commander through pre-delegation of
ity.) authority to act for him under stipulated

emergency conditions in the accomplishment
allocation (nuclear)-(NATO, CENTO) The of previously defined functions.

specific numbers and types of nuclear weap-
ons allocated to a commander for a stated alternate command post-.(DOD, IADB) Any
time period as a planning factor only. location designated by a commander to as-

sume command post functions in the event
allocation (transportation)-(DOD) Appor- the command post becomes inoperative. It

tionment by designated authority of avail- may be partiaily or fully equipped and
able transport capability to users. manned or it may be the command post of a

subordinate unit..
all out war-(DOD) Not to be used. See gen-

eral war. alternate escort operating base--(NATO, SEA-

allowable cabin load (air)-(DOD, NATO, TO, CENTO, IADB) A base providing the
allowa The amoun t oad cair)--Dnd, pass- facilities ard activities required for the sup-CENTO) The amount of cargo and passen- port of escort units for short periods of time.•

gers, determined by weight, cubic displace-

ment and distance to be flown, which may be alternate water terminal-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
transported by specified aircraft. TO, IADB) A water terminal with facilities

for berthing from two to five ships simultane-
allowable cargo load (air)-(DOD, NATO, ously at wharves and or working anchorages,

SEATO, CENTO, lADB) The amount of located within sheltered coastal waters, ad-
cargo, determined by weight, cubic displace- jacent to reliable highway and or rail trans-
ment, and distance to be flown, which may be portation nets. It covers a relativel3 small
transported by specified aircraft, area and is located away from population cen-

all purpose hand-held weapon-(DOD, IADB) ters. The scope of operation is such that it is
Alight-woseight hand-held.wmallon--sD eap, Anot designated a probable nuclear target. SeeA light-weight, hand-held. small arms weapon also water terminal.

capable of projecting munitions required to

engage both area and point-type taryet.- alternative airfield-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) An airfield with minimum
all weather fighter-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, essential facilities for use as an emergency

CENTO, IADB) A fighter aircraft with radar landing ground, or when main or redeploy-
devices and other special equipment which ment airfields are not of action, or as required
enable it to intercept its target in dark or for tactical flexibility, See also airfield.
daylight weather conditions which do not
permit visual interception. altitude-('DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The

vertical distance of a level, a point, or an
alphabet code--4'ee phonetic alphabet- object considered as a point, measured from

mean sea level. See also absolute altitude;
alternate aerodrome-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- critical altitude; density altitude; drop alti-

TO, lADR) An aerodrome specified in the tude; elevation; height; minimum safe alti-
flight plan to which a flight may proceed tude; pressure altitude; transition altitude;
when a landing at the intended destination true altitude.
becomes inadvisable.

altitude acclimatization-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
alternate command authority-(DOD) Orne or TO. IADB) A slow physiological adaptation

more predesignated officers empowered by resulting from prolonged exposure to signif-

For explnati• n of "bok. f .pg ,•. icantly reduced atmospheric pressure.
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altitude acclimatization-(SEATO) A slow sives, propellants, pyrotechnics, initiating
physiological adaptation to significantly re- composition, or nuclear, biological, or chemj-
duced atmospheric pressure, resulting from cal material for use in connection with de-
prolonged exposure. fense or offense including demolitions. Cer-

tain ammunition can be used for training,
altitude datum--(DOD, NATO, CE: 'TO) The ceremonial, or nonoperational purposes. See

arbitrary level from which vertical displace- also chemica. ammunition; fixed ammuni-
ment is measured. The datum for height tion; semifixed ammunition; separate-load-
measurement is the terrain directly below the ing ammunition.
aircraft or some specified datun ; for pressure
altitude, the level at which the atmospheric ammunition and toxic material open space-
pressure is 29.92 inches of mercury (1013.2 (DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Area espe-
m.bs) ; and for true altitude, mean sea level. cially prepared for storage of explosive am-

munition and toxic material. For reporting
altitude height-See altitude datum. purposes, it does not include the surrounding

area restricted for storage because of safety
altitude hole--(NATO, CENTO) The blank distance factors. It includes barricades and

area at the origin of a radial display, on a improvised coverings. See also storage.
radar tube presentation, the center of the
periphery of which represents the point on ammunition supply point-See distribution
the ground immediately below the aircraft. point.
In side looking airborne radar, this is known
as the altitude slot. amphibious assault landing-See amphibious

altitude sickness-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, operation, Part e.

CENTO, IADB) The syndrome of depres- amphibious assault ship-(DOD, IADB) A ship
Sion, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and col- designed to transport and land troops, equip-
lapse, due to decreased atmospheric pressure. ment, and supplies by means of embarked
occurring in an individual exposed to nm alti- helicopters. (DOD) Designated as LPH.
tude beyond that to which acclimatization Some of these ships were formerly CVAs or
has occurred. CVSs.

altitude slot--See altitude hole. amphibious command ship-(DOD, NATO,

altitude tint--See hypsometric tintling. SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A naval ship from
which a commander exercises control in am-

ambulatory patient-See walking patient. phibious operations.

ammo (plus, minus zero)-(DOD) In air inter- amphibious control group-(DOD, NATO,
cept, a code weaning I have amount of am- CENTO, 1ADB) Personnei, ships, and craft

munition indicated left (type may be speci- designate( to control the waterborne ship-to-
fied). For example: shore mov ament in an amphibious operation.

ammo plus--I have more than half my am-
munitim left., amphibious demonstration--(DOD, NATO,

ammo minus--I have less than half my am- CENTO, IADB) A lesser included type of
munition left. amphibious operation conducted for the pur-

ammo zero- I have no ammunition left. pose of deceiving the enemy by a show of
force with the expectation of deluding the

ammunition-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, enemy into a course of action unfavorable
IADB) A contrivance charged with explo- to him.
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............. f ,nti .ATI 5Z, .MTO. (2) insuring that all echelons are familiar
CE.TO, IADB) 1. A naval force and landing with plans: and (3) testing communica-
force, together with supporting forces that tions.
are trained, organized, and equipped for am- d. movement-The period durng wvhich vari-
phibious operations. 2. In naval usage, the ous components of the amphibious task
administrative title of the amphibious-type force move from points of embarkation to
command of a fleet. the objective area.

e. assault-The period between the arrival
amphibious group-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A of the major assault forces of the amphib-

command within the amphibious force, con- ious task force in the objective area and
sisting of the commander and his staff, de- the accomplishment of the amphibious
signed to exercise operational command of task force mission.
assigned units in executing all phases of a
division-size amphibious operation. amphibious operation-(NATO, CENTO) An

attack launched frofii the sea by naval and
amphibious lift-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, landing forces, embarked in ships or craft

IADB) The total capacity of assault shipping involving a landing on a hostile shore.
utilized in an amphibious operation, ex-
pressed in terms of personnel, vehicles, and amphibious raid-(DOD, IADB) A lesser in-
measurement or weight tons of supplies. cluded type of amphibious operation: a land-

ing from the sea on a hostile shore involving
amphibious objective study-(DOD) Studies swift incursion into, or a temporary occu-

designed to provide basic intelligence data pancy of an objective, followed by a planned
of a permanent or semipermanent nature re- withdrawal.
quired for planning amphibi,,ua operations.
Each study deals with a specific area the se- amphibious raid-(NATO, CENTO) A limited
lection of which is based on strategic location, type of amphibious operation; a landing from
susceptibility to seizure by amphibious means, the sea on a hostile shore involving swift in-
and other considerations. cursion into, or a temporary occupancy of an

objective, fllowed by a planned withdrawal.
amphibious operation-(DOD, lADB) An at-

tack launched from the sea by naval and land- amphibious reconnai.sance-(DOD) An am-
ing forces, embarked in shins or craft in- phibi -us landing conducted by minor ele-
volving a landing on a hostile shore. As an ments, normally involving stealth rather
entity, the amphibious operation includes the than force of arms. for the purpose of secur-
following phases: ing information and usually followed by a
a. planning-The period extending from is- planned withdrawal.

suance of the initiating directive to em-
barkation. amphibious shipping-(DOD) Organic Navy

b. embarkation-The period during which ship,; specifically designed to transport, land,
the forces, with their equipment and sup- and support lancaing forces in amphibious as-
plies, are embarked in the ass•gned ship- sault operations and capable of being loaded
ping. or unloaded by naval personnel without ex-

c. rehearsal-The period during which the terral assistance in the amphibious objective
prospective operation is rehearsed for the areiý.
purpose of: (1) testing adequacy- of plans,
the timing of detaled operationis, and the amphibious Gquadron-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
combat readiness of participaxing forces; IADB) A tactical and administrative organi-

F, ps o *f •n•,• • •zation composed of amphibious assault ship-
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ping to transport tru'op.i and their equipment anchored-(DOD) in ai r" int pt, a Co.de . rna.. -
for an amphibious assault operation. ing am orbiting a visible orbit point.

amphibious striking forces-(DOD, IADB) anchor line extension kits-(DOD, NATO,
Forces capable of projecting military power CENTO) A device fitted to an aircraft
from the sea upon adjacent land areas fer equipped with removable clamshell doors to
initiating and or conducting operations there enable paratroopers to exit from the rear.,
in the face of enemy opposition.

angels--(DOD) In air intercept and close air
amphibious transport dock-(DOD, IADB) A support, a code meaning aircraft alLitude (in

ship designed to transport and land troops, thousands of feet).
equipment, and supplies by means of em-
barked landing craft. amphibious vehicles, angle of convergence-(NATO, CENTO) The
and helicopters. (DOD) Designated as LPD. angle subtended by the eyebase of an ob-

server at the point of focus. Also known as
amphibious vehicle-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, angular p?'allax; parallactic angle.

IADB) A wheeled or tracked vehicle capable
of operating on both land and water. See also angle of depression--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
landing craft; vehicle. 1. The angle in a vertical plane between the

horizontal and a descending line. 2. In air
amphibious vehicle availability tabie--(DOD, photography, the angle between the axis of

IADB) A tabulation of the type and number an obliquely mounted air camera an- the
of amphibious vehicles available piimarily horizontal. See also tilt angle.
for assault landings and for support of other
elements of the operation. angle of safety-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

amphibious vehicle employment plan-(DOD, TO, IADB) The minimum permissible angu-
lar clearance at the gun, of the path of a pro-IADB) A plan showing in tabular form the J cie a o e t e fi nl r o s ti h

plapned employment of amphibious vehicles jectile above thhefriendly troops. It is the
in landing operations including their employ- angle of ctearance corrected to insure the
ment after the initial movement to the beach. safety of the troops.

amphibious vehicle launching area-(DOD, angle of view-(NATO, CENTO) 1. The angle
NATO, CENTO, IADR) An area, in the vi- between two rays passing through the per-
cinity of and to seaward of the line of de- spective center (rear nodal point) of a cam-
parture, to which landing ships proceed and era lens to two opposite corners of the format.
launch amphibious vehicles. 2. In photogrammetry, twice the angle whose

tangent is one half the length of the diagonal
amplifying report-See contact report. of the format divided by the calibrated focal

analysis--(DOD) A stage in the intelligence length.

cycle in which information is subjected to angle ,of view (photography)-(IADR) 1. When
review in order to identify significant facts the form.nat is square-the angle between two
and derive conclusions therefrom. rays passing through the prespective center

analysis staff--See central analysis team. (rear nodal point) to two opposite sides of

the format. 2. When the image format is
anchor cable (air transport)-(DOD, NATO, rectangular-it is necessary to define the

CENTO, IADB) A cable in an aircraft to sides of the format to which the angle refers.
which the parachute static lines or strops are 3. Photogrammetrically, it is twice the angle
attached. whose tangent is one-half the length of the
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diagonal of the format divided by the eali- and missile threaL. it .i.cl.de such, m .asures.

brated focal length. as the u ;e of interceptors, bombers, antiair-
craft guns, suriace-io-a. arnd air-to-akr m:-

angle T-(DOD) The angle formed at the tar- siles, electronic countermeasures, and de-
get by the intersection of the gun-target line struction of the air or missile threat both
and the observer-target line. before and after it ;s launched. Other meas-

ures which are taken to minimize the effects
engular parallax--See angle of convergence, of hostile air acetion are: cover, concealment,
annex--(DOD, IADB) A document appended to dispersion, deception (including electronic),an operation order or other documendt to and mobility. See also counter air.

make it clearer or to give further details. antiamphibious minefield (land mine war-

aAre)-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEATTO,
rapd rIADB) A minefield laid primarily for protec-graph on which interpretation details are to gis mhbosatc.Seas ie

fed(land mine warfare).indicated by words or symbols. il ln mn afr)

annotatfou-(DOD) A marking placed on im-agey'o drv-,gsforexpantor pupovs. anticrop agent--(DOD, NATO, CENIrO) A liv-agery or drawi; 1gs for explanatory purpc-•es, ing organism or chemical used tj cause dis-

Annotations are used to indicate items or ease or da mage o se lect e d or inustrial
ease or damage to selected food or industrial

areas of special importance.
crops. See also antiplant agent; herbicide.

annotation-(NATOP, CENTO) A marking anticrop operations--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
placed on imagery or drawings for explana- The employment of anticrop agents in mili-
tory purposes or to indicate items or areas tary operations to destroy the enemy's source
;of special importance. of selected food or industrial crops.

antiairborne minefield (land mine warfare)- anti-s suit-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO.
(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A IADB) A device worn by aircrew to counter-
minefield laid primarily for protection act the effects on the human body of positive
against airborne attack. See a]so minefield acceleration.
(land mine warfare).

antilift device (land mine warfare)-(DOD,
antiaircraft operations c e n t e r-(NATO, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A device

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The tactical head- arranged to detonate the mine to which it is
atuarters of an antiaircraft commander. The attache,, or to detonate another mine or
agency provided to collect and evaluate in- charge nearby, if the rrine is disturbed.
formation, and disseminate intelligence for
the antiaircraft defense, and through whicl antimateriel agenit-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
operational control over subordinate units is A living organism or cnemical used to cause
exercised, deterioration of or damage to selected ma-

teriel.
antiaircraft weapon-See Duster (antiaircraft

weapon). antimateriel operations--(DOD, YATO, CEN-
TO) The employment of antimateriel weap-

antiair warfare-(DOD) A United States ons or agents in military operations.
_Navy/United States Marine Corps term to

-' indicate that action required to destroy or antipersonnel minefield (land mine warfare)-
reduce to an acceptable level the enemy air (DOD, NATO, SE ATO, CRNTO, IADB) A

For x.pl.ation of symbol& 5" page ,i. minefield laid primarily for protection
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against infantry attack. See also minefield may be varied at the discretion (,f the con-
(land rtine warfare). trolling officer in tactical command.

antiperF.jnnel -nine (land mine warfare)- antisubmarine air distax,t suppcrt-(DOD,
(DriD, NAO, SEATO, CENTO. IADB) A NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, IADB) Antisub-
mine designed to cause casualties to person- marine air zupport at a distance from, but
nel. See also mine; mine (land mine war- directly related to, specific convoys or forces.tare).

antisubmarine air escort and close bupport-
antiplant agent-(DOD) A microorganism or (NATO, SEATO, CFNTO, IADB) The

chemical which will kill. disease or damage provision of air protection to a particular
plants. See also anticrop agent; herbicide. convoy or force threatened by imminent sub-

marine attack. Aircraft provide increased
antiradiation mis-1iie-( ?OD, NATO, CENTO) defense in depth and are under the taczici.i

A missile which homes passively on a radia- control of the officer in tactical (ommand.
tion source.

antisubmarine air offensive operations-(NA-
antisubmarine action-(DOD, IADB) An oper- TO, SEATO, CENTO. IADB) Carrier-based

ation by one or more antisubmarine ships or and shore-based aircraft operated singly and
aircraft, or - combination of the two, against in coordination w;th other aircraft. ships, or
a pa.:cular enemy submarine. It begins both to conduct offensive operations. While
when contact has been gained by any ship the purpose of such operations differs funda-
or aircraft of the unit. Any number of anti- mentally from that of operations in distant
submarine attacks may be carried out as part support, the search localization and attack
of the action. The action ends when the sub- tactics are similar to those in :he conduct of
marine has been destroyed or when contact antisubmarine air distant support.,
has been lost and cannot be regained.

antisubmarine air search attack unit-(DOD)
antisubmarine aclion-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- The designation given to one or more air-

TO) An operation by one or more antisub- craft separately organized as a tactical unit
mariae ships or aircraft, or a combination of to search for and destroy submarines.
both, against a particular enemy submarine.

antirubmarine barrier-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
antisubmarine air area ,,perations-(DOD) TO, IADB) The line form.d by a series of

Cavrier-based and shore-based aircraft oper- static devices or mobile units arranged for
ated singly and in coordination with other the purpose of detecting, denying passage
aircraft. ships, or both, to conduct offensive to, or destroying hostile submarines.
operatior-. While the purpose of such opera-
tions difters fundamentally from that of antisubmarine carrier group-(NATO, SEA-
operations , distant support, the search lo- TO, CENTO) A formed group of ships con-
calization and attack tactics are similar to sisting of one or more antisubmarine carriers
those in the con'iuct :ýf antisubmarine air and -. number of escort vessels wl,ose primary
distant support. minsion is to detect and destroy submarines.

Such groups may be employed h, convoy sup-
antisubmarine air close supr.,rt-(DOD) Air port or hunter-killer roles.

operations for the antisubmarine warfare
protection of a supported force. These opera- antisubmarine operation-(DOD, IADB) Oper-
tionri are normally carrizd ou-. within 80 ation contributing to the conduct of antisub-
nautical miles of the force, but this limit marine ,varfare.
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antisubmarine patrol-(DOD, NATO, CEN- capable of carrying a nuclear warhead for

TO, IAB-)1 The sysqtematic and continuing use in aiitisut.rnarine and antisurface ship
investigation of an area or along a e to oper'ations. Also known as Astor.
detect or hamper submarines, used wh.,a the
direction of submarine movement can be antisubmarine warfare-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
established. TO, CENTO, JADB) Operations conducted

with the intei-tior of denying the enemy the
antisubma.ine rocket-(DOD) A surface ship- effective use of his submarines.

launched, rocket-propelled, nuclear depth
charge or homing torpedo. Designated as antisubmarine warfare forces--(DOD, IADB)
RUR-5. Popular name is Asroc. Forces organized primarily for antisubma-

rine action. May be comprised of surface
antisubmarine screen--(DOD, NATO, CEN- ships, aircraft, submarines, or any combina-

TO, IADB) An arrangement of ships and/or tion of these, and their supporting systems.
aircraft for the protection of a screened unitagainst attack by a submarine, antitank mine (land mine warfare)--(DOD,

NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A mine

antisubmarine search-(DOD, NATO, CEN- designed to immobilize or destroy a tank.
TO, IADB) Systematic investigation of a See also mine; mine (land mine warfar-.).
particular area for the purpose of locating antivigneting filter-(NATO, CENTO) A filter
a submarine known or suspected to be some- bearing a deposit which is graduated in den-
where in the area. Some types of search are sity to correct for the uneven illumination
also used in locating the position of a distress givento cert he l en illumide-
incident. given by certain lenses, particularly wide-incient.angle types.

antisubmarine support aircraft carrier-(DOD, APA-See attack transuort.

IADB) A ship primarily designed to support
and operate aircraft and for sustained anti- aperture--(NATO, CENTO) The opening in a
submarine warfare and escort convoys. It lens diaphragm through which light passes.
also may be used to provide close air support.
(DOD) Designated as CVS. These are former apogee-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The
CVAs which have been redesignated. point at which a missile trajectory or a satel-

lite orbit is farthest from the center of the
antisubmarine support operations-(DOD, NA- gravitational field of the controlling body or

TO, CENTO, lADB) Operations conducted bodies.
by an antisubmarine force in the area around

a force or convoy, in areas through which the apparent horizon--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
force or convoy is passing, or in defense of IADB) The visible line of demarcation be-
geographic areas. Support operations may be tween land/sea and sky.
completely coordinated with those of the
force or convoy, or thcy may be independent appendix-(DOD, IADB) A subsidiary addition
operations coordinated only to the extent of to a main paper. Details essential to the main
providing operational intelligence and infor- paper but too bulky or numerous to include
mation. therein are usually embodied in appendixes.

antisubmarine torpedo-(DOD, IADY) A sub- applicable materiel assets-(DOD) That por-
marine-launched, long-range, high-speed, tion of the total acceptable materiel assets
wire-guided, deep4-iving, wakeless tcrpedo which meets the military or other character-

P, • • of ,istics as defined by the responsible military
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servize and which is in the right condition approach time-(DOD, IADB) The time at
and location to satisfy a specific military re- which an aircraft is expected to commence
quirement. approach procedure.

application-(DOD, IADB) The system or approach ,ime-(NATO. SEATO, CENTO)

problem to which a computer is applied. Ref. The time at which an aircraft coirmenres its

erence is often made to an application as final approach preparatory to landing.
being either of the computational type,wherein arithmetic computations predomi- apron (airfield)-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
nate, or of the data processing type, wherein paved, surfaced, or prepared area where air-
data handling operations predominate, craft stand for purposes of loading or un-

loading passengers or cargo, refueling, Dark-

applied research-(DOD, IADB) Research con- ing. or servicing.

cerned with the practical application of area-See advisory area (air traffic); aircraft
knowledge, material, and/or techniques di- dispersal area; aircraft marshalling area;
rected toward a sc!ution to an existent antici- air defense action area; alighiting area; am-
pated military requirement. See also basic phibious vehicle launching area; area con-
research; research. trol center; assembly area; closed area; cop-

centration area; control area; danger area;apjportionment--(DOD) A commander's dec;- defensive coastal area; embarkation area;

sion on division of the total tactical air capa- fire s cpport area; homogeneous area; impact

bility among air strike tasks to be performed are itilp prt area; ke y area; land
for speifie perod.area; initial appro.ach area; key area; land-

for a specified period. ing area; maneuvering area; maritime area;

nava! support area; objective area; pro-
appreiation of the situation-See estimate of hibited area; runup area; signal area; stag-

the situation. ing area; submarine patrol areas; summary

areas; terminal control area; transit area.
approach clearance-(DOD) Authorization for See also zone.

a pilot conducting flight in accordance with
instrument flight rules to commence an ap- area air defense commander--(DOD) Within
proach to an airport. an overseas unified command, subordinate

unified command, or joint task force, the
approach lanes-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, commander will assign overall responsibility

IADB) Extensions of the boat lanes from for air defense to a single commander. Nor-
the line of departure toward the transport mally, this will be the Air Force component
area. They may be terminated by marker commander. Representation from the other
ships, boats, or buoys. Service components involved will be provided,

as appropriate, to the area air defense corn-
approach schedule-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, mandez-'s headquarters.

IADB) The schedule which indicates for each
scheduled wave the time of departure from area bomh.ing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN.
the rendezvous area, from the line of depar- TO, lAL-8) Bombing of a target which is in
ture, and from other control poin ts, and the effect a Eeneral area rather than a small or
time of arrival at the b:ach. pinpoint tVrget.

approach sequence-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- area commancx -(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
TO, IADB) The order in which aircraft are TO, IADB) A command which is composed
to approach a given point, of those orgamned elements of one or more
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' • of the armed Services, designated to operate upon the mission, organization, and equip-
in a specific geographical area, which are inent of the force involved.
placed under a single commander, e.g., com-
mander of a unified command, area com- area of interest-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
mander. See also command. IADB) That area of concern to the com-

mander, including the area of influence, areasarea control center-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) adjacent thereto, and extending into enemy
A unit established to provide air traffic con- territory to the objectives of current or
-rol service to controlled flights in control planned operations. This area also includes

areas urder its jurisdiction. See also air areas occupied by enemy forces who could
traffic control center; flight information ieopardize the accomplishment of the mission.
region.

area of militarily significant fallout--(DOD,
area control center-(IADB) A unit estab- NATO, CENTO, IADB) The area in which

lished to provide air traffic contrQl servic. radioactive fallout affects the ability of mili-
to Instrument Flight Rules flights. See also tary units to carry out their itormal mission.
flight information region.

area of northern operations--(DOD) A region
area coordination group-(DOD) A composite of variable width in the Northern Hemi-

organization to include representatives of sphere that lies north of the 50 degrees iso-
local military, paramilitary and other gov- therm-a line alonl which the average tem-
ernmental agencies and their United States perature of the warmest four month period
counterparts responsible for pianning and of the year does not exceed 50 degrees Fahr-
coordinating internal defense and develop- enheit. Mountain regions located outside of
ment operations. this area are included in this category of

a a oAO operations provided these same temperature
area damage control--(DOD, NIATO, CENTO, conditions exist.

14DB) Measures taken before, during, or
after hostile action or natural or man-made area of operations-(DOD) That portion of an

disasters, to reduce the probability of dam- area of conflict necessary !or military opera-
age and minimize its effects. See also damage tions, either offensive or defensive, pursuant
control; disaster control; rear area security, to , assigned mission, and for the adminis-

wt-ation incident to such military operatfons.
area evazuation-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)

The movement of merchanL ships, under area of operationu--(NATO, CENTO IADB)
naval control, from a threatened general That portion of an area of war necessary for
area to safer localities. See also movement of military operations, either offensive or de-
shipping (in the early days of war). fensive, pursuant to an assigned mission,

and foi the administration incident to such
area of influence-(,NATO, CENTO, IADB) military operations.

The portion of the assigned zone and the area
of operations wherein a commander is di- area of responsibility-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
rectly capable of influencing the progress or CENTO, IADB) 1. A defined area of land in
outcome of operations by maneuvers of his which responsibility is s-,pecifically assigned
ground-gaining elements or by delivery of to the commander of the area for the devel-
firepower with the fire support system. nor- opment and maintenance of ins+allations,
mally under his control or command. It is a control of movement and the conduct of tac-
geographical area the size of which depends tical operations involving troops under his

F.o e•u,•,ua o .S look. we PW Vi. control along with parallel authority tc exer-
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cise these functions. 2. In naval usage, a armed forces courier-(DOD) An officer or
predefined area of enemy terrain for which enlisted member in the ,rrade of E-7 and
suppoiting ships are responsible for covering above, of the United St2.tes Armed Forces,
by fire on known targets or targets of oppor- assigned to perform Armed Forces Courier
tunity and by observation. Service dutie3 and identified by having in his

possession an Armed Forces Courier Service
area of war-(DOD, IADB) That area of land, Identification Card (ARFCOS Form 9). See

sea, and air which is or may become, involved also courier.
directly in the operations of war.

Armed Forces Courier Service-(DOD) A joint
area radar prediction analysis-(DOD) Radar service of the Departments of the Army, the

target intelligence study designed to provide Navy, and the Air Force, with the Chief of
radar significant data for use in the prepara- Staff, United States Army, as Executive
tion of radar target predictions. Agent. The courier service provides one (,f the

aVisual reconnaissance of available methods for the secure and expedi-
armitea ar definedartious transmission of material requiring pro-
limited or defined areas. tected handling by military courier.

area target-(DOD, NATO. SEATO, CENTO, armed forces courier station-(OD) An
IADB) A target consisting of an area rather Army, Navy, or Air Force activity, approved
than a single point, by the respective military department and

areodesy-(DOD) That branch of mathematics officially designated b:y Headquarters, Armed
which determines by observation and meas- Forces Courier Service, for the acceptance,
urement, the exact positions of points and the processing and dispalching of Armed Forces
figures and areas of large portions of the Courier Service material.
3urface of the planet Mars, or the shape and Armed Forces of the United States-(DOD) A

size of the planet Mars. term used to denot( collectively all compo-

areodetic--(DOD) Of, oi pertaining to, or de- nents of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
termined by areodesy. Corps, and Coast Guard. See also United

States Armed Forces.
armed forces-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1ADB)

The military forcez, of a nation or a group of armed mine.-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
nations. See also force(s). IADB) A mine ready for actuation. See also

mine.
armed forces--(SEATO) All the naval, ground,

and air forces of a nation or group of nations. armed reeonnaissance-(DOD) A mission with
See also force(s). the primary purpose of locating and att ick-

ing targets of opportunity, i.e., enemy ma-
armed forces censorship-(DOP) The examina- teriel, personnel, and facilities, in assigned

tion and control of personal communications general areas or along assigned ground com-
to or from persons in the Armed Forces of munications routes, and not for the purpose
the United States and persons accompanying of attacking specific briefed targets.
or serving with the Armed Forces of the
United States. See also censorship. armed reconnaissance-(NA-TO, CENTO,

IADB) An air mission flown with the pri-
armed forces censorship-(IADB) The exami- mary purpose of locating and attacking tar-

nation and control of personal communica- gets of opportunity, i.e., enemy materiel, per-
tions to or from persons in the Armed Force-. sonnel, and facilities, in assigned geneoal
See alco censorship. areas or along assigned ground communica-
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"E tions routes, and not for the purpose of and reporting of data indicating testing or
attacking specific hriofPd targets, employment of proscribed weapons systems,

including country of origin and location,
arming-(DOD) As applied to weapons and weapon and payload identification, and e• ent

ammunition, the changing from a safe con- type.
dition to a state of readiness for initiation.

arms control measure-(DOD, IADB) Any spe-
arming-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) As cific arms control course of action.

applied to explosives, the changing from a
safe condition to a state of readiness for armstrong-(DOD) The term, peculiar to the

initiation. Air Support Radar Tctm, indicating both
the command and response for arming and

arming system-(DOD) That r•.rtion of a fuzing circuit activation.
weapon which serves to ready (arm), safe,
or re-safe (disarn) the firing system and The Aic hea rersofman Army-air
fuzing system and which may actuate devices dee commanoer.- defense commandler.
in the nuclear system.

Army air ground system-(DOD) The Arm•y
armored reconnaissance airborne assault ve- system which provides for interface between

hicle--(DOD, IADB) A lightly-armored. mo- Army and tactical air support agencies of
bile, full-tracked vehicle serving as the main other Services in the planning, evaluating,
reconnaissance vehicle in infantry and air- processing, and coordinating of air suppor
borne operations and as the principal assault requirements and operations. It is composed
weapon of airborne troops. of appropriate staff members, including G-2

air and G-3 air pers•onnel, and necessary
arms control-(DOD, IADB) A concept which communications equipment.

connotes: a. any plan, arrangement, or proc-
ess, resting upop explicit or implicit interna- Army base-(DOD, SEATO) A base or group
tional agreement, governing any aspect of of installations for which a local commander
the following: the numbers, types, and per- is responsible, consisting of facilities neces-
formance characteristics of weapon systems sarv for support of Army activities including

S(including the command and control, logistics security, internal lines of communications.
support arrangements. and any related in- utilities, plants and systems, and real prop-
telligence-gathering mechanisms); and the erty for ,vhich the Army has operating re-
numerical strength, organization, equipment, sponsibility. See also base complex.
deployment or employment of the armed
forces retained by the parties. (it encom- Army corps-(DOD, IADB) A tactical unit
passes "disarmament".) and b. on some oc- larger than a division and smaller than a
casions, those measures taken for the purpose field army. A corps usually consists of two
of reducing instability in the military en- or more divisions together with auxiliary
vironment. arms and services.

arms control agreement-(DOD, IADB) The Army corps-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) An
written or unwritten embodiment of the ac- organization larger than a division and
ceptance of one or more arms control meas- smaller than a field army: usually con.3ibts
Sures by two or more nations. of two or more divisions together with sup-

porting arms and services.
S~ arms control agreement verification-M(OD) A

rnconcept that entails the collection, processing, Army forces-(NATO, CENTO) The armies

For cipianation of symbol. w s of a nation.
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Army forces--(SEATC, IADB) A term used to Field artillery cannons are classified accord-
describe the armies of a nation. See also ing to caliber as:
force(s). light-120mm and less

medium--121-160mm
Army group-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Several heavy-161-210mm

field armies under a designated commander. very heavy-greater than 210 mm.

Army group-(SEATO) Several field armies artillery-(SEATO, IADB) Complete projec-
under a designated commander. Primarily a tile-firing weapons, consisting of cannon or
tactical command, but may be given logistic missile latinchers on suitable carriages or
responsibilities, mounts.

Army group--(IADB) Several field armies un- artillery preparation-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
der a designated commander. Primarily a CENTO, IADB) Artillery fire delivered be-
tactical command. for an attack to disrupt comn-unications and

disorganize the enemy's defense.
Army service area-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) The 'erritory between the aspect angle-(DOD) Thp angle between the

corps rear boundary and the combat zone longitudinal axis of the target (projected
rear boundary. Most of the Army adminis- rearward) and the line-of-sight to the inter-
trative establishment and service troops are ceptor measured from the tail of the target,

usually located in this area See also reararea- aspect change--(NATO, CENTO) The differ-
e ent appearance of a reflecting object viewed

arresting barrier-See aircraft arresting bar- by radar from varying directions. It is caused

rier. by the change in the effective reflecting area
of the target.

arresting gear--See aircraft arresting gear. Asroc--See antisubmarine rocket.

artificial daylight-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) assault-(DOD) 1. The climax of an attack;
Illu-minatin -i of an intensity greater than the closing with the enemy in hand-to-hand fight-
light of a full moon on a clear night. (The ing. 2. In an amphibicus operation, the pericd
optimum illumination is the equivalent of of time between the arrival of the major as-
daylight.) See also battlefield illumination. sault forces of the'amphibious task force in

the objective area and the accomplishment
artificial horizon--(NATO, CENTO) A device of the amphibious task force mission. 3. To

that indicates attitude with respect to the make a short, violent, but well-ordered attack
true horizon. A substitute for a natural hori- against a local objective, such as a gun em-
zon, determined by a liquid level, bubble placement, a fort, or a machine gun nest. 4. A
pendulum, or gyroscope, phase of an airborne operation beginning

w-ith delivery by air of the assault echelon of
artificial moonlight-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) the force into the objective area and extend-

Illumination of an intensity between that of ing through attack of assault objectives and
starlight and that of a full moon on a clear consolidation of the initial airhead. See also
night. See also battlefield illumination, landing attack.

artihler.--(DOD) Complete projectile-firing assault-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. The cli-
weapons consisting of cannon or missile max of an attack; closing with the enemy in
launchers on suitable carriages or mounts. hand-to-hand fighting. 2. In an amphibious
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uperativui, Lie period of tnire froGm th. cross tas' it PrceO Und utilized for tr-insnortirv. as-
ing of the line of departure o)y the first sched- sault troops, vehicles, equipment, and sup-
uied wave, Lu the seizure of the i:,a,,c.. - plje - flip -h p
jectives. 3. To make a short, violent, but
well-ordered attack against a local objective, assault waves-See wave.
such as a gun emplacement, a fort, or a
machine gun nest. 4. A phase of an airborne assembly anchorage-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)
operation beginning with deli'very by air of An anchorage intended primarily for the as-

the assault echelon of the force into the ob- sembly and onward routing of oceangoing
jective area and extending through attack of shipping. See also emergency anchorages.

assault objectives and consolidation of the assembly area-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
initial airhead- See also landing attack. !. An area in which a command is assembled

assault-(SEATO) 1. The climax of an attacl,; preparatory to further action. 2. in a supply
closing with the enemy in hand-to-h.i ri fight- installation, the gross area used for collection
ing. 2. In an amphibious oper'.tIon the land- and combining components into complete
ing of troops for attacl, in the enemy's beach units, kits, or assemblies.
defenses. 3. To make a short, violent, butwell-ordered attack against a local objective. assessment--(DOD) 1. Analysis of the security,
such-ordered as ta c g aacmnst a foa , orje .a effer iveness, and potential of an existing ormachine gun nest. planfed intelligence activity. 2. Judgment ofthe motives, qualifications, and characteris-

assault aircraft-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- tics of present or prospective employees or
TO, IADB) Powered aircraft, including heli- "agents".
copters, which move assault troops and cargo
,ito an objective area and which provide for asset (intelligence)-(DOD) Any resource-

their resupply. person, group, relationship, instrument, in-
stallation, or supply-at the disposition of an

assault area d i a g r a m-(DOD, lADB) A intelligence organization for use in an opera-
graphic means of showing for amphibious tional or support role. Often used with a
operations the beach . boat lanes, qualifying term such as agent asset. propa-
organization of the line of departure, scheo- ganda asset.
uled waves, landing ship area, transport
areas, and the fire support areas in the assign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO;
immediate vicinity of the boat lanes. IADB) 1. The placement of units or personnel

irm an organization where such placement is
assault craft--(DOD, IADB) A landing craft relatively permanent and or where such or-

or amphibious vehicle employed for landing ganization controls and administers the units
troops and equipment in the assault waves or personnel for the primary function, or
of an amphibious operation. greater portion of the functions cf the unit

or personnel. 2. The detailing of individualsassault echelon (air transport)--(DOD, NATO, t pcfcdte rfntosweesc

SEATO, CENTO, AD) The element of a tosduties or functions are primary and 'or rela-
force which is scheduled for initial assault on tiey prmanent See als attach.

thp bjecive rea.tively permanent. See also attach.the objective area.

assault schedule-See landing schedule. assigned forces-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
IADB) Forces in being which bave been

assault shipping-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, placed under the operational command or
IADB) Shipping assigned to the amphibious operational control of a commander. See also

For explanation of symbols. see page YL force(s).
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assignment. (nuclear)-(DOD) A specified atomic air burst-See airburst.
number of complete nuclear rounds author-
ized for expenditure by a commander. An atomic defense--See nuclear defense.
assignment may be made tor a specific periodot time. for a phase of an operation, or to atomic demolition munition--(DOD) A nuclearaccomriplish a particular mission , device designed to be detonated on nr belowthe ground surface, or under water as a derto-

assumed azimuth-(DOD) The assumption of lition munition against material-type targats
azimutl. origins as a field expedient until the to block, deny and or canahize the enemy.
required data is available.

atomic demolition munition-(NATO, CENTO,
assumed grid-(DOD) A grid constructed using IADB) A nuclear device designed or adapted

an arbitrary scale superimposed on a map, for usp as a demolition munition.
chart, or photograph for use in point desig-
nation without regard to actual geographic atomic energy--(IADB) All forms of energy
location. See also grid. released in the course of nuclear fission or

nuclear transformation. See nuclear energy.
assumption-(DOD, IADB) A supposition on

the current situation, or a precupposition e.n atomic underground burst-See nuclear under-

the future course of events, either or both ground burst.

assumed to be true in the absence of positive atomin underwater burst-See nuclear under-
proof, necessary to enable the commander, in ater urst.
the process of planning, to complete his esti- water burst.
mate of the situation and make a decision on atomic warfare-See nuclear warfare.
his course of action.

atomic weapon--See nuclear weapon.

Astor-See antisubmarine torpedo.

attach--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
Atlas-(DOD) A liquid-propellan•, one-and-a IADB) 1. The placement of units or personnel

half stage, rocket-powered intercontinental in an organization where such placement is
ballistic missile, equipped with a nuclear war- relatively temporary. Subject to limitations
head; designated as CGM-16. The CGM-16D imposed by the attachment order, the com-
is equipped with radio-inertial guidance and mander of the formation, unit. or organiza-
dispersed by complexes. The CGMM-i6E and tion receiving the attachment will exercise
HGM-16F are equipped with all-inertial the same degree of command and control
guidance and deployed in a hardened and thereover as he does over units and persons
dispersed configuration. organic to his command. However, the re-

sponsibility for transfer snd promotion of
atmosphere-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The air personnel will normally be retained by the

surrounding the earth. See also ionosphere; parent formation, unit, or organization. 2.
stratosphere; tropopause; troposphere. The detailing of individuals to specific func-

tions where such functions are secondary or
atmospheric environment-(DOD) The en- relatively temporary, i.e.. attach for quarters

velope of air surrounding the earth, includ- and rations,- attach for flying duty. See also
ing its interfaces and interactions with th- assign.
earth's solid or liquid surface.

attached airlift service---(DOD) The airlift
at my command--(DOD) The command used service provided to an organization or com-

when it is desired to cc.itrol the exact time mand by an airlift unit attached to that
of delivery of fire. organization.
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• • • attack aircraft carrier--(DOD, IADB) A war- be flown by aircraft during the delivery phase
ship designed i.o •uppur•, •ld operate a'rcraft, of an air z•rike.
engage in attacks on targets afloat or ashore,
andengage in sustained operations in support attacking--(DOD) In air inte.rcept, a term
of other forces. (DOD) Designated as CVA meaning am comme,2iiig attacking run with
and CVAN. CVAN is nuclear powered, weapon indicated {size may be given).

attack altitude--(DOD) The altitude at which attack origin--(DOD) L The location or soarce
the interceptor will maneuver duH'ng the a*•- from which an attack was initiated. 2. The

Stack phase of an air intercept, nation initiating an attack.

attack cargo ship--(DOD, IADB) A naval ship attack pattern•See target pattern.

_• designed or converted to transpo• combat- attack posifion--(DOD, IADB) The last post-
loaded cargo in an assaul• landing. Capabili- tion occupied by the assault echelon before

: ties as to carrying landing craft, speed of crossing the line of departure. See also form-
ship, armament, size of hatches and booms ing up place.
are greater than those of comparable cargo
ship types. Designated as AKA. attack speed--(DOD) The speed at which the

inMrceptor will maneuver during the attack
attack carrier striking forces--(DOD, IADB) phase of an air intercep*.

Naval fo'.ces, the primary offensi,,e weapon
of which is carrier-based aircraft. Ships, attack transport--(DOD, IADB) A naval ship

Sother than carriers, act primarily to support designed for combat loading a b•ttalion land-
Sand screen against submarine and air threat, ing team with its equipment and supplies,
Sand secondarily against surface threat, and having •he facilities, including landing

craft, for landing them on a hostile beach.
attack condition alpa--(DOD) Cor.siders Designated as APA.

there is adequate warning of attack and the
command and control facility supporting a attenuation--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)D•rease
decision authority becomes ineffective prior in intensity of a signal, beam. or wave as a
to the performance of essential functions- result of absorption of energy .rod of scatter-

ing out of the path of a detector, but not
attack conditionbravo--(DOD)Considersthere including the reduction due -'.o geome•ic

is inadequate warning of attack and the corn- spreading, i.e., the inverse square of distance
mand post or headquarters of a decision au- effect.
thority becomes ineffective prior to the per-
formanee of essential functions, attenuation factor--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

The ra*2o 9f the incident radiation dose or
attack group--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) dose rate to the radiation dose or dose rate

A subordinate task organization of the Na•-y transmitted through a shielding material.
forces of an amphibious task force. It is com- This is the reciprocal of the transmission
Im•_•d -,•' assault shipping and supporting •actor.
naval units designated t• trr•r, spo.rt, prote•t,
land, and initially support a landing groulc., att•ude--(DOD, NATO. CENTO, IADB) I.

The position of a b,,dy •.• deternfined by the
attack heading--(DOD) 1. The intercepior inclination of the axes to some frame of ref-

headir, g during the attack phase which will erence. If not otherwise specified, this frame
achieve the desired track-crossing angle. 2. of reference is fixed to the earth. (DOD,• 2.
The assigned maoometic compass heading to Grid bearing relative to the long axis of the

For •,p•.•t• of • u, • • • target.
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attrition-((DOD, NATO, CENT.., IADD) The a. .,,,,tic d• c • ent-(NAT-, ' . IADR)
reduction of the effectiveness of a force A document bearing a signature or seal at-
Scaused by loss of personnel and materiel, testing that it is genuine and official. If it is

an enemy document it may have been pre-

Sattrition--(SEA TO) A loss in personnel or ma- pared for purposes of deception and the ac-

tecial suffered by a force, whereby its effec- curacy of such document, evwn though au-
Stiveness is worn down or drained away. thenticated, must be confirmed by other

attrition rate-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- information, e.g., conditions of capture.

TO, IADB) A factor, normally expressed as
percentage, reflecting the degree of losses of automated intelligence file--(DOD) A combi-
personnel or materiel due to various causes nation of manual and automatic data process-

within a specified period of time. ing systems designed to store, retrieve, and
display large volumes of inte'iigence data. Its

attrition reserve aircraft-(DOD) Aircraft data base is compnosed of individual records
procured for the specific purpose of replacing of specific installations.
the anticipated losses of aircraft due to
peacetime andor wartime attrition, automatic approach and landing-(DOD,

authenticate--(DOD) A challenge given by NATO, CENTO, IADB) A control mode in

voice or electrical means to attest to the which the aircraft's speed and flight path

authenticity of a message or transmission. are automatically cor.trolled for approach,
flair-out, and landing.

authentication-(DOD, lADB) 1. A security
measure designed to protect a communica- automatis light control system-(DOD, NATO,
tions system against acceptance of a fraud- CENT ) A system which includes all equip-
ulent transmission or simulation by establish- ment to automatically control the flight of an
ing the validity of a transmission, message, aircraft or missile to a path or attitude de-
or originator. 2. A means of identifying in- scribed by references internal or external to
dividuals and verifying their eligibility to the aircraft or missile.
receive specific categories of information. 3.
Evidence by proper signature or seal that *- automatic supply-(DOD, IADB) A system by
document is geiuine and official. which certain supply requirements are auto-

authentication--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) 1. matically shipped or issued for a predeter-

Evidence by proper signature or seal that a mined period of time without requisition by

document is genuine and official. 2. A security the using unit. It is based upon estimate, or

measure designed to protect a communication experience-usage factors.

system against fraudulent transmissions.
automatic voice netv ork-(DOD) The Auto-

authenticator--(DOD) A symbol or group of matic Voice Network is the principal long-
symbols, or a series of bits, selected or de- 1!,al. unsecure voice communications network
rived in a prearranged manner and asually within the Defense Communications System.
inserted at a predetermined point v ithin a Also known as AUTOVON.
messa•,c ur transmission for the purpose of
attesting: to the validity of the message or automation-(DOD. IAD8) The technique of
transmission. improving human productivity in the process-

authenticator--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, ing of materials, energy, and information, by
IADB) A letter, numeral, or groups of letters utilizing in various degrees, elements ol^ auto-
or numerals, or both, attesting to the authen- matic control, and of automatically executed
ticity of a message or transmission. product programming.
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itonomous operation-(DOD) in air uerelse., pei hicur, cac,.ulat.ed ovcr t.................
the mode of operation assumed by a unit excluding specifically orderci halts.
after it has iost aii communicatiom.' with
higher echelons. The unit commander as- aviation medicine--(DOD, nvATO, SEATO,
sumes full responsibility for control of weap- CENTO, IADB) The special fie a of medicine
ons and ,.gagement of hostile targets. I ich is related to the biological and psycho-

logical problems of flight.
autonomous operation-(NATO, CENTO) One

mode of operation of a unit in which the unit avionics-(DOD, IADB) The application uf elec-
commander assames full responsibility for tronics to aviation and ast-onautics.
control of weapons and engagement of hostile
targets. This mode may be either directed by axial mining (land mine warfare)-(DOD,
higher authority or result from a loss of all NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Continuous
means of communication. or intermittent nuisance mining in great

depth along the axes of enemy advance.

auxiliary contours-(NATO) Additional con-

tours 1,sed to portray unique ground forms axial route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A route

not adequately portrayed by the selected con- running through the rear area and into the

tour interval, forward area. See also route.

available payload-(DOD, JADB) The pas- axis of advance-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

senger and/or cargo capacity expressed in TO, IADB) A line of advance assigned for
weight and/or space available to the user, purposes of control; often a road oi a groupof roads, or a designated series of locations,

available supply rate (ammunition)-(DOD, extending in the direction of the enemy.
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The rate
of consumption of ammunition that can be azimuth-(DOD) Quantities may be expressed
ahocated, considering the supplies and facili- in positive quantities increasing in a clock-
ties available, for a given period. Foi" ammu- wise direction, or in X, Y coordinates where
nition items fired from weapons, this rate is south and west are negative. They may be
expressed in rounds per weapon per day. For referenced to true north or magnetic north
other items, such as antitank mines, hand depending on the particular weapon system
grenades, demolition explosives, etc., the rate used.
is expressed in terms of units of measure for
specified items, e.g., per day, per week (each azimuth angle-(NATO, CENTO) An angle
unit of measure, kilos, pounds, or tons, metric, measured clockwise in the horizontal plane
short, long, is to be specified)., between a reference direction and any other

line.
average speed-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The

average distance traveled per hour, calcu- azimuth resolution--(NATO, CENTO) The
lated over the whole journey, excluding spe- ability of the radar equipment to separate
cifically ordered halts. two reilectors at similar ranges but different

bearings from a vehicle. Normally the mini-
average speed (transport vehicles)-(SEATO, mum separation distance between the reflec-

IADB) The average number of miles traveled tors is quoted and expressed as the angle sub-

*For mlspmt of LT sgee Pag ,, tended by the reflectors at the vehicle.
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B-47--See Stratojet. consideration that all elements of a force
should be complementary to ealh other. A

B-52--See Stratofortress. force should function as a combined arms
SCnerteam, and the term "balance" implies that
B.-57--See Canberra. the ratio of the various elements of this team
SB-59--;ee Hustler. is such that the force i6 nest constituted to

execute its assigned mission effectively and

B-66-See Destroyer; Skywarrior. efficiently. Applied multinationally, the term
"balanced collective force" may be defined as

background count-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, a force comprised of one or more Services
IADB) The evidence or effect on a detector furnished by more than one nation, the total
of radiation, other than that which it I's de- stren~gth and compos;ition of which is such as

sired to detect, caused by any agency. In con- best to fulfill the specific mission for which
nection with health protection, the back- it is designed. See also force(s).
ground count usually includes radiations
produced by naturally occurring radioactivity balanced stock(s)-(DOD, JADB) 1. That eon-
and cosmic rays. dition of supply when availability and re-

quirernenlu are in equilibrium for specific
backgroard radiationi-(DOD, NATO, CEN- items. 2. An accumulation of supplies in quan-

TO) Nuclear (or ionizing) radiations arising titles determined necessary to meet require-
from within the body and frnm Lhe surround- ments for a fixed period.
ings to which individuals are always exposed.

balance station zero-See reference datum.
back teil-(DOD) The transfer of information

from a higher to a lower echelon of command. bale cubic capacity-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
See also tra ýk telling. ADB) The space available for cargo meas-

ured in cubic feet to the inside of the cargo
back-up-NAO) Sometimes used to indicateframes, and to the undersideprinting on the reverse of a sheet, e.g. to sup- of the a fnagera a rgo of midedpleentmarinI iforatinof' the beams. In a general cargo of mixed

p mcommodities, the bale cubic applies. The stow-

balance-(DOD, JADB) A concept as applied to age of the mixed cargo comes in contact withthe c:,rgo battens and as a general rule does
an arms cont-ol measure which connotes: a.

adjustments of armed forces and armaments not extend to the skin of the ship.

in such manner that one state does r..,t ob-
tain military adva'ntage vis-a-vis other states balisage--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The marking
agreei.;g to the measure: and b. internal ad- of a route by a system of dim beacon lights
juA•tents by one state of i--z forccs -n such enabling vehicles to be driven at near day
*ninner as to enable it to cope with all aspects time speed. under blackout conditions.
of remaining threats to its security in post
arms controi agreemen era. ballistic missile--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) Any missile which does not rely
balanced collective forces--(NATO, SEATO. upon aerodynamic surfaces to produco lift

CENTO, 14DB) The requiren.ent for "bal- and consequently follows a ballistic trajectory
ance" in any military force stems from the when thrust is terminated. See also aerody-

For v-'an-:ion of symbo, .... b r. namic missile; guided missile.
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ballistic missile ear ly warning system-(DOD, of spa e or area rather than aimed specificaiiy
IADB) An electronic system for providing at a gi 7en target. See also fire.
detection and early warning oi attack by en--
emy intercontinental ballistic missiles, barrage jamming-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

Simultaneous electronic jamming over a
ballistics--(DOD, IADB) The science or art broad band of frequencies. See also jamming.

that deals with the motion, behavior, appear-
ance, or modification of missiles or other ve- barrage jamming--(lADB) The simultaneous
hicies acted upon by propeliants, wind grav- jamming of f number of adjacent channels
ity, temperature, or any other modifying or frequencies. See also iamming.
substance, condition, or force. barrage rocket-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

ballistic trajectory-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO. IADB) A combined blast and fragmentation
weapon designed for Firing from ship toCEN~vTO, IADBI) The trajectory traced after shore in amphibious attack.

the propulsive force is terminated and the

body is acted upon only by gravity and aero- barrier-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
dynamic drag. IADB) A coordinated series of obstacles de-

signed or employed to canalize, direct, re-
ballistic wind-(DOV, NATO, CENTO, IADB) strict, delay, or stop the movement of an op-

That constant wind which would have the posing force, and to impose additional losses
same effect upon the trajectory of a bomb in personnel, time, and equipment on the op-
or projectile as the wind encountered in flight, posing force. See also aircraft arresting

balloon barrage-See barrage, Part 2. system.

barrier combat air patrol-(DOD) One or more
band pass--(DOD) The number of cycles per divisions or elements of a fighter aircraft

second expressing the difference between the employed between a force and an objective
limiting frequencies at which the desired area as a barrier across the probable direction
fraction (usually half power) of the maxi- of enemy attack. It is used as far from the
roam output is obtained. Term applies to all force as control conditions permit, giving
types of amplifiers. added protection agL'nst raids that use the

most direct routes of approach. See also com-
barrage--(OD, IADR) 1. A premarranged bar- baaiptrl

rier of fire, except that delivered by small
arms, designed to protect friendly troops and barrier forces--(DOD, lADB) Air, surface, and
installations by impeding- enemy movements submarine units, and their supporting sys-
across defensive lines or areas. tems positioned across the likely courses of
2. A protecti%,- screen of balloons that are expected enemy transit for early detection
nocred to the ground and kept at given and prcviding rapid warning, blocking, and
heights to prevent or hinder operations by destruction of the enemy.
enemy aircraft. This meaning also called bal-
loon barrage. 3. A type of electronic counter- barrier minefield (land mine warfare)--(DOD,
measures intended for simultaneous jamming NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A minefield
over a wide area of frequency spectrum. See laid 'o block enemy attack formations in se-
also b&rrage jamming; electronic counter- lected areas, especially to the flanks, and to
measures; elertronic jamnming; fire. deflect his approach into selected battle areas.

See also minefi~ld (lana mine warfare).
barrage fire-(DOD, J4N TO, SEATO, CENTO,

IA OB) Fire which is designed to f1.l a volume bar scale-See graphic scale: scale.
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S hase-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) bate map-(DOD, TVATO) A map or chart
1. A locahty from which operations are piu- .undam,:'-m-1 ........... ..

jected or supported. Z. An area or locality used as a base upon which additional data of
containing installotions which provide logis- specialized nature are compiled or over-
tic or other support. (DOD) 3. 1lome airfield, printed. Also a map containing all the infor-
or home carrier. See also emergency feet mation from which maps showing specialized
operating base; establishment; island bases. information can be prepared. See also chart

hase; map.
base command-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN.

TO, IADB) An area containing a military base map symbol-(NATO) A symbol used on
base or a group of such bases crganized under a base map chart as opposed to one used on
one commander. See a!so command. an overprint to the base map or chart.

base complex--See Air Force base; Army base; base of cperations.-(DOD, IADB) An area or
Marine base: naval base; naval or Marine facility' from which a military force begins
(air) base See also noncontiguous facility, its offensive operations, to which it falls back

in case of reversze, and in whicn supply facili-
base defense-(DOD, IADB) The local military ties are organized.

measures, both normal and emergency, re-
quired to nullify or reduce the effectiveness base period-(DOD) That period of time for
of cnemy attacks on, or sabotage of, a base which factors were determined for use in
so as to insure that the maximum capacity current planning and programming.
of *ts facilities is available to our forces.

base section--(DOD, IADB) An area within
base d.velopment-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, the communications zone in an area 3f opera-CENTO, IADB) The improvement or expan- tions organized to provide logistic support

sion of the resources and facilities of an area to forward areas.
or a location to support military operations.

base surge--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
base development plan-(DOD) A plan for the

A cloud which rolls out -rom the bottom offacilities, installations and bases required to the column produced by a subsurface burst

support military operations. ef a nuciear weapon. For underwater bursts
base ejection shell-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) the surge is, in effect. a cloud of liquid drop-

A type of shell which ejects its load from its lets which has the property o" flowing almost
base. as if it -!re a homogeneous fluid. For sub-

surface .d bursts the surge is made up of
base fuze-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) Fuze lo- small sonid particles but still behaves like a

cated in the base of a projectile or bomb. See fluid.
also fuze.

base symbol-See base map symbol.
base line-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1.

(surveying) A surveyed line established with base unit--(DOD, IADB) Unit or organization
more than usual care, to which surveys are in a tactical operation around which a move-
referred for coordination and correlation. 2. ment or maneuver is phnrcl and performed-,
(photogrammetry) The line between the base element.
principal points of two consecutive vertical
air photographs. It is usually measured on basic cover-(DOD) Coverage of any installa-
one photograph after the principal point of tion or area of a permanent nature with
the other has b.ýen transferred. v:hich later coverage can be compared to dis-

Fot explanation of symbols. see pace v cover any changes that have taken place.
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1)asli cover tphw,,grammeir.% )-(.:••.TVE,. C -A U,,L z...,;" .. for ,,,k - llntmnn

TO, IAD11) Air co\elrage of ain instaliation anld other ammunition items.
ur area of a permanent nature with which

later cover can be compared to disco:er any basic research--(DOD, IADB) Research di-

.hanges that have tiken place. rected Io\Nard the increase of knowledge. the
primary aii being a greater knowledge or

basic encyclopedia-(DOD) A compilation of understanding of the subject undue study.
identified installations and physical areas of See also applied research; research.
potential .ignificance as objectives for attack.

basic tactical organization-(DOD, IADB) The
basic intelligence-(DOD) Ge..eral intelligence conventional organization of landing force

concerning the capabilities, vulnerabilities, units for combat, involving combinations of
and intentions of foreign nations; used as a infantry, supporting ground arms, and avia-
ba:e for a variety of intelligence products tion for accomplishment of missions ashore,
for the support of planning, policy making, This organizational form is employed as soon
and military operation.s. See also intelligence. as possible following the landing of the vari-

ous assault components of the landing force.
basic intelligepce-(NATO, CENTO) General

reference material for use in planning, con- basic undertakings--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
cerning other coz'ntries, which pertains to CENTO, IADB) The essential things, ex-
capabilities, resources or potential theaters pressed in broad terms, that must be done
of operations. See al.;o intelligence, in order to implement the commander's con-

cept successfully. These may include military,
basic intelligence-(SEATO. IADB) General diplomatic, economic, psychological, and other

reference material for use :n planning, con- messures.
cerning enemies or potential enemies, which

pertains to capabilities. resources. or poten- bathymetric contour-See depth contour;
tial theaters of operations. See also ii:telli- depth curve,
gem e.

"bi lbattalion landing team--(DOD, IADB) In an
bic load ammunition) whichatsqu- amphibious operation, an infantry battalion

Stity' of nonnuclear ammunition which is au- normally reinforced by necessary combat and
thorized and required by each Service to be nomlyrifcebyeesayobtad
thonied hand required b eh Servtice ato be service elements; the basic unit for planning
on hand within a unit or formation at all

an assault landing.
times. It is expressed in rounds. units, or

units of weight as appropriate. battery-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

basic load (ammunition)-(NATO, CENTO) IADB) 1. Tactical and administrative artil-

That quantity of nonnuclear ammunition lery unit or subunit corresponding to a com-

which is authorized and required by each pany or similar unit in other branches of the

nation to be on hand within a unit or fornia- Army. 2. All guns, torpedo tubes, searchlights,

tion at all times. It is expressed in rounds. or missile launchers of the same size or cali-

upits, or units of weight as appropriate. ber or used for the same purpose, either in-
stalled in onc ship or otherwise operating as

basic load (ammunition)-(SEATO, lADB) an entity.
That quantity of ammunition which is au-
thorized and required by each nation to be battery center-(DOD) A point materialized on
on hand within a unit of formation at all the ground at the approximate geometric
times. It is expressed in terms of rounds for center of the battery position; the chart lo-
ammunition items fired by weanons, and cation of the battery.
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battery (troon) left (right)-(DOD) A methoca battle reserves-(DOD, IADB) Reserve sup-
of fire in which weapons are discharged from plies accumuhed by an army. detached corps.
the left (right), one after the other, at 5- or detached division in the vicinity of the
second intervals. battlefield, in addition to unit and individual

reserves. See also reserve supplies.
battle casualty-(DOD, IADB) Any person lost

to his organization because of death, wound, beach-(DOD, IADB) 1. The area extending
missing, capture, or internment provided from Ihe shoreline inland to a marked change
such loss is incurred in action. "In action" m physiogr iphi. form or material, or to the

characterizes the casualty status as having line of permanent vegetation (coastline), 2.

been the direct result of hostile action; sus- In amphibious operations, that portion of

tained in combat or relating thereto; or sus- the shoreline designated for landing of a

tained going to r returning from a ombat tactical organization.
mission provided that the occurrence v,,as di- beach capacity--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
rectly related to hostile action, or, through TO, IADB) An estimate, expressed in terms
misadventure, friendly action. However, in- Of masuremn tons, o r essei tn ocrgo

juries due to the elements or self-inflictedweight ton, of cargo

wounds are not to be considered as sustained that may be unloaded over a designated strip

in action and are thereby not to be interpreted of shore per day. See also clearance capacity;

i s battle casualties. See also died of wounds port capacity.
received in action; nonbattle casualty; beach grrup-See shore party; shore party
Swounded. (beach group).

battlefield illumination- (NATO, CENTO, beachhead-(DOD, NATM. SEATO, CENTO.
IADB) The lighting of the zone of action of IADB) A designated ai, .. on a hostile shore
ground combat and combat support troops which, when seized and held. insures the con-
ry artificial means other than invisible rays. tinuous landing of troons and materiel, and
See also artificial daylight; artificial moon- provides maneuver space requisite for subse-
light. cuent projected operations ashore. It is the

physical objective of an amphibious opera-
battlefield surveillance- (NATO, CENTO, tion. See also airhead; bridgehead.

1.4DB) The continuous (all weather, day and
night) systematic watch over the battle area beach used TO i Ay A sin
to provide timely information for combat in- or device used to identify a beach or certain
telligence. See also surveillance. activities thereon, for incoming waterborne

traffic. Markers may be panels. lights, buoys,
or electronic devices.battle group-(IADB) Army tactical and ad-

ministrative infantry or airborne unit, on a beachmaster-(DOD, IADB) The naval officer
command level below a division or brigade in command of the beachmaser unit of the
whose next lower echelons are companies, the naval beach group.
entire organization of which is prescribed by
a table of organization. beachmaster unit-(DOD, IADR) A commis-

sioned naval unit of the naval beach group
b;attle map--(DOD, IADB) A map sho, -in.- designed to provide to the shore party, a naval

ground features in sufficient detail for tactical component known as a beach party which is
use by all forces, usually at a scale of I-, capable of supporting the amphibious landing
25,000. See also map. of one division (reinforced). See also beach

For explanation of symbols. see page vi party; shore party.
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beach .... . :Y'11" + r l 1.4 Y•)D IT- -L-- ,,W, )) 1•n. an am- he...--f(DO)I) A light nr nh]etroniv source

phibious operation, the plarned arrangement which emits a disinctive or characteristic
of personnel and facilities to effect movement, signal used for the determination of bearings,
supply, and evacuation acros&, beaches and in courses, or location. See crash locator bea-
the beach area for support of a landing force. con; fan marker beacon; localizer; meacon-

ing; personal locator beacon; radio beacon;beach party-(DOD, JADB) The naval compo- Z marker beacon.

nent of the shore party. See also beachmaster
unit; shore party. beacon double--(DOD) In air intercept, a code

meaning pilot select double pulse mode on
beach party commander-(DOD, IADB) The your tracking beacon.

naval officer in command of the naval com-
ponent of the shore party. beacon off-(DOD) In air intercept, a code

meaning turn off your tracking beacon.
beach photography-(DOD) Vertical, oblique,

ground, and periscope coverage at varying beacon on-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
scales to provide information of offshore, meaning turn oa your tracking beacon.
shore, and inland areas. It covers terrain
which provides observation of the beaches beam attack-(DOD) In air intercept, an attack
and is primarily concerned with the geologi- by an interceptor aircraft which terminates
cal Mnd tactical aspects of the beach. with a heading crossing angle g-eater than

45" but less than 135W. See also heading cross-
beach reserves--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN. ing angle.

TO, IADB) In an amphibious operation. an
accumulation of supplies of all classes estab- beam rider-(DOD, IADB) A missile guided by
lished in dumps in beachhead areas. See also an electronic beam.,
reserve supplies, beam rider-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A mis-

beach support area-(DOD, IADB) The area s.le guided hy a radar or radio beam.
to the rear of a landing force or elements
thereof, established and operated by shore beam width-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The an-

party units, which contains the facilities for gle between the directions, on either side of
the unloading of troops and materiel and the the axis. at which the intensity of the radio

support of the forces ashor ý; it includes fa- frequency power drops to one-half the value

cilities for the evacuation of wounded. pris- it has on the axis. (Note: NATO and CENTO

oners of war, and captured T-Aeriel. definiticn uses the word "emission" instead of
the word "frequency").

beach survey-(DOD) The collection of data
describing the physical characteristics of a bearing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

beach; that is, an area whose boundaries are !ADB) The horizontal angle at a given point
a shoreline, a coastline, and two natural or measured (lockwise from a specific reference
arbitrary assigned flanks. datum to a second point.

bez.ch width-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) beaten zone-(DOD) The area on the ground
The horizontal dimensions of the beach meas- upon which the cone of fire falls.
ured at right angles to the shoreline from the
line of extreme low water inland to the land- bent-(DOD) In air intercept and close air
ward limit of the beach (the coastline), support, a ,:ode meaning equipment indicated
(Note: The words "(t'•e coastline)" are DOD is inoperative (iemporarily or indefinitely).
and IADB approved only.) Cancelled by OKAY.
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bilateral infrastructure---(DOD, NATO, SEA- damage to plants or materiel; or defense
TO ,NTO' •Infrastructure w,,hich .noer- arairs•r such emplovment.
only two (NATO) (SI ATO) (CENTO) mem-
bers and is finaneed by mutual agreement biological warfare-(SEATO, IADB) Employ-
between them (e.g., facilities required for the ment of living organisms, toxic biological
use of forces of one (NATO) (SEATO) products, and plant growth regulators to
(CENTO) member in the territory of an- produce death or casualties in man, animals,
other). See also infrastructure, or n)lants; or defense against such action. See

also biological operations.
billet-(DOD, IADB) 1. Shelter for troops. 2.

To quarter troops. 3. A personnel position or biological weapon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO.
assignment which may be filled by one person. IADB) An item of materiel which projects,

disperses, or disseminates a biological agent
-i-margin format-(NATO) The format of a including arthropod vectors.

map or chart on which the cartographic de-
tail is extended to two edges of the sheet, black-(DOD) In intelligence handling, a term
normally North and East, thus leaving two used in certain phrases (e.g., living black,
margins only. black border crossing) to indicate reliance

on illegal concealment rather than on cover.
binding--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The fasten-

ing or securing of items to a moveable plat- black list -(DOD) An official counterintelli-
form called a pallet. See also palletized unit gence listing of actual or potential enemy
load. collaborators, sympathizers, intelligence sus-

pects, and other persons whose presence men-

bingo-(DOD) 1. (when originated by control- aces the security of friendly forces.
ling activ-.'y)--Proceed to alternate a;.-field

gblack propaganda-(DOD, 1, NATO, SEATO,
or carrier as specified. 2. (when originated b) CENTO, IADB) Propaganda which purports
pilot)-I have reached minimum fuel for safe to emanate from a source othe: than the true
return to base or to designated alternateop one. See also propaganda.

bingo field-(DOD) Alternate airfield. blast-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The

brief and rapid movement of air vapor orS biographical intelligehce--( D 0 D, N A T O, fluid away fr, n a center of outward tressure,
CENTO) That component of intelligence as in an explosion or in the combustion J
which deals with individual foreign person- rocket fuel: the pressure accompanying this
alities of actual or potential importance. movement. This term is commonly used for

"explosion", but the two terms may be dis-biological agent-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, tnihd

lADD) A microorganism whiph causes dis-
ease ir man, plants, or animals or causes blast effect-(DOD, IADB) Destruction of or
the deterioration of materiel. See also chemi- damage to structures and personnel by the
cal agent. force of an explosion on or above the surface

of the ground. Blast effect may be contrasted
biological half-time--See half-life, with the crqtering and ground-shock effects

of a projectile or charge which goes off be-
biological operations--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, neath the surface.

IADB) Employment of biological agents to
produce casualties in man or animals and %&A line-(DOD) A horizontal radial line on

For explasation of ,yboh, me page TL the surface of the earth originating at ground
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zero on which measurements of blast from an several langua'tes to the effect that anyone
explosion are taken. assisting the ep-er to safety will be re-

warded.
blast wave-(DOD, NATO, CENT 9, IADR) A

sharply defined wave of increased pressure blood chit (intelligence)-See blood chit.
rapidly propagated throigh a surrounding
medium from a center of detonation or simi- blow-(DOD) To expose, often unintentionally,
lar disturbance, personnel, installations, or other elements of

a clandestine organization or activity.
bleeding edge-(DOD, NATO, IADB) That

edge of ai map or chart on which cartographic blowback-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
detail is extended to the edge of the sheet. JADB) 1. Escape, to the rear and under pres-

sure, of gases formed during the firing of the
blind bombiing zone-(DOD, NATO, IADB) A weapon. Blowback may be caused by a defec-

restricted area (air, land, or sea) established tive breech mechanism, a ruptured cartridge
for the purpose of permitting air operations, case, or a faulty primer. 2. Type of weapon
unrestricted by the operations or possible at- operation in which the force of expanding
tack of friendly forces. gases acting to the rear against the face of

the bolt furnishes all the energ.y required to
blip-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, 1ADB) initate the complete cycle of operation. A

The display of a received pulse on a cathode weapon which employs this method of opera-
ray tube. tion is characterized by the absence of any

breech-!o,.k or bolt-lock mechanism.
blocking and chocking-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

TO) The use of wedges or chocks to prevent blue forces-(,NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
the inadvertent shifting of cargo in transit. Denotes those forces used in a friendly role

block shipment-(DOD, IADB) A method of during exercises. See also force(s).

shipment of supplies to overseas areas to blue key-(NATO) A blue image on any me-
provide balanced stocks for an arbitrary bal- dium which is not reproduced when the
anced force for a specific number of uays, superimposed work is reproduced, used as a
e.g., shipment of 30 days' supply for an aver- gvide for scribing or drawing.
age force of i0,000 individuals.

boat diagram-(DOD, IADR) In the assault
block stowage load;,g-(DOD, NATO, SEA- phase of an amphibious operation, a diagram

TO, CENTO, IADB) A method of loading showing the positions of individuals and
whereby all cargo for a specific destination equipment in each boat..
is st• ,ved together. The purpose iL to facili-
tate rapid off-!oading at the destiration, with boat group-(DOD, IADB) The basic organiza-
the least possible disturbance of cargo in- tion of landing craft. One boat group is or-
tended for other points. See also loauing. ganized for each battalion larding team (or

equivalent) to be landed it, the first trip of
block time-(NA TO, CENTO) The period from landing craft or amphibious vehicles.

the moment the chocks are withdrawn and
brakes released, or moorings dropped. to the boat lanes-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
return to rest or take up of moorings aftei 1ADB) Lanes, for amphibious assault land-
the flight. ing craft, which extend seaward from the

landing beaches to the line of departure. The
blood chit-(DOD; A small clotn chart depict- width of the boat jane3 is determined by the

ing an American Flag and a statement in length of the corresponding beach.
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boat space-(DOD, : The space and b..Mb i-•1p . ,-nit--See ,nYlnqivi ordnance
weight fac'tor used to deterr,.ine the capacity disposal unit.
of boats, landing craft, and amphibious ve-
hicles. With respect to landing craft and bomber-(DOD) 1. light: A boimber designed
amphibious vehicles, it is based on the require- for a tactical operating radius of under 1,000
ments of one man with his individual equip- naut icai Miles Lt design gross weight and
ment. He is assumed to weigh 224 pounds des.gn bomb load. 2. medium: A bomber de-
and to occupy 13.5 cubic feet of space. See signed for a tactical operating radius of. be-
also man space. tween 1,000 to 2,500 nautical miles at design

gross weight and design bomb load. 3. heavy:
boat space-(SEATO) The space and weight A bomber desigo•ned finr a tactical one: ating

factor used to determine the capacity of boats radius over 2,500 nautical miles at design
and landing craft. With respect to landing gross weight and design bomb load.
craft, it is based on the requirements of one
man with his individual equipment. He is bomb impact plot-(DOD) A graphic repre-
assumed to weigh 224 pounds and to occupy sentation of the target area, usually a pre-
13.5 cubic feet of space. strike air photograph, on whicn prominent

dots are plotted to mark the impact or deto-
boattail-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, !ADB) The nation points of bombs dropped cn a specific

conical soction of a ballistic body that pro- bombing attack.
gressively decreases in diameter vcward the
tail to reduce overall aerodynamic drag. bombing errors-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB)
boat, wave-See wave. 1. (50% circular error)-The radius of a

body of a map or chart-(NATO) That area of circle, with the center at a desired mean

a map or chart contained within the neatline. point of impact, which contains half the
missiles independently aimed to hit the de-

bogey-(DOD) An- air contact which is un- sired mean point of impact.
identified but assumed to be enemy. (Not to 2. (50% deflection error)-Half the die.tance
be confused with "unknown".) See also between two lines, drawn parallel to the
friendly; hostile. aircrafts track and equidistant from the

desired mean point of impact, which con-
Bornrc-(OD)A log-rngesurf~ceto-ar tins half the missiles independently aimed

guided missile with nuclear warhead for area to hit the desiles in t f impc
air efese, oweed y twn rmjetengnesto hit the desired mean point of impact.

air defense, powered by twin ramjet engines 3. (50% range error)--Half the distance be-

with either liquid or solid rocket boosters, w. two ra wn perdicu to
and ermnal uidnce Desgnaed a CII- ween two lines, drawn perpendicular to

and terminal guidance. Designated as CIM- the aircraft's track equidistant from the
10. desired mean point of impact, which con-

bomb alarm system-(DOD) A fully automatic tains half the :mnissiles independently aimed
systerm of detectors ringing key target areas to hit the desired mean point of impact.
in North America for transmitting to display (Note: Above errors should :mply over-
centers reports of nuclear bursts. See also all errors unless otherwise stipulated by
nuclear detonation detection and reporting inclusion of the word "random" or
system. tematic" as necessary.)

bomb damage assessment--(DOD) The deter- bombing height-(NATO, CENTO) Distance
r1unation of the effec: of all air attacks on above target at the moment of bcmb release,
targets (e.g., bombs, rockets, or strale). measured vertically from the target to the

'o• e•pl,,tion a , ..- p level of the bombing aircraft.
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bomb iI" -An,- ha, t ..... - hrder hreak-(DOD. NATO, IADB) A carto-
fine arrang(Id. if po.;sible, to folliow well-de- graphic technique used when it is required to
fined geograplical features, prescribed by extend a portion of the cartographic detail
the troop commander and coordinated with of a map or chart beyond the sheetlines into
the air force commander, forward of which the margin.
air forces are free to attack targets, without
danger to or reference to the ground forces.. border crosser--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
Behnd this K. e all attacks must be coordi- TO, 1ADB) An individual living close to a
nate,1 with the appropriate troop commander. frontier who normally has to cross the fron-
See tire support coordination line. tier frequently for legi:,mate purposes.

bomb lines-(IADB) Lines (land) established boresafe fuze-(NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) Type

to deJmit attacks by friendly aircraft., See of fuze having an interrupter in the explosive

also forward bomb lines; tactical bomb lines, train that prevents a projectile from explod-
ing until after it has cleared the muzzle of a

bomb release line-(DOD) An i'naginary line weaponi. See also fuze.
around a defended area or objective over
Swhich an aircraft should release its bomb in bound-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, C E N T 0,
order to obtain a hit or hits on an area or IADB) 1. Single movement, usually from

objective, cover to cover, made by troops often under
artillery fire or small arms fire. (DOD, IADB)

bomb release point-(POD. NATO, SEATO, 2. Distance covered in one movement by a unitbom rleae oin-(OD.NAO, EAO, which is advancing by bounds. .,(iAD,'' ) 3.
CENTO, IADB) The point in space at which ch is firing by bounds. 3.

bombs must be released to reach the desired Change of firing data to move %he eenter of

point of detonation. impact in direction or range.

boundary (de facto)-(NATO) An interna-
Aooby trap-l(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, tional or administrative boundary whose

oADe) An explosive or nonexplosive device existence and legality is not recognized but
or other material, deliberately placed to cause which is a practical division between separate

casualties when an unsuspecting person dis- national and provincial administering author-turbs an apparently harmless object or per- pies.
forms a normally safe act.

boundary (de jure)-(NA TO) An international
booster-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, or administrative boundary whose existence

1ADB) 1. A high-explosive element suffi- and legality is recognized.

ciently sensitive so as to be actuated by small
explosive elements in a fuze or primer and boundary disclaimer-(NATO) A statement on
powerful enough to cause detonation of the a map or chart that the status and/or align-
main explosive filling. 2. An auxiliary or ini- ment cf international or administratiVe
tial propulsion system which travels with a boundaries is not necessarily recognized by
missile or aircraft and which may or may not the Government of the publishing nation.
separate from the parent craft when its im-
pulse has been delivered. A booster system bracketing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
may contain or consist of one or more units. 1ADB) A method of adjusting fire in which

a brazket is established by obtaining an over
border-(NATO) In cartography, the area of and a short along 'he spotting line, and then

a mnap or chart lying between the neatline and successively splitting the bracket in half until
the surrounding framework. a target hit or desired bracket is obtained.
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branch-(DOD, IADB) 1. A subdivision of any gained on the enemy's side of an cbstacie.
organization. 2. A geographically separate See also uirhead; beachhead.
unit of an activity which performs all or
part of the primary functions of the parent bridgehead line-(DI)D, NATO, CENTO) The
activity onl a smaller scale. Unlike an annex, iiia*1 -f the objective area in the development
a branch is not merely an overflow addition. of the bridgehend. See also objective area.
(DOD) 3. An arm or service of the Army. briefing-(NATO. SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

breaching-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, The act of givir.g in advance specific instruc-
lADB) Thi. employment of any available tions or information.
means to secure a passage through an enemy
minefield or fortification. See also deliberate b-igade--(DOD) A unit usually smaller than a
breaching (land mine warfare); hasty ---division to wi and s te , gruipstndior
breaching (land mine warfare). (Note: SEA- battalions and smaller units tailored to meet
TO and IADB term has qualifier "(land mine anticipated requirements.
warfare)".) bruadcast-controlled air interception-(DOD,

breakaway-(DOD NATO, CENTO) 1. The NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An inter-

onset of a condition in which th- shock front ceptior. in which the interceptor is given a

mon'ves sway from the exterior of the expand- continuous broadcast of information concern-

ing fireball produced by the explosion of a ing an enemy raid and effects interception

nuclear weapon. (DOD) 2. After completion without further control. See also air inter-
of attack, turn to heading as directed. ception; close-controlled air interception.

buffer distance (nuclear)--(DOD, NATO, CEN-
break off-- DOD) In close air support, a corn-

mand utilized to immediately terminate an TO, IADB) 1. The horizontal distance which,
attack, when added to the radios of safety will give

the desired assurance that the specified de-
break-up--(NATO, CENTO) In detection., the gree of risk will not be exceeded. The buffer

separation of one solid return into a number aistance is normally expressed quantitatively
of individual returns which correspond to the in multiples of the delivery error. 2. The ver-
various object- or st, acture groupings. This tical distance which is idded to the fallout
separation is contingent upon a number of safe height of burst in ozder to determine a
factors ; 'uding range, beam width, gain desired height of burst which will provide the
setting, coject size and distance between ob- desired a-suirance that militarily significant
jects. fallout will not occur. It is normally expressei

quantitatively in -multiples of the vertical
brevity code-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A code error.

which provides no security but which has as
its sole purpose the shortening of messages bug--(DOD) 1. A concealed microphone or lis-
rather than the concealment of their content. tening device or other audiosurveillance de-

vice. 2. To install means foe audicurveillance.
brevity or condensation code-( S E A T O,

IADB) A code which has as •ts sole purpose bugged-(DOD) Room or object which contains
the shortening of messages rather than the a concealed listening device.
concealment of their content.

build-up.-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENVO,

bridgehead-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEVNTO, IADB) The prozess of attaining prescribed
IADB) An area of ground held or to be strengths e` units and prescribed levels of

For expltion of , . ,• • .vehicles, equipment, stores, and 6upplies.
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Also may be applied to the means of acccm- burial-See emergency burial; group burial;
plishing this proce.ss. trench burial. See also graves registration.

bulk cargo-(DOD) That which is generally burn-(DOD) 1. Deliberately expose the true
shipped in volume where the transportation status of a person under cover. 2. The legiti-
conveyance is the only excternal container: mate destruction and burning of elassified
:.uch as liquiC.G, )re. or grain, material, usually accomplished by Lhe cus-

bulk petroleunt--(ADB) Liquid petioleum todian as prescribed in regulations.

products which are norinally transported by burned-(DOD) Used to indicate that a clandes-
pipeline, rail, tank -ar. tank t ,,,k, tank tine operator has been exposed to the opera-
trailer, barge and or ocean tanKer, and stored tion (especially in a surveillance) or that' his
in tank or container having a fill capacity reliability as a source of information has been
greater than 5-5 gallons. See also petroleum. compromised.

bulk petroleum products--(DOD, NATO, CEN- burn no. ice-(DOD) An official statement by
TO) Liquid petroleum products which are one inteflhgence agency to other agencies,
nomally transported by pipeline, rail tank domestic or foreign, that an individual or
car, road tank truck, road tank trailer, barge, group is unreliable for any of a variety of
harbor or coastal tanker and oceangoing rousu
tanker ana stored in a tank or ccntairer hay- reasons.
ing a fill capacity greater than 55 United burnout-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
States gallons (45 Imperial galions), IADB) The point in time or in the missile

bulk storage-(,0OD0, IADB) i. Storage in a trajectory when combustion of fuels in the

warehouse of supplies and equipment in large rocket engine is terminated by other than
quantities, uslnall containers, programmed cutoff.

distinguished Irom bin storage. 2. Storage of
liquids, such a., wetroleum products in tanks, burout velocity-(DOD, NATO, SE A T 0,
as distinguished from drum cr packaged stor- CENTO, lADB) The velocity attained by a

age. See also storage. missile at the point of burnout.

Bullpup-(DOD) An air-to-surface guided mis- burn-through rang---(DOD) The distance at
sile, visually guided by launching aircraft which a specific radar can discern targets
command, for use by fighter, light attack air- through the external irterference being re-
craft and possibly helicopters, in close sup- ceived.
port of ground troops and for interdiction,
and small tactical ,argets ashore and afloat buster-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning
Designated as AGM-12. fly at maximum continuous speed (or power).
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C-123---See Provider. desired time of ex cution to permit detailedI planning and briefing of pilots prior to ",C-124--See Globeinastei. off. Aircraft scheduled for this: type of n i.-
C-130-See Hercules. sion are on air, ground, or carrier alert, ant..

are armed with a prescribed load.
* C-133-See Cargomaster. call sign-.(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, ('FNTO,

C-140--See Jet Star. IADR) Any combination of charr-ters or
pru-nouniceable words which identifies a com-

C-141--See Starlifter. munication fLcility, a command, an authority,
an ac:tivity, cr a unit; used primarily for

C-5A-See Galaxy, establishing and maintaining communica-
tions. See allso collective call sign; indefinite

CA-See heavy cruiser. call sign; international call sig.n; net call

cabi-4NTO, ENT) I an ircaftallthe sign; tactical call sign; visual call sign;

compartments used for the carriage of pas- viecl in

sengers or cargo, camera axis-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, !ADB)
cabl drg drp-(ATOcENO) Utralow An imaginary line throughý the optical center

level airdrop technique using the drag of an of the lens perpendicular to the negative
arrester cab!e ground installation to extract poopae

andhal aidro lods.camera axis direction-(NA TO, CEN TO) Di-
CALG-See guided missile heavy cruiser. rection on the horizontal plane of the optical

axis of the camera at 'the time of exposure.
calibrated airspeed-See airspeed. This: direction is defined by its azimnuth ex-

pressed i!n degrees in relation to True Mag-
calibrated focal length-(NATO, CENTO) Ar. netic So-th,

adjusted value of the equivalent focal length. -Oso computed as to equalize the positive and camera calioration-(DOD, NATO, CENTO
negative values of distortion over the entire IADB) The detern.-nation of the cali'vrated
field used in a camera. focal lennrh. the location; o" *he principal

point with respect to the fiducial marks atnd
call fire-(DOD, !ADR) Fire delivered on a the lens distortion effect>,-- -n the foeal plane

speeciflc target in response to a requesz from of the camrera refer-ed. t-- the part icular cali-
the supported anit. See also fire. brated foca! leyvh.

call for fire-(DOD, NATO, SEA TfŽ, CENTO, camnera raagaz~ne--(;NA TO, CENTO) A rernov-
IA 08) A request foi f.i-e corataining data able par. of a came-a in which the linexpo,_ed

I.necessary for obtaining thz-- required fire on and expose-' portions of film aret-ontained.
a trge..camera nadir-S' ee photo nadir,

call missiox:-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO9, CENTO,
L4DB) A type of a*. support mission wniich camera station (photogrammetr-)-See aii

Fis not requested sufficiertly in advance of 'h,, base (photogrammetry); air stati.on (pho-
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camera indw--(' ITO CF' .'TO) A xvindow vanniihalize-(DOD. NATO. SEATO. CENTO.

in the canrer, coompartn-enit thiough which IADB) To remove serviceable parts from one
photograpi ,'-ý taker item of equipment in order to install them on

another item of equiprnent.
camouflage-(DOD) The use of concealment

and disguise to minimize the possibility of cannot observe-(DOD) A type of fire control
detection and or identification of troops, ma- which indicates that the observer or spotter
teriel, equipment and installatios. It includes %vill be unable to adjust fire but belies a
taking adtvantage of the nitural environment target exists at the given location and is of
as well as the application of natural and arti- sufficient importance to justify firing upon it
ficial materials. See also concealment; cover, without adjustment or observation.

camouflage-(NATO, CENTO) The use of Lon- capability-(DOD, JADB) The ability to exe-
cealment and disguise to mimmize the possi- cute a specified course of action. (A capability
bility cu detection and cr identification. See may or may not be accompanied by an inten-
also concealment; cover. tion.)

camouflage detect-on photography-(DOD) capacity load (navy)-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
Photography utilizing a special type of film TO) The maximum quality of all supplies
(usually infrared) designed for ihe detection (ammunition, petroieem, oils, and lubricants,
of camouflage. rations, general stores, maintenance stores,

etc.) which each vessel can carry in propor-
camuflet-(.N.ATO) The resulting cavity in a tions prescribed by proper authority. See also

deep underground burst when there is no combat load (air force).
rupture of the surface. See also crater. capsule--(DOD, NA TO, SJ'ATO, CENTO,

camp--(DOD, IADB) A group of tents. huts. or 1ADB) 1. A sealed, pressurized cabin for ex-

other sheltir set up ten'porarii," for troops. tremely high altitude or orbital space flight

and more permanent than a bivouac. A mili- which provides an acceptable environment

tary post, temporary or permanant. may be for man, animal, or equipment. 2. An eject-

called a camp. able sealed cabin having automatic devices
for safe return of the occupants to the

campaign plan-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- surface.

TO, IADB) A plan for a series of related captive firing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
-nilitar, opýrat ions aimed *to accomplish a TO) A firing test of short duration, conducted
common objective, normally within a given with the missile propulsion system operating
,ime and space. while secured to a test stand.

Canbei aa-(DOD, IADB) A two-place. twvin- cardinal point effect-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
engine turbojet. all-weather tactical bomber 1ADB) T'ie increased intensity of a line or
"capable of delivering nuciear ani nonnuclear group of returns -n the radar scope occurring
weapons. Designated as B-57. RB-57 is the when the radar beam is perpendicular to the
reconnai.ssance version. rec,angular surface of a line or group of

similarly aligned features in ,he ground pat-
cancel check firing-(DOD) The order to re- tern.

scind "check firing".
cardinal points-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

cancel converge-(DOD) The command used to IADB) The directions: north. south, east. and
resc'nd "converge". west.
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caretaker status-(DOD, IADB) A nonoperat- of various means for securing the item for

teriel, and facilities aie in a care and limited
preservation status. Only a mininium of per- cargo tansporter--(DOD, IADB) A reusable,
sonnel is required to safeguard against fire. metal sh:pping container designed for world-
theft, and damrage from the elements. wiide surface and air movement of suitable

military supplies and equipment through the
cargo--See chemical ammunition cargo; flat- cargo transporter service.

ted cargo; general cargo; heavy-lift cargo;
high explosive cargo; inflammable cargo; carpet bombing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
perishable cargo; special cargo; troop space TO, IADB) The progressive (istribution of a
cargo; vehicle cargo. See also loading, mass bomb load upon an area defined by

lesignated boundaries, in such a manner as
cargo classification (combat loading)-(DOD) to inilict damage to all portions thereof.

The division of military caro into cate-
gorier for combat loading aboard ships. See carriage-See gun carriage.
also ,-argo.

carrier air group--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
cargoes-See essential cargo; immediately JADB) Two oi- more a.rcraft squadrons

vital cargo; nonvital cargo; valuable cargo. formed under one command for administra-

tive and tactical control of operations from aCargomaster---(DOD, JADB) A four-engine
carrier.

turboprop cargo transport capable of carry-

ing outsize freight. Designated as C-133, carrier striking force--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

cargo o,'turn message-(DOD, JADB) A brief CENTO, JADB) A naval task force composed
messaý- report transmitted within 48 hours of aircraft carriers and supporting combat-
of cornletion of ship discharge to advise both ant ships capable of conducting strike opera-
the Military Sealift Command and the ter- tions.
minal of loading of the condition of the cargo.
includir.t: any discrepancies in the form of cartesian coordinates-(NATO) A coordinate

overages, Shortages, or damages between system in which locations of points in space
cargo as manifested and cargo as checked at are expres-ed by reference to three mutually
time of discharge. perpendicular planes, called coordinate

planes. The three planes intersect in three
cargo outturn report-(DOD, IADB) A de- staight lines called coordinate axes. See also

tailed report prepared by a discharging ter- coordinates.
miral to record discrepancieý in the form of
over. short. and damaged carg-o as manifested. casc-(DOD) 1. An intelligence operation in its
and cargo checked at a time and place of dis- entirety. 2. Record of the development of ati
charge from ship. intelligence operation, including personnel,

modus operandi. and objectives.
cargo sling-(NA TO, CENTO, IADB) A strap.

chain, or other material used to hold cargo cassette-(NATO, CENTO) In photography, a
itenis securely which are to be hoisted. low- reloadable container for either unexposed or
ered. or suspended. exposed sensitized materials which may be

removed from the camera or darkroom equip-
cargo tie-down point-(DOD, 1ADB) A point ment under lightened conditions.

on military materiel desiwned for attachment

Fo- ,.-,antion of ,, m,,0 r*,- pc -L casual--See transient.
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casual',y--(DOD, ;ADB) Any person who is lost gets and prepare to engage another target.
to his organization by reason of having been Missiles in flight will continue to intercept.
declared dead, wounded, injured, diseased, The order terminates engagement on a par-
interned, captured, missing; .or a person ticular target.
whose whereabouts or status has not been
determined. See also battle casualty; non- cease fire-(DOD) A command normally given
battle casualty; wourded, to air defense artillery units to refrain from

firing on, but to continue to track, an air-
catalytic attack-(DOD, IADB) An attack de- borne object. Missiles already in flight will

signed to bring about a war between major be permitted to continue to intercept.
powers through the disguised machinations
of a third power. ceiling--(DOD) The height above the earth's

surface of the lowest layer of clouds or ob-
catalytic war-(DOD) Not to be used. See ata- sc'.ration phenomena that is reported as

lytic attack. "broken," "overcast," or "obscured" and not
classified as "thin" or "partial",

catapult-.(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
IADB) A structure which provides an aux- celestial guidance-(DOD, IADB) The guid-
iliary source of thrust to a missile or aircraft; ance of a missile or other vehicle by refer-
must combine the functions of directing and ence to celestial bodies. See also guidance.
accelerating the missile during ts tra':'el on
the catapult; serves the same l'unction for a celestial sphere-(DOD, NATO, CEVTO) An
missile as does a gun tube for a shell. imaginary sphere of infinite radius concen-

tric with the earth, on which all celestial
caution area-See danger area. bodies except the earth are imagined to be

cavu-(DOD) Ceiling and visibility unlimited., pj

CC-See tactical command ship. cell-(DOD) Small group of individuals who
work together for clandestine or subversive

C-day-(DOD, IADB) The unnamed day on purposes.
which a deployment operation commences or
is to commence. The deployment may be censorship-See armed forces censorship; civil
movement of troops, cargo, weapon systems, censorship; field press censorship; military

or a combination of these elements utilizing censorship; national censorship; prihitary

any or all types of transport. The letter "C" censorship; prisoner of war censorship;

will be the only one used to denote the above, secondary censorship.

The highest command or headquarters re-
sponsible for coordinating the planning will center of burst-(SEATO, eADB) A point
specify the exact meaning of C-day within about which the burst af projectiles fired
the aforementioned definition. The command under like conditions are evenly ditributed.
or headquarters directly responsible for the See also mean point of impact.

execution of the operation, if other than the
one coordinating the planning, will do so in center of grav:,y limits-(NATO, CENTO,
light of the meaning specified by the highest IADB) The limits within which an aircraft's

command or headquarters coordinating the center ,f gravity must lie to easure safe flight.

planning. The center of gravity of the loading aircraft
must be within these limits at take-off, in the

cease engagement-(DOD) An order that weap- air, and on landing. In some cases take-off
ons will disengage a particular target or tar- and ltnding limits may also be specified.
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center of gravity lirnits-(SEATO) The range (CENTO) commanders, resp.nsible jointly
o f m~~~~.f _hc h .,ete -,f lg.......-nn to fheir -Irr~Qfor thp nrodijetion of the

have without mak.ng the aircraft unsafe to genera. instructions for the exercise in ac-
fly. The center of gravity of the loaded air- cordance .%ith the agreed concept., Regional

craft must be within these limits at take-off, planning groups may be set up prior to the
in tht air, and on landing. In some cases, take- formulation of the central planning team in
off and landing limits may also be specified. order to provide the central planning team

with infomation of certain phases of the
central analysis team-(NATO, CENTO) A exercise. (SEATO) If exercise planning is

team composed of representatives from two done by a joint command, or by one major
or more major (NATO) (CENTO) corn- SEATO commander or his subordinate(s), it
manders, responsible jointly to their superi- will be , Cled a planning staff. The central
ors for the detailed analysis and reporting planning -earn issues "instructions", whereas
of a large-scale (NATO) (CENTO) exercise. the pl,,,r.ing 4taffs issue "general exercise

crde-s".
"central analysis team-(SEATO) A team com-

posed of representatives from twG or more central planning team--(IADB) A team corn-
major SEATO commanders, responsible posed of representatives of two or more
jointly to their superiors for the detailed commander,_, responsible jointly to their su-
analysis and reporting of a large scale SEA- periors for the production of the general in-
TO naval exercise. If an analysis is being structions for the exercise in accorday.ce with
done by one major SEATO commander or the agreed 'oncey+. Regional planning groups
his subordinate(s) it will be called an anal-y- may be ;-t up priL to the formulation of the

sis staff. central l-!anning . am in order to provide
the central pi. .- ing team with information

central analysis team-(IADB) A team corn- of certain pla: es ol the exercise. If exerci.e
posed of representatives from two or more planning is done - a joint command, or by
commanders, responsible jointly to their su- one commander or nis subordinate(s), it will
periors for the detailed analysis and report- be called a planning staff. The central plan-
ing of a large scale naval exercise. If an ning team issues "instructions." whereas the

t analysis is being done by ciie commander or planning staffs issue "general exercise or-
his subordinate (s) it will be called an analy- ders".
sis staff.

central war-(DOD) Not to be used. See gen-
centralized control-(DOD, NATO. CENTO) eral war.

In air defense. the control joode whereby a CG--See guided missile cruiser.
higher echelon makes direct target assign-
ments to fire units. CGM-16--See Atlas.

centralized items-(DOD, lADB) Those items CGN--See guided missile cruiser.
of supply for which apprcpriate authority
has prescribed central management and pro- chaff-(DOD, NESN. CENTO, IADB) Radar
curement within a Military Department or confusion reflectors. which consist of thin.
Set-vice. narrow metallic strips of various lengths and

fr-'quency responses, used to reflect echoes
central planning team-.(NATO, SEATO, CEN- for confusion purposes. See also rope; rope-

TO) A team composed of representatives of chaff; window.
two or more major (NATO) (SEATO)

chain-See net, chain, cell system.
For erviuttm of &7=I*1& se a YL
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chain of command-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, component can be replenished with a specific
CENTO, JADB) The succession of command- commodity, e.g., ox, gen, air, or hydraulic
ing officers from a superior to a subordinate fluid, etc.
through which command is exercised. Also
called command channel. See also administra- chart base-(DOD, NATO) A chart used as a
tive chain of command; operational chain of primary source for compilation or as a frame-
command. work on which new detail is printed. Also

known as topographic base. See also map.
chalk commander--(NATO, CENTO. IADB)

The commander of all troops embarked under chart index-See mai index.
one chalk number, chart series-See map series.

chalk number-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The chart sheet-See map sheet.
number given to a complete load and to the
transporting carrier, check firing-(DOD) A command to cause a

temporary halt in firing.
challenge-(/iOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) Any process carried out by one unit checkout--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
or person with the object of ascertaining the IADB) A sequence of functional, operational,
friendly or hostile cha,'acter or identity of and calibrational tests to determine the con-
another. See also courtersign; password; dition and status of a weapon system or ele-
reply. ment thereof.

change of operational control--(DOD, NATO, check point-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
SEATO, CENTO, lADB) The date and time 1. A predetermined point on the earth's sur-
(Greenwich mean time'Greenwich civil time) face used as a means of controlling movement,
at which the responsibility for operational a registration target for fire adjustment, or a
control of a force or unit passes from one reference for location. 2. Center of impact; a
operational control authority to another. burst center. 3. Geographical location en land

or water above which the position of an air-
channel_ -- (DOD) Used in conjunction craft in flight may be determined by observa-

with a predetermined letter, number, or code tion or by electronic means. 4. A place where
word to -reference a specific radio frequency, military police check vehicular or pedestrian

traffic in order to enforce circulation control
charnel airlift--(DOD) Common-user airlift measures and other laws, orders, tnd regu-

service provided on a scheduled basis between lations.
two points.

check port/starboard-(DOD) In air intercept,
charge-(DOD) tLhe propellant of semifixed or a term meaning alter heading de-

separate loading ammunition. grees 4o port/starboard momentarily for air-
borne radar search and then resume heading.

charged demolition target-(DOD, NATO,
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A target on which chemical agent--(DOD, IADB) A solid, liquid,
all charges have beer. placed and which is in or gas which through its chemical properties
one of the s.ates of readiness, i.e., safe or produces lethal or damaging effects on man,
armed. See also demolition target. animals, plants, or material, or produces a

screening or signaling smoke.
charging point-_.(NATO, CENTO, lAD!)) "

connection on an aircraft, or aircraft compc, --heroical agent-(NATO, CENTO) A chemical
nent. through which the aircraft or aircraft compound which, when suitably disseminated
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produces incapacitating, lethal, or damaging signiiica ..I.. Pelad GJ o inc, mman or animals
ef, cts on man, animals, plants, or materials, and b. deny or hinder the use of areas, facili-
See also biological agent, ties or iatez ialS.

chemical agent cumulative action-(DOD) The chemical operations-(IADB) Employment of
building up, within the human body, of small chemical agents to produce casualties in man
ineffective doses, of certain chemical ageis or animals, damage to plants or materiel, to
to a point where eventual effect is similar to make hazardous the occupatiorn of certain
one large dose. areas, to produce a screening or signaling

smoke; or defense against such empioyment.
chemical ammunition-.(DOD, IADB) A type

of ammunition, the filler of which is pri- chicks-(DOD) Friendly fighter aircraft.
marily a chemical agent (toxic chemical
agent), a training and riot control agent, a Chief, Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps
smoke, or an incendiary. See also ammunition. Censor-(DOD) An officer appointed by the

commander of the Army, Navy. Air Force,
chemical ammunition-(NATO, CENTO) A or Marine Corps component of a unified com-

type of ammunition the filler of which is mand to supervise all censorship activities of
primarily -t chemical agent. his Service.

chemical ammunition cargo-(DOD, IA DB) chief interceptor controller-(SEATO, IADB)
Cargo such as white phosphorous munitions The senior interceptior controller who is re-
(shell and grenades). See also cargo. sponsible for supervising and coordinating

the work of a number of interception con-
chemical, biological, and radiological opera- trollers.

tions-(DOD, lADB) A combining term used

only when referring to -:he three areas of chief of staff-(DOD, IADB) The senior or
chemical operations, biological operations, principal member or head of a staff, or the
and radiological operations in the collective principal assistant in a staff capacity to a
sense. person in a commard capacity; the head or

controlling member of a staff, for purposes
chemical, biological, and radiological opera- ontroingteme of a s for puposesof the coordination of its work; a position,

tions--(NATO, CENTO) A collective term which in itself is without inherei t power toused only when referring to combined chemi- command by reason of assignment, except
cal, biological, and radiological operations. that which is invested in such a position by

chemical defense-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The delegation to exercise command in another's
methods, plans, and procedures involved in name. (DOD) In the Army and Marine Corps,
establishing and executing defensive meas- the title is applied only to the staff on a bri-
ures against attack by chemical agents. gade or division level or higher. In lower

units, the corresponding title is executive of-
chemical mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine co~atain- ficer. In the Air Force. the title is applied

ing a chemical agent designed to kill or dis- normally in the staff on an Air Force level
able personnel or to contaminate materiel or and above. In the Navy, the title is applied
terrain, only on the staff of a commander with rank

of rear admiral or above, The corresponding
chemical operations-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) title on the staff of a commander of rank

Employment of chemical agents (excluding lower than rear admiral is chief stam, officer,
riot agents) to: a. kill, or incapacitate for a and in the organization of a single ship, ex-

*F ,•hato f ,Tnuu. me P, TL ecutive officer.
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U11UPfor reporting oita intelligene sightings."Or

chronic dose--(DOD, NAIITO, CENTO) Radia- frrprigvta nelgnesgtns

tion dose absorbed in circumstances such that civic action-See military civic action.
biological recovery may have been possible.
It is arbitrarily accepted that a chronic dose civil affairs--(DOD, SEA4TO, IADB) Those
can only mean absorption occurring after 24 phases oi the activities of a commander which
hours following the burst. embrace the relationship between the mili-

chuffing-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The charac- tary forces and civil authorities and people

teristic of some rockets to burn intermittently in a friendly country or area, or occupied

and with ala irregular noise. c:,untry or area when military forces are
presert. Civil affairs include, inter alia: a.

CIM-10--See Bomarc. matters concerning the relationship between
military forces located in a country or area

cipher-(DOD, lADB) Any cryptographic sys- and the civil authorities and people of that
tern in which arbitrary symbols or- groups of country or area usually involving perform-
symbols represent units of plain text of regu- ance by the military forces of certain func-
lar length, usually single letters, or in which tions or the exercise of certain authority
units of plain text are rearranged, or both, normally the responsioility of the local gov-
in accordance with certain predetermined ernment. This relationship may occur prior
rules. See also cryptosystem. to, during, or subsequent tD military action in

time of hostilities or other emergency and is
circuit-(DOD, IADB) 1. An electronic path normally covered by a treaty or other agree-

between two or more points capable of pro- ment, expressed or implied; and b. military
viding a number of channels. 2. A number of government: the form of administration by
conductors connected together for the pur- which an occupying power exercises exe-u-
pose of carryitg an electrical current. ti-ve, legislative, ard judicial authority over

circuitry-(DOD, IADB) A complex of circuits occupied territory. See also phases ef mili-

describing interconnection within or between tary government.

systems. civil affairs--(NFSN, CENTO) Questions re-

circular error probable--(DOD, IADB) An in- lating co relations in war time between tihe

dicator of the delivery accuracy of a weapon commander of an armed force and the civilian

system, used as a factor in determining prob- populations and government- in areas where

able damage to a target. It is the radius of a the force is employed, and which are settled

circle within which half oi the missiles/pro- on the basis of a mutual agreement, official

jectiles are expected to fall. Also called CEP. or oth 3rwise.

See also delivery error; deviation; disper-
sion error; horizontal error. civil affairs agreement-(DOD, IADB) An

agreement which governs the relationship
circular error probable-(NATO, CENTO) An between allied armed forces located in a

indicator of the accuracy of a missile/pro- friendly country and the civil authorities and
jectile, used as a factor in determining prob- people of that country. See also civil affairs.
able damage to a target. It is the radius of a
circle within which half of missiles-projec- civil censorship-(DOD, IADB) Censorship of
tiles are expected to fall. See also delivery civilian communications, such as messages,
error; deviation; dispersion error; horizon- printed matter, and films, entering, leaving,
tal error. or circulating within areas or territories oc-
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cupied or controlled by armed forces. See also civilian preparedness for war-(NATO, CEN-
e........ T,, -TO ) All measures and means taken in peace-

time, by national and allied agencies to en-

civil defense--(DOD, IADB) All those acti'vties able a nation to survive an enemy attack and
and measures designed or undertaken to - a, to contribute more effectively to the common
minimize the effects upon the civilian ,opu- war effort.
lation caused or which would be caused by civil military cooperation-(NATO, CENTO)

: an enemy attack upon the United States; b. All actions or measures undertaken between
deal with the immediate emergency condi- (NATO) (CENTO) commanders and national
tions which would be created by any such authorities, military or civil, in peace or war,
attack; and c. effectuate emergency repairs which concern the relationship between allied
to, or the emergency restoration of, vital armed forces and the government, civil pop-
utilities and facilities destroyed or damaged ulation, or agencies in the areas where such
by any such attack. armed forces are stationed, supported, or em-

civil eefense--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) Mo- ployed.

bilization, organization, and direction of the civil-military relations (in non-(NATO)(CEN-
civil population, designed to minimize by pas- TO) countries)-(NATO, CEN.TO) All ac-
sive measures the effects of enemy action tivities undertaken by (NATO) (CENTO)
against al! aspects of civil life. commanders in war directly cencerned v. ith

the relationship between allied armed forces
civil defense emergency--See domestic emer- and the government, civil population, or

gencies. agencies of non-(NATO) (CENTO) countries
where such armed forces are stationed, sup-.

civil defense intelligence--(DOD) The product ported or employed.
resulting from the collection and evaluation
of information concerning all aspects of the civil nuclear power-h(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
situation in the United States and its terri- A nation which has poential to employ nu-
tories that are potential or actual targets of clear technology for development of nuclear
any enemy attack to include, in the pre-attack weapons, but has deliberately decided against

I doing so. See also nuclear power.
phase, the emergency measures taken and
estimates in the civil populations' prepared- civil requirements-(DOD, lADR) The com-
ness. In the event of an actual attack, a de- p'ited production and distribution of all types
scription of conditions in the affected area *;1 services, supplies, and equipment during
with emphasis on the extent of damage, fall- periods of armed conflict or occupation to
out levels, and casualty and resources esti-matlels. Theaproducauty isreqd bysourciviland insure the productive efficiency of the civilianmates. The product is required by civil and ecomadtopvieiilnshera-

economy and to provide civilians -,he treat-
military authorities for use in the formula- ment anl protection to which they are en-
tion of decisions, the conduct of operations titled under customary and conventional in-

and the continuation of the planning proc- ternational law.
esses. 

trainllw

civil reserve air fleet-(DOD) A group of corn-

civil disturbance--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, mercial aircraft with crews which is allocated
IADB) Group acts of 7iolence ard disorder in time of emergency for exclusive military
prejudicial to public law and order., use in both international and domestic service.

civil disturbances--See domestic emergencies. civiil transpol tation-(DOD) The movement of

For exlrtio o.f ,wilos we p -t persor.s. property, or mail by civil facilities.
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•anld the resources (includini storaive. except re(uire., in the interests of national defense,
that for agricultural and petroieum products) prmtec~ion against unauthorized disclowure
necessary to accomplish the movement. (Ex- and which has been so designated.
cludes transportation operated or controlled
by the military, and petroleum and gas pipe- classified matter-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
lines.) IADB) Official information or matter in any

form or of any nature which requires pro-
CL--See light cruiser. tection in the interests of national security.

clandestine operat.on-(DOD, !, IADB) Activi-
ties to accomplish intelligence, counterintelli- classified ma,;ter-(SEATO) Official informa-
gence, and other similar activities sponsored tion or mat.,rial which requires protection in
or conducted by governmental departments the national interest. See also unclassified

or agencies, in such a way as to assure secrecy matter.
or contealment. (DOD, 1) (It differs from clean aircraft-(DOD, lADB) 1. An aircraft in
covert operations in that emphasis is placed flight configuration, versus land;..g configura-
on concealment of identity of sponsor.) tion, i.e., landing gear and flaps retracted,

etc. 2. An aircraft that does not have external

clara-(DOD) In air intercept. a code meaning stores.
radar scope is clear of contacts other than cleansing station-See decontamination sta-
those known to be friendly. tion.

classification-(DOD, IADB) The determina- clean -!apon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A nu-
tion that official information, requires, in the clear weapon in which NTeasures have been
interests of national defense, a specific degree taken to reduce the amoun of residual radio-
of protection against unauthorized disclosure,
coupled with a designation signifying that activity relative to a "normal" weapon of the

such a determination has been made. See same energy yield. See also salted weapon.
also defense classification. clear-(DOD, IADB) 1. To approve or author-

classification of bridges and vehicles-(DOD, ize, or to obtain approval or authorization
NATO, CENTO) Standard procedure for the for: a. a person or persons with regard to
parallel classification of bridges (or rafts, their actions, movements, duties, etc.; b. an
including their landing stages) and vehicles object or group of objects, as equipment or
based on a range cf vehicle types. The classi- supplies, with regard to quality, quantity,
fication is applied by the allocation of class purpose, movement, disposition, etc.; and c.
numbers to be marked on each vehicle and a request, with regard to correctness of form,
each bridge (or raft). See also military load validity. etc. 2. Specifically, to give one or
classification; route classification, more aircraft a clearance. 3. To give a person

a security clearance. 4. To fly over an obstacle
classified contract-(DOD) Any contract that without touching it. 5. To pass a designaPed

requires or will require access to classified point, line, or object. The end of a column
information by the contractor or his em- must pass the designated feature before the
ployees in the performance of the contract. latter is cleared. 6. a. To operate a gun so as
(A contract may be classified even though the to unload it or make certain no atommtition
contract decument itself is not classified.) remains; and b. to free a gun of stoppages.

7. To clear an enfine; to open the thirottle of
cla'sified information-(DOD, IADB) Official an idling engine to free it from carbon. 8. To

information which has been determined to clear the air to gain either temporary or
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permanent air superiority or control in a of the supporting action with the fire. move-

given........ ment. or other actions of the supported force.
See also support.

clearance capacity-(DOD, IADB) An estimate

expressed in terms of measurement or weight close supporting fire--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
tons per day o. the cargo that may be trans- CENTO, IADB1 ) Fire placed on enemy troops,
ported :nland from a beach or port over the weapons, or positions whi.:h, because of their
available means of inland communication, in- proximity, present the most immediate and
eluding roads, railroads, and inland water- serious threat to the supported unit. See also
ways. The estimate is based or an evaluation supporting fire.
of the physical characteristics of the trans-
portatin facilities in the area. See also beach cloud chamber efCzct-See condensation cloud.
capacity; port capacity.

cloud top height-(DOD) The maximum alti-
CLG-S,-e guided missile jlght cruiser. tude to which a nuclear mushroom cloud rises.

clock code position--(DOD) The position of a cluster-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB' 1.
targei, in relation to an aircraft or ship with Fireworks signal in which a group of stars
dead-ahead position considered as twelve burns at the same time. 2. Groups of bombs
o'clock., released together. A cluster usually consists

close air support--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, of fragmentation or incendiary bombs. 3.

CENTO, IADB) Air attacks against hostile (land mine warfare) Component of a pat-

targets which are in close proximity to tern-laid mineheld. It may be anti-tank, anti-

friEndly forces and which require detailed in- personnel or mixed. It consists of one to five

tegration of each air mission with the fire and mines and no more than one anti-tank mine.

mevement of thoqe forces. See also air inter- 4. Two or more engines coupled together so as

diction; air support; immediate mission re- to function as one power unit. 5. Two or more

quest; preplanned mission request. &1Note: parachutes for dropping light or heavy loads.

NATO, SEATO, CENTO and IADB defini- cluster (land mine warfare -(SEATO) The
tion uses the words "air action" instead of the unit of minelaying. It may be'antitank, anti-
words "air attacks". personnel, or mixed. It normally consists of

cl4e-controlled air intercepuion-(DOD, NA- several mines but may contain only one mine.
TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An intercep-
tion in which the interceptor is continuously clutter-(DOD) Permanent eches, d coud, or
controlled into a position from which the tar- other atmospheric echo on radar SCop or
get is within visual range or radar contact. contact has entered scope clutter.

See also air interception; brqadcast-con- coastal convoy-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
trolled air interception, convoy whose voyage lies in general in coastal

closed area-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, waters and whose ports -ater terminals of
IADB) A designated area in or over which departure and arrival lie in the same country.

passage of any kind is prohibited. See also convoy.

close support-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- coastal frontier-(DOD, IADB) A geographical
TO, IADS) That action of the supporting division of a coastal area, established for
force against targets or objectives which are organization and command purposes in order
sufficiently near the supported force as to to insure the effective coordination of mili-
require detailed integration or coordination tar" forces employed in military operations

Swithin the coastal frontier area.
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coastal frontier defense--'DOD) The organiza- tion. 2. A cryptonym used to identify sensi-
tion o0 the torces and materiel of the armed tive intelligence data.
forces assigned to provide security for the2
coastal frontiers of the continental Ui,;i6d code word-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A word
States and its overseas possessions. which conveys a meaning other than its con-

ventionai one, prearranged by the corre-
coastal frontier defense--(IADB) The organi- spondents. Its aim is to increase security.

zation of the forces and materiel of the armed
forces assigned to provide security for coastal code word-(SEA TO) A classified woid which
frontiers, conveys a classified meaning other than its

conentional one. prearranged by using agen-
coastal refraction-(NATO, CENTO) The cies. See also exercise codeword; inactive

change of the direction of travel of a radio codeword; using agency.
ground wave as it passes from land to sea or
from sea to land. Also called land effect and cold war--(DOD, SEATO, 1ADB) A state of
shore line effect. international tension, wherein political, eco-

nomic, technological, sociological, p.,ychologi-
coast-in point-(DOD) The point of coastal cal, paramilitary and military measures short

penetration heading inbound to a target or of overt armed conflict involving regular mili-
objective. tary forces are employed to achieve national

objectives.
coastwise traffic--(DOD) Sea traffic between collaborative purchase - (DOD, 1ADB) A

"continental United States ports on the At- method of purchase whereby, in buying simi-
lantic coast, Gulf coast, and Great Lakes, m mod ities, whers in tyo srmi-orbtencotnna Uiettte (~ ar commodities, buyers for two or moreor betw een continental United States portsde a t n s ex h gei f r aLo c c r -on the Pacific coast, departments exchange informia;ion concern-

ing planned purchases in order to minimize

cocooning-(NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) T h e competition between them for commodities

spraying or coating of an aircraft or equip- in the same market. See also purchase.
ment with a substance, e.g., a plastic, to form coilate--DOD, NESN, CENTO) 1. The group-
a cocoon-like seal against the effects of the ing together of related items to provide a
atmosphere. record of events and facilitate further proc-

essing. (DOD) 2. To compare critically two
code.-(DOD, IADB) 1. Any system of commu- esn.(O)2 ocmaeciial w

code(DOD 1.DB) . An sytem f ~or more items or documents concerning the
nication in which arbitrary groups of symbols same gener sbct;enoa co mpinhe

reprsentunis ofplan tet o varing same general subject; normally accomplishedrepresent units of plain text of varying in the processing phase in the intelligence

length. Codes may be used for brevity or fcr iycte.

security. (DOD) 2. A cryptosystem in which cycle.

the cryptographic equivalents (usually called collecting point-(DOD, IADB) A point desig-
"code groups") typically consisting of letters nated for the assembly of rersonne! casual-
or digits (or both) in otherwise meaningless ties, prisoners of war, stragglers, disabled
combinations are substituted for plain text materiel, saivage, etc., for further movement
elements which are primarily words, phrases, to collecting stations or rear installations.
or sentences. See aiso cryptosystemL

collection-(DOD) The exploitation of sources
code %ord-(DOD) 1. A word which has been of information by collection agencies and the

asrigned a classification and a classified delivery of this informatior' to the proper
meaning to safeguard intentions and infor- intelligence processing unit for use in the
mation regarding a classified plan or opera- production of intelligence. The collection
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phase is -iivided into fou, main funct:uns. ,ul.ii.iii cr- .ovcr of -- ccl.. hby
a. guidance is the direction of the collection "iircraft in contact therewith, providing for
effort Lo insure meeting inlormaion needs Us' poectiuii 1U6 , . . at
in accordance witn an established intelligence tack of air or ground targets which threaten
plan; b. coverage is the -omplet-ý fulfillment the colump.
of their missions by the collection agencies
through full exploitation of all available column cover---(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
sources of information and the use of initia- IADB) ('over of a column by aircraft in
tive to discover new sources, c. reporting is radio contact therewith, providing for its
the timely trar.smittal of information from protection by reconnaissance and or attack
the collection igency to the intelligence-pro- of nir or ground targets which threaten the
ducing unit: am, d. selection is the process column.
by which incoming information is made avail-

-hclum appropriateOD resaTOer insuTinable to the a4propriate researcher, insuring Aolum A formation in which elements are
that eaoh receives all the reports pertinent a one abeh in t h ioher.
to his sulject and a mn"-imum of those in placcd one behind the other.
which he has no interest. Additionally, all
material processed in the past is kept ac- space gap(De ) t Ao cut TO) Tn e
cessible to all researchers, See also intelli- space between two censecutive eleoents pro-gence ycleceeding in the same direction on the same
gence cycle.

route. It can be calculated in units of length
or in units of time measured from the rear

collection agency-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, of one element to the front of the following
IADB) Any individual, orgapization, or unit element.
that has access to sources of information ard
the capability of collecting information from combat air patrol--,.DOD, NATO, SEATO,
them. 1"ENTO, IADB) An aircraft patrol provided

o;ver an objective area, over the force pro-

collective call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, tected. over the critical area of a combat
CENTO, IADB) Anjy call sign which repre- zone. or over an air defense area, for the
sents two or more facilities, commands, au- purpose of intercepting and destroying hos-
thorities, or units. The collective call sign for ti.e aircraft before they reach their target.
any of these includes the commander thereof See also airborne alert- barrier combat air
and all subordinate commanders therein. See patrol; force combat air patrol; patroi; res-
also call sign. cue combat air patrol; targct combat air

patrol.

collimating marks--(NATO, CENTO) Index combat area-(DOD, IADB) A restricted area
marks, rigidly connected with the camera (air, land, or sea) which is established tobody, which form images on the negative, prevent or minimize mutual interference be-

These images are used to determine the posi- tween friendly forces engaged in combat
tion of the optical center or principal point operations. See also combat zone.
of the imagery. Also known as fiducial marks.

combat cargo officer-(DOD, SEATO, IADB)Scollision course interception--(NATO, SEA- An embarkation officer assigned to major
:TO. CENTO, IADB) Any course whereby ampnibious ships or naval staffs, functioning

the interception is accomplished by the con- primarily as an adviser to and representative
stant heading of both aircraft. of the naval commander in matters pertain-

"F" e of s -. ,e ý ing to embarkation and debarkation of troops
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and their supplies and equipmn,. See also commander. 6ee also tighter direction air-
embarkation officer, craft; fighter direction ship.

combat control team-(DOD) A team of Air combat intelligence-(DOD) That knowledge
Force pers:fw:il organizied., tr,;ined., and of the enemy, weather, and geographical fea-
equipped to :sauJ!i.,h ar,! operalte navig.a- tures required by a commander in the -lan-
tional or t- rmiral guid:,ance aids, communi- ning and conduct of combat operations. See
S:-:ions. ar -Jir-.raff colro1 facilities within also intelligence.
trno obji:ct~ve a:,-•-- o1 an ,•r•.orne operation combat intell gence-(NAATO, SEATO, CEN-

combat (ontrol tnam--(N.ATO, CE'ITO) A TO, 1ADB) Th; knowledge of the evemy,
team of specially trained air force personnel w2ather, and geographical features rcquired
who can airdrop into forwvtrd areas, to ad- by a commander in thE planning and conduct
vise on all aspects of landing area require- of tac.icai operations. See also intelligence.
ments and to provide local air control.

combat load (air foree)---(NATO, CENTO)

combat/fighting patrol (ground)--(SEATO, The total warlike stores carried by an air-
IADR) Tactical unit sent out from the main craft.
body to engage in independert fighting; de-
tachment as.igned to protect the front., flank. combat loading-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
o rear of the main body, by fighting. if nec- TO, IADB) The arrangement of personnel
esary. See also rombat air patrol: patrol; and the stowage of equipment and suppliesreconnaissance patrol (ground). in a manner designed to conform to the an-

ticipated tactical operation of the organiza-

combat film--(NATO, SEATO. C E N T 0, tion embarked. Each individual item is
IAPB) A film exposed to record combat. stowed so that it can be unloaded at the re-

quired time. See also loading.
combat forces-( D, IA Dl) Those forces combat patrol-(NA TO, CENTO) Tactical unit

wlh•se primary missions are to participate in bodysen out from the main boyto engage. ,i in-
combat. See also operating forces. dependent fighting; detachment assigned to

combat information center.-(DOD, NATO, protect the front, flank, or rear of the main
SEA TO. CENTO, IADB) The agency in a body, by fighting if necessary. See also a;r-SEATO. alert; cIbat The patroly piton a
shin or aircraft manned and equipped to col- borne alert; cembat air patrol; patrol; -e

lect, lisplay, evaluate, and disseminate tac- cornaissance patrol (ground).

tical information for the use of the embarked combat readiness-(DOD) Synonymous -vith
flag officer, commanding officer, and certain "operational readiness," with respect to mis-
control agencies. Certain control, assistance. sions or functions performed in combat
and coordination functions may be delegated
by command to the combat information cen- combat readiness-(YADB) The capability oa a
ter. See also air defense control center. unit 'ship to perform its assigned missions

as derived from approved plans. The status
combat .nformation ship--(DOD, IADB) A of personnel, equipment, supplies, mainte-

designated ship charged with the coordina- nance, facilities, and training is considered
tion of the intership combat information cep - in determining this capability.
ter functions of the various ships in a task
force so that the overall comoat ;nformation combat ready--(DOD) Synonymous with "o"er-
available to commands will be increased. This ationaliy ready," with respect to misscns o.
ship normally is the flagship of the task force functions performed in co.nbat.
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combat ready/readiness - (NATO, SEATO, arated from friendly forces in combat, in-

N • ..i. Appi.ed to organi^hziti0vs ....... a -at -tnc tn iniividual sur-

ment, means availability for combat opera- vival, evasion, escape, and conduct after

tiors,, 2. Applied to personnel, means quali- capture.

fled to carry out combat operations in the combat trail-(OD) Interceptors in trail for-

unit to which they aie assigned. mation. Each interceptor behind the leader

combat service support-(DOD) The assistance maintains position visually or with airborne

provided operating forces primarily in the radar.

fields of administrative services, chaplain combat troops--(DOD, IADB) Those units or

service, civi1 affairs, finance, legal service, organizations whose primary mission is de-

maintenance, medical service, military po- struction of enemy forces and 'or installa-
lice, supply, transportation, and other logis- tions. See also troops.

tical services.
a scombat vehicle (fighting)-(DOD, IADB) A

combat service support elements--.DOD, vehicle, with or without armor, designed for

JADB) Those elements whose primary mis- a specific fighting function. Armor prctection

sions are to provide service support to corm- or armament mounted as supplemental equip-

bat forces and which are a part, or prepared ment on noncombat vehicles will not change

to become a part, of a theater, command, or the classification. of such vehicles to combat

task force armed for combat operations. See vehicles. S-ee also vehicle.

also operating forces; service troops; troops.
combat zVne-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

combat supp,. ielements-(DOD, IADB) T•ose IADB) 1. That area required by combat

elements whose primary m-*3sioris are to pro- forces for the conduct of operations. 2. The

vide combat support to the combat forces and territory forward of the Army rear area

which aie a part., or prepared to become a boundary. See also combat area; communica-

part, of a theater, command, or task force tions zone.

formed for combat operations. See also oper-

ating forces combination mission/level of effort-orientedL items-(DOD) Items for which requirements

co'Oat support trQops-(DOD, IADB) Those computations are based upon the criteria

ariits or organizations whose primary mission used for both level of effort-oriented and

is to furnish operational assistance for the mission-oriented items.

combat elements. See also troops. combined-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO)

combat surveillance-(DOD, IADB) A continu- Between t;-o or more forces or agencies of

systeAAtic- two or more allies. (When all allies or Serv-
ous, all-weather, day-and-night, systematic ices are not involved, the participating na-
watch over the battle area to pr..-vide timely tions and Services shall be identified, e.g.,

information for tactical combat operations. combined Nakvies.) See also joint.

combat surveillance radar-(DOD) Radar with combined-(IADB) Between two or more forces
• the normal function of maintaining continu- o~r agencies of two or more allies. Sep also

ous watch over a combat area. joint

' combat survival-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN- combined common user items--(NATO, SEA-

TO, IADB) Those measures to be taken by TO, CNTO, IADB) Items of an interchange-

Service personnel when involuntarily sep- tble nature which are in common ise by two

Fr Oor more nal.ions.
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combined force--(POD, NATO, SEATO, CE.\- bringing about a particular -:t:on. 3. A unit
TO, IADB) A military force composed of or units, an organizatio:,, or an area rnder
elements of two or more allied nations. See the command of one individLal. 4. To domi-
alko force(s), nate by a field of weapon fire or by observa-

tion from a superior position. See also area
combined operation-(DOD, N.ilTO, SEATJ, command; base command; full command;

CENTO, IADB) An operation conducted by national command; operational command.
forces of two or more allied nations acting
together f,, the accompl'shrrient of a single command altitude--(DOD) Altitude v hich
mission. must be assumed and or maintained by the

interceptor.
combined staff-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) A staff composed of personnel of command and control-(DOD) The exercis-ý of
two or more allied nations. See also inte- authority and direction by a properly desig-
grated staff; joint staff; parallel staff; staff. nated commander over assigned forces in the

accomplishment of his mission. Command
combustor-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, and control functions are performed thiough

IADB) A name generally assigned to the an arrangement of personnel, equipment,
combination of flame holder or stabilizer, communications, facilities, and procedures
igniter, combustion chamber, and injection which are employed by a commander in plan-
system of a ramjet or gas turbine. ning, directing, coordinating, and controlling

forces and operations in the szeomplishment

command-(DOD, IADB) 1. The authority of his mission.
which a commarnder in the military Service
lawfully exercises over his subordinates by command and control-(IADB) An arrange-

virtue of rank or assignment. C-mmard in- ment of personnel, facilities, and the means

cludes the authority and responsibility f r for information acquisition, processing, and

effectively using available resources and for dissemination employed by a commander i:,

planning the employment of, organizing, di- planning, directing, and controlling opera-

recting, coordinating, and controlling mili- tions.

tary forces for tiie accomplishment of cemmand and control system-(DOD) The
assigned missions. It also includes responsi- facilities, equipment, communications, pro-
bilitv for health, welfare, morale, and disci- cedures, and personnel essenthA to a com-
pline of assigned personnel. 2. An order given mander for planning, directing, and control-
by a commander-, that, is, the will of the comn-by acomandr; hatis, he illof he om- ling operations of assigned forces pursuant

mander expressed for the purpose of bringing to the missions assigned.

about a particular action. 3. A unit or units.

an organization, or an area under the com- command axis--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
mand of,one individual. 4. To dominate by a TO, IADB) A line along which a headquar-
field of weapon fire or by observation from a ters will move.
superior position. See also air command;
area command; base command. command center-(DOD) A facility from which

a commander and his representativ'es direct
command-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) 1. The operations and control forces. It is organized

auzhority vested in an individual of the to gather, process, analyze, display and dis-
armed forces for the direction, coordination, seminate planning and operational data and
nad control of military forces. 2. An order perform other related tasks.
given by a commander: that is, the will of
the commander expressed for the purpose of command channel--See chain of command.
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3 commapd destruci signai--(DOD, NATO, su -b',it. .nd-er 'n,.sted or from which

CENTO) A signal used to operate intention- hc' opC,-ates is called a command, post.
ally the destruction system ip a missile. comrnanri post exercise--(DOD, NATO, SEA-

commander(s) - S e c executing commander TO, CENTO, IADB) An exercise involving

(nuclear weapons); exercise commander; the .-ommander, his staff,. and communica-
major NATO commanders; national corn- tiors N.itbin and betwe(-n headquarters. See
mander; national force commanders; na- also exercise; maneuver.
tional territorial commander; releasingcommander (nuclear reapons). command speed-(DOD) The speed at N hichthe controlled aircraft is directed to fly.

commander's concept-See concept of opera-
tions. command sponsored drpendent-(DOD) A de-

pendent entitle.i to travel to wcersea corn-
commander's estimate of the situation-(DOD, maznds at Government expense and indorsed

1ADB) A logical process of reasoning by by the appropriate military commander to
which a commander considers all the circuri- be present in a dependent's status.
stances affecting the military situation a'id
arrives at a decision as to a course of action commercial items--(DOD) Articles of supply

to be taken to accomplish his mission. A zom- readily available from estabhshed commercial

mander's estimate which considers a m;litary distribution sour(es. which the Department

situation so far ins the future as to require of Defense or inventory managers in the

major assumptions is called a commander's military Services have designated to be cb-

long-range estimate of the situatior.. See also tained directly or indirectly f rem such source.
estimace of the situation.

commercial loading-(SEATO, IADB) The

command guidance--(DOD, NESN, IADB) A .oading of personnel and or equipment and

guidance system wherein intesligence trans- sunplies for maximum use of space. Some-

mitted to the missile from an outside source- times called "administrative loading". See
causes the missile to traverse a directed flight also administrative loading: loading.
path. See also guidance.

commercial-t4pe vehicle-(DOD, IADB) A ve-
command heading-(DOD) Heading that the hicle designed to meet civilian requireme-cs

controlled aircraft is directed to assume by and used, without major mcdlifications, for

the control station. routine purposes in connection with the trans-
portation of supplies, personnel, or equip-

Tommand net--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- ment. See also vehicle.
TO, IADB) A communications network which
connects an echelon of command with some commission-(DOD, IADB) 1. To put in or

or all of its subordinate echelCn3 for the pur- make ready for service or use. as to commis-
pose of command control, sion an aircraft or a ship. 2. A written order

giving a person rank and authority as an

command post--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- officer in the arr..ed forces. 3. The rank and
TO, IADB) A unit's or subunit's headquar- the authority given by such an order. See also
ters where the commander and the staff per- activate; constitute.

form their activities. In combat, a unit's or
Z subunit's headquarters is often divided into commit--(DOD) The process of committing one

echelons; the echelon in which thc unit or or more air interceptors or surface-to-air mis-
, u -. • , v siles for interception against -a ta,-get crack.
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commodity loading-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, common item-(DOD) 1. Any item of materiel
CE, TO, IADB) A method of loading in which is required for use by more than one
which various types of cargo ar-2 loaded to- acti-aty. 2. Sometimes loosely used t) denote
gether, such as ammunition, rations, or boxed arty consumable item exrept repa:r pv-rts or

vehicles, in order that cach commodity can other technical items. 3. Any ihem of materiel
,)e discharged without disturbing the others. which is procured for, owned by (service
See aiso loading. stock), or used by any military department

of the Dr-partment of Defense anc: whic.•: iL
commodity manager.-.(DOD) An individual also required to be furnished to a recipient

within the organization of an inventory con- country under the grant-aid Military Assist-
trol point or other such organization assigned ance Program. 4. Readily available commer-
management responsibility for homogeneous cial items. 5. Items used by two or more mili-

grouping of materiel items. tary Services of similar manufacture or
common business oriented language--(DOD, fabrication which may vary between the

IADB) A specific language by which business Services as to color or shape (as vehicles or

data processing procedures may be precisely clothing). 6. Any part or component which

described in a standard form. The language is required in the assembly ef two or more

is intended not only as a means for directly complete end items.

presenting any business program to any suit- common servicing-(OD) That function per-
able computer, for which a compiler exists. formed by one military Service in support of
but also as a means of communicating such another military Service for which reim-
procedures among individuals. bursement is not required from the Service

common control-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Hor- receiving sup- --t. See also servicing.

izontal and vertical map or chart location of common suprlies-(DOD, IADB) Those sup-
points in the target area and position area, plies common to two or more Services.
tied in with the horizontal and vertical con-
trol in use by two or more units. May be common use-(DOD) Services materials or f&-
established by firing, surve3 or combination cilities pro -ided by a Department of Defense
of both, or by assumption. See also control agency or a military department on a com-
point; field control; ground control. (Note: mon basis for two or more Department of
NATO and CENTO term has qualifier "(artil. Defense agencies.
lery)".)

common infrastructure-4L)OD, NATO) Infra- common user airlift service-(DOD) In mili-
structure essential to the training of NATO tary transport service usage, the airlift
forces or to the implementation of NATO service provided on a common basis for all

operational plans which, owirg to its degree Department of Defense agencies and, as au-
of common use or interest and its compliance thorized, for other agencies of the United
w th c-teria laid down from time to time by States Government.
the North Atlantic Council, is commonly fi-
nanced by NATO members. See also infra- common-user military land transpo rtation-
structure. (DOD) Point-to-point land transportation

service operated br a single Service for corn-
common infrastructure--(SEATO) Infrastruc- mon use by two or more Servicas.

ture essential to the training of SEATO
forces or to the implementation of SEATO common user network--(DOD) A system of
operational plans which is commonly financed circuits or channels allocated to furnish com-
by SEATO members. munication paths between switching centers
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to provide communication service on a com- communications intelligence d a t a b a s e-
mon Lasis to all connected staticns or sub- (DOD) The aggregate of technical and
scribers. It is sometimes described as a Gen- intelligence information derived from the
er.,l Purpose Network, intercept and analysis of foreign communi-

cations (excluding press, propaganda, and
common-user ocean terminals--(DOD) A mili- public broadcast), which is used in the di-

tary installation, part of a military installa- rection and redirection of Communications
tion, or a commercial facility operated under Intelligence Intercept, analysis and reporting
contract or arrangement by the Military a(tivities.
Traffic Management and Terminal Service
which regularly provides for , io or more communications mark-(DOD) An electronic
Services, terminal functions of receipt, tran- indicator used for directing attention to a
sit storage or staging, processing loading and particular object or position of mutual in-
unloading of passengers or cargo aboard terest within or between command and con-
ships. trol systems.

communication deception-(DOD) Use of ie- communications network-(DOD, IADB) An
vice3, operations, and techniques with the organization of stations capable of intercom-
intent of confusing or misleading the user of munications but not necessarily on the same
a communications link or a navigatlon sys- channel.

S~tem.
tem.communications satellite-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

communication operation instructions-See TO, IADB) An orbitin :'z6;cle, which relays
signal operation instructions, signals between communicati'ms stations.

They are of two types: a. active communica-
communications--(DOD, IADB) A method or tions satellite-A satellite which receives, re-

means of conveying information of any kind generates, and retransmits signals between
from one person or place to another, except statiors; and b. passive communications
by direct unassisted conversation or corre- satellite-A satellite which reflects communi-
spondence through nonmilitary postal agen- cations signals between stations.
cies.

communications security-(DOD, IAIB) Thecommunications center--{DOD) A facility re- protection resulting from all measures de-

sponsible for the reception, transmission and signedto reny u torized pers s if-

deliverysigned to eny unauthorized persons infor-
deliery of messages.ecti no ra phic mation of value which might be derived fromse a message center section, a cryptographic the possession and study of telecommunica-
section and a sending and receiving section, tions. or to mislead unauthorized persons in
using electronic communications devices, their interpretation of the results of such

Scommunications center--(NATO, CENTO) An possession and study. COMSEC includes: (I)
agency charged with the responsibility for cryptosecurity; (2) transmission security;
receipt, transmission, and delivery of mes- (3) emission security; and (4) physical se-
sages. curity of communications security materials

and info-mation.
communications intelligence-(DOD, IADB) a. (cryptosecurity)-'he component of corn-

Technical and intelligence information de- munications security which results from
rived from foreign communications by other the provision of technically sound crypto-
than the intended recipients. Also called systems and their proper use.
COMINT. b. (transmission security)-The component

r. e " Un , w Pa" v of communications security which results
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fr m ll fia rom aenndd p o e t t ei : . . . (2) i p lannin g th nd""
transmissions from interception and ex- ity of communications, and (3) plnning and

ploitation by means other than cryptin- conducting manipulative communications de-
alysis. ception operations.

c. (emission security)-The component of
communications security which results communications/signal center - (S •ATO,

from all measures taken to deny unauth- IADB) An agency charged with the responsi-
orized persons information of value which bility for receipt, transmission, and delivery

might be derived from intercept and an- of messages. See also message center.

alysis of coirpromising emanacions from
cryptoequipment and telecommunications communic~tions zone--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

systems. CENTO, IADB) Rear part of theater of oper-

d. (physical security)-The component of tions (behind but contiguous to the combat

communications security whi(,h results zone) which contains the lines of communi-

from all physical measures necessary to cations, establishments for supply and evacu-

safeguard classified equipment, material, ation, and other agencies required for the

and documents from access thereto or ob- immediate support and maintenance of the

servation thereof by ..Aauthorized per- field forces. See alho combat zone; rear area.

sons. community relations-(DOD, IADB) The rela-

communications security equipment--(DOD, tionship between, m.!'icary and civilian com-

IADB) Equipment designed to provide secur- munities.

ity to telecommunications by converting ;,,-
formation to a form unintelligible to an ux-n community relations program-(DOD) That

at;-thorized interceptor and by reconverting command function which evaiuates public

such information to its orig'nal form for attitudes, identifies the mission of a military

authorized recipients as well as equipment organization with the public interest, and

designed specifically to aid in, or as an essen- executes a program of action to earn public

tial element of, the conversion process. untlerstanding and acceptance. Community

COMSEC equipment is cryptoequipment, rel,,tions programs are conducted at all levels

cryptoancillary equipmeznt, cryptoproduction of command, both in the United States and

equipment, and authentication equipment. overseas, by military organizations having a
community relations area of responsibility.

communications security material--(DO"), Community relations programs include, but

IADB) All documents devices, equipment, or are not limited to, such activities as liaison

apparatus, including cryptomaterial, used in and cooperation with associations and organi-

establishing or maintaining secure communi- zations and their local affiliates at all levels;

cations. armed forces participation in international,
national, regional, state, and local public

communications security monitoring--(DOD) events; installation open houses and tours,
The act of listening to, copying, or recording embarkations in naval ships, orientation
transmissions of one's own circuits (or when tours for distinguished civilians; people-to-
specially agreed, e.g., in Allied exercises, people and humanitarian acts; cooperation
those of friendly forces) to provide material with government officials and community
for COMSEC analysis in order to determine leaders; and encouragement of armed forces
the degree of security being provided to those personnel and their dependents to participate
transmissions. In particular, the purposes in- in activities of local schools, churches, fra-
elude providing a basis for (1) advising com- ternal, social, and civic organizations, sports
mandcrs on the security risks resulting from and recreation programs, and other aspects
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of community life to the extent feasible and co.npartments for the positioning of loads inSappropr. . te, reg. ard. e s of where they qrp accordance with the weight and balance re-
located. quirements.

community relations progran.-(IADB) That compass-See deviation; grid magnetic angle;
command function which evaluates public magnetic comr)ass; magnetic variation.
attitudes, identifies the mission of a militaryorganization wvith the public interest, andl compass n o r t h - (DOD, NATO, CENTO,
organizationrwithmthepublicintearestpublic IADB) The uncorrected dire, tion indicated
executes a program of action to earn pulc by the north-seeking end of a compass needle.
understanding and acceptance. Community See n etic nof a oSee also magnetic nor~h.
relations programs include, but are not lim-
ited to, such activities as liaison and coopera- compass rose-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
tion with associations and organizations and A graduate(' circle, usully maiked in de-
their local affiliates at all levels; armed forces grees, indicating di-ections and printed or
participation in international, national. re- inscribed on an appropriate medium.
gional, state, and local public events; installa-
tion open houses and tours, embarkations in compatibility-(NATO, CENTO) Capability of
naval ships, orientation tours for distin- Lwo or more items or componeats of equip-
guished civilians: people-' o-people and hu- ment or material to exist or function in the
manitarian acts; cooperation with govern- same zystem or environment without mutual
ment officials and community leaders; and interference. See also interchangeability.
encouragement of armed forces personnel and
their dependents to participate in activities compilation-(NATO) Selection, assembiy and

of civic organizations, sports and recreation graph~ c presentation of all rele ant infor-
prol'rams, and other aspects of community mation required for the preparation of a map

life to the extent feasible and appropriate, or chart. Such information may be derived
regardless of wher: they are located. from other maps or charts or from other

sources.

comparative cover-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, compilation diagram-(NATO) A diagram giv-
IADB) Coverage of the same area or object ing details of the source material from which
taken at different times, to show any changes the map or chart has been compiled. itais does
in details. See also cover. not neces.,drily include reliability informa-

compartmentation-(DOD) 1. Establishment tion. See also reliability diagram.

and management of an intelligence organiza- complaint-type investigation--(DOD) A coun-
tion so that information about the personnel, terintelligence investigation in which sabo-
organization, or activities of ore component tage, espionage, treason, sedition, subversive
is made available to any other component only activity, or disaffection is suspected.
to the extent required for the performaitze
of assigned duties. 2. Effects of relief and cc.nplete round-(DOD, IADB) A Zerm applied
drainage upon avenues of approach so a;, to to an assemblage of explosive and nonexplo-
produce areas bounded on at least two sides sive components designed to per-orm a spe-
by terrain features such as woods, ridges, cific function at the time and under the
or ravines that limit observation or observed co-ditior~s desired. Examples of complete
fire into the area from points outside the area. rounds of ammunition are:

a. (separate loading)-consisting of a
compartment marking-.(NATO, CENTO) In primer, piopelling charge and except

an aircraft, a system of ma-king a cabin into for blank ammunition, a projectile
For expltuiao of symbos. we me v. and a fuze;
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primer, propelling charge, cartridge Composite Air Strike Force forces are held in
case, a projectile and a fuze except readireoss for immediate deployment from the
when solid projectiles are t.:?ed continental United States to all areas of the

c. C(omb)-consisting of -di component world to meet national emergency contin-
parts required to drop and fdnction gency plans.

tne bomb once;
d. (missile)---consisting of a complete war- compromise--(DOD) The known or suspected

head sectior and a missile body with exposure of clandestine personnel, installa-
its as:-ociated components and propel- tions or other assets, or of clasaified informa-

lants ;, and tion or material, to ar unauthorized person.
e. (rocket)--consisting of all components

necessary for it to function. compromised-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN.
TO, IADB) A term applied to classified ni't-

complete round-(NATO, CENTO) A basic ter, knowledve of which has, in whole or in

munition, such as a shell, when all the corn- part, passed to an unauthorized person or

ponents. explosive and non-e2xplosive, neces- persons, or wlhich has been subject to risk of

sary for it to function, are included. such passing. Sc- also classified matter.

component life--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The compAmed air release point-(NATO, CENTO,
period of acceptable usage after which the MDB) A computer air position where the
likelihood of failure sharply increases and first paratroop or cargo item is released to

be1 re which the components are removed in land on a specified impact point

the interests of reliability of operation. concealment--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) The protection from observation
com.onent search and rescue controller-- only. See also camouflage; cover.

(DOD, IADB) The designated search and res-
cue representative of a component corn- concentrated fire--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
mander of a unified command, who is re- IADB) 1. The fire of the batteries of two or
sponsible in the name of his component more ships directed against a single target
commander for the control of component 2. Fire from a number of weapons, directeW
search and rescue forces committed to joint at a single point or sma•l area. See also fire;
search and rescue operations. See also search massed fire.
and rescue.

concentration area-(DOD, IADB) t. An area,
comaposite air photography-(DOD) Air photo- usually in the area of operations, where

graphs made with a camera having one prin- troops are assembled before beginning activ(.
cipal lens and two or more surrounding and operations. 2. A limited area on which a vol..
oblique lenses. The several resulting photo- ume of gunfire, is placed within a limited t.ime.
graphs are corrected or transformed in print-
ing to permit assembly as verticals with the concentration area--(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
same scale. TO) 1. An area, usually in the theater of

operations, where troops zre Essemi21ed be-
Composite Air Strike Force-(DOD) A group fore beginning active operations. 2. A limited

of selected United States Air Force units area on which a volume of gunfire is placed
composed of appropriate elements of tactical within a limited time.
air power (tactical fighters, tactical recon-
naissance, tankers, airlift- and command and concept of operations--(DOD, IA OR) A verbal
control elements) capable of employing a or written statement, in broad outline, of a
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commander's assumptions or intent in regard in flight under certain conditions. Also called
t0 an operation or series of operations. The vapor "rail .. .
conicept o: operations frequently is embodied
in campaign plans ana operation pians, in cnden'-tion twri1-.-(NATO, CENTO) A vis-
the latter case particularly when the plan ible cloud streý,tk, usually brilliantly white in
covers a series of connected cperations to be coloi, which trails behind a missile or other
carried out simultaneously or in succession. veHide in fligh, under certain conditions.
The concept is designed to give an overall Also called vapor trail.
picture of the operation. It is included pri-
marily for additional clarity of purpose, and conducting staff-See directing staff.
is frequently referred to as commander's
concept. cone of silence-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) An inverted cone-shaped space directly

concept of operations--(NATO, SEATO, CEN- over the aer ial towers of some forms of radio
beacons i -which sign~als are unheard or

TO) A verbal or graphic statement, in broad geatly i -wc in eals a marker
outlneof comaner's&-tumpion or greatly r:, Auced in vo!ume. See also Z markeroutline, of a commander's assumptions or ~o

intent in regard to an operation or series of

operations. The concept of operations fre- confidential--See defense classification.
quently is embodied in campaign plans and
operation plans; in the latter case particu- confirmation of information (intelligence)-
larly when the plan covers a series of con- (DOD, NATO, CENTO, ADB) An infora-
nected operations to bti carried out stin item is said zo be confirmed when it is
tanedusly og in succession. The concept is reported for the second time, preferably by
dsigned to give an overall picture of the another independent source whose reliability
operation. It is included primarily for addi- is considered when confirming information.
tionai clarity of purpose. Frequently referred
to as commander's concept confused-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-

ing individual contacts not identifiable.
condensation cloud-(DIOD) A mist or fog of

minute water droplets which temporarily -onfusion agent-(DOD) An individual who is
surrounds the fireball following a nuclear dispatched by his sponsor for the primary
(or atomic) detonation in a comparatively purpos- of confounding the intelligence or
humid atmosphere. The expansion cf the air counterintelligence apparatus of another
in the negative phase of the blasi wave from country rather than for the purpose of col-
the explosion results in a lowering of the lecting and transmitting information.
temperature, so that condensation of water
vapor present in the air occurs and a cloud consol-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
forms. The cloud is soon dispelled when the iADB) A long-range radio aid to navigation,
pressure returns to normal and the air warmc the emissions of which, by means of their
up again. The phenomenon is similar to that radio frequency modulation characteristics,
used by physicists in te Wilson cloud cham- enable bearings to be determined.
ber and is sometimes c2,lled the cloud chamber
effect. console-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A

grouping of controls, indicators, and similar
condensation trail--(IAOD, IADB) A visible electronic or mechanical equipment, used to

cloud streak, usually brilliantly white in color, monitor readiness of and,'or control specific
which trails behind a missile or other vehicle functions of a system, such as missile check-

F•.r ,r,.-.e of ,b.• we put vE out, countdown, or launch operations.
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consolidated %ehi-le WAit -(RDn, IADIJ; A . ...... A^1 - rrV) I A.. t

.,ularn 0 y ;!f Nl.hik-1- loadled ,on a -;hip. tracking tern- used( to signify that target
listed by types, and showing the units ." believed to be stiil w;t.hin the area ot viuai,
which they belong, sonar, or radar coverage is temporarily lost

but the termination of track plotting is not
co. solidation of position-(DOD, NATO, SEA- warranted,

TO, CENT 0, IADB) Organizing and
itrengthening a newly captured position .o conlact point-(DOD) 1. In land warfare, a
that it can be used against the enemy. point on the terrain, easily identifiable, where

constant of the cone--(NATO) 1. For Lambert two or more units are required to make con-
C lOrthoorphic projection, see grid tact. 2. in air operations, the position at which

conv ncal a flight leader makes radio contact with an
convergence factor . See also convergence air control agency. See also forward air con-
factor. troller; pull-up point; turn-in point.

constitutc---(DOD, fADB) To provide the legal
authority for the existence of a new unit of contact point--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. In
the armed Services. The new unit is desig- land warfare, a point on the terrain, easily
nated and listed but it has ni spEcific exist- identifiable. where two or more units are
ence until At is activated. See also activate; required to make contact. 2. In close air sup-
commission. port, a positio, at which the strike leader

makes initial radio telephone contact with
consumable sapplies and material-See ex- the forward air controller. See also air con-

pendable supplies and material. trol team; pull-up point (close air support);
turn-in point (close air support).

consumer-(DOD) Person or agency that uses
information or inteibgence produced by either contact print-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A print
its own s~aff or other- age,.cies. made from a negative or a diapositive in di-

rect contact with sensitized material.
consumer logistics--(IADB) Those basic ele-

ments of logistics, normally of concern to contact reconnaissance-(DOD) Locating iso-
opc:ational chain of command, involving: a.. lated units out of contact with the main force.
requir-ement determination: and b. asset dis-
tribution after delivery to control of a corn- contact report-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
mander below departmental iewv( I.TO, IADB) A report of visual, radio, sonar,

consumption rate-(DOD, NAO, CENTO) or radar contact with the enemy. The first
The average quantity of an item consumed report, giving the information immediately
or expended during a given time interval, available when the contact is first made, is
expressed in quantities by the most appro- known as an initial contact report. Subse-
priate unit of measurement per applicable quent reports containing additional informa-

stated basis. tion are referred to as amplifying reports.
See also sighting.

contact-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-
ing unit has an unevaluated target. ccntaihi-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) To stop, hold, or surround the forces
contact burst preciusion-(DOD) A fuzing ar- of the enemy or to cause the enemy to center

rangement which prevents an uwanted sur- his activity on a given front and to prevent
face burst in the event of failure of the air his withdrawing any part of his forces for
burst fuze. use elsewhere.
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A oTOnto,-W;- 'ivOi~, SEA -O, CEN- the lquar'ii) %%IIIb iet: ii fc10 PuOSARWI
TIADH) Tk.. deposit atiidor at, %orption of contingencies for United States forces. (Cate-

radioactir, materi~i, bioiogicai. c chemical gory Cships, aii:rait, allIi OthIM ILC11u: h~t:1,IIagents on an,' by structure,;. areas. per-tnnel, retained is contingency reser,.e ai e inclu 1,-d
or objects. Scrý also indu~ced radiation; resid- in this stratumn.)

5 ual radiation.I ~contingency retention stoc-k-(IA_9U) ThiatI ~ contamination control Iine-(NATO, CEXTO) portion of the quantity of an item iin long
A line establisl-ed by competent authority sup-ply for which no programmed require-
identifying the area contaminated to a sp('- ment exists and which normially would býe
cific level of the contaminant of interest. e considered as excess sto'-k. but which it has
also contamitsationz. lb-en determined will! be retained for possible

CO!S~infl~i~f cotro pont-NA O, EN- military :,r defense contingencies: however.
contminqtio conrolpoin-(NTO, EN- no portion of any item to be retained asTO) That portion of the coptarviination con- contingencv~ retention stock may be retained

trol line used by personnel to control entry- as economic ret_-ntion sTock. Skee also reserve
toand exit from thf- contkminated area. See supplies.

also contamination.
contingent effects-(DOD) The effects. both

continental United States (CONUS)--(DOD, desirable and undesirable, w.,hich are in addi-
IADB) U-nit-ea Sitates territorry, including the Lion to. the primary effects associated with a
adjacent territorial waters, located within nuclear detonation.
the North American -^-tinent between Can-
ada and Mexico. contingent zone of fire--(DOD) An area within

which a designated ground unit 'or fire sup-
contingency plan-(DOD, IADB) A plan for port ship may be called upon toJ deli'ver fire.

major contingencies which can reasonably Seas oeo ie
be anticipatied in the principal geographic
subareas of the command. contingent zone of fir&-(IADB) An area

wit*Lin the zone cof fire, other than the normal
contingency plan-(NA TO, CENTf?) A plan zone, within which an artillery unit may bee

for contingencies which can reasonabiy be called upon to fire under certain contingen-
anticipated in an arca of responsibility, c te3. See also zone of fire.

contingency planning facilities list program- continue port istairhoat d-(DO0D) In air inter-
(DOD) A joint Defense Intelligence Agency/ cept, a term meaning continue turning port.'
unified and specified command program for starboard at present rate of turn to magnetic
the production and maintenance of current beading indicated (3 figures) or continue
target documentation of all countries of con- turning port' stvrboard flor numbeer of de-
tingency planning interest to United States grees indicated.
military planners.

continuity of command-(DIOD) The degree or
contingency retention stock-(DOD) That per- state of being contir~uous in tie exercise of

tion of the quantity of an item excess to the 7he authority vest??, in an individual of the
approved force retention level for which thiere armed forces for the direction. coordination
is no predictablie demand or quantifia-ble re- and control of military fcorces.
quiremen~t,' and which normally would be
allocated as potential Department of Defense continuity of operations-(DOD) The degree
excess stock. extept for a determination t~hat or state of being continuious in the conduct of

per ,.gnau~ .~w~e~. ge ~functions, tasks or duties necessay to accomn-
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p..sh a military a:tion or w-ission in carrying contour line-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

out the national military strategy. It includes A line on a map or chart connecting points
the funcaons ard daties of the commander. of equal elevation.
as wel; Ps the supporting functions and duties

:: pcrf~rr-,;•t b., his •t',tf and other acting under"the authority ad d direction of the commander. contract termination--(DOD) As used in De-te afense procurement, ieff.rz tc the cpssation or
cancellation in whole or in part, or work

contnuous fire--(DOD) 1. Fire conducted at a under a prime contract, or a subcontract
normal rate without interruption for applica- thereunder, for the convenience of, or at the
tion of adjustment corrections or for other option of, the government, or due to failure
causes. 9- In artillery and naval gunfire sup- of the i ontractor to perform in acccrdance
plort, loading and firing as rapidly a3 possible, with the terms of the contract (default)consistent with accuracy, within the pre-
scribed rate cf 5ire for the weapon. Firing will
continue until the command "check firing" or control-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB.) 1. Au-
"end of mission" is giver.. thority which may be less than full command

exercised by a commander over oart of the
continuous illumination-(DOD) A type of fire activities of subordinate or olhet organiza-

in which illuminating projectiles are fired at tions. (DOD, NATO, CENTO) 2. In napping,
specified time intervals to provide uninter- charting anti photogrammetry, a collective
rupted lighting on the target or specified area. term for a system of marks or objects on

the earth or on a map or a photograph, %,,hose

continuous p r o c e s s o r-(NATO, CENTO) positions or elevations, or both, have been

Equipment which processes film or paper in or will be determined. (DOD) 3. Physical

continuous strips, or psychological pressures exerted with the
intent to assure that an agent or group will

continuous strip camera--(DOD, IADB) A respond as directed. 4. An indicator govern-
camera in which the film moves continuously ing the distribution and use of documents,
pastra sit whin the focalm moves producingouinformation, or material. Such indicators
past a slit in the focal pl'ane, producing a are the subject of intelligence community
photograph in one unbroken length by virtue
of the continuous forward motion of the air- agreement and are specifically defined ir ap-
craft. ý;,'3priate reg•'.ations. See also administrative

control; operational command.

cont'nuous strip camera-(NATO, CENTO) A
camera in which the film moves continuously control and reporting center-(DOD) An ele-
past a slit in the focal plane, producing a ment of the United States Air Force tactical
photograph in one unbroken length by virtue air control system, -ijbordinate to the Tactical
of the continuous motion of the aircraft. Air Control Center, from which radar control

and warning operations are conducted within

continuous strip photography-(DOD, NATO, its area of responsibility.

CENTO, IADB) Photography of a strip of
terrain in which the image remains unbroken control and reporting center-(NATO, CEN-
throughout its length, along the line of flight. TO) A subordinate air control element of the

tactical air control center from which radar
contour interval-(NATO, CENTO, 14DB) control and warring operations are conducted

Difference in elevation between two adjacent within its area of responsibility. See air con-
contour lines. trol and reporting center.
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control and reporting post-(DOD) An element controlled interception - (NATO, SEATO)
of the United States Air Force iacLical air C, T, AD) An oa-, -. ft int.rc ,..t action
control system, subordinate to the control and wherein the friendly aircraft are controlled
reporting center, which provides radar con- from a ground, ship, or airborne station. See
trol and surveillance within its area of re- also air interception.
sponsibility.

controlled item--See regulat•"~ item.
control and reporting system.-(NATO, SEA-

TO, CENTO, 1.4,B) An nrgani7ation set up controlled mrap-(DOJ, IADB) A map with
for: a. early warning, tracking, and recog- precise hnrizontai and vertical ground control
nition of aircraft and tracking of surface as a basis. Scale, azimuth, and elevation are
craft; and b. control of all active air defenses. accurate. See also map.
It consists primarily of a chain of radar re-
porting stations and control centers and an controlled mosaic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
observer organization, together with the nec- mosaic corrected for scale, rectified, and laid
essary communicationm network. to ground control to provide an accuratc rep-

control area-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) resentation of distances and direction. See
A controlled airspace extending upwards also mosaic; tectification: uncontrolled mo-

from a specified height above the surface of saic.

the earth without an upver limit unless one is controlled passing-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
specified. See also airway; control zone; con- A traffic movement procedure whereby two
trolled airspace; terminal control area. lines of traffic travelling in opposite direc-

control area.-(SEATO) An airspace of defined tions are enabled to traverse alternately a
dimensions within which air traffic control is point or section of route which can take only
exercised. one line of traffic at a time

control (intelligence)-See control, Pae.s 3 and controlled p o r t-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
4. IADB) A harbor or anchorage at which en-

controlled airspace-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, try and deparwure, assignment of berths, and
IADB) An airspace of defined dimensions traffic within the harbor or anchorage are

within which air traffic control service is controlled by military authorities.

provided.
controlled reprisal-(DOD) Not to be used.

controlled effects nuclear weapons--(DOD) See controlled response.
Nuclear weapons designed to achieve varia-
tion in the intensity of specific effects other controlled r-.sponse-(DOD, IADB) The selec-
than normai blast effect. tion fro~n a wide variety of feasible options

of tlýe one which will provide the specificcontrolled firing area-(DOD, IADB) An area of resone most advide the
in which ordnance firing is conducted under m'.tary response most advantageous in the
controlled conditions so as to eliminate haz- :ircumstances.

ard to aircraft in flight. See also restricted
area. controlled route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A

route, the use of which is subject to traffic or
controlled forces--(DOD, IADB) Milita-y or movement restrictions. See also route.

paramilitary forces under effective :ýad sus-
tained political and military direction. controlled war-(DOD) Not to be used. See

For enatio. of srb.:,. we pan• i . limited war.
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c9ntrol of electromagnetic radiation-(DOD) dromes and within which rules, additional Lo
A national operational plan to minimize the those governing flight in control areas, apply
use of electromagnetic radiation in the United for the protection of air traffic.
States, its possessions and the Panama Canal
Zone in the event of attack or imminent conventional forces - (DOD, IADB) Those
threat thereof. as an aid to the navigation forces capable of conducting operations using
of hostile airci.A, guided missiles, or other nonnuclear w(apons.
devices. See also emission control orders.

converntional weapnns-(DOD, IADB) Nonnu-
control of elertromagnetic radiation-(IADB) clear weapons. Excludes all biological weap-

An operational plan to minimize the use of ons, and generally excludes chemical weap-
electromagnetic radiation in the event of at- ons except to, existing smoke and incendiary
tack or imminent threat thereof, as an aid to agents, and agants of the riot-control type.
the navigation of hostile aircraft, guided mis-
siles, or other devices. See also emission con- converge-(DOD) A command or request used
trol orders in a call for fire to indicate that the observer

or spotter desires a 4heaf in which the planes
control point-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- of fire intersect at a point.

TO, IADB) 1. A position along a route of
march at which men are stationed to give converged sheaf--(DOD) The lateral distribu.
information and instructions for the regula- tion of fire of two or more pieces so that the
tion of supply or traffic. 2. A position marked planes of fire intersect at a given point.
by a buoy, boat, aircraft, electronic device,
conspicuous terrain feature, or other identi- convergence-See convergence factor; grid
fiable object which is given a name or number convergence; grid convergence factor; map
and used as an ald to navigation or control convergence; true convergence.
of ships, boats, or aircraft. 3. A point located
by ground survey with which a correspond- convergence factor-(DOD, NATO) The ratio
ing point on a photograph is matched, as a of the angle between any two meridians on
check, in making mosaics. (Note: SEATO the chart to their actual change of longitude.
definition Part 2. begins: "in amphibious op- See also convergence.
erations, a position marked * * ".)

convergence zone (antisubmarine warfare)-
control system (missile)-(DOD, NATO, CEN- (DOD) That region in the deep ocean where

TO, IADB) A system that serves to maintain sound rays from sources near the surface,
attitude stability and to correct deflections. refracted from the depths, return to the sur-
See also guidance system (missile). face.

control zone--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) conversion scale-(DOD, NATO) A scale indi-
A controlled airspace extending upwards zating the relationship between two different
from the surface of the earth. See also air- units of measurement. See also scale.
way; control area; controlled airspace;
terminal control area. convoy - (DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) 1. A number of merchant ships or
control zone-(SEATO) An airspace of defined naval auxiliaries, or both, usually escorted

dimensions, designated by the appropriate by warships and/or aircraft, or a single mer-
authority, extending upwards from the chant ship or naval auxiliary under surface
ground or water, to include one or more air- escort, assembled and organized for the pur-
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pos of pazg toehe.2 A gru fv thir~,, e.1ti~nrient tint ciinn~iPa in Qhinq of b

hicles organized for the purpose of control same movement g:oup, but not necessarily ii
and orderly movement with or without escort the same !:hip. S.ee also loading.
protection. See also coastal convoy; evacua-
tion convoy; short-haul contoy; ocean con- convo) route--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
voy. IADR) The s-pecific route assigned to each

convoy by the appropriate routing authority.
convoy assembly port-(NA TO, SEA TO, CEN.

TO, IADB) A port from which convoys, convoy speed-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
whether oceangoing or coastal, sai!. For ships the speed which the convoy Mop~mo-

dore orders the guide of the convoy to make
convoy commoaor--(DOD) A naval officer, or good through the water.

master of one of the ships in a convoy desig-
nated to command the convoy, subject to the convoy through cts:ort - (NATO, SEATO,
orders of the Officer in Tactical Command. If CENTO, IADB) Those ships of the %lose
no surface escort is present, he takes entire escort which normally remain with the con-
command. voy from its port of assembly to its port of

arrival.
convoy commodore-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)

A naval officer, or master of one of the ships cooperative logistics-(DOD, IADB) The logis-
in a convoy designated to command the con- 'Lie support provided a foreign government'
voy, subject to the orders of the escort force aec tprovide areigingovernmetcommnde. I nosuraceescrt s pese'~. agency through its participation i.n the United
commander. If no surface escort is presen,.. States Department of Defense logistic systemhe takes entire command. with reimbursement to the United States for

convoy escort-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- support provided.
ships or aircraft in com- cooperative logistics support arrangements-pany with a con voy and responsible for its (DOD) The combining term for procedural

TO, ~ ~~ DD ThDB cob.in Ntval pfeonar proceduresahchtgthrsp
protection. 2. An escort to protect a convoy arrangements (cooperative logistics arrange-
of vehicles from being scattered, destroyed, ments) and implementing procedures (sup-
or captured. plementary procedures) which together sup-

oport, define, or imp'ement cooperative logisticconvoy joiner-(DOD, NVATO, SEATO, CEN- understandings be:ween the United States
TO, IADB) A ship or group of ships sailing and a friendly foreign government under
independently from, and subsequently join- peacetime conditions.
ing, the main convoy. See also convoy leaver.

convoy leaver-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO. CEJV- coordinated attack--(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) A section of th main convoy or- TO, lADB) A carefully planned and executed
offensive action in which the various elempntsan independent ship (independent leaver) ofaomndaempydinshamnn.

which breaks off from the mrain convoy to of a command are employed in such a mannfer
proce sratelys to iromts owin prearrangd a.s to utilize their powers to the greatest ad-proceed separately to its own prearranged vnaet h cmn sawoe

terminal port. When dLtached. a leaver sec-
tion becomes a leaver convoy. See also convoyjoinercoordinated exercise--See JCS-coordinated ex-

ercise.

convoy loading-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
TO, JADB) The loading of troop units with coordinated illumination-(DOD) A type of

For iaw,,o0 of " , w* ,w fire in which the firing of illuminating and
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high explosive projectie... is in fe

provide illuminF.tion of the target and sur- pointing authority.
roundiag area only at the time required for
spotting and adjusting the high explosive coordinating auth,,rity-(SEATO) A corn-

fire. See also continuous illumination. mander or individual assigned responsibility
for coordinating operations of several forces

coordinated procurement assignee - (DOD) who has the authority to require consultation

The agency or military Service assigned pur- oetween the commanders of the forces in-

chase responsibility for all Department of volved, but does not have the authority to

Defense requirements of a particular Federal compel agreement unless time does not per-
Supply Group 'Class, commodity, or item. mit otherm ise. Except in the latter case, heshall reler the point of disagreement to

coordinates-(DOD, NATO) Linear or angular higher authority.

quantities which designate the position that coordinating point--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
a point occupies in a given reference frame IADB) Designatea point at which, in all
or system. Also used as a geueral term t3 types of combat, adjacent units/formations
designate the particular kind of reference.C must make contact for purposes of control
frame or system such as a plane rectangular and coordination.
coordinates or spherical coordinates. See also
cartesian coordinates; geographic coordi- Corporal-(DOD) A mobile, surface-to-surface,
nates; grid coordinates; georef. liq-jid-propellant guided missile, with nuclear

warhead capability, designed to attack tar-
coordinating authority-(DOD) A commander gets up to a range of 75 nautical miles. Desig-

or individual assigned responsibility for co- nated as MGM-5.
ordin.oting specific functions or activities in-
volving forces of two or more Services, or two corps troops--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
or mcre forces of the same Service. He has IADB) Troops assigned or attacqed to a
the authority to require consultation between corps, but not a part of one of the divisions
the agencies involved, but does not have the that make up the corps.
authority to compel agreement. In the event
he is unable to obtain essential agreement, correction-(DOD) 1. Any change in firing data
he shall refer the matter to the appointing to bring the mean point of impact or burst
authorit-, closer to tne target. 2. A communication pro-

word to indicate that an error in data has
coordinating authority - (NATO, CENTO, been announced and that co.Tected data will

IADB) The authority granted to a com- follow.
mander or individual assigned responsibility
for coordinating specific functions or activi- correlation-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) In air de-
ties involvirg forces of two or more countries, fense, the determination that an aircraft ap-
or two or more Services, ,ir two or more pearing on a radar scope, on a plotting board,
forces of the same Service. He has the au- or visually is the same vehicle as that on
thority to require consultation bdtween the which information is being received from
agencies involved or their representatives but another source.
dces not have the authozity to compel agree-
ment. In case of disagreement between the correlation factor-(DOD, NATO) The ratio of
agencies involved, he should attempt to obtain a ground dose rate reading to a reading taken
essential a,-reement by discussion. In the at approximately the same time at survey
event he is unable to obcain essential agree- height over the same point on the ground.
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- J u cost contract-(DOD) 1. A contract which pro- purpose in attacking. In sustained defensive
vides for payment to the contractor of allow- operations, it is undertaken Lo iestore the
able costs, to "he extent prescribed in the battle position and is dire•cted at limited ob-
contract, incurred in performance of the con- jectives.
tract. 2. A cost reimbursement type contract
under which the contractor receives no fee. counterespionage-(DOD) That aspect of coun-

terintelligence designed to detect, destroy,
cost plus a fixed-fee contract-(DOD) A cost neutralize, exploit or prevent espionage ac-

reimbursement type contract which provides tivities through identification, penetration,
for the payment of a fixed fee to the con- manipulation, deception and repression of
tractor. The fixed fee, once negotiated, does individuals, groups or organizations conduct-
not vary with actual cost, but n'ay be adjusted ing or suspected of conducting espionage ac-
as a result of any subsequent changes in the tivities.
scope of work or services to be performed
under the contract. cornterespionage-(NATO, CENTO, lADB) A

category of counterintelligence, the objective
cost sharirg contract-(DOD) A cost reim- of vhleh is the detection and neutralization of

bursement 'ype contract under which the foreign espionage. See counterintelligence.
contracL,' rece. e-s no fee but is reimbursed
only for an agreed o,,rtion of its allowable counterfire-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
costs. Fire intended to destroy or neutralize enemy

weapons. (DOD, IADB) Includes counterbat-
countdown-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, tery, counterbombardment, and countermor-

IADB) The step-by step process leading to taf fire. See also fire.
initiation of missile testing. launching, and
firing. It is performed in accordance with a counterforce-(DOD, IADB) The employment
predesignated time schedule. of strategic air and missile forces in an effort

to destroy, or render impotent, selected mili-
counter air-(DOD) A United States Air Force tary capabilities of an enemy force under any

term for air operations conducted to attain of the circumstances by which hostilities may
and maintain a desired degree of air super.'- be initiated.
ority by the destruction or neutralization of
enemy ferces. Both air offensive and air de- counterguerrilla warfare-(DOD, 1, IADB)
fensive actions are involved. The former Operations and activities conducted by armed
range throughout enemy territory and are forces, paramilitary forces, or nonmilitary
generally conducted at the initiative of the agencies of a government against guerrillas.
friendly forces. The latter are conducted near
to or over friendly territory and are generally counterinsurgency-(DOD, I, IADB) Those
reactive to the initiative of the enemy air military, paramilitary, political, economic,
forces. See also antiair warfare. psychological, and civic actions taken by a

gove-nment to defeat subversive insurgency.
* counterattack--(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN-

TO, IADB) Attack by a part or all of a de- counterintelligence-(DOD, I, JADB) That as-
fending force against an enemy attacking pect of intelligence activity which is devoted
force, for such specific purposes as regaining to destroying the effectiveness nf inimical
ground lost or cutting off or destroying enemy foreign intelligence activities and to the pro-
advance units, and with the general objective tection of information against espionage, in-
of denying to the enemy the attainment of iis dividuals against subversion, and installa-

For esplaUntof sybl, mt tions or material against sabotage. See also
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counterespionage; coun'ersaboiage; eull,- LU, ............. , ......... .- .

tersubhtersior.. tion, deception and repression of individuals,
groups or organizations conducting or sus-

counterintelligence-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- pected of conducting sabotage activities.
TO) That phase of intelligence covering all

activity devoted to destroying the effective- countersabotage-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
ness of inimical foreign intelligence activities IADB) Action designed to destroy the effec-
and to the protection of information against tiveness of sabotage activities through the
espionage, personnel against subversion, and rrocess of identifying, penetrating, and ma-
installations or material against sabotage. nipulating, neutralizing, or repressing indi-
See also counterespionage; countersabotag2!: viduals, groups, or organizations conducting
countersubversion. or capable of conducting such activities.

counlermneasures--'DOD, IADB) That fu-m of countersign--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
military science which by the employment of 140B) A secret challenge and its reply. See
devices and or techniques has as its objective alsi challenge; password; reply.
the impairment of the operational effective-
ness of enemy activity. See also electronic countersubversion-(DOD) That aspect of
countermeasures. counterintelligence designed to detect, de-

stroy, neutralize or prevent subversive activi-
countermilitary-See counterforce. ties through the identification, exploitation,

penetration. manipulation, deception and re-
countermining-(DOD, IADB) The detonation pression of individuals, groups or organiza-

of mines by nearby explosions, either acci- tions conducting or suspected of conducting
dentai or deliberate, sub,'ersive activities.

countetivTinsive-(DOD) A large scale offen- countersubversion-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
sive under'aken by a defending force to seize IADB) That part of counterintelligence
the initiative from the attacking force. See which is devoted to destroying the effective-
also counterattack. ness of inimical subversive activities through

the detection, identificatwii, zxploitation, pen-
counterpreparation fire-(DOD, NATO, SEA- etra-ion, manipulation, deception, and repres--

TO, CENTO, IADB) Intensive prearranged sic n of individuals, groups, or organizations
fire delivered when the imminence of the conducting or capable of conducting such ac-
e.iemy attack is discovered. (DOD, SEATO, tivities. See also counterintelligence. (Note:
IADB) It is designed 'o break up enemy for- N4ATO and CENTO definition does not use
mations; disorganize the enemy's systems of the word "inimical".)
command, communications, and observation;
decrease the effectiveness of his artillery country cover diagrams-(NATO, CENTO) A
preparatihoT: and impair his offensive spirit, small scale index, bv country, depicting the
See also fire. existence of air photography for planning

purposes only.
counterreconnais,-ance - (DOD, IADB) All

measures taken to prevent hostile observation Cot Hier-(Ot,.,) A delayed repeater communi-
of a force. arep. or place. catien s,.:ellite which had the capability of

stori1 ., and relaying communications using
countersabotage--(DOD) That aspect of coun- microwave frequencies. This satellite gave a

terintelligence lesigned to detect, destroy, limited demonstration of instantaneous mi-
neutralize or -revent sabotage activities crowave communications.
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-p courier-(DOD, 1ADB) A messenger (usually gence information is availabl'. in respect to
n cvmmiQQinnPd nr wnrrunt offipr' r"pqnnnqi- any snecified area of interest. (DOD) 4. The
ble for the secure physica: transmission and summatioa of the geographical areas and
delivery of documents and material. Gener- volumes of aerospace under surveillance.
ally referred to as a command or local courier,
See also armed forces courier, coverage index--(DOD) One or a series of

overlays showing all photographic reconnais-
course (air traffic control)-(DOD) The in- sance missions covering the map sheet to

tended direction of flight in the horizontal which the overlays refer.
plane.

covering fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
course of action-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- IADB) 1. Fire used to protect troops when

TO, lADE) 1. Any sequence of acts which an they are within range of enemy smail arms.
individual or a unit may follow. 2. A possible 2. In amphibious usage, fire delivered prior
plan open to an individual or commander to the landing to cover preparatory opera-
which would accomplish or is related to the tions such as underwater demolitions or mine-
accomplishment of his mission. 3. The scheme sweeping. See also fire.
adopted to accomplish a job or mission. 4. A
line of conduct in an engagement. (Note: covering force-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
NATO, SEATO and CENTO definition uses TO, IADB) 1. A force operating apart from
the words "sequence of activities" instead of the main force for the purpose of intercepting,
"sequence of acts".) engaging, delaying, disorganizing, and de-

ceiving the enemy before he can attack the
cover-(DOD, NATO, S E A T O, CENTO, force covered. 2. Any body or detachment of

IADB) 1. The action by land, air, or sea troops which provides security for a larger
forces to protf ., by offense, defense, or threat force by observation, reconnaissance, attack
of either or _;oth. 2. Shelter or protection, or defense, or by any combination of these
either naturýa or artificial 3. To maintain a methods. See also force(s).
continuous receiver watch with transmitter
calibrated and available, but not necessarily cover (intelligence)---See cover, Part 6.
available for immediate use. (DOD, NATO,
CENTO, IADB) 4. Pnocographs or other re- cover search-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) In air
corded images which show a particular area photographic reconnaissance, the process of
of ground. (DOD) 5. Keel) fighters between selection of the most suitable existing cover
force/base and contact designated at distance for a specific requirement.
stated from force/base (e.g., "cover bogey"
twenty-seven to thirty miles.) 6. Protective covert operations-(DOD. 1, SEATO, IADB)
guise used by a person, organization, or in- Operations which are so planned and exe-
•tallation to prevent identification with clan- cuted as to conceal the identity of or permit
destine activities. See also comparative cover; plausible denial by the sponsor. They differ
concealment. from clandestine operations in that eumphasis

is placed on concealment of identity of spon-
coverage-(DOD, NAT,9, IADB) 1. The ground sor rather than on concealment of the opera-

area represented on imagery, photomaps. tion.
mosaics, maps, and other geographical pres-

entation systems. (DOD, lADB) 2. Cover or cover trace (reconnaissance)--(NATO, CEN-
protection, as the coverage of troops by sup- TO) One of a series of overlays showing all

porting fire. 3. The extent to which inteili- air reconnaissance sorties covering the map
For eplantioli , ~ .~ ,, d . sheet to which thc overlays refer.
Fo xlmlno 'bls aeA 
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crab angle-(NATO, CENTO) The angle be- critic.,l intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence which
tween the aircraft track or flight line and is crucial and requires the immediate atten-
the fore and aft axis of a vertical camera, tion of the commander. It is required to en-
which is in line with the aircraft heading. able the commander to make decisions which

will provide a. timely and appropriate re-
crash locator beacon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, sponse to actions by the potential/actual

IADB) An automatic radio beacon which will enemy. It includes but is not limited to the
help searching forces to locate a crashed air- following: a. strong indications of the immi-
craft. See also personal locator beacon. nent outbreak of hostilities of any type

(warning of attack); b. aggression of any
crash position indicator-See crash locator nature against a friendly country; c. indica-

beacon. tions or use of nuclear-biological-chemical

crater-(DOD) The pit. depression, or cavity weapons (targets); and d. significant eventscratr-.DOD)Thepitdepessin, r caity within potential enemy countries that may
formed in the surface of the earth by an ex- wito modential onuclearustrie plans.

plosion. It may range from saucer shaped ld to modificatio. of nuclear strike plans.

to conical, depending larrely on the dept-h critical item-(DOD, IADB) An essential "temn
of burst, In the case of a deep underground which is in short supply or expected to be
burst, no rupture of the surface may c-ccur. in short supply for an extended period. See
The resulting cavity is termed a camouflet. also critical supplies and materials; regu-

lated item.
crater depth-(DOD) The maximum depth of

the craer measured from the deepezt point of critically wounded-(DOD, IADB) A non-
the pit to the original ground level. evacuable patient. See also wounded.

crater radius-(DOD) The average radius of critical mass-(DOD) The minimum amount of

the crater measured at the level correspond- fissionable material capable of supporting a

ing to the original surface of the ground. chain reaction urnei precisely specified con-
ditions.

creeping barrage.-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) critical point-(DOD, IADB) 1. A key geo-
A barrage in which the fire of all units par- graphical point or position important to the
ticipating remains in the same relative posi- success of an operation. 2. In point of time, a
tion throughout and which advances in steps crisis of a taming point in an operation. 3. A
of one line at a time. selected point along a line of march used for

reference in giving instructions. 4. A point
crest-h DOD) A terrain feature of such altitude where there is a change of direction or change

that it result',ns fire or observation in the in slope in a ridge or stream. 5. Any point
area beyind, resulting in dead space, or lim- alor.g a route of march where interference
iting the mninimum elevation, or both. with a troop movement may occur.

crester-(DOD) A report which indicates that critical supplies and materials-(DOD, NATO,
engagement of a target or observation of an SEATO, CENTC, IADB) Those supplies vital
area is not possible because of an obstacle or to the support of operations, which, owing to
intervening crest. various causes, are in short vupply or are

expected to be i. short supply. See also criti-
critical altitude- (DOD, NATO, CENTO, cal item; regulated item.

IAD!R) The altitude beyond which an aircraft
or air-breathing guided missile ceases to per- critical zone-(DOD, IADB) The area over
form satisfactorily. See also altitude. which a bombing 7lane engaged in horizontal
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or gnut ... -u*- .. .. -,÷i;,i straight erri~ing level-(NATO) A level maintained
'light so that the bomb sight can be operated during a significant p(rtion of a flight. See
properly and bombs dropped accurately. also altitude.

critic report--See critical intelligence. Crusader-(DOD, IADB) A single-engine, sin-
gle-seat, limited all weather supersonic jet

crobsing-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean- fighter aircraft designed for operating from

ing passing from - to __ . aircraft carriers for the interception and
destruction of enemy aircraft, and for troop

cross-loading (personnel)-(DOD, JADB) A support. Armament includez, Sidewinder mis-

system of loading troops so that they may be siles, rockets, and cannons. This aircraft pos-
disembarked or dropped at two or more sesses air-to-air refueling capability. Otber

landing or drop zones, thereby achileving unit versions have an all-weather capability or
integrity upon delivery. See also loading, reconnaissance capability. Designated as F-8.

crs ocryogenic liquid-(DOD) Liquefied gas at veryU! cross over peint--(DOD) That range in the air low temperature, such as liquid oxygen, ni-

warfare area at which a target ceases to be lwtroeneratrgon. bslqudoygn i
an air intercept target and becomes a sur-

face-to-air missile target. crytanalysis-(DOD, IADB) The steps and

operations performed in converting en-
cross-servicing-(DOD) That function per- crypted messages into plain text without

formed by one military Service in support of initial knowledge of the key empioyed in the

another military Service for -which reim- encryption.
bursement is required from the Service re-
ceiving support. See also servicing. cryptanalysis-(NATO, CENTO) The study of

encrypted texts. The steps or processes in-
cross-servicing--(NATO, CENTO) That serv- volved in converting encrypted text into plain

icing performed by one Service or national text without initial knowledge of the key em-
element for other Services or national ele- ployed in the encryption.
ments and for which the other Services or
national elements may be charged. cryptochannel-(DOD, IADB) A complete sys-

tem of crypto-communications between two

cross tell--(DOD) The' transfer of information or more holders. The basic unit for naval

between facilities at the same operational cryptographic communication. It includes: a.

level. See also track telling, the cryptographic aids prescribed; b. the
holders 'hereof; c. the indicators or other
means of identification: d. the area or areas

cruise missile-(DOD) Guided missile, the ma- mn ofiidefiction: d. the area or ae
jor portion of whose flight path to its target is in which effective: e. the special purpose, if
conducted at approximately constant velocity; any, for which provided: and f. pertinent
depends on the dynamic reaction of air for notes as to distribut ion, usage, etc. A crypto-

lift and upon propulsion forces to balance channel is analogous io a radio circuit

drag. cryptologic-(DOD, IADB) Of or pertaining to
cryptology.

cruising altitude--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
level determined by vertical measurement cryptologT-,-(DOD) The science which treats
from mean sea level, maintained during a of hidden, disguised, or encrypted communi-

flight or portion thereof. cations. It embraces communications security

Fo 1 of _, me _w v and communications intelligence.
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cryptomaterial-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) All currency-.(NATO) The up-to-dateness of a
material including documents, devices, equip- map or chart as determined by comparison
ments and apparatuw essential to the encryp- with the best available information at a
"tion, decryption or authentication -f telecom- given time.
munications. When classified, it is ,esignated
CRYPTO and subject to special safeguards. current intelligence--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

Intelligence of all types and forms cf imme-
cryptoparts-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The di- dih.te interest which is usually disseminated

visions of a message as prescribed for se- without the delays necessarv b) complete
curity reasons. The operating instructions evaluation or interpretation.
for certain cryptosystems prescribe the num-
ber of groups which may be encrypted in the cerve of pursuit-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
systems, using a single message indicator. TO, IADB) The curved path describd.3 by a
Cryptoparts are identified in plain ,angua.e. fighter plane making an attack on a moving
They are not to be confused with message target while holding the proper aiming al-
parts. lowance.

cryptosecurity-See communications security. custody-(DOD) The responsibility f(. r the con-
cryptosystem--(DOD, IADB) The associated trol of transfer and movement of, and access

itryp ofyste ma-(DOD, tat are associat to, weapons and components. Custody also
unitems of cryptomaterial that are used as a includes the maintenance of accountability
unit and provide a single means of encryp-components.
"tion and decryption. See also cipher; cede;
decrypt; encipher; encrypt. cutoff-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO) The

crystal bal-(DOD) Radar sc . deliberate shutting off of a reaction engine.

cultivation-(DOD) A deliberate and calculated cutoff attack-(DOD) An attack that provides
a direct vector from the interceptor lp-sition

association with a person for the purpose of a ire t v or from the targettrack.
recruitment, obtaining information, or gain-
ing control for these or other purposes. Scutoff velocity--(DOD, NATO. SEATO, CEN-

culture-(NATO) Features of the terrain -hat TO) The velocity atteained by a missile at the

have been constructed by man. Included are point of cutoff.

such items as roads, buildings and canals;
boundary lines, and, in a broad sense, all cutout-(DOD) An intermediaT' or device used
names and legends on a map. to obviate direct contact between membersof a clandestine organization.

culture (cartographic)--(IADB) Man-made or

artificial features of the terrain. CVA-S--ee attack aircraft carrier.

curb r-.ight---(DOD) Weight of a ground ve- CVAN--See attack aircraft carrier.
hicke including fuel, lubricants, cooiant and
on vehicle ma'eriel. excluding cargo and oper- CVS-See antisubmarine sapport aircraft
ating personn I. carm'r,

8
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dadcap-(DOD) Dawn and dusk combat air danger area-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
patrol.. A specified area above, below, or within which

there may exist potential danger. See al -o
daily movement summary (shipping)-- DOD, prohibited area; restricted area.

NATO, CENTO, IADB) A tabulation of de-
partures and arrivals -,f all merchant ship- danger close-(DOD) Information in a call for
ping (including neutrals) arriving or depart- fire to indicate that friendly forces are within
ing ports during a 24-hour period. (IADR) 600 meters of the target.
Thebe summaries are prepared by area com-
manders kor operational control authorities dangerous cargo-(NATO, CENTO) Cargo,
if designated by area commanders) and are which because of its dangerous properties, is
classified confidential. subject to special regulations for its trans-

port.
damage-See auclear damage (land waif ire). danger space-4DOD) That space between the

damage assessment-(DOD, NATO, CEIN TO, weapon and the target where the trajectory
IADB) 1. The determination of the effec- of does not rise 1.8 meters (the average height

attacks on targets. (DOD) 2. A determina .ion of a standing man). This includes the area en-
of the effect of a compromise of classified in- compassed by the beaten zone. See also
formation on the national security, beaten zone.

damage asaessmerAt--(SEATO) The appraisal dart-(DOD) Aircraft rocket.

of the effect of attacks cr, targets. Dash-See Drone Autisubmarine Helicopter.

damage control-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN. data code--(DOD) A number, letter, character,
TO, 1ADB) In naval usage, measures neces- or any combination thereof used to represent
sary aboard ship to preserve and reestablish a data element or data item. For example, the
watertight integrity, stabiitLy, maneuverabil- data codes "E8." '3" and "06" night be
ity, and offensive power; to control list and used to represent the data itenis of sergeant,
trim; to effect rapid repairs of materiel; to captain, and colonel under the data element
dmit the spread of, and provide adequate pro- "mi itary personnel grade".
'ection from fire; to limit the spread of, re data element-(OD) A basic unit of informa-
move the contamination by, and provide ade- tion having a unique meaning and which has
quate protection from toxic agents: and to
provide for care of wounded personnel. See subcategories (d.ta items) of distinct units

alsoare damge onto!; isater ontol; of values. Examples of data el,-ments are
also area damage control; disaster control; military personnel grade, sex, race, gen-

graphic location, and inhitary, unit.
damage criteria-(DOD) The critical levels of data item-(DOD) A suounit of descriptive in-

various effects, such as blast pressure and formation or value classifiPd under a data
therwnal radiation, requirei to achieve speci- element. For example, the data element "mili-
tied levels of damage. tary personnel grade." contains data i:•ms

such as sergeant, captain, and colonel.danger---(OD) Inform~ation in a call for fire to

indicate that friendly forces are within 600 data link--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A commu-
to 1500 meters of the target. nications link suitable for transmission of

r , s- abe. m A. data.
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data mile-(DOD) A standard unit of distance dazzle-(DOD, IADB) Temporary loss of vi-
-6000 feet. sion, or a temporary r;•duction in visual acu-

date-time group- -(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- ity. See also flah blindae

TO, JADB) The date and time, expressed in dazzle-(NATO, CENTO) Temporary loss of
digits and zone suffix, at which the message vision, or a tetnporary reduction in visual
was prepared for transmission. (Expressed acuity by excess light or moving light.
as iix digits followed by the zone suffix; first
pair of digits ienoting the date, second pair DD-See destroyer.
the hours, third pir the minutes.) D-day-(DOD, IADB) 1. The unnkmed day on

date line--See international date line. which a particular operation cbmmences or
is to commence. An operation may be the

datum-(DOD, NATO) Any numerical or geo- commencement of hostilities; the date of a
metrical quantity or set of such quantities major military effort; the execution date of
which may serve as a reference or base for an operation (as distinguished from the date
other quantities. Where the concept is geo- the order to execute is issued) ; the date the
metric, the plural form is 'datums' in contrast operations phase is implemented, either by
to the normal plural *data'. land assault, air strike, naval bombardment,

parachute assault, or amphibious assault. The
datum (antisubmarine warfare)-(DOD) A highest command or headquarters responsi-

datum is the last known position of a sub- ble for coordinating the planning will specify
marine, or suspected submarine, after con- the exact meaning of D-day within the afore-
tact has been lost. mentioned definition. If more than one such

event is mentioned in a single plan, the sec-
datum error (antisubmafine warfare)--(DOD) ondary events will be keyed to the primary

An estimate of the degree of accuracy in the event by adding or subtracting days as neces-
sary. The letter "D" will be the only one used

datum (geodetic)-(DOD, IADB) A reference to denote the above. The command or head-

surface consisting of five quantities: the lati- quarters directly responsible for the execu-

tude and longitude of an i-.al point, the tion of the operation, if other than the one

adimuth of a line from this point, and the coordinating the planning, will do so in light
parameters of the reference ellipsoid. of the meanings specified by the highest plan-ning headquarters. 2. Time in plan, will be

datum level-(DOD, AATO) A surface to indicated by a letter which shows the unit of
which elevations, heights or depths on a map time employed, stnd figures, with a minus or
or chart are related. See also altitude. plus sign to indicate the amount of time be-

fore or after the reference event, e.g., "D"
datum point-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, is for a particular day, "H" for an hour. Sim-

IADB) Any reference point of known or as- ilarly, D+7 means 7 days after D-day, H+2
sumed coordinates from which calculations means 2 hours afte• H-hour. If the figure be-
or measurements may be taken comes unduly large, for example, D-day plus

90, the designatiop of D+3 monrhs may be
datum time (antisubmarine warfare)-(DOD) employed. i.e., if the figure following a letter

The datum time is the time when contact plus a time unit (D-day, H-hour, etc.) is in-
with the submarine, or suspected submarine, tended to refer to units of time other than
was lost. that which follows the letter, then the unit

of time employed with the figure must be
day of supply-See one day's supply. spelled out. See also H-hour; K-day" M-day.
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which an operation commences or is due to intervening obstacles, the nature of the
commence. This may be the commencement ground, or the characteristics of the trajec-
of hostilities or any other operation. See also tory, or the limitations of the pointing capa-
K-day; M-day. bilities of the weapon. 2. An area or zone

which is within the range of a radio trans-
D-day consumption/production differential as- mitter, but in which a signal is not received.

sets-(DOD) As applied to the D to P con- 3. The volume of space about and around a
cept, these assets are required to compensate gun or guided missile system into which it
for the inability of the production base to cannot fire because of mechanical or elec-
meet expenditure (consumption) require- tronic limitations.
ments during the D to P period. See also D to
P concept, dead zone-See dead space.

D-day materiel readiness gross capability- debarkation-(DOD, IADB) The unloading of
(DOD) As applied to the D to P concept, this troops, equipment, or supplies fr.om a ship
capability represents the sum of all assets on or aircraft.
hand on D-day and the gross production capa-
bility (funded and unfunded) between D-day debarkation-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) The
and P-day, When this capability equals the unloading of troops with their supplies and
D to P Materiel Readiness Gross Require- equipment from a ship.
ment, requirements arnd capabilities are in
balance. See also D to P concept. debarkation net-(DOD, JADB) A specially

prepared type of cargo net employed for the
-y pipeline assets--(DOD) As applied to the debarkation of troops over the side of a ship.

.c P concept, these assets represent the
j.n of CONUS and overseas operating and debarkation schedule-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

-afety levels and intransit levels of supply. 1ADB) A schedule which provides for the
See, also D to P concept timely and orderly debarkation of troops and

equipment and emergency supplies for the
DDG-See guided missile destroyer. waterborne ship-to-shore movement,

DE--See escort ship. decay curves (radioactive)-(DOD, NATO,
PENTO, IADB) Graph lines representing

deadline-(DOD, IADB) To remove a vehicle the decrease of radioactivity with the passage
or piece of eauipment from operation or use of time,
for cne of the following reasons: a. is inopera-
tive due to damage, malfunctioning, or neces- decay (radioactive)-(DOD, NA TO, CENTO,
sary repairs. The term does not include items IADB) The decrease in the radiation inten-
temporarily removed from use by reason of sity of any radioactive material with respect
routine maintenance, and repairs which do to time.
not affect the combat capability cf the item-,
b. is unsafe; and c. wou16 be damaged by fur- decay rate (radioactive)-(DOD, IADB) The
ther use. time rate of the disintegration of radioactive

material generally accompanied by the emis-
dead space--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, sion of particles and or gamma radiation.

lADB) 1. An area within the maximum
range of a weapon, radar, or observer, decay rate (radioactive)-(NATO, CENTO)
which cannot be covered by fire or observa- The rate of disintegration of radioactive ma-

For ,*eihn~ti of synb l, g ,v. ter-al with respect to time.
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decentralized control-(DOD, NATO, CEN- declassify-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IAD-R)
TO) In air defense, the normal mode whereby To cancel the security classification of an item
a higher echelon monitors unit actions, mak- of classified matter. See also downgrade.
ing direct target assignments to units only
when necessary to insure proper fire distri- declination-(DOD, NATO, CENTO. )ADB)
bution or to prevent engagement of friendly The angular distance to a body on the celes-
aircraft. tial sphere measured north or south through

900 from the celestial equator along the hour

decentralized items-(DOD, IADB) Those circle of the body. Comparable to latitude on

items of supply for which appropriate au- the terrestrial sphere.

thority has prescribed local management and decompression sickness-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
procurement. TO, CENTO, IADB) A syndrome including

bends, chokes, neurological disturbances, and
deception-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Those collapse, resulting from exposure to reduced

measures designated to mislead the enemy ambient pressure and caused by gas bubbles
by manipulation, distortion, or falsificatio,. in the tissues, fluids, and blood vessels.
of evidence to induce him to react in a manner
prejudicial to his interests. decontamination-(DOD, N A T 0, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) The process of making any
decision-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, person, object, or area safe by absorbing,

IADB) In an estimate of the situation, a destroying, neutralizing, making harmless, or
clear and concise statement of the line of removing, chemical or biological agents, or
action intended to be followed by the com- by removing radioactive material clinging to
mander as the one most favorable to the or around it.
successful accomplishment of his mission.

decontamination station-(DOD, NATO, SEA-

deck alert-See ground alert. TO, CENTO, IADB) A building or location
suitably equipped and staffed where person-

d e snel and their clothing are decontaminated
declared s p e e d--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, from the effects of toxic attack.

lADB) The continuous speed which a master
declares his ship can maintain on a forth- decoy--(NATO) A model, electromagnetic re-
coming voyage under moderate weather con- flector or other device which is used to de-
ditions (that is, moderate sea. wind force 4 ceive sensors. See also chaff.
on the Beaufort scale) having due regard to
her present condition (trim, draft, state of decoy ships (Q-ships)--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
bottom, state of machinery, and quality of IADB) Warships or other ships camouflaged
bunkers). The declared speed is used by the as merchantmen or converted commerce raid-
naval control of shipping officer to determine ers with their armament and other fighting
whether a ship is qualified for inclusion in an equipment hidden and with special provisions
x-knot convoy. for unmasking their weapons quickly.

declassification--(DOD, IADB) The determi- decrypt-(DOD, IADB) To convert encrypted
nation that classified information no longer text into its equivalent plain t-xt by means
requires, in the interests of national defense. of a cryptosystem. (This does not include
any degree of protection against unauthor- solution by cryptanalysis.) Note: The term
ized disclosure, coupled with a removal or decrypt covers the meanings of decipher and
cancellation of the classification designation. decode. See also cryptosystem.
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- y deep fording-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The have been established. These categories are
abiiity of a seif-propelied gun or ground ve- uleilnu s olI,,Z.
hicle equipped with built-in waterproofing a. confidential-Defense information or ma-
and/or a special waterproofing kit, to nego- terial, the unauthorized disclosure of
tiate a water obstacle with its wheels or which could be prejudicial to the defense
tracks in contact with the ground. See also interests of the Nation.
flotation; shallow fording. b. secret-Defense information or material,

deep fording-(SEATO, IADB) The ability of the unauthorized disclosure of which could
a gun or vehicle equipped with built-in water- result in serious damage to the Nation,
proofing with its suspension in contact with such as jeopardizing the international re-
the ground to negotiate a water obstacle by latio-is of the United States, endangering
application of a special waterproofing kit. the effectiveness of a program or policy
See also flotation; shallow fording. of vital importance to the national de-

fense, or compromising important military
deep supporting fire--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, or defense plans, scientific or technological

CENTO, IADB) Fire directed on objectives developments important to national de-
not in the immediate vicinity of our forces, fense, or information revealing important
for neutralizing and destroying enemy re- intelligence operations.
serves and weapons, and interfering with c. top secret-Defense information or ma.
enemy command, supply, communications, terial which requires the highest degree of
and observations. See also close supporting protection. The top secreh classification

fire; direct supporting fire; supporting fire. thall be applied only to that eiformation

defector-(DOD) National of a :,ountry who or material, the defense aspect of which is

has escaped from the control of such country paramount, and the unauthorized disclo-
or who, being outside such jurisdiction and sure of which could result in exceptionally

grave damage to the Nation. such as lead-control, is unwilling to return thereto and gta defto bre in doc rela-S who is of special value to an-,',h, country. ing to a definitie break in diplomatic rela-
tions affecting the defense of the United

defector--(NATO, CENTO) A person who for States an armed attack against the United

political or other reasons has repudiated his States or its allies, a war, or the compro-
country and may be in possession of infor- mise of military or defense plans, or in-
mation of sufficient interest to justify special telligence operations, or scientific or tech-
treatment. nological developments vital to the national

defense.
defector- -(IADB) Nonmilitary person of en-

emy nationality who, for political or other defense emergency-(DOD) An emergency con-
nonmil'tary reasons, has repudiated his coun- dition which exists when: a. a major attack is
try, and is in possession of information of made upon United States forces overseas, or
sufficient interest to justify special treatment. on allied forces in any theater and is con-

defense classification-(DOD) A category or flemed either by the commander of a com-
mand established by the Secretary of Defense.grade assigned to defense information or ma-

terial which denotes the degree of danger to or higher authority; or b. an overt attack of
national security that would result from its any type is made upon the United States and
unauthorized disclosure and for which stand- is coni.rmed either by the commander of a
ards in handling, storage, and dissemination command established by the Secretary of De-

F*, ,r'-MUou of ,y=b.6., w P vi. fense. or higher authority.
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defense in depth-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, sounds, for the control and protection of
CENTO, IADB) The siting of mutually sup- shipping; for the safeguarding of defense
porting defense positions designed to absorb installations bordering on waters of the
and progressively weaken -.ttack, pre 'ent ini- areas-, and for provision of other security
tial observations of the whole position by measures required within the specified areas.
the enemy, and to allow the commander to It doe:. not extend seaward beyond the United
maneuver his reserve. States territorial waters. See also maritime

control area.
defense readiness condition-(NATO, CENTO)

A number or code word indicating the readi- defilade-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
ness posture of a unit for actual operations IADB) 1. Protection from hostile observa-
or exercises. tion and fire provided by an obstacle such as a

hill, ridge, or bank. 2. A vertical distance by
defense readiness conditions-(DOD) A uni- which a position is concealed from enemy

form system of progressive alert postures for observation. 3. To shield from enemy fire or
use between the Joint Chiefs of Stalf and the observation by using natural or artificial
commanders of unified and specified com- obstacles.
mands, and for use by the Services. Defense
Readines! Conditions are graduated to match definition-(NATO, CENTO) In imagery in-
situationý of varying military severity (sta- terpretation, the degree of clarity and sharp-
tus of alert). Defense Readiness Conditions ness of an image.
are identified by the short title DEFCON
'5), (4), (3), (2), and (1). as appropriate, defoliant operations-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

The employmr~ent of defoliating agents on
defensive coastal area-(DOD, NATO, SEA- vegetated areas in support of military opera-

TO, CENTO, IADB) A part of a coastal area tions.
and of the air, land, and water area adjacent
to the coast line within which defense opera- defoliating agent-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
tions may involve land, sea, and air forces. chemical which causes trees, shrubs, and

other plants to shed their leaves prematurely.
defensive minefield (land mine warfare)-

(DOD, SEATO, IADB) A minefteld which is degree of risk (nuclear)-(DOD) As specified
laid in accordance with the divisional plan by the commander, the risk to which friendly
and with the purpose of defeating penetra- forces may be subjected from the effects of
tion between positions and also to strengthen the detonation of a nuclear weapon used in
the defense of the positions themselves. Se the attack of a close in enemy target; accept-
also ninefield (land mine warfare). able degrees of risk under differing tactical

defensive minefield (land mine warfare)- conditions are emergency, moderate, and
(NATO, CENTO) Minefield laid in accord- negligible. See also emergency risk (nu-

ance with an established plan to prevent clear); moderate risk (nuclear); negligible

a penetration between positions and to risk (nuclear).

strengthen the defense of the positions them-
selves. See also minefield (land nine war- delay-(DOD) A report from the firing ship

fare). to the observer or the spotter to inform him
that the ship will be unable to provide the

defensive sea area-(DOD, IADB) A sea area, requested fire immediately. It will normally
usually including the aDproaches to and the be followed by the estimated duration of the
waters of important ports, harbors, bays, or delay.
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IIdelay (radar)-(NATO, CENTO) 1. The material must be delivered ;n the totol quan-

ground distance from a point directly be- tity required by the date req-:ired, and when
neath the aircraft to the beginning of the appropriate, overpacked as required.
area of the radar scan. 2. The electronic delay
of the start of the time base used to select a Delta Dagger-(DOD, JADB) A single-engine
particular segment of the total. turbojet interceptor employed in air defense.

Its speed is supersonic and its armament is
deliberate breaching (land mine warfare)- the AIM-4 series and AIM-26A (Falcon).

(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A major It has an all-weather intercept capability.
minefield operation requiring extensive plan- Designated as F-102.
ning, especially trained personnel and posi-
tive methods of locating and removing each Delta Dart-(DOD, IADB) A supersonic. sin-
mine to create demined lanes through mine- gle-engine turbojet interceptor aircraft. Its
fields. See also breaching. armament consists of Falcon (AIM-4 series)

missiles with nonnuclear wearheads and
deliberate crossing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, Genie (AIR-2A) rockets with nuclear war-

CENTO, IADB) A crossing of a river or heads. The Delta Dart is similar to the earlier
Sstream that requires extensive planning and F-102 in appearance, It has an all-weather

detailed preparations. See also hasty cross- intercept capability.. Designated as F-106.
ing.

demilitarized zone--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
deliberate defense-(DOD, NATO, CENTO. IADB) A defined area in which the stationing

IADB) A defense normally organized when or concentrating of military forces, or the
out of contact with the enemy or when con- retention or establishment of military instal-
tact with the enemy is not imminent and time lations of any description, is prohibited.
for organization is available. It normally in-
cludes an extensive fortified zone incorporat- demolition-(DOD, NA TO, SEATO, CENTO,
ing pillboxes, forts, and communications sys- IADB) The destruction of structures, facili-
tems. See also hasty defense. ties, or material by use of fire, water, explo-

sives, mechanical, or other means. (Note:
delivery error--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IA DB) SEATO term is "demolition (destruction)".)

The inaccuracy associated with a given
weapon system resulting in a dispersion of demolition belt-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
shots about the aiming point. See also circu- IADB) A selected land area sown with ex-

lar error probable; deviation; dispersion er- plosive charges, mines, and other available
ror; horizontal error, obstacles to deny use of the land to enemy

delivery forecasts-(DOD) 1. Periodic esti- operations, and as a protection' to friendly

mates of contract production deliveries, used troops. See also primary demolition belt;
as a measure of the effectiveness of produc- subsidiary demolition belt.
tion and supply availability scheduling and
as a guide to corrective actions to resolve demolition firing party-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
procurement or production bottlenecks. 2. Es- TO, CENTO, IADB) The party at the site
timates of deliveries under obligation against which is technically responrible for the demo-

procurement from appropriated or other lition. See also demolition guard.

funds. demolition guard-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
delivery requirements-(DOD, IADB) The CENTO, IADB) A local force positioned to

stipulation which requires that an item of insure that a target is not captured by an
Fo , of ,, ,, ,.enemy before orders are given for its demo-
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lition and before the demolition has been departmeatai inteiiigence-4DGD) .. "te.lligece
succes•iully fired. The commander of the which any department or agency of the Fed-
demolition guard is responsible for the eral Government requires to execute its own
operational command of all troops at the mission.
demolition site, including the demolition fir-
ing party. He is responsible for transmitting Department of the Air Force-(DOD) The ex-
the order to fire to the demolition firing party. ecutive part of the Department of the Air

Force at the seat of government, and all field
demolition target-See charged demolition tar- headquarters, forces, reserve components, in-

get; reserved demolition target; uncharged stallations, activities, and functions under
demolition target, the control or supervision of the Secretary

of the Air Force. See also Military Depart-
Demon-(DOD, IADB) A single-engine single- ment.

pilot, supersonic, all-weather jet fighter de-
signed for operating from aircraft carriers Department of the Army-(DOD) The execu-
for interception and destruction of enemy tive part of the Department of the Army at
aircraft, and troop support. This aircraft the seat of government, and all field head-
possesses a nuclear delivery capabil2ty, and quarters, forces, reserve components, instal-
armament includes Sparrow missiles. It has lations, activities, and functions under the
air-to-air refueling capability. Designated as control or supervision of the Secretary of the
F-3. Army. See also Military Department.

demonstration-( D 0 D, N A T 0, CENTO, Department of the Navy-(DOD) The execu-
IADB) An attack or a show of force on a tive part of the Department of the Navy at
front where a decision is not sought, made the seat of government; the headquarters,
with the aim of deceiving the enemy., See also United States Morine Corps; the entire oper-
amphibious demonstration; diversion; di- ating forces of the United States Navy. in-
versionary attack. cluding naval aviation, and of the United

States Marine Corps, including the reserve
demonstration-(SEATO) 1. An attack or a Sae aieCrs nldn h eev

showeoffonstrcon-- AT front whe atdcision a components of such forces; all field activities,show of force on a front where a decision
is not sought, made with the aim of deceiving headquarters, forces, bases, installations, ac-
isnotsought , m ade with te ana mp ofeertiong tivities, and functions under the control orthe enemy. 2. In an amphibious operation, supervision of the Secretary of the Navy;
an exhibition of force which may be a feint and the United States Coast Guard when
or a minor attack. See also diversion. operating as a part of the Navy pursuant

denial measures.-(DOD, NATO, SA TO, to law. See also Military Department.

CENTO, IADB) Action to hinder or deny dS
the enemy the use of space, personnel, or departure airfield--(DOD, SEATO, IADB) Anr
facilities. It may include destruction, removal, airfield on which troops and/or materiel are 4
contamination, or erection of obstructions. emplaned for flight. See also airfeid.

density altitude-(DOD, NATO) An atmos- departure airfield-(NATO, CENTO) I. An
pheric density expressed in terms of the alti- airfield from which aircraft depart. 2. An
tude which corresponds with that density in airfield on which passengers or cargo are 4
the Standard Atmosphere. emplaned for flights,

density (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NATO, departure point-(DOD, NATO. SEATO, CEN-
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The average num- TO, IADR) A navigational check point used
ber of mines per meter df minefield front. by aircraft as a marker for setting course.
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p• , deploy-(IADB) 1. in a strategic sense, to relo- depot-(DOD, 1ADB) 1. (supply)-An activity
"cate forces to desired areas of onerations. 2. for the receipt, classification. storage. ac-
To extend or widen the frcnt of a miitary counting, issue, maintenance, procurement,
unit, extending from a close order to a battle manufacture, ass3embly, research, salvage or
formation. 3. To change from a cruising ap- disposal of matcriel. 2. (persunnel)-An ac-
proach, or contact disposition to a disposition tivity for the reception, processing, training,
for naval battle. assignment, and t )rwarding of persontie! re-

placements.
deployed nuclear weapons-(DOD) 1. When

used in connection with the transfer of weap- depot maintenance-(DOD, IADB) That main-
.ns between the Atomic Energy Commission tenance performed on materiel requiring
and the Department of Defense, this term major overhaul or a complete rebuild of parts,
describes those weapons transferred to and assemblies, subassemblies, and end items, in-
in the custody of the Department ef Defense. cluding the manufacture of parts, modifica-
2. Those nuclear weapons specifically author- tions, testing, and r'acl.?mation as required.
ized Ly the Joint Chiefs of Staff to be trans- Depot maintenance sev yes to support lower
ferred to the custody of the storage facilities, categories of maintenance by providing tech-
carrying or delivery units of the armed forces. nical assistance and performing that mainte-

nance beyond their responsibility. Depot
deployment--(DOD) 1. Act of extending battal- maintenance provides stocks of serviceable

ions and smaller vnits in width. in depth or in equ:pment by using more extensive facilities
both width and depth to increase its readiness for repair than are available in lower level
for contemplated action. 2. In naval usage, maintenance activities.
the cbhnge from a cruising approach or con-

r " tact disposition to a disposition for battle. depth-(NATO) The vertical distance from the
3. In a strategie sense, the relocation of plane of the hydrographic datum to the bed
forces to desired areas of operation. 4. Desig- of the sea, lake or river.
nated location of troops and troop units as
indicated in a troop schedule., 5. The series of depth contour-i(N iTO, CENTO, IADB) A
functions which transpire from the time a lie connecingpoits of al depth
packed parachute is placed in operation until the hydrographic datum. See also depth
it is fully opened and is supporting its load. curve.

depth curve-(DOD, IADB) A line connectingdeployment -- (NATO, S F A T 0, CENTO, points of equal depth below the hydrographic

IADB) 1. The extension or widenirg of the datum. See also depth contour.

front of a military unit, ertending from a

close order to a battle formation. 2. In naval DER-See radar picket escort ship.
usage, the change from a cruising approach,
or contact disposition to a disposition for description of target-(DOD) An element in
battle. 3. In a strategic sense, the relocation the call for fire in which the observer or spot-
of forces to desired areas of operation. ter describes the installation, personnel,

equipment, or activity to be taken under fire.
deployment diagram-(DOD, 1ADB) In the

assault phase of an amphibious operation, a descriptive name--(NATO, CENTO, IADB)
diagram showing the formation in which the Written iniication on maps and charts, used
boat group proceeds from the rendezvous to specify -he nature of a feature (natural
area to the line of departure and the method or artificial) shown by a general symbol.
of deployment into the landing formation. (Note: IADB definition does not use the par-

For expl*ation of . s - enthetical phrase "(natural or artificial)".)
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desired effects-(DOD) The damage or casual- aircraft capabtle of dei~veripg nuciear anu
ties to enemy men or material which a corn- nonnuclear weapons. Its range can be ex-
,nander desire.; to achieve from a nuclear tended by in-flight refuejing. The RB-66 is a
weapon detonation. Damage effects on ma- twc-place tactical reconnaissance version of
terial are classified as light, moderate or the B-66 capable of day or night reconnais-
severe. Casualty effects on personnel may be sance and can also be in-flig" ','efueled. Desig-
immediate, prompt, or dclayed. nated as B-66. Navy versik i the A-3.

desired ground zero-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, destroyer-(DOD, JADD) A high-speed war-
IADR) The point on the surface of the earth ship designed to operate offensively with
at, or ve,-tically below or above, the center strike forces, with hunter-killer groups and
of a planned nuclear detonation. Also called in support of amphibious assault operations.
DGZ See also actual ground zero; ground Destroyers also operate defensively to screen
zero. support forces and convoys against subma-

despatch route--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A rine, air, and surface threats. (Normal arma-
roadwat overwhich rot NATO, bEtO) as 0 mert consists of 3" and 5" dual-purpose gunsroadway over which full control, both as to an vriuatsbm iewraewap

priorities of use and the regulation of move- ons.) Designated as DD.

ment of traffic in time and spa':e is exercised.

See also route. destroyer minelayer-(DOD, IADB) Converted
estinsation port--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, destrcycrs designed to conduct high-speedAdestination isNthedeliverypo oEA TOCETmine laying operations. Average load is 80

lADS A estiatin i thedelverypor of mines laid from two stern racks. Designated
discharge of an individual ship, as determined

by the ship's destination authority. See also as DM.

port. destroy (frontal)-(DOD) The interceptor will

destinations (merchant shipping)-See final be vectored to a standard frontal attack for

destination; immediate destination; inter- interception and destruction of the target.

mediate destination; original destination; destroy (stern)-(DOD) The interceptor will
terminal destination, be vectored to a standard stern attack for

destroy (beam)-(DOD) The interceptor will ir.erception and destruction of the target.
be vectored To a standard beam attack for destruction-(DOD) A type of adjustment for
interception and destruction of the target. destroying a given target.

destroy (cut off)-(DOD) Intern.ept and de- destruction area-(DOD) An area in which it
s~roy. Command vectors will produce a cut- is planred to destroy or defeat the enemy
off attack. airborne threat. The area may be further

subdivided into air intercept, missile (long,dc-, £royed--(DOD) A condition of a target so

damagcd that it cannot function as intended medium, and short-range) or antiaircraft gun

nor be restored to a usable condition. In the zones.

case of a building, all vertical supports and destruction fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
spanning mehibers are damaged to such an TO, JADB) Fire delivered for the sole put-
extent that nothing is salvageable. In the pose of destroying material objects. See also
case of bridges, all spans must he dropped fire.
and all piers must require replacement. destruct (missile)-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

Destroyer.--(DOD, IADB) A twin-engine turbo- IADB) Intentional destruction of a missile
jet, tactical, all-weather, light-bombardment or similar vehicle for safety or other reasons.
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j t, destruct system (missile)-(DOD, NATO, the quantity of light traversing the system.
CEtOv tj, iADB) A system wV *-h, when oper- The quantity of light deierninnes the 11 iglit-
at.ed by external command o, :eset internal ness of the image without affecting the size
means, destroys the missile or similar vehicle, of the image.

detachment-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, diapositive--(DOD, NATO. CENTO) A posi-
!ADB) 1. A part of a unit separated from its tive photograph on a transparent medium.
main organization for duty elsewhere. 2. A See transparency.
temporary military or naval unit formed
from other units or parts of units. died of wounds received in action-(DOD,

SEATO) The term used to describe a11
detail-(NA TO) The basic graphic representa- battle casualties who die of wounds or other

Stion of features. injuries received in action, after haiing

detailed report (photographic interpretation) reached any medical treatment facility. It is

-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A comprehensive essential to different;ate these cases from

analytical intelligence report written as a re- battle casualties foand dead or who died be-

sult of the interpretation of photography fore reaching a medical treatment facility

usually covering a single subject, target, or (the "killed in action" group). It ohould be

target complex, and of a detailed nature., noted that reaching a medical treatment fa
cility while still alive is the criterion See

detection-(DOD, IADB) In arms control, the also battle casualty; killed in action.
first step in the process of ascertaining the
occurrence of a violation of an arms control died of wounds received in action-(NATO,
agreement. CENTO, IADB) A batt!e casualty who dies

of wounds or other injuries received in action,
deterrence-(DOD, IADB) The prevention after having reached any medical treatment

from action by fear of the consequences. De- facility. It is essential to differentiate these
terrence is a state of.mind brought about by cases from battle casualties found dead or
the existence of a credible threat of enaccept- who died before reaching a medical treat-
able counter action. ment facility (the "killed in action" group).

It should be noted that reaching a medical
detour--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Deviation treatment facility while still alive is the cri-

from those parts of a route where movement terion. See also killed in action.
has become difficult or impossible, to ensure
continuity of movement riglt to the destina- diffraction leaaing-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
Uion. The modified part of the route i3 known The force (or loading) on the structure dur-
as a detour. ing the envelopment process.

deviation-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
1ADB) 1. The distance by which a point of diffusion (light)--NATO, CENTO) The scat-
impact or burst misses the target. 2. The tering of hight rays either when reflected

angular difference between magnetic and from -a rough surface or during the trans-

compass headings. See also circular error mission of light through a translucent me-

probable; delivery error; dispersion error; dium.

horizontal error.
diplomatic authorization (air)-(DOD, NATO,

diaphragm-(NATO, CENTO) The physical CENTO, IADB) Authority for overflight or
element of an optical system which regulates landirg obtained at government-to-govern-

For expimaion of s,,boh. w - ,t men+ level through d'plomatic channels.
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direct action fuze-See impact action fuze; reel, conduet, or controi an exercise, Their
proximity fuse: self.destroying fuse; titae knowledge (if both BLUE and ORANGE roles
fuze; variable time fuze. will usuahy preclude them fiora specific

BLUE or ORANGE duties.
direct air support center-(DGD) A suboi-di-

nate operational component (of a tactical air direction--DOD) A term used by a spotter or
control system desigred for control and di- observer in a call for .re to indicate the
rection of close air support and other tactical bea:ing of the spotting line.
air support operations and is normally collo-
cated witb fire support coordination elcments. directional radar prediction-(NATO, CEN-
See also direct air support center (airborne). TO) A prediction made for a particular

heading.
direct air support center-(IADB) A subordi-

nate operational component of the tactical direction finding-(DOD) A procedure for ob-
air control syitem designed for contrcl and taining bearings of radio frequency emitters
direction of close air support and other direct with the use of ,. highly directional antenna
air support operations. Ii is under -the opera- and a disiday unit on an intercept receiver
tional control of a tactical air control or tac- of %ncillary equipment.
tika! air direcion center and is normally
located near the command post of the sup- direction of attack-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
ported ground unit. IADB) A specific direction or route which

the main attack or center of mass of the unit
direct air support center (airborne)--(DOD) wibi follow. The unit is restricted and re-

An airborne aircraft equipped with the neces- quired to attack as indicated and is not
sary staff personnel, communications, and normally allowed to bypass the enemy. The di-
operationz facilities to fu-ction as a direct rection of attack is used primarily in counter-
air support center. See also direct air support attacks or to ensure that supporting attacks
center. make maximum contribution to the main at-

tack. (Note: NATO ani CENTO term has
direct damage assessment--(NATO, CENTO, qualifier "(ground forces)".)

IADB) A direct examination of an actual
strike area by air observation, air photogra- directiv.--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
phy, or by direct observation. IADB) 1. A military communication in which

policy is established or a specific action is
directed exercise---See JCS-directed exercise. ordered.. 2. A plan issiled with a view to plac-

ing it in effect. when so directed, or in the
direct fire-(DOD) Gunfire delivered on a tar- event that a stated contingency arises. 3.

get, using the target itself as a point of aim Broadly speaking, any communication which
f3r either the gun or the director. initiates or governs action. conduct, or pro-

cedure.
direct fire-(NATO, CENTO, IAIPB) Fire di-

rected at a target w':hich is visible to che aimer, direct laying-(DOD, IADB) Laying in which
See also fire. (Nol•e: IADB term is "direct the sights of the weapons are aligned directly
or v-isual fire".) on the target.

directing staff-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A direct support-(DOD, IADB) A mission re-
,rroup of officers who by virtue of experience, quiring a force to support another specific
qualifications, and a thorough knowledge of force and authorizing it to answer directly
the exercise instructions, are selected to di- the supported force's request for assistance.
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iidirect sUDport-.(NATO. CENTO) The support disiLensary-(DOD, IADB) A medical treat-
provided by a ,nit or formation, not attached ment facility primarily intended and appro-
or under command of the supported unit or priately staffel] and equipped to provide out-
formation, but required to give priority to patient medical ser~ice for non-hospital type
the support required by that unit or forn.a- patients. Examination and treatment for
tion. See also support. emergency cases are types of service- 7en-

dered. (DOD) A dispensary is also intended
direct support artilleiy-(DOD, NATO, CEN- to perform certain non-therapeutic activities

TO, IADB?) Artillery whose primary task is related to the health of the personnel served,
to provide fire requested by the supported such as physical exarninations, immuniza-
unit. tions, medicai administration, and other pre-

direct supporting fire-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, ventive medical and sanitary measures nec-

CENTO, IADB) Fire delivered in support of essarv fo support a primary i•ilitary mission..

part of a force, as ' Dposed to general sup- A dispensary will be equipped ,itlh the nec-

porting fire which is dalivered in support of essary supporting services tc pe,-form the

the force as a whole. See also supperting fire: assigned mission. A dispensary may be
close supporting fire; deep supporting fire. equipped with bpds (normally less than 25)

fcr observation of patients awaiting transfer
"disaffected person--(DOD) A per.on who is to a hospital, and for care of cases which

alienated or estranged from those in author- can-not be cared for on an outpatient stý.tus.
ity or has a lack of loyalty for hi: govern- but which do not require hospitalization.
merit: a state of mind. Patients whose expected duration of illness

exceeds 72 hours will not occupy dispeirn.ary
disarmament-(DOD, IADB) The reduction of beds for periods longer than are necessary

a military establishment to some level set by to arra.ige transfer to a hospital.
international agreement. See also arms con-
trol; arms control agreement; arms control dispersaj airfield--(DOD, IADV) An airfield,
measure. military or civil, to which aircraft might

move before H-hour on either a temporarydilsarmed mine--(NA TO, S•A TO, CENTO), duty or permanent change of 6tation basis

IADR) A mine which has been rendered in- and oe able to condu ge operations. See also

operative by breaking a link in the firing airfield.

sequence. See also mine.

disaster control-(DOD, IADB) Measures dispersed movement pattern-(DOD, NATO,taken before, during, Mr after hostile action, CENT(, IADB) A pattern for ship-o.o-shorc
natural or man-made disafters, to reduce the movement which provides additonral separa-
n probability of damage, miniize its reduecth tior of landing craft both laterally and in

and initiate recovery. See also area damage depth. This pattern is used when nuclear
control; damage contr~l. weapon threat is a factor.

disembarkation schedule- See debarkat.on dispersion-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
-': schedule. IADB) 1. A scattered pattern of hits, by

bombs dropped under identica! conditions or
disengagement-.-(DOD, lADB) In arms control, by projectiles fired from the same weapon

a general tern for proposals which would or group of weapons with the same firing
result in the geographic eeparation of oppos- data. 2. In antiaircraft gunnery, the scatter-
ing nonindigenous forces without directly ing of shots in range and deflection about the

affectine indigenous military forces. mean point of impact. As used in flak analy-

F of .am* -- , sis, the term includes scattering due to all
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causes, and the mean point of impact is as- medical treatment facility by rcason of re-
sumed to be the target. 3. The spreading or turn to duty, transfe:, to another treatment
separating of troops. materiel, establish- facility, death or other termination of medi-
ments, or activities which are usually con- cal care.
centrated in limited areas, to reduce Nulner-
ability to enemy action. 4. In chemical dissemination-See inteiligence cycle.
operations,, the dissemination of agents in
liquid or aerosol form from bombs and spray distance--(DOD, IADB) 1. The space between
tauks. See also circular error probable; de- adjacent individual ships or boats measured
livery error; deviation; dispersion error; in any direction between foremasts. 2. The
horizontal error. space between adjacent men, animals, ve-

hicles, or units in a formation measured from
dispersion error--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- front to rear, (DOD) 3. The space between a

TO, IADB) The distance from the point of known reference point or a ground observer
impact or burst of a round to mean point. of and a target, measured in meters (artillery),
impact or burst. in yards (naval gunfire), or in units specified

by the observer. See also interval.
dispersion pattern-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) The distribution of a series distributed fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
of rounds fired from one weapon or group of TO, iAD"31) Fire so dispersed as to engage
weapons under conditions as nearly identical most effectively an area target, See also fire.
as possible, the points of bursts or impacts
being dispersed about a point called the mean distribution--(DOD. IADB) 1. The arrange-
point of impact. ment of troops for any purpose, such as a

battle, march, or maneuver. 2. A planned
displaced person--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, pattern of projectiles about a point. 3. A

CENTO, IADB) A e;vilian who is involun- planned spread of fire to cover a desired
tarily outside the national boundaries of his frontage or depth. 4. An official delivery of
country. See also evacuees; refugee. anything, such as orders or supplies. 5. That

functional phase of military logistics which
displacement-(DOD) In air intercept, separa- embraces the act of dispensing materiel, ra-

tion between target and interceptor tracks cilities. and services. 6. The process of assign-
established to position the interceptor in such ing military personnel to activities, units or
a manner as to provide sufficient maneuver- billets.
ing and acquisition space.

distribution point-(DOD, NAT), SEATO,
disposition-(D-OD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, CENTO, IADB) A point at which supplies

IADB) 1. Distribution of the elements of a and 'or ammunition, obtained from support-
command within an area. usually the exact ing supply points by a division or other unit,
location of each unit headquarters and the are broken down for distribution to subordi-
deployment of the forces subordinate to it, nate units. Distribution points usually carry
2. A prescribed arrangement of the stations no stocks: items drawn are issued completely
to be occupied by the several formr.+,ons and as soon as possible.
single ships of a fleet, or major subdivisions
of a fleet, for any purpose, such as cruising, distribution system---(DOD, 1ADB) That comn-
approach, maintaining contact, or battle 3. A plex of faci!-!:es. installations, methods, and
prescribed arrangement of all the tacticai procedures, designed to receive, store, main-
units composing a flight or group of aircraft. tain, distribute, and control the flow of mili-
(DOD) 4. The removal of a patient from a tory materiel between the point of rpceipt
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- : into the military system and the point of lows: a. a major administrative and tacti-ai
issue to using activities and units. unii for~naiiun Which Cozibinev i ,J itsef the

necessary arms and services required for sus-
ditching-(DOD, IADB) Controlled landing of tained combat, larger than a regiment'bri-

a distressed aircraft on water. gade and smaller than a corps;, b. a number
of naval ships of similar type grouped to-

diversion--(DOD, IADB) 1. The act of drawing gether for operational and administrative
the attention and forces of an enemy from command, or a tactical unit of a naval air-
the point of the principal operation; an at- craft squadron, consisting of two or more
tack, alarm, or feint which diverts attention. sections; and c. an air division is an air
2. A change made in a prescribed route for combat organization normally consisting of
operational or tactical reasons. A diversion two or more wings with appropriate service
order will not constitute a change of destina- units. The combat wings of an air division
tion. (DOD) 3. The rerouting of cargo or w ill normally contain similar type units. 2.
passengers to a new transshipment point or An organizational part of a headquarters that
destination or on a different mode of trans- handles military mstters of a particular na-I portatiun prior to arrival at ultimate destina- ture, such as personnel, intelligence, plans

tion. See also demonstration. and training, or supply and evacuation., 3. A

SS1number of personnel of a ship's complement
diversion--(NATO, SEAtTO, CENTO) 1. The grouped together for operational and admin-

act of drawing the attention and forces of an istrative command.
enemy from the point of the principal opera-
tion; an attack, alarm, or feint which diverts division artillery-(DOD, IADB) Artillery that
attention. 2. A change made in a prescribed is permanently an integral part of a division.
route for operational or tactical reasons. For tactical purposes, all artillery placed un-
(NATO, CENTO) Except in the case of air- der the command of a division commander is
craft, a diversion order will not constitute a considered division artillery.
change of destination. See also demonstra-
tion. division direct support missile-See Missile A.

diversionary attack-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, division slice-See slice.
CENTO, IADfi) An attack wherein a fo,:ceCENT, 1D9)An ttak whrei a r,--ce division support missile--See Missile B.
attacks, or threatens to attack, a target other
than the main target for the purpose of draw- DL-See frigate.
ing enemy defenses away from the main
effort. See also demonstration. DLG-See guided missile frigate.

diversionary landing-(DOD, IADB) An oper- DLGN-See guided missile frigate.
ation in which troops are actually landed for DM-See destroyer minelayer.
the purpose of diverting enemy reaction away
from the main landing. doctrine-(DOD) Fundamental principles by

which the military forces or elements thereof
divert-.(DOD) 1. Proceed to divert field or car- guide their actions in support of national

rier as specified. 2. To change the target, mis- objectives. It is authoritative but requires
sion, or destination of an airborne flight judgment in application.

division-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, dolly-(DOD) Airborne data link equipment.
IADB) 1. A tactical unit 'formation as fol-

dome-See spray dome.For explanation of symbols. we pac vi.
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domesiic air iraflic-*DbD) Air trai'lc WILIIILI .. UiIll Will ilttVC tllu ljUl:lJUl1LYJLVL3 ut•-

continental United States. formance of a support workload for all using
Services.

domestic emergencies-(DOD) Emergencies af-
fecting the public welfare and occurring in door bundle-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A bun-
the United States, its territories and posses- dle for manual ejection in flight normally fol-
sions, as a result of enemy attack, insurrec- lowed by parachutists.
tion, civil disturbances, earthquakes, fire,
flood, or other public disasters or equivalent doppler effect-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, JADB)
emergencies which endanger life and prop- The phenomenon evidenced by the change in
erty or disrupt the usual processes of govern- the observed frequency of a sound or radio
ment. The term domestic emergency includes wave caused by a time rate of change in the
any or all of the emergency conditions defined effective length of the path of travel between
below -, the source and the point of observation.

a. civil defense emergency-A domestic doppler radar-(DOD) A radar system which
emergency disaster situation resulting differentiates between fixed and moving tar-
from devastation created by an enemy at- gets by detecting the apparent change in fre-
tack and requiring emergency operations quency of the reflected wave due to motion
during and following attack. It may also ouet or the r ver.
be proclaimed by appropriate authority in of target or the observer.
anticipation of an attack. dose rate contour line-(DOD, NATO, CENTO.

bx civil disturbances--Group acts of violence IADB) A line on a map, diagram, or overlay
or disorder prejudicial to public law and joining all points at which the radiation dose
order. rate at a given time is the same.

c. major disasier-Any flood, fire, hurricane,
or other catastrophe which, in the deter- dosimetry--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB)
mination of the President, is or threatens The measurement of radiation doses. It ap-
to be of suflicient severity and magnitude plies to both the devices used (dosimeters)
to warrant disaster assistance by the Fed- and to the techniques.
eral Government to supplement the efforts
and available resources of state and local double agent-(DOD) Agent in contact with
governments in alleviating the damage, two opposing intelligence services only one

hardship, or suffering caused thereby. of which is aware of the double contact or

d. natural disaster-All domestic emergen- quasi-intelligence services.

cies except those creatted as a result of doubtful-(DOD) A term used by the observer
enemy attack or civil disturbance. or spotter to indicate that. he was unable to

determine the difference in range between
domestic intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence re- the target and a reund or rounds.

lating to activities or conditions within the

United States which threaten internal se- down-(DOD) 1. A term used in a call for fire to
curity and which might require the employ- indicate that the target is at a lower altitude
ment of troops, and intelligence relating to than the reference point used in identifying
activities of individuals or agencies poten- the target. 2. A correction used by an observer
tially or actually dangerous to the security or a spotter in time fire to indicate that a
of the Department of Defense. decrease in height of burst is desired.

dominant user concept-(DOD) The concept downgrade--(DOD) To determine that classi-
that the Service which is the principal con- fled information requires, in the interests of
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national defense, a lower deg-ee of protection move under the influence of wave ;, wind,
againsL unauLhUorzed dibclubure Lhau nU!- curirent or tide.,
rently rrovided, coupled w-:.th a changing of
the classification dcsignation to reflect such drone-(DOD, IADB) A land, sea or air vehicle
lower degree. wh~ch is remotely or automatically controlled.

downgrade-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, JADB) Drone Antisubmarine Helicopter - ( D 0 D )
To reduce the security classification of a Small, lightweight, remotely controlled heli-
classified document or an item of classified copter capable of operating from a destroyer
matter or material. See also declassify, and delivering an antisubmarine warfare

weapon to an enemy submarine. It provides
draftees--See transient. destroyers with a stand-off weapon. Popular

drafter-(DOD, IADB) A person who actually name is Dash. Designated as QH-50, the

composes the message for release by the orig- QH-50A can carry a 265-pound weapon
inator or the releasing officer. See also orig- within a corabat radius of 29 miles, the
inator. QH-50B, a 500-poand weapon within a com-

bat radius of 30 miles, and the QH-50C, a

drag-(DOD) Force of aerodynamic resistance 750-pound weapon within a combat radius

caused by the violent currents behind the of 30 miles.
shock front.

drop-(DOD) A correction used by an observer
drag loading-(DOD) The force on an object or a spotter to indicate that a decrease in

or structure due to the transient winds ac- range along a spotting line is desired.
companying the passage of a blast wave. The
drag pressure is the product of the dynamic drop altitude-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
pressure and the drag coefficient which is altitude above mean sea level at which air-dependent upon the shape (or geometry) of drop is executed. See also altitude; drop

the structure or object. height

drainage system--(NATO) Rivers, stream-s _andoen dternNAT) fe iveres, str~n nd drop altitude--(SEATO, IADB) Actual alti-

rinland water features. tude of an aircraft above the ground at the

drawbar pull-(NATO, CENTO) The pulling time of a parachute drop or the initiation of
force exerted at the drawbar of a ground an aerial drop.
vehicle.

An image or prelimi- drop heiglt-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
drawing key--(NATO) The vertical distance between the drop zonenary drawing used as a guide for scribing or adtearrf.Seas liue

drawing. See also blue key.

drifting mine-(DOD, IADB) A mine which is dropmaster-(DOD, IADB) 1. An individual
designed with no provision for maintaining a qualified to prepare, perform acceptance in-
fixed position after laying. It is free to move spection, load, lash, and eject material for
with the waves, current, and wind. Drifting airdrop. 2. An air crew member who, during
mines may watch at the surface or may be parachute operations, will relay any required
kept at a set depth by depth control devices, information between pilot and jumpmaster.,

drifting mine-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A drop message-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
buoyant or neutrally buoyant mine, free to TO, IADB) A message dropped from an air-

For expy a , of .uok. we p-w v craft to a ground or surface unit.
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drop track-(-DOD) In air intercept, the unit gross requiremeni for ail supphies,/xnaterlui
having reporting responsibility for a particu- needed to meet ll initial pipeline and antici-
lar track is dropping that track and will no pated expenditure (consumption) require-
longer report it.. Other units holding .n in- ments between D-day and P-day. Includes
terest in that track may continue to report it. initial allowances, CONUS and overesas

operating and safety levels, intransit levels
drop zone-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, of supply, and the cumulative sum of all

IADB) A specified area upon which airborne items experded (consumed) during the D to
troops, equipment, or supplies ar: airdropped. P period. See also D to P concept.

dry gap bridge--(NATO, CENTO) A bridge, dual agent-(DOD) One who is simultaneously
fixed or portable, which is used to span a and independently employed by two or more
gap that doe, not normally contain water, intelligence agencies covering targets for
e.g., anti-tank ditches, road craters, etc. both.

D to P assets required on D-day-(DOD) As dual-capable forces-(DOD, IADB) Forces ca-
applied to the D to P concept, this asset re- pable of employing dual-capable weapons.
quirement represents those stocks that must
be physically available on D-day to meet ini- dual carriage way-See dual lane highway.
tial allowance requirements, to fill the war-
time pipeline between the producers and users
(even if P-day and D-day occur simultane- which opposing streams of traffic are physi-

ously), and to provide any required D to P cally separated by a divider.

consumption/production differential stock- dual (multi)-capable weapons--(DOD, IADB)
age. The D to P assets required on D-day is 1. Weapons, weapon systems, or vehicles ca-
also represented as the difference between pable of selective equipage with different
the D to P Materiel Rea iiness Gross Require- types or mixes of armament or firepower.
ment and the cumulative sum of all produc- 2. Sometimes restricted to weapons capable
tion deliveries during the D to P peiiod. See of handling either nuclear or nonnuclear mu-
also D to P concept nitions.

D to P concept-(DOD) A logistic planning dual (multi)-purpose weapons--(DOD, IADB)
concept by which the gross materiel readiness Weapons which possess the capability for
requirement in support of approved forces effective application in two or more basically
at planned wartime rates for conflicts of different military functions and/or levels of
indefinite duration will be satisfied by a bal- conflict.
anced mix of assets on hand on D-day and
assets to be gained from production through dual purpose weapon-(DOD) A weapon de-
P-day when the planned rate of production signed for delivering effective fire against air

deliveries to the users equals the planned or surface targets.

wartime rate of expenditure (consumption), duck-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning
See also D to P materiel r adiness gross re- trouble headed your way (usually followed by
quirement; D to P materiel readiness gross "bogey, salvos," etc.).
capability; D to P assets required on D-day;
D-day pipeline assets, D-day consumption/ dud-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO) Explo-
production differential assets. sive munition which has not been armed as

intended or which has failed to explode after
D to P materiel readiness gross requirement- being armed. See also absoiute dud; nuclear

(DOD) As applied to the D to P concept, the dud; dwarf dud; flare dud. j
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dud probability-(DOD) The expected percent- duplicate negative-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
age of failures in a given number of firings, negative reproduced from an original nega-

I tive or dispositive.
dummy message-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) A message sent for some purpose Duster (ant:aircraft weapon)-(DOD, IADB)
other than its content, which may consist of A self-propelled, twin 40-mm antiaircraft
dummy groups or may have a meaningless weapon for use against low-flying aircraft.
text. Designated as M42.

dwarf dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon, whichdummy run--(DOD)Any simulated firing prac- when launched at or emplaced on a target,
tice, particularly a dive bombing approach fails to provide a yield within a reasonable
made without release of a bomb. Same as dry range of that which could be anticipated with
run. normal operation of the weapon. This con-

dump-(D0D, NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, stitutes a dud only in the relative sense.

IADB) A temporary storage area, usually dynamic pressure-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
in the open, for bombs, ammunition, equ-.p- IADB) Pressure resulting from some me-
ment, or supplies. dium in motion, such as the air following the

For explansUon of symbo s.ee page ,w shock froiit of a blast wave.
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early resupply-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The echelon-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
shipping of supplies during the period be- IADB) 1. A subdivision of a headquarters,
tween D-day and the beginning of planned i.e., forward echelon , rear echelon. 2. Separate
resupply. See also elements of resupply. level of command. As compared to a regiment,

a division is a higher echelon; a battalion is
Early Spring-(DOD) An anti-reconnaissance a lower echelon. 3. A fraction of a command

satellite weapon system. in the directien of depth, to which a princippl

combat mission is assign'd, i.e., attack eche-
early time--See span of detonation (atomic lon, support echelon, reserve echelon. 4. A

demolition munition employme~nt), formation in which the subdivisions are

early warning--(DOD) Early notification of placed one behind anrther, extending beyondearl wanin-(DD) arlynotfictio of and unmasking or•e another wholly or in part.
the launch, or approach, of unknown weap-

ons or weapons carriers. See also tactical echeloned displacement-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
warning. TO, IADB) Movement of a unit from one

earmarked for assignment--(NATO, CENTO) position to another without discontinuing
Forces which nations have agreed to assign performance of its primary function. Nor-
to the operational command or operational mally, the unit divides into two (base and
control of a (NATO) (CENTO) commander advance) functional elemeynts; and while the

at, some future date, In designating such base continues to operate, the advance le-

forces, nations should specify when these ment displaces to a new site where, after it

forces will be available in terms agreed to in becomes operational, i, is joined by the base
the echelon or category systems. element.

economic action--(DOD, IA.D)B) The planned
earmarked for assignment-(SEATO) Forces use of economic measures designed to infne-

which nations have agreed to assign to the ene thepoliciesor ai sianer tate,

operational command or operational control ec h oiiso cin iaohrsae
e.g., to impair the war-making potential of

of a SEATO commander at some future date a hostile power, or to generate economic sta-
in peace or in the event of war. See also bility within a friendly power.
SEATO forces.

economic mobilization--(DOD, NATO, SEA-
earmarked for assignment on mobilization-- TO, CENTO, 1AD6) The process of prepar-

(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) Forces specifi- ing for and carrying out such changes in the
cally designated by nations for assignment organization and functioning of the national
to a (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO) corn- economy as are necessary to provide for the
mander in the event of mobilization or war. most effective use of resources in a national
In designating such forces, nations should emergency.
specify, in the terms agreed to in the echelon
sys;tem, wvhen these forces will be available, economic potentiai--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

See also NATO forces; SEATO forces. CENTO, IADB) The total capacity of a na-
tion to produce goods and services.ease turn--(DOD) Ease rate of turn.

economic potential for war-(DOD, lADB)
easting-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) Eastward Thr* share of the total economic capacity of

(that is left to right) reading of grid values, a nation which can be used for the purposesi

For explanation of s . s-. p ,• of war.
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economic retention .tock-(DOD) That portion etfective strength of enemiy /I=- l..

of the quantity ',)f n item exce •to the ap. That part, in-luding logistic component, of
proved force reteittion level which it h-is the initial strength which is currently capa-
been determinled will be more economical to ble of combat emnployment. See also initial
retain for future peacetime isstle in lieu of strength of enemy forces; strength of enemy
replacement of future issues by procurement. forces.
To warrant economic retention, items must
iaave a reasonably predictable demand rate. ejection-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) Escape from an aircraft by means of
economic retention stock-(IADB) Thai por- explosively propelled seats. (Note: NATO,

t~on of the quantity of an item in long supply SEATO, CENTO and IADB term has quali-
which has been determined will be retained fier "aircrew".)
for future peacetime issue or consumption as
being more economical than replenishment electromagnetic radiation-(DOD) RadiaLion
by procurement: however, no portion of any made up of oscillating electric and magnetic
it,'m to be retained as economic retention fields and propagated with the speed of light.
stock may be retained as contingency reten- Includes garma radiation, X-rays, ultravio-
tion stock. See also reserve supplies, let, v~sible and infrared radiation, and radar

and radio waves.
economic warfare-(DOD, NATO. CENTO,

IADB) Aggressive use of economic means to electromagnetic spectrum-(DOD) The fre-
achieve national objectives. quencies (or wave lengths) present in a

given electromagnetic radiation. A particular
economic warfare-(SEATO) The defensive spectrum covid include a single frequency or

use in peacetime, as well as during a war. of a wide range of frequencies.
any mean; by militaiy and civilian agencies
to maintain or expand the economic p)tential electronic counter-countermeasures - (DOD)
for war of a nat:on and its (probable) allies, That division of electronic warfare involving
and. conversely, the offensive use of any actions taken to insure friendly effective use
measure in peace or war to diminish or ieu- of the electromagnetic spectr-tm despite the
tralize the economic potential for war of The enemy's use of electronic warfare.
(likely) enemy and his accomplices, electronic .ounter-countermueasures--(NATO,

p- .ion-(- ATO) in cartography, a paticular CENTO) That major subdivision of elec-
issu - of a map or cha,-t which is diffe-ent tronic warfare involving actions taker to in-
Trarn other issuEs. sure our own effective use of electromagnetic

radiations despite the enemy's use of counter-
edition designation-(NATO) The number, let- measures.

ter, date or symbol distinguishing one edition electronic countermeasures-(DOD) That di-from itnother, lcrnccutresrs-(O)Ta i
vision of electronic warfare involving actions

effecti-'e damag--(DOD) That damage neces. taken to prevent or reduce an enemy's effec-.
sary to render a target element inoperative, tive use of the electromagnetic spectrum.
unserviceable, nonproductive, or uninhabit- See also electronic counter-counterr teas-
able ures; barrage (Part 3); electronic decep-

tion; electronic jamming; jamming; elee
effective range-(SEATO, IADB) The maxi- tronic warfare support mea•ures.

mum distance at which a weapon may be ex-
pected to fire accuratel:, to inflict casualties elzctronic countermeasures - (NATO, CEN-
o.- damage. TO, IAD2) That major subdivision of elec-
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GA t --. ., z....O. s tao.en to- pre- vir.q hv thp '-npmyv. Seo adso electronic cour-
vent or reduce the effectiveness of enemy termeasure,;; jammi..g.
equipment and tactics employing or affected
by electromagnetic radiations anc to exploit electronic line of sight-(DOD) The path tra-
the enemy's use of such radiations. See also versed by electromagnetic v-aves which is not
active elcctronic countermrnasures; barrage subject to reflection or r, frat-tion by the at-
(Part 3); electronic deception; electronic mosphere.
jamming; jamming; passive electronic coun-
termeasures. electronic reconnaissance--(DOD) The detec-

tion, identification, evaluation, and Ic.cation
electroauc deception-(DOD) The deliberate of foreign, electromagnetic radiations ema-

radiation, reradiation, alteration, absorption, nating from other than nuclear detonations
or reflection of electromagnetic energy in a or radioactive sources
manner intended to mislead an enemy in the
interpretation or use of information received electronics security-(DOD, 1.4DB) The pro-
by his electronic systems. See also electronic tection resulting from all measures designed
countermeasures; radio deception. tb deny unauthorized persons information of

value which might be derived from their in-
electronic deception-(NATO, CENVO, IADB) terception and study of noncommunications

The deliberate radiation, reradiation, altera- electromagnetic radictions, e.g., radar,
tion, absorption, or reflection of electromag-
netic radiations in a manner intended to mis- electronic warfare-(DOD) Military action in-
lead an enemy in the interpretation of data volving the use of electromagnetic energy to
received by h i t electronic equipment or to determine, exploit, reduce or prevent hostile
pres.nt false in.iications to electronic systems. use of the electromagnetic spec• rum and ac-
See also electrnic countermeasures; radi, tion which retains friendly use of the electro-d•.cepion, agnetic! spectrum.

electronic intelligence--(DOD, IADB) The in-[ ~~~tclligence information product of activitie~s eetoi afr-(A',CNO A

engaged in the collection and processing, for That division of the miiitary use of electron-
subsequent intelligence purpose-, of foreign. ics involving actions taken to prevent or
noncommunications, electromag" etic radia- reduce an enemy's effective use of radiated
tions emanating from other than nuclear eleitromagnetic energy and actions taken to
detonations and radioactive sources. Also insure our own effective use of radiated elec-

* called ELINT. tromagnetic energy.

electronic jamming-(DOD) The deliberate ra- electronic warfare support measures-(DOD)
diation, reradiation. or reflection of electro- That division of electronic wa-far2 involving
magnetic energy with the object of imn-pairing actionis taken to search for, intercept, locate.
the use of elect,'onic devices, equipment or reccrd. and analyze radiated electro-magnetic
systems being used be an enemy. See also energy for tLe purpose of exploiting such ra-
jamming. diations in support of military cperatior.s.

Thus. electronic warfare support measures
electronic jamming-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) provide a source of electronic warfare infr -

The deliberate radiation. reradiation, or re mation requfred to conduct electronic co-un-
flection of electiomnagnetic sig-nals with the termea.sures, electronic ccunmer-countermeas-
object of impairing the use of electronic de- ures. threat detection, w'-rn.ng, avoidance,
expl'aotI of see •a,•e v. target acuu-.I!iioT, and hormiug.
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electro-optics.-(DOD) The interaction between embarkation-(DOD, IADB) The loading of
Soptics and electronics leading to the trans- troops with their supplies and eqtuipment into

formation of electrical energy into light, or ships and or aircraft.
vice versa, with the use of an optical device.

embariation--(NA TO, SEA TO, CENTO) The
elements of national power-(DOD, IADB) All loading of troops with their supplies and

the means which are available for employ- equipment into a ship.
ment in the pursuit of national objectives.

embarkation and tonnage table-(DOD, IADB)
elements of resupply-See early resupply; im- A conso'idated table showing personnel and

provised (early) resupply; initial (early) cargo, by troop or naval units. loaded aboard
resupply; planned resupply; resupply of a combat-loaded ship,

• Europe. embarkation area-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
elevation--(DOD. NA TO, CENTO, lADB) The CENTO, IADB) An area ashore, including a

vertical distance of a point or a level, on or group of embarkation points, in which final
affixed to the surface of the earth. measured preparations for embarkation are completed
from mean sea level. See also altitude. and through which assigned personnel and

loads for craft and ships are called forward
elevation of sec'zrity-(NFSN, CENTO) Mini- to embark. See also mounting area.

mum elevation permissible for firing above
friendly troops without endangering their embarkation element (unit) (group)-(DOD,
safety, This concept can only be applied to IADB) A temporary admninistrative forma-
certain equipments having a flat trajectory. tion of personnel with supplies and equip-

ment embarking or to be embarked (combat
elevation tint--See hypsometric tinting, loaded) aboard the ships of one transport

element (unit) (group). It is dissolved upon
elevator-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- completion of "he embarkation. An embarka-

ing take altitude indicated (in thousands of tion element normally consists of two or more
feet) calling off each five thousand feet incre- embarkation teams , a unit, of two or more
ment passed through. elements; and a group, of two or more units.

See also embarkatioii organization; enbar-
elicitation (intelligence)-(DOD) Acquisition kation team.

of information from a person or group in a

manner which does not disclose the intent of embarkation officer-(DOD, IADB) An officer
the interview or conversation. A techniaue on the staff of units of the landing force who
of human source intelligence collection, gen- advises the commander thereof on matters
erally overt, unless the collector is other than pertaining to embarkation planning, loading,
he purports to be. and embarkation of the command aboard

ships. See also combat cargo officer.
eligible traffic-(DOD) Traffic for which move-

ment requirements are submitted and space is embarkation order-(DOD, !ADS) An order
assigned or allocated. Such traffic must meet specifying dates, times, routes, ond methods
eligibility requirements specified in joint of movement to shipside and or aircraft for
travel regulations for the uniformed services both personi~el and impedimenta.
and publications of the Department of De-
fense and military departments governing embarkation order-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
el~gibility for land, sea, and air transporta- TO) An order F.puci yirg dates, times, route-
tioi, and be in accordance with the guidance and methods of movement to shipside for
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. troops -.ith their :upnlies and equipment,
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*. iembrkatiorAr r"ganizktativ on-(DOO,ino ID) A i-mergency relocation site-(DOD) A prep;.red
tepray rnnqtaiv--r~tir o---- -Y. location to whieh all or portions ci a civilian

sonnel with supplies and equiprner~t embark- or rrilitary headquarters may be moved. It is
ing or to be 2zmbarked (combat loaded) rd1anlned only to provide the maintenance of
aboard amphibious shipping, See also em- the facility, communications, and data base.
barkation element (unit) (group); embdrka- IT should be capable of rapid activation, or
tion team. supporting the initial re-quirements of 'he

embakaton t.- -(DO, 1DB) tepc- rekcpaied headquarters for a predetermined
embakaton t~ .(DOD JA/Li tepo- period, and of expansion to meet the full

rary administi -ive formation of all person- wartime reqairem-en ts of the relocated head-
nel with supplies and equipmient embarlhin,' qurtrs
or to be embarkxed (combat loaded) ahboara
one ship. Se" also embarkation element emer~encvy risk (nuelear)%-WOD, NATO,
tunit) (group); emiwarkation organization. CETID)Adgeofisweran

emergency anchorage--(NATO, SPA TO, CEY- ticipated effeýcts miay cause some temnporary
TO, 1DR) n ancorag, whih mh hav casualties. and may significantly re-

TO lmite ) An ancheorgageato, fhic mayha ves duce the unit's combat efficiency., See also

sels, mobile support units, aulxiliaries, or met- mdrt ik(ula)
cal t ships. See also asscm hly anrlio'-age; em r nc ra b -( O ) Tn ir nt c p ,~holig aochor-age; working anchorixY.cares)drssdi edtlyauhalcarrergcnc scadresse-dJD iminl airunteceptl

emergency burial-(DOD, N4ATO, CENTO, avalilable fighter aircraft as combat air pa-IIADB) A burial, usually on the bat 2efield. trol. if all available are not- required, numer-
when conditions donot permit evactuation for als and or type may be added.
interment in a cemetery. See also burial. emrnc sutit-(NTC TO

emergency fleet operating base-(VA TO, SEA- 1AD)?) A product which may be used, in an
TO, CENTO, lAD)?) A base providing logis- emergency only, in place of another product,
tic support for fleet u-nits operating :in an but only con! the advice of technically qualified
area for limited periods of time. See also base. peesonnel of the nation using the product,

vwho will specify the limitations. See also ac-
emergency in war-,NIA TO, CENTO) An oper- ceptable product; NATO unified product;

ational contingency in a limited area caused standardized product.
by a critical aggravation of combat opera-
tions and requiring special and immediate ex ;ion control orders.-(OD) Orders, re-
action by NatiJonal and Allied commanders. - --rred to as EMCON orders. used to author-
The existence of such an emergency shall be ize. control, or prohibit the use of electronic
determined by the Allied cominander respon- emnission equipment. See also control of elec-
sibie for the limited area involved, in consul- trornagnetic radiation.
tation with the 'National comnmander con-
cerri-d. emission control orders,--(IADB) Orders used

emergency priority-(DOD) A category of in-- to authorize, control -r prohibit the use of
mediate mnission request which takes preced- electronic emission equipment. See aiso con-
ence over all other priorities. e.g.. an enemy trol of electromagnetic radiation.
breakthrough. See also immediate mission
request; priority of immediaie mission re- emplacement-(DOD, NA4TO SEA TO. CEN-
quests. TO, lAD)?) 1. A Prepared position for one or

For explanation of synWU. z"~ pag Y more weapons -,r pieces of equipment. for
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protection against hostile fire or bomtard- cube; c. a predictable usage rate; and d. non-
nient, and irom which they can execute their deteriorative. See aiso loading.
tasks. 2. The act of fixing a gun in a prepared
position from which il may be fired. endurance speed-(NATO, CENTO) The nau-

tical miles per hour a ship will travel through
encipher-(DOD, IADB) To convert plain text the water under average corditions of hull,

into unintelligible form by means of a cipher sea in temperate weather, anu wartime readi-
system. ness. Endurance speeds in each case will

correspond with specific engine speeds.
encipher-(NA TO, CENTO) To convert a plain-

text message into un;ntelligible language by endurance time--(NATO, CENTO) The total
means of a cipher system. See also crypto- time for which any specified endurance speed
system. of a ship can be maintained. If this value is

dependent on factors other than fuel, it shall
encrypt-(DOD, IADB) To ,orvert plain text be so indicated.

into unintelligible form by means of a crypto-
system. (Note: The term encrypt covers the enemy capabiiities-(DOD, NA TO, SEAcTO,
meanings of encipher and encode.) Seu also CENTO, IADB) Those courses of action of
crypxosystem. which the enemy is physically capable, and

which, if adopted, will affect the accomplish-
end item-(DOD, IADB) A final combination ment of our mission. The term "capabilities"

of end products. component parts, and or includes not only the general courses of action

materials which is ready for its intended open to the enemy, such as attack, defense,

use, e.g., ship, tank, mobile machine shop, or withdrawal, but also all the particular
aircraft. courses of action possible under each general

course of action. "Enemy capabilities" are
end of mission-(DOD) An order given to ter- considered in the light of all known factors

minate firing on a specific target. affecting military operations including time,
space, weather, terrain, and the strength and

endurance-(DOD, NATO. CENTO, IADB) disposition of (nemy forces. In strategic
The time an aircraft can continue flying or thinking, the capabilities of a nation repre-
a ground veh-icle or szp can continue oper- sent the courses of action within the power
ating under specified conditions, e.g. xwithout of the nation for accomplishing its national
refuelling. See also endurance distance. objectives in peace or war.

endurance-(SEATO) The time an aircraft can engage--(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-

continue flying under given conditions with- ing attack designated contact.

out refueling. engagement control-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

In air defense, that degree of control exer-
endurance distance-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, cised over the operational functions of an

lADB) Total distance that a ground vehicle air defense fire ,init that are related to de-
or ship can be self propelled at any specified tection, identification, engagement, and de-
endurance speed. struction of hostile targets. (Note: YATO

and CENTO definition uses "air defense
endurance loading-(DOD, IADR_) The stock- unit' instead of "air defense fire unit".)

ing aboard ship for a period of time normally
covering the number of months between over- enlargement-(NAT(#, CENTO) A nel-ative,
hauls of items with all of the following char- diapositive or paper print made at a larger
acteristics.: a. low price: b. low weight and scale than the c.riginal.
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jEntac-(DOD) A French-designed, antitank, escaiaiion-(Dtua,, D',A , An i.crease in sope
wire-guided missile using a solid fuel propel- or violence of a conflict, deliberate or unpre-
lant. Can be dropped by parachute from rnedita~ed.
planes, launched from the ground, a vehicle,
or helicopter, and is man-transportable. Des- escapee-(DOD, IADB) Any person who has
ignated as MGM-32. been physically captured by the enemy and

succeeds in freeing himself. See also evasion
environmental services-(DOD) The various and escape.

combinations of scientific, technical and ad-
visory activities (including modification proc- escape line-(DOD) A planned route to allow

esses, i.e., the influence of man-made and personne' engaged in clandestine activity to

natural factors) required to acquire, pro- depart from a site or area when possibility of

duce, and supply information on the past, compromise or apprehension exists.

present, and future states ef space, atmos-
pheric, oceanographic, and ;errestrial sur-
roundings for use in military planning and escort-(DOD, N A T 0, SEATO, CENTO,
decision-making processes, or to modify those IADB) 1. To convoy. 2. A combatant unit or
surroundings to enhance military operations. units assigned to accompany and protect an-

other force. 3. Aircraft assigned to protect
ephemeris--(DOD, IADB) A publication giving other aircraft during a mission. 4. An armed

the computed places of the celestial bodies guard that accompanies a convoy, a train,
for each day of the year, or for other regular prisoners, etc. 5. An armed guard accompany-
intervals, ing persons as a mark of honor. (DOD) 6. A

member of the Armed Forces assigned to
equal area projection-QVIATO, CENTO) One accompany, assist, or guide an individual or

in which equal areas on the ground are rep- group, e.g., an escort officer. (Note: SEATO
resented by equal areas on the map. definition Part 2 uses "a weaker force" in-

"equipment-(DOD, IADB) All articles needed stead of "another force".)

to outfit an individual or organization. The escort forces--(DOD, IADB) Combat forces of
term refer3 to clothing, tools, utensils, ye- various types provided to protect other forces
hides, weapons, and other similar items. As against enemy attack.
to type of authorization, equipment may be
divided into special (or project) equipment, escort ship-(DOD, IADH) A warship designed
equipment prescribed by tables of allowances, to screen support forces and convoys, and to
and equipment prescribed by tables of organi- operate against submarines. (Normal arma-
zation and equipment. See also individual ment consists of 5" or 3" dual-purpose guns
equipment; material; organizational equip- and various antisubmarine warfare weap-
ment; special (or project) equipment. ons). Designated as DE.

equivalent airspeed-See airspeed. esker-(NATO) A narrow ridge or mound of
sand and gravel deposiied by a sub-glacial

equivalent focal length-(NATO, CENTO) The streanm
distLance measured along the optical axis of
the lens from the rear nodal point to the espionage-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Actions di-
plane of best average definitioi, over the en- rected toward the acquisition of information
tire field used in a camera. See also focal through clandestine operations.
length.

Fo ospl ,o of ,b wePaz vL essential cargo--See essential supply.
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essential elements of iniormation-(DOD) The act-i.ns Lthat might1 I. , taken 2. An annrniqal

critical items of information regarding the of the capabilities, vulnerabilities, and po-
enemy and his environment needed by the tintial courses of action of a foreign nation
commander by a particular time, to relate or combination of nations in consequence of
with other available information and intelli- a specific national plan, policy, decision, or
gence in order .o assist him in reaching a contemplated course of action. 3. An analysis
logical decisior-. of an actual or contemplated clandestine oper-

ation in relation to the situation in which it is
essential elements of information (intelli- or would be conducted, in order to identify

gence)-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)The criti- and appraise such factors as available and
cal items of information regarding the enemy needed assets and potential obstacles, accom-
and his environment required in order to plishments, and consequences. See also intel-
make timely decisions. ligence estimate. 4. In air intercept opera-

tions, means--Provide a quick estimate of
essential industry--(DOD, IA D) Any indus- the height, depthirange 'size of designated

try necessary to the needs of a civilian or war contact or I estimate height/depth/range?
economy. The term includes the basic indus- size of designated contact is
tries as well as the necessary portions of
those other industries which transform the estimate of the situation-(NATO, SEATO,
crude basic raw materials into useful inter- CENTO, IADB) A logical process of reason-
mediate or end product-, e.g., the iron and ing by which a commander considers all the
steel industry, the food industry, and the circumstances affecting the military situation
chemical industry. and arrives at a decision as to the course of

action to be taken in order to accomplish his
essential supply-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A mission. See also commander's estimate of

commodity which is essential for the prose- the situation; intelligence estimate of the
cution of the war in the survival period, or situation; logistic estimate of the situation.
for national survival in t-at period, and
which should be discharged as soon as cir- evacuation-(DOD) 1. The process of moving
cumstances permit. This will comprise such any person who is wounded, injured, or ill
things as food, refined petroleum, oils, and to and/"or between medical treatment facili-
lubricants, and medica! stores. See also car- ties. 2. The clearance of personnel, animals,
goes. or materiel from a given locality. 3. The con-

troled process of collecting, classifying, and
establishment-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- shipping unserviceable or abandoned mate-

TO, IADB) 1. An installation, together with riel, United States and foreign, to appropriate
its personnel and equipment, organized as reclamatio,, maint enance, technical intelli-
an operating entity. (NATO, SEATO, CEN- gence, or disposal facilities.
TO) 2. The table setting out the autherized
numbers of men and major equipmen.s in a evacuation-(IADB) 1. The process; of moving
unit, formation; sometimes called "',able of casualties from a battlefield, and subse-
organization" or "table of organization and quently of moving them along the chain of
equipment". See also activity; base. evacuati-,n, as necessary. 2. The clearance of

personnel, animals, or materiel from a given
estimute-(DOD) 1. An analysis of a foreign locality.

situation, development, or trend which iden-
tifies its major elements. interprets the sig- evacnation control ship--(DOD, NATO, SEA-
nificance. and appraises the future possibili- TO, CENTO, IADB) In an amphibious oper..
ties and the prospective results of the various ation, a ship designated as a control point
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Sfor landing craft, amphibious vehicles, and pianned an:d ...itrd. S^e :-!so dispIieed
helicopters evacuating casualties from the person; refugee.
beaches Medical personnel embarked in the
evacuation control ship effect distribution of evader-(DOD) Any person who has become
casualties throughout the attack force in ac- isolated in hostile or unfriendly territory who
cordance with ships' casualty capacities and eludes capture.
specialized medical facilities available, and
also perform emergency surgery. evaluation-See operational evaluation; tech-

nical evaluation.
evacuation convoy-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)

An ocean convey which is used for area evaluation (intelligence)-(DOD, NESN, CEN-
evacuation in the early days of war. See also TO, IADB) Appraisal of an item of informa-
convoy. tion in terms of credibility, reliability,

pertinency, and accuracy. Appraisal is ac-
evacuation policy-(DOD) 1. Command deci- complished at several stages within the in-

sion. indicating the length in days of the telligence process with progressively different
maximum period of noneffectiveness that pa- (ontexts. Initial evaluations, made by case
tients may be held within the command for officers and report officers, are focused upon
treatment. Patients who, in the opinion of the reliability of the source and the accuracy

responsible medical officers cannot be re- of the information as judged by data avail-
turned to duty status within the period pre- able at or close to their operational levels.
scribed are evacuated by the first available Later evaluations, by intelligence analysts,
means, provided the travel involved will not are primarily concerned with verifying accu-
aggravate their f isabilities. 2. A command racy of information and may, in effect, con-
decision concernin.- the movement of civilians vert information into intelligence. Appraisal
from the proximity of militar3 operations for or evaluation of items of information or
security and safety reasons, and involving intelligence is indicated by a standard letter-
the need to arrange for movement, receptio.1, number system. The evaluation of the relia-
care. and control of such individuals. 3. Coin- bility of sources is designated by a letter from
mand policy concerning the evacuation of A through F, and the accuracy of the infor-
unserviceable or abandoned materiel, and in- ma "on is designated by numeral 1 through
cluding designation of channels and destina- 6. These are two entire!., indenendent ap-
tions for evac,.a~ed materiel, the establish- praisils. and these separate appraisals are
ment of contro s and procedures, and the indicated in accordance with the system indi-
dissemination of condition standards and dis- cated below. Thus. information adjudged to
position ingtru•,.ons. be "probably true" received from a "usually

reliable source" is designated "B-2" or "82"
evacuee---(DOD, IADB) A civilian rem,)ved while information of which the "truth cannot

from his place of residence by military direc- be judged" received from a "usually reliable
tion for reasons of his own security or the source" is designated "B-6" or "B6".
requirements of the military sihiation. See
also displaced person; expellee; refugee. Reliability of Source Accuracy of Iuforwatfon

A--( ,:np!etely reliable 1-Confirmed by other
B--'Jsually reliable sources

evacuees-(NATO, CENTO) Civilians, either C- Faily reiable Pob rue
C- Fairly rpliable 2--Probably true

residents or transients, who have been or- D-Not usually reliable 3-Possibly true

dered to move by competent autho- ity .nd E-Unre!iabie 4--DNubtful
whose movement and -cczminoda, ion are F--Reliability cannot be 5-I1mprobable

For explanation of symbols. s"e page ti. iudoed '--Truth cannot be vud.ed
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evaluation of information (intelligence)-See also commander(s); releasing commander
evaluation (inteliigence). (nuclear veannn).

evaluation rating (intelligence)-See evalua- Executive Agent for the Joint Chiefs of Staff-
tion (intelligence). (DOD) A member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

to whom they have assigned responsibility
evasion and escape--(DOD, !. NATO, SEATO, and deiegated authority, which would other-

CENTO, IADB) Tht procedures and opera- wise be exercised by them collectively, to
tions whereby military personnel and other carry out for them certain of their duties.
selected individuals are enabled to emerge
from an enemy-held or hostile area to areas exercise-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
under friendly control. military maneuver or simulated wartime

operation involving planning, preparation,
evasion and escape intelligence-(DOD) Proc- ard execution. It is carried out for the purpose

essed .nformation prepared to assist person- of training and evaluation. It may be a com-
nel to escape if captured by the enemy or to bined, unified, joint, or single Service exer-
evade capture if lost in enemy-dominated cise, depending on participating organiza-
territory. tions. See also command post exercise; field

exercise; maneuver.
evasion and escape net--(fDOD) The organiza-

tion within enemy held or hostile areas that exercise codeword-(SEATO) An exercise
operates to receive, move, and exfiltrate mil- codeword is a codeword whose use is confined
itary personnel or selected individuals to to a specific exercise. See also codeword; in-
friendly control. See also unconventional active codeword; using agency.
warfare. exercise commander-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

evasion and escape route--(DOD) A course of TO, IADB) A commander taking part Mn tU.
travel, preplanned or not, which an escapee exercise who will issue appropriate operation
or evader uses in hi6 attempt to depart enemy orders to forces placed under his control. He
territory in order to return to friendly lines. may be allocated responsibilities regarding

controlling, conducting and/or directing the
exaggerated stereoscopy-See hyperstereo- exercise in addition to that of command. See

scopy. also commander(s).

excess property-(DOD) The quantity of prop- exfiltration-(DOD) The removal of personnel
erty in possession of any component of the or units from areas under enemy control.
Department of Defense which exceeds the
quantity required or authorized for retention existence load-(DOD) Consists of items other
by that component. than those in the fighting load which are re-

quired to sustain or protect the combat sol-
excess property-(IADB) The quantity of prop- dier, which may be necessary for increased

erty in possession of any component of the personal and environmental protection, and
Armed Forces which exceeds the quantity which are not normally carried by the indi-
required or authorized fo- retention by that vidual. See also fighting load.
component.

exoatmosphere-See nuclear exoatmospheric
executing commander (nuclear weapons)- burst.

(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A com-
mander to whom nuclear weapons are re- expeditionary force-(DOD, IADB) An armed
leased for delivery against specific targets force organized to accomplish a specific ob-
or in accordarc" with approved plans. See jective in a foreign country.
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e-f!t.--DO', !ADB)A ,ii;I• i-,iidthe pr-c2ess-of getting information from any
boundaries of the country of his nationality source.

patriated to that country, or to a third coun- exploitation (intelligence)-See exploitation,
try, for political or other purposes. See also Part 3.
displaced person; evacuee; refugee. purposes. (DOD) 3. In intelligence usage, the

explosive ,)rdnance disposal unit - (DOD,expendable property-(DOD, IADBR Property JADB) Personnel with special training and
that may be consumed in use or lobes its equipment who render explosive ordnance
identity in use and may be dropped from safe (such as bombs, mines, projectiles, and
stock record accounts when it is issued orused.booby traps), make intelligence reports on

such ordnance, and supervise the safe re-

moval thereof.
expendable supplies and material-(DOD,

IADB) Supplies which are consumed in use, exposure dose--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
such as ammunition, paint, fuel, cleaning exposure dose at a given point is a measure-
and preserving materials, surgical dressings, ment of radiation in relation to its ability to
drugs, medicines. etc., or which lose their produce ionization. The unit of measurement
identity, such as spare parts, etc. Sometimes of the exposure dose is the roentgen.
referred to as consumable supplies and ma-
terial. exposure station-See air station (photogram-

metry); camera station (photogrammetry).

expendable supplies and material-(NATO, extent of damage-(DOD) The visible plan area
SEATO, CENTO) Items which are consumed of damage to a target element, usually ex-
thin use, such as amm&nition, or which lose pressed in units of 1,000 square feel. in de-
• their identity, such a certain repair parts, tailed damage analysis and in approximate
or which are of low intrinsic value, unworthy percentages in immediate-type damage as-
of full accounting procedures. sessment reports (e.g., 50 percent structural

damage).
exploitation-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) 1. Taking full advantage of success extraction parachute.-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
in battle and following up initial gains. 2. IADB) An auxiliary parachute designed to
Taking full advantage of any i-iformation release and extract cargo from aircraft in
that has come to hand for tactical or strategic flight and deploy cargo parachutes. See also

Fr. wplafl.u of os me Pw ,L gravity extrAýction.
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F-I--See Fury. including buildings and equipment, which
provides the means for assisting or making

F-3--See Demon. eesier the performance of a function. e.g.,

SP tbase arsenal, factory. 2. Any part or adjunct
F-f--See Phantom II. of a physical plant., or any item of equipment
F-6 - Skray. which is an vperating Pfltity and which con-

tributes or can contribute to the execution

F-&--,( ý Crusader. of a function by providing some specific type
of physical assistance.

F-11-See Tiger. facility-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) An activ-

F-89--See Scorpion. ity which provides a specific kind of operating
assistance to naval, ground, or air forces,

F-100-See Super Sabre. thereby facilitating any action or operation.
See also base.

F-101- See Voodoo.
facsimile-(DOD, NATO, SE.4 TO, C-NTO,

F-102-See Delta Dagger. IADB) A system of telecommunicatiow, for
the transmission of fixed images with a v'ew

F-104-See Starfighter. to their reception in a permanent form.

F-105--See Thunderchief. faded-(DOD) In air iitercept, a code meaning

Fcontact has disappeared from reporting sta-
F-(06--See Delta Dart. tion's scope, and any position informatiorn

given is estimated.
F-111-(DOD, IADB) A twin-engine turbofan-

powered factical fighter for delivering nu- fair drawing-(NATO) A drawing complete in
clear and non-nuclear weapons, and for oper- all rc.-pects in the style and form specified for
ating from very short, relatively unprepared
air strips with a minimum ground support. reproduction.

The aircraft will have an all-weather attack faker-(DOD) A known strike aircraft engaged
capability. Other versions are: an all-weather in an air defense exercise.
interceptor version having a long-range pulse
doppler firp control system and nuclear air- Falcon-(DOD) An air-to-air guided missile.
to-air missiles :- a reconnaissance version hay- Tie Falcon family (AIM-4 series, AIM-26A,
ing all-weather reconnaissance and bombing and AIM-47A) can be carried either inter-
capabilities with both nuclear and nonnuclear nally or externally on interceptor aircraft.
weapons. The Falcon can be used on the F-89, F-101B,

F-104. and F-106. Some of the Falcon family
fabricator-(DOD) Individuals or groups who. of missiles are equipped with nuclear war-

without genuine resou. es. invent informa- heads.
tion o- inflate or embroider overt news for
personal gain or for political purposes. fallout - (DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) The precipitation to earth of radio-
facility-(DOD, IADB) 1. A physical plant, active particulate matter from a nuclear

such as real estate and improvements thereto, cloud: also applied to the particulate matter

Fo r epa t ion of symbol s. Pee D a. e ri. itself.
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fallout contours- (DOD, NATO, CENTO, assembly of t' ree or more cameras, system-
IADB) Lines joining pointsq which have the atically installed at fixed a.,gles relative to
sme radiation intensity that define a fallout each other so as to provide wide lateral cov-
pattern, represented in terms of roentgens erage with overlappir.g images.
per hour. fan cameras-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, JADR)

fallout pattern-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO, An assembly of t.ree or more cameras ,*ys-
IADD) The distributbon of fallout as por- tematically disposed at fixed angles relative
trayed by fallout contours. to each other so as to provide wide lateral

coverage with overlapping images. See also
fallout prediction-(DOD) An estimate, made split cameras.

before and immediately after a nuclear deto-
nation, of the location and ittensity of mili- fan marker beacon-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

tarily significant quantities of radioactive 1ADB) A type of radio beacon, the emissions
fallout, which radiate iii a vertical, fan-shaped pat-

tern. (NATO, SEATO, CENTO) The signal
fallout safe height of burst-(DOD) The height can be keyed for identification purposes. See

of burst at or a.bove whic.., no militari',y sig- also beacon; Z marker beacon.
nificant fallout will be reproduced as a result
of a naciear weapon detonation. See types of farm gate type operations-(DOD, I) Opera-
burst. tional assistance and specialized tactical

training provided a frierdlh, -oreign air force
fallout wind vector plot-(DOD, IADB) A by the United States Armed Forces tc include,

wind vector diagram based on the wipd struc- under certain specified conditicns, the flying
,re from tbe earth's surface to the highest of operational missions in combat by com-
altitude affecting faiicut, pattern, bined United States/foreign aircrews as a

part. of the training being given when such
fallout wind vector plot-(NATO, *]ENTO) missions are beyond the capability of the

A wind -'ctor diagram based on the wind foreign air force.
structurc from the earth's surface to the
highest altitude of interest. feasibility test-(DOD, IADB) A test to deter

mine whether or n.,t a plan is within the
false origin-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, capacity of the resources which can be made

IADB) A fixed point to the south and west available. See also logistic implications test.
of a grid zone from which grid distances are
measured eastward and northward. feature-(NATO) In cartography, any object

or configuration of ground or water repre-
false parallax--(NATO, CENTO) The appar- sented on the face of the map or chart.

ent vertical displacement of an object from
its true position when viewed stereoscopi- feature line overlap-(NATO, CENTO) A

series of overlapping air photographs which
cally, due to movement of the object itself as
well as to change in the point of observation _ollo: the line of a ground feature, e.g., river,

road, railway, etc.
false stereo--(NATO, CENTO) An imaginary

impression of stereo.•copic relief. feet dry-(DGD) In air intercept and close air
support and air int•rdiction. k code meanirg

famished-(DOD) in air intercept, a code mean- I ?m, or comact designated is. over land.
ing have you any instructions for me? feet wet-(DOD; In air intercepot and close air

fan camera photography-(DOD, NATO, CEN- support and air interdiction, a code meaning
TO) Photograiphy taken simultaneously by an I am, or contact designated is, over water.
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Sferre--(DOD, IADB) An aircraft, sh:p, or ve- field fortifications-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
hicle especially equipped for the detection, Emplacements and shelte.rs of a temporary
location, recording, and anaiyzing of electro- nature which can be construct-a with reason-
magnetic radiation, able facility by units requiring no more than

minor engineer supervi-,ory ano ,'quipment
few (raid size)-('DOD) In air intercept usage,, participation.

7 or less aircraft. See also many (raid size).
field headquarters-See command post.

fiducial marks-See collimating marks.
field maintenance-(DOD) That maintenance

'" field army-(DOD, [ADB) Administrative and authorized and performed by desi-,nad" d
tactical organi,. ton composed of a head- Army, Air Force, and Mar.ne Corps mainte-
quarters, certain organic Army troops, serv- nance activities in direct support of using
ice support troops, a variable number of organizations. It is normally limitod to re-
corps, and a variable number of divisions, placement of unserviceable parts, subassem-

blies, or assembliks.
field artillery direct support weapons-(DOD,

IADB) Artillery assigned the task of execut- field maintenance-(IADB) That maintenance
ing the fire requested by the supported unit. authorized and performed by designated

maintenance activities in direct support of
field artillery general support weapons- uo:ing organizations. It is normally limited

(DOD, IADB) Artillery which fires in sup- to replacement of unserviceable parts, sub-
port of the operation as a whole rather than assemblies, or assemblies.
Sspecific unit. field of fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

field artillery observer-(DOD, IADB) A per- IADB) The area which a weapon or a group
son who watches the effects of artillery fire, of weapons may cover effectively with fire

adjusts the center of impact of that fire onto from a given position.
a target, reporting results to the firingagency. See also naval gunfire spotting team; field of view--(NA TO, CENTO) The angle be-
spotter. tween two rays passing through the perspec-tive center (rear nodal point) of a camera

,el* eontrol--FDOD, NATO, CENTO) A series lens to the two opposite sides of the format.

of points vh,)se relative positions and eleva- Not to be confused with "angle of view". See
. ~~~tions are known. These positions are used in asongefviw

basic data in mapping and charting. Nor- field press censorship--DOD, IADB) The se-
Smally, these positions are established by sur- curity review of news material subject to the
vey methods, and. are sometimes referred jurisdiction of the Armed Forces of the
to as "trig control". See a'so common con- United States, including all information or
Strot; control point; ground control, material intended for dissemination to the

[ . . field exercise-(DGD. N 4 TO, SEATO, CENT(-., public. See also censorship.
IADB) An exercise conducted in the fielI fighter controller--See air controller.
under simulated war conditions in which
troops and a-mamen t of one side are actually fighter cover-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
present, while those of the other 1ide may b• IADB) The maintenance of a number of
imaginary or in outline. See also command fighter aircraft over a specified area or force
post exercise; maneuver, for the purpose of re!*lling hostile air activi-

"For explunalo, of a w ties. See also airborne alert.
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TO, CENTO, 1ADB) An aircraft equipped uring and permanently recording (usuwlly)
and manned for directing fighter aircraft gamma ray dosage.
operations. See also combat information ship.

filter centeu-(DOD, IADB) The location in an
fighter direction ship-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, aircraft control and warning system at which

CENTO, IADB) A ship equipped apd manned information from observation posts is filtered
for directing fighter aircraft ope, tions. See for further disseminatica to air defense con-
also combat information ship. trol centers and air defense direction centers.

fighter director-See air controller. filtering-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

The process of interpreting reported infor-

fighter interceptor-(SEATO, IADB) A fighter mation on movements of aircraft, ships, and
aircraft 6esiined to intercept its target. It submarines in order to determine their prob-
may or may not carry devices to assist in able true tracks and, where applicable,
interception and :n aiming its weapons. See heights or depths.
also interceptor.

final destination (merchant shipping)- (NA-
fighter sweep-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- TO, CENTO, IADB) The final destination of

TO, IADB) An offensive mission by fighter a convoy or of an individual ship (whether
aircraft to seek out and destroy enemy air- in convoy or independent) irrespective of
craft or targets of opportunity in an allotted whether or itot routing instructions have been
area of operations. issued. See also destinations.

fighting load-(DOD) Consists of items of in-
dividual clothing, equipment, weapons, and final protective fire-(DOD) An immediately
ammunition which are carried by, and are available prearranged barrier of fire designed
essential to, the effectiveness of the combat to impede enemy movement across defensive
soldier and the accomplishment of the imme- lines or areas.
diate mission of his unit when he is on foot.
See also existence load. financial property a counting-(DOD, IADB)

The establishment and maintenance or prop-
fighting patrol-See combat patrol. erty accounts in monetary terms; the rendi-

tion of property reports in monetary terms.
filler-(DOD, IADB) 1. A substance carried in

an ammunition container such as a projectile, fire-(DOD) The command given to discharge a
mine. bomb, or grenade. A filler may be an weapon(s). See also barrage fire; call fire;
explosive, chemical, or inert substance. 2. One close supporting fire; concentrated fire;
of a number of individuals, officer or en!isted, counterfire; counterpreparation fire; cover-
required initially to bring a unit, organiza- in fire; deep supporting fire; destruction
tion, or approved allotment to authorized fire; direct fire; direct supporting fire; dis-
strength. tributed fire; grazing fire; harrassing fire;

indirect fire; interdiction fire; neutralization
filler point--See charging point, fire; observed fire; prearranged or scheduled

fire; preparation fire; radar fire; registra-
film badge--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) A tion fire; searching fire; supporting fire;

photographic film packet 'J) be carried by unobserved fire; visual fire; zone fire.
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fireball-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The the m,:an point of impact or burst is within•.• ... i .. ••* .... •t• .. he qt .sir d diqnct net" the tarffet or adiust-lurntinous sphere of 'hot zaaes which forms a h -i-reditn-o tetre ~ dut
few millionths of a second after detoiation ing/ranging point. 2. Teim in a fire message
of a nuclear weapon and immediately starts to indicate the adjustment/ranping is satis-
expanding and cooling. factory and fire for effect is lesired.

fire I'arrage ýspecify)-(DOD) An order to de- fire message-See call for fire.
liver P prearranged barrier of fire. Specifica-
tion of the particular barrage may be by code fire nwission-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
name, numbering system, unit assignment, IADB) 1. Specific assignment given to a fire
or other designated means. unit as part of a definite plan. (DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) 2. Order used to alert the
fire capabilities chart-(DOD) A chart, usually weapon/battery area and indicate that the

in the form of an overlay, showing the areas message following is a call for fire.
which can be reached b; the fire of the bulk
of the weapons of a unit. fire plan-4-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) A tactical plan for using the weaponsfire control radar-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, of a unit or formation so that their fire will
CENTO, IADB) Radar used to provide tar- be coordinated.
get information inpits to a weapon fire con-
trol system. firepower-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) 1. The amount of fire which may be
fire coordination-See fire support coordina- delivered by a position, unit, or weapon sys-

tion. tem. (DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 2. Abil-
ity to deliver fire. (Note: SEATO definitionfire coordination area--(DOD) An area with consists of Part 1 only and ends with "weap-

specified restraints into which fires in excess on".)

f those restraints will not be delivered w.th-

out approval of the authority establishing firepower umbrella-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
the restraints. CENTO, IADR) An area of specified dimen-

sions defining the boundaries of the airspace
fire coordination line--(DOD) A line estab- over a naval torce at sea within which the

lished to coordinate fires between helicopter- fire of ships' antiaircraft weapons can en-
borne or airborne forces and linkup forces danger aircraft, and within which special
or between any converging friendly forces. procedures have been established for the

identification and operation of friendly air-
fire direction center-(DOD, IADB) That ele- craft. See also air defense operations are-.

ment of a command post, consisting of gun-
nery and communication personnel and equip- fire registrat~on-(SEATO, IADB) Fire de-
ment, by means of which the commander livered to obtain accurate data for subse-
exercises fire direction and/or fire control. quent effective engagement of targets.
The fire direction center receives target irtel-
ligence and request-, for fire, and translates fire storm--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Statlcni nry
them into appropriate fire dire-tion, mass fire, generally in built-up urban areas,

generating strong, inrushing winds from all
fire for effect--(DOD. NATO, SEATO, CEN- sides; the winds keep the fires from spreading

TO, IADB) 1. Fire which is delivered after whi~e adding fresh oxygen to increase their

For tm of symbe. a p ,L intensity.
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CENTO, IADB) An appropriate maneuver into fire support units and fire support ele-
area assigned to fire support ships from ments,
which to deliver ,"U1fi1E i~ippJrt -f nn am-
phibious operation. See also naval support fire support station-(DOD) An exact location
area. at sea within a fire suppert area, from which

a fire support ship delivers fire.
fire support coordination-(DODNATO, SEA-

TO, CENTO, lADB) The planiing and ex- fire task-See fire mission.
ecuting of fire so that targets are adequateiy
covered by a suitable weapon or group of fire time-See span of detonation (atomic
weapons. demolition munition empiyment).

fire support coordination center-(DOD, NA. firing chart-(DOD, lADB) Map, photo map,

TO, SEA TO, CENVTO, lAD!) A single loca- or grid sheet showing the relative horizontal

tion in which are centralized communications and vertical positions of batteries, base points,

facilities and personnel incident to the coordi- base point lines, check points, targets and

nation of all forms of fire support. See also other details needed in preparing firing data.

supp .,rtit,g arms coordination center. first light-(DOD, IADB) The beginning of

morning nautical twiligt. i.e., when the cen-
fire support coordination line-(DOD) An ter of the morning sun is 12' below the hori-

imaginary line arranged, if possible, to foi- Z0.
low well defined geographical features,
prescribed by the troop commandei and first salvo at - -(DOD) In naval gunfire
coordinated with appropriate supporting suppcrt, a portion of a ship's message to an
commanders, forward of which supporting observer or spotter to indicate that because
forces may attack targets, without danger of proximity to troops, the ship will not fire
or reference to the ground forces. Behind at the target but offset the first salvo a spe-
this line the attack of targets by forces not cific distance from the target.
under the control of the tioop commander
must be coordinated with the appropriate first strike-(DOD, IADB) The first offensive
troop commander. move of a war., (Generally associated with

nuclear operations.)
fire support coordination line--(NATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) A line established by the appro- fission-(DOD) The process whereby the nu-
priate ground commander to insure coordina- cleus of a particular heavy element splits
tion of fire not under his control but which into (generally) two nuclei of lighter ele-
may affect current tactical operations. The ments, with the release of substantial
fire support coordination line should follow amounts of energy.,
well defined terrain features. The establish-
ment of the fire support coordination line is fission products--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
normally coordinated with the appropriate general term for the complex mixture of
tactical air commander and other supporting substances produced as a result of nuclear
elements. fission.

fire support group--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, fission to yield ratio-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
iADB) A temporary grouping of ships under IADB) The ratio of the yield derived from
a single commander charged with supporting nuclear fission to the total yield; it is fre-
troop operations ashore by naval gunfire. A quently expressed in percent.
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fix.-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) direction-finding installations whi(h, operaL-Ii A nnqition delo'.mined from te'restrial, elec- ing in conjunction, are capabit of plotting
tronic, or .stronomical data., the position relalive to the ground oi an air-

craft in flight.
fixed ammunition-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) Ammunition in which the fixer system-See fixer network.

cartridge cise is permanently attached to
the rojetil. Se als amuniton.flag days (red or green )-(DOD) Red flag (lays,

are those during which movement require-

fixed capital property-(DOD) 1. Assets oL; meets cannot he met: green fla (lays are
permanent character havirg continuing value, those (uring which the requisite a un.t or
2. As used in military 'stablishments, in- a surplus of transportation capahiliy exists.
eludes real estate and equipment Installed or flak suppression flre-(DOD) Fire used to sup-
in use, either in productive plants or in field
operations. Synonymous with fixed assets. and during an air attack on enemy positions.

fixed medical treatment facility-(DOD, NA- anetdringranDair at O, on iADR)
TO, EAFO CENO, !DB) medcal flamethrowý,r-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
TO, EA O, CNTO !AB) Amedcal A weapon that projects incendiary fuel andi

treatment facility which ii designed to oper- has provision for ignition Nf this fuel.

ate for an extended period of time at a

specific site. flammable cargo--ee inflammable cargo.

fixed price incentive contract-(DOD) A fixed flank guards-(DOD, NATO. CENTO) A se-
price type of contract with provision for the curity element operating ti 9ie flaiik of a
adjustment of profit and price by a formula moving or stationary force to protect it.
based on the relationship which final ii•go-
tiated total cost bears to negotiated target flare dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon, which
cost as adjusted by approved changes, when launched at a target, detonates with

anticipated yield but at .,n altitude appre-
fixed price type contract--(DOD) A type of ciably greater than intended. This is not a

contract which generally p~vides for a firm dud insofar as yield is concerned but it is a
price, or under appropriate circumstances dud with respect to the effects on the target
may provide for an adjustable price, for the and the normai operation of the weapon.
supplies or services which are being procured.
Fixcd price contracts are of stveral types so flash blindness--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
designed as to facilitate proper pricing under IADB) Temporary impairment of vision re-
varying circumstances. sulting fr(,m an intense flash of light. It in-

cludes loss of night adaptation and dazzle.
fixed station patrol-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, and may be associated with retinal burns. See

IADB) One in which each scout maintains also dazzle.
station relative to an assigned point on a
barrier line while searching the surrounding flash burn-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A burn
area. Scouts are not stationary but remain caused by excessive exposurcs (-if bare skin)
underway and patrol near the center of their to thermal radiation.
assig-.!zd stations. A scout is a surface ship.
submarine, or aircraft., flash message--(DOD, ADB) A categor Of

precedence reserved for initial enemy contact
fixer network- (NATO, SEATO. CENTO, messages or operational combat messages of

IADB) A combination of radio or radar extreme urgency. Brevity is mandatory. See

ior epia;ati of sywbe ,, " .L also message precedence, precedence.
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flash ranging-(DOD, IADB) Finding the posi- flexible respons%--(DOD, IADB) The capability

tion ot the burst of a projectile or of an enemy of military forces for effective reaction to
gun by observing its flash. any enemy threat or attack with actions ap-

propriate and adaptable to the circumstances
flash report-(DOD) Not to be used. See in- existing.

flight report. flight-(DOD) 1. In Navy and Marine Corps
flash suppressor-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) De- asage, a specified group of aircraft usually

vice attached to the muzzle of the weapon engaged in a common mission. 2. The basic
which reduces the amount of visible light or tactiesi unit in the Air Force, consisting of
flash created by burning propellant gases. fur or more aircraft in two or more elements.

3. A single aircraft airborne on a nonopera-
flatted cargo--(DOD, IADB) Cargo placed in tional mission.

the bottom of the holds, covered with planks
and dunnage, and held for future use. Flatted flight-(IA0B) 1. A specified group of aircraft
cargo usually has room left above "t for the usually engaged in a common mission. 2. A
loading of vehicles which may be moved with- single aircraft airborne oi, a nonoperational
out interfering with the flatted cargo. Fre- mission.
qaently, flatted cargo serves in lieu of ballast.
Sometimes called understowed cargo. See also flight advisory--DOD, IADB) A message dis-
cargo. patched to aircraft in flight, or to interested

stations to ad vise of any deviation or irregu-
fleet-(DOD, IADB) An organization of ships, larity.

aircraft, marine forces and shore-based fleetI activities, all under the command of a corn- flight deck-(DOD, IADB) 1. In certain air-

mander or commander in chief who may exe':- planes, an elevated compartment occupied by

cise operational as well as administrative the crew for operating the airplane in flight.

control. See alo major fleet; numbered fleet. 2. The upper deck of an aircraft carrier that
serves as a runway.

fleet bafli-tie missile submarine - (DOD,
lADB) A nuclear-po- 'ered submarine de- flight information center-(OD, NATO, CEN-

signed to deliver ballistic missile attacks TO, lADB) A unit established to provide
against assigned targets from either a •ub- flight information service and alerting serv-agaist ssiged argts fom ithe & ub- ice.
merged or surfaced condition. Designated as
SSIIB. flight information regio.-(DOD, NA TO, SEA-

TO, CENTO, IADB) An airspace of defined
fleet in being-(DOD, IADB; A fleet (forme) dimensions within which flight information

which avoids decisive action but which, be- service and alerting service are provided.
cause of its strength and location, causer or See also air traffic control area; air traffic
necessitates counter-concentratiois and so control center; area control center.
reduces the number of opposing units avail-
able for operations elsewhere. flight level -(IADB) An altitude of constant

atmospheric pressure which is related to a
Fleet Marine Force-(DOIJ) A balanced force pressure datum of 1f] 3.25 mb or 29.92 hg.

of combined arms comprising land, air. and
service elements of the United States M-rine flight levels--(DO), NATO, CENTO) Surfaces
Corps. A Fleet Marine Force is ar. integral of constant atmosphýeric piessure which are
part of a United States Fleet an, :as Lie related to a spe'cific p:essure d&.tum, 1013.2
status of a type command. mb (29.92 in), and are sepa-'ated by specific
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!sraQre intprvniQ Flivht leve1b are exnressed flight test-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
in three digits that represent hundreds of IADB) Test of an aircraft, rocket, missile,
feet; e.g. flight levwl 250 represents a baro- or other vehicle by actual !tight or launching.
metric altimeter indication of 25,000 feet and Flight tests are planned to achieve specific
flight levU] 255 is an indication of 25,500 feet. test objectives and gain operational infornia-

tion.
flight line-(NA TO, CENTO) In air photo-

graphic reconnaissance, the prescrioed flight visibility-(DOD) The average forward
ground path over which an air vehicle moves horizont•al distance from the cockpit of an

during the execution of its photo mission.. aircraft in flight at which prominent un-
lighted objects may be seen and identified

flight operations center--(DOD) The element by day and prominent lighted objects mnay
of the tactical Army air traffic regulation be seen and identified by night.
system which provides for aircraft flight fol-
lowing, separation of aircraft under instru- floating base support-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

ment conditions, and identification of friendly A form of logistic support in which supplies,

aircraft to friendly air defense agencies. repairs, maintenance and other facilities and
services are provided for operating forces

flight plan-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, from ships and craft within a harbor or

1ADB) Specified information provided to air anchorage.
traffic services units, relative to the intended floating lines-(NAT(i, CENTO) in photo-
flight of an aircraft. grammetry, lines connecting the same two

flight plan coiTelation-(DOD) A means of points of detail on each print of a stereo

identifying aircraft by association with pair, used to determine whether or not the

known flight plans. points are intervisible. The lines may be
drawn directly into the prints or superim-

flight readiness firing-(DOD, SEATO) A mis- posed by means of strips of transparent ma-
sile system test of short duration ccnducted terial.
with the propulsion system operating while floating mark or dot-(NATO, CEVTO) A
the missile is secured to the launcher. Such mark seen as occupying a position in the
a test is performed to determine the readi- thrk seen sp a formed by thehessof he issle yste an lanchfacli- three dimensional space tormed by the ster-
ness of the missile system and launch facili- eoscopic fusion of a pair of photographs,
ties prior to flight test. used as a reference mark in examining or

flight readiness firing-(NATO, CENTO) Short measuring a stereoscopic model.

duration tests relating to a rocket system, floating reserve-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
carried out with the propulsion device in TO, IADB) In an amphibious operation, re-
operation, the rocket being fixed on the serve troops which remain embarked until
launcher. Such tests are carried out in order n.eeded. See also general reserve.
to d -ine the state of preparation of the rocket
system and of the launching facilities before flotation--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The capa-
the flight test. bility of a vehicle to float in water.

flight surgeon-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- flotation-(SEATO. IADB) 1. The capacity of
TO, 14DB) A physic;an specially trained in a vehicle, gun. or trailer to negotiate water
aviation modicai practice whose primary obstacles without being in contact with the
duty is the medical exam~nation and medical bottom. (IADB) 2. The capacity of a vehicle
care of aircrew. to negotiate soft, '.nfavorable terrain such

Pa, p"a nao of syb. w p,• -L as mud, cand. or snow
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flotilla-(DOD, IADB) An administrative or force(s)-See airboine fotc•; air transported
tactical organization consisti•Mg of two or forces; armed forces; army forces" assigned
more squadrons of destroyt-rs or smaller forces; balanced collective forcer; blue
types, together with such add'tiial ships as forces; comb-ned force; covering force; gar-
may be assigned as flagships and tenders. rison force; NAA'O forces; orange forces;

SEATO forces; tasK force; underway replen-
flume--(NATO) An inclined channel for con- ishment forces.

veying water.
forces allocated to (NATO) (SEATO)--(NA-

fly(ing) at speed-(DOD) In air intercept, a TO, SEATO) Those forces made available to
term meaning fly at (Mach-) in- (NATO) (SEATO) by a nation inder the
dicated air speed, or, my indicated air speed categories of: a. assigned, b. earmarked for
is (---knots,, Mach---). assigment; or c. earmarked for assignment on

focal length-See calibrated focal length; mobilization. See also force(s); NATO

equivalent focal length; nominal focal forces; SEATO forces.

length. force tabs,-(DOD, IADB) With reference to

focal plane--(NATO, CEN TO) The plane, per- war plans, the statement of time-phased de-

pendicular to the optical axis of the lens, ill ployments of major combat units by major
which images of points in the object field commands and geographical areas.
of the lens are focused. fordability-See deep fording; shallow ford-

follow-up (amphibious)- 'DOD, NATO, CEN- ing.

TO, IADB) The landing of reinforcements foreign intelligence--(DOD) Intelligence con-
and stores after the assault aad assault fol-low-n ehelns ave eenlanedcerning areas not under control of the power
low-on echelons have been landed. sponsoring the collection effort.

follow-up echelon (air transport)-(DOD, NA- foreign nmilitary sales-(DOD) That portion of
TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Elements United States military assistance authorized
moved into the objective area after the as- by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
sault echelon. amended. This assistance is for both defense:

force-(DOD, IADB) 1. A body of troops, ships, articles and services (including training).
or aircraft, or combination thereof. 2. A ma- This assistance differs from Military Assist-
jor subdivision of a fleet. ance Progra.m Grant Aid in that it is pur-

chased by the recipient country.
force combat air patrol-(DOV) A patrol of

fighters maintained over the task force to foreign military sales trainees--(LOD) For-
destroy enemy aircraft which threaten the eign nationals receiving training conducted
force. See also combat air patrol, by the Department of Defense an a reim-

bursable basis, at the country's request.
force rendezv-ius-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A

navigational checkpoint at which formations foreshore flats--(NATO) An area of sand.
of aircraft or ships join and become part of gravel, mud, etc., which is bare or awash at
Che main force. low tide but covered at high tide.

force rendezvous (air)-(SEATO, IADB) A format--(NATO, CENTO) 1. In photography,
navigational checkpoint over which forma- the size and/or shape of a negative or of the
tions of aircraft join and become part of the print therefrom. 2. In cartography, the shape
main force. and size of a map or chart
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formation--(NATO, CENTO) 1. An ordered trol system radar 'acility subordinate to the
arran.....ent Of trocps and, ,o• vehil?, for .nntr I ivmd rpnorting ep.tMer and 'or oost used

a specific purpose. 2. An ordered arrange- to extend radar coverage and control in the
rnent of two or more ships, units, or aircraft forward combat area.
proceeding together

forward area-(DOD, IADE) An area in prox-
formerly restricted data--(DOD) Information imity to combat.

removed from the Restricted Data category

upon determination jointly by the Atomic forward bomb lines-(IADB) Lines (land)
Energy Commission and Department of De- prescribed by a troop commander beyond
fense that such information relates primarily which he considers that bombipg need not
to the military utilization of atomic weapons be coordinated with his own forecs. See also
and that such information can be adequately bomb lines.
safeguarded as classified defense information.
(Section 142d, Atomic Energy Act of 1954, forward edge of the battle area-(DOD, NA-
as amended.) See also restricted data. TO, CENTO, IADB) The foremost limits of

a series of areas in which ground combat
forming up place-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) units are deployed, excluding the areas in

The last position occupied by the assault eche- which the covering or screening forces are
lon before crossing the start 1: 'line of operating, designated to coordinate fire sup-
departure. port, the positioning of forces, or the -ma-

neuver of units.
form line--(NATO) A line joining all points of

approximately equal elevation. Fo:in lines are forward lap-See overlap.
not normally annotated with elevatAun f.gu-e;.

forward motion compensation-See image mo-
"forward aeromedical evacuation-(DOD, NA- tioin compmensation.

TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) That nhase of
evacuation which provides airlift for patients forward oblique air photograph-( D 0 D)
between poirts within the battlefield, from Oblique photography of the terrain ahead of
the battlefield to the initial point of treat- the aircraft.
ment, and to subsequent points of treatment
within the combat zone. forward observer-(D&D) An obsecver operat-

ing with front line troops and trained to
forward air controller-(DOD) An office- (avi- adjust ground or naval gunfire and pass

ator/pilot) member of the tactical air control back battlefield information. In the absence
party who, from a forward ground or air- of a forward air controller he may control
borne position, controls 9:rcraft engaged in close air support strikes. See also spotter.
close air support of ground troops.

forward observer-(NA TO, CENTO, IADB)
forward air controllr..r-(IADB) An officer An observer operating with front line troops

(aviator) member ot the tactical air control ard trained to adjust ground or naval gunfire
party/air control team who, from a forward and air bombardmen., and pass back battle-
position, controls aircraft engaged in close field information.
air support of ground troops.

forward observer-( S E A T 0) An observer
forward air control post--(DOD) A highly noo- operating with front line troops and trained

bile United States Air Force tactical air con- to adjust ground or naval gunfire and air

Foroe p•-a.i of ,tmol,. we m v bombardment.
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forward slope-(NATO, (ENTO, IADB) Any free dropping-(SEATO) The dropping of
slope which descends toward the enemy. equipment or supplies from an aircraft with-

out the use of parachutes. See also air drops;
forward teil-(DOD) The transfer of ir,.forma- air movement; high velocity drop; low ve-

tion to a higher level of command. See als) locity drop.
track telling.

free fall-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
found shipment-(NATO, CENTO) Freight re- parachute maneuver in which the parachute

ceived but not listed or manifested. is m-nually activated at the discretion of the

jumpe" or automatically at a pre-set altituc,-
fox away-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- See also airdrop; air movement; free drop;

ing missile has fred or been released frrm high velocity drop; low velocity drop.
aircraft.

free field overpressure--See free air overpres-
fragmentary order-(DOD) An abbreviated sre.

form of an operation order. usually issued on

a day-to-day basis which eliminates the free lance-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
need for r stating information contained in meaning self-control of aircraft is being em-
a basic operation order. It may be issued in ployed.
sections.

free rocket-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
frame--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) In photogra- rocket not subject to guidance or control in

phy, any single exposure contained xWitin a in flight.-
continuous sequt':ce of photographs.

freight-(NATO, CENTO) Cargo transported,
freak-(DOD) in aic intercept usage, a word including mail and unaccompanied baggage.

meaning frequency in megacycles.
freight consolidating activity-(DOD) A trans-

freddie-(DOD) In air intercept usage. a con- portation activity which receives less than
trolling unit. carload/truckload shipments of materiel for

the ,.a-rpose of assembling them into carload/
free air anomaly--(DOD, IADB) The difference truckload lots for onward movement to the

between observed gravity and theoretical ultimate consignee or to a freight distributing
gravity which has been computed for latitude activity or other break bulk point. See also
and corrected for elevation of the station freight distributing activity.
above or below the geoid, by application of
the normal rate of change of gravity for freight dist-ibuting activity-(DOD) A trans-
change of elevation, as in free air., portation activity which receives and unloads

ccnsolidated carloads,"truckloads of less than
free air overpressure-(DOD. NATO, CENTO) carload,' truckload shipments of materiel and

The unreflected pressure, in excess of the forwards the i.dividual shipments to the
ambient atmospheric pres.ure, created in the ultimate consignee. See also freight consoli-
air by the blast wave from an explosion. See dating activity.
also overpressure.

fresh target-(DOD) A request or command
free drop-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The sent by the observer or spotter to the firing

dropping of equipment or supplies from an ship to indicate that fire will be shiftead from
aircraft without the use oi parachu.es. See the original target to a new target by spots
also airdrop; air movement; free fail; high (corrections) applied to ,he computer solu-
velocity drop; low velocity 4rop. tion being generated.
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I L rn ---- A-- - --•- -difi- mand. as used internationally, implies a lesser

as friendly. See also bogey; hostile, degree of authority than when it is used in
a purely national sense. (NATO, SEATO,

frigate-(DOD, IADB) A warship designed to CENTO) It follows that no (NATO) (SEA-
operate independently, or with strike, anti- TO) (CENTO) commander has full command
submarine warfare, or amphibious forces over the forces that are assigned to him. This
against submarine, air, and surface threats. is because nations, in assigning forces to
(Normal armaments consists of 3" and 5" (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO), assign only
dual-purpose guns and advanced antisubma- oner-.tional command or operational control.
rine warfare weapons.) Designated as DL. See also command.
See also guided missile frigate.

O N Sfunctions-(DOD, IADB) The appropriate or
front---(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) assigned duties, responsibilities, missions, or

1. The lateral space occupied by an element, tazks of an individual, office, or organization.
measured from the ,xtremity of one flank to (DOD) As defined in the National Security
the extremity of the other flank. 2. The direc- Act of 1947, as amended, the term "function"
tion of enemy. 3. The line of contact of includes functions, powers, a,:a duties, (5
two opposing forces. 4. When a combat situ- United States Coae 171n (a).)
ation does not exist or is not assumed, the
direction toward which the command is faced. Fury-(DOD, IADB) A single-engine, single-

frontal attack-('DOD) In air intercept, an at- seat, jet fighter 'bomber designed for operat-

Stack by an interceptor aircraft which termi- ing from. aircraft carriers. Armament coil-
natack wit an heaintercpto aicrsgane gterm- sists of cannons, nuclear or nonnuclear
nanes with a heading crossing angle greater bombs, Sidewinders, rockets and Bullpups for

ttroop support. The aircraft possesses air-to-

• ' frustrated cargo-(DOD) Any shipment of sup- air refueling capability, and can carry a

plies and/or equipment which while en route tanker package. Designated as F-1.

to destination is stopped prior to receipt and
for which further disposition instructions fusion--(e OD) The process accompanied by*must be obtained, the release of tremendous amodnts of energy,

whereby the ruclei of light elements combine

full charge-(DOD) The larger of the two pro- to form the nucleus of a heavier element.

pelling charges available for naval guns. fuze--See boresafe fuze; impact action fuze;

full command-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, proximity fuze; self-destroying fuze; time
IADB) The military authority and responsi- fuze: variable time fuze.
bility of a superior officer to issue orders to
subordinates. It covers every aspect of mili- fuze (specify)-(DOD) In artillery and naval
tary operations and administration and exists gunfire support, a command or request to

only within national Services. The term com- indicate the type of fuze action desired, i.e.,

For explanati.- of s. w p delay, quick, time, variable time.
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gauget-(bOD~) Radar equ-pment. (Tyret of garri'ýon force--4D&D, NATO, SF; 4ro, CEV-
e(~iiprnent may be iin,!icated by a letter as TO. IADJI) All urnits fssignaad to a base or
list'-d ir operati(.n orders.) M.Ly be fLilowed area 'or defense, devek prmer~t, o,_er-Ation, an~d
by a (olor to indicate siate of jamming. mr..intenance ot facilities. See also rorce(s).
Colors will be used as folilows:

a. green---Clear of jamming. gas cumulative action-(IALDP) "he building
b. aberSecor artillyjamed.up m itir, the hunman bod~y of small, ineffec-
b. aberSecor artillyjamed.tive doses of -ertain war gase~s to a point

c. red-Sector completely jammed whe're thc. ev~n'ual effect is similar -.o one
d.blue-Completely jammed. Iag d'se.

Galaxy-('DGD) A large eaiý, o raŽýspcrt air- gate-(DOD) in qir inti'rcept, a cod~e meaning
craft powered by four turbofan. engines, ca- fly at maxivnum p-cssiblc 3zpeed (oi- pn,>,c4')
pable of very large payload and cargo vol- (To be maintained for a ýiLnited timne ovilp'
urne, intercontirental range, forward area dpnigotyefarcat; se of after-
airfield operatiors arid air dropping of trjops burners. rockets, etc., in accordance with local
and equipment. Designated as C--5A. doctrine.

gamm ras--DOD Hih enrgyeletroag- general and complete disarmament---(DOD,
gemma raydiation Hmighe efrgy aetromagnul- IA 98) Reduction'~ of armed forces and

duetic radiu.areation . Gamtr m a ratymi andc armaments by ah statts to, levels reqvired

very high energy X-rays differ only in, -rigin. fopnea nae forc. it Co notatorn in *teta arnat-.

X-rays do rnot originate from atomic nu-,Aei peaen"b allce Contatioes.tta is

but are produced ;n other ways. etbyalFks

g.:nera1 cargo-(DOP, LIADiR) Casrgo which is
gap (imagery)-(DOD) Any space wheare im- susceptible for loading in general, noin-.s-pe-

agery fails to meet minimum coverage re- cialized stowage areas. e.g., boxe-,. barrels,
quirements. This might be a space riot bales, crates, packages, bundles. ý-i pallets.
covered by imagery or a space where '.ne
minimumn specified overlap was not e,'jtained. general map-(DOi,, 1.4DB) A map of small
See also holiday, scale used for gen,,rr-l planniag purposes. See

also mav.Igap marker (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NA- gnrlmblzto eev aeilojcTO, SEA TO, CENTO, lADB) Used to mark gieneral Th mobilization reserve matreobe-a minefield gap. Gap markers at the entrance tie-(O)Tembizio rsrv ma
to and exit from the gap will be referenced teriel objective less the sum of ',he preposi-
to a landmark or intermediate marker. See tioned war reserve requirement. See also

I .also marker (land mine warfare); minefield mblzto eevs
g-ip (land mine warfare). general mobilization reserve stock--(DOD)

garbe-(DD. ADB)An rrorin ransis- The quantity of an item acquired apd placed
sionbeception, mA yptiAn, eror incrytionss in stock against a general mobilization re-

smon reepton, ncrptin, o derypion serve materiel objective. See also mobiliza-
which+ changes the text of a message or any tion reserves.
portion thereof in such a manner that it is
incorr.ýct or undecryptable. general orders--(DOD, IADJI) 1. Permanent
Fo xlnton of sfl .Me pae9. instructions, issi~ed in order form, that apply
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to dll members of a command, as compared logistics (G-4), and (in Army organizations)
with special order,. which affect only indi- civil affairs military government (G-5). (A
Niduals or small groups. General orders are particular section may be added or eliminated
usually cencerned with matters of colicy or by the commander, dependent upon the need
administration. 2. A series of permanent which has been demonstrated.) The compa-
guard or(1.ýrs that govzrr the duties of a rable Air Force staffI is found in the wing
sentry on post. and laeger units, with sections designated

Personnel, Operations, etc. G-2 Air and G-3
general purchasing agents--(DOD) Agents Air are Army officers assigned to G--2 or

who have been appointed in the principal G-3 at division, zorps, and Army headqu.,,-
overseas areas of operations to supervise, ters level, who assist in planning and coordi-
control, coordinate, negotiate, and develop nating joint operations of ground and air
the laval procurement of supplies, services, units. Navdl staffs ordinarily are not organ-
and facilities by United States Armed Forces, ized on these lines, but when they are, they
in order that the most effective utiliiation are designated N-i, N-2, etc. Similarly, a
may be made of tocal resources and produc- joint staff may be designated J-i, J-2, etc.
tior,. In Army brigades and smalter units and in

Marine Corps units smaller than a brigade
general purchasing agents--(IAiB) Agentl or aircraft wing, staff sections are designated

who have ,een aijpointed to su•ervse, cotetrol, S-i, S-2, etc., with corresponding duties;'
cooremeinate, nogotiate, asd develop tha local referred to as a unit staff in the Army and
piinerocurement of e s mppoies, ervices, at Cilz - as an executive :.aff in the Marine Corps.
ties ineorder that the most effective utilization See :.1so staff.
may be made of locai resources and produc-
tion. general staff-(IADR) A group of officers 'r

g.enerai qjuarters-(bOD, IADR) A c-ndition the headquarters of divisions, or similar

of readiness when naval action ;s ;mir..inent. larger units which assist their commanders

All battle stations are fully manned and alert; in planning, coordinating, -And supervising

ammunition is ready for instant loading; operations. A general staff may consist of
Sand guided missile launchers may be four or more principal functional sections:

loadedg personr.el (G-1). military intelligence (G-2),
operations and training (G-3), logistics

general reserve-(DOD, 7.ATO, SEATO, CEN- .,G-4), qnd civil affairs, military gcvernment

TO, IADR) Reserve of troops retained under (G-5). (A particular section may be added

the control of the overali commander. See or eliminated by the commander, dependent

also floating reserve. (Note: NATO, SEATO upon the need which has been demonstrated.)

"and CENTO definition does not use the word In brigades and smaller units, staff sections

"retained".) are designated S-i, S-2, etc., with corre-
sponding duties. See also staff.

general staff-(DOD) A group of officers in
the headquarters of Army or Marine divi- general support-(DOD, IADB) That support

sions, Marine brigades and aircraft wings, which is given the supported force as a whole

or similar or larger units which assist their and not to any partcular subdi- ision thereof.

commanders in planning, coordinating, and
supervising operations. A general staff may general support artillery-(DOD, IAD81) Ar-
consist of four or more principal functional tillery which executes the fire directed by the
sections: personnel 'G-1), military intelli- commander of the unit to whicn "' organically
gence (G-2), operations and training (G-3), belongs or is attached. It fires i: support of
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the operation as a whole rather than in sup- glide bomb-(DOD, IADB) A bomb fitted with
port of a specific subtrdinaie unit. to. pruvito .. lift,.arripd and released

in the direction of a taiget by an airplane.
general support-reinforcing-(DOD) A tactical

artillery missicr General support-reinforc- ',lide path-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
ing artillery nas the mission of supporting IADB) 1. The flight path of an aircraft or
the force as a whole and of providing rein- winged m._s''t as it glides downward, the
forcing fires for another artillery unit line of which forms an angle with the longi-

tudinal axis of the aircrait or missile. 2. The
general war-(DOD, IADB) Armed conflict be-- line to be followed by an aircraft as it de-

tweei. major powers in which the total re- scends 'roin horizontal flight to land upon
sources of the belligerents are employed, and the surfavu'. Also called glide slope.
the national survival of a major belligerent

is in jeopardy, glide slope---See glide path.

Genie-(DOD) An air to air, unguided rocket Globemaster-(DOD, 1ADB) A heavy cargo,
equipped with nuclear warhead. Designed to four engine transport which has clamshell
be carried by the F-89, F-101, and F-106. nose doors, a built-in cargo ramp, and can
Designated as AIR-2. carry bulky, outsize cargo as well as person-

nel. Designated as ('-124.
geodetic datum-See datum (geodetic).

goldie-(DOD) The term. peculiar to air sup-
geographic coordinates-,DOD, NATO) The port radar team operations, indicdting air-

quantities of latitude and longitude which de- craft automatic flight control system and
fine the position of a point on the surface of ground control bombing system are engaged
the earth with respect to the reference and awaiting electronic ground control com-
spheroid. See also coordinates. mands.

geographic retfrence points-(DOD, iADB) A goldie lock-(DOD) The term, peculiar to air
meanE of indicating position, usually ex- support radar team- operations, indicating
pressed eit'her a- double letters or .s code ground controller has electronic control of
words whici- are- t-tabiished in r.peration or- the aircraft.
ders or by other mefins.

grand slam-(DOD) All enemy aircraft origi-
georef--(DOD, IADB) A worldwide position naily sighted are shot down.

reference system that may be applied to any
map or chart graduated in latitude and longi- graphic-(NATO) Any and all products of tne
tude regardless of projection. It is a method cartographic and photogrammetric art. A
-,f expressing latitude and longitude in a graphic may be either a map. chart or mosaic
form suitable for rapid repoiting and plot- or even a film strip that was produced using
ting. (This term is derived from the words cartographic techniques.
"The World Geographic Reference System".)

graphic scale-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
-',oref-(NATO) A grid system used in report- TO) A graduated line by means of which

ng positions, using the earth's graticule of di-tances on the map. chart, or photograph
.'itude .nd longitude as the grid, See also may be measured in terms of ground distance.

coordinates. Se , !so scale.

Gimlet---(DOD, ADB) Two-inch, folding fin. graticule-(NATO, CENTO) In cartography, a
unguided, air-to-surface rocket. network of lines representing the earth's par-
, , o• ~,-• •.allels of latitv :ie and meridians of longitude.
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"gratic, 1e _ Im.aw _nidi ehnrt-.')-(SRATO. lADB) specifically identify any source. See also
A network of lines representing the earth's propaganda.
parallels of latitude and meridians of longi-
tude. grid-(DOD) 1. Two sets of parallel lines inter-

secting at right angles and forming squares;
graticule ticks--(NATO) In cartography, short the grid is superimposed on maps, charts,

lines indicating where selected meridians and and other similar representations of the
parallels intersect. eal th's surface in an accurate and consistent

manner to permit identification of ground
graves registration-(DOD, lADB) Supervi- locations with respect to other locations and

sion and execution of matters pertaining to the compitation of direction and disttrice to
the identification, rerroval, and burial of the other poi its. 2. A term used in giving the
deý-d, and collection and processing of their location of a geographic point by grid coordi-
er.ects. See also burial. nates. See also military grid; millfary grid

gravity extraction-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

lADB) The extraction of cargoes from the grid bearing-(DOD) Bearing measured from
aircraft by influence of their own weight. grid north.
See also parachute extraction.

grid convergence-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
graze-(DOD) A spotting, or an observation, 1ADB) The horizontal angle at a place be-

by a spotter or an observer to indicate that tween true North and grid North. It is pro-
all bursts occurred on impact. portional to the longitude difference between

grazing fire-(OD, NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, the place and the central meridian. See also

lIADB) Fire approximately parallel to the convergence.

ground where the center of the cone of fire
does not rise above one meter from the grid conve!rgence fagetor--OD, NATO) The
ground. See also fire. ratio of the grid convergence angle to the

longitude difference (see grid convergence).,

great circle-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A circle In the Lambert Conical Orthomorphic pro-
on the surface of the earth, the plane of jection this is constant and is sometimes
which passes through the center ot the earth. called the constant of the cone. See also con-

vergence.
great circle route-(NATO, CENTO, 1ADB)

The route which follows the shortest arc of grid coordinates-(NATO) Plane-rectangular
a great circle between two points, coordinates based on and mathematically ad-

justed to a map projection in order that geo-
Greenwich mean time-(DOD) Mean solar time graphic positions (latitudes and longitudes)

at the meridian of Greenwich. England. used may be readily transformed into plane co-
as a basis for standard time throughout the ordinates and the computations relating to
world. Normally expressed in four numerals them made by the ordinary methods of plane
0001 through 2400. surveying. See also coordinates.

Greenwich mean time-(NATO, SEATO, CBN- grid interval--(NATO) The distance repre-
TO, IADB) Mean solar time at the riieridian sented betweepi the lines of a grid.
of Greenwich.

grid magnetic angle---(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
grey propaganda--(DOD, 1, NATO, SEATO, lADB) Angular difference in direction be-

CENTO, IADB) Propaganda which does not tween grid north and magnetic north. It is
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measured east or west from grid north. Grid procedu~res for talking down, through the
mainoti(e nntri iq Qomptimeg cAlled trriva- use of both surveillance and o-ecisioi. ap-
tion and or grild variation. proach radar. an -aircraft duriuig its approach

gridnorh-(OD, ATO SETO, E.ITO, so as to place it irl a position for landing,

IADB) The northerly or zero directin in di- ground-controlled intercept-See air initercep-
cated by the grid datumi of directional refer- tion.
encip.

ground effect machine-(NA TO, CENTO) A
* grid ticks-(NATtJ) Small marks or. the neat- machine which normally flies within the zone

.n,~ of a map or chart indicating additional of the itround effect or ground cushion.
g-.id .2ference systc-ins included on that sheet.

*Grid ticks are scmetimes shown on the in- ground fire-(DOD) Small arms ground-to-air
terior grid lire: of some maps for ease icf ref- fire directedl against aircraft.
erencing.

ground liaisan officer-(DOD) An officer
grid variation-See grid magn-tic angie. trained in offensive air support activities.
grivation----See grid magnetic anpgl'. Cround liaison officers are nornially urgan-

ized in-.o parties under the control of the
grOS3 errot---(DOD) A !Iuc-ear weapon detona- appropriate army commarlder to provide liai-

tion at such a distance from the desired con to air force- and naval units engaged in
ground zero .s to cause no nuclear damage training and cý;mbat operations.
to the target.

ground liaison officer -('NA TO, C E N T 0,
gross weight-(DOD, NATO, CENVTC,' Weisght IADI) An officer ezpecall:v trained in air

of a ground vehicle includiiig fuel, lubricar~ts, reconnaissance and or offerisswe aii support
coolai~t, vehicle tools and spares, cargo and aciiv~ties. These officers ar,? normally organ-
operating personnel. See also net weight. ized into team-- under !he control of the

appropriate grround 7orce commander to pro-
ground alert-(DOD. IADB) That status in v-ide liaison to air force and na-vy units en-

which aircraft on the ground deck are fully gýaged in training and combat operations.
serviced and armed, with combat crews in
readiness to take off within a specified short ground liaison officer-(SEA TO) An officer
perhid of time (usually 15 minutes) after especially trained in either air reconnaissancereceipt of a mission order. See also air alert; or offensive air support activities. These offi-Ialert. cers are Y ormally organized into teams under

ground comtrol-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A the control of the appropriate atniy com-
systm o accrat mesureent use tode- mander to provide liaiqon to air force andsste ofacuaemesrmetvye e units engw.eed in training and combat

terminle the distances and directions or differ- n~
ences in elevation between points on the .1perations.
earth. See also common control; control ground liaison party-(DOD) An Army init
point; field control; traverse, consis-ting of a variable number of personnel

ground centrol (geodetic)-See ground con- responsible for liaison with a tactical air
trol. support agency.

group d-controlled approach-(DOD, NATO, ground liaison' section-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
SEAT7O, CENTO, IADB) The technique or TO. CENTO) An army unit consisting of a

variable number of army officers, other ranks,
For explanation of symbols. oet pacevi
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and vehi' 's responsible for arnty air liaison, group-(DOD, IADB) 1. A flexible admnilstra-

under Loati•,l of army headquarters. tive and tactical unit comrnosed of either two
or more battalious or two or m,)re squadron-,.

ground nadir-(NATO, CENTO) The poirt on The term also applies to combat support and
the ground vertically b-euh the perspective service support units. 2. A number of ships
center of the camera ens. (On a true verticl and or air raft. normally A subdivision of a
photograph this coircides with the principal force, assigned for a specific purpose.
point.

group burial-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
ground observer center-(DOD. IADB) A c m- A burial in a 'oimmon grave of two or more

ter to which grcand observer teams report individuahy unidentified remains. See airo

and w, ch in tu,'n will pass information to burial.
the appropriate control and or reporting
agency. group rendezvous!-(DOD, CENTO, IADB) A

check point at which formations of the same
ground observer organization-(NATO, SEA- type will join before proceeiing. See also

TO, CENTO, IADB) A corps of ground force rendezvous.
watchers deployed at suitable points through-
out -a air defense system to provide visual groyne-(NATO) A low wall built out into the
and aural information of aircraft movements, sea to resist the travel of sand and grave!

along the be•.ch.
ground observer team-(DOD, IADB) Small

units or detachments deployed to provide in- guardship-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
formation of aircraft movements o.,er a de- A ship detailed for a specific duty fo - the
fended area. obtained either by aural or purpose of enabling other ships in company
visual means. to assume a fower degree of readiness. (Note:

SEATO term has qualifier "(naval term)".)
ground position-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEA -

TO, IADB) The position on the earth verti- guerrilF-t--(DOD, IADB) A combat participant
cally below an aircraft. in guei ,;la warfare. See also unconventional

S~warfare.
ground readiness-(DOD, IADB) That status

wherein aircraft can be armed and serviced guerrilla warfare-(DOD, I, NATO. CENTO,
and personnel alerted to take off within a IADB) Military and paramilitary operations
specified length of time after receiving orders. conducted in enemy-held or hostile territory

ground return-(NATO, CENTO) The reflec- by irregular, predominantly indigenous

tion f-om the terrain as displayed and/or forces. See also unconventional warfare.

recorded as ani image. guidance-(DOD, IADB) 1. Policy, direction,

ground visibility-(DOD) Prevailing horizon- decision, or instruction, having the effect of
tal visibility near the earth's surface as re- an order when promulgated by a higher eche-
ported by an accredited observer. Ion. 2. The entire process by which target in-

telligence information received by the guided
ground zer.- (DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, missile is used to effect proper flight control

lADB) The point on the surface of the earth to cause timely direction changes for effective
at, or vertically below or above, the center of target interception. See also active homing
a planned or actual nuclear detonation. Also guidance; celestial guidance; command
called GZ. See also actual ground zero; de- guidance; homing guidance; inertial guid-
sired ground zero. ance; midcourse guidance; passive homing
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alsidaurse. nrg~qpt allizmnu'. lami~efiv.p ham- wvpnrnnn inebidinv' A-,roc De-zi~mtt'lA ,;

ing guidance; stellar guidance; terminal DDG.
guidance; terrestrial refererce -guidance. guided missile frigate--(fOD, IADB) For• de-

guidance station eqipment--(DOD, NATM, signed mission, see frigate. Equipped with
Terrier or Tartar missile launch-rs and 5"'CENTO, IADB) Tiie groar~d-bas•.-d Dortion

CENT, JDB)Tue rou~d~as~dporion 54-gun. battery; also Asro':.- Desig~nated as
of the missile guidance system necessary to DLg anDG Ts nuslearat -proideguie..ce urig r~lsilefliht. DLG and DLGN. The DLGIN is nuclear jow-
provide guidn.ice during -missile flighc. eed
(IADR) It specifically includes the tracking
radar, the rat(-measuring equipment, the guided missile heavy ce'uiser-(DOD, IADB)

data link equipment, and the computer, test, For de.•.gned mission. see heavy cruiser.

and maintenance -!nuipn ent integral to these These ships, are cenverted heavy cruisers,
items. with one triple 8" 55 turret removed and

replaced with a twin Terrier mis:;ile launcher.
guidance system #,missile)-(DOD, NATO, Designated as CAG.

SEATO, CENTO) A system which evaluates
flight information, correlates it with target guided missile light cruiser-(DOD, IADB)
data, determines the desired flight path of For designed mission, see light cruier.. Cen-
the missile and communicates the necessary verted light -ruisers. In addition to 6" 47
commands to the missile flight control system. guns, either I errier or Talos missile launch-
See also control system (missile). ers have been added to main armament. Des-

ignated as CLO

guided missile-(DD, NATO, SEATO. CEN-

TO, IADB) An unmanned vehicle moving guided missile submarine-(DOD, IADB) A

above the surface of the earth, whose traiec- submarine designed to have an additionel

tory or flight p&,th is capable of being altered capability to launch guided missile attacks

by an external or internal mechanism, See from surfaced condition. Designated as SSG

also aerodynamic missile; ballistic missile, and SSGN. The SSGN is nuclear powered.

guided missile (air-to-air)-(NATO, SEATO, guided missile (surface-to-air)--(NATO, SEA-

CENTO, JADB) An air-launched guided mis- TO, CENTO, IADB) A surface-launched

sile for use against air targets. guided missile for use against air targets.

guided missile crdiser-(DOD, IADB) For de- guide signs-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) Signs

signed mission, see heavy cruiser. With ex- used to indicate locations, distances, direc-

ception of CGNs, these ships are full conver- tions, routes. and similar information. (Note:

sion of heavy cruisers. All guns are removed SEATO and IADB term is "guide signs (road

and replaced with Talos 'Tartar missile transport)".I

launchers. The CGN ;. a nuclear-powered. gun-(DOD) 1. A cannon with relatively long
long-range ship equipped with Talos Terrier barrel. operaling with relatively low angle
missile and Asroc launchers. Designated as of fire. and having a high muzzle velocity.
CG and CGN. 29 A cannon with tube length 30 to 50 calibers

or more. See also howitzer; mortar.
guided missile destroyer-(DOD) For designed

mission, see destroyer. This destroyer type is gun. 280-mm (very heavy artillery)-(DOD,

equipped with Terrier 'Tartar guided missile IADB) A mobile cannon designed specifically

launchers, improved naval gun battery, long- to fire a nuclear projectile. Mobility for this

range sonar, and antisubmari-ne warfarm weapon is provided by a "double-ender"
For etin** 0,•,.•. ,, •• ,transporter.
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gun.3iwqvaPoiR6 airi,.uvJ inte.........t-,gun carriage.-(DOD, N 4TO, SEATO, CENTO, means do iot open fire, or cease rifing on

IADR) A niobil-, or fixed support for a gun. any aircraft (or on bogey specified, or in
It sometimas includes the elevating and tra- section indicated) unless target(s) known to
versing mechanisms. Ssmetimes called car- be hostile.
riage.

gun direetion-(NA TO, SEATO, CENTO, gun-target lin---(DO•) An imaginary straight
Br)Theo , distributio andofthe lne fr(.m thp gun(s) to the target. See alsoIAliB) The distribution and d,.r.c1.!on of the sp-otting- ,, .

gunfire of a ship.

gun, heavy, 175.mm-(DOD) A full-tracked. gdfn-type weapcr -(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A

self-propelled gun with a maximum range of device ir -vich two or more pieces of fission-
32,000 meters. able material, each le3s than a critical mass,

a-2 brought togett er very rapidly so as to
guns/weapons frcc--(DOD) In air intercept, f,)rm a supercritical mass which can explode

means fire may be opened on all aircraft not as the result of a rapidly expanding fission
recognized as friendly. chain.
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hachuring-(NATO) A methot, of representing 'harassing fire-.(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
relief upon a map or chart by shading in short TO, IADlB) .- i,e designed to disturb the rest
disconnected lines drawn in the direction of of the enemy t,'oops, to curtail movement,
the slopes. and, by threat of lo ises. to lower morale. See

also fire.
half-life--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Th- time re-

quired for the activity of a giveii radioactive harassment--(OD) An incident in which the
species to decrease to half of its initial value primary objecti'. v is to disrupt the activities
due to radioactive decay. The half-life is a of a unit, installation, or ship, rather than
characteristic property of each rad:oactive to inflict serious casua!ties ')r damage.
species and is independent of its amount o;r
condition. The effective half-life of a given harbor-(DOD, lADB) A rest-icted body of
isotope is the time in which the quantity in water, an anchorage, 6r other limited coastal
the body will decrease to half as a result of water area ani its mineable wat-r approaches
both radioactive decay and biological elimi- from which shipping operations are projected
nation. or supported. Generally, a harbor is a part of

a base, in which case the harbor defense force
half-residence time-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) forms a component element of the base de-

As applied to delayed fallout, it is the tire fense force established for the local defense
required for the amount of weapon debris of the base and its included harbor.
deposited in a particular part of the atmos-
phere, tc decrease to half of "ts initial value. harbor defense-(L'OD. N A T 0, CENTO,

half thickness--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Thick- lADB) The defen of a harbor or anchorage
and its water approaches against: a. subma-ness of absorbing mat~erial necessary to re- risumin-re.rsalsrfccatrine, submarine-borne. or sn-al! surface craft

duce by one-half the inteJisity of radiation attack: h. enemy minelaying operations: and

which pas•ses through it. c. sabotage. The defense ef a harbor frorm
guided or dropped missiles whiie such mis-handover-(DOD) The passing of control au- siles are airborne is considered to be a part

thority of an aircraft frcm one ,'ontrol
agency tc, another control agency. 11. nucover
action may be accomplished between control
agencies of separat,? Services when c',nduct- hard base--(DOD, SEATO) A launching base

ing joint operations or between control that is protected against a nuclear explosion.

agencies within a single command and con-
trol system. Handover action is complete hard beach--(DOD, IADB) A portion of a
when the receiving controller acknowledges beach especially prepared with a hard sur-
assumption of control authority, face extending into the water. employed for

the purpose of loading or unloading directly
harassing (air)-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CL'N- into or from landing ships or landing craft.

TO, IADB) The attack of any target within
the area or land battle not connected -with hardened site-(DOD, NATO, CENTO& A site
interdiction of close air support. It is de- constructed to withstand the blast ' -,d asso-
signed to reduce tne enemy's combat effective- ciated effects of a nuclear attack a:, 1 likely
ness. to be protected against a chemical biological.

For expiaraton of b. we p . or radiological attack.
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hard missile base--(.NATO, CE"V 0)A', unch- hatch list-(DOD, 14AD) A list showing, fur

ing base that is prote,'-d ,gainAt a nuclear each hold sel-aon of a cargo ship, a descrip-
tion of ,')o item, slo-vd. ÷+eir votime and
weight, the consignee of each, i,n, ',he total

hard port-(DOD) Alter heading to mnagnetic volume and weight of materiel in the hold.
heading indicated, turning to the port in a
tight turn (three digit group), or alter head- havens (moving)-See moving havens.
ing indicated number of degrees to the port
in a tight ttrn (one cr two digit group with Hawkg-ui D, IAss ) A mobile, surface-to-airwod"egree&'). guided missile system desig "ed to defendword I, ,,-

against enemy aircraft flying at low altitudes,

harOanJd-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. and short-range rocket missiles. Designated

I paved or stabilized area where vehicles are as AIM -23.

parked. 2. Open ground area having a pre- hazard signs (road transport)-(NATO, SEA-
pared surface and used for 3torage of ma- TO, CEN;TO, !ADB) Signs used to indicate
teriel. traffic hazards. Military hazard signs should

be used in a communications zone area only
hard starboard-(DOD) Alter heading to mag- in accord with existing agreement with na-

netic heading indicated, turning to the star- tional authorities.
board in a tight turn (three digit group), or
alter heading indicated number of degrees head'ng-(DOD) In air interccpt. means my.
to the starboard in a tight Wurn (one or two oi "bogey's" magnetic course is
digit group with word "degrees").

heading crossing angle--(DOD) In air inter-

hasty breaching (land mine warfare)-(DOD, cept, the an:gular difference between inter-

NATO, CENTO) The creation of lanes ceptor heading and target heading at the

through enemy minefields by expedient time of intercept.

methods such as blasting with demolitions,
pushing rollers or disabled vehicles through heads up-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
the minefields when the time factor does not ing enemy got through (part or all) or I am
permit detailed reconnaissance, deliberate not in posit ion to cngage target.

breaching, or bypassing the obstacle. See also heavy artillery-See howitzer, 8-inchl (heavy
breaching. artillery); gut.. heavy, 175-mm.

hasty crossing-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CFrA- heavy assault weapon-(DOD, 14DB) A

TO, IADB) A crossing of a river or stream weapon capable cf operating from ground or

using crossing means at hand or readily vehicle, used to defeat arm •r and other ma-

available without pausing to make elaborate terial targets.

preparations. See also deliberate crossing, heavy cruiser-(DOD, IADB) A warship de-

signed to operate with strike, antisubmarine
hasty defense-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) warfare, or amphibious forces against air and

A defense normally organized while in con- surface thre.Th. Main battery consists of 8"
tact with the enemy or when contact is immi- guns; some CAs hiave Regulus capability,
nent and time available for the organizwtion Pull load displcement is approximately
is limited. It is characterized by improvement 21,060 tons. Designated as CA
of the natural defense strength of the terrain
by utilization of foxholes, emplacements, and heavy-lift cargo-(DOD, IADB) 1. Any sing!e
obstacles, See also deliberate defense. cargo lift weighing over 5 long tons and to
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Corps usage, individual units of cargo which b.rne truop units for use in helicopte, -borne
exceed S00 rounds in weight or 130 cai-c assault operations.
feet in volume. See also cargo.

helicopter break-up point--(DOD, IADB) A
heavy-lift ship-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IAD,) control point at which helicopters returring

A ship specially designed and capable of load- from a landing zone break formatio: and a,-e
ing and unloading heavy and bulky items. 'A released to return to base or are dispatched
has booms of sufficient capacity to accommo- for other employment.
date a single lift of 100 tons.

relicopter departure point-See departure
Hedgehog-(DOD, IADB) 7.2" antisubmarine point.

warfare, ahead-thrown, short-range veapon.
helicopter drop point-(DOD, IADB) A desig-

height--(DOO) The vertical distance of an ob- nated point within a landing zonc where
ject, point, or level above the ground or other helicopters are unable to land because of the
etablished reference plane. Height may be terraip, but in which they can discharge
indicated as follows-: cargo or tfoopý while hovering.

very low-Below 500 feet (above ground
level) helicopter Iading site--(DOD, !ADB) A des-

low-500 to 2,000 fcet (aboa e ground ignated suidivision of a helicopter landing
level) zone in which a single flight or wave of

medium-2,000 to 25,000 feet assault helicopters land to embark or dis-

high-25,000 to 50,000 feet embark troops and/or cargo.
very high--Above 50,000 feet. helicopter landing zone-(DOD, IADB) A spe-

height-(NATO, CENTO) 1. The vertical dis- cified ground area for landing a-isa:It heli-
tance Ve a level, a point or an object, consid- copters to embark or disembark troop:t and/
ered as a point, measured from a specified or cargo. A landing zo-ie may cortain one or
datum. 2. The vertical dimension of an object. more landing sites.

height datum-See altitude datum. helicopter lane- (DOD, N A A 0, CENTO,
IADB) A safety air corridor n which heli-

height of burst-(DOD) The vertcal distance copters fly to or from their destination during
from the earth's surface or target to the helicopter operations.
pf)hit of burst. See also types of burst.

heiicopter team-(DOD, IADB) The combat-
height of burst-(NATO, CENTO) 1. The ver- equipped troops lif:ed in one helicopter at

tical distance from the earth's surface or one t;me.
target to the point of burst. 2. For nuclear
weapons, the optimum height of burst for a helicopter transport area--(DOD, lADB)
particular target (or area) is that at which Areas to the seaw ard and on the flanks of
it is estimated a weapon of a specified energy the outer transport and landing ship areas,
yield will produce a certain desired effect but preferably inside the area screen, to
over the maximum possible area. which helicopter transports proceed for

launching or recovering helicopters. See also
helicopter assault force-(DOD, NATO, CEN- transport area.

TO, 1ADB) A task organization combining
Tor la-D- ) o sym se P helicopter wave-Aiee wave.
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helipad-(DOD, NATO, CENTO ) A prepared f.aour-V(NAT -,CSATOCINTO1 h , p. -

area desgnated antd used fi)r the takeoff and cific hour on D-day on which hostilities corn-
landing of helicopters. (Iticludes tou,:'down mence., 2. When used in connection with
or hover point), planned operations, it is the specific hour on

which the operation commences.
heliport-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A facility

designated for operating. basing. servicing, H-hour-(IADB) The specific hour on D-day

and maintaining helicopters, at which a particular operation commences.
The operation may be the commencement of

herbicide--(DO), NATO, CENTO) A chemical hostilities; the hour at which an operations
compound which will kill or damage plants. plan is executed or to be executed (as distin-
See also anticrop agent; antiplant agent. guished from the hour the order to execute

is issued) ; the hour that the operations phase

Hercules-(DOD, IADB) A medium-range is implemented, either by land assault, para-

troop and cargo transport designed for air- chute assault, amphibious assault, air or

drop or air-land delivery into a combat zone naval bombardment. The letter "H" will be

as well as conventional airlift. This aircraft the only one used to denote the above. The
is equipped with four turbo-prop engines, highest command or headquarters coordinat-
and integral ramp and cargo door. The D ing the planning will specify the exact nmean-

model is ski-equipped. The E model has addi- ing of H-hour within the aforementioned
tional fuel capacity for extended range. Des- definition. See alsi D-day.
ignated as C-130. The inflight tanker configu- high-(DOD) A height between twenty-five
ration is designated KC-130. thousand and fifty thousand feet.

HGM-25---Se Titan. high airburst-(DOD) The fallout safe height

of burst for a nuclear weapon which increases
H-hour---(D4D) The specific hotu- on D-day at damage to or casualties on soft t.rgets, or

which a particular operation commences. The reduces induced radiation contamination at
operation may be tie commencement of hos- actual ground zero. See also types of burst.
tilities: the hour at which an operation plan
is executed or to be executed (as distin- high altitude-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
guishel from the hour the order to execiut, TO, IA DB) Conventionally, an altitude above
is issued) ; the hour that the t,.erations phaf ý 10,000 meters (33,000 feet). See also altitude.
is implemented, either by land assault, para-
-!hute assault. amphibious assault, air or naval high altitude bombing-(DOD, IADR) Hofi-
bombardment. The highest command or head- zontal bombing with the height of release
q'iarters coordinating the planning will spe- over 1.5,000 feet.
cify the exact meaning of H-hour within the
aforementioned definition. Normally, the let- high altitude burst-(DOD, NATO, c'ENTO)
ter "H" will be the only one used to denote The explosion of a nuclear weapon which
tha above. Mlowever, when several operations takes place at a height in excess of 100,000
or phases of an operation are being conducted feet. See also types of burst.
in the same area on D-day, and -onfusion
may arise through the use of the same hour high angle-(DOD) An order to request to
de-.ignation for two er more of them, any obtain high-angle fire.,
letter of the alphabt- may be used except
A, C, D, E, J, M, or others which may be high angle fire--(DOD) Fire delivered at ele-
reserved for exclusive use. See also D-day. vations greater than the elevation of maxi-
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* - mum range; fire the range of which decre-,ý "es higiway-(NATO) A main road or t' orough-
as the anggle of elev.linn k increased, fare.

high explosive cargo-(DOD, JADB) Cargo highway clover Icaf-(NATO) An int-rsection
such as artillery ammuiiti-n, bombs, depth of two or more highway's the plan pattern of
charges, demolition materi-d. rot.kets, and which resembles the shape of a clover leaf,
missiles. See aisc cargo. hill shading-(DOD, NATO) A method of rep-

high ohlique--See oblique air photograph. resenting relief on a map by depicting the

shadows that would be cast by high ground

highspeed motorwa)--(NATO) A highway de- if light were shining from a certain direction.

signed for high speed vehicular traffic, often hold-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
although not necessari iy a tual lane highway. 1. A cargo stowage compartment aboard shir

2. To maintain or retain possession of byhigh speed submarine--(Dd)D, IADB) A sub- focaapsionranre..Innatck

marine capable of sulbmerged speeds of 20 force, as a position or an area. 3. In an attack,

knots cr more. to exert sufficient pressure to prevent move-
ment cr redistribution of enemy forces. (NA-

high velocity drop--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A TO, SEATO, CENTO. IADB) 4. As applied
to air traffic, to keep an aircraft within adrop procedure in which the drop velocity is ,pecified space or location which is identified

greater than 30 feet per second (low velocity by visual or other means in accordance with
drops and lower than fre drop velocity. See air traffic control instructions,
also airdrop.

holdees-See transient.
high velocity drop-(SEATO) The delivery of

supplies or equipment from aircraft in flight hold fire-(DOD) Do not open fire. or cease
wherein the rate of descent is greater that firing on raid track designated. Missiles in

* that obtained utilizing conventional car:c flight must not be permitted to continue to
parachute methods (low velocity drop), but intercept raid track designated (Note: This
less than terminal velocity (free drop). See is an emergency order that temporarily te:'-
also airdrop. miihates the active status of antiair warfare

weapons on raid track designated.)
high velocity drop--(IADB) The act or process

of delivering supplies or equipment from air- hold(ing)-(DOD) In air intercept, means re-
craft in flight wherein the rate of descent is main. or am. in position indicated and await-
greater than "hat obtained utilizing conven- (ing) further instructions.
tiona! cargo parachute methods (low velocity
drop), but less than terminal velocity (free holding anchorage--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
drop). The high velocity drop system consists IADB) An alternative anchoragr where
of retarding means to limit the rate of de- 5hips may lie if: a. the assembly or working
scent, stabilizing means (usually combined anchorage or port water terminal to which
with the retarding means) to orient the load they have been consigned is occupied: or b.
to strike on a predetermined surface, and when delayed by enemy threats or other fac-
sufficient cushioning material to absorb the tors frorm immediately proceeding on their
shock ,!pon impact and preserve the load from next voyage: or c. when dispersed from a
damage. See also airdrop; air movement; major port major water terminal to avoid
free drop; free fail; low velocity drop. the effects of a nuclear attack. See also emer-
ept of ymgency anchorage.
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holding and reconsignment point-(DOD, NA- hook-(DOD) A procedure used by an air con-
TO, SEATO, CENTO, 1AiD01 A rail or motor tr.'ler to electronically direct the data proc-
center v:ith corsiderable capacity, to which essing equipment of a semi-automatic corn-
cars or trucks may be sent and at which they mand and control system to take a specified
may be held until thtir destination becornes, action on a specific radar blip or symbol.
known or unti! the proper time arrives for
them to be moved farther toward their de.iti- horizon-(DOD) In general, the apparent or

nation. Also, a place where railroad cars or visible junction of the earth and sky, as seen
trucks may be unloaded and the cargo held from any specific position. Also called the
for future transshipment, apparent, visible, or local horizon. A horizon-

tql plane passing through a point of vision
holding attack-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- or perspective center., The apparent or visible

TO, IADB) An attack designed to hold the horizon approximates the true horizon only
enemy in position, to deceive him as to where when the point of vision is very close to sea
ti.q main attack is being made, to prevent level.
him from reinforcing the elements opposing
the main attack, and or to cause him to com- horizontal action mine-(OD, NATO) A mine

mit his reserves prematurely at an indecisive designed to produce a destructive effect in a
location, plane approximately parallel to the ground.

holiday-(DOD) An unintentional omission in horizontal error-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
eof an area. See also gap IADB) The error in range, deflection, or in

(imagery). radius, which a weapon may be expected to

exceed as often as not, Horizontal error Df

homing guidance--(DOD, NESN, IADB) A weapons making a nearly vertical approach

system by which a missile steers itself to- to the target is described in terms of circular

wards a target by means of self-contained error probable. Hori'ontal error of weap'ns

mechanism which is activated by some dis- producing elliptical dispersion pattern is cx-

tinguishing characteristics of the target. See pressed in terms of probabie error. See also

also active homing guidance; guidance; pass circular error probable; delivery error; de-

sive homiag guidance; semiactive homing viation; dispersion error.

guidance. horizont.al loading-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) Loading of items of like charact•.,r in
homing phase--(DOD, IADB) The period of horizontal layers throughout the holds of a

flight of m missile between the end of mid- shpSealoodig

course guidance and arrival in the vicinity ship. See also loading.

of the target. See also terminal guidance. horizontal loading-(SEATO) A type of load-
ing whereby items of like character are

homogeneous area-(NATO, CENTO) An area loaded in horizontal layers throughout the
which has uniform radar reflecting power at holds of a ship. See also loading.
all poirts.

hispital-.-(DOD, IADB) A medical treatment
Honest John-(DOD, IADB) A surface-to-sur- facility primarily ittended to provide irtpa-

face, free-flight, solid-propellant rocket with tient care. It is appropriately staffed and
nuclear and nonnuclear warhead capability. equipTed to provide diagnostic and therapeu-
It is designed to attack targets in support of tic services, as well as the necessar.y support-
ground forces up to a range of 40,000 meters, ing services required to perform its assigned
depending on the model., Designated as missi .n. A hospital may, in addition, dis-
MGR-1. chargr the functions of a dispensary.
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-- honit~a shirn---fDODl 14_DR) An ,narmtd shin. hot spot-(DOLE. NATO. CENTO) Region in a
marked in accordance with the Geneva ('on- contaminated area in which the level of radio-
vefti,)n, staffed. nd equipped to provide hos- active contamination is considerably greater
pitaiization for the armed forLs and also than in neignborins, regions in the area.
ased to evacuate casualties. Designated as
AH. See also hospital transport. Hound Dog-(DOD, IADB) A turbojet-pro-

pelled, air-to-surface missile de3igned to be
hospital transport-(DOD, IADB) A transport carried externally on the B-52. It is equipped

provided with additional medical personnel with a nuclear warhead and can be launched
and increased facilities for evacuatioi of cas- for either high or low altitude attacks against
ualties. See also hospital ship. enemy targets, supplementing the internally-

carried firepower of the B-52. Designated as
hostage-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A per- AGM-28.

son held as a pledge that certain terms or
agreements will be kept. (The taking of hovercraft-See grourd effect machine.
hostages is forbidden under the Geneva Con-
ventions, 1949.) hovering-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A

self-sustaining maneuver whereby P fixed, or
host countr--(DOD) A nation in which repre- nearly fixed position is maintained relative

sentatives or organizations of another tate to a spot on the earth's surface or underwater,
are present because of government invitation
and 'or international agreement. hovering ceiling-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) The highest altitude at which the
hostile-(DOD) A contact positively identified helicopter is capable of hovering in standard

as enemy. See also bogey; friendly. atmosphere. It is usually stated in two fig-
ures: hovering in ground effect and hovering

hostile acts-(DOD) Basic rules established by out of ground effect.
higher authority for defining and recognizing
hostile acts by aircraft, submarines, surface howitzer-(DOD) 1. A cannon which combines
units. and gý-ound forces will be promulgated certain characteristics of guns and rr )rtars.
by the commanders of unified or specified The howitzer delivers projectiles with me-
commands, and by other appropriate corn- (:ium velocities, either by low or high trajec-
manders when so authorized, tories. 2. A cannon with tube length 20 to 30

calibers, See also guit; mortar.
hostile track-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Thb-

classification assigned to a track which, based howtar--See mortar. 107-mm (4.2") (howtar).
upon established criteria, is determined to
be an enemy airborne, ballistic and or orbit- hunter-killer force-(DOD. IADB) A naval
ing threat. (Note: NATO and CENTO term force consisting of an antisubmarine warfare
is "hostile track (air defense)".) carrier, associated aircraft and escorts com-

bining specialized searching, tracking, and
hot photo interuretation report-Not to be attacking capabilities of air and surface anti-

used. See Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/ submarine warfare units operated as a coor-
Surveillance 31 ssion Report. dinated group for the conduct of offensive

antisubmarine operations in an area of sub-
hot report-Not to be used. See Joint Tactical marine probability.

Air Reconnaissance/Surveillance Mission
Report. hunter-killer group-See anti-submarine car-

ele gr-.
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h,_ni~ter-i!!er anerati•ns--(,DO. NATO,.PA. hvdrngranhy-(DOD. NATO. CENTO) Tha

TO, CENTO, IADB) Offensive antisubmarine science which deals with the measurements
operations ir -1 submari--e probability area, ond description of the physical feature,; of
combining the best searching, tracking, and the oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, and their ad-
attacking c,.pabilities of air, surface, and joining coastal areas, with particular refer-
subsurface units, and forces in coordinated ence to their use for navigational purposes.
action to locate and destroy submarines at sea.

hyperfocal distance-(NATO, CENTO) The
Hustler--(DOD, IADB) A strategic all-weather distance from the lens to the nearest object

medium bomber with nuclear delivery capa- in focus when the lens is focused at infinity.
bility. It is powered by four turbojet engines
and has a supersonic dash capability. The hypergolic fuel-,(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO,
Hustler has an intercontinental range IADB) Fuel which will spontaneously ignite
through in-flight refueling. Designated as with an oxidizer, such as aniline with fuming
B-58. nitric acid. It is used as the propulsion agent

in certain missile systems.
hydrographic chart--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, 1ADB) A nautical chart showing hypersonic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADD)
depths of water, nature of bottom, contours Of, or pertaining to, speeds equal to or in
of bottom and coastline, and tides and cur- excess of five times the speed of sound. See
rents in a given sea or sea and land area. also speed of sound.

hydrographic reconnaissance-(DOD) Recon-
naissance of an area of water to determine hyperstereoscopy-(NATO, CENTO) Stereo-
depths, beach gradients, the nature of the scopic viewing in which the relief effect is

bottom, and the location of coral reefs, rocks, noticeably exaggerated, caused by the exten-

shoals, and man-made obstacles. sion of the camera base. Also known as
ex.ggerated stereoscopy.

hydrographic section (beach party)-(DOD,
SEATO, IADB) A section of a beach party hypsometric tinting-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
whose duties are to clear the beach of dam- IADB) A method of showing relief on maps
aged boats, conduct hydrographic reconnais- and charts by coloring in different shades
sance, assist in removing underwater obstruc- those parts which lie between selected levels.
tions, act as stretcher bearers and furnish Sometimes referred.to as elevation tint, alti-
relief boat crews. tude tint, and layer tint.
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identification-(DOD, 1ADB) 1. In air defense identify-(DOD) A code meaning identify the
and antisubmarine warfare, the process of contact designated by any means nt your
determining the friendly or hostile character (isposal.
of a detected contact. 2. In arms control, the
proce-s of determining which nation is re- igloo space--(IOD, IADB) Area in an earth-
sponsible for the detected violations of an covered structure of concrete and or steel
arms control measure. de.signed for the storage of ammunition and

explosives. Ste also storage.
identification-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) The

* indication by anv act or means of your own I go-(DOD) I am leaving my patrol mission
friendly character or individually, in - minutes. ,•ee also I stay.

Identification Friend or Foe-(DOD) A system image displacement-(NATO, CENTO) in a

usig electronic transmissions to which photograph. any diiensional or positional

equipment carried by friendly forces auto- error.
matically responds, for example, by emitting image format-(DOD) Actual size of negative,
pulses, thereby distinguishing themselves scope, or other medium on which iniage is
from enemy forces. It is a method of deter-
mining the friendly or unfriendly character
of aircraft and ships by other aircraft or image motion compensation-(NATO, CEN-
s'hip.s and by ground forces using electronic TO) The proccss of synchronizing the relative
detection equipment and associated Identifi- movement of the ground image, caused by
cation Friend or Foe units. See also selective a!! vehicle motion, with a recording sensor
identification feature. during exposure.

Identification Friend or Foe-(NATO, SEA. imagery-(DO, N.'A7O, CENTO) Collectively,
To, CENTO, IADB) A -ys ;enm using radar the representations of objects reproduced

transmissions to which equipment carried by electronically or by optical means on film.
friendly forceF automatically responds, for electronic display devices or other media.
example, by emitting pulses, thereby distin-
guishing themselves from enemy forces. It imagery interpretation--DOD, NATO) The
is the primary mathod of determining the processof loaion. recognition. i-entificati n.
friendly or unfriendl character of aircra7 . and description of objects, activities and t.!r-' frendy orunfienly caraterof arcrL', rain ,'epresented on imagery.

and ships by other aircraft or ships and by
ground forces employing radar detection imagery interpretation key-(NATO. CENTO)

equipment and associated Identification. Any diagrams. charts. tables, lists or sets of
Friend or Foe units. examples. etc.. which are used to aid imagery
I • terpret.ers in the rapid identification of

Identification Friend or Foe personal identi- Iets in ther:.'.

fier--( D 0 D ) The discreet Identification objects visible on imagery.

Frien1 .).- Foe code ass.,c-,ed to a particular imagery sortie-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) One
aircraft, ship. or other vehicle fmr identifi- flight by one aircraft for the purpose of re-
cation by electronic mean-, cording air imagery,

i •-identification maneuver--(DOD) A maneuver imitative deception--(DOD) The introduction

performed for identification purposeF., of radiations into enemy channels which imi-
For exi,.ati, of ,y,!,. ,,, page ,i tate hiz own emissions.

Forentificataon ofmyanos euer-DD Ae maevr iiaievieto- Teitouto
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immediate aij suvnort-fDO/ 'VATO SEA- immediate operationai readiness--( DO D )
TO, CENTO, IAD-3) Air support to meet spe- Those operations directly related to the as-
cific requests which arise (luring the coure sumption of an alert or quick-reaction pos-
of a battle and which by their nature cannot tWre. Typical opeiations include ý:trip alert,
be planned in advance. See also air support. airborne alert indoctrination, no-notice

launch of an alert force, and the maintenance
immediate destination (merchant shipping)- of missilps in an al-rt configuration. See also

(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The next destina- nuclear weapon exercise; nuclear weapon
tion of a ship or convoy, irrespectixe of maneuver.
whether or not onward routing instructions
have been issued to it. See also destinations, immediate operational readiness--( N A T 0,

CENTO, IADB) The state in whi'.h any arm
immediately vital cargo--(NATO, CENTO, or Service is ready in all respects for instant

LADB) A cargo al:'ialy loaded, which the combat.
consignee country regards as immediately
vital for the prosecation of the war or for impact action fuze-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
national survival and delivery of which may CENTO, IADB) A fuze that is set in action
be a ithorized by the national authorities of by the striking of a projectile or bornb against
the flag or ship carrying the cargo, notwith- an object, e.g.. percussion fuze, cantact fuze.
standing the risk to the ship. (NATO, CEN- Synonymous with direct action fuze. See also
TO) (This definition is Fmited to the period fuze.
of implementation of the shipping movement
policy.) See also cargoes. impact area-(DOD) An area having desig-

nated boundaries within the limits of which
immediate message-(DOD, IADB) A category all ordnance will detonate or impact.

of precedence reserved for messages relating
to situations which gravely affect the security impact area-(NATO, S E A T 0, CENTO,
of national 'allied forces or populace, and IADB) An area having designated boundaries
which require immediate delivery to the ad- within the limits of which all ordnance is to
dressee (s). See also precedence. make contact with the ground.

immediate mission tequest-(DOD) A request impact point-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADR)
for an air strike on a ta,'get which by its The point on the drop zone where the first
nature could not be identified sufficiently in parachutist or air-dropped cargo item should
advance to permit detailed mission coordina- land.
tion and planning. See also preplanned mis- implosion weapon-(DOD) A weapon in which
sion request. a quality of fissionable matet al. less than a

immediate mission request (reconnaissance)- critical mass at ordinary pressure, h .s its
(DOD) A request for a mission on a target volume suddenly reduced by compression (a
which, by its nature, could not be identified step accomplished by using chemical explo-
sufficiently in advance to permit detailed mis- sives) P-) that it becomes supercritical, pro-
sion coordination and plznning. ducing a nuclear explosion.

immediate nuclear support-(DOD) Nuclear implosion weapon--(NATO, CENTO) A device
support to meet specific requests which arise in which a quantity of fissionable material,
during the course of a battle and which by less than a critical mass, has its volume sud-
their nature cannot be planned in advance. denly decreased by compression, so that it
See also preplanned nuclear support; nu- becomes supercritical and an explosion can
clear support, take place. The compression is achiiived by
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means of a spherical arrangement of specially reimbursement nature, with a special provi-

I Ifabricated shapes of ordinary high explosive sion for adjustmeIn 0; t~li l,'e.t O or f.....
which produce an inwardly-directed implo- It provides for a tentative target pricc and
sion wave, the fissionable material being at a maximum price or maximum fee, witi price
the center of the sphere. or fee adjustment after completion t'f the

contract for the purpose of establishing a
imprest fund-(DOD) A cash fund of a fixed final price or fee based on the contractor's

amount established through an advance of actual costs plus a sliding scale of profit or fee
funds, without appropriation change, to an which varies inversely with the cost but
authorized imurest fund cszhipr tn afr-et ira_ which in no c-'ent shall permit the final price
mediate cash payments of reiatively small or fee to exceed the maximum price or fee
amounts for authorized purchases ot supplies stated in the contract.
and nonpersonal services.

incident (exercise)-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
imprint-(NATO) Brief note in the margin of TO, IADB) An occurrence injected by direct-

a map giving all or some o, the following: ing staffs into the exercise which will have
date of publication, printing, name of pub- an effect on the forces being exercised or
lisher, printer, place of publication, number their facilities and which will require action
of copies printed, and related information, by the appropriate c3mmander and or staff
i being exercised.

improvised (early) resupply-(NATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) The onward movement of corn- incidents--(DOD, IADB) Brief clashes or other
modities which are available on land and military disturbances generally of a transi-
which can be readily loaded into ships. See tory nature and not involving protracted hos-
also elements of resupply. tilities.

inactive aircraft--(DOD) Aircraft placed in indefinite call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

storage, bailment, on loan outside the De- CENTO, IADB) A call sign which 0,es not

fense establishment, or otherwise not avail- represe;it a specific facility, comrn.-nd, au-
able to the military Services. thority, activity, or unit, but which may rep-

resent any one or any group of these. See also
inactive aircraft--(ADB) The total of the re- call sign.

serve and nonprogram aircraft. See also air- indefinite delivery type contract-(DOD) A
craft. type of contract used for procurements where

the exact time of delivery is not known at
inbound traffic-(DOD) Traffic originating in

an area outside continental United States

destined for or moving in the general direc- index contour line-..-(NATO) A contour line
tion of continental United States. accentuated by a heavier line weight to dis-

tinguish it from intermediate contour lines.
incapacitating agent-(DOD) An agent that Index contours are usually shown as every

produces temporary physiologicJ or mental fifth contour with their assigned values, to
effects, or both, which will render individuals facilitate reading elevations.
incapable of concerted effort in the perform- index to adjiining sheets-See map index.
ance of their assign ed duties. in dex ato a i is h eet airspee d.

incentive type contract--(DOD) A contract
which may be of either a fixed price or cost indicating-(DOD) In air intercept, a code

For o of sy,& we,, Put, ,. meaning contact speed by plot, is
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indications (intelligence)-(DOD,NATC ILA- irdividuai sponsoved dependent- .(Dot) A ae-
TO, CENTO, IADB) Information ii v'arious riendent not entitled to travel ,o the oversea
degrees of evaluation, all of which bears on command at C(vernment expen•.e or who en-
the intention of a potential enemy to aiopt ters the comu.,and without indorsement of
or reject a course of action. the appropriate oversea commander.

indirect air support-(DOD) All forms of air induced environment-(DOD, IADB) Any, man-
support provided to land or naval forc,-s made or equipment-made environment v hich
which do not immedately assist those forces directly or indireztly affects the performance
in the tactical battle. of man or materiel.

indirect air support--(NATO, SEATO, CEN- induced radiation.--(DOD, NATO, SEATb.
TO, IADB) Support given to land or sea CENTO, IADB) Radiation produced as a re-
forces by air action against objectives other suit of exposure to radioactive materials, par-
than enemy forces engaged in the tactical ticularly the capture of neutrons, See also
battle. It includes the gaining and maintain- contamination; initial radiation; residual
ing of air superiority, interdiction, and har- radiation.
assing. See also air support.

industrial mobilization-(DOD, IADB; Theindirect damage assessment--(NATO, CEN- transformation of industry from its peace-
TO, IADB) A revised target analysis based time activity to the industrial program nee-
on new data such as actual weapon yield, e acy to the ndtial program ne-essary to support the national military ob-burst height, and ground zero obdtined by jectives. It includes the mobilization of
means other than direct assessment. materials, labor, capital, production facilities,

indirect fire-(DOD) Fire delivered on a target and contributory items and services essential

which is not itself used as a point of aim for to the industrial program.

the weapons or the director.
industrial property-(DOD) As distinguished

indirect fire-(NATO, 8 E A T O, CENTO, from military Property, means any contrac-
IADB) Fire delivered at a target which =an- tor-acquired or Government-furnished prop-
net be seen by the aimer. See also tire. erty, including materials, special tooling and

industrial facilities furnished or acquired in
ir-direct iaying-(DOD) Aiming a gun eitl er the performance of a contract or subcontract.

by sighting at a fixed object, called the aim-
ing point, instead of the target or by using irdustrial readiness--(DOD) The state of pre-
a means of pointing other than a sight, such paredrless el industry to produce essential
as a gun director, when the target cannot materiel to support the national military ob-
be seen from the gun position. jectives.

individual equipment-(DOD, IADP) ku.efer- inertial guidance-(DOD, IADB) A guidance
ring to method of use, signifies persona*, system designed to project a missile over a
clothing and equipment, for the per-jnal use predetermined path, wherein the path of the
of the individual. See also equipmient.- missile is adjusted after launching by de-

vices wholly within the missile and inde-
individual reserves-(DOD, IADHI The sup- pendent of outside information. The system

plies carried on a soldier, animal, or vehicle measures and converts accelerations experi-
for his or its individual use in an emergency., enced to distance traveled in a certain direc-
See Iso reserve supplies. tion. See also guidance.
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r inert mine (land mine warfare)-(DOP. NA- information box-(NATO, CENTO) A space onitO VVK ~I A '1'i& £'E'?T'I'dl 1 4 "0 , ' * -.~ ,., - n . , - -0-4A - - - ý ,.+ ;0
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lhca of a standaird mine. It is used for instruc- used for identification, refererce and scale
tional purposý:s. See also mine. irforination.

infill-(NATO) In cartography, the filling of an information (inte1,!igonce)-(DOD, N A T 0,
area or feature with color e.g. roade, town CENTO, IADB) Unevaluated material of
shapes, lakes, etc. every description, including that derived

from observations, reports, rumors, imagery,
infiltration-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. and other sources which, when processed, may

The nmovement through or into an area or produce intelligence.
territory occupied by either friendly or enemy
troops or organizations. The movcment is irformation (intelligeuce)-(SEATO) Unproc-
made, either by small groups or by individ- essed material of every description including
uais, at extended or irregular intervals. When that derived from observations, reports, ru-
used in connection with the enemy, it infers mors, photographs, etc., which when ana-
that contact is avoided. (DOD) 2. In intelli- iyzed, produces intelligence.
gence usage, placing an agent or other person
in a target area in hostile territory. Usually information processing-See intelligence cycle.
involves crossing a frontier or other guarded
line. Methods of infiltration are: black (clan- information report-(DOD) Report used to for-
destine) ; grey (through legal crossing point ward raw information collected to fulfill in-
but under false documentation) ; white telligence requirements.
(legal).

informer-(DOD) Person who intentionally dis-
infiltration (intelligence)---S e e infiltration, closes to police or to a security service infor-

Part 2. mation about persons or activities he con-
siders suspect, usually for a financial reward.

inflammable cargo-(DOD, IADB) Cargo such

as drummed gasoline and oils. See also cargo. infrared film-(DOD) Film carrying an emul-

inflight report-(DOD) The transmission from sion especially sensitive to "near-infrared".

the airborne system of information obtained Use.- to photograph through haze, because
of t'le penetrating power of infrared light,
and in camouflage detection to distinguish

inflight report-(NATO, CENTO) A standard betwten living vegetation and dead vegeta-

form of message whereby aircrews report tion or artificial green pigment.
mission results while in flight. It is also used
for reporting any other tactical information infrared imagery-(DOD) That imagery pro-

sighted of such importance and urgency that duced as a result of sensing electromai netic

the delay, if reported by normal debriefing, radiations emitted or reflected from a griven

would negate the usefulness of the informa- target surface in the infr-ared portion of the

tion. electromagnetic spectrum (approximately
0.72 to 1,000 microns).

informant-(DOD) 1. Per-on who, wittingly or
unwittingly, provides information to an infrared photography-(DOD) Photography
agent, a clandestine service, or the police. 2. employing an optical system and direct
In reporting, a person who has provided image recording on film sensitive to near-
specific information and is cited as a source. infrared wave length (infrared film)., Note:

For ,"Imti of s lo .a Y,. Not to be confused with infrared imagery,
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infrastructure-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- tive duty or reserve) by iniluction, e.nlistment,
TO) A term generally applicable for all fixed or appointment in any oervice of the Armed
and permanent installations, fabrications, or Forces of the United States. Appointment
facilities for the sunport and control of mili- may be as a commissioned or warrant officer;
tary forces. See also bilateeal infrastructure; as a cadet or midshipman at the Service acad-
common infrastructure; national infrastruc- emy of one of the armed forces; og as a mid-
ture. shipman, United States Naval Reserve, for

United States Naval Reserve Officers Train-
initial approach-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) That ing Corps training at a civilian institution.

part of the instrument approach procedure
consisting of the first approach to the first initial issue-(NFSN, CENTO, IADB) First
navigational facility associated with the pro- combat supply- placed at the disposal of
cedure, or to a predetermined fix. When not t'nits of all arms of all Services in peacetime.
associated with an instrument approach pro- In principle it enables these units to fulfill
cedure, that portion of the flight of an air- their first missions without further supply.
craft immediately prior to arrival over the It con be transported by the organic transport
airfield of destinatica or over the reporting of the unit. The data is expressed in number
point, from which the final approach to the of rounds (or in lots in the case of explo-
airfield is commenced, sives).

initial approach-(SEATO, IADB) That por- initial operational capability-(DOD, IADB)
tion of the flight of an aircraft immediately The first attainment of the capability to em-
prior to arrival over the aerodrome of desti- ploy efTectivdly a weapon, item of rquipment,
nation or over the reporting point from which or system of approved specific characteristics,
the final approach to the aerodrome is com- and which is manned or operated by an ade-
znenced. quately trained, equipped, and supported

military unit or force.
initial approach aiea-(NATO) An area of de-

fined width lying between the last preceding Initial Photo Intepretation Report-(DOD) A
navigational fix or dead reckoning position first-phase interpretation report, subsequent
and either the facility to be used for making to the Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/
an instrument approach or a point associatad Surveillance Mission Report, presenting the
with such a facility that is used for demarcat- results of the initial readout of new imagery
ing t'he termination of initial approach. to answer the specific requirements for which

the mission was requested.
initial contact report--See contact report.

initial poini--(DO-, !ADB) 1. The first point
initial (early) resupply--(N,"'C. CENTO, at which a moving target is located on a

IADB) The onward movement ef ships which plotting board. 2. A well defined point, easily
are already loaded with cargoes which will distinguishable visually and/or electronically
serve the requirements after D-day. This in- used as a starting point for the bomb run to
clude3 such shipping evacuation from major the target. 3. (airborne)-A point close to
ports/major water terminals and subse- the landing area where serials (troop carrier
quently dispersed to secondary ports/alter- air formations) make final alterations in
nate water terminals and anchorages. See course to pass over individual drop or landing
also elements of resupply. zones. 4. (helicopter)-An air control point

in the vicinity of the landing zone from which
initial entry irto military servict.-(DOD) En- individual flights of helicopters are directed

try for the first time in military status (ac- to their prescribed landing sites. 5. Any desig-
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thereof is formed by 0'e successive arrival gamma rays given off at the instant of the
of its various subdivisions, and comes under explosion, and the alpha, beta, and gammina
the control of the commander ordering the rays emitted in the rising fireball and column
move. See also target approach point, of smoke. In contrast to residual radiation, its

delivery to persons and objects on the earth's
initial point-(NATO, CENTO) 1. (air opera- surface is terminated by the removal of the

tions) A well defined point, easily distinguish- source (products in the nuclear cloud) from
able visually and, or electronically, used a3 a within effective radiation ra-age of the earth
starting point for the bomb run to the target by the rising cloud.
or to the pull-up point. 2. (air transport) A
point close to the land,,.g area where air initial reserves-(DOD, lADB) In an amphibi-
transport sef'ials make final alterations in ous operation, those supplies which normally
course to pass over individual prescribed drop are unloaded immediately following the as-
or landing zones. 3. (helicopters) An air con- sault waves; ustially the supplies for the use
trol point in the vicinity of the landing zor. of the bcach organization. battalion landing
from which individual 'lights of helicopters teams, and other elements of regimental corn-
are directed to their prescribed landing sites. bat learns for the purpose of initiating and
4. (air traffic control) A point in the air from sustaining combat until higher supply instal-
which individual aircraft proceed from lations are established. See also reserve sup-
stacking to landing approach. NFSN usage plies.
only. 5. (ground movement) See start point. initial strength of enemy forces-(IADB) The6. The first positian. at which a moving target intasreghoeeyfoc--(ABTe
is located on a plotting boardt number of men, weapons, and equipment laid

down in the accepted War Establishment and

initial provisioning-(DOD, 1ADB) The proc- War Equipment Tables. See also effective
ess of determining the range and quantity of strength of enemy forcs; strength of enemy
items (i.e., spares and repair parts, special forces.
tools, test equipment, and support equip-
ment) required to support and maintain an initial vector-bsDOD) The initial command
item for an initial period of service, Its heading to be assumed by an interceptor after
phases include the identification of items of it has been committed to intercept an air-
-upply, the establishment of data for catalog, borne object.
technical manual, and allowance list prepa- initial velocity-See muzzle velocity.
ration of instructions to assure delivery of
necessary support items with related end initiation (nuclear)--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
articles. Action which sets off a chain reaction in a

fissile mass which has reached the critical
initial radiation-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The state gei.erally by the emission of a "spurt"

radiation, essentially neutrons and gamma of neutrons).
rays, resulting from a nuclear burst and
emitted from the fireball witbin one minute initiation of procurement a c t i o n-(DOD,
after burst. See also induced radiation; resid- IAtB) That point in time when the ap-
ual radiation. proved document requesting procurement

and citing funds is forwarded to the procur-
initial radiation-(IADB) The nuclear radia- ing activity. See also procurement lezd tive.

tion accompanying a nuclear explosion and
emitted from the resultant fireball; immedi- injury-(DOD, IADB) A term comprising such

For e ,xpa of symbok. &se pg vL conditions as fractures, wounds. sprains,
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strains, dislocations, concu~ssions, and cor inspection-(DOD, IADB) In arms control,

pressiuns. In e:dditior,, it includes conditions physical p~rocess of determining compliance
resulting from extremes of tem.perature or with arms control measures.

prolonged exposure. Acute poisopings, except
those due to contaminated food, resulting instaliation--(DOD) A grouping of facilities,
from exposure to a toxic or poisonous sub- located in the same vicinity, which support
stance are also classed as injuries. See also particular functions. Installations may be
battle casualty; casualty; nonbattle cas- elements of a base. See also base.
uaity; wounded.

installatioi--(IADB) A military facility in a
inland search and rescue region-(DOD) The fixed or relatively fixed location, together

inland areas of continental United States, with its buildings, building equipment, and
except w.ters under the jurisdiction of the subsidiary facilities such as piers. spurs, ac-
United States. See also search and rescue cess roads, and beacons. See also base; base
region. complex.

inner transport area-(DOD, IADB) The area instrument flight--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
vnere most of the onloadi:_g is arzcomplished, CENTO, IADB) Flight in wnich the path and
located as near the beach as conditions per- attitude of the aircraft are controlled solely
mit. Normally. the transport group moves by reference to instruments.
into the inner transport area after the prob-
ability of enemy interference is reducer.. Seealso ransort rea.instrument landing system--(NATO, SEATO,
also transport area. CENTO, IADB) A system of radio naviga-

tion intended to assirZ aircraft in landing
inserted grouping (radar)--(NATO, CENTO) which provides lateral and vertical maidarce,

The inclusion of one area of homogeneous including indications of distance from the
zurface material in an area of different optimum poihit of landing,
material.

".nstrdment recording photography-(NATO,
inset-(NATG) In cartography, a separate CENTO) Photography of thc presentatior of

map positioned within the neatline of a instrument data.
larger map. Three forms are recognized: a.
an area geographically outside a sheet but
included therein for convenience of publica- ' support of---(DOD, NATO, SEAcTO, CENTO,ti(.nl, usually at the same scale; b. a portion IADR) Assisting or leotecting another for-
the msuap rcart at anmenlarge scale ; b. aporti mation, unit, or organization while remainingolf the m ap or cha rt at an. enlarged scale; C. n e r g n l c n r l

a smaller scale map or chart of surrounding under original control.
areas, included for location purpcrses.

insurgency-(DOD, 1, 14DB) A condition re-

inshore patrol-(DOD, NA TO, CE N T O, suiting from a- revolt or insurrection against

IADB) A naval defense patrol operating a constituted government which falls short

generally within a defensive coastal aP.ea and of civil war. In the current context, snbver-

comprising all elemerdt.s of harbor defense,. sive iisurgency is primarily communist in-

the coastal lookout system. patrol craft, sup- qpire.d, supported. or exploited.

porting bases, aircraft. and Coast, Guard sta-
tions. (Note: IADB definition ends with the integrated fire control system-(DOD) A sys-
word "aircraft".) tern which pefforms the functions of target
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a ..... tracki-g,^- d ,, ....... 4,*; .... in4alliergne• ( f" A 7 0) .ATO. ('ENTO.
engagement control, primarily using elec- IADB) The product re-ulting from the col-
tronic means assisted by electromechanicai lection, evaluation, analysis, integration, and
devices, interpretation of all available information

which concerns one or more aspects of for-
integrated logistic support--NATO, CEN- eign natiois or of areas of operations and

TO, IADB) The pooling of specified resources which is immediately or potentially signifi-
by nations for use by the same nations as cant to military planning and operations. See
decided by coordinating agency or authority also basic intelligence; combat intelligence;
t which the subscribing nations have agreed counterintelligence; military intelligence;
See also logistic assistance; mutual aid; re- strategic intelligence; target intelligence;
allocation ef resources. technical intelligence.

integrated material management-(DOD) The intelligence annex-(DOV) A supporting docu-
exercise of total Department of Defense man- ment of an operation plan or order which
agement responsibility for a Federal Supply provides detailed information on the enemy
Group 'Class, commodity or item by a single situation, assignment of intelligence tasks,
agency. It normally includes comput tion of and intefligen -e administrative procedures.
requirements. funding, budgeting. storing,
issuing, cata!ogmng, standardizing, and pro- intelligence collection plan-(DOD, NATO,

curing functions. SEATO, CENV'O, IADB) A plan for gather-
ing information from all available sources to

integrated staff-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- meet an intelligence requirement. Specifically,
TO, IADB) - staff in which one officer only a 1o,':ical plan for transforming the essentialTOIAD) stff n hic on oficr oly elements of information into orders or re-
is appointed to each posz on the establish- eleeets o sor atin i reqsi r t el

ment of the headquarters, irrespective of na- also itlgce cycle.

tionality and lervice. See also combined staff; Se also intelligence cycle.

joint staff, parallel staff; staff. intelligence contingency funds-(DOD) Appro-

priated funds to be used for intelligence ac-
integration-(DOD) The process of forming tivities when the use of other funds is not

an intelligence pattern through selection and applicable or would either jeopardize or im-
combination of evaluatel information. pede the mission of the intelligence unit

integration--(NATO, CENTO) In pnotogra- intelligence cycle--(DOD, NATO, !ADB) The
phy, a process by which the average radar steps by which i formation is assembled,
picture seen on several scans of the time base converted into intoligence, and made avail-
may be obtained on a print, or. the process able to users. The.- a steps are in four phases:
by which several photographic images are a. direction-Determriation of intelligence
combined into a single image. requirements, preparation of a collection

plan, iss-iance of orders andA requests to
intelligent--(DOD) TNe product result;ng information collection agencies, and a con-

from the collectisn, evaluation, analysis. into- tinuous check on the prd•tuctivity of col-
gration, and interpretation of all information iection agencies.
concerning on2 or more aspects of ioreign b. collection-The exploitaticn of sourccs of
countries or areas, which is immediately or information by collection agencies and -he
potentially significant to tht developm-nt and delivery of this information to the proper
execution of plans. policies, and operations. intelligence processing unit for use in the

P*r eptae of syt see -, vi. production of intelligence.
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c. ...... T,, "r ,,e,,b, jnfAri_ intellienve report-(DOD) A si)ecific report
tion becomes intelligence through evalua- of information, usually on a single item, made
tion, analysis, integration, and interpreta- at any level of command in tactical operations
tion., a.id disseminated as rapidly as possible in

d. dissemination-The conveyance of intelli- keeping with the timeliness of the informa-
gence in suitable form 'oral. graphic, or tion. Also called INTREP.
written) to agencies needing it., See alsointelligence col~ection plan. intelligence reporting--(DOD, NATO, CEN-
ilTO, IA B) The preparation and conveyance

intellgence data base--(DOD) The sum of of information by any means. More com-
holdings oi intelligence data and finished in- monly, the term is restricted to reports as

telligence products at a given organization. they are prepared by the collector and as
they are transmitted by him to his head-

intelligerce data handling systems--(DOD) quarters and by this component of the intelli-

Information systems which process and gence structure to one or more intelligence-

manipulate raw information and intelligence producing components. Thus, even in this
data as required. They are characterized by limited sense, reporting embraces both col-dataas equied.The arechaacteize by lection and dissemination. The term is ap-
the application of general purpose computers,

peripheral equipment, and automated storage plied to normal and specialist intelligence re-
and retrieval equipment for documents and ports. See also normal intelligence reports;
photographs. While automation is a distin- specialist intelligence reports.
guishing characteristic of intell gence data intelligence requirement-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
handling systems, individual s:ystem com- TO, IADB) Any subject, general or specific,
ponents may be either automated or manually upon which there is a need for the collection
operated, of information, or the production of intelli-

gence. See also essential elements of infor-intelligence estimate--(DOD, NESN, SEA TO, mation.

CENTO, IADB) An )raisal of the elements

of intelligence relating to a specific situation intelligence subject code--(DOD) A system of
or condition with a view to determining the subject and area references to index the in-
courses of action open to the enemy or po- formation contained in intelligence reports
tential enemy and the probable order of ti'eir as required by general intelligence document
adoption. See also estimate; estimate of the reference service.
sitqation. (Note., IADB term is "intelligence
estimate of the situation".) intelligence summary-(DOD) A specific re-

port providing a summary of items of intelli-
intelligence journal-(DOD) A chronological gence information normally produced at bat-

log of intelligence activities covering a stated talion squadro, or higher level in tactical
period, usually 24 hours. It is an index of operations, usually at six-hour intervals. Also
reports and messages that have been received called INTSUM.
and transmitted and of important events that
have occurred and actions taken. The journal intention-(DOD, IADB) An aim or design (as
is a permanent and official record distinct from capability) to execute a speci-

fied course of action.
intelligence process.-(NESN, SEATO, CEN-

TO) The steps by which information is col- intercepting search-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
lected, converted into intelligence, and dis- CENTO, IADB) A type of search designed
seminated. to intercept an enemy whose previous posi-
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tion is known and the limits of whose subse- more military Services to one or more de-
quent course and speed can be assumed. partments or agencies of the United States

Government (other than military) with or
interceptor-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A without reimbursement. See also interna-

manned aircraft utilized for identification tional logistic support; inter-Service sup-
and/or engagement of airborne objects. port; support.

interceptor controller--(N A T O, SEATO, interdepartmental intelligence-(DOD) Inte-
CENTO, IADB) An officer who controls grated departmental intelligence which is re-
fighter aircraft allotted to him for intercep- quired by departments and agencies of the
tion purposes. United States Government for the execution

of their missions but which transcends the
interceptor/fighter-See fighter interceptor, exclusive competence of a single department

or agency to produce.intercept point-(DOD) A computed point in
space toward which an interceptor is vectored interdict-(DOD, IADB) To prevent or hinler.
to complete an interception, by any means, enemy use of an area or route.

interchangeability-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A interdict-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) To iso-
condition which exists when two or more late, or seal off an area by any means; to
items possess such functional and physical deny the use of a route or approach.
characteristics as to be equivalent in per-foranc ad drab "y, nd recapbleof interdiction fire--(OD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
formance and durabi :'ty, and are capable of TO, IADB) Fire placed on an area or point
being exchanged one for the other without TO preen the enem o n th area orto prevent the enemy from using the area or
alteration of the item "ncmselves or of ad-
joining items, except adjustment, and point. See also fire.

without selection for .nd performance, interface-(DOD) A boundary or point common
See also compatibility, to two or more similar or dissimilar command

and control systems. sub-systems, or other
inter-chart relationship--Se': map index, entities agairst which or at which necessary

information flow takes place.
intercoastal traffic-(DOD) Sea traffic between

Atlanti-, Gulf, end Great Lakes continental interim financing-(DOD, IADB)Advance pay-
United States ports and Pacific continental ments. partial payments, loans, discounts.

SEAtd SaEeTpotAadvances, and commitments in connection
'therewith; and guarantees of loans, discounts,ritercom--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A
advances, and commitments in connectionteiephone apparatus by means of which per-

sonnel can talk to each other within an air- therewith; and any other type of financing
necessary for both performance and termi-nation of contracts.

intercontinental ballistic missile-(DOD, interim overhaul-(DOD, IADB) An availabil-
IADB) A ballistic missile with a range capa- ity for the accomplishment of necessary re-
bility from about 3,000 to 8,000 nautical pairs and urgent alterations at a naval ship-
miles. yard or other shore-based repair activicy,

normally scheduled halfway through the
interdepartmental/agency support-( D O D) established regular overhaul cycle.

Provision of logistic and,'or administrative
support in service-s or materiel by one or intermediate area illumination-(NATO, CEN-

. Im,- u *, ,TO) Illumination in the area. extending in
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depth from the far boundary of the close-in intermittent illumination-(DOD) A type of
about 2,000 meters) to the maximum effective illuminating fire in which illuminating pro-
range of the bulk of artillery weapons (about jectiles are fired at irregular intervals.
10,000 meters).

internal defense-(DOD, 1. IADB) The full
intermediate contour line-(NATO) A contour range of measures taken by a government

line drawn between index contours. Depend- and its allies to free and protect its society
ing on thb contour interval there are three from subversion, lawlessness, and insurgency.
or four intermediate contours between the
index contours. See also index contour line. internal radiation-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) Nuclear radiation (alpha and beta
intermediate destination (merchant shipping) particles and gamma radiation) resulting

-(NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) The port/water from radioactive substances in the body.
terminal, or anchorage between the port/
water terminal or anchorage of departure internal security-(DOD, 1, IADB) The state
and the terminal destination of an independ- of law and order prevailing within a nation.
ent or convoy to which routing instructions
have been issued. In certain circumstances international arms control organization-
the intermediate destination may be synony- (DOD, 1, IADB) An appropriately consti-
mous with the immediate destinations. See tuted organization established to supervi'se,
also destinations, and verify the implementation of arms con-

trol measures.
intermediate maintepance (field)-(D O D,

lADB) That maint.nance which -is the re- international cail sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

sponsibility of and porformed-by designated CENTO, JADB) A call sign assigned in ac-
maintenance activiti'-s for direct support of cordance with the provisions of the Inter-

national Telecommunication-, Union to iden-
using organizations. Its phases normally con- n ationa Themnat ion o ihe
sist of calibration, repair, or replacement of tify a radio station. The nationality of the
damaged or unserviceable parts, components, radio station is identified by the first or the

or assemblies; the emergency manufacture of first two characters. (When used in visual
nonavailable parts; and providing technical signaling, international call signs are re-

assistance to using organizations. ferred to as signal letters.) See also call sign.

intermediate marker (land mine warfare)- international date line-(DOD, NATO) The
(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, IADB) A line coinciding approximately with the anti-

marker, natural, artificial, or specially in- meridian o Grenwich, modified to avoid
stalled, which is used as a point of reference certain habitable land. In crossing this line
between the landmark and the minefield. See there is a date change of one day.
also marker (land mine warfare), international logistics--(DOD, IADH) The ne-

intermediate-range ballistic missile-4"DOD, gotiating, planning, :,nd implementation of

lADB) A ballistic missile with a range capa- supporting logistics arrangements between
bility from about 1,500 to 3,000 nautical nations, their forces and agencies. It includes
miles. furr.ishing logistic support ,major end items,

materiel, and .or services) to, or receiving
intermediate scale tdap-(IADB) A map, nor- logistic support from, one or more friendly

mally of a Ecale from 1:200,000 to 1:500,000, foreign governments, international organiza-
intended for planning strategic operations, tions, or military forces, with or without re-
including the movement. concentration, and imbursement. (DOD) It also includes plan-
supply of troops. See also map. ning and actions related to the intermeshing
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of a significant element. activity, or compo- c. good in~erpretabifityvSuitable for in-
nent of the military logistics systems or pro- terpretation to answer requirements
cedures of the United States with those of on a given type of target in consider-
one or more foreign governments, interna- able detail.i tional organizations, or military forces on a

temporary or permanent basis. It includes interpretation of information-(DOD) Tne act
planning and actions related to the utilization of determining the significance of informa-
of United States logistics, policies, systems, tion in relation to the current body of knowl-
and 'or procedures to meet requirements of edge pertaining to the subject; it involves the
one or more foreign governments, interna- application of critical judgments in the analý-
"tional organizations, or forces. sis and integration of information.

international logistic support-(DOD, IADB) interrogation (mtelligence)-(DOD) System-
The provision of military logistic support by atic effort to procure information by direct
one participating nation to one or more par- questioning of a person under the control Lf
ticipating nations, either with or without re- the questioner.
imbursement. See also interdepartmental/agency support; inter-Service support ; sup- interrupted line--(NA TO) A broken, dashed or
poret. pecked line usually used to indicate the in-definite alignment or area of a feature on the

international map of the world-(NATO) A chart.
map series a, 1 :1,000.000 scale published by
a number of countries to a common interna- inter-Sermice education-(DOD, IADB) Mili-
tionally agreed specification. tary education which is provided by one

Sei vice to members of another Service. See
International Peace Force--(DOD) An appro- also military education; military training.

priately constituted organization established
for the purpose of preserving world peace. interService support--(DOD) Action by one

mili-.ry Service or element thereof, to pro-
interocular distance--(NATO, CENTO) The '.ide ;ogistic and or administrative support

distance between the centers of rotation of to another military Service or element
the eyeballs of an individual or between the thereof. Such action can be recurring or non-
oculars of optical instruments. recuirring in character. on an installation,

area, or worldwide basis. See also interde-
interphone--See intercom. partmental/agency support; international
interpretability-(DOD) Suitability of the logistic support; support.

imagery for interpretation wvith respect toS~inter-Service training--(DOD, 14DH) Military
answering questions of a given type of target
in terms of quality and scale. '. he three levels

members of another Service. See also mill-of interpretability are:S~tary. education; military training.
a. poor interpretability-Unsuitable for

':• • interpretation to adequately, answer
i to a intertheater traffic-(DOD) Traffic between

requirements on a given type of tar- theaters exclusive af that between the conti-
Sget. nental United States and theaters.

b. fair inter'pretability-Suitable for in-
terpretation to answer requirements inteival-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
on a given type of target but with only IADB) 1. The space between adjacent groups
average detail, of ships or boats measured in any direction

For - of r w " . between the corresponding ships or boats in
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-11 glup. 42. Tbe spac.. U' J-1" !nt ruder-(DOD, !A OR A twi nanininsp turfhn.
individuals, ground vehicles, or units in a jet Iwo p!ace, long-range, all-weather, a-rcraft
formation that are placed side by side, meas- carrier based, low-altitude attack aircraft,
ured abreast. (DOD, NATO, CENTO) 3. The possessing an integrated attack-naviga-
space between adjacent aircraft measured tion and ce.tral digital computer system to
from front to rear in units of time or dis- locate, track, and destroy small moving tar-
tance. 4. Tne time lapse between photographic gets, and large fixed targets. rhe armament
exposures. system consists of an assortment of nuclear

and/or nonnuclear weapons, Sidewinder,
interview (intelligence)-(DOD) To gather in- Bullpup, napalm, and all standard Navy

formation from a person who is aware that rockets. This aircraft can be air refueled.
he is giving information although he may be Designated as A-6A.
ignorant of the true connection and purposes
of the interviewer, Generally overt unless the intruder operations--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
collector is other than he purports to be. CENTO, IADB) Offensive operations by day

or night over enemy territory with the pri-
in the dark-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mary object of destroying enemy aircraft in

meaning not visible on my scope. the vicinity of their bases.

intracoastal sealift-(DOD) Shipping used pri- invasion currency---See military currency.
marihy for the carriage of personnel and "or
cargo along a coast or into river ports to inventory control--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
support operations within a given area. IADB) That phase of military logistics which

includes managing, cataloging, requirements
intransit aeromedical evacuation facility- determination. procurement, distribution,

(DOD, IADB) A medical facility, on or in overhaul, and disposal of materiel. Synony-
the vicinity of an air base, that provides lira- mous with materiel control, materiel manage-
ited medical care-for intransit patients await- mert, inventory management, and supply
air transportation. This type of medical management.
facility is provided to obtain effective utiliza-
tion of transport airlift within operating inventory control point--(DOD) An organiza-
schedules. It includes "r2main overnight" fa- tional unit or activity within a Department
cilities, intransit facilities at aeriai ports of Defense supply system which is assigned
of embarkation and debarkation, and casualty the primary responsibility for the materiel
staging facilities in an overseas combat area. maniagement of a group of items either for
See also aeromedical evaluation unit. a particular Service or for the Defense De-

partment as a whole. Materiel inventory
intransit inventor--(DOD, IADB) That ma- management includes cataloging direction,

teriel in the military distribution system requirements computation, procurement di-
which is in the process of movement from rection, distribution management, disposal
point of receipt from procurement and pro- direction, and generally, rebuild direction.
duction (either contractor's plant or first
destination, depending upon point of deliv- inventory management-See inventory control.
ery) and between points of storage and dis-
tribution. in-ventory managers-See inventory control

point.
intransit stock-See intransit inventory.

ionization-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The proc-
intratheater traffic-(DOD) Traffic within a -ss of producing ions by the removal or addi-

theater, tion of 3lectrcns to atoms or molecules.
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ionospber--(lo)D, NATO, CENTO) The re- isobar-(NATO) A line along which the atmos-
gion of the atmosphere, e)tending from pheric pressure is, or is assumed to be, the
roughly 40 t- _F0 mi__l - -tit||d in which same or constant.
there is appreciable ionization. The presence
of charged particles in this region profoundly isocen~re-(NATO, CENTO) In nhotography,
affects the propagation of electromagnetic the intersection of the interior bisector of the
radiations of long wavelengths (radio and tilt angle with the film plane.
radar waves). See also atmosphere. isoclinal-(NATO) A line dra:.wn on a map or

chart joining points of equal magnetic dip.
irregular forces-(DOD) Armed individuals or

groups who are not members of the regular isodose rate line-See dose rate contour line.
armed forces, police, or other internal
security forces, isogonal-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A line

drawn on a map or chart joining points of
irregular forces-(IADB) Armed individuals equal magnetic declination for a given time.

or groups who are not members of regular
armed forces. isogonic line-See isogonal.

isogriv-(NATO, CENTO, lADB) A line drawn
irregular outer edge (land mine warfare)- on a map or chart joining points of equal

(DOD, NATO, SEATTO, CENTO, IADB) grivation.
Short mine strips laid in an irregular manner[ •in front of a minefield facing the enemy, to isotopes--(DOD) Forms of the same element
deceive the enemy as to the type or extent having identical chemical properties but
of the minefield. Generally, the irregular differing in their atomic masses, due to
outer edge wiil only be used in minefields different numbers of neutrons in their respec-I with buried mines. tive nuclei, and in their nuclear properties.

island bases-(NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, I stay-(DOD) Am remaining with you on

JADB) Those islands, or groups of islands, patrol mission ____ hours. See also I go.

belonging to individual nations and serving item manager--(DOD) An individual within
mainly as naval anid air bases for the na,'a` the organiza-ion of an inventory control point
and air combat forces in the ocean areas. or cther st.oh organization assigned manage-
See also base. ment responsibility for one or more specific

Fr. exlaato of a-mals me Pa A. items of material.
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jamming-See acoustic jamming; barrage joint-(DOD, IADB) 1. Connotes activities,
jamming; electronic countermeasures; elec- operations, organizations, etc.. in which
tronic jamming; spot jamming. elements of more than one Service of the

same nation participate. See also combined.
jet advisory service-(DOD) The service pro- (DOD) 2. When prefixed to any of the ma-

vided certain civil aircraft while operating teriel terms applicable to joint usage, con-
within radar and nonradar jet advisory notes that the definition of the designated
areas. Within radar jet advisory areas, civil term is enlarged to embrace the sum of the
aircraft receiving this service are provided Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps
radar flight following, radar traffic infor- quantities.
mation, and vectors around observed traffic.
In nonradar jet advisory areas, civil aircraft joint-(NATO, CENTO) Copnrtes activities,
receiving this service are afforded standard operations, etc., in which elements of more

instrument flight rules separation from all than one Service of the same nation partici-
other aircraft known to Air Traffic Control pate. (When all Services are not involvedto be operating within these areas. the participating Services shall be identified,

jet conventional low altitude bombing sys- e.g., joint Army-Navvi See also combined.

tem-(DOD) A maneuver used by jet aircraft joint-(SEATO) Between two or more Services
to loft conventional ordnance by means of low of the same nation. (When all Services are
altitude bombing system. not involved the participating Services shall

be identified, e.g.. joint Army-Navy.)
jet propulsion-(DOD, IADB) Reaction pro-

pulsion in which the propulsion unit obtains joint airborne training-(DOD, IADB) Train-
oxygen from the air as distinguished fromrockt populionin hichtheunitcaries ing operat~ions or exercises involving airborne
rocket propuision in which the unit carries and appropriate troop carrier units. This
its own oxygen-producing material. In con- training includes a. air delivery of person-
nection with aircraft propulsion, the term nel and equipment; b. assault operations by
refers to a gasoline or other fuel turbine jet ne t and er airutransp bl
unit which discharges hot gas tnrough a tail airborne troops and or air transportable

pipeanda nozle afordig athrut wich units, c. loading exercises an~d local orien-
pipe and a nozzle, affording a thrust whichd.
propels the aircraft. See also rocket pro-

maneuvers 'exercises as agreed upon by the
Servic•s concerned and or as authorized by

Jet Star-(DOD, JADB) A small, fast, support- the Joint Chiefs of Staff. (Note: IADB
type tran3por. aircraft powered by four definition does not use the words "and/or as
turbojet engines which are podded two on authorized by the Joint Chiefs of Staf.)
either side of the fuselage. Designated as
C-140. joint amphibious operation-(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADR) amphibious operation con-
jet 3tream--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A ducted by significant elements of two or more

narrow band of high velocity wind in the Services.
upper troposphere or in the stratosphere.

joint amphibious task force-(DOD, lADB)
jettison--(DOD) The selective release of stores A temporary grouping of units of two or

from an aircraft other than normal attack. more Services under a single commander, or-

F.r oxpime of , . ,.b .s . ganized for the purpose of engaging in an
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amphibious landing for assault on hostile be used as a base for development of intelli-
shores. gence annexes for Joint Chiefs of Staff plans.

Also called JIEP.
joint amphibious task fore--(NATO, CEN-

TO) A temporary grouping of units of two joint mobilization reserves-See joint, Part 2.
or more Services under a single commander, joint nuclear accident coordinating center-
organized for the purpose of engaging in an (DOD) A combined Defense Nuclear Agency
amphibious operation and Atomic Energy Commission centralized

joint Army-Navy-Air Force publications- agency for exchanging and maintaining in-

(DOD) A series of publications produced by formation concerned with radiological assist-

supporting agepcies of the Joint Chiefs of ance capabilities and coordinating assistance

Staff and intended for distribution through activities, when called upon, in connection

the approved offices of distribution Wit.. in with accidents involving radioactive mate-

the Army, Navy, and Air Force. rials.

JVS.-coerdinated exercise-(DOD) A minor Joint operational intelligence agency-(DOD,

exercise, the schedulin- of which requires IADB) An intelligence agency in which the
coordination, by the schduint ofCwhiefsrefuefforts of two or more Services are inte-coordination by the Joint Chiefs of Staff grtdofunstatpetialnelgnc

because it involves the units or forces of grated to furnish theat operational intelligence
moretha onecomandr inchif oragecy. essential to the crmmander of a join.t force

more than one commandie r in chif or agency. and to supplement that available to subcrdi-

nate forces of his command. The agency may

JCS-direct•,u exercise-(DOD) A strategic or may not be part of such joint force corn-

mobility or major commander in chief di- mander's staff.

rected exercise of considerable interest to the joint operations center-(DOD) A jointly man-
Joint Chiefs of Staff, See also exercise. ned facility of a joint force commander's

joint common user i:ems-(NATO. SEATO, headquarters established for planning, mon-
CENTO, IADB)Items of an interchangeable itoring, and guiding the execution of the

CENT, IAB) temsof n inercangeble commander's decisions.
nature which are in common use by two or

more Services of a nation. joint purchase-(DOD, IADB) A method of
purchase whereby purchases of a particular

joint force-(DOD, IADP) A general term commodity for two or more departments are
applied to a force which is composed of sig- made by an activity established, staffed, and
nificant elements of the Army, the Ni;y or financed by them jointly for that purpose. See
the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, or two also purchase.
or more of these Services, operating under
a single commander authori-ed to exercise joint rescue coordination center-(DOD,
ur_:ned command or operational control over IADB) An installation staffed by supervisory
such joint forces. personnel from all participating Services, and

possessing sufficient facilities to direct and
joint intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence prn- coordinate all available search and rescue

duced by elements of more than one Service facilities within a specified area. See also
of the same nation. search and rescue.

joint intelligence estimate for planning- joint servicing-(DOD) That function per-
(DOD) A worldwide series of strategic esti- formed by a jointly staffed and financed
mates prepared annually by Defense Intelli- activity in support of two or more military
gence Az_.,xy fcr the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Services. See also servicing.
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S join,. staff-(DOD) 1. The staff of a commander r t'prwI of 17'~ I''.I' atiOn f rom, Iactic a, re( on-
of a unified or specified commandl, or of a nv.ýaincc aircrewsrcntlered bN ueslgnmaL&
joint task force, which includes member. de, thwv peroisu int ninatdiateiV afte,' land-
from the several Services comprisirtr the ing adfl dispatche~d pri'or to co, ilpilatic'n of
force. These mpnmbers slhouldi be assigrnc-' in ire rInit~a', Photo lrlterpretation iteport. 11
such a manner as to insure that the corn- pruvide-z v snimmai- of the IYIwt9 ec':udtiofls,
mander undlerstands the tactics, techniques, observaixi'us. and vincrev. actiuv.s ind iden-
capabilities, needs, and limitations of the titics sensor producis. If avaitable. it-ems of
component parts of the force. Positions on ýignitk-vnt intv-rest ob~tined fromt i'rjitia read-
the staff should be divided so that Service cut of ýhe sensor -ecord are also included.
representation and influence generally reflect Al-~ called N1ISitP.
the Service composition of the force. 2. The
siaff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as provided joint task force-(I)OD) A force comnposed of
for under the National Security Act of 1947, assignt~d ur attached elements of the Army.
as amer~ded. See also staff. the Navy or 'tho- Marine Corps. and the Aiir

join staf-(NTO, EATO CENO, I~jB) Force, or two or more of these Services;.
jon staff-of(N To, o ErO moeoheSriesTo, theI~ wvhich is constituted and so designiated by the

Astame cofntoorymr.o h Servls cmiedstaof; the Secretary of Defense or by the commander
sam cc .nry.Seeals cobind saff ine- of a unified command, it specified comymand.

grated staff; parallel staff. o peitr on akfre

joint. strategic capabilities plan-(DOD) A
short-range, current capabilities plan which joint task force.-(IADR) A force composed of
translates United States national objectives assigned or aita,-hed element-s of thzý Army.
and policies for the ne:.,t fiscal year into terms the Xavy or the M.\arine C-wrps. anid the Air
of military objectives and strategic concepts Force, or two or more of these Services.
and defines militai-y tasks for cold, limited.
and general war which are in consonance with joint zone (air, land. or sea)-(DOD. IADB)
actual United States military capabilities. An area established for the purpose of per-

joint strotegic objectives plan-(DOD) A mid- mit'ting friendly surface, air, and sub-surface
range objectives plan which translates United forces to operate simultaneousiy.
States national objectives and policies for uv(O)Iai neep.acdmaig
the time frame 5 to 8 years. in the future into I.dhaveDo Intcan air intercept aoder mheaninger
terms of military objectives and strategic c aep cnttan.mtkigoe teitr
concepts and defines basic u -idertakings. for cpt
cold, limited, and genrcý_. wvar which may be
accomplished with the objective force levels. .iumpmaster-(DOD, NA'.TO, CENTO, 1.4DB)

The assigned airborne qualified individual
Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/Surveil- who controls parachutists from the time they

lance Mission Report-(DOD) A preliminary enter the aircraft uritill they exit. See also

For explanation of symbols. see paire ri. stick commander (ai:- transport).
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kanat-(NATO) An underground aqueduct fense (Installati-ns and Logistics) and J-4,
with breather tubes which project upward oint Staff, Joint Chiefs of Staff.
through the surface of the earth.

key point-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
KB-50--See Superfcrtress. IADL-) A concentrated site or installation,

the destruction or capture of wvhich would
KC-97-See Stratofreighter. seriously affect the war effcrt or the success

of operation3.
KC-130--See Hercules.

key terrain-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
KC-135--See Stratotanker. IADI ,. Any locality, or area, the seizure or

re+ention of which affords a marked advan-
K-day--(DOD, N A T 0, SEATO, CENTO, tage to either combatant.

IADB) The basic date for the introduction killed in action-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
of a conm oy system on any particular convoy TO, IADB) A battle easualty who is killed
lane. See also D-day; M..day. outright or who dies as a result of wounds

or other injuries before reaching any medicaltreatment facility. See also dietf of wounds
loosely used as a synonymn for "legend". See received in action.
also blue key; drawing key; legend.

kill probability-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO,
key area--(NATO, SEATO, p ENTO, IADB) IADB) A measure of the probability of de-

An area which is of paramount importance. stroying a target.

key facility list-(DOD) A list composed of kiloton weapon-(DOD, N A T O, CENTO,
selected critical industrial facilities, utilities, lADB) A nuclear weapon, the yield of which
and Government-owned installations, located is measured in terms of thousands of tons
within the continental United States as des- of trinitrotoluene explosive equivalents, pro-
ignated by the Assistant Secretary of De- ducing yield-, from I to 999 kilotons. See aso

Fr e xaaato•.,, f ,,, of se:o,. pg ,• nominal weapon; subkiilton weapon.
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Lacrosse-(DOD, IADB) A mob~le, accurhte, 2 definition uses "air delivery" instead of
surface-to-surface guided missile, with a nlu- "airdrop".)
clear and nonnuclear varhead capability. de-
signed to engage hardened point targets' or landing attack-(DOD, I A D B?) An attack
area targets up to a range of '30,000 meters. against enemy defe nses by troops landed
Designated as MGTM-18. froyr ships aircraft, boats, or amphibious

vehicles. Sce also assault.
laden weight (transport vehicles)-(SEATO,

IADB) The unladeni weigki of the vehicle landing be-ach-(DOD, NATO- CENTO, IADB)
plus the payload. See also net weight (trans- That por-tion of a shoreline usually required

potvehicles); unladen weight (tzansport for the landing of a battalion lanlding team.
portls) However, it may also be that portion of a

shoreline constituting a 'Lacical locality (such

land control operations-(DOD) The employ- as the shore of a bay) over which a force
ment ot ground forces, supported by naval larger or smaller than a battalion landing
and air forces, as appropi iate, to achieve t~e.a!1 mray be landed.
xnil~tary objectives in vital land areas. Such landing ct'aft-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN-
operations include dl-,.tructiori of opposing TO, IADB) A craft employed in amphibious
ground forces, securing key terrain, protec- operations, spe-cifically designied for carrying
tion of vital land lines, of communication. and troops'and equipment, and for beaching. ur.-
!stab! shment of local military superiority in oinrLdreacng(D ,NAOCE-

Ijareas of land op.erations. TO, 1ADB) Also used for logistic cargo re-
supply operations.

landing aids--(DOD, NATO,,SEA TO, CENTO,
ZADB) Any illuminating light, radio beacon, landing craft and amphibious %ebicle assign-
radar device, communicating device, or any znent table--(biD, IADB) A table showingIIsystent of such devices, for aiding- aircraft the assignment of personne. and materizI to
in an approach and landing. eac'1 landing craft and amnphibious vehicle

and the assignment of the landing craft and
landing area--('DOD, NATO. SEA TO, CENTO, amrphibious vehicles to i%-sves for the ship-to-

lADjB) 1. That part of .he objective area shc'ze movenet
within which are conducted the landrlia olver- . ~A
ations of an ampnibious force,. It includes the lnigcataalblt a
bGeach, the approaches to tVie beach, the trans- A tabulatic,-r, of the type and Pnumber of land-
port areas, the fire support areas, th-3 aii ing craft winich v;ill be available fromn each

SIoccupied by close supporting aircraft, and ship of "he transport group. The taole is the
the land included in the advance Pzinad to basis for the assigrnment of l1anding craft to
the 'iinial objective. 2. (airborne)-The gen- the boat groups for the ship-to-shorz- move-

~ Ieral area used for landing troop's and materiel ment.
t Ieither by airdrop or air !randing.. This area landing dia-ram-(DOD), NATO, SEATO,

includes one er more drop zones or landing CENTO, IASDB) A graphic means of ilus-
strips. 3. Any specially prepared or selecte- rtn h lnfrth hpt-hr oe
surface of land, water, or deck #designatecd or ment.
used for take off atie larding of aircrafft, See
also airfield. (Note: SEATO and 1ADB, Part landing force-(dOD NATO, CENTO, IADB)

For c~aat~ 44 u~i. we pan A task organization of troop units. aviztion

~~J Preceding page Wlank11
F-
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and ground, assigned to an amphibious as- projection in advance of the vehicle and bull-
sault. it is the high.- troop echelon in the dozer-type blade with scarifier teeth. Desig-
amphibious operati:,n. See also amphibious nated as LVTE-1.
force.

landing vehicle, tracked, howitzer, model 6-
landing mat--(10D, NATO, CENTO, IADB) (DOD, IADB) A lightly armored, self-pro-

A prefabricated. portable mat so designed pelled, amphibious i05-mm howitzer. De-
"that any number of planks (sections, may signed to provide close fire support during

be rapidly fastened together to form surfac- a landing operation by initially delivering
ing for emergercy runways, landing beaches, direct fire on the landing beaches, and after
etc., landing, providing field artillery fire in sup-

port of operations ashore. Designated as
landing point-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) LVTH-6.

A poin-' within a landing site where one heli-
copter can land. See also airfield. landing zone-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) A specified zone within an obje,-
landing schedule-(DOD, lADB) In an am- tive area used for the landing of aircraft

phibio's operation, a schedule which shows See also airfield.
the beach, hour. and priorities of landing of
as&ault unils. and which coordinates the landing zone control--See pathfinder drop
nuvements of landing craft from the trans- zone control.

ports to the beach in order to execute thesO'em o ma eu er ashre. landing zone control party- -(DOD, NATO,
scheme of maneuver ash CENTO, IADB) A group of personnel spe-

landing ship-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, cially trained and equipped to establish and

14DB) An assault ship which is designed for operate communication and signal devices
from the ground for traffic cont.rol of air-

long sea voyage- and for rapid unloading over fth

"and onto a beach, -raft/helicopters for a specific landing zone.
Lee also pathfinder aircraft; pathfinders.

landing ship dock-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, landmark (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NA-
1ADB) A ship designed to tranaport and TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A featur-,
launch loaded amphibious craft and"or am- either natural or artificial, that can be accu-
phibian vehicles with their crews and em- rately determined on :he ground from a grid
barked perzonnel and 'or equipment and to
render limited docking and repair services to reference.

small ship and craft. land mine warfare-Seý mine warfare.

landing site-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) land, sea, or aerospace projection operations--
A site within a landing zone containing one (DOD) The employment of land, sea, or air
or mrtore landing points. See also airfield. forces, or appropria;e combinations thereof,

to project United States military power into
landing threshold-(DOD) The beginning of areas controlled or threatened ')y enemy

that portion of a runway usable for landing. forces. Opcrations may include penetration
of such areas by amphibious, airborne, or

landing vehicle, tracked. engineer, model 1- land transported means, as well as air combat
(DOD, lADB) A lightly armcred amphibious operations by land-based and or carrfov air,
vehicle designed for minefield and obstacle
clearance in amphibious assaults and opera- lane marker (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NA-
tions *nland. Equipped with line charges for TO, SEATO, CENTO, IAD3) Used to mark
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* .• a minefield lane. Lane markers at the en- map or chart from which a fix may be oh-
trance to and exit from the lane will bp tained.
refereniced to a landmark or intermediate
marker. See also marker (land mine war. launch-(DOD, SEATO, IADB) The transition
fare); minefield lane (land mine warfare), from static repose to dynamic flight of a

missile.
large-lot storage--(DOD, IADB) A quantity of

material which will require four or more launcher-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
pallet columns stored to maximum height. IADB) A structural device designed to sup-
Usually accepted as stock stored in carload port and hola a missile in position for firing.
or greater quantities. See also storage. launching site-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) Any

large-scale map-(DOD, IADB) A map having site of installation with the capability of
a scale of 1:75,000 or larger. See also map. launching missiles from surface to air or

surface to surface.
large spread-(DOD) A report by an observer

or a spotter to the ship to indicate that the launch pad--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
distance between the bursts of a salvo is IADB) A concrete or other hard surface
excessive, area on which a missile launcher is positioned.

lashing-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The fasten- launch time-(DOD) A specified time for flight
ing or securing of a load to its carrier to to be airborne, normally preplanned. See also
prevent shifting during transit. airborne order.

lateral gain-(NATO, CENTO) The amount of lay-(DOD, IADB) 1. Direct or adjust the aim
new ground covered laterally by successive of a weapon. 2. Setting of a weapon for a
photog-aphic runs over an area. given range, or for a given direction, or both.

"3. To drop one or more aerial bombs or aerial
lateral route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A route mines onto the surface from an aircraft. 4.

generally parallel to the forward edge of the To spread a smoke screen on the grcurd from
battle area which crosses or feeds into axial an aircraft. 5. To calculate or project a co.rse.,
routes, See also route. 6. To lay on: a. to execute a bomber strike;

and b. to set up a mission.
lateral spread-(DOD) A technique used to

place the mean point of impact of two or laydown bombing--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
more units 100 meters apart on a line per- very low level bombing technique wherein
pendicular to the gun-target line. delay fuzes and or devices are used to allow

the attacker to escape the effects of his bomb.
lateral tell-See cross tell.

layer depth-(DOD) The depth from the sur-
late time-See span of detonation (atomic face of the sea to the point above the first

demolition munition employment), major negative thermocline at which sound

latitude band-(NATO) Any latitudinal strip, velocity is maximum.

designated by accepted units of linear or an- layer tint-See hypsometric tinting.
gular measurement, which circumscribes theearth. Sometimes called latitudinal band. laying-up position (fast coastal forces)-(NA-TO, CENTO, IADB) Any suitable position

lattice--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A network where light naval units during daylight hours
of intersecting positional lines printed on a can berth, camouflage, and replenish in prep-

For ,ptlao of syis. we pagt vL aration for coming operations.
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lazy-DOD)In Mi t ilntc.ept, ., cAe me-;-g !n js~in(4( (NT)lng
equipment inditated at standby. placement caused by lens irregularities and

aberrations.
lead aircraft-(DOD) 1. The airborne aircraft

designated to exercise command of other air- levee-(NATO) A natural or manmade em-
craft xwithin the flight. 2. An aircraft in the bankment bordering a river.
van of two or more aircraft. level-(DOD) In air intercept, a word meaning

lead aircraft-(NATO, S E A T O, CENTO, contact designated is at your "angels".,
14DB) 1. An airborne aircraft designated to level of effort-oriented items--(DOD) Items
provide certain command and air control for which requirements computations are
functions. 2. An aircraft in the van of two based on such factors as equipment and per-
or more aircraft. sonnel density and timhe and rate of use. See

leapfrog-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) also combiuiition mission/level of effort-

Form of movement in which like supporting oriented items; mission-oriented items.
elements are moved succ -ssively through or level of suppiy-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
by one another along the axis of movemient TO, IADB) The quantity of supplies or ma-
of supported forces. terials author:zed or directed to be held in

anticipation of future demands. See also
left (or right)---(OD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN- operatihg level of supply; order and ship-

TO, 1ADB) 1. A term used to establish the ping time; procuirement lead time; requisi-
relative position of a body of troops. The tioning objective; safety level of supply;
person using the terms "left" or "right" is
assumed to be facing in the direction of the
enemy regardless of whether the troops are LCM-•3---See Minuteman.
advancing toward or withdrawing from the
enemy. 2. A directional deviation used by an liaison-(DOD,. NATO, CENTO) That contact
observer or a spotter in adjusting ground or or intercommuiuication maintained between
naval gunfire. (DOD, NATO, CENTO) 3. elements of military forces to insure mutual
Fire correction used by an observer to indi- understanding and unity of purpose and ac-
cate that a lateral shift perpendicular to the tion.
spotting line is desired. (Note: NATO and licison-(SEATO, IADB) That contact or in-
CENTO Part 2 definition does not use the tercommunication m..intained between partswords "or a spotter".) kecmuiainmitie ewe at

of the armed forces to insure mutual under-

standing and unity of purpose and action. itleft (right) bank-(DOD, IADB) That bank of is often aided by exchange of personnel in
a stream or river on the left (right) of the order to facilitate an exchange of informa-
observer when he is facing in the direction tion.
of flow, or downstream.

liberated territory--(DOI, NATO, SEATO,
legend-(NATO, CENTO) An explanation of CENTO, IADB) Aný area, domestic, neutral,

symbols used on a map, chart, sketch, etc.- or friendly, which, having been occupied by
commonly printed i. tabular form at the side an enemy, is retaken by friendly forces.
of the map, etc.

lifeguard submarine-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
lens coating-(NATO, CENTO) A thin trans- CENTO, IADB) A submarine employed for

parent coating applied to a surface of a lens rescue in an area which cannot be adequately
element. covered by air or surface rescue facilities
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because of enemy opposition, distance from limited war-(DOD, JADB) Armed coiflict
friendly bases, or other reasons. It is sta- short of general war. exclusive of incidpntq
tioned near the objective amd sometimes along involv ng the overt engagement of the mili-
the route to be flown by the strike ý_ircraft. tary forces of two 9r more nations.

liftoff-(DOD, NATO, SE A T 0, CENTO, limit of fire-(DOD, IADB) 1. The boundary
IADB) The initial motion of a space vehicle marking off the area on which gunfire cap.
or missile as it rises from the launcher. be delivered. 2. Safe angular limits for firing

at aerial targets
light artillery---See howitzer, 105-mm (light g

artillery). line-(DOD) A spotting, or an observation, Utsed

light cruiser-(DOD, IADR) A warship with by a spotter or an ob.erver to indicate that

6" naval guns as main battery. It is designed a burst(s) occurred on 'ihe spotting line.

to operate with strike, antisubmarine, or
amphibious forces against air and surface linear building frontage--(NATO, CEVTO) In
threats. Full load displacement is approxi- air photographic interpretation, the side ele-

matly 18,000 tons. Designated as CL. See also vation of structures if homogeneous area.
guided missile light cruiser.

linear scale-See scale; graphic scale.
lignt damage--See nuclear damage (land war-

fare). line of arrival-See line of impact.

light line-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, line of departure-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
IADB) A desi:n.ited line forward of which CENTO, 1ADR) 1. A line designated to co-
vehicles are required to use black-out lights ordinate the depar'ure of attack or scouting
at night. elements;' a jump-off line. 2. A suitably

limited denied war-(DOD) Not to be used.. No marked offshore coordinating line to assist
substitute recommended. assault craft to land on designated beaches

at scheduled times.
limited production type item-(DOD) An item

under development, commercially available line of impact--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
or available from other Government agencies IADB) A line tangent to the trajectory at
for which an urgent operational requirement the point of impact or burst.,
exists and for which no other existing item
is substitutable; which appears to fulfill an line of position-(DOD) In air intercept, a

approved materiel requirement or other Mili- reference line which originates at a target

tary Department approved requirements, and and extends outward at a predetermined

to be promising enough operationally to war- angle.
rant initiating procurement and/or produc-
tion for service issue prior to completion of liner-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning
develonment arnJ 'or test or adoption as a fly at speed givinig maximum cruising range.
standard item.

line-roate map-(DOD, IADB) A map or over-
limited standard i.em-(DOD) An item of sup- lay for signal communication operations that

ply determined by standardization action as shows the actual routes and types of con-
authorized for procurement only to support struction of wire circuits in the field. It also
in-Service military materiel requirements. gives the locations of switchboards and tele-

For ,explanatio of yrabl., page vL graph stations. See also map.
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lines of communication-(DOD, IADB) All the iitter-(DOD, NATO, S E A TI 0, CE,,rn
routes, land, -aater, and air, which coannect IADB) A basket or frame utilized for the
an operating military force with a ba.be of transport of injared persons.
operations and alorng which supplie! and fl:

tary forces move. (Note: IADB term is: lines litter patient- _JOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
of communication (logistics).) TO, IADB) A patient requiring litter accom-

modations while in transit.
lines of communication (iogistics)-(NATO, load (air)-See payload (Part 1); also .irlift;

SEATO, CENTO) All the routes, land, water, airlift capability; airlift requirement; com-
and air, which connect an operating military at capairity; a d manifest (or);
force with one or more bases of operations, bat load (air force); load manifest (air);
and along which supplies and reinforcements maximum loar; type load; planned load
move. (aircraft).

link (communications)-( N AT 0, SEATO, loading-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The
ink , ( ia i) -AO general term usedtoindi- process of putting troops, equipment, andCENTO, IADB) A general term used to indi- supplies into ships, aircraft, trains, road

cate the existence of communications facili-
tran ;port, or other means of conveyance. See

ties between two points, also administrative loading; block stowage
loading; cargo; combat loading; commer-

link encryption--(DOD, IADB) The applica- cial loading; commodity loading; convoy
tion of on-line crypto-operation to a iink of a loading; cross-loading (personnel); endur-
communications system so that all informa- ance loading; horizontal loading; preload
tion passing over the link is encrypted in its loading; selective loading; unit loading;
entirety. vertical loading.

link-lift vehicle-(DOD) The conveyance, to- !oading chart (aircraft)-(DOD, IADB) Any
gether with its operating personnel, used to one of a series of charts carried in an aircraft
satisfy a movement requirement between which shows the proper location for loads
nodes. to be transported and which pertains to ch.,ck

lists, balance records, and clearances for
link-route segments-(DOD) Route segments weight and balance.

that connect nodes wherein link-lift vehicles
perf'o-m the movement function, loading plan-(DOD, NATO, CENTOk) All of

the individually prepared documents which,
liquid propellant-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, taken together, pre.ent in detail all i:,°..ruc-

CENTO, IADB) Any liquid combustible fed tions for the arrangement of personnel, and
to the combustion chamber of a rocket engine, the loading of eqiiipment for one or more

units or other special grouping of personnel
listening wateh-(DOD, IADB) A continuous or materiel moving by highway, water, rail,

receiver watch established for the reception or air transoortation. See a.so load manifest
of traffic addressed to, or of interest to, the (air); ocean manifest; stowage diagram.
unit maintaining the watch, with complete
log optional. loading point-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

A point where one aircraft can be loaded.
list of targets--(DOD) A tabulation of con-

firmed or stuspect targets maintained by any loading site--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
echelon for informational and fire support An area containing a number of loading
planning purposes. See also target list. points.
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• load manifest (air)-(DOD. NATO, SEATO, the puil-up and tosses the bomb onto the
CENTO, IADB) A decument zpecifying in target. See also over-the-shoulder bombing;
aetail the payload expressed in terms of pas- toss bombing.
sengers and/or freight carried in one aircraft

for a specific uestination. See also load (air). logair-(DOD) Long term contract airlift serv-

ice within continental United States for the
load spreader--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) movement of cargo in support of the logistics

Material used to dist-A'"ute the weight of a systems of the military Services (primarily
load over a given floor area to avoid exceeding the Arrmy and Air Force) and Department
designed stress. of Defense agencies. See also quicktrans.

localizer-(NA TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A
directional radio beacon which provides to an lgsi seset(ONTCNOAn evaluation of: a. The logistic support re-
aircraft an indication of its lateral position
relative to a specific runway. See also beacon; quired to suppo of particular military opera-

instumet ladin sysem.tions in a theater of operations, country or

iarea. b. The actial and or potential logistics
local procurement-(DOD) The process of ob- support aailable for the conduct of military

taining personnel, services, supolies, and operations either within the theater, country
equipment from local or indigenous sources. or area, or located elsewhere.

local purchase-(DOD) The function of acquir- logistic assistance-(NATO, (EN.TO, IADB)
ing a decentralized item of supply from A generic term used to denote types of assist-
sources outside the DeDartment of Defense. ance between and within military commands

both in peace and war. See also integrated
local purchase--/,lADB) The functior, of ac- logistic support; mutual aid; reallocation

quiring a decentralized item of supply from of resources.
sources outside the military establishment.

logistic estimate of the situation-(DOD,
local war-(DOD) Not to be used. See limited IADB) An appraizal resulting from an or-

war. derly examination of the logistic factors in-
fluencing contem, lated ,ourz-ýs of action to

locap-(DOD) Low combat air patrol. provide conclusi-ns concerning the degree
and manner of that influence. So- also esti-

lcation diagram-S•ee map or chart index, mate of the siluation.

lock on-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Sig- logistic implicatioas test-(DOD) An analysis
nifies that a tracking or target seeking system of the major logistic aspects of a joint stra-
is continuously and automatically tracking a tegic war plan and the consideration of the
target in one or more coordinates (e.g.. range, logistic implict tions resultant therefrom as
bearing, elevation), they may limit the acceptability of the plan.

The logistic a ialysis and consideration are
lodgement area--See airhead; beachhead. conducted con urrently with the development

of the strategi,- plan. The objective is to estab-
loft bombing-(DOD, IADB) A method of lish vhetlher rhe logist'- requirements gen-

bombing in which the delivery plane ap- erated by the plan are in haiaricc wi"h i.til-
proaches the target at a very low altitude, abilities, and to set forth those logistic
makes a definite pull-up at a given point, implications which should bp weighed by the
releases bomb at predetermined point during Joint Chiefs of Staff in their consideration

For .zpla-5, of symbL m. P of the plan. See also feasibility test.
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logistic routes--,-ee lines of communicaiion iow--(DOD) A heig:hL belceeu five t lluru
(logistics). and two thousand feet

logistics-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, low airbuist-(DOD) The fallout safe height
IADB) The zcience of planning and carrying of burst for a nuclear weapon which maxi-out the movement and maintenance of forces. mizes damage to or casualties oa surface
In its most comprehensive sense, those as- targets. See also types of burst.
pects of military operations %Nhich deal with:
a. design and developmr.nt, acquisition, stor- low altitude bombing-(DOD, IADB) Horizon-
age, movemen,, (listribution. maintenance, tal bombing with the height of release be-
evacuati,)n, and disposition of materiel,' b. tween 900 and 8,000 feet.
raovement, evacuation, and hospitalization of
personnel; c. acquisition or construction, low angle-(DOD) An order or request to ob-
maaintena;,ce, operation, and disposition of tain low-angle fire.
facilities: and d. acquisition or furnishing -f
services. low angle fire-(DOD) Gunfire delivered at

angles of elevation belon the elevation that
logistics over the shore operation. -(DOD, corresponds to the maximum range of the

IADB) The loading and unloading of ships gun and ammunition concerned.
without the benefit of fixed port facilities, in
friendly or nondefended territ.ry, an'x, in low angle loft bombing-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
time of war, during phases of theater develop- TO, IADB) Type of loft bombing of free fall
ment in which there is no opposition by the bombs wherein weapon r, ease occurs at an
enemy. angle less than 35 degrees above the horizon-

itm 1. See also loft bombing.
logistic support (medical)-(DOD, NATO,

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Medical care, treat- low oblique-See oblique air photograph.
ment, hospitalization, evacuation, furnishing loof medical services, supplies, i,'ateri~l, and ow ve!eaity dr1.--(DOD, NATO, ('ENTO) A
adjuncts thereto, drop procedi._'e in which the drop velocity

does not exceed 30 feet per second.

loran-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, JADE') A long- low velocity drop-(SEATO, 1ADB) The de-
range radionavigation position fixing system livery of personnel, supplies, or equipment
using the time difference of reception of pulse from aircraft in flight, utilizing sufficient
type transmissions from twc or more fixed parachute reiardation to prevent injury or
stations. (This term is derived from the damage upon ground impact. See also air-
words "long-range electronic navigation".) drop; air movment; free drop; high velocity i

drop.
Ist-(DOD) A spotting, or an observation,

used by a spotier or an observer to indicate LPD-See amphibious transport dock.
that rounds fired by a gun or mortar were not LPH-See amphibious assault ship.
observed.

LVTF-1--See landing vehicle, tracked, engi-
Ift.--(DOD, iADB) Specifically, a quantity of neer, model 1.

material all of which was manufactured an-
der identical conditions, and assigned an LVTH-6---See landing vehicle, tracked, how-
identifying lot number, itzer. model 6.
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M41-See tank, 76-mm gur magnetic compa--(NATO) An instrument
that uses a pivoted magnetic needle er other

M42-See Duster (antiaircraft weapon). magnetic sensing element to align itself with

the earth's magnetic lines of force to indicateM48A2--See tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm direction. See also magnetic variation; grid
gun. magnetic angle; deviation.

M50-See Ontos, (rifle, self-propelled, full- magnetic declinati:n-(DOD, NATO) The an-
t,-acked, multiple, 106-mm). gle between the magnetic and geographical

meridians at any place, expressed in degreesgun. East or West to indicate the direction of
gu.agnetic North from true North. In nautical

M103AI-See tank, combat, full-tracked, 120- and aeronautical navigation the term mag-
mm gun. netic variation is used instead of magnetic

declination and the angle is termed variation
Mace-(DOD, IADB) An improved version of of the compass or magnetic variation. Mag-

the MGM-1C Matador, differing primarily in netic declination is not otherwise synonymous
its improved guidat-ce system, longer-range, with magnetic variation which refers to reg-
low-level attýack capability and higher-yield ular or irregular change with time of the
warhead. The MGM-13A is guided by a self- magnetic declination, dip or intensity. See
contained radar gaidance system. The CGM- also magnetic variation.
13B is guided by an inertial guidance system.
Designated as MGM-13. magnetic north-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO,

",ADB) The direction indicated by the north-
Mach front-See Mach stem. seeking pole of a freely suspended magnetic

needle, influenced only by the earth's mag-
Mach no/yes-(DOD) In air intercept, means netic field.

I have reached maximum speed and am not/
am closing my target. magnetic tape-(DOD, IADB) A tape or rib-

bon of any material impregnated or coated
Mach number-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- with magnetic or other material on which in-

TO, IADB) The ratio of the velocity of a formation may be placed in the form of mag-
body to that of sound in the surrounding netically polarized spots.
medium.

magnetic variation-(DOD, NATO) The hori-
Mach stem--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The shock zontal angle at a place between the true north

front formed by the fusion of the incident and magnetic north measured in degrees and
and reflected shock fronts from an explosion. minutes east or west according to whether
The term is generally used with reference to magnetic north lies east or west of true norta.
a blaqt wave, propagated in the air, reflected See also magnetic declination.
at the surface of the earth. In the ideal case
the Mach stem is perpendicular to the reflect- main airfield-(NATO, S E A T 0, CENTO,

* ing surface and slightly convex (forward). IADB) An airfield planned for permanent
The Mach stem is also called the Mach front, occupation in peacetime at a location suitable

for wartime utilization, and with operational
Mach wave-See Mach stem. facilities of a standard adequate to develop
For exphtio, of .•bob . p* full use of its war combat potential. See also
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airlieid; aiternative airiieid; departure air- equip• .... it P..,,^ide ... JC4Uatc. fc ther -
field; redeployment airfield. tive and economical maintenance.

main armament-(DOD) The reqiest of the inaintenance (materiel) -(DOD, NATO, SEA-
observer or spotter to obtain fire from the TO, CENTO, IADB) 1. All action taken to
largest guns insta)&ed on the fite support ship. retain materiel in a serviceable condition or

to restore it to servw eability. It includes in-
main attack -(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, spection, testing, servicing, classification as

1.ADR) The principal attack or effort into to ser'iceability, repair, rebuilding, and
which the commander throN~s the full weight reclamation. 2. All supply and repair action
of the offensive power at his disposal. An taken to keep a force in condition to carry
attack directed against the chief objective of out its mission 3. The routine recurring work
the campaign or battle. requir ý to keep a facility (plant, building,

structure, ground facility, utility system, vr
mainguard-(.'FS.; CENTO, IADB) An ele- other real property) in such condition that

ment of an adv-, ed guard. See also ad- it may be continuously utilized, at its original
vanced guard. or designed capacity and efficiency for its

intearded purpose.
main line of resistance-(DOD, NATO, SEA-

TO, CENTO, IADB) A line at the forward maintenance status--(DOD, IADB) 1. A non-
edge of the battle position, designated for the operating condition, deliberately imposed,
purpose of coordinating the fire of all units with adequate personnel to maintain and pre-
and supporting vieapons. including air and serve installations, materiel, and facilities in
na'ai gunfii _.x It defines the forward limits such a condition that they may be readily
of a sercs of mutually supporting defensive restored to operable condition in a minimum
areas, b:,t does not include the areas occupied time by the assignment of additicnal person-
or used by covering or screening forces. nel and w.ihout extensive repair or overhaul.

2. That condition of materiel which is in fact,
main road- (0OD, JADB) A road capable uf or is administratively classified as, unrervice-

serving as tie principal ground line of com- able, pending completion of required servic-
municatior, ta an area or locality. Usually it ing or repairs.
is wide enough and suitable for two-way, all-
weather traiffic at high speeds. major disaster--See domestic emergenties.

main supply rouxe---$DOb, NATO, CENTO) major fleet-(DOD) A principal, permanent
The route or routes desigated within arn subdivision of the operating forces of the
area c.f operations upon which the bulk of Na%y with certain supporting sho.-a actiAi-
traffic flows in support of military operations. ties. Presently there are two such fleets: lhe

Pacific .'!cet and the Atlantic Fleet, See also
maintenance area-(DOD, IADB, A general fleet.

locality in whieh are grouped a number o!
maintenance activities for the purpose of re- major IN,,ATO comma Aders--(NATO) Major

ining or restoring materiel to a serviceable NATO commanders are: Supreme Allied
cond.iton. Commander Atlantic, Supreme Ail:ed Com-

mandec Europe, and Allied Commander-in-
maintenance erngineering-(DOD, IADB) The Chief Chamuml. See also commander(s).

application of techniquez. engineering skills
and effort. organized to insure that the design major nuclear power--(DOD, NATO. CENTO,
and dev-1opment of weapon systems and IADB) Any nation thae posszesses a nuclear
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---t IF sLriking furce capable of puo3ing a seriuu like ......... V e enatry .... :-1i -Iv A I , r, A -^

threat to every other nation. entry vehicle capable of performing pre-
pliU!llle•U llgi -lltL~g .• U[l..L. t:[~qlb•

Plne f1ligti dzdl!uc. uiln thgie i-eeiitr
major port-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) phase. See also multiple reentry vehicle;

Any port with two or more berths and facili- ,multiple independently targetable reentry
ties and equipment capable of discharging vehkcle; reentry vehicle.
100,000 tons of cargo per month from ocean-
going ships. Such ports will be designated as maneuvering area-(NATO) That part of an
probable nuclear targets. See also port. airfield used for takeoffs, landings and associ-

major water terminal-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, ated maneuvers. See also aircraft marshall-

IADB) A water terminal with facilities for ing area.

berthing numerous ships siamultaneously at manifvt-(DOD, IADB) A document specify-
wharves and/or working anchorages, locatedwithn seltred oasal ater adacet ~ing in detail the passengers or items carriedwithin sheltered coastal waters adjacent to fo asp cicd tnto .
rail, highway, air and/or inland water
transportat~on nets. It covers a relatively manipulative deception-(DOD) The altera-
large area and its scope of operation is such tion or simulation of friendly electromagnetic
that it is designated as a probable nu.ar r t o m
target. See also water terminal.

management-(DOD, IADL') A process of es- man movable-(DOD, NATO, 0ENTO) Items

tablishing and attaining objectives to cqrr:y which can be towed, rolled, or skilded for

out responsibilities. Managemer.t consists of short distances by an individual without me-

those continuing actions of planning, organ- chanical assistance but which are of such

izing, directing, coordinating, controlling, size, weight, or configuration as to preclude
and evaluating the use of men, money, ma- being carried. Upper weight limit .' approxi-

terials, nind facilities to accomplish missions mately 425 pounds per individual.

ard tasks. Management ii inhe,'ent in com-
mond, but it does ntt include as extensive man portable--(DOD) Items which are de-

authority and responsibilit:" as command. signed to be carried as a component par. of
:ndividual, crew served or team equipment of

management and control system (mobility)- the dismounted soldier in conjunction with
(DOD) Those elements of organizations and his assigned duties. Upper weight limit: ap-

or activties which are part of, or are closely proxi..,ately 30 pounds.
-related to, the mobility s!-stem and which
authorize requirements to be moved, to ob- man space-(DOD, IADB) The space and
rain and allocate lift resources, or to direct weight factor used to determine the combat

r the operation of lirk-lift vehicles. caracity of vehicles, craft, and transport air-
craft, based on the requirements of one man

maneuver-(DOD, IADB) 1. A movement to with his indvidual equipmenm He is assumed
place ships. troops, materiel, or fire in n to weigh between 222-250 pounds and t+
better location wi.-th respect to the enemy. 2. occupy 13.5 cubic feet of space. See also boat
A tactical exercise carried out at sea. in the space.
air. on the ground. or on a nmap in imitation
of var. 3. The operation of a ship. 'ir raft. man transportable-(DOD) Items which are
or vehicle to cause it to perform desired usually transported on wheeled, tracked. or
movements. See also commavd post exercise: air vehicles. but have integral provisions to
exrcisse; field exercise. allow periodic handling by one or more in-

For. explaation of ,mh. see pare vi. dividuals for limited distances (100-500
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I m..eter) pnner weivht limit: aDpproximately it to information appearing on a map, gen-
65 pounds f per individial. erally the graticule or grid.

many (raid size)-(DOD) In air intercept us- map reference code-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
age, 8 or more aircraft. See also few (raid IADB) A code used primarily for encoding
size). grid coordinates and othei iniormation per-

taining to maps. This code may be used for
map-(DOL', NESN, NFSN) A graphic repre- other purposes where the encryption of nu-

sentation, usually on a plane surface, and at merals is required.
an established scale, of natural and artificial
features on the surface of a part or the whole map series-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
of the earth or other planetary body. The collection of sheets having the same scale and
features are p•,:itioned relative to a co)rdi- cartographic specifications collectively identi-
nate reference system. See also administra- fled by the producing agency.
tive map; battle map; chart index; chart
series; chart sheet: controlled map; gen- map sheet-(DOD. NESN, CENTO, IADB) An

eral map; intermediate scale map; large- individual map or chart, either complete in

scale map; line-route map; map chart; map itself or part of a series.
index; map series; map sheet; medium-scale
map; operation map; planimetric map; margin-(NATO) In cartography, th' area of
situation map; small-scale map; strategic a map or chart lying outside the border.

map; tactical map; topographic map; traffic-circulation map: weather map. marginal data--(NATO) All ex~planatory in-
formation given in the margin of a map or

map chart-(DOD, IADB) A representation of chart which clarifies, defines, illustrates

"a land-sea area, u-ing the characteristics of and or supplements the graphic portion of

"a map t6 roresent the land area and the the sheet.

characteristics of a chart to represent the marginal information-See marginal data.
sea area, with such special characteristics as
to make the map-chart most useful in mili- marginal weather-(DOD) Weather which is
tary operations. ,rnricularly amphibious sufficiently adverse to a military operation so
operations. See also map. as to require the imposition of procedural

limitations. See al.so adverse weather.
map convergence-(NA TO) The angle at which

one meridian is inclined to another on a map Marine air command and control system-
or chart. See al.o convergence. (DOD) A United States Marine Corps tacti-

cal air command and control systen which
map exercise--(DOD) An exercise in which a provides the t.actical air commander with the

series of military situations is stated and means to command, coi:-dinate, and control
solved on a map. all air operations within ar assigred sector

and to coordinate ar operatim with other
map index-(DOD, NESN, NFS.V, CENTO, Services. It is composed of ,,.nmand and

JADB) Graphic key primarily designed to control agencies with curnmunications-elec-
gi;-e the relationship oetween sheets of a tronics equipment P'at incorporates a capa-
series, their coverage, availability, and fur- bility from manual t•hrough serniautomatic
ther information cn the series. See also map. control.

map reference--(NATO) A means of identify- Marine Air Control Squadron-(DOD, SFA-
ing a point on the earth's surface by relating TO) The component of the 'Marine Air Con-
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grudftlclities, fOr ',he detection and inter- ar. aita of 20 S'I'life wl'ile.) See also base

gational dirr'ettion ot friendly airk raft in thc!
conduct of suP~Ort mis.~ions. Marine di~ision/%ing team-(DOD) A Marine

Corp.- air-g-round *eam consisti-wg of one (livi-

Marine Air Support Squadron-(D0LD) The sion ind one aircraft wing, together with
compxurent of the IMarine Air Control Group 'heir norrnat --einforcernents.

f ~which piovides and operatet facilities for the
control of support aircraft operating in ret marine environrnent-(DOD) The oceans, seas,
supporr off greand flr-.bays, estuaries, and other major water bodies

inciuding their surface interface andl inter-
MNariae amphibious brigpde--(DOD) A Marine a~ction v, ith the atmosphere and with the land

air-ground task force built around a regi- sea-ward of the mean high water mark.
mental landing team and a Marine air-ralf,
group. The Marine amphibious brigaide nor- maritime area-(NA TO. SEA TO, CENTO) A
mally employs about one-third oif the combat maritime trheater of oznerat ions can be divided
resources of one Mar.ne dlivision wing team. for the purposes of diecentralization of com-

mand into maritime areas and subareas. e.g..
Marine amphibious corps-(DOD) A MIarinle Adantic thealer. which i, d;-ided into mani-

air-ground 'task fo;rce built around tw,,o time area ard subarea commands.
Marinc- di~ isions and two Mfarine a-ircraft
wings. The 'Marine amphibious corps normi- maritime control area-(DOD, IADB) An area
ally employs the N'.11 combat resources of two generally si nilar to a defensive sea area in
Marine division wing teams. purpose except that it may be established any

place on the high seas. Ma%,-ritime control areas
Marine amphibious force-(DOD) A Marirne are normna'lly established only in time ot war.

air-ground task force built around a 'Marine See also defensive sea area.
division and a Marine aircraft J:nif.t The
Marine amphibious force normnally employs maritime operations,-(NATO, SEA TO, CEN-
the full combat resources of one Marine di- TO, 1.4DB) Actions performed by forces on.,
vision wing team. under, or over the sea to gain or exploit con-

t rol of the sea or to deny its use to the enemy.
Marine amphibious unit-(DOD) A 'Marine air-

ground task force built around a battalion maritime search and resviie region-(DOD)

landing team and a provisional Marine air- Tie waters subject to th trisdliction of the

attack squadron and a helicopter squadron. of the United States (except Canal Zone and
The Marine amphibious unit normally em- the inland area of Alaskv) and dlesignated
ploys about one-ninth of the combat resources areas of theŽ high seas. See also search and
of one Marine division wing team. rescue region,

Marine base-(DOD, SEA4TO) A base for sup- marl:-(DOD) 1. A call for fire on a specified
port of Marine ground forces, consisting of !ocation to orient the observer or spotter or
activities or facilities,; for wvhih the 'Marine to indiate targe'ts. 2. A report made by the
Corps has opeiating responsibilities, together observer or spotter in firing illumination
with interior lines of communication and the shiells to indicate the instant of optimumr light
minimum surrounding area necessary for on the target. 3. An a:,r control a~gency's term

For xpiastio of y~bo setpage~; tili~'ed to indicate the point of wveapon re-
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lease. It is usually preceded by the word, of transportation, for onward movement. See
"STANDBY" as a preparatory commane also stage; staging area.

marker-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A visual or marshalling-(SEATO) 1. The process by
electronic aid used to mark a designated which units participating in an amphibious
point. See also beacon. or airborne operation moý'e to temporary

camps in the vicinity of embarkation points
marker (land mine warfare)-See gap marker and airfields, complete preparations for comn-

(land mine warfare); intermediate marker bat, and prepare for loading. 2. The process of
(land mine warfare); lane marker (land assembling, holding, and organizing supplies
mine warfare); row marker (land mine war- and or equipment, especially vehicles of
fare); strip marker (land mine warfare). transportation, for onward movement.

marker ship-(DG, D. NATO, SEATO, CENTO, mass-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) 1. The military
lADB) In an ampThibious operation, a ship formation in which units are spaced at less
which takes accurate station on a designated than the normal distances and intervals. 2.
control point. It may fly identifying flags by The concentration of combat power.
day and show lights to seaward by night.
(Note: SEATO term is "marker vessel".) mass (concentation)-(SEATO, IADB)1. The

marking panel-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A concentration -f combat power. 2. To concen-

sheet of material displayed for visual com- trate or bring together, as to mass the fire

mun;cations usually between friendly units. of all batteries. 3. The military formation in

See aiso panel code. which units are spaced at less than the nor-
mal distances and intervals.

marking panel--(SEATO, IADB) A sheet of
material displayed by ground troops for vis- massed fire-(DOD) 1. The fire of the batteries
ual signaling to friendly aircraft. See also of two ,r more ships directed against a single
panel code. target, 2. Fire from a number of weapons

directed at a single point or small area. See
marking teams--(NATO, CENTO, lADB) Per- also concentrated fire.

sonnel landed in the landing area with the
task of establishing navigational aids. See massing of fire--(IADB) 1. The fire of the bat-
also pathfinder; pathfinder aircraft; path- tery cf two or more ships directed against a
finders, single target. 2. Fire from a number of weap-

mark mark-(DOD) Command from ground ons, directed against a single target.

conti oiler for aircraft to release bombs., may
indicate electronic ground controlled release master plot-(NVATO, CENTO) A portion of a

or voice command to aircrew. map or overlay on which are drawn the out-
lines of the areas covered by an air photo-

marshalling--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1A.DB) graphic sortie. Latitude and longitude, map
1. The process by which units participating in and sortie information are shown.
an amphibious or airborne operation group
together or assemble when feasible or move materials handling-(DOD, NATO. CENTO,
to temporary camps in the vicinity of em- lADR) The movement of materials (raw ma-
barkation points. complete preparations for terials. scrap, semifinished, and finished) to,
combat and prepare for loading. 2. The proc- through, and from productive processes: in
ess of assembling, holding, and organizing warehouses and storage: and in receiving and
supplies and or equipment. especially vehicles shipping areas.
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S. .~ materiel-(DOD, IADB) All items necessary may be expected to fire accurately to achieve
for the equipment, maintenance, operation, the desired result.
and support of military activities withcut dis-
tinction as to their application for adminis- maximum landing weight-(NATO, SEATO,
trative or combat purposes; excluding ships CENTO, IADR) The maximum gross weigh,
or naval aircraft See also equipment. due to design or operational limitations at

which an aircraft is permitted t.o land.
materiel cognizance-(DOD, IADB) Denotes

responsibility for exercising bupply manage- maximum ordinate-(DOD) The highest point
ment over items or categories of materiel, along the trajectory of a projectile. The dif-

ference in altitude (vertical int-rval) be-
materiel control-See inventory control. tween the origin and the summit.

materiel management-See inventory control. maximum permissible concentratien-See ra-
dioactivity concentration guide.

materiel pipeline-(DOD, IADB) The quantity
of ap item required in the worldwide supply maximum permissible dose-(DOD, NATO,

system to maintain an uninterrupted replace- CENTO, IADB) That radiation dose which

ment flow. a military commander or other appropriate
authority may prescribe as the limiting cumu-

materiel readiness--(DOD) The availability of lative radiation dose to be received over a
materiel required by a military organization specific period of time by members of his
to support its wartime activities or contin- command, consistent with current operational
gencies, disaster relief (flood, earthquake, military considerations.
etc.), or other emergencies. rnaximum range-(DOD) The greatest distance

materiel requirements--(DOD, IADB) Those a weapon can fire without consideration of

quantities of items of equipment and supplies dispersion.

necessary to equip, provide a materiel pipe- maximum speed (transport vehicles)-SEA-
line, and sustain a service, formation, organi- TO, IADB) The highest speed at which a
zation, or unit in the fulfillment of its pur- vehicle can be driven for an extended period
poses or tasks during a specified period, on a level, first-class highway without sus-

taining damage.
Mauler--(:DOD, IADB) A mobile, self-propelled

mount guided missile designed for providing maximum sustained speed (transport vehicie)
all-weather air defense of forward ground- -(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The high-
combat elements against low-flying aircraft est sp(-?d at which a vehicle. with its rated
and short-range rockets missiles. Designated payload, can be driven for an extended period
as XMIM-46A. on a level. first-class highway without sus-

taining damage.
maximum effective range---(OOD, IADB) The

maximum distance at which a weapon may be maximum take-off weight-(NATO, SEAiTO,expected to deliver its destructive charge with CENTO, lADB) The maximum (•ross€ weight
expcthed a o speliver i to inflict prescribed due to design or operational limitations atthe accuracy specified pwhich an aircraft is permitted to take off.
damage.

maximum effective range--(NATO, CENTO) mayday-(DOD) Distress call.

The maximum distance at which a weapon M-day-(DOD, N A TO, SEATO, CENTO,
For explti of s e pae. v.. IADB) The term used to designate the dav
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on which mobilization is to begin. See also meaconing-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

D-day; K-day. A system of receiving radio beacon signals
and rebroadcasting them on the same fre-

M-day force materiel requirement-(DOD) The quency to confuse navigation. The meaconing
quantity of an item required (on M-day stations cause inaccurate bearings to be ob-
minus one day) to equip and provide a ma- tained by aircraft or ground stations. See
teriei pipeline for authorized peacetime also beacon.
United States force levels, both active and
reserve. See also mobilization rest.rves. mean un of advance-(DOD) In naval usage,

the direction expected to be made good over

M-day materiel assets--(DOD) The total a sustained period.

quantity of an item available in the military mean point of impact-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
system worldwide on M-day to support the IADB) The point whose coordinates are the
effective joint strategic objectives plan. It con- arithmetic means of the coordinates of the
siders the current worldwide inventory (serv- separate points of impact of a finite number
iceable and reparable) of the item, adjust- of projectiles fired or released at the same
ments in this inventory prior to M-day of aiming point under a given set of conaitions.
the effective joint strategic objectives plan
to provide for attrition and consumption, mean sea level-(DOD, IADB) The average
transfers out of or into the inventory and height of the surface of the sea for all stages
deliveries from funded and planned procure- of the tide, used as a reference for elevations.
ment to M-day of the effective joint strategic
objectives plan. SeK also mobilization re- mean sea level-(NATO, CENTO) The average
serves, sea level for a particul.r geographical loca-

tion, obtained from numerous observations,
M-day materiel requiremient-(DOD) The at regular intervals, over a long period of

quantit- of an item required to be in the time.
military system on M-day in order to equip,
provide a materiel pipeline, and sustain the means of transport-See mode of transport.
United States forces in the effective joint
strategic objectives plan through tne period measuring magnifier-(NATO, CENTO) A
prescribed for mobilization materiel planning magnifying instrument incorporating a grati-
purposes. It is the quantity by which the cule for measuring small distances.
mobilization materiel requirement exceeds
the mobilization materiel procurement capa- median lethal dose--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
bility and the mobilization materiel require- IADB) 1. (nuclear)-The amount of radia-
ment adjustment. It includes the M-day force tion over the whole body which would be
materiel requirement and the mobilization fatal to 50 percent of the animals or organ-
reserve materiel requirement See also mobil- isms in que,tion in a given period of time.
ization reserves. 2. (chemicd)-The dose of toxic chemical

agent which will kill 50 percent of exposed
M-day materiel status-(DOD) The status of unprot,-cl'd personnel. It is expressed in

M-day materiel assets, as compared to the milligram minutes per cubic centimeter.
M-day materiei requirement, is a means of
assessing M-day materiel readiness. It is the medical intelligence--(DOD) That category )f
difference between M-day materiel assets and intelligence which concerns itself with -- an
the M-day materiel requirement. See Iso .no- as a living organism and those factors affect-
bilization reserves. ing his efficiency, capability, and well-being,
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medical treatment facility-(DOD, IADB) A porting by merchaat vessels of vital intelli-

facility established for the purpose of fur- ,eriep qithtin(-z AiAn P'allorI _ET'jT

nishing medical and or der.tal care to eligible
individuals, merchant ship casualty report-(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) A report by message, or
medium-(DOD) As used in air intercept, a other means, of a casualty to a merchant

height between two thousand and twenty-five ship at sea or in port. Merchant ship casualty
thousand feet. reports are sent by the escort force com-

mander or other appropriate authority to the
inediumi-altitude bombing-(DOD, IADB) Hor- operational control authority in whose area

izontal bombing with the height of r.lease the casualty occu-red.
between 8.000 and 15,000 feet.

merged-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-
medium-angle loft bombing-(DOD, JADIR) ing tracks hage come together.

Type of loft bombing wherein weapon release
occurs at an angle between 35 degrees and message-(DOD, IADB) Any thought or idea
"75 degrees above the horizontal, expressed briefly in a plain or secret language,

medium hprepared in a form suitab :. for transmission; ~~medium artiiiery-See howitzer, 155--mm. b n en fcmuiain
byany means of communication.

medium atomic demolition munition-(DOD) message-(NATO, CENTO) Any thought or
A low yield, team portabie, atomic demolition
nmunition which can be detonated either by idea expressed briefly in a plain, coded, or
remoteiontrolor ca timer detoite, esecret language. prepared in a form suitable
remote control or a timer device. g

for transmission by any means of communi-

medium-lot storage-(DOD, :ADB) Generally cations.

defined as a quantity of material which will
require one to three pallet stacks, stored to message center-(DOD) An element of a corn-
maximum height. Thus, the term refers to municatnons center. responsible for accept-
relatively small lots as distinguished from ance and processi dig of outgoing messages
definitely large or small lots. See also storage. and for the receipt and delivery of incoming

messages.
medium-range ballistic missile-(DOD) A bal-

listic missile with a range capability from message center-(!ADBj A communication

about 600 to 1500 nautical miles. ager,.-y charged with the responsibility for
acceptance. preparation for transmission. re-

medium-scale map--(DOD, IADB) A map hay- cei]jt, and delivery of messages. See also

ing a scale larger than 1:600.000 and -nmaller communications/signal ceuter.
than 1:75,000. See also map.

message precedence- (IADB) Designations
megaton weapon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, employed to indicate the relative order in

IADB) A nuclear weapon, the yield of which which a message of one precedence des-

is measured in terms of millions of tons of ignation is handled with respect to all

trinitrotoluene explosive equivalents, other precedence designations. Precedence
designations indicate: a. to tne originator-

memory---See storage. the required speed of delivery to the ad-
dressee: b. to communications personnel-

merchant intelli;ence-(DOD) In intelligence the relative A if handling and delivery:
handling, communication instructions for re- anO c. to the iddressee-the relative oroer in

o r f , l. ,• •, ,.which he should note the message. See also
For explanationofqmbl.se )tTi
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flash message; immediate message; priority diation (loses to personnel which may result
message; routine message; precedence. in a reduction of their combai e-et-tiveness.

meteorological data-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, Military Affiliate Radio System-(DOD) A pro-
IADB) Meteorological facts pertaining to the ,ram conducted by the Departr:ents of the
atmosphere, such as wind temperature, air Lkrmy, Navy, and Air Force in which ama-
density, and other phenomena which affect teur radio stations and operators participate
military operations. and contribute to the mission of providing

auxiliary and emergency communications on
metrology-(DOD) The science of measure- a local, national, or internatioi:al basis as an

ment including the development of measure- adjunct to normal military communications.
ment standards and systems for abs61ute and
relative measurements. Military Airlift Command-(DOD) The single

manager operating agency for designated air-
MGM-Z---See Corporal. lift service. Also referred to as MAC.

MGM-13-See Mace. Military Assistance Advisory Group-(DOD,
SIA DB ) A joint Service group norm ally under

MGM-18---See Lacrosse. the military command of a commander of a

MGM-21A-See Entac. unified command and representing the Sec-
retary of Defense which primarily adminis-

MGM-29--See Sergeant. ter-, the United Statcs military assistance
planning and programming in the host coun-

MGM-32--See Entac. try.

MGM-51-See Shillelagh. Military Assistance Articles and Services List
-(DOD) A Department of Defense publica-

MGR-1--See Honest John. tion listing source, availability, and price of
items and services for use by the unified

MGR-3---See Little John. commands and Military Departments in pre-

paring military assistance plans and pro-midcourse guidaace--(DOD, IA DB) The guid- grams.

ance applied to a missile between termination

of the launching phase and the qtart of the Military Assi'stance Grant Aid Training-
terminal phase of flight. See also guidance. (DOD) That training provided under Mili-

tary Assiscance Program Grant Aid.
middleman-(DOD) In air intercept, a term

meaning 2ry high frequency or ultrahigh Military Assistance Program-(DOD, IADB)
frequency radio relay equipment. Th: United States program for providing

miEtary assistance under the Foreign As-
midnight-(DOD) In air intercept, a code sistance Act of 1961, as amended. as distinct

meaning change over from close to broadcast from Economic Aid and other programs au-
control. thorized by the Act; includes the furnishing

of defense articles and defense services
mid-range ballistic missile--(IADB) A ballistic through Grant Aid or Military Sales to eli-

missile with a range in the interval 500-3,000 gible Allies. as specified by Congress.
nautica' miles.

Military Assistance Program Grant Aid-
militarily signifiiant fallout-(DOD) Radio- (DOD, JADB) Military assistance rendered

active contamiration capable of inflicting ra- under the authority of the Foreign Assistance

18•
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Act of 1961, as amended, for which the tary forces on projects useful to the local
United States receives no reimbursement. vooulation at all levels in such fields as edu-

cation, trainirn, public works, agriculture,
Military Assistance Program Grant Aid Train- transportation, communications, health, sani-

ee-(DOD,) Foreign nationals receiving tation, and o :iers contributing to Economic
training under the Grant Aid portion of and social development, which would also
Military Assitance Program training, serve to improve the standing of tl'e military

forces N,, 4 the population. (DOD, I) (United
Military Assistance Program Supported Third States forces may at times advise or engage

Country Training-(DOD) Training pro- in military civic actions in overseas areas.)
vided riot under United States supervision
outside the continental United States in a military currency-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
country other than the country of program. lADB) Currency prepared by a pow:r awid
Training may include United States assist- declared by its military commander to be
ance for costs of normal student travel -ind legal tender for use by civilian and or mili-
living allowance. tary personnel as prescribed in the areas

occupied by its forces. It shJuld be of dis-
military asgistance sa~es-(IADB) That por. tinctive design to disting-aish it from the

tion of United States military assistancE au- official currency of the countries concerned.
thorized by the Foreign Assistance Act of but may be denominated in the monetary
1961. This assistance differs from Military unit of either.
Assistance Program Grant Aid in that it is
purchased by the recipient conur.ry. S-e also military currency-(SEATO) Currency pre-
foreign military sales. pared by a power and declared -y its military

commander to be legal tender for use by

military censorship-(DOD) All types of cen- civilian and or military personnel as pre-
sorship conducted by personnel of the Arrmed ',cribed in the areas occupied by its forces.
Forces of the United States. to include armed Should be of distinctive design to distinguish
forces censorship, civil censorship, prisoner it from the official currency of both the op-
of war censorship, and field press censorship. posing powers, but may be denominated in
See also censorship. the monetary unit of either.

military censorship-(IADB) All types of cen- Military Depart ment-(DOD) One of the de-
sorship conducted by personnel of the Armed partments within the Department of Defense
Forces, to include armed forces censorship, created by the National Security Act of 1947.
civil censorship, prisoner of war censorship, as am.ended. See also Department of the
and field press censorship. See also censor- Army; Department of the Navy; Depart-
ship. ment of the Air Force.

military characteristics-(DOD, IADB) Those military educa'.ion-(D'OD, JADB) The system-
characteristics of equipment upon which de- atic instruction of individuals in subjects
pend its ability to perform desired military which will enLance :heir knowledge of the
functions. Military characteristics include science and art of war. See also military
physical and operational characteristics but training.
not technical characteristics.

military geographic documentation-(DOD,
military civic action-(DOD, I, SEATO, JADB) NATO, CENTO, IADB) Military g-,•graphic

The use of preponderantly indigenous mili- information which has been evaluated, proc-

for -v *n s ,o ,o s ,w essed, summarized, and published.
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maiitarý geographic informaiion-(DG- , NA- - ... ...... :r " •. -
TO, CENTO, IADB) Comprises tWe informa- liberate act of a nation or a group of nations
tion concerning physical aspects, resources, to introduce its military forces into the course
and artificial features which is necessary for of an existing controversy.-• ~planning and operations. '

military I a n d transportation resources-
military geography-.(DOD, IAMD ) The spe- (DOD) All military-owned transportation re-

cialized field of geography dealing with nat- sources designated for common-user, over the
ura) and man-made physical features that ground, point-to-point use.
= y affect the planning and conduct of mili-

tary operations. milita-y load classification-(DOD, NATO,
CENTO) The military load classification of

military government-See civil affairs. a route, bridge or raft, is a class nurr'::
which represents the safe load carrying ca-

military government ordinance-(DOD, IADB) pacity of the route, bridge or raft, and in-
An enactment, on the authority of a military dicates the maximum vehicle class that can
governor, promulgating laws or rules regu- be accepted under normal conditions. See also
lating the occupied territory under his con- classificatiorn of bridges and veh'cles; route
trol. classificatio...

military governor-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, military necessity-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
IADR) The military comrmander or other des- CENTO, lADB) The principle whereby a bel-
ignated person who, in an occupied territory, ligerent has the right to apply any measures
exercises supreme authority over the civil which are required to bring about the aic-
population subject to the laws and usages of cessful conclusion of a military operation and
war and to any directive received from his which are not forbidden by the laws of war.
government or 1, 1 superior.

military nuclear power-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
military g r i d-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, TO) A nation which has nuclear weapons aiid

IADB) Two sets of parallel lines intersecting the capability for their employment. See also
at right angles and forming squares; the grid nuclear power.
is superimposed on maps, charts, and other
similar representations of tbf earth's surface military occupation-(DOD, IADB) A conii-
in an accurate and consistent manner to tion in which territory is under the effectiv,
permit identification of ground locations with control of a foreign armea force See also
respect to other locations and ths computation occupied territory; phases of milhary gov-
of direction and distance to other points. See ernment.
also grid; military grid reference system.

military platform--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
military grid reference system--(DOD, NATO, side loading platform generally at least 300

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A system which meters /1000 feet long for military trains.
uses a standard-scaled grid square, based on
a point of origin on a map projection of the military posture--(DOD, IADB) The militaly
earth's surface in an accurate and consistent disposition, strength, and condition of readi-
manner to permit either position referencing ness as it affects capabilities.
or the computation of direction and distance
between grid positions. See also grid; mili- military requirement-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
tary grid. IADB) An established need justifying the

timely allocation of resources to achieve a
militar. intelligence-See intelligence, capability to accomplish approved military
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P objectives, missions, or tasks. See also objec- tation, and common-user ocean terminals.
tive force level. Also referred to as MTMTS.

Military Sealift Command-(DOD) The single military training-(DOD, IADB The instruc-
manager operating agency for designated tion of pci sonnel to enhance their capacity to
sealift service. Also referred to as MSC. perform specific military functions and tasxs;

the exercise of one or more military units
Military Service-(DOD) A branch of the conducted to enhance their combat readiness.

Armed Forces of the United States, estab- See aiso military education.
lished by act of Congress, in which persons
are appoir-ted, enligted, or inducted for mili- milvan-(DOD) Military-owned demi-untable
tary service and which operates and is ad- container, conforming to United States and
ministered within a military or executive de- international standards, operated in a cen-
partment. The military Se vices are: the trally controlled fleet for movement of mili-

United States Army, tVe United States tary cargo.I Navy, the United States Air Force. the
United States Marine Corps, and the Uniteti milvan chassio_--'DOD) The compatible chassis

States Coast Guard. to which the WILVAN is attached by cou-
pling the lower four standard corner fittings

military standard requisitioning and issue pro- of 'he contai':er to compatible mounting
cedure-(DOD) A uniform procedure estau- blocks in the chassis, to permit road move-

lisned by the Department of Defense for use ment.
within the Department of Defense to govern
requisition and issue of materiel within stand- MIM-3---See Nike Ajax.

ardized priorities. Also referred to as MIL- MIM-14-See Nike Hercules.
STRIP..

MIM-.23--See Hawk.
military standaid transportation and move-

ment procedures--(D 0D ) Uniform and mine-See armed mine, antipersonnel mine
standard transportation data, documentation, (land mine warfare); antitank mine (land
and control procedures applicable to all cargo mine warfare); disarmed mine; drifting
movements in the Depa .Aent of Defense mine; inert mine (land mine warfare); mine
transportation system. Also referred to as (land mine warfare); oscillatiug type mine;
MILSTAMP. phony mine (land- mine warfare); practice

mine (land mine warfare).
military strategy-(DOD, IADB) The art and

science of employing the armed forces of a mine clearance (land mine warfare)-(DOD,
nation to secure the objectives of national NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The process
policy by the application of force, or the of detecting and 'or removing land mines by
threat of force. See also strategy. manual or mechanical means.

military traffic--(DOD) Department of De- mine countermeasures--(DOD, 1ADB) Includes
fense personnel, mail. and cargo to be, or all methods fo- preventing or reducing dam-
being transpcrted. age or danger to ships. persz,nnel, aircraft,

and vehicles from mines.
Military Traffic Management and Termiral

Service-(DOD) The single manager operat- mine defense-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
ing agency for military traffic, land transpor- The defense of a position, area, etc., by land

For explanation of symbls., . L or underwater mines. A mine defense system
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inc'ules the personnel and -,quipment needed mine hunting-(DOD, IADB) The branch of
to) plant., operate, maintain, and protect the mine countermeasures based on determining
minefields 1'tat are laid. the positions of individual mines and conceii-

trating countermeasures on those positions,
minefie'd gap (land mine warfare)-(DOD, as opposed to techni'1 ues directed at a )loreSNAT-O, CENTO, IADB) A portion of a mine- extensive area suspected of containing mines.

field, in which no mines have been laid, of Mine hunting includes mine locating, clear-
specified width to enable a friendly force to ance of located mine, and mine watching.
pass through the minefield in tactical forma-
tion.. See also gap marker (land mine war- mirne (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NATO,
fare). SEATO, CENTO, 1.4DB) An explosive or

other material, normally encased, designed
minefield gap (land mine warfare)--(SEATO) to destroy or damage vehic'es. boats, or air-

A portion of a minefield, in which no mines craft, or designed to wound, kill, or otherwise
have been laid, of specified width to enable a incapacitate personnel. It may be detonated
friendly force to pass through the minefield by the action of its victim, by the passage of
in tactical formation.. It will seldom be less time-, or by controlled means. See also anti-
than 100 yards wide. personnel mine (land mine warfare); anti-

tank mine (land mine warfare); inert mine
minefield (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NATO, (land mine warfare); mine; phony mine

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An area of irround (land mire warfare); practice mine (land
containing mines laid with or without pat- mine warfs:e).
tern. See also antiairborne minefield (land
mine warfare); antiamphibious minefield mine row (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NATO,
(land mine warfare); antipersonnel mine- SEATO, CENT4, IADB, A single row of
field (land mine warfare); barrier minefield mines or clusters. See also mine strip (land
(land mine warfare): defensive minefield mine warfare).
(land mine warfare); mixed minefield (land
mine warfare); nuisance minefield (land
mine warfare); phony minefield (land mine mine strip (land mine warfare)-(DOD, NATO,

warfare); protective minefield (land mine SEATO, CENTO, IADR) Two parallel mipe
warfare). rows laid .imultaneously six paces apart. S. ealso mine row (land mine warfare).

minefield lane (land mine warfare)--(DOD,
NATO, 1ADB) A marked lane, unmined, or minesweeping-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
cleared of mines, leading through a minefield. The 'echnique of searching for, or clearing

mines using mechanical or explosion gear

minefield marking-4-DOD, NATO) Visible which physicaPy removes or destroys the

marking of all points required in laying a mine. or produces in the area the influence

minefield and indicating the extent (,f such 6elds necessary to actuate it.

minefields.
minesweeping-(SEATO) The mine clearance

minefield record-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, proced:ire whereby P region of water is swept
1ADR) A complete written record of all for mines either by covering or traversing it
pertinent information concerned on a mine- with mechanical or explosive gear which
field, submitted on a standard form by the physically removes; or destroys the mines, or
other officer in charge of the laying opera- by producing in the region the influence field
tions. necessary to actuate the mines.
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mine warfare-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) within this category will normally be carried
The strategic and tactical uwe of mines and by, of acc-ompany troops to the port and will
their countermeasures. be placed aboard the same ships with the

troops. As used in movement directives, mini-
mine warfare forces (naval)-(DOD, IADB) mum essential equipment refers to specific

Navy forces charged with the strategic and items of both organizational and individual
tactical use of naval mines and their counter- clothing and eqaipment.
measures. Such forces are capable of offen-
sive and defensive measures in connection minimum normal burst altitude-(DOD) T he
with laying and clearing mines, altitude above te"rain below which ai, de-

tens- iuclear warheads are not normaily
mine watching-(DOD, NATO, CENT O, detcr.ted.

IADB) The mine countermeasures procedure
which detects, hinds the position of, and or minimum obstruction clearance altitude-
identifies mines during the act of laying by (DOD) The specified altitude in effect between
the enemy. radio fixes on very high frequency on-ir-nge

airways. off-airway rouutes, or route segments
minimize--(DOD, IADB)A condition wherein which meets obstruction clearance require-

normal message and telephone traffic is dras- ments for the entire route segment and which
tically reduced in order that messages con- assures acceptable navigational signal cover-
nected with an actual or simulated emergency age only within 22 miles of a very high fre-
shall not be delayed., quency omnirange.

minimum-altitude bombing-(DOD, IADB) minimum quality surveillance (petroleum)-
Horizontal or glide-bombing with the height (NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The mini-
of release under 900 feet. It includes mast- mum measures to be applied to determine and
head bombing which is sometimes errone- ma'ntain the quality of bulk and packaged
Sously referred to as "skip bombing".. See also petroleum products in order that these prod-
: skip bombing. ucts will be in a condition suitable for imme-

minimum aitack altitude-(DOD) The lowest diate use.

altitude determined by the tactical use of minimum range-(DOD)1. Least range setting
weapc-'s, terraip consideration, and weapons of a gun at which the projectile will clear an
effects which permits the safe conduct of an obstacle or friendly troops between tl~e gun

air attack aid or minimizes effective enemy and the target. 2. Shortest distance to which

a gun can fire fron a given position.

minimum crossing altitude--(DOD) The low~st minimum reception aititude--4DOD) The low-
altitudc at certain radio fixes at which an est altitude required to receive adequate
aircraft must cross when proceeding in the signals to determine specific ry high
direction of a hi -4.er minimum en route in- frequency omnirange tscicai air navigation

* strument flight rules altitude. fixes.

minimum essential equipment-(DOD, IADB) minimum safe altitude-(DOD) The alt'tude
That part of authorize-0 allowances of Army below which it is hazardous to fly. owing to
equipment, clothing, and .upplies needed to presence of high grou-nd or other hazards.

* ureserve the integrity )f a unit during move-
ient without regard to the performance of minimum safe altitude-(NATO, SEATO,

its combat or service mission. Items common CENTO, IADB) The altitude below which it

For ,•px,,naUon of symbots. we pace A. is hazardous to fly, owirg to presence of high
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ground or other obstacles. (Note The SEA- capable of sustained ground combat in sup-
TO term is "minimum safety altitude".) port of divisions.

minimum safe distance (nuciear)-(DOD, missile intercept zone-(DOD) That geo-
NATO, CENTO, IADB) The sum of the graphical division of the destruction area
radius of safety and the buff-, distance. where surface-to-air riissiles have primary

responsibility f -- destruction of airborne
minimum warning time (nut,.,er)-.(DOD, objects. See also aestruction area.

NATO. CENTO, IADB) The sum of system
reaction time and personnel reaction time. missile monitor-(DOD) A mobile, electronic,

air defense fire distribution system for use at
minor control-See photogrammetric control. Army air defense group, battalion, and

battery levels. It employs digital data to ex-
minor port-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) change information within the system and

A port having ailities for the discharge of provides means for the Army air defense
cargo from coastei s or ligbters only. See also commander to monitor the actions of his
port. units and take corrective action when neces-

sary. It autcmatically exchanges information
Minuteman.-(DOD, IADB) A three-stage with adjacent missile monitor systems when

solid-propellant, second-gener-.tion intercon- connected with them by data links.
tinental ballastic missile equipped with a nu-
clear wai-head, designed for deployment in a mission-(DOD, IADB) 1. The task, together
hardened and dispersed configuration and in with the purpose, which clearly indicates the
a mobile mode on railroad trains. It is a act.on to be taken and the reason therefor. 2.
simple, smaller, lighter missile than earlier In common usage, especially when applied to
intercontinental ballistic missiles and is de- lower military units, a duty assigned to an
signed for highly automated remote oper- individual or unit; to task. 3. The dispatching
ation. Designated as LGM-30. of one or more aircraft to accomplish one

particular task.
misfire--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTC, mission-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) 1. TheIADB) 1. Fail to fire or explode properly. 1 iso-(AO EAO ET)1 h

Failure of a primer or the propelling charge task, together with its purpose, thereby
of a projectile to functier., wholly or in part. clearly indicating the action to be taken and

the reason therefor. 2. The dispatching of

Missile A (division direct support missile)- one or more aircraft to accomplish one par-
ticular task.

(DOD) A simple low-cost, light-weight, air-
transportable, mobile missile system pro- mission-essential materiel-(DOD) That ma-
viding sustained direct support for the battle teriel, which is authorizzd and available to
group- combat, combat support, combat service sup-

port, and combat re.diness training forces to
missile assembly-checkout faci!ity--(DOD) A accomplish their assigned mission.

building, van, or other type str icture located
near the operational missile launching lo- mission-oriented items-(DOD) Ite-ns for
cation designed for the final assembly and which requirements computations are based
checkout of the missile system, upon the assessment of enemy capabilities

expressed as a known or estimated quantity
Missile B (division support missile)-(DOD) of total targets to be destroyed. See also

A light-weight missile system utilizing a self- combination mission/level of effort-oriented
propelled launcher, air-transportable and items; level of effort-oriented items.
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* mission review report (photographic interpre- mobile support grots, (naval)-(DOD, NATO,
tation)-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An ixnteili- CENTO, iADB) t1Uvides . .gi.bu.. to
gence report containing informatior on all ships at an anchorage; in effect, a naval base
targets covered by one photographiz so,%ae. afloat although certain of its supporting ele-

ments may be located ashore.
mission type order-(DOD, IADB) 1. Order

issued to a lower 1nwt that includes the ac- mobile ttaining team-(DOD) A mobile train-
complishment of the total mission assigned ing team consists of one or more United
to the higher headquarters. 2. Order to a unit States personnel drawn f,-om Service re-
to perform a mission without specifying how sources and sent on temporary duty to a
it is to be accomplished, foreign nation to give instruction. The

mission of the team is to provide, by training
mixed-(DOD) A spotting, or an observation, instructor personnel, a military service of the

by a spotter or an observer to indicate !hat foreign nation with a self-training capability
the rounds fired resulted in an equal number in a particular skill.
of air and impact bursts.

mobility-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, JADB) A
mixed air-(DOD) A spotting, or in obser- quality or capability of military forces which

vation, by a spotter or an observer to indi- permits them to move from place to place
cate that the rounds fired resulted in both air while retaining the ability to fulfill their
and impact bursts with a majority of the primary mission.
bursts being airbursts.

mobility system support resources-(DOD)
mixed graze-(DOD) A spotting, or an obser- Those resources that are :equired to: a.

vation, by a spotter or an observer to indicate complement the airlift and sealift forces,
that the rounds fired resulted in both air and and,, or b. perform those work functions
impact bursts with a majority of the bursts directly related to the origination, processing,
being impact bursts or termination of a movement requiremept.

mixed minefield (land mine warfare)-(DOD, mobilization--(DOD, NATO. SEATO, CEN-
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, JADB) A minefield TO, 1ADB) 1. The act of preparing for war
containing both antitank and antipersonnel or other emergencies through assembling and
mines. See also minefield (land mine war- organizing national resources. 2. The process
fare). by which the armed ;orces or part cf them

are brought to a state of readiness for war
mix-up, caution--(DOD) In air intercept, a or other national emergency. This includes

term meaning mixture of friendly and hostile assembling and organizing personnel, sup-
airc;.aft. plies, and material for active military

service,
mobile air movements team-(NA TO, CENTO)

An air force team trained for operational mobilization base-(DOD, IADB) The total of
deployment on air movement traffic section all resources available, or which can be made
duties. available, to meet foreseeable wartime needs.

Such resources include the man; )wer and
mobile defense-(DOD, IADB) Defense of an material resources and services requiied for

area or position in which maneuver is used the support of essential military, civilian, and
with organization of fire and utilization of survival activities; as well as the elements
terrain to seize the initiative from the enemy. affecting their state of readiness, such as (but

F, k , of ,, , ,not limited to) the following: manning levels.
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state of training, modernization of equip- mobilization reserve materiel objective-
ment, mobilization materiel reserves and (DOD) That portion of the computed mobil-
facilities, continuity of government, civil ization reserve materiel requirement which a
defense plans and preparedness measures. Service or single manager recommends be
psychological preparedness of the people, stocked after considering the essentiality of
international agreements., planning with in- the item to the overall mission, modern-
dustry, dispersion, and stand-by legislation ization, storage characteristics, and costs of
and controls. storage and maintenance. This quantity may

be the same as the computed mobilization
mobilization exercise-(DOD, IADB) Ar. exer- reserve materiel requirement. See also mobil-

cise involving, either completely or in part, ization reserves.
the implementation of mobiiizatior: plans.

mobilization reserve materiel procurement ob-
mobilization materiel procurement zapabil- jective-(DOD) The quantity of an item

ity (DOD, JADB) The quantity of an item required to be procured in peacetime, in ad-

which can be acquired by orders placed -'n or dition to the peacetime force materiel pro-

after M-day from industry or from any other curement objective, in order to support the

available source during the period prescribed effective joint strategic objectives plan. It is

for mobilization procurement planning pur- the quantity by which the mobilization re-

pose-,. See also mobilization reserves. serve materiel objective exceeds the mobil-
ization reserve stock. See also mobilization

mobilization materiel requirement-(DOD) reserves.

The quantity of an item required to support mobilization reserve materiel requirement-
completely the United States forces in the (DOD) The quantity of an item, in addition
effective joint strategic obj,'cti-'es plan to the M-day force materiel requirement re-
through the period prescribed for mobil- quired to be in the military supply system on
ization materiel planning purposes. It in- M-day in order to support planned mobil-
cludes the materiel required to equip and ization, to expand the materiel pipeline, and
provide a materiel pipeline for tne M-day to sustain in training, combat, or noncombat
forces (authorized peacetime United States operations, as applicable, all forces in the
forces, both active and reserve, on M-day effective joint strategic objectives plan
minus one day), to support planned mobil- through the period proscribed for mobili-
ization and to sustain in training, combat, or ization materiel planning purposes. It is the
noncombat operations, as applicable, all quantity by which the M-day materiel re-
United States forces in the effective joint quirement exceeds the M-day force -materiel
qtrategic objectives plan. See also mobiliza- requirement, or the quantity by which the
tion reserves. mobilization materiel requirement exceedz

the sum of the M-day force materiel require-
mobilization materiel requirement adjust- ment, the mobilization materiel procurement

ment-(DOD) The quantity of an item in- capability, and the mobilization materiel re-
cluded in the mobilization irtateriel require- quirement adjustment. See also mobilization
ment, for the support of certain forces in the reserves.
effective joint strategic objectives plan,
which is also included in the peacetime force mobilization reserves-See general mobiliza-
materie! requirement for the support of the tion reserve materiel objective; general mo-
same forces, in the event M-day does not bilization reserve stock; M-day force ma-
occur as assumed. See also mobilization teriel requirement; M-day ma'eriel assets;
reserves. M-day materiel requirew-ei'ts; M-day ma-
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teriel status; mobilization materiel procure- moderate r:sk (nuclear)-(DOP, NATO, CEN-
ment capability; mobi!ization materiel TO, IADB) A degree of risk where antici-
requirement; mobilization materiel require- pated effects are tolerable, or at worst, a
ment adjustment; mobilization reserve ma- minor nuisance. See also emergency risk
teriel objective; mobilization reserve ma- (nuclear).
reserve materiel requirement; mobilization modification center-(DOD, I4DB) An in-reserve stock; peacetime force materiel stallation consisting of an airfield and of

assets, peacetime force materiel procure- facilities for mouifying standard production

mert r.bjective; peacetime force materiel re- aircraft to m Žet certain requireme its which

quirement; pre-positioned war reserve re- were not anticipated at the time uf manu-

quirement; pre-positioned war reserve stock; facture.

total materiel assets; total materiel objec- moment-(.VATO, CENTO) in air transport.,
tive; totai materiel procurement objective; the weight of a load nultiplied by its distance
tUtPl materiel req;,irement. See also joint, from a refereioce point in the aircraft.

Part 2.

monitoring-(DOD, NA"O, CENTO, IADB) 1.
mobilizaten reserve stock-(DOD I That por- The act of detecting the presence of radiation

tion of total materiel assets which is desig- and the measurement thereof with radiation
nated to meet tl'e mobilizat;on rtserve ma- measurinz instruments. (NATO, CENTO,
teriel objective. See also mobilization re- IADB) 2. The ?ct of listening to, reviewing,
serves. and or recordirg enemy, one's ov.'n, or other

friendly forces' communications for the pur-
mock-up-(DOD, IADR) Model, built to pose of maintaining standards, improving

scale, of a machine, apparatus, or weapon. It communications, or for reference, as appli-
is used in studying the construction and in cable. See also communications recurity mon-
testing a new development, or in teaching itoring.
personnel how to operate the actual machine,
apparatus, or weapon. Mock-ups of ships, monitoring-(SEATO) 1. The act of li'tening
landing craft. and aircraft are used ii, train- to. re;'iev ng, and or recording one's own or
ing personne) to 'oad, embark. and debark. other friendly forces' communications for the

purpose of maintaining standards, improving

mode (identificaiion friknd or foe)-(DOD) communications. or for reference. 2. The

The number or letter referring to the Rpecific assessing with instruments for known or sus-

pulse spacing of the signals transmitted by pected radioactive hazards.

an interrogator, mopping-up--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) The iiquidation of remnants of enemy
mode of transport-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, resistance in an area that has been sur-

IADR) The various modes used for a move- rounded or isolated, or through which other
ment. For each mode there are several means units have passed without eliminating all
of transport. They are: a. inland surface active resistance.
transporta.tion (rail. road, and inland water-
way) ; b. sea transport (coastal and ocean): mortar-(DOD) Normally a muzzle-loading
c. air transportation: and d. pipelines, weapon with either a rifled or smooth bore.

It usually has a shorter range than a howit-
moderate damage--See nuclear damage (land zer. employs a higher angle of tire and has a

warfare). tube length of 10 to 20 calibers. See also gun:
Fer z~igatin of~ ~howitzer.
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mortar, 107-mm (4.2") (howtar)-( D O D, movement credit-(NATO, CENTO) The al-
IADB) A Marine Corps modification riountý location granted to one or more vehicles in
ing of a 4.2-inch mortar tube mounted on a order to move over a controlled route in a
75-mm pack howitzer carriege. fixed time according to movement instruc-

tions.
mosaic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An assembly

of overlapping photographs which have been movement directive-(DOD) The basic docu-
matched to form a continuous photographic ment published by the Department of the
representation of a portion Of Lhe earth's sur- Army or the Department of the Air Force,
face. See also controlled mosaic; uncon- or jointly, which authorizes a command to
trolled mosaic. take action to move a designated unit from

one location to another.
motorized unit-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) A unit equipped with complete movement directive---("IDB) The basic docu-
motor transportation that enables all of its ment published by competent authority which
personnel, weaporns, and equipment to be authorizes a command to take action to move
moved at the same time without assistance a designated unit from one location to
f--om other sources. another.

mounting-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, movement of shipping (in the early days of
IADB) 1. All preparations made in areas war)-See area evacuation; port evacu-
designated for the purpose, in anticipation ation; shipping movement policy.
of an operation. It includes the assembly in
the mounting area, preparation and mainte- movement order-(DOD, IADB) An order

nance within the mounting area, movement issued uy a commander covering the details
to loading points, and subsequent embark- foi a move of his command.
ation into ships, craft, or aircraft. if ap- movement priority-(NATO, CENTO, rADB)
plicable. 2. A carriage or stand upon which The relativea weaponeiseplaced.precedence given to each move-
a weapon is placed. ment requirement,

mounting area-(DOD, IADB) A general lo- movement report control center-(DOD,
cv-tity where assigned forces of an amphibious IADB) The controlling agency for the entire
or airborne operation, with their equipment, movement report system. It has avaifiatle all
are assembled, prepared and loaded in ship- information relative to the movements of
ping and o,- aircraft preparatory to an naval ships and other ships under naval
assault. 3ee also embarkation area. control.,

movement control--DOD, NATO, SEATO, movement report system-(DOD) A system es-
CENTO, IADB) The planning, ron'ting, tablished to coliect and make available to
scheduling, and control of personnel and certain commands vital information on the
supply movements over lines of communic.- status, location, and movement of flag conm-
tion; also an organization reswonsble for mands. commissioned fleet units, ahd ships
these functions, under operational control of the Navy.

movement control officer-(NATO. CENTO) movement requirement-(DOD) A stated move-
An officer of the movement control organizs- ment mode and time-phased need for the
tion responsible for the e . -cutive control oZ transp)rt of units, personnel, and/or materiel
movement of military personnel and cargo from a specified origin to a specified desti-
by all means of transport. nation:
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f movement restriction-(DOD, NATO, CEN- one or more reentry vehicles over each of

on traffic into and/or out of areas to permit able reentry vehicle; multiple reentry ve-
clearance of or prevention of congestion, hicle; reentry vehicle.

movement table-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- multiple reentry vehicle-(DOD) The reentry
TO, IADB) A table giving detailed instruc- vehicle of a delivery system which places
tions or data for a move, When necessary, it more than one reentry vehicle over an indi-
will be qualified by the words road, rail, sea, vidual target. See also maneuverable reentry
air, etc., to signify the type of movement, vehicle; multiple independently targetable
Nomally issued as an annex to a movement reentry vehicle; reentry vehicle.
order or instructiot;.

multipurpose close support weapon-.(DOD.
moving havens-(DOD, IADB) Restricted IADB) A ground close support weapon

areas established to provide a measure of capable of defilade delivery of a variety of
security to submarines and surface ships in warheads including nuclear.
transit through areas in which the existing
attack restricti.ns would be inadequate to music-(DOD) In air intercept, a term meaning

prevent attack by friendly forces. See also electronic jamming.
moving submarine haven; moving surfaceship haven, mutual aid--(NA TO, CENTO, IADB) Ar-

rangements made at government level be-

moving submarine haven-(DOD, IADB) tween one nation and one or more other

Established by Submarine Notices, surround- nations to assist each other. See also inte-

ing submarines in transit, extending 50 miles grated logistic support; logistic assistance;

ahead, 100 miles behind, and 15 miles on each reallocation of resources.

side of the estimated position of the subma- mrine along the stated tr'ack.. See also moving mutual suoport--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN -
ealong. tTO, IADB) That support which units render

havens, each other against an enemy, because of their

moving surface ship haven-(DOD, IADB) assigned tasks, the.r position relative to each

Established by Surface Ship Notices and will other and to the enemy, and their inherent

normally be a circle with a specified radius capabilities. See also cross-servicing; sup-

centered on the estimated position of the ship port.

or the guide of a group of ships. See also
moving havens, muzzle brake-(DOD) A device attached to the

muzzie of a weapon which utilizes escaping
mioving target indicator-(DOD, NA TO) A ra- gas to reduce recoil.

dar presentation which shows only targets
which qre in motion. Signals from stationary muzzle compensator-(DOD) A device attached
targets are subtr', •. A out of the return si-nhal to the muzzle of a weapon w~hich utilizes

by the output of a suitable memory circuit. escaping gas to control muzzle movement.

multiple independently targetable reentry re- muzzle velocity-(DOD, IADB) The velocity
hicle-(DOD) A delivery .;ystern which places of a projectile with respect to the muzzle at
, •-t • • ,• •, ,. the instant the projectile leaves the weapon.
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nadir-(NATO. CENTO) That point en the ce- which authorize certain emergency actions
lestial sphere directly beneath the observer to be unde-taken in the national interest.
and directly opposite the zenith. Actions to j taken may include partial or

total mobilization of national resources.
nadir point-See nadir.

national force comimanders-(NATO, SEA TO,
napalm--(DOD, IADB) A powder employed to CENTO, IADB) Commanders of national

thicken gasoline for use in flame throwers forces assigned as separate elemeiAts of sub-
and inrcendiary bombs. ordinate allied commands. See also com-

"national cersorship-(DOD) The examination mander(s).

and control under civil authority of communi- national forces for the defense of the (NATO)
cations entering, leaving, or transiting the (SEATO) (CENTO) area-(NATO, SEA-
borders of the United States, its territories, TO, CENTO) Non-allocated forces whose
or its possessions. Se. also censorship. mission involves the defense of an area

within the (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO)
national command-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- area of responsibility. See also forces; NA-

TO, IADB) A command that is organized by, TO forces; SEATO forces.
and functions under the authority of, a spe-
cific nation., It may or may not be placed national infrastructure-(DOD. NATO, SEA-
under a (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO) comn- TO. CENTO) Infrastructure provided and

mander., See also command. (Note. IADR financed by a (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO)
definition ends with the word "nation".) member in ics own territory solely for its own

forces (including those forces assigned to or
national co:mmand authoriti,---(DOD) Thb designatsad for (NATO) (SEATO) (CEN-

President, the Secretary of Defense, the Jo'nt TO) ). See also infrastructure.
Chiefs of Staff, or their authorized successors
and alternates, national intelligence--((DOD, lADB) Inte-

grated departmental intelligence that covers
national commander-(NATO, CENTO) All the iroad aspects of national policy and na-

national commanders, territorial or func- tional security, is of concern to more than
tional, who are normally not in the allied cne departmeni or agency, and transcends
chain of command. the exclusive competence of a single depart-

ment or ageney.
national component-A(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO) Any national forces of one or more Serv- national intelligence estimate-(DOD) A stra-
ices under the command of a single national tegic estimate of capabilities, vulnerabilities,
commander, assigned to any (NATO) (SEA- and probable courses of action of foreign
TO) (CENTO) commander. nations wh'ch is produced at the n.tional

level as a composite of the views of the in-
naiional component-(IADB) Any national telligence community.

forces of one or more Services u:nder the
command of a single national commander. national intelligence surveys-(DOD) Basic in-

telligeiice studies produced on a coordinate
nationv' emergency-(DOE) A condition de- interdepartmental basis and concerned with

clar(d by the Pr-sident or the Congress by characteristics, basic resources, and relatively
virtFe of power.; previously vested in them unchanging natural features of a foreign

For explanation of "sablsk, see V~e %i. country or other area.
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national militarv authoritv-(NATO, SEATO, NATO unified product-(NATO) A standard
CENTO, IADB) The governmental agency, ized product which is used t, is f-.Iy suitable
sucit, as Ministry of Defense or Service Minis- for use by all NATO nations for a given end
try, empowered to make decisions on military use. See also acceptable product; emergency
matters on behalf of its count. y. This author- substitute; standardized product.
ity may be delegated to a military oi civilian
group or individual at any level appropriate natural disaster-See domestic emergencies.
for dealing with allied commandcrs or their
subordinates, nautical chart-See hydrographic chart.

national objectives-(DOD, IADB) Those fun- nautical mile-(DOD, i.DB) A measure (f

damental a;ms, goals, or purposes of a nation distance equal to one minute of arc on the

-as opposed to the means for seeking these earth's surface. (DOD) The United Staces

ends--toward which a policy is directed and ha' adopted the Internationai Nautical Mile
efforts and resources of the ii.tt"'n are ap- equal to 1,852 meters or 6,076.11.549 feet.
plied. naval augmentation group-(NATO, SEATO,

national policy-(DOD, IADB) A broad course CENTO, IADB) A formed group of escort
of action or statements of guidance adopted ships employed to augment th'z through escort
by the government at the national level in of convoys when passing through areas
pursuit of national objectives, known or suspected to be threatened by

enemy forces.
nation,:! strategy-(DOD, IADB) The art and

science of developing and using the political, naval base-(DOD, SEATO) A naval base pfi-
economic, and psychological powers of a na- marily for support of the forces afloat, con-
tion, together with its .rmed forces, during tiguous to a port or anchorage, consisting of
peace and war, to secure national objectives, activities or facilities for which the Navy has
See also strategy. operating responsibilities, together with in-

terior lines of communication and the mini-
national territorial commander-.-( N A T 0, mum surrounding area necessary for local

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A national com- security. (Normally, not greater than an area
mander who is responsible fcr the execution of 40 square miles.) See also base complex.
of purely national functions in a spezific geo-
graphical area. He remains a national terri- naval beach group-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
torial commander regardless of any allied CENTO, JADB) A permanently organized
status which may oe assigned to him. See also naval command, within an amphibious force,
commander(s). comprised of a commander, his staff, a beach-

ma.ster unit, an amphibious construction bat-
NATO forces-See forces allocated to NATO; taliwi, and assault craft unit, designed to

national forces for the defense of the NATO provide an administrative group from which
area; other forces for NATO. See also required naval tactical components may be
force(s), made available to the attack force commander

and to the amphibious landing force com-
NATO intelligence subject code-(NATO) A mander to support the landing of one division

numerical framework developed for indexing (reinforced). See also shore party. (Note:
the subject matter of intelligence documents. NATO, SEATO and CENTO definition uses
In addition to the subject outline, it includes the words "boat unit" instead of "assault
a systnm of alphabetical or numerical sym- 'raft unit".)
bols for geographic areas which are used

with the subject classification, naval beach unit-See naval beach group.
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naval campaign-(DOD, N A T O, CENTO, ship to control the execution of plans for the
F4 A 1W A- Or conete series nf "MI'%1n~.n0VIt nf in~ij-1 arninEre nrocepqq

operations conducted essentially by naval quests for naval gunfire suppok-t, and to allot
forces including all surface, subsurface, air, ships t) forward observerm. ' 'Jeally located in
and amphibious troops, for the purpose of the same ship as the suppo ding arms coordi-
gaining, extending, or maintaining control of nation center.
the s.,a.

naval gunfire spotting team--(DOD, IADB)
naval construction force-(DOtb/ The corn- The unit of a shore fire control par'.y which

bined construction units of the Navy, includ- designates targets. controls commencement,
ing primarily tho- mobile construction bat- cessation, rate, and types of fire, and spots
talions and the amphibious construction fire on the target. See also field artillery
battalions. These units art part of the observer; spotter.
operating forces and represent the Navy's
capability for advan'.ed base construction. naval operation-(DOD, IADB) A navai action,

or the performance of a naval mission, which
naval control of shipping officer-(DOD, NA- may be strategic, tactical, logistic, or train-

TO, CENTO, IADB) A naval officer ap- ing; the process of carrying on or training
pointed to form merchant convoys, control for naval combat to gain the objectives of any
and coordinate the routing and movements battle or campaign.
of such convoys, independently sailed mer-
chant ships and hospital ships in and out of naval or marine (air) base-(DOD, SEATO)
a port or base, subject to th. directions of An air base for support of naval or marine
the Operational Control Authority. air units. consisting of landing strips, sea-

plane alignting areas, and all components of
naval control of shipping organi-ation- related facilities ;or which the Navy or Ma-

(DOD) The organization within the Navy rine Corps has operating responsibilities, to-
which carries out the specific responsibilities gether with interior lines of communication
of the Chief of Naval Operations to provide and the minimum surrounding area necessary
for the control and protection of movements for local security, (Normally, not greater
of merchant ships in time of war. than an area of 20 square miles.) See also

base complex.
naval district-(DOD) A geographically de-

fined area in which one naval officer, desig- naval port control office-(DOD, IADB) The
nated commandant, is the direct representa- authority established at a port or port corn-
tive of the Secretary of the Navy and the plex to coordinate arrangements for logistic
Chief of Naval Operations. The commandant support and harbor services to ships under
has the responsibility for local naval defense naval control and to otherwise support the
and security and for the coordination of naval naval control of shipping organization.
activities in the area.

naval stores-(DOD. NATO, CENTO) Any ar-
naval gunfire liaison team--(DOD, NATO, ticles or commodities used by a naval ship or

CENTO, IADB) Persoinr± and equipment re- station, such as equipment, consumable sup-
quired to coordinate and advise ground/land- plies, clothing, petroleum, oils, and lubricants,
ing forces on naval gunfire employment, medical supplies, and ammunition. See also

supplies.
naval gunfire operation center--(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) The agency established in a naval support area-(DOD. NATO, SEATO,
For . of , ,, w vL CENTO, IADB) A sea area assigned to naval
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ships detailed to support an amphibious oper- negative-(DOD) As used in ai-. intercept,
ation. See also fire support area. means cancel, or no.

naval tactical data system-(DOD) Consists of negative-(NATO, CENTO) In photography: 1.
a complex of data inputs, user consoles, con- (black and white) An image on film, plate
verters, adapters, and radio termina!f inter- or paper in which the normal tones of the
connected with high-speed general purpose subject are reversed. 2. (color) An image on
computers and its stored programs. Combat film, plate, or paper, in which colors appear
data is collected, processed, and composed as their complements.
into a picture of the overall tactical situation
which enables the force commander to make negative phase of the shock wav--(DOD) The

rapid, accurate evaluations and decisions. period during which the pressure falls below
ambient and then returns to the ambient

navigational grid- -(NATO) A series oV value. See also positive phase of the shock
straight lines, superimposed over a conformrial wave; shock wave.
projection and indicating grid North, used
as an aid to navigation. The interval of the negative photo plane-(NATO, CENTO) The

grid lines generally of a multiple of 60 or plane in which a film or plate lies at the mo-

100 nautical miles. See also military grid. ment of exposure.

navigation head-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- neglect-(DOD) In artillery and naval gunfire

TO, IADB) A transshipment point on a support, a report to the observer or spotter

waterway where loads are transferred be- to indicate that the last round(s) was fired

tween water carriers and land carriers. A with incorrect data and that the round(s)

navigation head is similar in function to a will be fired again using correct data.

railhead or truckhead, negligible risk (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

near miss (aircraft)-(DOD, JADB) Any cir- TO, IADB) A degree of risk where person-

cuinstance in flight where the degree of sep- nel are reasonably safe, with the exceptions

aration between two aircraft is considered of dazzle or temporary loss of night visioa.

by either pilot to have constituted a hazard- (Note: NATO and CENTO term does rot

ous situation involving potential risk of col- use the qualifier "(nuclear)".)
lision. Neptune-(DOD, IADB) A twin reciprocating

near real time--(DOD) Delay caused by auto- engine, twint-jet, all weather. long-range,
mated processing and display between the land-based antisubmarine aircraft. It is capa-
occurrence of an event and reception of the ble of carrying a varied assortment of search
data at some other location. See also real radar. nuciea:_ depth charges, and homing
time; reporting time interval, torpedoes, It can be used for search, patrol,

barrier, hunter-killer, and convoy escort op-
neatlines--(NATO) The lines that bound the erations. Designated as P-2.

body of a map, usually parallels and meridi-
ans. Also called sheetlines. net call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) A call sign which represents all sta-
need to know-(DOD, SEATO, IADB) A cri- tions within a net. See also call sign.

terion used in security procedures whic', re-
quires the custodians of classified information net. chain, cell system--(DOD) Patterns of
to establish, prior to disclosure, that the in- clandestine organization, especially for oper-
tended recipient must have access to the in- ational purposes. Net is the broadest of the
formation to perform his official duties. three: it usually involves: a. a succession of
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F echelons; In L A 11 L, -d st~i~~ ante toaurd hellia-.

as may be required to accomplish its mission., er'-nts and recognized by the belligerents,
When it consists largely oir entirely of noa- which creates rights and duties between the
staff employees, it may be called an agent net., impartial states and the belligerents. In a
Chain foeuses att-ntion upon the first of these Unit.-1 Nations enforcement action, the rules
elements; it is commonly defined as a series of of neutrality apply to impartial members of
agents, and informants who receive instruc- the United Nations except so far as they are
tions from and pass information to a prin- excluded by the obligation of such members
cipal agent by mneans of cutouts and couriers, under the United Nations Charter.
Cell system empbasizes a variant of the first
element of net; its distinctive feature is the neutralization f-re-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
grouping of personnel into small units that CENTO, IADB) Fire which is delivered to
are relatively isolated and self-contained. In hamper and interrupt movement, and/or the
the interest of maximum security for the firing of weapors. See also fire.
organization as a whole, each cell has contact
with the rest of the organization only through neutralize--(DOD, IADB) As pertains to mili-
an agent of the organization and a single tarbl operations, to render ineffetive or .n-
member of the cell., Others in the cell do not usable.
know the age:•t, and nobody in the cell knows
the identities or activities of members of nurlz rc-DD sue naritrother cells. cept, to render the target being tracked in-

effective or unus?'
net ( coram unications )--(DO D, N ATO, SEATO,CENTO, IADB) An organization of stations neutral state-(DOD, IADB) In internationalcapable of direct comunications on satorn- law, a state which pursues a policy of neu-capable of direct com m unications on a com - t ai y d r n a ,S e a s e t ai y

mon channel or frequency. trality during war. See also neutrality.

net weight--(DOD) Weight of a ground ye- neutron induced activity-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
hide without fuel, engine oil, coolant. on ve- TO, IADB) Radioactivity induced in the
hicle materiel, cargo, or operating personnel. ground or an object as a result of direct irra-

diation by neutrons.
net weight--fNATO, CENTO) Weight of a

ground vehicle fully equipped and serviced nicknames (exercise)-%(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
for operation, including fuel, lubricants, TO, LAD)B) Nicknames may be assigned
coolant, vehicle tools and spares, but without formally or informally by any appropriate au-
crew, personal equipment, traction devices or thority to an event, project, maneuver, exer-
payload. See also gross weight. cise, test, or other activity for purposes other

than to provide for the security of informa-
net weight (transport vehicles)-(SEATO, tion. Nicknames will always consist of at

IADB) Weight of the vehicle fully equipped least two separate words and should be short.
and serviced for operation, including fuel, Their most common use is for naming ma-
lubricants, coolant, vehicle tools, and equip- neuvers and exercises.
ment, but without crew, personal equipment,
traction devices, or payload. See also laden night cap-(DOD) Night combat air patrol
weight (transport vehicles); unladen weight (written NCAP).
transport vehicles).

night effect-(DOD, NAVO, CENTO) An effect
neutrality-(DOD, !ADB) In international lay. mainly caused by variations in the state o-1

the attitude of impartiality. Juring periods polarization of refleted waves, which some-

For ,xPhmUa of xy=ebl we P A. times result in errors in direction finding
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hearings. The e'ffect is most frequent at night- supported commander, but beyond which
fall. they may fire at any time without danger to

friendly troops.
Nike Ajax-(DOD, IADB) A mobile or fixed

site, surface-to-air guided missile cystem de- no joy-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
signed to intercept and destroy manned bomb- ing, I have been unsuccessful, or I ha've no
ers and air-breathing missiles. Designated as information.
MIM-3.

nominal focal length-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
Nike Hercules-(DOD, IADB) A mobile or An approximate value of the focal length,

fixed site, surface-to-air guided missile sys- rounded off to some standard figure, used fur
tem, with nuclear warhead capability, de- the clasizification of lenses, mirrors, or cam--

signed to intercept and destroy manned bomb- eras.
ers and air-breathing missiles at. greater
ranges and altitudes than the Nike Ajax. It nominal scale-See principal scale; scale.
also has a surface-to-surface capability. Des-
ignated as MIM-14. nominal weapon-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO,

JADR) A nuclear weapon producing a yield
Nike X---(DOD) An antimissile misile system of approximately 20 kilotons. See also kilo-

ton weapon; subkiloton weapon.
for defense against ballistic missiles. The sys-
tem includes a multifunction array radar
which performs target acquisition, discrimi- nonair transportable--(DOD) That which is
nation and tracking functions; a missile site not transportable by air by virtue of dimen-
radar which performs missile command and sion, weight and 'or special characteristics or
track, and target track and search functions; restrictions.

data processing equipment consisting of high
speed digital computers: and Sprint missiles. nonaligned statm--(DOD, IADB) A state whichpursaes ,d policy of nonalignment.

Nike Zeus-(IADB) A solid-propellant, guided, nonalignment-(DOD, IADB) The political at-
surface-to-air. antimissile missile, with nu- titude of a state which does not associate, or
clear wai head capability, for attacking inter- identify itself with the political ideology or
continental ballistic missiles. Designated as objective espoused by other states, groups of
XLIM-49A.

states, or international causes, or with the
foreign policies stemming therefrom. It does

node-(DOD) A location in a mobility systeri not preclude involvement, but expresses the
where a movement requirement is originated, attitude of no precommitment to a particular
processed for onward movement, or termi- statt (or blec) or policy before a situation
nated., arises.

no-fire line-(DOD) A line short of which ar- nonappropriated funds-(DOD) Funds gener-
tillery or ships may not fire except on request ated by Department of Defense military and
or approval of the supported commander, but civilian personnel and their dependents and
beyond which they may fire at any time with- used to augnrent funds appropriated by the
out danger to friendly troops. Congress to provide a comprehensive, morale-

building, welfare, religious, educational, and
no-fire line-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB/) recreational program, designed to improve

A line short of which artillery or ships do the well-being of military and civilian per-
not firs except on request or approval of the sennel and their dependents.
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S. nonbattle casualty-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, the total aircraft inventory, including X-
~~EI1I ~ IAfl A ... U^ G. r~ -..+, .i;ni . -~ L,F+ br o1, fff~

casualty, but who is !ost to his organization a requirement either in ihe active or reserve
by reason of disease or injury, including per- category; and aircraft in the process of being
sons dying from disease or injury, or by dropped from the total aircraft inventory.
reason of being missing where the absence See also aircraft.
does not appear to be v.-luntary or due to

- •enemy action or to being interned. See also nonc zturring demand-(DOD) A request made
battle casualty; wounded. cn ' one time basis for material. The material

"may be used to fill initial allowances, in-
noncontiguous facility-(DOD) A facility for creases in stock levels or allowances, and for

* which tlhe Service indicated has operating one time repair or rebuild requirements.
responsibility, but which is not located on,
or in the immediate vicinity of, a base com- nonregistered publication-(DOD, N A T 0,
plex of that Service. Its area includes only SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A publicationI.tthat actually occupied by the facility, plus which bears no register number and for
the minimum surrounding area necessary for which periodic accounting is not required.
close-in security., See also base complex.[• nonscheduled units--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

iiondeferrable issue demand-(DOD) Issue de- IADB) Units of the landing force held in
mand related to specific periods of time which readiness for landing during the initial un-
will not exist after the close of those periods, loading period, but not included in either

even though not satisfied during the period, scheduled or on-call waves. This category
usually includes certain of the combat sup-

noneffective sortie-(DOD, IADB) Any air- port units and most of the combat service
craft dislatched which for any reason faits support units with higher echelon (division
to carry out the purpose of the mission. Abor- and above) reserve units of the landing force.
tive sorties are included. Their landing is directed when the need

ashore can be predicted with a reasonable
nonexper-dable supplies and material-(DOD, degree of accuracy.

IADtI) Supplies which are not consumed in
use and which retain their original identity non-vital cargo-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
during the period of use, such as weapons, cargo of some value, loaded in peacetime, but
machines, tools, and equipment. which is not immediately required in its coun-

try of destination. See also cargoes.
nonexpendable supplies and material--(NA-

TO, SEATO, CENTO) Items which are not normal impact effect-See cardinal point ef-
consumed in use and which retain their fect.
original identity during the period of use,
such as weapons, and which normally require normal intelligence reports--(DOD, NATO,

further accounting. CENTO, IADB) A category of reports used
in the dissemination of intelligence, which is

nonfixed medical treatment facilily--(DOD, conventionally used for the immediate dis-
IADB) A medical treatment facility designed semination of individual items of intelligence.
to be moved from place to place. including See also intelligence reporting; specialist in-
medical treatment facilities afloat. tell;gence reports.

nonprogram aircraft-(DOD) All aircraft, normal operations-(DOD) Generally and col-
other than active and reserve categories, in lectively the broad functions which the corn-

For XPkU-U of s . s ,u L mander of a unified combatant command un-
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dertakes when he is assigned responsibility consisting of several nuclear, biological,
for a given geographic or functional area. chemical zones of observation, comparable to
Except as otherwise qualified in certain uni- the area of responsibility of an Army or
fled command plan paragraphs which relate Army Group or an Allied Tactical Air Force.
to particular commands, "normal operations"
of a unified command commander include: nuclear, biological, chemical collection center

planning for and execution of operations in -(NATO, CENTO) The agency responsibl-
contingencies: limited war and general war; for the receipt, consolidation, and evaluation

planning and conduct of cold war activities.: of reports of nuclear detonations, biological
planning for and administration of military and chemical attacks, and resultant contami-
assistance; and maintaining the relationships nation within the nuclear, biological, chemical
and exercising the directive or coordinating zone of observation and for the production
authority prescribed in JCS Pubs. 2, 3, and 4. and dissemination of appropriate reports and

warnings. Agencies with similar functions,
normnu! zone of fire-(IADB) The a-"ea within btut with responsibilities for only part of the

the zone of fire for which an artillery unit is nuclear, biological, chemical zone of observa-
normally responsible and within which its tion may be termed sub-collection centers.
fire is normally directed. See also zone of
fire. nuclear, biological, chemical control center-

(NATO, CENTO) The agency responsible
northing-(NATO, CENTO, IADR) North- for coordinating the efforts of all collection

ward (that is, from auottom to top) reading centers within the nuclear, biological, chem-
of grid values on a map. ical area of observation. A control center

may assume the function of the collection
notional ship--(DOD) A theoretical or average center for the area in which it is located.

shit of any one category used in transporta-
tion planning, e.g., a Liberty ship for dry nuclear, biological, chemical zone of observa-
cargo; a T-2 tanker i.)r bulk petroleum, oils, tion-(NATO, CENTO) A geographical area
and lubricants; a pe" onnel transport of which defines the responsibility for reporting
2,400 troop spaces. and collecting informatv•n on enemy or uni-

dentified nuclear detorations, biological or
vo-wind position-See air position. chemical attacks, and resultant contamina-

tion. Boundaries of nuclear, biological, chem-
Nth country-(DOD) A reference to additions ical zones of observation, which may 9ýerlap,

wo the group of powers possessing naclear will be determined by the organizati.cn of the
weapons--the next country of a series to forces concerned.

acquire nuclear capabilities.

nuclear burst--See types of burst.
nuclear accident--See nuclear weapon(s) acci-

dent. nuclear cloud-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 14DB)
An all inclusive term for the volume ,f hot

nuclear airburst-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, gases, smoke, dust, and other particulate
CENTO, IADB) The explosion of a nvclear malter from the nuclear bomb itself and
weapon in the air, at a height greater than from its environment, wiuch is carried aloft
the maximum radius of the fireb,'ll. See also in conjunction with the rise of the fireball
nuclear exoatmospheric burst; types of produced by the detonation of the nuclear
burst, weapon.

nuclear, biological, chemical arpa of observa- nuclear column-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
tion-(NATO, CENTO) A geographical area hollow cylinder of water and spray thrown
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up from an underwater burst of a nuclear nuclear detonation detection and reporting
Sweapon, through which the bet, high-pres- system--bDOD, NATO, CENTO) A bynterif
sure gases formed iii the explosion are vented deployed to provide surveillance co•,etage of

to the atmosphere. A somewhat similar col- critical 2riendly target areas and indicate
umn of dirt is formed in an underground place, height of burst, yield, and ground zero
explosion. See also eamouffet; crater. of nuclear detonations. See also bomb alarm

system.
nuclear coordination--(DOD) A broad term

encompassing all the actions involved with nuclear dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon, which
planning nuclear strikes including liaison be- when launched at or emplaced on a target,
tween commanders for the purposec of satis- failb to provide any explosion of that part
fying support requirements or becauze of the of the weapon deigned to prodi :e the nu-
extension of weapons effects into the terri- clear yield.

: tory of another nuclear energy-(DOD) All forms of energy
nuclear darkiage assessment-(DOD, NATO, released in the course of a nuclear fission

CENTO, IADB) The determination of the or nuclepr transformation. See also atomic
damage effect to the population forces. and energy.
resources resulting from actual nuclear at-
tack. It is performed during the trans-attack nuclear equipoise-(DOD) Not to be used. See
and post-attack periods. It does not include nuclear stalemate.
the function of evaluating the operational nuclear exoatmospheric burst--(DOD)The ex
significance of nu~lear damage assessments. plcsion of a nuclear weapon above the sensi-

nuclear damage (land warfaie)-(DOD, r;A- bl' atmosphere (above 120 kiloneters' where
al ,nospheric interaction is minimal. See alsoTuclear airburst.

1. light damage-Damage which does not
prevent the immediate use of equipment nuclear incident-(DOD) An unexpected event
or installations for which it was intended, involving a nuclear weapon, facility, or com-
Some repair by the user may be required ponent resulting in any of the following, but
to make full use of the equipment or in- not constituting a nuclear weapon (s) acci-
stallations. dent.' a. an increase in the possibility of

2. moderate damage-Damage which pre- explosion or radioactive contamination-, b.
vents the use of equipment or installations errors committed in the assembly, testing.
until extensive repairs are made. loading, or transporta: on of equipment, and'

3. severe damage-Damage which prevents or the malfunctioning of equipment and ma-
use of equipment or installations perma- teriel which could lead to an unintentional
nently. operation of all or part of the weapon arming

and or firing sequence. or which eould lead
to a substantial change in yield, or increased

IADB) The methods, plans, and procedures dud probability: and c. any act of God, un-
gand exercising de- favorable environment or condition resulting

fensive measures against the effects of an
attack by nuclear weapons or radiological poinent.
warfare agents. It encompasses botlh the
training for, and the implementation of. these nuclear incident-(NA TO, CENTO, IADB) An
methods, plans, and procedures. See also ra- unexpected event involving a nuclear weapon
diological defense. facility. or component but not Lonstituting a

For ezxplsUm .o ,i mo p i nuclear weapon(s) accident.
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.,...... I (", I,. /...n-.. flnn-r--.nhw, fn.turq and iPed t, delineate
port of nuclear weapons in connection with levels of protective measures, degrees of dam-
supply or maintenance operations. Under cer- age or risk to friend!y troops, and,'or to pre-
'air specified conditions, combat aircraft scribe Jim.ts to which the effects of friendly
may be used for such movements, weapon-s may he permitted to extend.

nuclear logistic movement--(NATO, CENTO, nuclear stalemate-(DOD, IADH) A concept
IAIDB) The transport of nuclear weapons which postulates a situation wherein the rela-
or comp9nents of nuclear weapons in con- tive strengrth of opposing nuclear forces re-
nectior with supply or maintenance opera- suits in mutual deterrence against employ-
tions. ment of nuclear forces.

nuclear nations--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Mili- nuclear strike warning-(DOD, IADB) A warn-
tay nuclear powers an,! civil nuclear powers. ing of impending friendl3 or suspected enemy
See also nuclear power. nuclear attack.

nuclear parity-(DOD, IA DB) A condition at nuclear support--(DOD) The use of nuclear
a given point in time when opposing forces weapons against hostile forces in support of
possess nuclear offensive and defensive sys- friendly air, land, and naval operations. See
teras approximately equal in overall combat also immediate nuclear support: preplanned
eTectiveness. nuclear support.

nuclear power-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Not to nucle;.r surface burst--(DOD, NATO, CEN-
be used without appropriate modifier. See TO, IADB) An explosion of a nuclear weapon
civil nuclear power; major nuclear power; at the surface of land or water; or ab,,ve
military nuclear power. See also nuclear na- the surface, at a height less than the maxi-
tions. mum radius of the fil eball. See also types of

burst
nuclear radiation--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

Particulate and electromagnetic radiation nuclear transmutation-(DOD) Artificially in-
emitted from atomic nuclei in various nuclear duced modification (nuclear reaction) of the
processes. The important nuclear radiations, censtituents of certain nuclei, thus giving
from the weapons standpoint, are alpha and rise to different nuclides.
beta particles, gamma rays, and neutrops.
All nuclear radiations are ionizing radiations. nuclear underground burst--(DOD, NATO,
but the reverse is not true; X-rays, for exam- CENTO, IADB) The explosion of a nuclear
pie, are included among ionizing radiations, weapon in which the center of the detonation
but they are not nuclear radiations since they lies at a point beneath the surface of the
do not originate from atomic nuclei, ground. See also types of burst.

nuclear reactor-(DOD) A facility in which nuclear underwater burst-(DOD, NATO,
fissile material is used on a self-supporting CENTO, IADB) The explosion of a nuclear
chain reaction (nuclear fission) to produce weapon in which the center of the detonation
heat and 'or radiation for both practical ap- lies at a point beneath the surface of the
plication and research and development, water. See also types of burst.

nuclear round-See complete round. nuclear vulnerability assessment-(DOD, NA-
TO, CENTO, IADB) The estimation of the

nuclear safety line-(DOD, NATO, IADB) A probable effect on population, forces and re-
line selected, if possible, to follow well-defined sources from a hypothetical nuclear attack.
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, It is performed predominantly in the pre- nuclear weapon maneuver-(DOD, NATO,
attack period; however, it may be extended CENTO) An operation jnot directly related to
to the tranr-attack or post-attack periods, immediate operational readiness. It may con-

sist of all those operations listed for a nucl-ar
nuclear- warfare-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, weapon exercise but is extended to include

IADR) Warfare involving the employment of fly-away in combat aircraft not to include
nuclear weapons. expenditure of the weapon. Typical maneu-

vers include nuclear operational readinessmaneuvers and tactical air operations. See
message which must he disseminated to all also immediate operational readiness; nu-
affected friendly forces any time a nuclear clear weapon exercise.
weapon is to be detonated if effects of the
weapon will have impact upon those ferces. nuclear weapon(s) accident-(DOD, NATC,

CENTO, IADB) Any inplanned occurrence
nuelea' weapon-(DOD, NATO, CEivTO, involving loss or destruction of, or serious

IADB) A device in which the explosion re- damage to, nuclear weapons or their com-
Hults from the energy released by reactions ponents which results in an actual or po-
irvolving atomic nuclei, either fission or tential hazard to life or property.
fusion, or both.

nuclear weapons state-See military nuclear
nuclear weapon degradation-(DOD) The de- power.

generation of a nuclear warhead to such anextent that the anticipated nuclear yield is nuclear yields-.-(DOD. IADB) The energy, re-
lessened, leased in the detonation of a nuclear weapon,measured in terms of the kilotons or mega-

nuclear weapon employment time-(DOD, NA- tons of trinitrotoluene required to produce
TU, CENTO, IADB) The time required for the same energy release. Yields are categor-
delivery of a nuclear weapon after the de- ized as:
cision to fire has been made. very low- less than 1 kiloton.

low 1 kiloton to 10 kilotons.
nuclear weapon exercise-(DOD, NATO, CEN- medium over 10 kilotons to 50

TO) An operation not directly related to Aim- kilotons.
mediate operational readiness. It includes high over 50 kilotons to 500
removal of a weapon from its normal storage kilotons.
location, preparing for use, delivery to an very high over 500 kilotons.
employmnent unit, the movement in a ground Set also nominal weapon; subkiloton
training exercise to include loading aboard weapon;
an aircraft or missile and return to storage. weapon.
It may include any or all of the operations nuclear yields-(NATO, CENTO) The energy
listed above, but does not include launching released in the detonation of a nuclear
or flying operations. Typical exercises in- weapon, measured in terms of kilotons or
elude aircraft generation exercises, ground megatons of trinitrotoluene required to pro-
readiness exercises, ground tactical exercises, duce the same energy release.
and various categories of inspections de-
signed to evaluate the capability of the unit nucleon-(DOD) The common name for a con-
to perform its prescribed mission. See also stituent particle of the atomic nucleus. It is
immediate operational readiness; nuclear applied to protons and neutrons, but it is
weapon maneuver, intended to include any other particle that is

For ,ad of ,,-bo- we m ,L found to exist in the nucleus.
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nuclide-(DOD) All nuclear spe.ies, b,,th stable numbered fleet-(DOD) A major tactical unit
Mabout 277) and U... ....bit. (tbuut5 CLt'. o ,l^ ',ta,. i ., .... .. sua..i-,ate to,

chemical elements, a.. (listinguishl-*. from the major fleet commard and comprising verious
two or more nuvlear species of a single chem- task forces, elemeits, groups, anti units for
ical element which are called isotopeo. the purpose of prosecuting specific naval

nudets--See nuclear detonation detection and orerations. See arc' fleet.

reporting systen,. numbered wave-See wave.

nuisance minefield (land mine wartart:&-
(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A number of rounds-(DOD) A command or re-

minefield laid to delay and disorganize the quest used to indicate the number or projec-

enemy and to hinder his use of an area or tiles per tube to be fired on a spec-fied target.
route. See also minefield (land mine war-
fare). numerical scale-See represen taiive fraction.
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objective-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, tion are seriously masked or are at a very
IADB) The physical object of the action small scale, rendering interpretation difficult
t,-.ken, e.g., a definite tactical feature, the or impossib!e.
seizure and/or holding of which is essential
to the commander's plan. observation post-(DOD, NATO. SEATO,

IADB) A position from which military ob-objective area-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- servations are made, or fire directed andTO, IADB) A defined geographical area adjusted, and which possesses appropriate

within which is located an objective to be c-ommunications; may be airbornec. (Note-,captured or reached by the military forces. SEATO definition ends with the word "cam-
This area is lefined by competent authority munications".)
for purposes of corrmand and control.

f ~obvrved fire--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
objective force ievel-(DOD, IADB) The level TO, JADB) Fire for which the points of im-

of rilitary forces that needs to be attained pact or burst can be seen by an observer. The
within a finite time frame and resource level lire can be controlled and adjusted on the
to accomplish approved military objectives, basis of observation. See also fire.

missions, or tasks. See also military require-
ment. observed fire procedure-(DOD, NA TO, SAA-

obligated reservist--DOD) An individual ,ho TO, CENTO, IADB) A standardized )ro-
cedure for use in adjusting indirect fire on a

has a statutory -'equirentent imposed upon tet
him by the Military Selective Service Act of g
1967 or Section 651, Title 10 U.S.C. to serve observer identification--(OD) The first ele-on active duty :n the armed forces or to serv'e ment of a call for fire. It is used to establish
while not on active duty in a reserve corn- communication and to identify the bserver
ponent for a period not to exceed that pre- or spotter.
scribed by the applicable statute.

uiolique air photographi-(DOD, NATO, CEN- observers (exercise)--(NA TO, CENTO) Repre-
TO) An air photograph taken with the sentativcs from nations who are invited toi~ttn as oberer ait phoogrphtaknsitht,
camera ax s directed between the horizontal attend as observers at exercises.
and vert-2a. planes. Commonly referred io as
an oblique: a. high oblique: One in which observers (exercise)-(SEATO) Representa-
the apparent horizon appears; and b. ow tves from SEATO nations who are invited to
o~liqve: One in which the apparent horizon attend as observers at SEATO exercises.
does not appear. (Attention is drawn to SEAP-4 which pre-

scribes the policy in regard to obsarvers at
obliq" air phoiograph strip-(DOD) Pho- SEATO exercises.)

tographic stei- composed of oblique air
photographs. observers (exercise)-(IADB) Representatives

whc are invited to attend military exarcises
obliquity--(DOD) The characteristic in wide- as observers.

angle or oblique photography which portrays
the terrain and objects at such an -%,gle and observer-target line-(DOD) An imaginary
range that details necessary for interjreta- st raight line from the observer or spotter to

P , ,Um•, * w.• w w v the target. See also spotting line.
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uonjrllraa-- ) Thp distance o'clock _ -(DOD) In clock code section
along ant imaginary straight line fronm the and at range indicated (heading of own air-
observer or spoLter to the target., craft being twelve o'clock), See also clock

code position.
obstructinn-(NATO) A building c- ether ob- Sstacle rising up far enough above the sur- offi cer conducting the exercise--( 'ATO, SEA-

rounding surface to create a hazard to air- TO, CENTO, IADB) The officer responsibie
craft in flight, for the conduct of an allocated part of the

exercise both from the ORANGE and BLUE
occupation currency-See milita-y currency. aspects. He will issue necessary supplemen-

tary instructions. In addition, he may be an
occupation of position-(NATO, CENTO, exercise commander.

IADB) Movemeut into and proper organi-
zation of an area to be used as a battle officer in tactical command (navak)--(DOD,
position. NATO, CENTO. IADB) The senior officer

present eligible to assume command or the
occupied territory-(DOD, iADB) Territory officer to whom he has delegated tactical coni-

under the authority and effective control of a mand.
belligerent armed force. The term is not tuficer scheduling the exercise-(NATO, SEA-
applicable to territory being administered TO, CENTO, iADB) The officer who origi-
pursuemit to peace terms, treaty, or other nates the exercise and orders it to take place.
agreement, express or implied, with the civil He will issue basic instructions which will
authority of the territory. See also civil include the designation of exercise areas, the
affairs agreement allocatlon of forces, and the necessary co-

ordinating instructions. He will also desig-ocean convoy--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) haeteoicrcodti•teeecs.

A convoy whose voyage lies in general outside nate the officers conducting the exercise.

coastal waters. See also convoy, officiai information-(DOD) Information

which is owned by, produced by, or is subject
ocean manifest-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, to the control of the United States Govern-

1ADB) A detailed listing of the entire cargo ment.
loaded into any one ship sho-wi-g all pertinent
data which will readily ider'ify ,uch cargo offset distance (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

and where and how the cargo is stowed. TO, lADB) The distance the desired ground
zero or actual ground zero is offset from the

oceanography-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The center of an area target or from a point

study of the sea, embracing and integrating target.

all knowledge pertaining to the sea and its offset point--(DOD) In air intercept, the offset
physical boundaries, the chemistry and point is a point in space relative to a target's
physics of sea water, and marine biology, flight path toward which an interceptor is

vectored and from which the final or a pre-
ocean station ship-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, liminary turn to attack heading is made.

IADB) A ship assigned to operate within a
specified area to provide several services in- offshore patrol-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
cluding search and res-ue, meteorological IADB) A naval defense patrol operating in
information, navigational aid and communi- the outer areas of navigable coastai waters.
cations facilities. (Note: !ADB definition It is a r--t of the naval local defense forces
ends with the word "communications".) consisting of naval ships and aircraft and
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j • operates outside those areas assigned to the on station ,x--., , . .s. n, e.....
inshore patrol. can remain on station. May be determined by

oiler--(..1TO, SEATO, CENTO, lADB) A
naval or merchant tanker specially equipped on target-(DOD) In air intercept, my fire con-
a: & rigged for repienishing other ships at trol director(s) system (s) have acquired the
sea. indicated contact and is (are) tracking suc-

cessfuily.
on berth-(DOD) Said of a ship when it is

properly moored to a quay, wharf, jetty, pier, on the deck-(DOD) At minimum altitude.
or buoy or when it is at anchor and available
for loading or discharging passengers and Ontos (rifle. self-propelled, full-tracked, multi-

cargo. pie, 106-mm)-(DOD, lADR) A self-pro-
pelled, direct-fire, and antitank weapon.

on call-(DOD, NATO, C'ENTO, lADB) The Armament consists of six 106-mm recoillogs

term used to signify that a prearranged con- rifles, one 30 caliber machine gun, and four

centradion, air strike, or final protective fire 50 caliber spotting rifles. Designated as
may be called for. See also call for fire; call M50.

noo line-(DOD) A line for the coordination of

on call target (nuclear)--fDOD) A planned field artillery observation, designated by the

nuclear target other than a scheduled ha- corps or force artillery commander and

clear target for which a need can be antic-- dividing primary respo:,sibility for observa-

tion between the corps or force artillery and

request rather than at a specific time. Coordi- division artillery.

nation and warning of friendly troops and open improved storage space-(DOD, 1ADB)
aircraft are mandatory. Open are which has been graded and hard

n csurfaced or prepared with topping of some
on call wave--See wave, suitable material so as to permit effective

one day's supply-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, material handling operations. See also

CENTO, IADB) A unit or quantity of sup- storage.

plies adopted as a standard of measurement, open sheaf-(DOD) 1. The lareral distribution
used in estimating the average daily expendi- of the fire of two or more pieces so that ad-
ture under stated conditions. It may also be Joining points of impact or points of burst
expressed in terms of a factor, e.g., rounds are separated by the maximum effective
of ammunition per weapon per day. width of burst of the type shell used. 2. Ter•t.

used in a "call for fire" to indicate that the
on scene commander--(DOD) The person ob.erver desires a wider sheaf than the one

designated to coordinate the rescue efforts at being employed. See also parallel sheaf;
the rescue site.th rsuesie sheaf; special sheaf.

on station-(DOD) 1. In air intercept usage, I open unimproved wet spaces-(DOD, IADB)
have reached my assigned station. 2. In close That water area specifically allotted to and
air support and air interdiction, airborne air- usable for storage of floating equipment. See
craft it, position to attack targets, or to per- also storage.
form the mission designated by control
agency. operating forces-(DOD, IADB) Those forces

For huaU. o whose primary missions are to participate in
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- ....... t authoritative direction necessary to ac-
thereof., See also combat forces; combat complish the mission. Operational command
service support elements; combat support shoulI be exercised by the use of the assigned
elements. nornal organizational units through their

responsible commanders or through "e -
operating level of supply-(DOD, IADB) The inanders of subordinate forces established by

quantities of materiel required to sustain the commander exercising operational com-
operations in the interval between requisi- mand. It does not include such matters as ad-
tions or the arrival of successive shipments. ministration, discipline, internal organization,
These quantities should be based on the estab- and unit training except when a subordinate
lished replenishment period (monthly, quart- commander requests assistance. (DOD) (The
erly, ntc.).. See alsc level of supply. term is synonymous with operational control

and is uniquely applied to the operational
operationA(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTgo, control exercised by the commanders of uni-

IADR) A military action or the carrying out fled and specified commands over assigned
of a strategic, tactical, service, teaining, or forces in accordance with the National
administrative military mission; the process Security Act of 1947, as amended and revised

of carrying on combat, including movement, (10 United States Code 124).) See also ad-

supply, attack, defense, and maneuvers ministrative control; control.

needed to gain the objectives of any battle or

campaign. operational command-.(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

operational chain of command-(DOD, NATO, TO) The authority granted to a commander
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The chain of corn- to assign missions or tasks to subordinatecommaders to deploy units chai reassign
mand established for a particular operation commanders, to deploy units, to reassign
or series of continuing operations. See also forces, and to retain or delegate operational
admin'strative chain of command; chain of and /or tactical control as may be deemed
command. necessary. It does not of itself include ad-

ministrative command or logistical responsi-
operamt',al characteristics-(DOD, IADB) bility. (NATO, CENTO) May also be used

Those military characteristics which pertain to denote the forces assigned te a commander.
primarily to the functions to be performed by See also command.
equipment, either alone or in conjunction
with other equipment, e.g., for electronic operational control--(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
equipment, operational characteristics in- TO) The authority granted to a commander
clude such items as frequency coverage, to direct forces assigned so that the com-
channeling, type of modulation, and char- mander may accomplish specific missions or
acter of emission. tasks which are usually limited by function,

time, or location; to deploy units concerned,
operational characteristics-(NATO, CENTO) and to retain or assign tactical control of

The specific military qualities of performance those units. It does not include authority to
and capability required of an item of equip- assign separate employment of components
ment to enable it to meei an agreed opera- of the units concerned. Neither does it, of
tional need. itself, include administrative or logistic con-

trol. See also operational command.
operational command-(DOD, IADB) Those

functions of command involving the composi- operational control authority (naval)-(DOD,
ticd of subordinate forces, the assignment of NATO, CGNTO, IADB) The naval com-
tasks, the designation of objectives and the mander resl.nsible for the control of move-
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ment and for protection of all allied merchant 3. as applied to personnel-Available and
shipping within specified geographic .imits. qualified to pejiufm atg,1n,5,,ed mis...i.....

functicns.
operational environment-(DOD, 'ADB) As

pertains to the military, it is a comprisite o' operational missile-(DGD, NATO. SEATO,
the Lorditigns, circumstances, and influences CENTO, IADB) A missile which has been
which affect the employment of military accepted by the using Services fir tactital
forces and which bear or, the decisions of the and or strategic use.
commander.

operational readines'--(DOD) The capability
operational evaluation-(DoD, IADB) The of a unit, ship, weapon system, or equipment

test and analysis of a specific end item or to perform the missions or functions for
system, insofar as practicable under Service which it is organized or designed, May be
operating conditions, in order to determine used in a general sense or to express a level
if quantity production is warranted consider- or degree of readiness.
ing: a. the increase in military effectiveness
to be gained; and b. its effectiveness as com- operational reserve-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
pared with czi-rently available items or sys- CENTO, IADB) An emergency reserve of
tems, consideration being xiven to.' (1) per- met. and or material established for the sup-
sonnel capabilities t, maintain and operate port of a specific operation. See also reserve
the equipment,- (2) size. weight, and location supplies.
considerations: and (3, enemy capabilities in operational testing-4DOD) A continuing proc-the field. See also te, inical evaluation. prtoa etn-(O)Acniun rc

ess of evaluation which may be applied to
operational intelligence-(DOD, 1ADB) Intelli- either operational personnel or situations to

gence required for planning and executing determine their validity or reliability.
all types of operations. See also intelligence, operation annexes-(DOD, IADB) Those am-

operational intelligence-( S E A T 0 ) Intelli- plifying instructions which are of such a
gence required by operational commanders nature. or are so voluminous or technical,
for planning and executing all types of oper- as to make their inclusion iii the body of
ations. the plan or order undesirable.

operational interchangeabili'y-(NATO, SEA- operation map-.(DOD, IADB) A map showing
the location and strength of friendly forcesTO, CENTO, IADB) Ability to substitute one involved in an operation. It may indicate

item for another of different composition or predicted movement and location of enerry
origin without loss in effectiveness, accuracy, forces. See also map.
and safety of performance.

operation order-(DOD, 1ADB) A directive is-Soperationally ready-.(DOD) 1. as applied to a sued by a commander to subordinate com-
Sunit, ship, or weapon system-Capable of manders for the purpose of effecting the coor-
pe'forming the missions or functions f'r dinated execution of an operation.
which organized or designed, Incorporates
both equipment readiness and personnel operation order-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO)
readiness. A directive, usually formal, issued by a corn-
2. as applied to equipment-Available and mander to subordinate commanders for the
in condition for serving the functions for purpose of effecting the coordinated exe-
which designed. cution of an operation. See also operation

For expanatio, of symbols. w p plan.
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"operation plan--(DOL, A•A"O, CEATfo) j. A ments %%ihihn ibel. fespective mili-t',,ry Sect'.
"plan for a single or .,ei ies of connected oper- ices or establishments. S~ations to be carried out sim ultaneously or
in succession. it is usually based upon stated optical axis-(•NATO, CENTO) In a lens ele-
;t-umption- and is the form of diiective ment, the straight line which passes through

employed by higher authority to permit sub- the center:n of curvature of tne iens surfaces.
ordinate commanders to prepare supporting In an optical system, the line formed by the
plans and orders. 2. The desitnation "plan" coinciding principal axes of the series of
is usually used instead of "order" in prepar- optical elements.
ing for operations well in advance. An oper-
ation plan may be put into effect at a pre- optical landing system--(DOD, IADB) A ship-
scribed time, or on signal, and then becomes board gyrostabilized or shore-based device
the operation order. See also operation order. which indicates to the pilot his displacement

from a preselected glide path. See also
operation plan-(SEATO, IADB) 1. A plan for ground-controlled approach.

operations extending over a considerable
space and time and usually based on stated optimum height-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
assumptions. It may cover a single operation height of an explosion which will produce
or a series of connected operations to be the maxim.um. effect agains: a given target.
carried out simultaneously or in succession.
It is the form of directive employed by high optimum height of burst-(DOD) For nuclear
echelons of command in order to permit sub- weapons, the optimum height of burst for a
ordinate commanaers to prepare their sup- particular target (or area) is that at which
porting plans or orders. 2. The designation it is estimated a weapon of a specified energy
"plan" is often used instead of "order" in yield will produce a certain desired effect
preparing for operations well in advance, over the maximum possible area., See ilso
An operation plan may be put into effect at types of burst.
a prescribed time, or on signal, and then
becomes the operation order. Se also opera- orange forces-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) De-
tion order. notes those forces used in an enemy role dur-

ing (NATO) (SEATO) (CENTO) exercises.
operations center-See command center. See also force(s).

operations research-(DOD, IADB) The ana-
lytical study of military problems, under- orange forces--(IADB) Denotes those forcestake toprovde espnsibe cmmanersand used in an enemy role during exercises. Seetaken to provide responsible commanders and as oc~)
staff agencies with a scientific basis for de-
cision on action to improve military opera-tions. Also known as operation research; op- oranges (sour)--(DOD) In air intercept, a codeerations analysiso meaning weather is unsuitable for aircraftmission.

opportune lift-(DOD) That portion of lift
capability available for use after planned oranges (sweet)-(DOD) In air intercept, a
requirements have been met. code meaning weather is suitable for aircraft

mission.
opportunity target--See target of opportunity.

orbital injection-(DOD) The process of pro-
opposite nuiubers-(DOD) Officers (including viding a space vehicle with sufficient velocity

foreign) having corresponding duty assign- to establish an orbit.
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, orbit determination-(DOD) The process of de- 2. The time elapsing between the submittal
anpsibing the pat preanpt, or pro~dijtd nosi- of reauisition or order and shipment of ma-

-~ st~t in- trms- of_ ___t pr

tion of a satellite in terms of orbital param- teriel by the supplying activity. See also
.ters. order and shipping time.

orbiting-(DOD) In air intercept, means cir- ordinary priority--(DOD) A category of imme-
cling, or circle and search. diate mission request which is lower than

"urgent priority" but takes precedence over
orbit point-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, "search and attack priority," e.g., a target

IADB) A geographically or electronically de- which is delaying a unit's advance but which
fined location over land or water, used in is not causing casualties. See also immediate
stationing iirborne aircraft. mission request; priority of immediate mis-

sion requests.
order-(DOD, N A T 0, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) A communication, written, oral, or ordnance--(DOD) Explosives, chemicals, pyro-
by signal, which conveys instructions from a technic and similar stores, e.g., bombs, guns
superior to a subordinate. (DOD, IADB) In and ammunition, flares, smoke, napalm.
a broad sense, the terms "order" ard "com-
mand" are synonymous. However, an order organic-(DOD, IADB) Assigned to and form-
implies discretion as to the details of execu- ing an essential part of a military organiza-
tion whereas a command does not. tion. (DOD) Organic parts of a unit are those

listed in its table of organization for the
order and shipping time-(DOD, IADB) The Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps, and are

time elapsing between the initiation of stock assigned to the administrative organizations
replenishment action for a specific activity of the operating forces for the Navy.
and the receipt by that activity of the ma-
teriel resulting from such action. Order and organizational equipment-(DOD, IADB) Re-
shipping time is applicable only to mzteriel ferring to method of use, signifies that equip-
within the supply system, and it is composed ment, other than individual equipment, which
of the dis_-tinct elements, oider time and ship- is used in furth rance of the common mission
ping time. See also level of supply. of an organization or unit. See also equip-

ment.

order of battle-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- nrganizational maintenance-(DOD, IADB)
TO, IADB) The identification, strength, com- That maintenance which is the responsibility
mand structure, and disposition of tbh per- of and performed by a using organization
sonnel, units, and equipment of any military on its assigned equipment. Its phases nor-
force. mally consist of inspecting, servicing, lubri-

cating, adjusting, and the replacing of parts,
order of battle card (intelligence)--(NATO, minor assemblies, and subassemblies.

CENTO, IADB) A si'gle, or master, stand-
ardized card contain;ng basic information on organization of the ground--(DOD, NATO,
ea'th enemy grour.d forces unit/formation SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The development
providing all pertinent order of battle ivfor- of a defensive position by strengthening the
mation. natural defenses of the terrain and by assign-

ment of the occupying troops to specific local-
order time--(DOD, IADB) 1. The time elapsing ities.

between the initiation of stock replenishment
action and submittal of requisition or order. original destination (merchant shipping)-

Fw enlamim o sa•, o paw ,. (NATO, CENTO, IADB) The original final
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destination of a convoy or of an indlvlduai other iorc•t fur SEATL-.(SiEATx) t :,rceC, if
ship (whether in convoy or independent), any, not asi.ned or earmarked for a SEATO
This is particularly applicable to the original command buc which might be available to a
destination of a voyage begun in peacetime. SEATO command in certain circumstances
See also final destination; immediate desti- vhi•I-: should be specified. See also SEATO
nation; intermediate destination; terminal forc.
destination.

outbound traffic-(DOD) Traffic originating in
originating medical facility--(DOD, NATO, continental United States destined for over-

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A medical facility seas or overseas traff.c moving in a general
that initially transfers a patient to another direction away from continental United
medical facility. States.

originator-(DOD, lADB) The command by outer fix--(DOD) A fix in the destination ter-
whose authority a message is sent. The re-
sponsibility of the originator includes the wich arcaft an leared by an

responsibility for the functions of the drafter airr rafc corol en er r a r n

and releasing officer. See also drafter; re-

leasing officer. area traffic control facility, and from which
aircraft are cleared to the approach fix or

Orion-(DOD, IADB) A four-engine, turbo- final approach course.

prcp, all-weather, long-range, land-based
anti-Chbmarine aircraft. It is capable of carry- outer transport area-(DOD, IADB) The area
ing h -stried assortment of search radar, which is used for unloading operations during
nuclear depth charges, and homing torpedoes. the initial phases of the assault and which is
It can be used for search, patrol, hunter-killer, located inside the antisubmarine defense
and convoy escort operations. Designated as perimeter, but outside the effective range of
P-3. enemy shore batteries. See also transport

area.
orthomorphic projection--(NA TO, CENTO)

One in which the scale, although varying outline map-(NATO) A map which repre-
throughovt the map, is the same in all direc- sents just sufficient geographic information
tions at any point so that very small areas to permit the correlation of additional data
are represented by correct shape and bear- placed upon it
ings are correct.

outline plan--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
oscillating type mrine-(NA TO, SEA TO, CEN ADB) A preliminary plan which outlines

controlled which mnaintains a pre-set depth the salient features or principles of a course

below the surface of the water independently of action prior to the initiation of detailed

of the rise and fall of the tide. See also mine. planning.

other forces-(NATO, CENTO) Forces not a- over--(DOD) A spotting, or an observation,
signed or earmarked for assignment to a used by a spotter or an observer to indicate
(NATO) (CENTO) command which may, at that a burst(s) occurred beyond the target
some future date, cooperate with (NATO) in relation to the spotting line.

(CENTO) forces or be placed under the op-
erational command or operational control of overhead clearance-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
a (NATO) (CENTO) commander in certain The vertical distance between the route sur-
circumstances which should be specified. face and any obstruction above it.
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"I l overlap-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) 1. In phctog- overpressure-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

ronhv th . nmnnnt yv wh;.. ngm -. intnarsonh Tho nrPq1ir.? rpiultinir frnm thp hin.t wave

includes the same area covered by another, cf an explosion. It is referred to as "positive"
customarily expressed as a percentage. The when it exceeds atmospheric pressure and
overlap between successive air photographs "negative" during the passage of the wave
on a flight line is called forward lap. The when resulting pressures are less than at-
overlap between photographs in adjacent mospheric pressure.
parallel flight lines is called side lap. 2. In
cartography, that portion of a map or chart overprnt-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) In-which overlaps the area covered by another formation printed or stamped upon a mapof the same series. or chart, in addition to that originally printed,

to show data of importance or special use.

overlap tell--(DOD) The transfer of informa- overrun control--(NATO, CENTO) Equipment
tion to an adjacent facility concerning tracks enabling a camera to continue operating for
detected in the adjacent facilities' area of a predetermined number of frames or sec-
responsibility. See also track telling. onc:ý Lfter normal cutoff.

overlap zone-(DOD) A designated area on overseas-( D0 D) All locations, including
each side of a boundary between adjacent Alaska and Hawaii, outside the continental

tactical air control systems wherein coordi- United States.

nation and interaction between the systems overseas search and rescue region--(DOD)
is required. Overseas unified command areas (or portions

thereof not included within the inland region
averlay--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A or the maritime region). See a!so search and

Sprinting or drawing on a transparent or Remi- rescue region.
L transparent medium at the same scale as a
II map, chart, etc., to show details not appear- over the beach operations-See logistics over

ing or requiring special emphasis on the orig- the shore operations.
inal. over-the-shoulder bombing-.(DOD, IADB) A

ovtrial, A-- e boming---(DOD, sheet bear- special case of loft bombing where the bomb
overlay--(SEATO) A tro.nsparent sheet bear- is released past the vertical in order that the

ing information designed to add or emphasize bomb may be thrown back to the target. See
details when superimposed on a particular also loft bombing; toss bombing.
chart, map, drawing. tracing, or ot.ier repre-
sentation. Dver. operation--(DOD) The collection of in-

F e.p *,if s. we p YL teliige.c? openly, without concealment.
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A P

P-2-See Neptune. pallet-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A flat base
P-43--See Orion. for combining stores or carrying a single

item to form a unit load for handling, trans-

pace (ground forces)-(N A T O, CENTO, portation and storage by materials handling
YADB) The regulated speed of a column or equipment.

eiement as set by the pace setter in order to palletized unit load-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
maintain the average ipeed prescribed. IADB) Quantity ot any item, packaged or
(Note: IADB term does not use the qualifier unpackaged, which is arranged on a palletunakgd wh,ý isron arrngces)".)lle

o forces)".) in a specified manner and securely strapped

or fastened thereto so that the whole ispace setter-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An indi- hnlda ntS-'• handled as a unit.
idual, selected by the column commander.

who travels in the lead vehicle L r element to pan-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning
regulate the column speed and e ;) iblish the the calling station has a very urgent message
pace necessary to meet the required move- to transmit concerning the safety of a ship,
ment order, aircraft, or other vehicle, or of some person

packaged bulk petroleum--(IADB) Bulk pe- on board or within sight.

troleum which because of operational neces- pancake-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
sity is packaged and supplied (stored, trans- ing land, or I wish to land (reason may be
ported, and issued) in 5-gallon cans or specified: e.g.. "pancake ammo," "pancake
55-gallon drums. See also petroleum. fuel").I packaged forces-(DOD) Force of varying size panel code-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A prear-
and composition preselected for specific mis- ranged code designed for visual communica-
sions in order to facilitate planning and train- tions usually between friendly units by mak-
ing. ing use of marking panels. See also marking

panel.
packaged petroleum-(IADB) Petroleum prod-

ucts (generally lubricants, greases, and spe- panel code-(SEATO, !ADB) A prearranged
cialty items) normally packaged by a manu- code designed for visual communications be-
facturer and procured, stored, transported, tween ground units and friendly aircraft,
and issued in containers having a fill capacity See also marking panel.
of 55 gallons or less. See also petroleum.

panoramic air camera-(DOD, NATO) An air
packaged petroleum products-(DOD, NATO camera which, through a system of moving

CENTO) Petroleum products (generally optics or mirrors, scans a wide area of the
lubricants, oils, greases and specialty items) terrain, usually from horizon to horizon. The
normally packaged by a manufacturer and camera may be mounted vertically or

procured, stored, transported and issued in obliquely within the aircraft, to scan across
containers having a fill capacity of 55 United or along the line of flight.
States gallons (45 Imperial gallons) or less.

panoramic ground camera-(DOD, IVATO) A
padding-(DOD, IADMI) Extraneous text added camera which photographs a wide expanse

to a message for the purpose of concealing its of terrain by rotating horizontally about the
beginning, ending, or length. vertical axis through the center cof the camera

Fr ." of"bola., me , lens.
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parachute depioymeni heig l--(DOD, YATO, pararcscu, ta-_...... .ADR_•) -qn'eiqv

CENTO) The height above the intended im- trained perscnnel qualified to penetrate to
pact point at which the parachute or para- the site of an incident by land or parachute,
chutes ate fully deployed, render medical aid, accomplish survival

methods, and rescuc survivcrs.
para drag drop-(A ATO, CENTO) Ultra low

level airdrop technique using the drag of an parlimentaire-(DOD, IADB) An agent em-
arrester parachute to extract and halt air- ployed by a commander of belligerent forces
drop loads, in the field to go in person within the enemy

lines for the purpose of communicating or
paradrop-(NATO, CENTO) Delivery by para- negotiating openly and directly with the

chute of personnel or cargo from an aircraft enemy commander.
in flight. See also airdrop.

parrot-(DOD) Identification Friend or Foe
parallactic angle-See angle of convergence, transponder equipment.

parallax-(NATO, CENTO) In photography, partial storage monitoring-(DOD, IADB) A
the apparent displacement of the position of periodic inspection of major assemblies or
an object in relation to a reference point, components for nuclear weapons, consisting
due to a change in the point of observation, mainly of external observation of humidity,

temperatures, and visual damage or deterio-
parallax differenee-(NATO, CENTO) The ration during storage. This type of inspection

difference in displacement of the top of an is also conducted prior to and upon comple-

object in relation to its base, as measured tion of a movement.,
on the two images of the object on a stereopair of photographs, partisan warfare---(DOD) Not to be used. See

guerrilla warfare.

parallel sheaf-(DOD) A sheaf in which the
planes of fire of all pieces are parallel. See pass--DOD, aiaDB) A short tactical run or
also open sheaf; sheaf; special sheafa target; a single sweep

through or within firing range of an enemy

parallel staff-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- air formation.

TO, 1ADB) A staff in which one officer from passenger mile-(DOD) One passenger trans-
each nation, or Service, working in parallel, ported one mile. For air and ocean transport,
is appointed to each post. See also staff; inte- use nautical miles; for rail, highway, and
grated staff. inland waterway transport in the continental

United States. use statute miles.
paramilitary forces-(DOD, I, 1ADB) Forces

or groups which are distinct from the regular passive aL defense-(DOD, IADB) All meas-
armed forces of any country, but resembling ures, other than active air defense, taken to
them in organizati :1, equipment, training, minimize the effects of hostile air action.
or mission. These include the use of cover, concealment,

camouflage, deception, dispersion and pro-
paramilitary operation-(SEATO, 1ADB) An tective construction. See also air defense.

operation undertaken by a paramilitary force.
passive air defense-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

paraphrase-(DOD, SEATO, 1ADB) To change TO) All measures, other than active aefense,
the phraseology of a message without chang- taken to minimize the effects of hostile air
ing its meaning. action. These include the use of cover, con-
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*• .- cealment, camouflage, disnersion, and pro- from which pathfinders exercise aircraft
tective constructior. See also air defense. guidance.

passive communicaRior.s satellite--S:!e com- pathfinder landing zone control-See path-
munications sateLite. finder drop zone control.

passive defense--(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO, pathfinders-(DOD, IADB) 1. Experienced air-
•1.4 !OB) Measures taken to, reduce the prob- craft crews who lead a formation to the drop

ability of and to minimizc thc effects of zone, release point, or target., 2. Teams
damage caused by hostile action without the dropped or air landed at an objective to
intention c-,' taking the initiative. establish and operate n-avigational aids for

the purpose of guiding aircraft to drop and
passive defense--(SRA9TO) Defense of a place landing zones. 3. A radar device used for

without the employment of active weapons navigating or homing to an objective when
and without the expectation of tatking the visibility precludes accurate visual naviga-
initiative. tion. 4. Teams, air delivered into enemy terri-

passive homing guidance-(DOD, NESN, tory, for the purpose of determining the best

IADB) A system of homing guidance wherein approach and withdrawal lanes, 'anding

the receiver in the missile utilizes radiation zones, and sites for helicopter-borne lorces.

from the target. See also guidance. pathfinder team-(NATO, CENTO) A team
dropped or air landed at an objective to estab-

p9as time (road)-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The lish and operate navigational aids for the
time that elapses between the moment when purpose of guiding aircraft to drop and
the leading vehicle of a column passes a landing zones.
given point and the moment when the last
vehicle passes the same point. patients-(DOD, NATO, SEMATO, CENTO,

IADB) All sick, injurcd, or wounded per-
password-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, sonnel receiving medical care or treatment.

IADB) A secret word or distinctive sound
used to reply to a challenge. See also chal- patrol-(DOD, SEATO, IADB) A detachment
lenge; countersign; reply. of ground, sea, or air forces sent out by a

larger unit for the purpose of gathering in-
pathfinder-(SEA TO, IADB) An aircraft with formation or carrying out a destructive, har-

a specially trained crew carrying dropping assing, mopping-up, or security mission. See
zone/landing zone marking teams, target also combat air patrol; combat/fighting pa-
markers, or navigational aids, which precedes trol (ground); reconnaissance p a t r o I
the main force to the Jropping zone/landing (ground).
zone, or target.

patrol-(NATO, CENTO) A detachment of
pathfinder aircraft-(NATO, CENTO) An air- ground, sea, or air forces sent out for the

craft with a specially trained crew carrying purpose of gathering information or carry-
drop zone/landing zone marking teams, tar- ing out a destructive, harassing, mopping-up,
get markers, or navigational aids, which pre- or security mission. See also combat air pa-
cedes the main force to the drop zone/landing trol; combat patrol; reconnaissance patrol
zone, or target. (ground); standing patrol.

pathfinder drop zone control-(DOD, IADB) patrol (ground)-(NFSN, CENTO) A detach-
The communication an( operation center ment sent out by a larger unit for the purpose

For exp,.tirn of ab. m m of gathering information or carrying out, a
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harassing action, a (lestructive, mopping-up payload (missile)--See payload, Part 2.
or security mission.

P-day-(DOD) That point in time at which -he
pattern bombing--(DOD, lADB) The system- rate of production ot an item available for

atic covering of a target area with bombs military consumption equals the rate at which
uniforml% distributed according to a r lan. the item is fequired by the armed forces.

pattern laying (land mire warfare)-(DOD, peacetime force materiel awsets-(DOD) That
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The laying portion 01 total materiel assets which is des-
of mines in a fixed relationship to each other. ignated to meet the peacetime force materiel

requirement. See also mobilization reserves.
payload-(DOD, lADE) 1. The load (expreszed

ii tons of cargo or equipment. galInns of peacetime force materiel procurement objec-

liquid, or number of passengers) which the tive-(DOD) The quantity of an item

vehicle is designed to transport under spec- required to be procured in peacetime to bal-
ified conditions of operation, in addition to ance peacetinie force materiel assets with
its unladen weight. 2. The warhead section in the peacetime force materiel requirement It

a military missile. 3. The satellite or research is the quantity by which the peacetime force

vehicle of a space probe or research missile. materiel requirement exceeds the peacetime
force materiel assets. See also mobilization

payload-(NATO, CENTO) 1. The lead (ex- reserves.

pressed in tons of cargo or equipment, gallons
of liquid, or number of passengers) which peacetime force materiel requirement-(DOD)

The quantity of an item required to equip,the vehicle is designed to transport under prvdamteilieinadsuanth

specified conditions of operation, in addition provide a materiel pipeline and sustain the

to its unladen weight. 2. The warhead, its authorized peacetime United States Forces,

container, and activating devices in a mili- both active and reserve, and support the
scheduled establishment through normal ap-

tary missile. 3. The satellite or research ve-
hicle of a space probe or research missile' propriation and procurement lead-time peri-hee asof airliftpacepowable or b* r oarh mis . ods. See also mobilization reserves.

See also airlift; allowable cabrg load (air);
(allowable cargo load (air); plfned load peak overpressure--(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
(aircraft). The maximum value of overpressure at a

payload (aircraft)--(SEATO) "[he sum of the given location which is generally experienced
paylad airraf )-SEATO)T h su ofthe at the instant the shock (or blast) wave

weight of passengers and cargo that an air- achestat tion. See a lsshk wave
craftcan crry.reaches that location. See also shock wave.craft can carry.

pecked line-(NATO) A symbol consisting ofpayload build-up (missile and space)--(DOD, a line brokea: at regular intervals.

IADB) The process by which the scientific

instrumentation (sensors. d2tectors, etc.) pecuniary liability-(MDOD) A personal, joint,
and necessary mechanical and electronic sub- or corporate monetary obligation to make
assemblies are as:sembled into a complete op- good any lost, damaged, or destroyed prop-
erational package capable of achieving the erty resulting :'rom fault or neglect. It may
scientific objectives of the mission. also result under conditions stipulated in a

contract or bond.
payload iategration (missile and space)-

(DOD. lADB) The compatible installation of penetration-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
a complete payload package in:o the space- A form of offensive maneuver which seeks
craft and spa~e vehicle, to break through the enemy's defensive posi-
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• p tion. widen the gap created, and destroy the permissive action link-(DOD) A device in-
continuity of his positions. (Note: NATO and cluded in or attached to a nuclear weapon
CENTO term is "penetration (ground system to preclude arming and or launching
forces)".) until the insertion of a prescribed discrete

code or combination. It may include equip-
penetration (air traffic control)-(DOD) That ment and cabling external to the weapon or

portion of a published high altitude instru- weapon system to activate components within
ment approach procedure which prescribes a the weapon or weapon system.
descent path irom the fix on which the pro-
cedure is based to a fix or altitude from Pershing-(DOD, IADB) A mobile, solid-pro-
which an approach to the airport is made. pellant, surface-to-surface guided missile,

with a nuclear warhead capability, designed
penetration (intelligence)-(DOD) The re- to support the field army by the attack of

cruitment of agents within, or the planting long-range ground targets. Designated as
of agents or technical monitoring devices in, XMGM-31A.
a target organization for the purpose of gain-
ing access to its secrets or of influencing its personal lGcator beacon-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
activities. TO, IADB) A locator beacon capable of pro-

viding homing signals to help search and
penstock--(NATO) A valve or sluice on an open rescue operations. See also crash locator

water channel. beacon.

perigee-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The personal property-(DOD) Property of any
point at which a satellite orbit is the least kind or any interest therein, except real
distance from the center of the gravitational property, records of the Federal Government,
field of the controlling body or bodies. and naval vessels of the foilcwing categories:

aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers, de-perimeter defense--(DOD, IADB) A defense sryradsba ns

without an exposed flank, consisting of forces

deployed along the perimeter of the defended personne--(DOD, IADB) Those individuals re-

area. quired in either a military or civilian capacity

periodic intelligence summary-(DOD) A re- to accomplish tht assigned mission.

pori of the intelligence situation in a tactical
operation, normally produced at corps level personnel reaction time (nuclear)-(DOD, NA-
or its eqwivaient. and higher, usually at inter- TO, CENTO, IADB) The time required by

vals of twenty-four hours, or as directed by personnel to take prescribed protective mees-
the commander. Also called PERINTSUM. ures after receipt of a nuclear strike warning.

peripheral war--(DOD) Not ta be used. See perspective grid-(NA TO, CENTO) A network
limited war. of lines drawn or superimposed on an oblique

photograph representing the perspective of
perishable cargo-(DOD, IADB) Cargo requir- a grid on the ground or datum plane,

ing refrigeration, such as meat, fruit, and
fresh vegetables, and medical department bio- petroleum--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An oily,
logicals. See also cargo. liquid solution of hydrocarbons which, when

fractionally distilled, yields paraffin, kero-
permafrost-(DOD, JADB) Permanently frozen sene, fuel oil, gasoline, etc, See also bulk pe-

subsoil. troleum products; packaged petroleum prod-
For explaati.n of ,o • • .ucts: petroleum oils and lubricants.
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pet releumr intersectional service-(DOD, goverrmm~t control ashore by the landing
NATO, CENTO) An intersectional or inter- force and extends to the establishment of
zonal service in a theatvr of -jperatirns that control by occupation foices.
operates pipelines and related facilities for 3. occupation-That period which comn-
the supply of bulk petroleum products to mences when an area h.-. been occupied
theater Army elements and other forces as in fact, and the military commander
directed. within that area is in a position to enforce

petroleum, oils and lubricants--#NATO, SEA- pub lsciic safetyands oiitrder. uaton
TO, CENTO, lADE?) A broad tP.rn which in- Seas ii far;mltr cuaia
cludes all petroleum and associated products pbonetic alphabet-(DOB. lADE?) A list of
used by the armed forces. standard words used to iden,,ify letters in a

PGMI-11---See Redstone message transmitted by radio or telephone.
The following are the authorized words, listed

PGM-17--See Thor. in order, fcr each letter in the alphabet: Alfa,
Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf,

Phantom II-(DOD, IADB) A twin-engine, all- Hotel, India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, No-
weather, supersonic, two-place jet fighter,/ vember, Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra,
bomber designed for operating from aircraft Tango. tUniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-ray,
carriers 'for interception and destruction of Yankee, and Zulu.
enemy aircraft, for troop support, and the
delivery of relatively heavy load-- if nuclear phony minefield (land mine warfare)-(DOD,
or non-nuclear weapons, in addition to carry- NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An area of
ing four Sparro!% Ills or Sidewiwlers. This ground used to simulate a minefleld with the
aircraft can be air refueled, or carry a tanker object ex deceiving the enemny. See also mine-
package for other aircraft. Designaewd as field (land mine warfare).
F-4.

phony mine (larii mine warfare)-('DOD,
phantom orde.--(DOD) A draft contract with NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, lADE?) An object.'

an industrial establishment for wartime used to simulate a m-ine in a phony minefield.
production of a specific product with provis- It mnay be made of any available material.
ions fri necessary preplanning in time of Sce also mine; mine (land mine warfare).
peace and for immediate execution of the
:onitract upon receipt of proper authority, photoflash bomh-(DOD, NATO, CENT&,

IADB) A bomb designed to produce a brief
phase Iine-tDOD, jADE?) The liue utilizee for and intenise illumination for maedium altitude

control and coordination of military oper- night photography.
ations, usually a te~rrain feature extending
across the zone of action. See also report line- photoffash cartridge-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

lADB) A pyrotechnic cartritige designed to
phases of military government-.(DOD, 7,DB) produce a brief. and intense illuminaltio-n for

1. assault-That Deriod which commences low altitude night photography.
with first contact -with civilians ashore
and extends to the establishment of mili- photograminetric control-(DOD, NATO,
tary government control ashore by the CENTO) Control established by photogram-
landing force. mnetric methods as distinguished from con-

I. consolidation-That period which com- trol established by ground methods. Some-

28mences with the establishment of military times called minor control.
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photograrn-metry--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The small scale 1 :30,000 to 1:70,000
science or art Gf obtaiininr reliable measure- very small scale 1 :70.006 and smaller
merits from photographic images. photographic sortie-See imagery sortfe.

photographic coverage-(DOD) The extent to
which an area is covered by photography phot,-graphic strip-(DOD) A series of suc-

from one mission or a series of missions or in cessive overlapping photographs made from

a period (4f time. Coverage, in this sense, con- an aircraft flying a selected course or direc-
veys the ideal of availability of photography tion.

9 and is not a synonym for the word pho-
tography. photographic strip-(NA TO, CENTO) A series
t ahof successive overlapping photographs taken

photographic filter-(NATO, CENTO) A layer along a selected courre or direction.

of glass, gelatine or other material used to photo interpretation key-See imagery inter-
modify the spectrum of the incidental light, pretation key.

photographic intelligence-(DOD) The col- photomap-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A repro-
lected products of photographic interpieta- duction of a photograph or photomosaic upon
ticn, classified and evaluapted for intelligence

tours, place names, boundaries, and other
photographic intelligence-(NATO, C(ENTO) d.,ta may be added.

The collected products of photographic in- photo nadir-(NATO, CENTO) The point at
terpretation, classified and evaluated for mili- which a vertical line through the perspective
tary use, center of the camera lens intersects the photo

pbotographic interpretation-(NATO, CEN- plane.

TO) The extraction of information from pho- physical characteristics-(DOD, IADB) Those
tographs cr other recorded images. military characteristics of equipment which

are primarily phy.ical in nature. such as
photographic panorama--(DOD)A continuous weight, shape. volume, waterproofing, and

photograph or an assemblage of overlapping sturdiness.
oblique or ground photographs which have
been matched and joined together to form a physical security-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
continu(.us photographic representation of IADB) That Dart of security conceined with
the area. physical measures designed to safeguardpersonnel, to prevent unauthorized access to

phetographic reading-(NATO, CENTO) The equipment, facilities, material, and docu-
simple recognition of natural or cultural ments, and to safeguard them against espi-
features from photographs. onage. sabotage. damage, and theft. See also

communicativas security.
photographic scale-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

The ratie of a distance measured on a pho- pictomap--(DOD) A topographic map in which
tograph or mosaic to the corresponding tne photographic imagery of a standard
distance on the ground, classified as follows: mosaic has been converted into interpretable

colors and symbols by means of a pictomapIvery large scale 1:6,000 and larger poes
large scale 1:6,000 to 1:12,000 process,

medium scale 1.12,000 to 1:30,000 pictorial symbolization-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

For e•.Plaa•o of f s o , ,v. TO, IADB) The use of symbols which convey
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the visual character of the features they rep- planned load (aircraft)-(NATU, C•'TO,
resent. IADB) A load that has been planned for a

pigen-(OD) n ar itercpta coe man- specific type of aircraft sortie. See also load

ing Cie magnetic bearing and distance of
base (or unit indicated) from you is planned resupply-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)
degrees -.- miles. The shipping of supplies in a regular flow as

envisaged by existing preplanned schedules
pillbox-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, and organizations, which will usually include

IADB) A small, low fortification that houses some form of planned procurement. See also
machine guns, antitank weapons, etc, A pill- elements of resupply.
box is usually made of concrete, steel. or filled
sandbags. planned target (nuclear)-(DOD) A nuclear

target planned on an area or point in whichpierlot trac mapmade byDOD N tO C ot Af roouh a need is anticipated. A planned nuclear
overlay to a map made by the pilot of a photo- target may be scheduled or on call. Firing

graphic reconnaissance aircraft during or data for a planned nuclear target may or mi.y

immediately after a sortie. It shows the lo- not be determined in advance. Coordination

cation, direction, number, and order of photo- and warning of frierdly troops and aircraft

graph.:c runs made, together with the a ndatory.

camera (s) used on each run.

planning factor (logistics)-(DOD, NATO,
pinpoint-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A properly selected

IADR) 1. A precisely identified point, espe- multiplier, used in planning to estimate the
cially or the ground, that locates a very small amount and type of effort involved in a con-
target, a reference point for rendezvous or templated operation. Planning factors are
for other purposes; the coordinates that often expressed as rates, ratios, or lengths
define this point. 2. The ground position of of time.
aircraft determined by direct observation of

the ground. planning staff-See central planning team.

pinpoint photograph-(DOD) A single photo- planograph-(DOD, IADB) A scale drawing of
graph or one or more stereopairs of a specific a storage area showing the approved layout
object or target. of the area, location of bulk, bin, rack, and

pin n A box pallet areas, aisles, assembly areas, walls,
doorways, directions of storage, office space,

single photograph or a stereo pair of a vwash rooms, and other support and oper-
specific object or target. ational areas.

pipeline--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, plan range-(NATO, CENTO) In air photo-
!ADB) In logistics, the channel of support or graphic reconnaissance. the horizontal
a specific portion thereof by means of which distance from Vne point below the aircraft to
materiel or personnel flow from sources of ance om the pointaan object on the ground.
procurement to their point of use.

pitch--See tip. plant equipment-(DOD) Personal property of
a capital nature, consisting of equipment,

planimetric map-(DOD, IADB) A map repre- furniture, vehicles, machine tools, test equip-
senting only the horizontal position of ment, and accessory and auxiliary items, but
features. Sometimes called a line map. See excluding special tooling and special test
also map. equipment, used or capable of use in the
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manufacture of supplies oi" for any adminis- plot-(NATO, CENTO) In photographic inter-
trative or general plant purpose. preiaiiun, a putui-, of a ,it, o, ovezlay o,

which are drawn the outlines of the areas
plastic range-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The covered by one or more photographs. See also

stress range in which a material will nut fail master plot.
when subjected to the action of a force, but
will not recover completely, so that a perma- plotting chart (navigation)-(NATO, CENTO,
nent deformation results when the force is IADB) A chart designed for the graphical
removed, processes of navigation.

plastic spray packaging-See cocooning. pogo-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning

switch to communications channel number
plastic zone-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The preceding "pogo". If unable to establish com-

region beyond the rupture zone associated munications, switch to channel number fol-
with crater formation resulting from an ex- lowing "pogo".
plosion in which there is no vi3ible rupture point designation grid-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
but in which the soil is permanently deformed TO, CENTO, IADB) A system of lines,
and compressed to a high density. See also having no relation to the actual scale or orien-
rupture zone. tation, drawn on a map, chart, or air photo-

graph, dividing it into squares so that pointsplate--(NATO) 1. In cartography: a. a printing can be more readily located.

plate of zinc, aluminum or engraved copper;

b. collective term for all "states" of an en- point of no return-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
graved map reproduced from the same en- CENTO, lADB) A point along an aircraft

"wed printing plate; c. all d&tail to apptear track beyond which its endurance wi!l not
L map or chart which will be reproduced permit return to its own or some other associ-

in a single printing plate (e.g. the "blue ated base on its own futel 'supply.
, ate" or the "contour plate"). 2. In photog-

raphy, a transparent medium, usually glass, point target-(DOD) 1. A target of such small
coated with a photographic emulsion. See dimension that it requires the accurate place-
also diapositive; transparency. ment of ordnance in order to neutralize or

destroy it. 2. (nuclear) A target in which
platform drop-(NATO, CENTO) The airdrop the ratio of radius of damage to target radius

of loaded platforms from rear loading air- is equal to or greater than 5.
craft with roller conveyors. See also airdrop;
airdrop platform. point target-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) A target which requires the accurate
plot--(DOD) 1. Map, chart, or graph repre- placement of bombs or fire.

senting data of any sort. 2. Represent on a point target (nuclear)-See point target, Part
diagram or chart the position or course of a 2.
target in terms of angles and eistances from
known positions; locate a positioi, on a map point to point sealift-(DOD) The movement
or chart. 3. The visual display of a single of troops and/or cargo in Military Sealift
geographical location of an airborne object Command nucleus or commercial shipping be-
at a particular instant of time. 4. A portion tween established ports, in administrative
of a map or overlay on which are drawn the landings or logistics over the shore opera-
outlines of the areas covered by one or more tions. See also administrative landing; ad-
photographs. ministrative movement; logistics over the

F.o explf of *mbl, we p vi shore operations.
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poiar coordinaies-4DUG",) The lc-:ati-on of a tion ... +h air ftailitiae whifch .r. de..i.nated
point in a plane by the length of a radius as aerial ports, airports, etc. See also desti-
vector, from a fixed origin in the plane, and nation port; major port; minor port; see-
the angle the radius vector makes with a ondpry port; water terminal.
fixed line in the plane. See also coordinates.

port area--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

Polaris--(DOD, IADB) An underwater/sur- The area coming within the authority of a
face-launched, surface-to-s. -face, solid-pro- given port committee or, in the absence of
pellant ballistic missile with inertial guidance such a committee, another administrative
and nuclear warhead. Designated as UGM-27. agency with similar powers.

UGM-27A-1,200 nautical mile range.
UGM-27B--1,500 nautical mile range. port capacity-(DOD, NATO, CENTO. IADB)
UGM-27C-2,500 nautical mile range. The estimated capacity of a port or an an-

chorage to clear cargo in 24 hours usually
polar plot-(DOD) The method of locating a expressed in tons. See also beach capacity;

target or point on the map by means of polar clearance capatity.
coordinates.

pOrt complex-.-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CEN.
political intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence con- TO, IADR) A port complex comprises one

cerning foreign and domestic policies of gov- or more port areas of varying importance
ernments and the activities of political move- whose activitieb are geographically linked
mente, either because these areas are dependent on

political warfare--(DOD, lADR) Aggressive a common inland transport system or because

use of political means to achieve national they constitute a common initial destination

objectives, for convoys.

politico-military gaming-(DOD) Simulation port evacuation--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The
of situations involving the interaction of po- removal of shipping frcm a port,'water ter-
litical, military, sociological, psychological, minal except perhaps for a few ships dis-
economic, scientific, and other appropriate persed within the immediate vicinity thereof.
factors. See also movement of shipping (in the early

pool--(DOD, IADB) 1. To maintain and control days of war).

a supply of resources or personnel upon nosition defense-(NATO, CENTO, IADB)
which other activities may drax The pri- The type of defense in which the bulk of the
mary purpose of a pool is to promote maxi- defending force is disposed in selected tactical
mum efficiency ot use of the pooled resources localities where the decisive battle is to be
or personnel, e.g., a petroleum pool, a labor fought. Principal reliance is placed on the
and equipment pool. 2. Any combination of ability of the forces in the defended localities
resources which serve a common purpose. to maintain their positions and to control

popeye--(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- the terrain between them. The reserve is used

ing in clouds or area of reducei visibility, to add depth, to block, or restore the battle
position by counterattack.

port--(DOD) A place at which ships may dis-
charge or receive their cargoes. It includes positive-(NATO, CENTO) In photography,
any port accessible to ships on the seacoast, an image on film, plate or paper having
navigable rivers or inland waterways. The approximately the same total rendition of
term "ports" should not be used in conjunc- light and shade as the original subject.
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.' positive control-(DOD) The operation of air prearrange] fire-(DOD. IADB) Fire that is

traffic in a radar/nonradar ground control formally planned and executed against tar-
environment in which positive identification, gets or target areas of known location. Such
tracking, and direction of aircraft within an fire is usually planned well in advance and is
air space is conducted by an agency having executed at a predetermined time or during a
the authority and responsibility therein, predetermined period of time. See also fire;

oncall; scheduled fire.
positive identification and radar advisory zone

--(DOD) A specified area established for preassault operations-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
identffication and flight following of aircraft TO, IADB) Operations conducted in the ob-
in the vicinity of a fleet-defended area. jective area prior to the assault. They include

reconnaissance, minesweeping, bombard-
positive phase of the shock wave--(DOD) The ment, bombing, underwater demolition, and

period during which the pressure rises very destruction of beach obstacles.
sharply to a value that is higher than ambient
and then decreases rapidly to the amb-ent precautionary launch-(DOD) The launching
pressure. See also negative phase of the of nuclear loaded aircraft under imminent
shock wave; shock wave. nuclear attack so as to preclude friendly air-

craft destruction and loss of weapons on the
possible-(DOD) A term used to qualify a state- ground /carrier.

ment made under conditions wherein some
evidence exist-s to support the statement. This precedence-(DO.) 1. (communications)-A

evidence is sufficient to warrant mention, but designation assigned to a message by the
insufficient to warrant assumption as true. originator to indicate to communications per-

sonnnel the relative order of handling and
postattack period--(DOD) In nuclear warfare, to the addressee the order in which the mes-

that period which extends from the termina- sage is to be noted. 2. (reconnaissance)-A
tion of the final attack until political author- letter designation. assigned by a unit request-
ities agree to terminate hostilitir See also ing several reconnaissance missions, to indi-
post hostilities period; transattae-i period. cate the relative order of importance, within

post hostilities period--(DOD, IADB) That an established priority, of the mission re-

period subsequent to the date of ratification quested. See also flash mesage; immediate
by political authorities of agreements to ter- message; priority message; routine message.
minate hostilities. precedence-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

post-strike reconnaissance--(DOD) Missions A designation assigned to a message by the

undertal en for the purpose of gathering in- originator to indicate to communication per-

formation used to measure results o." a strike, sonnel the relative order of handling and to
the addressee the order in which the message

pounce-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- is to be noted.
ing I am in position to engage target.

precision bombing-(DOD, IADB) Bombing di-
practice mine (land mine warfare)-(DOD, rected at :, specific point target.

NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A replica of
a standard mine, having the same features precursor--(DOD) An air pressure wave which
and weight as the mine it represents. It is moves ahead of the main blast wave for some
constructed to emit a puff of smoke or make distance as a result of a nuclear explosion of
a noise to simulate detonation. See also mine; appropriate yield and low burst height over
mine (land mine warfare). a heat absorbing (or dusty) surface. The

For exp,..flon of -b. me Pv ti. pressure at the precursor front increases
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more gradually than iti a true (or ideal) ance with a program planned in ,u-i,, ol
shock wave. so that the behavior in the operations. See also air support.
precursor region is said to be nonideal.

preplanned mission request--(DOD) A request

predominant height--(NATO, _'ENTO) In air for an air strike on a target which can be
reconnaissance, the height of 51'; or more of anticip.ted sufficiently in advance to permit
the structures, within an area of similar sur- detailed mission coordination and planning.
face material.

preplanned mission request (reconnais-

preemptive attack-(DOD, IADB) An attack sance)-(DOD) A request for a mission on a
initiated on the basis of incontrovertible evi- target or in support of a maneuver which can
dence that an enemy attack is imminent. be anticipated sufficiently in advance to allow

detailed mission coordination and planning.
preemptive war--(DOD) Not to be used. See

preemptive attack. preplanned nuclear support--(DOD) Nuclear
support planned in advance of operations.

preinitiation-(DOD) The initiation of the fis- See also nuclear support; immediate nuclear
sion chain reaction in the active material of support.
a nuclear weapon at any time earlier than
that at which either the designed or the pre-position-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
maximum compression or degree of assembly To place military units, equipment, or sup-
is attained, plies at or near the point of planned use or

at a designated location to reduce reaction
pre-launch survivability.-(DOD) The proba- time, and to insure timely support of a spe-

bility that a delivery and or launch vehicle cific force during initial phases of an opera-
will survive an enemy attack under an estab- tion.
lished condition of warning.

pre-positioned war reserve requirement-
preliminary demolition-( N A T 0, SEATO, (DOD) That portion of the mobilization re-

CENTO, IADB) A target prepared for demo- serve materiel objective which strategic plans
lition preliminary to a withdrawal, the demo- dictate be positioned prior to hostilities at
=ition of which can be executed as soon after or near the point of planned use or issue to
preparation as convenient on the orders of the user, to insure timely support of a specific
the officer to whom the responsibility for such project or designated force during the initial
demo'itioný has been delegated. phase of war, pending arrival of replenish-

ment shipments. See also mobilization re-
preload Ioading-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- serves.

TO, IADB) The loading of selected items
aboard -hip at one port prior to the main pre-positioned war reserve stock-(DOD) The

loading of the ship at another. See also load- quantity of an item acquired and positioned

ing. against a pre-positioned war reserve require-
ment. See also mobilization reserves.

premature dud--See flare dud.
prescribed nuclear load-(DOD, NATO. CEN-

preparation fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- TO) A specified quantity of nuclear weapons

TO, IADB) Fire delivered on a target prep- to be carried by a delivery unit. The establish-

ara-tory to an assault. See also fire. ment and replenishment of this load after
each expenditure is a command decision and

preplanned air support--(DOD, NATO, SEA- is dependent upon the tactical situation, the
TO, CENTO, lADB) Air support in accord- nuclear logistical situation, and the capability
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of the unit to transport and utilize the load. but which is capable of exerting pressure on

It may vary from day to day and among the maior portion of the body in order to
similar delivery units. See also special am- counteract an increased intrapulmonary oxy.-
munition Joad. gen pressure. 2. (full)-A suit which com-

pletely encloses the body and in which a gas
prescribed nuclear stockage-(NATO, CEN- pressure. sufficiently above ambient pressure

TO) A specified quantity of nucl-ar weapons, for maintenance of function, may be sus-
components of nuclear weapons, and war- tained. See also water suit,
head test equipment to be stocked in special
ammunition supply points or other logistical pressurized cabin-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
installations. The establishment and replen- CENTO, IADB) The occupied space of an
ishment of this stockage is a command de- aircraft in which the air pressure has been
cision and is dependent upon the tactical increased above that of the ambient. atmos-
situation, the allocation, the capability of the phere by compression of the ambient atmos-
logistical support unit to store and maintain phere into the space.
the nuclear weapons, and the nuclear logisti-
cal situation. The prescribed stockage may prestrike reconnaissance-(DOD) Missions un-
vary from time to time and among similar dertaken for the purpose of obtaining com-
logistical support units. plete information about known targets for

use by the strike force.
preset guidance-(DOD, iADB) A technique of preventive maintenance-(DOD, IADB) The

missile control wherein a predetermined care and servicing by personnel for the pur-
flight path is set into the control mechanism pose an taining byupennd farltiesSand cannot be adjusted after launching. Se pose of maintaining equipment and facilities

in satisfactory operating condition by pro-
als guidance. viding for systematic inspection, detection,

and correction of incipient failures either
pressure atmosphiriupressure, NATO, CEbefore they occur ,r before they develop intoJADB) An atmospheric pressure, expressed mjrdfcs

in terms of altitude which correspond to that major defects.

pressure in the standard atmosphere. See preventive war-.-(DOD, IADB) A war initiated
also altitude- in the belief that military conflict, while not

imminent, is inevitable, and that to delay
pressure breathing-(DOA;, NATO, CENTO, would involve greater risk.

lADB) The technique of breathing which is
required when oxygen is supplied direct to prewithdrawal demolition target-(DOD) A
an individual at a pressure higher than the target prepared for demolition preliminary to
ambient barometric pressure. a withdrawal, the demolition of which can

be executed as soon after preparation as con-
pressure breathing-(SEATO) Technique in venient on the orders of the officer to whom

which oxygen is injected iuside the respira- the responsibility for such demolitions has
tory ducts through a pressure higher than been delegated.
the ambient barometric pressure.

primary censorship-(DOD, JADB) Arm.ed
pressure front-See shock front- forces censorship perf-rmed by personnel of

V *a company. battery, squadron, ship, station,
pressure suit-(DOD, NATO. SEATO, CEN- base. or similar ti.iit on the personal corn-

TO, IADB) 1. (partial)-A skin-tight suit munications of persons assigned, attached, or
which does not completely enclose the body otherwise under the jurisdiction of a unit.

io, ,pJtU of ,yme we a vL See also censorship.
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primary demolition beit-(DOD, iADEB) A corn- by the .. " •.- .relst•. inn of their respective
tinuous series of obstacles across the whole radii. Also known as nominal scale. See
front, selected by the division or higher corn- scale.
mander., The preparation of such a belt is
normally a priority engineer task. See also principal vertical--(NATO, CENTO) On an
demolition belt. obliou-, photograph, a line perpendicular to

the Urue horizon and passing through Lhe
primary interest-(DOD, IADB) Principal, al- principal point.

though not exclusive, interest and responsi-
bility for accomplishment of a given mission, print reference-(NATO, CENTO) A reference

including responsibility for reconciling the to an individual priet in an air photographic
activities of other agencies that possess col- sortie.
lateral interest in the program. priority-(DOD, IADB) With reference to war

prime mover-(DOD, JADB) A vehicle, includ- platis and the tasks derived therefrom, an

ing heavy construction equipment, possessing indication of relative importance rather than

military characteristics, designed primarily an exclusive and final designation of the order

for towing heavy, wheeled weapons and fre- of accoiplishment.

quently providing facilities for the transpor- priority message-(DOD, lAD8) A category of
tation of the crew of, and ammunition for, precedence reserved for messages whi*ch re-
the weapon, quire expeditious action by the addressee(s)

principal operational interest-(DOD) When and/or furnish essential information for the
used in connection with an established facility conduct of operations in progress when rou-
operated by one Service for joint use by two tine precedence will not suffice. See also mes-
or more Services, the term indicates a re- sage precedence; precedence.
qtiirement for the greatest use of, or the
greatest need for, the services of that facility, priority natienal intelligence objhctives-

The term may be applied to a Service, but (DOD) A guide for the coordination of in-

is more applicable to a command. telligence c-liection and production in re-
spoise to requirements relating to the

principal parallel-(NATO, CENTO) On an formulat;on and execution of national se-
oblique photograph, a line parallel to the true curity policy. They are compiled annually
horizon and passing through the principal by the Washington Intelligence Community
point, and flow directly from the intelligence mis-

sion as set forth by the National Security
principal plane--(NATO, CENTO) A vertical Council. They are specific enough to provide

plane which contains the principal point of a basis for planning the alloca•.ic, of collec-
an oblique photograph, the perspective center tion and research resources but not so specific
of the lens and the ground nadir. as to constitute in themselves research and

collection requirements.
principal point-(NATO, CENTO) The foot of

the perpendicular to the photo plane through priority of immediate mission requests-See
the perspective center. Generally determined emergency priority; ordinary priority;
by intersection of the lines joining opposite search and attack priority; urgent priority.
collimating or fiducial marks.

priority of preplanned mission requests--
principal scale-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, (DOD) 1. Targets capable of preventing the

the scale of a reduced or generating globe execution of the plan of action. 2. Targets
representing the sphere or spheroid, defined capable of immediate serious interference
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with the plan of action. 3. Targets capable of of prisoners of war. It may be located on, or
ult,•,nat• Serious IitLrference with the execu- independent -t, other military installations.
tion of the plan of action. 4. Targets capable
of limited interference with the execution of prisoner of war censorship--(DOD) The cen-

the plan of action. sorship of the communications to and from
enemy prisoners of war and civilian internees

priority system for mission iequests for taeti- held by the United States Armed Forces. See
cal reconnaissance-(DOD) Priority 1- also censorship.
Takes precedence over all other requests ex-
cept previously assigned priorities I. Thie prisoner of war censorship-(IADB) The cen-

results of these requests are of paramoa,,_, sorship of the communications to and from

importance to the immediate battle situation enemy prisoneis of -. r and civilian internees.

or objecti -e. Priority II-The results of these See also censorship.

requiremt nts are in support of the general prisoner of war collecting roint-(DOD, NA-
battle situation and will be accomplished as TO, SEATO, CENTO, 1ADB) A designated
soon as possible after priorities I. These are lOc in a f ad b reaiwher

requests to gain current battle information. onare as d pe loca exapia-
PrioityIII- he esuts o thse rquet-- oners are assembled pending local examina-

Priority Ill-The results of these requests tion for information of immediate tactical

update Lne intelligence data base but do not valu anformation ediate t e:

affect the immediate battle situation, Priority value and subsequent evacuation. (Note:

IV-The results of these requests are of a SfO battl e area"i)

routine nature. These requests will be ful-

filled when the reconnaissance effort permits. prisoner of war compound-(DOD, NATO,
See also precedence. SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A subdivision of a

prior permission (air)--(DOD, NATO, CEN- prisoner of war enclosure.

TO, JADB) Permission granted by the ap- prisoner of war enclsure-(DOD, NATO,
propriate national authority prior to the SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A subdivision of a
commencement of a flight or a series of prisoner of war camp.
flights landing in or flying over the territory
of the nation concerned. prisoner of war personnel record-(DOD, NA-

TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A form for
prisoner of war branch camp-(DOD, NATO, recording photograph, fingerprints, and other

SEATO, CENTO) A subsidiary camp under pertinent personal data concerning the pris-
the supervision and administration of the oner of war, including that required by the
prisoner of war camp of which it is a ..anch. Geneva Convention.

prisoner of war cage-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, prisoner of war processing station-(DOD,
CENTO, IADB) A temporary construction, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) An instal-
building, or enclosed area, to which prisoners lation established for the processing and tem-
of war are evacuated for interrogation and porary detention of prisoners of war pending
temporary detention pending further evaeua- assignment to camps.
tion.

prisoners of war-(DOD, IADB) Persons as
prisoner of war camp-4DOD, NATO, SEATO, defined in the Geneva Convention relative to

C!ENTO, JADB) A camp of a semipermanent the treatment of prisoners of war (12 August
nature established in The communication 1949. Part i, Article 4).
zone, or zone of interior (home country) for
the internment and complete administration probability of damage-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

For ,pi•ni• of •,,, •TO, IADB) The probability that damage will
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oc :ui to a target expressed as a percentage productiui "-i- timrne and adidn' f-P iv.. 1.. d
or as a decimal. time. See also initiation of procurement ac-

tion; level of suppiy; receipt into the supp!y
probable-(DOD) A term used to qualify a system

statement made und -r conditions wherein the
available evidence indicates that the state- production-(DOD, IADB) The conversion of
ment is factual until there is further evidence raw materials into products and/or compo-
in confirmation or denial. nents thereof, through a series of manufac-

turing processes. It includes functions of
probable error----ee horizontal error. production engineering, controlling, quality

probable error deflection-(DOD) Error in de- assurance, and the determination of re-

flection which ib :',ceeded as often as not. sources requirements.

probable error height of burst--(DOD) Error production base-(DOD, IADB) The total na-
tional industrial production capacity avail-in height of burst which projectile/missile able for the manufacture of items tc meet

fuzes may be expected to exceed as often as aterie meqirmets.
not. materiel requirements.

not.
production lead time-(DOD, JADB) The timeprobable error range--(DOD) Error in range interval bet ween the placement of a contract

which is exceeded as often as not. and receipt into the supply system of ma-

probably destroyed (aircraft)-(DOD, NATO, teriel purchased. Two entries are provided:

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A damage assess- a. (initial)-The time interval if the item
ment on an enemy aircraft seen to break off is not under production as of the date
combat in circumstances which lead to the of contract placement.
conclusion that it must be a loss although it b. (reorder)-The time interval if the item
is not actually seen to crash. is under production as of the date of

contract placement.'7 processing-(NATO, CENTO) In photography, See also procurement lead time.
the operations necessary to produce negatives,
diapositives or prints from exposed films, production loss appraisal-(DOD, IADB) An
plates or paper. estimate of damage inflicted on an industry

A c nu in terms of quantities of finished products
proclamation--(OD, IADR) A document pub- denied the enemy from the moment of attack,

list to the inhabitants of an area which through the period of reconstruction, and to
• •sets forth the basis of authority and scope the point when full production is resumed.

of activities of a commander in a given area

ar'.,, which defines Uhe obligations, liabilities, proficiency training aireraft-(DOD) Aircraft

duties, ard rights of the population affected. rcquired to maintain the proficiency of pilots
and other aircrew members vho are assigned

procuremer.t-(DOD, IADB) The process of to nonflying duties.
obtaining pcrsc-anel, services, supplies, and

equipment proforma-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
pADR) 1. A message, tile nature of the suc-

procurement lead time--(DOD, lADB) The in- cessive elements of which is understood by
terval in months between the initiation of prearrangement. 2. A standard form.
procurement action and receipt into the sup-
ply system of the iroduct.on model (excludes program aircraft-(DOD, IADB) The total of
prototypes) purchased a., the result of such the active and reserve aircraft. See also air-
actions, and is composew of two elements, craft
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; program managez--See sy'stem . nager. pront--(DOD) As quickly as po'ssible.

progress payment-(DOD) Payment made as propaganda-(DOD, 1) Any form of --onmuri-
work progresses under a contract, upon the cation in support of national objectives de-
basis of costs incurred, of percentage of corn- signed tu influence the opinions, emotiona,
pletion accomplished, or of a particular stage attitudes, or behavior of any g-oup in order
of completion. The term does not include pay- to benefit the sponsor, either dir,ýctly or in-
ments for partial deliveries ac(epted by the directly. See also black propaganda; grey
Government under a contract, or partial pay- propaganda; white propaganda.
ments on contract terrnrhation claims.

propaganda - (N A T O, SEATO, CENTO,
prohibited area-(DOD, NATO) A specified IADB) Any information, ideas, doctrines, or

area within the land areas of a state or terri- special appeals disseminated to influence the
torial v aters adjacent thereto over which the opinions, emotions, attitudes, or behavior of
flight of aircraft is prohibited. May also refer any specified group in order to b'enefit the
to land or sea areas to which access is pro- sponsor, either directiy or indirectly. See also
hibited. See also danger area; restricted black propaganda; grey propaganda; white
area. propaganda.

project-(DOD) A planned undertaking of propellant-(DOD, NATO. CENTO, IADB)
something to be accomplished, produced, or That which provides the energy required for
constructed, having a finite beginning and a propelling a projectile. Specifically an explo-
finite ending. sive charge for propelling a bullet, shell, or

the like; also a fuel, either solia or liquid,
projectile-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IA DB) for propelling a rocket or missile.

An object projected by an applied exterior
force and continuing in motion by virtue of propellant-4SEATO) That which provides the
its own inertia, as a bullet, bomb, shell, or energy for propelling something; specifically
grenade. Also applied to rockets and to an explosive powder charge for propelling a
guided missiles. bullet, shell, or the like. also a fuel, either

powder or liquid, for propelling a rocket or
projection-(NATO) In cartography, any sys- th, like.

tematic arrangement of meridians and paral-
lels portraying the curved surface of the property-(DOD) 1. Anything that may be
sphere or spheroid upon a plane. owned. 2. As used in the military establish-

ment, this term is usually confined to tangible
projection print-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An property, including real estate and materiel.

enlarged or reduced photographic print made 3. For special purposes and as used in certain
by projection of the image of a iegative or statutes, this term may exclude such items as
a t-ansparency onto a sensitized surface. the public domain, certain lands, certain cate-

gories of naval vessels, and records of the
project manager-See system manager. Federal Government.
proliferation (nuclear weapons)-(DOD) The proportional navigation--(DOD) A method of

process by which one nation after another homing navigation in which the missile turn
comes into possession of, or into the right to rate is directly proportional io the turn rate
determine the use of nuclear weapons, each in space of the line of sight.
potentially able to launch a nuclear attack
upon another nation. protective clothing-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

For explamaiof symbols. epae vL Clothing especially designed, fabricated, or
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treated to protect pe.rý.onnel against hazards planned and conducted to create in niiti-al
caused by extreme chattgcs in physical en, or friendly toreign groups the emotions, atti-
vironinent, dangerous work~n,.- conditions. r~r tudes, or behavior to support the achievement
Senemy action, of n? tional objectives.

protective mineficId (land mine warfare)- psycl.:logical warfare--(DOD, lADB) The
(DOD, NATO, SEA3TO, CENTO. lADE) A planned use of propaganda and other psycho-
mineifield employed t0 asgist a unit in its logical actions having the primary purpose
local, ciose-in protection. See also minefield of influencing the opinions, emotions, atti-
(land mine warfare). tudes, and behavior of hostile foreign groups

in such a way as to support the achievementtprototype--{l)D, SEATO, lADE?) A model of national objectives. See also psychological
suitable for evaluation of design, perform- warfare consolidation.
"ance, and production potential.

Provider-(DOD, IADB) An assault, twin- psychological warfare-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

engine transport which can operate from TO) The planned use of propaganda andengne ranpot wichcar o erae frm other measures, designed to influence the
short. unprepared landirg strips to transport ot oemeasurs, desi and beain c thtroops and equipment and evacuate wounded., opinions, emotions, attitude, and behavior of
tropsignad equip t ad eenemy, neutral, or friendly groups in support
Designated as C-123. of current policy and aims, or of a military

provisional unit-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, plan.

lAD,?) An a.ssemblage of personnel and
equipment temporarily organized for a lim- psychological warfare consolidation-(DOD,

ited period of time for the accomplishment IADB) Psychological warfare directed to-

of a specific mission. ward populations in friendly rear areas or
in territory occupied by friendly military

proximity fuze--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- forces with the objective of facilitating mili-
TO, IADB) A fuze designed to detonate a tary operatinns and promoting maximum co-
proýjectile. bomb. mine. or charge when acti- operation among the civil populace. See also
vated by an external influence in the close psychological warfare.
vicinity of a target. The variable time fuze
is one type of a proximity fuze. See also fuze. public affairs-(DOD, JADH) Those public in-

formation and community relations activities
prudent limit of endurance-(NATO, SEATO, directed t.ward the general public by the

CENTO, IADB) The time during which an various clements of the Department of De-
aircraft can remain airborne and still retain fense.
a given safety margin of fuel.

public information-(DOD, JADB) Informa-
pseudopursuit navigation-(DOD) A method tion of a military nature, the dissemination

of homing navigation in which the missile is of which through public news media is not
directed toward the instantaneous target po- inconsistent with security, and the release
sition in azimuth, while pursuit navigation of which is considered desirable by or non-
in elevation is delayed until more favorable objectionable to the responsible releasing
angle of attack on the target is achieved, agency.

psychological operations--(DOD, IADB) These pull-up point-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB)
operations include psychological warfare and. The point at which an aircraft must start to
in addition, -ncompass those political, miii- climb from a low level approach in order to
tary, economic, and ideological actious gain sufficient height from which to execute
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the attack or retirement. See albo air control purchase description-m(Di D) A statement out-
team; contact point; forward air controller; linir.g the essential characteristics and fuxc-
turn-in point. tion.. of an item, service, or nateria- required

to meet the minimum needs of the Govern-
pulse duration-(DOD) In radar, measurement ment. It is used when a specification is not

of pulse transmission time in microseconds, available or when specific procurernent speci-
that is, the time tho radar's transmitter is ficotions are not required by the individual
energized during each cycle. Also called pulse Milicary Departments or the Department of
length and pulse width. Defense.

pulsejet--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
jet-propulsion engine, containing neither purchase description-(IADB) A statement
coitpressor nor turbine. Equipped with outtining the essential characteristics and
valves in the front which open and shut, it functions of an item, service, or inaterial
takes in air to create thrust in rapid periodic reqiired to meet the minimum needs of the
bursts rather than continucusly, purchaser.

pulse repetition frequency-(DOD) In ri.dar.
the number of pulses, that occur each second. purchase notice agreements--(DOD) Agree-
Not to be confused with transmission fre- ments concerning the purchase of brand-

quency which is determined by the rate at name items for resale prposes established
"which cycles arm repeated within the trans- by each militar- Service under the control
mitted pulse. of the Military Subsistence Supply Agency.

punch-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning purchasing office--(DOD, IADB) Any installa-
you should very soon be obtaining a contact tion or activity, or any division, office, branch.
on the aircraft that is teing intercepted. section, unit, or other crganizational element
(Only use with "air intercept" intercep- of an installation or activity charged with
tions.) the functions of procuring supplies or serv-

purchase-(DOD, IADB) To procure property ices.

or services for a price: includes obtaining by
barter. See also collaborative purchase; joint purple--(ZDD) In air intercept. a code mean-
Durchase; single department purchase. in- the unit indicated is suspected of carry-

F•u exP~wmUUa of sy•.I•, w P. ing nuclear weapons (io.. "purple VB").
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QH-54'---S.e Drone Antisubmarine Helicopter. quick search procedure-(NATO, SEATO,

quadrant elevation-(DOD) The angle between CENTO, IADB) A method of search done as

the Wevel base of the trajectoey horizontal quickly as possible by searching the entire
a+ind the axis of the 1-are when ,aiet. It is the area on the outbound leg and by using twice

aigebra" -um of the elevaýion, angle of site, as many aircraft as are normally used.

and compienertary angle of site.

Quail--(DOD) An air-launched (ecoy missile quicktras---(DOD) Long term contract airlift

carried int-rr.ally in the B-52 and used to service within continental Un:ixd States for

degrade the effettiveness of er:ermn radar, the movement of cargo in support of the

interieptor aircraft, air defense missiles. etc. logistic system for the military Services (pri-

Designated as ADM-20. marily the Navy and Marine Corps) and

Fer explanaton of ,,•. s. S'_ page Ti. Department of Defense agencies.
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rad-.(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) Unit of radar horizon-(NATO, CENTO) The line at
absorbed dose of radiation. It represents which direct radar rays are tangential to
the absorption of 100 ergs of nuclear (or the earth's surface.
ionizing) radiation per gram of the absorb-
ing material or tissue. radar imagery-(DOD) Imagery produced by

recording radar waves reflected from a given
radar-(DOD, NATO, S E A T 0, CENTO, target surface.

IADB) Radio detection and ranging equip-
ment that determines the distance and usually radar intelligence item-(NATO, CENTO) A
the direction of objects by transmission and feature which is radar sig-ificant but which
return of electromagnetic energy. cannot be identified exactly at the moment

of its appearance as homogenous.
radar advisory-(DOD) The term used to indi-

cate that the provision of advice and infer- radar netting-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
mation is based on radar observation, linking of several radars to a single center

to provide integrated target information.
radar altimetry area-(DOD, NATO) A large

and comparatively level terrain area with a radar netting station-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
defined elevation which can be used in de- A center which can receive data from radar
termining the altitude of airborne equipment tracking stations and exchange this data
by the use of radar. among other radar tracking stations, thus

forming a radar netting system. See also
radar beacon-(DOD) A receiver-transmitter radar netting unit; radar tracking station.

combination which sends out a coded signal
when triggered by the proper type of pulse, radar netting unit-(DOD) Optional electronic
enabling determination of range and bearing equipment which converts the operations
information by the interrogating station or central of certain air defense fire distribution
aircraft, systems to a radar netting station. See also

radar netting station.
radar clutter-(NATO, CENTO) Unwanted

signals, echoes, or images on the face of the radar picket-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
display tube which interfere with observa- Any ship, aircraft. or vehicle, stationed at a
tion of desired signals. distance from the force protected, for the

purpose of increasing the radar detection
radar countermeasures-See electronic coun- range.,

termeasures.
radar picket cap-(DOD) Radar picket combat

radar coverage-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- air patrol.
TO, lADB) The limits within which objects
can be detected by one or more radar stations. radar picket escort ship-(DOD, IADB) These

are escort ships modified to give increased
radar deception-See electrnic deception. combat information center, electronic coun-

termeasures, and electronic search facilities.
radai fire-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Designated as DER.

Gunfire aimed ot a target which is tracked by
radar. See also fire. radar reconnaissance-(DOD) Reconnaissance

Foer ,ebxatu of symb. we p, vi. by means of radar to obtain information on
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ey tivty 2nnd to doiprnine the nature often used in the sense of the exposure dose
of terrain, expressed in roentgens, which is a measure

of the total amount of ionization that the
radarscope overlays-(NATO, CENTO) Trans- quantity of radiation could produce in air.

parent overlays for placing on the radar- This should be distinguished from the ab-
scope for comparison and identification of sorbed dose, also given in rads, which repre-
radar returns. sents the energy absorbed from the radiation

per gram of specified body tissue. Further,
radarscope photography-(NATO, CENTO) A the biological dose, in rems, is a measure of

film record of the returns .,hown by a radar the biologicai effectiveness of the radiation
screen. exposurz.

radar signal film-(DOD) The film on which is radiation dose-(iADPB) The total amount of
recorded all the reflected signals acquired by ionizing radiation absorbed by material or
a coherent radar, and which must be viewed tissue.
or processed through an optical correlator to
permit interpretati.n. radiation dose (dosage)--See radiation dose.

radar silence--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) radiation dose rate-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
An imposed discipline prohibiting the trans- lADB) The radiation dose (dosage) absorbed
imission by radar of electromagnetic signals per unit of time. (DOD) A radiation dose rate
on some or all frequencies, can be set at some particular unit of time

(e.g., H + 1 hour) and would be called H + 1
radar tracking station-(DOD) A radar facil- radiation dosc rate.

iy which has the capability of tracking
moving targets. radiation intensity-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

lADB) The radiation dose rate at a given
radiae-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, time and place. It may be used coupled with

lADB) A term devised to desig-.nate various a figure tc denote the radiation intensity used
types of radiological mc-asuring instruments at a given number of hours after a nuclear
or equipment. (This term s derived from the burst. e g., R13 is the radiation inter.-ity 3
words "radioactivity detection, indication, hours after the time of burst.
and computation", and is normally used as an
adjective.) radiation scattering--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) The diversion of radiation (thermal,
radiae dosimeter--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, electromagnetic, or nuclear,, from its orig-

IADB) An instrument used to measure the inal path as P result of interaotions or
ionizing radiation absorbed by that instru- collisions with atoms, molecules, or larger
ment. particles in the atmosphere or other weedia

between the source o9 radiation (e.g., a nu-
radial-.(DOD) A magnetic bearing extending clear explosicn) and a point at some distance

from a very high frequency omnirange/ away. As a result of scattering, radiation
tactical air navigation station. (especially gamma rays and neutrons) will

be received at such a point fr.m many direc-
radiant expesure--See thermal exposure_ tions instead of only from the direction of the

source.
radiation dose--(lOD, NATO, CENTO) The

total amount of ionizing radiation aLsorbed radiation sickness--(NATO, CENTO) An ill-
by material or tissues, commonly expretsed ness resulting from excessive exposure to
in rads. (DOD) The term radiation dose is ionizing radiation. The earliest symptoms are
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Sp nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, which may radio dizection finding.-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
^ f^l.ow.d by !.ss of ha.ir, hem..rhage, in- T'1, rCNTr, IADR) Radin l1.mtinn in which

flammation of the mouth and throac. and only the direction of a station is determined
general loss of energy. by means of its emissions.

radiation situation map-(NATO, CENTO, radio direction finding data base--(DOD) The
IADB) A map showing the actual and/or aggregate of information, acquired by both
predicted radiation situation in the area of airborne and surface means, necessary to
interest, provide support to radio direction finding

operations to produce fi es on target trans-radioactivity-(DOD) The spontaneous emis- mitters 'emitters. The resultant bearings and
sion of radiation, generally alpha or beta fixes serve as a basis for tactical decisions
particles, often accompanied by gamma rays, concerning military operations, including
from the nuclei of an unstable isotope. exercises, planned or underway.

radioactivity concentration guide-(DOD, radio fix-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1.
NATO, CENTO) The amount of any specified The location of a friendly or enemy radio
radioisotope that is acceptable in air and transmitter, determined by finding the direc-
water for continuous consumption. tion of the radio transmitter from two or

more listening stations. 2. The location of abining of wire eircuits with radio facilitiesT ship or aircraft by determining the direction
of radio signals coming to the ship or aircraft

radio approach aids-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, from two or more sending stations, the loca-
CENTO, IADB) Equipment making use of tions of which are known.
radio to determine the position of an aircraft
with considerable accuracy from the time it radio guard-(DOD, IAYB) A ship, aircraft,
is in the vicinity of an airfield or carrier until or radio station designated to listen for and

re record transmissions, and to handle traffic onbe carried out.i a designated frequency for a certain unit or
units.

radio beacon-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
lADB) A radio transmitter which emits a radiological defense-(DOD, NATO, CENTO.
distinctiv.'e or characteristic si!gnal used for IADB) Defensive measures taken against the
the determination of bearings, courses, or radiation hazard resulting from the employ-
location. See also beacon. ment of nuclear and radiological weapons.

radio countermeasures--See electronic count- radiological monitoring-See monitoring.
ermeasures.

radio deception-(DOD, IADB) The employ- radiological operations-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
ment of radio to deceive the enemy. Radio TO, IADB) Employment of radioactive ma-
deception includes sending false dispatches, terials or radiation producing devices to

cause casualties or restrict the use of terrain.
ualsingn detcptive headgs, emplor ig denem. Includes the intentional employment of fall-
catl signs, etc. See also electr-inic deception. oufrmncerwansout from nuclear weapons.

radio detection-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
TO, lADB) The detection of the presence of radiological survey--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
an object by radio location without precise IADB) The directed effort to determine the
determination of its position. distribution and dose rates of radiation in an

For ex"pm of "=Iola. w •yL area.
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radiological survey flight altitude--(DOD, aircraft, or vehicle can travel away from its
lADH) The altitude at which an aircraft is base along a given course with normal combat
flown during an aerial radiological surv ý. load and return without refueling, allowing

radio navigation-(NA TO, SI TO, CENTO, for all safety and operating factors.

1ADB) Radio location intended for the de- radius of damage--(DOD) The distance fron,Stermination of pos~in or direction or for ground zero at which there is a 0.50 prob-
obstruction warning in navigation. ability of achie ing the desired damage.

radio range finding---'DOD, NATO, SEATO, radius of integration--(DOD) The distance
CENTO, IADB) Radio location iu v hich the from ground zero which indicates the area
distance of an object is determined by means within which the effects of both the nuclear
of its radio emissions, whether indepreident, detonation and conventional weapons are to
reflected, or retransmitted on the same or be integrated.
other wave length.

radius of safety-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
radio range station-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, IADB) The horizontal distance from ground

CENTO, IADB) A radio navigation land zero beyond which the weapon effects on
station in the aeronautical radio navigation friendly troops are acceptable.
service providing radio equi-signal zones. In
certain instances a radio range station may raid-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
be placed on board a ship. An operation, usually small scale, involving

a swift penetration of hostile territory to
radio recognition-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, secure information, confuse the enemy, or to

CENTO, IADB) The determination by radio destroy his installations. It ends with a
means of the friendly cr enemy character, planned withdrawal upon completion of the
or the individaality, of another. assigned mission.

radio recognition and identifiLation-See Iden- rail capacity-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
tification Friend or Foc. maximum number of trains which can be

planned to move in both directions over a
radio silence-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, specified section of track in a 24-hour period.

lADB) A period during which all or certain
radio equipment capable of radiation is kept railway end-loading ramp-(DOD, NATO,
inoperative. (In combined or United States CENTO) A sloping platform situated at the
joint or intra-Service communications the end of a track and xising to the level of the
frequency bands and/or types of equipment fl-or of the rail cars ýwagons).
affected will be specified.)

rainfall (nuclear)-(DOD) The water that is
radio sonobuoy-See sonobuoy. precipatated from the base surge clouds after

radio telegraphy-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, an underwater burst of a nuclear weapon.
CENTO) The transmission of telegraphic This rain is radioactive and presents an im-codes by means of radio n portant secondary effect of such a burst.

radio telephony-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, rainout--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) Radio-

IADB) The transmission of speech by means active material in the atmosphere brought

of modulated radio waves. down by precipitation.

radius of action-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- ramjet-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A jet-
TO, lADB) The maximum distance a ship, propulsion engine containing neither com-
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pressor nor turbine which depends for with its rated payload over hard surfa'ies
i operation vii Cie air compresion ac- using Lhe ruel il ltile taliI'.
complished by the forward motion of the
engine. See also pulsejet. ranging-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) The

process of establishing target distance. Types
random minelaying-See scattered laying of ranging include echo, intermittent,

(land mine warfare), manual, navigational, explosive echo, optical,
radar, etc. See also spot.

range-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, JADB) 1. The
distance between any given point and an ob- rate of fire--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

ject or target. 2. Extent or distance limiting IADB) The number of rounds fired per
the operation or action of something, such as weapon per minute.
the range of an aircraft, ship, or gun. 3. The
distance which can be covered over a hard rate of march-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

surface by a ground vehicie, with its rated The average number of miles or kilometers to

payload, using thz feel in its tank and in earls be travelled in a given period of time, in-
normally carried as part of the ground vehicle cludi=-g all ordered halts. It is expressed in
equipment. 4. Area equipped for practice in miles or kilometers in the hour.

"shooting at targets. In this meaning, also ration dense-(DOD, lADR) Foods which,*• ~~~called target rnge,.aindne-DDID)Foswih
through processing, have been reduced in

range marker-(iNATO, CENTO) A single volume and quantity to a small compact

calibration blip fed on to the time base of a package without appreciable loss of food

radial display. The rotation of the time base value, quality, or acceptance, with a high

slhcws the single blips as a circle on the plan yield ..n relation to space occupied, such as

position iniicator scope. It may be is,• to dehydratos and concentrates.

Smeasure range. ratio print-(DOD) A print the scale of which

rre O D w ihas been changed fron- that of the negativeS~range markers--(DIOD, 1ADB) Two upright
Smarktrs which may be. lighted •t night, by photographic enlargement or reduction.

Splaced so that when aligned, the direction ratline-(DOD) An organized effort for moving
indicated assists in piloting., They may be personnel and/or material by clandestine
used in amphibious operations to aid in means across a denied area or border.
beaching landing ships or craft.

RB-47--See Stratojet.
range resolution-(N4TO, CENTO) The abil-

ity of the radar equipment tn separate two RB-57-See Canberra.
reflecting objects on a similar bearing, but RB-66--See Destroyer.
at different ran..es from the antenna. The
ability is determined primarily by the pulse reaction time-(DOD, IADB) 1, The elapsed
length in use. time between the initiation of an action and

the required response, 2. The time required
range spread--(DOD) The technique ubd tu between the receipt of an order directing an

place the mean point of impact of two or manre operation and the arri-al of the initial ele-
units 100 meters apart on the gun-target line. ment of the force concerned in the designated

area
range (transport vehicles)-(SEATO) The

distance which can be covered by a vehicle readiness condition-See operational readi-

For eXpiAMnUm of Vmbob. "V pa" Vi. ne
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i realy--(DOD) The ter-i .use' t d h rear ehelen 1Ii- .ransp.,v$(flOD, NATO.

a weapon(sl is aimed, loaded, and prepared SEATO, CENTO, IADY) Elements of a force
to fire. which are not requ.ired in the objective area.

ready cap-(DOD) Fighter aircraft in con- rear guard-(DOD) Security detachment that
dition of "standby", protects the rear of a column from hostile

ready position (helicopter)-ý'NATO, CENTO, forces. During a withdrawal, it delays the

rady Apo esigin atedr)lacewherNeT a stick enemy by armed resistance, destroyingl ADB) A designated place where asik bridges and blocking roads.
waits for the order to emplane in a helicopter,

reallocation of resources-(NATO, CENTO) rear guard-(NATO, CEvTO) The rearmost
The provision of logistic resources by the elements of an advancing or withdrawing
military forces of one nation from those force. It has the following functinms: a. to
deemed "made available" under the terms in- protect the rear of a column from hostile
corporated in appropriate (NATO) (CEN- forces; b. during the wVthdrawai, to delay the
TO) documents, to the military forces of enemy; and c. during the advance, to keep
another nation or nations as directed by the supply routes open.
appropriate military authority. See also inte-
grated logistic quoport; logistic assistance; rearming-(DOD, ZADB) 1. An operation that
mutual aid. replenishes the prescribed stores of ammuni-

tion, bombs, and other armament items for an
real property-(DOD) Lands, buildings. struc- aln raft, naval ship, tank, or armored vehit-le,

tures, utilities systems, improvements and including replacement of defective ordnar. :e
appurtenances thereto. Includes equipment equipment, in order to make it ready for corn-
attached to and made part of buildings and bat service. 91 Resetting the fuze on a bomb,
smructures (such as heating systems) but not or on an artijlery, mortc r, or rocket projectile,
movable equipment (such as plant equip- so that it m ill detonate at the desired time.
merit).reant) 

receipt into the supply system--(DOD, IADB)
real tim er-(L iD) The absence of delay, except That point in time when the first item or first

for the time required for the transmission by quantity of the item of the contract has been
electromagnetic energy, between the occur- received at or is en route to point of first
rence of an event or the transmiesion of dat, relived ater ispen and tocptance.ist

and the knowledge of the event, or receition delivery after inspection and acceptance. See

of the data at some other location. See a also procurement lead time.

near real time; reporting time interval. reception--(DOD) 1. All ground arrangements

rear area-(DOD, IADR) The area in the rear connected with the delivery and disposition
of the combat and forrwfrd areas. See also of air or sea drops. Includes selection and
Army service area; communications zone. preparation of site, signals for warning and

approach, facilitation of secure departure of
rear area securty -(DOD, NATO, CENTO, agents, speedy collection of delivered articles,

IA1PH) The meas$ures taken prior to, during, and their prompt removal to storage places
and/or after an enemy airborne attack, sabo- having maximum security. When a group is

tage action, infiltration, guerrilla action, and/ involved, it may be called a reception commit-
or initiation of psychological or propaganda tee. 2. Arrangements to welcome and provide
warfare to minimize the effects thereof. See secure quarters or transportation for de-
also area damage control; damage control; fectors, escapees, evaders, or incoming
disaster control. agents.
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reciproczi jarisaiction-(DOD) The exercise Of H-•if .... - ti- enemmy, p-....... € -v.......h"
court-martial jurisdiction by one armed force his knowjedge. See also combat air patrol;
over personnej of another armed force. pur" cuiu'uu ..... .. patg round);
suant to specific authorization by the Pre:- patrol; patrol.
dent or by the Secretary of Defense.

reconnaissance photography-(DOD) Photog-
reclama-(DOD, IADB) A request to duly con- raphy taken primarily for purposes other

stituted authority to reconsider its decision than making maps. charts, or mosaics. It is
or its proposed action. used to obtain information on the results of

bombing, or on enemy movements, concen-
recognition-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) trations, activities, and forces.

Th• determination by any means of the
friendly or enemy character or of the in- reconstitution site-(DOD) A location selected
dividuality of another, or of objects such as by the surviving command authority as the
aircraft, ships, or tanks, or of phenomena site at which a damage or destroyed head-
such as communications-electronics patterns. quarters can be reformed from survivors of

the attack and/or personnel from other
recognition-(SEATO) The determination by sources, predesignaýed as replacements.

any means of the friendly or enemy character
or of the individuality of another, record as target--(DOD) The order used to

denote that the target is to be recorded for
recognition signal-(DOD, IADB) Any pre- future engagement or reference.

arrznged signal by which individuals or units
may identify each other, recovery airfield-(DOD, lADB) Any airfield,

l rmilitary or civil, at which aircraft mightrecoilless rifle (heavy)--(DOD, IADB) A land post H-hour. It is not expected that
weapon capable of being fired from either a combat missions would be conducted from a

ground mount or from a vehicle, and capable recovery airfield. See also airfield.
of destroying tanks.

reconnaissance-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, recovery and reconstitution--¢DOD, lADB)
Those actions taken by one nation prior to,visual observation or other detection methods, during, and following an attack by an enemy

visfobervation abot other dctioiti and m et , nation to minimize the effects of the attack,
information about the activities and re- rhbltt h ainleooy rvd
sources of an enemy or potential enemy; or rehabilitate the national economy, provide
to secure data concerning the meteorological, for the welfare of the populace, and maximize

hydrographic, or geographic characteristics

of a particular area. supporting activities.

reconnaissance by fire-(DOD, NATO, SEA- r-etification-DOD, NATO, CENTO) In pho-

TO, CENTO, IADB) A method of reconnais- togrammetry, the proces- of projecting a

sance in which fire is placed on a suspected tilted or oblique photograph onto a horizontal

enemy position to cause the enemy to disclose reference plane.

his oresence by movement or return of fire. recuperation--(DOD) Not to be used. See re-

reconnaissance patrol-See patrol. covery and reconstitution.

reconnaissance patrol (ground)-( N A T O, recurring demand-(DOD, lADB) A request
SEATO, CENTO) A small patrol used to gain made periodically or anticipated to be repeti-[.,For •rp amo .o sy-e. w g tive by an authorized requisitioner for ma-
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tti iel for cons'tn~pt 'pa Or u-Se Or for stock reduction (photographic)-(DOD) The produc-
replekfi-.hment tion of a negative, diapositive, or print at it

redeploiNment-(DOI), IADB1) The transfer of sclsmlertathoign.
a nt, ain indi\ idual, or supplies deploy ed in reefer-D ,IDB1.Arfgeao.2A

'ion within the area, or' to the zone oi interior craft, or other conveyance, so constructed
for the purpose of furthei emplovinent, and insulated as to protect commodities from

redeployment airfield-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, either heat or cold.

CE.NTO, IA Dl) An airfield not occupied in reentry vehicle-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
it.- entirety in peavetime. but available imme- TO, IADB) That part of a space vehicle de-
diately upon outbreak- of war for use and signed to reenter the earth's atmosphere in
eccupation by units; redeployed from their the terminal portion of its trajectory. See
neacetime locations. It mus--t have substan- also maneuverable reentry vehicle; multiple
t ially the same standard of operational facil i- independently targetable reentry vehicle;
ties as a main airficid. See also airfield; multiple reentry vehicle.
alternative airfield; departure ai.rfield; main
airfield. reference box-See iniortuation box.

redesignated si~e-(DOD) A -urviving facility reference datum-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
that may b~e redesignated i s the command IADB) As used in the loading of aircraft,Icenter to cai rv on the functions of an inca- an Imaginary vertical plane at or near the
pacitated alternate headquarters and or fa- nose of the aircrAft from which all horizontal
cility. distances are measured for balance purposes.

Diagrams of each aircraft show this refer-
IF.edeye.-(DOD, IADB) A man-transportable ence datum as balance itation zero.

guided missile. fired from the shoulder, de-
signed to provide -ombat troops with the refer-nee line--(DOD) sk convenient and read-
capability of dlestroying lowv-fiying aircraft,~ ily -identifiable line used by the observer or
Designated as XFIM-43A. spotter as the line to which spots will be

related. One of three types of spotting lines.
redistribution-(DOD, JADB) The act of eff'_ct- See also spotring line.

ing transfer in control. utilization, or 'oca-
ti'-' of matc'ial be¶.'%een units or activities reference point-,'DOD) A prominent. easily
*,itiiin or among the military Services or located point in tne terrain
between the military Services 'i~d other Fed- reflected shoe'. wave-(DOD) When a shock
eral azencieis. (.Note: IADB definition uses
the wvords -governimental agencies" instead. wave traveling ini a mnedium strikes the inter-

of "ederi aenci".)face between this medium and a denser
of Fedraiagecie".)medium, :)art of the energyv of the shock wave

Redstone-(DOD, IADB) A mobile, liquid-pro- itiduces - shock wave in the denser medium
pelian4. surface-to-surface guided missile. znd the remainder of the energy results in
wviih a nuclear warhsead capability, designed tUe form-tion of a reflected shock wave which
to support the field army by attacking target-s tfavels back through the less dense medium.

up to a ramge -f 175 nautical miles Desig- See also shork wave.
ntdas PGM-1l. reflex force-(DOD) (Pertaining to Air Force

reduced charge-(DOD) The smaller of the units.) That part of the alert force main-
two Dropelling charges available for naval tained overseas or at zone of interior forward
gruns. bases by- schs-duled rotations.
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refugee-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, registration point-(DOD) Terrain feature orUA ADR ') A civilian who by reason of real or other designated point on which fire is ad-
imagined dwager has left hi~s home to seek justed for the purpose of obtaining correc-
safety elsewheýre. See also dispk:.L_, person; tions to firing data.
evacuee; expellee.

regrade-(DOd. IADB) To determine that cer-
regimental landing teain-(DOD, IADB) A tain classified information requires, in the

task organization for landing, comprised of interests of national defense, a higher or a
an infantry regiment reinforced by those elt- lower degree of protection against unauthor-
ments which are required for initiation of its ized d~sdlosure than currently providud, cou--
combht function ashore. plcd. wi'h a chaniging of the classification des-

ignation to reflect such hiigher or lower
regional boundaries-(SEATO, IADB) Lines degree.

which delineate geographical areas of the
world for broad planning purposes. regroup airfield-(DOD, lAD!?) Any airfield,

military or civil, at which post H-hour reas-
register-(NA TO) In cartography, tne fit of ,embling of aircraft is planned for the ex-

Lhe components of a map, together or one press purpose of rearming, recocking, and
vith another, at each stage of production. resurmrion of armed alert, overseas deploy-

mient, or conducting further comibat missions.
registered m~atter-(NATO, SEA TO, CENTO, See also airfield.I lADBI) Any classified matter registered, usu-

ally by number and accounted for per.-cdi- reguiated item-(DOD,.NATO, SEATO, CLN*
cally. TO, JADB) Any- item over which proper

regiterd phliatin-(NTOSEAO, EN- authority exercises close supervision of dis-
regiterd phlkaion(NAOSETOCEN tribution to individual units or commands

TO, 1A PB) A classified p~iblication bearing because the itemi is s-carce, costly, or of a
a iegistei' number, as wvell as a long and short hig-hly technical or hazardous nature. See
tifli. ?--id for which pEriodic accounting is also critical item; critical supplies and ma-
re-4uired. terials.

register glass-(NATO, CENTO) In photogra- revulating station-(DOD, IADB) A command
phy, a glass plate at the focal p'-te. against agency established to control all movements
which the film is pressed during ._xposure. of personnel and supplies into or out of a

register marks-(.(NATO) In cartography, des- giear.
ignated marks, such as small crosses, circles, regulatory signs-('NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
or other patterns applied to original COpY IADB I Signs used by c-ompetent authority to

*prior to reproduction to facilitate registra- regulate and control traffic. (Note: SEATO
*tion of plates and to indicate the relative and IAI)B tern- is. "regulatory signs (road

positions of successive impressions. transport)-.)

registration-(DOD) The adjustmIlent of fire to Regulus-(DOD, IADO) A surface-to-surface,
determine firir -data corrections. jet-powered guie nisie tiseupd

wvith nuclear warhenel. and launched from
registration fire-(.'OD, NATO, CENTO, surfaced submarine, or cruiser. Designated

1.4DB) Fire delivered to obtain accurate data as RG31-6 15.
ffor- subsequent effective engagement of tar-
gets. See also tire. rehabilitation--(DOD. NATO, SEA TO, CEN.-

For ~in~~on ~ .TO, J.4DP) 1. The processir-g usuailh in a
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relatively quiet area, of units or individuals release altitude-(DOD, IADB) Altitude of an

recently, withdrawn from combat or arduous aircraft above t.e gvuu,-ul at "'Lla tn•-n, of
duty,, during which units recondition equip- release of bombs, rockets, missiles, tow tar-
ment and are rested, furnished special recrea- gets, etc.
tion facilities, filled up with replacements,
issued replacement supplies and equipment. release point-(NATO, CENTO) 1. In road
given training, and generall:y made ready for movements, a well-defined point on a route
employment in future operations. 2. The ac- at which the elements composing a column
tion taken to prepare immobilized irdividuals, return under the authority of their respective
such as military prisoners and hospital pa- commanders, each one of these elements con-
timts, for their return to military duty or tinuing its movement towards its ow'i appro-S*,seful civilian employ-:knt. 3. The action per- priate destination. 2. In air transport, a point
"formed in restoring an installation to au- on the ground directly above which the first
thor~zed design standards. paratroop or cargo item is air dropped. See

also computed air release point.
reinforze-(SEATO, IADB) To strengthen by

the addition of personnel or military equip- release point kriad)-(DOD) A well defined
ment. point on a route at which the elements com-

posing a column return under the authority
reinforcing-(DOD) A tactical mission in which of their respective commanders, each one of

one artillery unit augments the fires of an- these elements continuing its movement to-
other artillery unit. wards its own appropriate destination.

relateral tell-(DOD) The relay of information releasing commander (nuclear weapons)-
between facilities through the use of a third (DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO) A com-
f"tcility. This type of telling is appropriate mander who has been delegated authority to
between automated facilities in a degraded approve the use of nuclear weapons within
communications environment. See also track prescribed limits. See also commander(s);
telling, executing commander (nuclear weapons).

relative aperture--(NATO, CENTO) The ratio releasing officer-(DOD, IADB) A properly
of the equivalent focal length to the diameter designated individual who may authorize the
of the entrance pupil of photographic lens sending of a message for and in the name
expressed f: 4.5, etc. Also called f-number; of the crig~nator. See also originator.
stop; aperture stop: or diaphragm stop.

reliability diagram--(NATO) In caitograp;.y, a
relative biological effectiveness-(DOD, NATO, diagram showing the dates and quality of the

CENTO) The ratio of the number of rads of source material from which a map or enart
gamma (or X) radiation of a certain energy has been compiled. See also information bex.
which will produce a specified biological ef-
fect to the number of rads of another radia- reliability of source (intelligence)--See evalu-
tion required to produce the same effect is ation (intelligence).
the relative biological effectiveness of the
latter radiation. relief--(NA TO, IADB) Inequalities of elevation

and the configuration of land feature. on the
relative target altitude-(DOD) The difference surface of the ea•-th which may be repre

between target Fltitude and interceptor alti- sented on maps or charts by contours, hypso-
tude. metric tints, shading or spot elevations.
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riejitpac-0"jtAATO Cozvti, A 01~ we 34lt f lee V pply plub Lit leic for
operation it, w'hich, by direction of higher order and shipping time equals the reorder
auLhoriLy, all or part oZ a unit is replaced point. See also ievel of wipply.
in an area by the incoming unit. The respon-
sibilities of the replaced elements for the repair cycle aircraft-(DOD) Aircraft in the
mission and the assigned zone of operaticns active inventory that are in or awaiting
are transferred to the incoming unit. The depot maintenance, including those in tran-
i.com ing unit .ontinues the operation as or- sit to ir from depot maintenance.

repatriate-(DOP) A person who returns to

relief in place--(,EATO, IADB) A combat his country or c'tizenahip, having left his
operation in which, by direction of higher native country, either against his will or asq

authority, all or part of a unit is replaced in one of a group who left for reason of politics,
a combat area by the incoming unit, The religion, or other pertinent reasons.
responsibilities of the replaced elements for
the combat mission and the assigned zone repeat-(DOD) An order or request to fire

of operations are transferred to the incoming again the same number of roonds with the

unit. The incoming unit continues the opera- same method of fire.
tion as ordered. The replaced elements are replacement demand-rDOD, IADB) A de-withdrawn prior to the resumption of opera- mand repre~entng replacement of items con-

sumed or worn out.

remaining forces--(DOD) The total sr'ivivng replacement factor-(DOD, NATO, CETO,
U~nited States forces at any given .sage of lAfB) The estimaled percentage of equip-
combat operations. ment or repair parts in use that will require

rem (roentgen equivalent mammal)-(DOD) replacement during a given ieriod due to

One rem is the quantity of ionizing radiation wearing out beyond repair. enemy action,

of any type which, when absorbed by rnan abandonment, pilferage, and other causes ex-

or other mammal, produces a physiological cept catastrophes.

effect equivalent to that produced by the ab- reply--(DOD, NATO, SEATO. CENTO. IADB)
sorption of 1 roentgen of X-ray or .Ramma An answer to a challenge. See also challenge;
Sradiation, countersign; password.

rendezvous area-(DOD, IAL'B) in an amphib- r, rted urit-(DOD) A unit designation
ious operation, th:3 area in which the landing ,;hich has been mentioned in an agent report,
craft and amphibious vehicles rendezvous to captured document, or interrogation report.
form waves after being loaded, and prior to but available information is insufficient to
movement to the line of departure. include the unit in accepted order of battle

holdings.
reorder cycle-(_OD, IADB) The interval be-

tween successive reorder (procurement) ac- reporting post-(DOD, IADB) An element of
ions. the control and reporting system used to

extend the radar coverage of the control and
reorder point--(DOD) 1. That point at which reporting center. It does not undertake the

time a stock replenishment reauisition would control of aircraft.
be submitted to maintain the predetermined
or cale•lated stockage objective. 2. The sum reporting time interval-(DOD) 1. in surveil-S, . -lance, the time interval between the detection
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of an event and the receipt of a report by the requisitioning objective--(DOD, IADB) The
user. . I•_it,, "'b "',e fr +.a .•- m _irnm plantities of materiel to be main-
mission of data or a report from the origi- tained on hand and on order to sustain cur-
nating terminal to the end receiver. See also rent operations. It will consist of the sum of
near real time. stocks represented by the operating level,

safety level, and the order and -hipping time
report line-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) The or procurement lead time, as appropriate.

line utilized for control and coordination of See also level of supply.
military operations, usually a terrain feature
extending across the zone of action., See also rescue combat air patrol-(DOD) Combat pa-
phase line. trols which cover search and rescue opera-

tions. See also combat air patrol.
representative fraction-(DOD, NATO) The

scale of a map, chart, or photograph ex- rescue coordination center--See search and
pressed as a fraction or ratio. See also scale. rescue coordination center.

required military force-(NATO, SEATO, research-(DOD, JADB) All effort directed to-
CENTO, IADB) The armed forces necessary ward increased knowledge of natural phe-
to carry out a military mission over a speci- nomena and environment and toward the
fled period af time. solution of problems in all fields of science.

This includes basic and applied research.
required supply rate (ammunition)-(DOD,

NATO,SEATO, CENTO, 1ADB) The amount reserve-(DOD) 1. Portion of a body of troops
of ammunition expressed in terms of rounds which is kept to the rear, or withheld from
per weapon per day for ammunition items action at the beginning of an engagement,
fired by weapons, and in terms of other units available for a decisive movement. 2. Mem-
of measure per day for bulk allotment and bers of the military Services who are not
other items, estimated to be reciuire. to sus- in active service but who are subject to call
tain operations of any designated force with- to active duty. 3. Portion of an appropriation
out restriction for a specified period. (DOD, or contract authofization held or set aside
IADB) Tactical commanders use this rate to for future operations or contingencies and
state their requirements for ammunition to in respect to which administrative authoriza-
support plannei tactical operations at speci- tion to incur commitments or obligations has
fled intervals. The required supply rate is been withheld. See also general reserve; op-
submitted through command channels. It is erational reserve; reserve supplies.
consolidated at each echelon and is consid-
ered by each commander in subsequently de- reserve aircraft--(DOD, IADB) Those aircraft
termining the available supply rate within which have been accumulated in excess of
his command. immediate needs for active aircraft and are

retaineo in the inventory against possible
requirements--See military requirement future needs. See also aircraft.

requisition-(DOD, 1ADB) 1. An authoritative Reserve components-(DOD) Rcserve compo-
demand or request especially for personnel, nents of the Armed Forces of the United
supplies, or services authorized but not made States are: a. the Army National Guard of
available without specific request; to make the United States; b. the Army Reserve; c.
such a demand or request. 2. To demand or the Naval Reserve; d. the Marine Corps Re-
require services from an invaded or con- serve; e. the Air National Guard of the
quered nation. United States, f. the Air Force Reserve;
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g. the Coast Guard Reserve. In each reserve suits from a nuclear explosion and persists
component there are three reserve categories, longer than une mninte a;r burst. S.... -!so
namely: a Ready Reserve, a Standby Reserve, contamination: induced radiiation; initial
and a Retired Reserve. Each reservist shall radiation.
be placed in one of these categories. (10
United States Code 261 and 267.) residual radiation--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) Nuclear radiation caused by fallout,
reserved demolition target-(DOD, NATO, radioactive material dispersed artificially, or

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A target for demo- irradiation as a result of a nuclear explosion.
lition, the destruction of which must be con- See also contamination; induced radiation.
trolled at a specific level of command because
it plays a vital part in the tactical or stra- resistance movement-I(DOD)An organized ef-
tegical plan, or because of the importance of fort by some portion of the civil population
the structure itself, or because the demolition of a courtry to resist the legally established
may be executed in the fice of the enemy. See government or an occupying power and to
also demolition target, disrupt civil order and stability,

reserved route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A resolution--(NATO, CENTO) The measure of
route the use of which is: a. allocated exclu- the ability of a lens, a photographic material
sively to a particular authority or formation; or a photographic system to distinguish de-
or b. intended to meet a particular require- tail under certain specific conditions. The
ment. See also route. measure of this ability is normally expressed

in lines per millimeter or angular resolution.
reserve supplies-(DOD, IADB) Supplies ac-

cumulated in excess of immediate needs for responsibility--(DOD, IADB) 1. The obligation
the purpose of insuring continuity of an ade- to carry forward an assigned task to a suc-
quate supply. Also called reserves. See also cessful conclusion. With responsibility goes

battle reserves; beach reserves; contingency authority to direct and take t1l- necessary
retention stock; economic retention stock; action to insure success. 2. The obtigation of
individual reserves; initial reserves; unit an individual for the proper custody, care,
reserves& and safekeeping of property or funds en-

trusted to his possession or under his super-
residual contamination-(DOD, NATO, CEN- vision. See also accountability.

TO, IADB) Contamination which remains
after steps havc been taken to remove it. responsor-(DOD, lADB) An electronic device
These steps may consist of nothing more used to receive an electronic chalienge and
than allowing the contaninatf,n to decay to display a reply thereto.
normally.

rest and recuperation-(DOD) The withdrawal
residual forces-(DOD) Unexpended portions of individuals from combat or duty in a

of the remaining United States forces which combat area for sho.-t periods of rest and
have an immediate combat potential for con- recuperation., This is cu-nmonly referred to
tinued military operations, and which have as R&P.? See also rehabilitation.
been deliberately withheld from utilization.

restitution-(NATO, CENTO) The process of
residual radiatio.--(DOD) Nuclesir radiation determining the true planimetric position of

caused by fallout, radioactive material dis- objects whose images appear on photographs.
persed artificially, or irradiation which re-

For oerplaattan of ,miel,. we Pt YL restitution factor-See correlation factor.
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restraint factor-(NATO, CENTn) A factcr special nuclear material in the production of
normally expressed in multiples of the force energy, but shall not include data declassified
of gravity wh.ch determines the required or removed from the restricted data category
strength of lashings and tiedown, to secure pursuent to Section 142 of the Atomic Energy,
a particular load. Act. (Section 11w, Atomic Energy Act of

!954, as amended.) See also formerly re-
restraint of Ioads-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) stricted data.

The process of binding, lashing, and wedging
items into one unit onto or into its tram restrictive fire plan-(DOD) A safety measure
porter in a manner that will insure immo- fcr friendly aircraft which establiziies air-
bility during transit. space that is reasonably safe from frienrily

surface delivered nonnuclear fires.

restricted air cargo-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-

TO, IADB) Cargo which is not highly dan- resume-(DOD) In air intercept usage, resume
gerous under normal conditions, but which last patrol ordered.
possesses certain qualities which require ex-
tra precautions in packing and handling. resupply-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

Resupply is the act of replenishing stocks in
restricted area-(DOD, IADB) 1. An area order to maintain required levels of supply.

(land, sea, or air) in which there are special
restrictive measures employed to prevent or resupply of Europe--4NATO) The shipping of

minimize interference between friendly supplies to Europe during the period from
forces. 2. An area under military jurisdiction the outb-eak of war until the end of such a

in which special security measures are em- requirement. These supplies to exclude any

ployed to prevent unauthorized entry. See material already located upon land in Europe,
also air surface zones; controlled Ifring but to include other supplies irrespective of
area; restricted areas (air). their origin or location. See also elements of

resupply.

restricted area--(NATO) An air space of de- retard-(DOD) A request from a spotter to
fined dimensions above the land areas or ter- indicate that he desires the illuminating pro-
ritorial waters of the state within which the jectile burst later id relation to the subse-
flight of aircraft is restricted in accordance ouent bursts of high explosive projectiles.
with certain specified conditions. May also
refer to land or sea areas to which access is retrofit action--(DOD) Action taken to modify
restricted. See also danger area; prohibited inservice e luipment.
area.

retrograde movement-(DOD, IADB) Any
restricted areas (air)-(DOD, IADB) Desig- movement of a command to the rear, or away

nated areas established by appropriate au- from the enemy. It may be forced by the
thority over which flight of aircraft ir re- enemy or may be made voluntarily. Such
stricted. They are shown on aerona itical movements may be classified as withdrawal,
charts and published in notices to airmen, retirement, or delaying action.
and publications of aids to air navigation.
See also restricted area. return load-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)

Personnel and/or cargo to be transported by
restricted data-(DOD) All data (information) a returning carrier.

concerning: a. design, manufacture, or utili-
zation of atomic weapons; b. the production return to base-(DOD) Proceed to the point
of special nuclear material; or c. the use of indicated by the displayed information. This
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point is being used to return the aircraft to riverine area.-(DOD) An inland or coasLal area
a place at which the aircraft can land. Corn- comprising b'oth land' and r. h .... e
mand heading, speed and altitude may be ized by limited land lines of communication,
used, if desired. W4L extcl ve water SuLc .and..........

waterways that provide natural routes for
reverse slope--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) Any surface transportation and communications.

slope which descends away from the enemy.
riverine operations-(DOD) Operations con-

revolving fund--(DOD) A fund established to ducted by forces organized to cope with and
finance a cycle of operations to which reim- exploit the unique characteristics of a river-
bursements and collections are returned for ine area, to locate and destroy hostile forces,
reuse in a manner such as will maintain the and /or to achieve, or maintain control of
principal of the fund, e.g., working capital the riverine area. Joint riverine operations
funds, industrial funds, and loan funds. combine land, naval, and air operations, as

appropriate, and suited to the nature of the
RF-11--See Voodoo, specific riverine area in which operations are

RGM-6/15-See Regulus. to be conducted.

rhumb line.-(NATO, ADB) A hat on the sur- road block-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
face of the earth cutting all oeridians at the A barrier or obstacle (usually covered by
same angle. fire) used to block or limit the movement of

hostile vehicles along a route.

rifle, self-propelled, full-tracked, multiple, road capacity--(DOD, lADB) The maximum
106-mm-See Ontos (ifle, self-propelled, traffic flow obtainable on a given roadway,
ft 11-tracked, multiple, 106-mm). using all available lanes, usually expressed

righi (left) bank--See left (rig! t) bank. in vehicles per hour or vehicles per day.

right (or left)--See left (or right). road clearance time-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
The total time a column requires to travel

rig (ve;b)-.(NATO, CENTO) To prepare a over and clear a section of the road.
!oad for air drop. road r At-(DOD, IADB) The system ol roads

RIM.-2---See Terrier, available within a particulai locality or area.

RIM-8-See Talos. road space-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
IADRI The length of roadway allocated to

RIM-24---See Tartar. and,/or actually occupied by a column on a
route, expressed in miles or kilometers.

RIM-50-oSee Typhon.
roamer-(NATO, CENTO) A series of grids

RIM-55--See Typhon. constructed to common map scales and
marked out on a sheet of transparent ma-

riot control agent-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A terial. It is used to assist in determining map
chemical that produces temporary irritating ref rences.
or disabling effects when in contact witY the
eyes or when inhaled, rocket propulsion-(DOD, IADH) Reaction

propulsion wherein both the fuel and the
risk-See degree of risk (nuclear). oxidizer, generating the hot gases expended

For epnade of sym. me pa through a nozzle, are carried as part of the
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Srn,.kt ,Qnine Specifically. rocket pro1ulsion route classi"cation-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)

differs from jet propulsion in that jet pro- Classificati~m assigned to a route using fac-
?',:,sion utilizes atmospheric air as an oxi- tors of minimum width, worst route type,
dizer whereas rocket propulsion utilizes nitric least bridge, raft or culvert military load
acid or a similar compround as an oxidizer. classification, and obstructions to traffic
See also jet propulsioi. flow. See also classification of bridges and

vehicles; military load classification.
roentgen-(NATO, CENTO) A unit of ex-

posure dose of gamma (or X-) radiaton. route transport operations (air transport)--
(SEATO, IADB) Operations over an estab-

roll-See tilt. lished air route.

roll back-(DOD) The process of progressive routine message-(DOD, IADB) A category of
destruction and or neutralization of the op- precedence to be used for all types of mes-
posing defenses. starting at the periphery sages which justify transmission by rapid
and working inward, to permit deeper pene- means unless of sufficient urgency to require
tration of succeeding defense positions. a higher precedence. See also precedence.

roller conveyor-(NATO, CENTO) A mate- routing indicator-(DOD, IADB) A group of
rials handling aid containing rollers over letters assigned to indicate: a. the geographic
which cargo is moved, location of a station; b. a fixed headquarters

roll-in-point--(DOD) The point at which air- of a command, activity, or unit at a geo-
crafteonter The pinallegointhe attwhch, egraphic location; and c. the general location
craft enter the final leg of the attack, e.g., of a tape relay or tributary station to facili-
dive, glide. tate the routing of traffic over the tape relay

roll-up--(DOD, IADB) The process for orderly networks.
dismantling of facilities no longer required
in support of operations and available for row marker (land mine warfare)-(DOD,transfer to other areas. NATO, SEA TO, C'ENTO, IADB) A marker,

s natural, artificial, or specially installed, lo-
rope-(DOD, NESN, CENTO, IADB) An ele- cated at the start and finish of a mine row

ment of c'.aff consisting of a long roll of where mines are laid by individual rows. See
metallic foil or wire which is designed for also marker (land mine warfare).
broad, low-frequency response. See also chaff.

rules of engagement--(DOD) Directives issued
rope-chaff-(DOD, NESN, CENTO, IADB) by competent military authority which de-

Chaff which contains one or m)re rope ele- lineate the circumstances and limitations un-
ments. See also chaff. der which United States forces will initiate

and or continue combat engagement with
rounds complete-(DOD) The term used to re- other forces encountered.

port that the number of rounds specified in
fire for effect have been fired. run-(NATO, CENTO) That part of flight of

one photographic reconnaissance aircraft
route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The prescribed during which photographs are taken.

course to be travelled from a specific point
of origin to a specific destination. See also running fix-(NA TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)
axial route: controlled route; despatch The intersection of two or more position
route; lateral route; reserved route; signed lines, not obtained simultaneously, adjusted
route; supervised route. to a common t me.
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S. run-up area-(NATO) A zone within the ma- the explosion have exceeded the ultimate
neuvering area reserved for testing aircraft strenvth of the medium. It is characterized
engines prior to take-aff. by the appearance of numerous radial cracks

of various sizes. See also plastic zone.rupture zone--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The

region immediately adjacezit to the crater RUR-4--See Weapon Alpha.
boundary in which the stresses produced by

For expsi of sybo. f ,w . RUR-5A-See antisubmarine rocket.
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S-2-See Tracker. safety distance (road)-(DOD, NATO, CEN-
TO) -'he distance between vehicles traveling

sabot-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Light- in column specified by the command in light
weight carrier in which a subcaliber projec, of safety requirements.
tile is centered to permit firing the projectile
in the larger caliber weapon. The carrier fills safety height-See altitude; minimum safe al-

the bore of the weapon from which the pro- titude.

jectile is fired; it is ncrmally discarded a
short distance from the :uzzle. safety lanes--(DOD. NATO, CENTO, IADB)

Specified sea lanes designated for use in tran-
bAasit by submarines and surface ships to pre-! ~sabotage.-.(DOD) An act with an intent tr.

vent attack by friena~y forces,
injure, interfere with, or obst.uAt the r~a-
tional defense of a country by willfully sn-safety level •,f supply--(DOD, IADB) The
juring or destroying, o•r attempting to injure' quantity of materiel, in addition to the oper-
or destroy, any national defense or war ma- ating level of supply, required tc be on hand
terial, premises, or utilities. io permit continuous operations in the event

of minor interruption of normal replenish-
sabotage-.(,NESN CENTO) An act with an

intent to damage, interfere with. or obstruct ment or unpredictable fluctuations in demand.

by willfully damaging or destroying or at- Sealoevlfsupy

tempting to damage or destroy material, safety zone-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, !ADB)
premises, or utilities, in the interests of a An area (land, sea, or air) reserved fo, non•

foreign power or subversive political c.rgani- combat operations of friendly aircraft, sur-

face ships, or ground forces.

sabotage alert team--See security alert team. safety zone-(SEATO) A restricted area (air,
land, or sea) established to prevent or reduce

safe area--(DOD) A designated area in hostile, interference between friendly forces engaged
"•rritory which offerb the evader or escapee in noncombat operations.

a reasonable chance of avoiding capture and
of surviving until he can he evacuated, safing-(DOD) As applied to weapons and am-

munition, the changing from a state of readi-
safe burst height--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, hess for initiation to a safe condition.

IADB) The height of burst at or above which
the level of fallout, or damage to ground Saint-(DOD) A satellite inspector system "-
installations, is at a predetermined level ac- signed to demonstrate the feasibility of inter-
ceptable to the military commander. See cepting, inspecting, and reporting on the
also types of burst characteristics of satellites in orbit.

safe house-(DOD) An innocent-appearing salted weapon---(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A nu-
house or premises established by an organi- clear weapon which has, in addition to its
zation for the purpose of conducting clandes- normal componei.ts, certain elements or iso-
tine or covert activity in relative security, ton)es which capture neutrons at the time of

the explosion and produce radioactive prod-

safety ango---See angle of safety. ucts over and above the usual radioactive

For exp•a•on of ,boh. amPe vi. weapon debris. See also clean weapon.
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saivage-(D&D, !~ADS) 31. Prpryta a ~ mtfreDM _attack ar4i the!$-nre serves as A
some value in excess of its basic material refuge for staging, logistic, or other activities
content but which is in such condition that of the 'ombatant powers.
it has no reasonable prospect of use for any
purpose as a unit and its repair or rehabili- sanitize-(DOD) Revise a repoit or cther docu-
tation for use as a unit is clearly impractical. ment in such a fashion as to prevent ident~l-
2. The saving or rescuing of condemned, dis- cation of sources, or of the actual persons and
carded, or abandoned property, and of ma- places with which it is concerned, or of the
terials contained therein for reuse, refabri- mean3 by which it was acquired. TUsually in-
cation, or scrapping. volves deletion or substitution of names and

other key details.
salvage group--(DOD, IADB) in an amphibi-

ous operation, a naval task organization des- satellite and missile surveillance--(DOD) The
ignated and equipped to rescue personnel and systematic observation of aerospace for the
to salvage equipment and materiel. purpose of detecting, tracking, and character-

izing objects, events, and phenomena associ-
salvage procedure-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, ated with satellites and inflight missiles,

CENTO, lADB) 1. The recovery, evacuation, friendly and enemy. See also surveillance.
and reclamation -f damaged, discarded, con-
demned, or abandoned allied or enemy ma- saunter-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-
teriel, ships, craft, and floating equipment for ing fly at best endurance.
reuse, repair, refabrication, or scrapping. 2.
Naval salvage operations include harbor and scale-(NATO) The ratio between the distance
channel clearance, diving, hazardous towing on a map, chart, or photograph and the cor-
and rescue tug services, and the recovery of reqponding distance on the ground -,'eant-ed
materipl, ships, craft, and floating equipment in the same units. See also bar scale; co,-
sunk offshore or elsewhere st'randed. version scale; graphic scale; linear scale;

nominal scale; numerical scale; photo-
salvo--(DOD) 1. In naval gunfire support, a graphic scale; principal scale; represeit-

method of fire in which a number of weapons ative fraction.
are fired at the same target simultaneously.
2. In close air support/air interdiction oper- scale (photographic)--See photographic scale.
ations, a method of delivery in which the
release mechanisms are operated to release scaling law-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A
or fire all ordnance of a specific type simul- mathematical relationship which oermits the
taneously. effects of a nuclear explosion of given energy

yield to be determined as a function of
salvos--'DOD) In air intercept usage, means distance from the explosion (or from ground

am about to open fire. Keep clear. (Magnetic zero), provided the corresponding effect is
bearing of the approximate line of fire from known as a function of distance for a refer-
the firing unit or units may be indicated.) ence explosion, e.g., of 1-kiloton energy yield.
Type of fire may be indicated (e.g., salvos
proximity-am about to open fire with vari- scan--(DOD) In air intercept, a term meaning
able time fused ammunition; salvos mush- search sector indicated and report any
room-am about to fire a special weapon.) contacts.

sanctuary-(DOD) A nation or area near or scan-(NATO) In electromagnetiz c- accousti-
contiguous to the combat area which by tacit search, one complete rotation of lie antenna
agreement between the warring powers is It may determine a time base.
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scan (eiini)-(DGD) The mojion of an de-- s e......wave-. ee wave.

tronic beam through space searching for a
target. Sc.nning is produced by the motion schedule 01uf v---X,",/ ,10uu 0 of ... eor
of the antenna or by lobe switching. series of fires fired in a definite sequence ac-

cording to a definite program. The time ofscan period-(DOD) The time period of basic starting the schedule may be ON CALL. For
scan types (except cnical and lobe switch- identification purposes schedules may be re-
ing) or the period of the lowest repetitive ferred to by a code name or other designation.
cycle of complex sear combinations. The basic
unit of measurement is degrees/mils per scheme of maneuver-(DOD) The tactical plan
second or second per cycle, to be executed by a force in or( r to seize

scan type-(DOD) The path made in space by assigned objectives.
,k point on the radar beam; for example:cireular, helical, conical, spiral, or sector. scientific ar~d technical intelligence.-(DOD,

cADB) The product resulting from the col-

scattered laying (land mine warfare)--(DOD, lection, evaluation, analysis, and interpre-
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The laying tation of foreign sci•, tific and technical in-
of mines without regard to pattern, formation which co, erf: a. foreign develop-

ments in basic and applied research and in
sccne of action commander-(DOD, NATO, applied engineering techniques; and b. scien-

CENTO) In antisubmarine warfare, the corn- tific and technical characteristics, capabil-
mander at the scene of contact. He is usually ities, axid limitations of all foreign military
in a ship, or may be in a fixed wing aircraft, systems, weapons, weapon ;ystems, and ma-
helicopter or submarine. terial, the research and development related

scheduled fire-(DOD, !ADB) A type of pre- thereto, and the production methods em-

arranged fire executed at a predetermined ployed for their manufacture.

time.
scientific intelligence--(DOD, IADB) Not to be

scheduled maintenance--(DOD, IADB) Peri- used. See scientific and technical intelligence.
odic prescribed inspection and/or servicing
of equipment accomplished on a calendar, Scorpion-(DOD, IADB) An all-weather inter-
mileage, or hours of operation basis. See also ceptor with twin turbojet engines. Its arm-
organizationai maintenance. ament consists of air-to-air rockets with

nuclear or non-nuclear warheads. Designated
scheduled service (air transport)-(DOD, as F-89.

NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A routine
air transport service operated in accordance scramble-(DOD) Takeoff as quickly as possi-with a timetable. cabe-DD aeffa ucl spsi

ble (usually followed by course and altitude
scheduled target (nuclear)--(DOD) A planned instructions).

target on which a nuclear weapon is to be
delivered at a specific time during the oper- screen (Navy)--(DOD) An arrangement of
ation of the supported force. The time is ships, submarines and 'or aircraft for the
specified in terms of minutes before or after protection of a unit or main body against
a designated time or in terms of the ac- attack by submarines, aircraft or missiles.
complishment of a predetermined movement
or task. Coordination and warning of friendly scribing--(NATO) In cartogrophy, a method of
troops and aircraft are mandatory. preparing a map or chart by cutting the lines

For 1ti of s ,., * pe into a prepared coating.
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sea-air-land team-(DOD) A group of officers search--(OD, IADB) 1. An operation to lo-
and men specially trained and equipped for c.te an ernemy force known or believed to be
conducting unconventional and paramilitary at sea. 2. A systematic reconnaissance of a
operations and to train personnel of allied defined area, so that all parts of the area have
nations in such operations including surveil- passed within visibility. 3. To distribute gun-
lance and reconnaissance in and from re- fire over an area in depth by _successive
stricted waters, rivers, and coastal areas. changes in gun elevation.
Commonly referred to as SEAL team.

search and attack prio-ity-(DOD) The lowest
Sea Bat-(DOD, IADB) An antisubmarine category of immediate mission request in-

warfare helicopter equipped. with active/pas- volv'ng suspected targets related to the
sive sonar, acoustic homing torpedoes, and enemy tactical or logistical capabilities, e.g.,
instrument,, night flight capability. Desig- those which ar) not inhibiting a unit's ad-
nated as SH-34G. vance but by the'r fleeting nature and tactical

importance should be located and destroyed.
sea control operations-(DOD) The employ- See also immediate mission request; priority

ment of naval forces, supported by land and of immediate mission requests.
air forces, as appropriate, to achieve military
objectives in vital sea areas. Such operations search and rescue-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
include destruction of enemy naval forces, IADB) The use of aircraft, surface craft,
suppression of enemy sea commerce. protec- submaiines, specialized rescue teams and
tion of vital sea lanes, and -stablishmen' of equipment to search for and rescue personnel
local military superiority in areas of nava! in distress on land or at sea. See also corn-

operations. ponent search and rescue controller; joint
rescue coordination center.

sea echelon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) search and rescue-(SEATO) The use of air-
A portion of the assault shipping which with- craft rface(crat, Tae and other
draws from or remains cAt of the transport craft, surface craft, submarines and other
area during an amphibious landing and special equipment employed in search and/or
operates in designated areas to seawar C in an rescue of personnel.
on-call or unucheduled status. search and rescue coordination center-(DOD,

IADB) A primary search and rescue facility
sea frontier--(DOD, IADB) The naval cor- suitably staffed by supervisory personnel and

mand of a coastal frontier, including the equipped for coordinating and controlling
coastal zone in addition to the land area of search and rescue operations. It may be
the coastal frontier and the adjacent sea operated jointly or unilaterally.
areas.

search and rescue coordinator-(DOD, IADB)
sea-launched ballistic missile--(DOD, IADB) The designated search and rescue represen-

A missile launched from a subm: rine or sur- tative of the area commander with overall
face ship. responsibility and authority for operation of

the joint rescue coordination center, and for
sealed cabin--(DOD, NA TO, SEATO, CENTO, joint search and rescue opera-dons within the

IADB) The occupied spa-ce of an aircraft geographical area assigned.
characterized by walls which do not allow any
gaseous exchange between the ambient at- search and rescue mission coordinator--DOD,
mosphere and the inside atmosphere and con- IADB) A search and rec.cue controller
taining its own ways of regenerating the selected by the search and rescue coordinator
inside atmosphere. to direct a specific mission
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search and rescue region-See inland search SEATO forces--See forces allocated to SEA-

rescue region; overseas search and rescue SEATO area; other forces for SEATO.

region. ,4eavaik--(DO;D) Comwercial or Government-

search attack unil-(DOD) The designation owned (o'- ieased) shipping containers which
given to one or more ships separately organ- are moved via ocean transportation without
ized or detached from a formation as a taeti- bogey wheels attached, i.e., lifted on and off
cal unit to search for and destroy submarines, the ship.

searching fire-(DOD, NAT"O, CENTO, IADB) secondary armament-(DOD) In ships wits•
Fire distributed ii depth by successive multiple-. z.e wuns irstalled that battery con-
changes in the elev.tion of the gun. See also sisting of guns next largest to those of the
fire, main battery.

search mission (air)-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, secondary censorship-(DOD) Armed forces

CENTO, IADB) An air re, onnaissance Ly censorship performed on the personal corn-

one or more arcrift dispatched to locate an munications of officers, civilian employees.
object or objects kr:own or suwpeeted to be and accompanying ci. ilians of the Armed
in a specific area, F3rces of the United States, and on those

personal communications of erlisted person-
sea superiority-(DOD) That degree of domi- nel of the armed forces not subject to armed

nance in the sea battle of one force over an- forces primary censorship or those requiring
other which permits the conduct of operations reexamination. See also censorship.
by the former and its related land, sea, and
air forces at a given time and place without secondary port--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
prohibitive mnterference by the opposing IADB) A port ywith one or more berths, norm-
force. ally at quays, which can accommodate ocean-

going ships for discharge. See also port.

sea supremacy-(DOD) That degree of sea secondary rescue facilities--(DOD, IADB)
superiority wherein the opposirig force is in- Local airbase-ready aircraft, crash boats, and
capable of effective interference, other air, surface, subsurface, and groundii sea surveillance-(DIOD, NATO, elements suitable for rescue missions, in-
IADB) The systematic observation of surface cluding government and privately operated1ADB Th sysemaic oseratio ofsurfce nits and fac;lities.
and subsurface sea areas by available and
practicable means primarily for the purpose secondary road-(DOD, JADB) A road supple-
of locating, identifying and determining the menting a main road, usually wide enough
movements of ships, submarines, and other and suitable for two-way all-weather traffic
vehicles, friendly and enemy, proceeding on at moderate or slow speeds.
or under the surface of the world's seas and
oceans. See aLso surveillance. secondary water terminal-(DOD, NATO.

CENTO, IADB) A coastal area with no facil-
sea surveillance system-(DOD, NATO, CEN- ity for placing deep draft ships alongside a

TO, IADB) A system for collecting, report- wharf. Secondary water terminals are estab-
ing, correlating. and presenting information lished on beaches that desirably are adjacent
supporting and derived from the task of sea to rail lines and 'or a good coastal highway.
surveillance. At secondary water terminals, shipping is un-

. .t o s .a* Pav - loaded at anchorages located from one to five
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mile., offshore, and tiu cargo and p,ýison-ii . He i...... . af r the op.r.tinn..
unloaded are landed in the terminal area by control of all active air defenses in the sector
ship-to-shore lighters. The scope of operation area in coordination with those of adjacent
is so limited that it is nfit designated as a sectors. In these tasks he is subject to overall
probable primary nuclear target. See also direction by the group or command controller.
water terminal.

sector of fire-(DgD, NATO, CENTO, !ADB)
second strike-(DOD, IADB) The first counter- An area which is required to be covered by

blow of a war. (Generally associated with fire by an individual, weapon or a unit.
nuclear operations.)

sector scan--(NATO) Scan in which the an-
second strike capability-(NATO, CENTO) tenna oscillates through a selected angle.

The ability to survive a first strike with
sufficient resources to deliver an effective secure (operations)-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
counterblow. (Generally associated with nu- CENTO, IADR) To gain possession of a
clear weapons), position or terrain feature, with or without

force, and to make such disposition as will
secret--See defense classification, prevent, as far as possible, its destruction or
section-(DOD) 1. As applied to ships or naval loss by enemy action.

aircraft, a tactical subdivision of a division.
It is normally one-half of a division in the security-(DOD, IADB) 1. Measures taken by

case of ships, and two aircraft in the case of a command to protect itself from espionage,

aircraft. 2. A subdivision of an office, instal- observation, sabotage, annoyance, or sur-

lation, territory, works, or organization; prise. 2. A condition which results from the

e-sp.cially -. major subdivision of a staff. &. establishment aad maintenance of protective

"A tactical unit o!~ che Army nd Marine Corps. measures which insure a state of inviolability

"A section is smaller than a platoon and larger from hostile acts or influences. 3. With re-

than a squad. In some organizations the see- spect to classified matter, it is the condition

tion, rather than the squad, is the basic which prevents unauthorized persons from
having access to official information which istactical unit. 4. An area in a warehouse ex aeuredi-h ntrsso ntoa e

tending from one wall to the next; usually the safeguarded in the interests of national de-
texfense. 4. Protection of supplies or supply
largest subdivision of one floor, establishments against enemy attack, fire,

section--IADB) 1. A subdivision of an office, theft, and sabotage,
installation, territory, works, or organi-
zation; especially a major subdivision of a security-(NATO, CENTO) A condition which
staff. 2. An area in a warehouse extending results from the establishment of measures
from one wall to the next; usually the largest which protects designated ipformation,
subdiv'sicn of one floor. personnel, systems, components and equip-

mert against hostile persons, acts, or in-
sector-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, fluences. See also physical security.

IADB) 1. A defense area designated by
boundaries within which a unit operates, and security alert team-(DOD, IADB) Two or
for which it is respoisible. 2. One of the sub- more security force members who form the
divisions of a coastai frontier. See also area initial reinforcing element responding to
of influence; zone of action. seccrity alarms, emergencies, or irregu-

laritic-q.
sector controller-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) An officer appointed to act on behalf security certification--(DOD, NATO) A certifi-
of a sector commander in a sector operations cation issued by competent national authority
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to indicate that a perscn has been iniesti- selective loading-(DOD, AATO, SEATO,
gated and is eligible for ares., to eiaq.ified C•b,'NTf !ADR? Thbe arrangene, and stow

matter v.) the extent stated in the certifikation., age of equpment and supplies aboard ship in
(Note: DOD defini+ion does not use the word a manner designed to facilitate issues to
"national".) unitb. See also loading.

security classification-(NVATO, SEATO. CEN- selenodesy- ,DOD, JADB) That branch of ap-
TO, :ADB) A category or grade assigned to plied mathematics which de "minks. by
defense information or materiel to indicate observation and measuremenw the exact
the degree of danger to (NATO) (SEATO) positions of points and the figure.; and areas
,CENTO) national security that would result of larg ' portions of the moon's surface, or the
from its unauthorized disclosure and the shape and size of the moon.
standard of protection required to guard
against unauthorized disclosure. See also de- selenodetic-(DOD, IAD,) Of or pertaining to,
fense classification, or determined by seleiiodesy.

security clearance--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, self-destroying fuze-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
IADB) An administrative determination by CENTO, !ADB) A fuze designed to burst a
competent national authority that an indi- projectile before the end of its fight. See so
vidual is eligible, from a security standpoint, fuze.
for access to classified irformation. (Note:
DOD definition doe;, reot use the word "na- semiactive homing guidance--(DOD, NESA,
tional".) IADB) A system of homing guidance wherein

security countermeasures-(NATO, SEA4TO, the receiver in the missilp utilizes radiations

CENTO, IADB) Measures designed to impair from the target which has been idumanated

the effectiveness of an unfriendly or hostile by an outside source. See also guidance.

attack upon security. semicontrolled mosaic-(NATO, CENTO) A
selected reserve forces-(DOD) Those units mosaic which -s composed of photographs ofand individuals wethin the Ready Reserve apprroximately the same scale laid so thatdesignated by their respetive Services and major ground features match their geograph-desinatd byther rspe~iveServcesand ical coordinates. See also mosaic.

approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff as so

essential to initial wartime missions as to
require priority over other reserve,-, semifixed ammunition-(DOD, NATO, SEA-

TO, CENTO, IADB) Ammunition in which
selective identification feature-(DOD) A capa- the cartridge case is not permanently at-

bi:ity which, when added to the basic Identi- tached to the projectile. See also ammunition.
fication Friend or Foe system, provides the
mear.s to transmit, receive, and display senior officer present afloat-(DOD) The senior
selected coded replies, line officer of the Navy. on active serice,

eligible for command at sea. who is present
selective identification feature--(NATO, CEN- and in command of any unit of the operating

TO) Airborne pulse-type transponder which forces afloat in the locality or within an area
provides automatic selective identification of prescribed by competent authority. He is re-
aircraft in which it is installed-to friend- sponsible for the administration of matters
or-foe identification installations. whethaer wbich collectively affect naval units of the
ground, shipboard, or airborne, operating forces afloat in the localty pre-

For epla .o syme-. s p YL scribed.
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sensitive-(DOD) Requiring special protection diate concerr. Iu-t the"r, i. no imminent dan.
from disclosure which could cause embar! ass- ger to life. See also very seriously ill.
ment, compromise, or threat to the security
of the sponsoring power. May be applied to seriously wounfied-(DOD, IADB) A stretcher
an agency, installation, person, positicn, doc- case. See al.-o wounded.
ument. material, or activity. service ammunition-(DOD, IADB) Ammuni-

sensor-(DOD, NATO, IADB) A technical tion intended for comnbat, rather than for
means to extend man's natural senses,, an training purposes.
equipment which detects and indicates ter-
rain configuration, the presence of military service force-(DOD, IADB) A naval task or-
targets, and other natural and man-made ganization which performs missions '.or tht .
objects and activities by means of energy logistic support of operations.
emitted or reflected by such targets or objects.
The energy may be nuclear, electromagnetic, service group-(DOD, IADB) A major naval
including the visible and invisible portions administrative and/or tactical organization,
of the spectrum, chemical, biological, thermal, consistiDg of the commander and his staff,or mechanical, including sound, blast, and designed to exercise operational control and
omecrhanicraltioncadministrative command of assigned squad-
earth vibration.

rons and units in executing their tasks of
separate-loading ammunition- (DOD, NATO, providing logistic support of fleet operati-ns.

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) Ammunition in
which the projectile and charge are loaded service squadrrn-(DOD, IADB) An adminis-
into a gun separately. See also ammunition. trative and/or tactical subdivision of a navai

service force or service group, consisting of
Sergeant--(DOD, IADB) A mobile, inertially the commander and his staff, organized to

guided, solid-propellant, surface-to-surface exercise operational control and administra-
missile, with nuclear warhead capability, de- tive command of assigned units in providing
signed to attack targets up to a range of 75 logistic support of fleet units as directed.
nautical miles. Designated as MGM-29. service test-(DOD, IADB) A test of an item.

serial-(DOD, NATO, S E A T O, CENTO, system of materiel, or technique conducted
IADB) An element or a group of elements under simulated or actual operational condi-
within a series which is given a numerical tions to determine whether the specided mihi-
or alphabetical designation for convenience tary requirements or charateristics are sat-
in plahning, scheduling, and control. isfied. See also tests.

service troops-(DOD, IADB) Those units de-serial assignment table--(DOD, IADB) A tablewhich is used' ir amphibious operations and signed to render supply, maintenance, trans-
hohe isuserinal phibious operatiteons aheund, portation, evacuation, and hospitalization,

shov~s the serial number, the title of the unit, and other services required by air and ground
the approximate n%2mber of personnel; the

combat units to carry out effectively their
material, vehicles, or equipment in the serial: mission in comoat. See also combat service
the number and type of landing craft and !or
amphibious vehicles required to boat the support elements, troops.
serial; and the ship on which the set al is servicing--See common servicing; cross-serv-
embarked. icing; joint servicing. See also inter-Service

seriously ill-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, &4I fB) support
A patient is seriously ill when his illnes-, i.- severe damage-See nuclear damage (land
of such severit- that there is cause for imme- warlare).
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S~ SH--34G-See Sea Bat. the width of a target which is too great to
he converc 'iv nn a "nop zha,.f

shadow factor-(NATO, CENTO) A multipli-
cation factor derived from the sun's declina- shift (radar)-(NATO, CENTO) The ability
tion, the latitude of the target and the time to move the origin of a radial display away
of photography, used in deterwining the from the center of the cathode ray tube.
heights of objects from shadow length. It is
also known as tan alt. Shillelagh-(DOD, IADB) A weapon system

including gun launcher and fire control sys-
shallow fording-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, tem mounted on the main battle tank and

IADB) The ability of a self-propelled gun assault reconnaissance vehicle for employ-
or ground vehicle equipped with built-in ment against enemy armor, troops, and field
waterproofing, with its wheels or tracks in fortifications. Designated as MGM-51.
contact with the ground, to negotiate a water
obstacle without the use of a special water- ship combat readiness-See combat readiness.
proofing kit. See also deep fording; flotation, ship haven-See moving havens.

shallow fording-(SEATO) The ability of a shipping-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
vehicle or gun equipped with built-in water- term applied collectively to those ships which
proofing with its suspension in contact with are used to transport personnel or cargo, or
the ground, to negotiate a water obstacle both; often modified to denote type, use, or
without the use of special waterproofing kit. force to which assigned.

sheaf-(DOD) Planned planes of fire which shipping control-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
produce a desired pattern of bursts with CENTO, IADB) All matters pertaining to

* rounds fired by two or more weapons. See convoy organization, routing, reporting, and
also open sheaf; parallel sheaf; special sheaf. diversion of shipping of all allied nations

sheetlines--See neatlines. and neutraL under 2harter thereto. It does
not include cognizance over the general eia-

shelling report-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO, ployment and allocation of shipping, harbor
IADB) Any report of enemy shelling con- movements, loading, and unloading, etc.,
taining information on caliber, direction, which are functions of other agencies. It does
time, density, and area shelled. not include cognizance or control over the

assignment, employment, operations, or tac-
shell (specify)-(DOD) A command or request tical procedures of the patrol or escort forces

indicating the type of projectile to be used. which are related but separate functions of
the naval commanders.

shielding-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1.
Material of suitable thickness and physical shippir g designator-(DOD, IADB) A code
characteristics used to protect personnel from word assigned to a particular overseas base,
radiation during the manufacture, handling, port. or area, for specific use as an address
and transportation of fissionable and radio- on shipments to the overseas location con-
active materials. 2. Obstructions which tend cerned. The code word is usually four letters
to protect personnel or materials from the and may be followed by a number to indicate
effects of a nuclear explosion, a particul;-- addressee.

shifting fire-(DOD) Fire delivered at constant shipping movement policy-(NATO, CENTO)
range at varying deflections: used to cover The (NATO) (CENTO) pglicy for the con-

For e of a pa v, duct of all merchant shipping in the early
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days of war. See also movement of shipping naval gunfire liaison team to perform liaison
(in. the Parly days of war). functions for the supported battalion core-

mander.
shipping time-(DOD, IADB) The time elapsing

between the shipment of materiel by the sup- shore party-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
plying activity and receipt of materiel by IADB) A task organization of the landing
the requiring activity. See also order and force, formed for the purpose of facilitating
shipping time. the landing and movement off the beaches of

troops, equipment, and supplies; for the
ship-to-shore movement--(DOD, NATO, SEA- evacuation from the beaches of casualties and

WX, CENTO, IADB) That portion of the prisoners of war; and for facilitating the
aszault phase of an amohibious operation beaching, retraction, and salvaging of land-
which includes the deployment of the landing ing ships and craft. It comprises elements of
force from tbhe. assault shipping to designated both the naval and landing forces. See also
landing areas. beachmaster unit; beach party; naval beach

ship will adjust-(DOD) In naval gunfire sup- group. (Note: SEATO term has qualifier

port, a method of control in which the ship "(beach group)".)

can see the target and, with the concurrence shore-t,-shore movement-(DOD, IADB) The
of the spotter, will adjust. assault movement of personnel and materiel

shock front-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) directly from a shore staging area to the ob-
The boundary between the pressure disturb- jective, involving no further transfers
ance created by an explosion (in air, water, between types of craft or ships incident to
or earth) and the ambient atmosphere, water, the assault movement.

or earth. short-(DOD) A ipotting, or an observation,
shock wave-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) used by an ob)sirver to indicate that a

The continuously propagated pressure pulse burst(s) occi-red short of the target in
formed by the blast from an explosion in air relation to the spotting line.
by the air blast, underwater by the water
blast, and underground by the earth blast. short distance navigational aid-(NATO, SEA-
See also reflected shock wave. TO, CENTO, IADB) An equipment or sys-

tem which provides navigational assistance
shoran-(DOD, IADB) A precise short-range to a range not exceeding 200 statu.te miles/

electronic navigation system which uses the 320 kilometers.
time of travel of pulse-type transmission
from two or more fixed stations to measure short haul convoy-(NATO, CENTO) A co-
slant-range distance from the stations. Also, voy whose voyage lies in general in coastal
in conjunction with suitable computer, used waters and whose ports/water terminals of
in precision bombing. (This term is derived departure and arrival lie in different coun-

from the words "short-range navigation".) tries. See also convoy.

shore bombardment lines-(NATO, CENTO, short-range ballistic missile-(DOD, IADB) A
IADB) Ground lines established to delimit ballistic missile with a range capability up to
bombardment by friendly surface ships. about 600 nautical miles.

shore fire control party-(DOD, IADB) A short round--(DOD) 1. The unintentional or in-
specially trained unit for control of naval advertent delivery of ordnance on friendly
gunfire in support of troops ashore, consist- troops, installations, or civilians by a friendly
ing of a spotting team to adjust fire and a weapon system. 2. A defective cartridge in
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Whip~ he O~la *l boa hoon QoQd too ~ sie% linue air ph~gah..(O)An oh-
deeply. lique photograph taken with the camera axis

short supply-(DOD, IADB) An item is in aircraft.
short supply when the total of stock on hand
and anticipated receipts during a given Sidewinder-(DOD, IADB) A solid-propellant,
period is less than the t-'tal estimated demand air-to-air rocket with no. nuclear warhead,
during that period, and infrared, heat-seeking homer. Designated

as AIM-9.
short takeoff and landing-(DOD, NATO,

CENTO, IADB) The ability of an aircraft to sighting-(DOD, IADB) Actual visual contact.
1P-ar a 50-foot obstacle within 1500 feet of Does no, include other contacts, which must
commencing takeoff, or 5n landing, to stop be reported by type, e.g., radar and sonar
wit•.in 1500 feet after passiny over a 50-foot contacts. See also contact rep(.rt.
obstacle.

signal-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
short ti'le-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. As applied to electronics, any trans-

IADB) A short, identifying combination of mitted electrical impulse. 2. Operationally, a
letters, and/or numbers assigned to a docu- type of message, the text of which consists of
ment or device for purposes of brevity and/or one or more letters, words, characters, signal
securitv. flags, visual displays or special sounds, with

preaTanged meanings and which is conveyed
shot-(DOD) A report that indisates a gun or or transmitted by visual, acoustical, or elec-

guns have been fired. trical means.

shuttered fuze-(NATO, CENTO) A fuze in signal area-(NATO) An area on an airfield
which inadvertent initiation of the detonator used for the display of ground signals.
will not initiate either the booster or the
burst charge. See also fuze. signal center-(DOD) A combination of sign&I

comni'ication facilities operated by the
shuttle bombing-(DOD, IADB) Bombipg of Army in the field and consisting of a com-

objectives, utilizing twt, bases. By this munications center, telephone switchiiig
method, a boi-ber formation bombs its target, central and appropriate means of signal corn-
flies on to its second base, reloads, and re- munications. See also communications center.
turns to its home base, again bombing a
target if required. signal intelligence-(DOD, IADB) A generic

term which includes both communication in-
sick-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning telligence and electronic intelligence. Also

equipment indicated is operating at reduced called SIGINT. See also intelligence.
eiciency. signal letters--(DOD) The international visual

side lap-See overlap, and radio call sign of a ship. See also in-
ternational call sign.

side-looking airborne radar-(DOD, NATO,
CENTO) An airborne radar, viewing at right signal operation instructions-(DOD, lADB)
ungles to the axis of t.e vehicle, which pro- A series of orders issued for techn-cal control
dums a presentation of terrain or moving and coordination of the signal communication
targets. (DOD) Commonly referred to as activities of a command. (DOD) In Marine
9.1 AR. Corps usage, these instructions are desig-

Fur mp-ua 941 ,--•@%6 Pue vL ,ated communication operation instructions.
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cignzaI -zc,,rity--(!0J)1 141)11 A generic term administrative situation at a particular ime.
wvhich includes ;both commnunitations security See also map.
aLndl electre-n security, See also security, situation report-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-

signals support-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, TO IADB) A report giving the situation in
IADB) The provision of personnel and equip- the area of a reporting uniL or formation.
ment from other forces for the establishment
of a special or supplementary communi- skin paint-(DOD) A radar indication caused
cations system, by the reflected radar sig-r-al from an object.

signal-to-noise ratio-(DOD) The ratio of the skin tracking--(D f',) The tracking of an ob..
Lifptitude of the desired signal to the amp)i- ject by means of a skin paint.
tude of noise signals at a given point in time.

skip bombing-(DOD, IADB) A method of
signature (target)-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, aerial bombing in w.'ich the bomb is released

IADB) The characteristic pattern of the from such x low altitude that it slides or
target displayed by detection and identifi- glances a!,ng the surface of the water or
cation equipment. ground and strikes the target at or above

water level or ground level. See also mini-signed route--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A route mum-altitude bombing.

along which a unit has placed directional

signs bearing its unit identification symbol. skip it-(DOD) In air intercept, means do not
The signs are for the unit's use only and attack, cease attack, cease interception,
must comply % ifh movement regulations.

Skyhta%- k--(JOD, IADB) A single-engine, tur-
significa.it tracks-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) bojet attack aircraft designed to operate

Tracks of aircraft or missiles which behave from aircraft carriers, and capable of deliver-
in an unusual manr.-- which warrants atten- ing nuclear and,'or nonnuclear weapons,
tion and could pose a threat to a defended providing troop support, or conducting recon-
area. (Note: NATO and CENTO term has naissance missions. It can act as a tanker,
the qualifier "(air detense)'.) anu can itself be air refueled. It possesses a

limit-.d all-weather attack capability, and cansimultaneous engagement--(DOD) The con- rom short, unprepared fields. Desig-
current engagement of 1sAe targets by operate fas Are.

combination of interceptor aircraft and sur-

face-to-air m;ssiles. Skyr, ider--(DOD, lADB) A single recipro-

single department purchase-(DOD, IADB) A eating- engine, generaJ-purpose attack air-

method of purchase whereby one department craft designed to oper-.e from aircraft
buys particular commodities for another de- carriers. It is capable of relatively long-

partment or departments. See Also purchase. range, low-level nuclear and nannuclear
weapons delivery, mine-laying, reconnais-

single manager- (fo0o) A Military Depart- sance, torpedo delivery, and troop support.
ment or Agency designated by the Secretary Designated as A-1.
of Defense to be responsible for management
of specified commodities or common service Skyray-(DOD IADB) A single-engine, single-

activities on a Department of Defense-wide pilot, supersonic, limited all-weather jet

basis. fighter designe-i for operating from aircraft
carriers for interception and destruction of

situation map--(DOD. NATO, SEATO, CEN- enemy aircraft. Armament includes the Side-
TO, IADB) A map showing the tactical or the winder. Designated as F-6.
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Skywarrior-(DOD, IADB) A twin-engine, small-lot storage-(DOD, IADB) Generally
S.a-wrrhoct aI.au itlxtzz~1ut cujib~ý,d'eti jo be a quantity of iess than one
designed to operate 1rom aircraft carriers, pallet stack, stacked to maximum storage
and capable of delivering nuclear or non- ,ieight. Thus, the term refers to a lot con-
nuclear weapons, and conducting reconnais- sisting of froi one container to two or mo'e
sance, or minelaying missions. Its range can pallet loads, but is nw)t of sufficient quantity
be extended by in-flight refueling. It has a to form a complete pallet column. See also
crew of four. Designated as A-3. (Air Force storage.
version is the B-66.) small-scale map-(DOD, IADB) A map having

slant range-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, a scale smaller than 1:600,000. See also map.
IADB) The line of sight distance between two

smoke screen-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
Cloud of smoke used to mask either friendly

slated items--(DOD) Bulk petroleum and pack- or enemy installations or maneuvers.
aged bulk petroleum items which are requisi-
tioned for oversea use by means of a consoli- snap report-(DOD) Not to be used. See Joint
dated requirement document, prepared and Tactical Air Reconnaissance/S':rveillance
submitted through joint petroleum office Mission Report.
channels. Packaged petroleum items are req- sna reor--(SEATO, IADB) A preliminary
uisitioned in accordance with normal requi- report of observations by air crews rendered

sitioning procedures. See also petroleum. by intelligence personnel immediately follow-

ing interrogation ond dispatched prior to
slice-(DOD, IADB) An average logistic plan- compilation of a detailed mission report.

ning fr•. tor used to obtain estimates of re-
quirements for personnel and materiel. A snow-'DOD) In air intercept, a term meaning
personnel slice, e.g., generally consists of the sweep jamming.
total strength of the stated basis combatant
element, plus its proportionate share of all sofar-(DOD) The technique of fixing an explo-
supporting and higher headquarters perspn- sion at sea by time difference of arrival of
nel. ! sound energy at several separate geographical

locations. (The term is derived from the
slightly wounded-(DOD, IADB) A casualty words "sotnd fixing an. ranging".)

that is a sitting or a walking case. See also
wounded. soft missile base--(N.ATO, CENTO, IADB) A

launching base that is not protected against
small arms--(DOD, IADB) All arms, including a nuclear explosion.

automatic weapons, up to and including .60 soil shear strength-(DOD, NATO) The maxi-
caliber and shotguns. mum resistance of a soil to shearing stresses.

small arms ammunition-(DOD, 14DB) Am- sonar-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A sonic
munition for small arms, i.e., all ammunition device used primarily for the detection and
up to and including .60 caliber, and all gauges location of underwater objects. (This term
of shotgun shells. is derived from the words "sound navigation

and ranging".)
small circle-(NA TO. CENTO, lADB) A circle

on the surface of the earth, the plane of which sonic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Of or
dces not pass through the earth's center. pertaining to sound or the speed of sound. See

For ezpiamftin of sruh. v also speed of sound.
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sonobuoy-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A of movement capability which completely or
sonar device used to detect submerged sub- parLially .... izs-ies the st"a't, .. ,..- .•..
marines which when activated relays in- the Departments/Services for the operating
formation by radio. It may be active direc- month and which has been accepted by them
tiopral or nondirectional, or it may be passive without the necessity for referral to the Joint
directional or nondirectional. Transportation Board for allocaticn.

sortie--(DOD, IADB) 1. A sudden attack made space defense--(DOD, lADB) All measures
from a defensive position. In this meaning, designed to reduce or nullify the effectiveness
it is sometimes called a sally. 2. An oper- of hostile acts by vehicles (including mis-
ational flight by one aircraft. 3. To depart siles) while in space.
from a port or anchorage, with an implication
of departure for operations or maneuve-. See Spacetrack-(DOD) A global system of radar,

also mission. optical and radiometric sensors linked to a
computatior and analysis center in the North

sortie (air)-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) An American Air Defense Command combat
operatiors.l flight by one aircraft. operations center complex. The Spacetrack

mission is detection, tracking, and cataloging
sortie number-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A ref- of all man-made objects in orbit of the earth.

erence used to identify the images taken by It is the Air Force portion of the North Amer-
all the sensors during one air reconnaissance ican Air Defense Command Space Detection
sortie. and Tracking System. See also Spadats;

Spasur.
sortie plot-(DOD) An overlay representing

the area on a map covered by imagery taken Spadats--(DOD, iADB) A space detection and
during one sortie. tracking system capable of detecting and

tracking space vehicles from the earth, anr
sortie reference--See sortie number reporting the orbital cha.-acteristic-; of these

source-(DOD) 1. A persor., thing, or activity vehicles to a central control facility. See alse

from which intelligence information is ob- Spacetrack; Spasur.

tained. 2. In clandestine activities, a person span of detonation (atomic demolition muni-
(agent), normally a foreign national, in the tion employment)--(DOD) That total period
employ of an intelligence activity for intelli- of time, resulting from a timer error, between
gence purposes. 3. In interrogation activities, the earliest and the latest possible detonation
any person who furnishes intelligence in- time. 1. early time: The earliest possible tirie
formation, either with or without the knowl- that an atomic demolition munition can det-
edge that the information is being used for nate; 2. fire time: That time the atomic demo-
intelligence purposes. In this context, a con- lition munition will datonate should the
trolled source is in the employment or under timers function precisely without error; 3.
the control of the intelligence activity and late time: The latest possible thme teat an

knows that his information is to be used for atomic demolition mesnition can detonate.

intelligence purposes. An uncontrolled source

is a voluntary contributor of information and Sparrow-(DOD, IADB) An air-to-air solid-
may or may not know that the information is propellant rocket with nonnuclear warhead
to be used for intelligence purposes. and electronic-controlled homing. Designated

as AIM-7.
space assignment-(DOD) An assignment to

the individual Departments/Services by the spasm war-(DOD) Not to be used. See general
appropriate transportation operating agency war.
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Spasu--(DOD) An operational space sur- special flie-ht-(DOD. NATO. SE.ITO. CEN-
veillance system with the mission to detect TO, IADB) An air transport fl•git, ather
and determine the orbital elements of all than a scheduled service, set un to .mvp a
man-made objects in orbit of the earth. The specific load.
mission is accomplished by means of a con-
tinuous fan of _,omntinuous wave energy Special Forces-See United States lirmy

beamed vertically across the continental Special Forces.
United States and an associated computa-
tional facility. It is the Navy portion of tha Special Forces-(SEATO) Military personnel

North American Air Defense Comma•,d with cross training in basic and specialized
Continental Air Defense Command Space miliLary skills, organized into small multiple-

Detection and Tracking System. See also purpo.;e detachments with the iission to
Spacetrack; Spadats. train, organi::e. supply, direct, and control

indigenous forces in g.-er'illa warfare and

special agent-(DOD) A per-on, either United ,.ounterinsu gency operations, and to conduct
States military or civilian, who is a secialist uihconventiona I warfare operations.

in military security or the collection of in s
telligence or counterintelligence information, specialist inteidgence reports--(DOD, NATO,CENTO, lADB)) A category of specialized.

special amniunition supply point-(DOD, technic2l reports used in the dissemination

IADB) A mobile supply point wheie special of intelligence. See also intelligence re-

ammunition is stored and issued to delivery porting.

units. special job cov'er map-(NATO, CEA'TO) A

special assignment airlift requirements-- smal'. scale - "sei to record progress on

(DOD) Airlift requirements, inc:uding JCS- phozograpL,, connaissance tasks covering

directed coordinated exercises. which require very large aý,eas. As each portion of the task

special consideration due to the number of is completed, the area covered is outlined on

passengers involved, weight or size of cargo, the -nap.

urgency or movement, sensitivity, or other special operations-(DGD, IADB) Secondary
valid faLzlrs which preclude tbe use of chan- special operations-which may beodanel airlift, or supporting operations which niay be ad-

juncts to various other operaticns and for
which no one Service is assigned prin.aryspecial atomic demolition muidtion--4DOD, responsibility.

IADB) A very low yield, man-portable,

atomic demolition munition which is deto- special (or project) equipment-(DOD, IADB)
nated by a timer device. Equipment not authorized in standard equip-

ment publ'cadons but determined as essential
special cargo--(DOD, IADB) Cargo which re- in connection with a contemplated operation.

quires special handling or protection, such as function. or mission. See also equipment.
pyrotechnics, detonators, watches, and pre-
cision instruments. See also cargo. special-purpose ;vehicle-(DOD, !.4DB) A ve-

hicle incorporatir.: a special chassis and
special-equipment vehicle--(DOD, IADB) A designed to meet a specialized e-equirement.

vehicle consisting of a general-purpose See also vehicle.
chassis with special-purpo,-' body and or
mounted equipment designed to meet a spe- special sheaf-(DOD) Any sheaf other than
cialized requirement. See also vehicle, parallel, convert d., or open. See also open

For explanation of w. l e pare vi. sheaf; parallel sQlaf; sheaf.
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special staff--(DOD, IADB) All staff officers spigot-See sprag.
having duties at a headquarters and not in-
cluded in the general (coordinating) staff spin stabilization--(DOD, IADB) Directional
group or in the personal staff group. The stability of a projectile obtained by the action
special staff includes certain technical special- of gyroscopic forces which result from spin-
ists and heads of services, e.g., quartermaster ning of the body about its axis of symmetry.
officer, antiaircraft officer, transportation spitting-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-offcer, etc. See also staff. ptig-DD nar necpacd en

ing I am about to lay, or am laying, sonobuoys.
special weapons-(DOD, IADB) A term some- I may be out 4f radio contact for a few

times used to indicate weapons grouped for minutes. If transmitted from the submarine
special procedures, for security, or other it indicates that the submarine has launched
reasons. Specific terminology, e.g., nucle-ar a sonobuoy.
weapons, guided missiles, is preferable. splash-(DOO) Word transmitted to an ob-

specific intelligence collection requirement- server or spotter five seconds before the
(DOD) An identified gap in intelligence estimated time of the impact of a salvo or
holdings that may be satisfied only by col- round.
lection action, and which has been validated
by the appropriate requirements control splash-d-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
authority. Commonly referred to as SICR. meaning enemy aircraft shot down (followed

by number and type).
specific search-(DOD) Reconnaissance of a

limited number of points for specific in- split cameras-(DOD, NATO, IADB) An as-
formation. sembly of two cameras disposed at a fixed

overlapping angle relative to each other. See
specified command-(DOD) A command which also fan cameras.

has a broad continuing mission and which is
established and so designated by the Presi- split pair-See split vertical photography.
dent through the Secretary of Defense with
the advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs spiit vertical photography-(DOD, NATO,

of Staff. It normally is composed of forces CENTO) Photographs taken simultaneously
from but one Service. by two cameras mounted at an angle from thevertical, one tilted to the left and one to the

spectrum of war-(DOD, lADB) A term which right, to obtain a small sidelap.
encompasses the full range of conflict: cold,
limited, and general war, spoiling attack-(DOD, IADB) A tactical man-

euver employed to seriously impair a hostile
speed of advance-(DOD) in naval usage, the attack while the enemy is in the process of

speed expected to be made good over the forming or assembling for an attack. Usually
distance along a route. See also mean line of employed by armored units in defense by an
advance, attack on enemy assembly positions in front

speed of sound--DOD, NATO, CENTO, of a main line of resistance or battle position.

IADB) The speed at which sound travels in spoking (radar)-(NATO, CENTO) Periodic
a given medium under specified conditicns. flashes of the rotating time base on a i adial
The speed of sound at sea level in the A.ter- display. Sometimes caused by mu.ual inter-
national Standard Atmosphere is 1108 ft/ ference.
second, 658 knots, 1215 kmi:hour. See also
hypersonic; sonic; subsonic; supersonic; sponsor-(DOD) Military member or civilian
transonic. employee with dependents.
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. ~ sponsor (exercise)-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, spotter--(DOD, IADB) An observer stationed
inB)Te cuniniaiizdur whou cuncivctzv a pai- iui LflV 13UlPuat UL uu.Vi&Ja;V1r "ll -k-j.'.

ticular exercise and orders that it be planned results of naval gunfire to the firing agency.
and executed either by his staff or by a sub- He also may be employed in designating tar-
ordinate headquarters. gets. See also field artillery observer; naval

gunfire spotting team.
spoofer-(DOD) In air intercept, means a con-

tact employing electronic or tactical deception spotting-(DOD) A process of determining by
measures. visual oir electronic observation, deviations of

spot-(DOD, IADB) 1. To determine, by ob- artillery or naval gunfire from the target in
servation, deviations of ordnance from the relation to a spotting line for the purpose of
target for the purpose of supplying necessary st pplying necessary information for the ad-
information for adjustment of fire. 2. To justment or analysis of fire.
place in a proper location. See also adjust-
ment of fire. spotting line-(DOD) Either the gun-target

line, the observer-target line, or a reference
spot--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO) 1. To defer- line used by the observer or spotter in making

mine by observation, deviations of gunfire spot corrections. See also gun-target line;
from the target for the purpose of supplying observer-target line; reference line.
necessary information for the adjustment of
fire. 2. To place in a proper location. See also sprag-(NATO, CENTO) A projection prevent-
adjustment of fire. ing the movement of platforms or pallets in

spot elevatX'n-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) the side guidance rails in an aircraft cabin.

A point on a ..map or chart whose elevation is
noted. s dom-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The

mound of water spray thrown up into the
spot jamming-(DOD, A ATO, CENTO, IADB) air when the shock wave from an underwater

The jamming of a specific channel or fre- detonation of a nuclear (or atomic) weapon
qu'ncy. See also barrage jamming; elec- reaches the surface. See also dome.

fire.i onmig whjsaotrlinmhefrenognict.ta
spreading fire-(DOD) A notification by the

spot net-(DOD, IADB) Radio communication spotter or the naval gunfire ship, dependingnet used by a spotter in calling fire. on who is controlling the fire. to indicate that

fire is about to be distributed over an area.spot report--(DOD) A concise narrative report

of essential information covering events or
conditions that may have an immediate and Sprint-(DOD) A guided, surface-to-air, high
significant effect on current pla.ining and acceleration, antimissile missile with nuclear
operations which is afforded the most expedi- warhead capability employed in the Nike X
tious means of transmission consistent with System.
requisite security. (Note: In reconnaissance
and surveillance usage, "spot report" is not squadron-(DOD, IADB) 1. An organization
to be used. See Joint Tactical Air Recon- consisting of two or more divisions of ships.
naissance/Surveillance Mission ReporL) or two or more divisions (Navy) or flights

of aircraft. It is normally, but not necessarily,
spot size-(NATO, CENTO) The s.ze of the composed of ships or aircraft of theý same

electron spot on zhe face of the cathode ray type. 2. The basic administrative aviation
tube. unit of the Army, Navy, Marine Corp3, and

Fr.i plaati.m .o asyieb. - Pw. ,v Air Force.
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squaw•k-(DOD) A code meaning switch Identi- subordinate to the commander of the com-
fication Friend or Foe master control tc "nor- inander's plans and policies, interpreting
mal" (Mode and Code as directed) position. those plans and policies, assisting such sub-

ordinates in carrying them out, determining
squawk flash-(DOD) A code meaning actuate the extent to which they are being followed,

Identification Friend or Foe IiP switch. and advising the commander thercoL

squawking ( )-(DOD) A code meaning stage-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB"' 1. To
showing Identification Friend or Foe in Mode process, in a specified area, troops which are
(and Code) indicated, in transit from one locality to another. See

also marshalling; staging area. 2 An element
squawk low-(DOD) A code meaning switch of the missile or propulsion system thL t gen-

Identification Friend or Foe master control erally separahts from the missil- at burnout
to "low" position. or cutoff. Stages are numbered chronoiogi-

squawk may day--(DOD) A code meaning cally in order of burning. 3. (NATO, CEN-

switch Identification Friend or Foe master TO) The part of an air route from one air

control to "emergency" position. staging unit to the next.

staged crews-(DOD, IADB) Aircrews specifi-
squawk mike-- DOD) A code meaning actuate caily position-ied at intermediate airfields to

Identification Friend or Foe MIC switch and take over air'craft operating on air routes,
key transmitter as directed. thus reliev'in - complementary crews of flying

fatigue and s-eeding up the flow rate of thesquawk standby--(DOD) A code meaning aircraft concerned.

switch Identification Friend or Foe master

control to "standby" position. staged crews-(NATO, CENTO) Aircrews pre-

squib-(DOD, IADB) A small pyrotechnic de- positioned at specific points along an air

vice which may be used to fire the igniter in route to allow the contiuous operation of

a rocket or for some similar purpose. Not to the aircraft.

be confused with a detonator which explodes, staging area-(DOD, NATO, SEA. , CENTO,
IADB) 1. (amphibious or ai 1orne)-A gen-

SS--See submarine eral locality between the mo-inting area and

SSBN--See fleet ballistic missile submarine, the objective of an 4nphibious or -.irborne
expedition, through which tim expedition or

SSG--See guided missile submarine. parts thereof pass after mounting. for refuel-
ing, regrouping of ships, and/,'r exercise, in-

SSGN--See guided missile submarine, spection, and redistribution of troops. 2.
SSN--See submarine. (other movements)-A general lccality. con-

taining accommodaiions for t-roops, estab-

stable base film--(D D, NATO, CENTO) A lished for the concentration o- troop units
particular type of film hving high stability and transient personnel between movements
in regard to shrinkage arid stretching. over the lines of communication. See also

marshalling; stase.
staff--See combined staff; general staff; inte-

grated staff; joint staff; parallel staff; spe- staging baefo.--( DO D, lADB) 1. An advanced
cial staff naval be for the anchoring, eling, and

refitting of transl orts and cargo ships, and
staff supervision--(DOD, IADB) The process for replenishing tuobile service scadrons. 2.

of advising other staff officers and individuals A landing and takeoff area witl- minimum
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S • serviciniz, suDDl3,. -ind shelter Drovided for standardization.-( I A D B) The Drocess by

the temporary occupancy of military aircr.ft which the participating countries achieve the
during the course of movement from one lo- closest practicable cooperation and agree to
cation to another. adopt on the broaacst possible basis the use

of: a. common or compatible operaticnal, ad-
standard advanced base uni-s-(DOD, IADB) ministrative, and logistic procedures; b. com-

Personnel e:nd materiel organized to function mon or compatible technical procedures and
as adv•,nced base units, including the func- criteria; c. common, compatible. or inter-
tionsi components which are employed in the changeable supplies, components, weapons,
establishment of naval advanced bases. Such or equipment; and d. common or compatible
advanced base units may establish repair tactical doctrine with 'orresponding organi-
bases, supply bases, supply depots, airfields, 7ational compatibility.
air bases, or other naval shore 6stablishments
at overseas locations; e.g., Acorns, Cubs, standardization agreement (NATO)-(NATO)
Gropacs, and Lions. (Note: IADB definition The record of an agreement among several
stops with the words "naval shore establish- or all oi the mermber nations to adopt like or
ments".) similar military equipment, ammunition, sup-

plies, and stores: and operational, logistic,
standardization-(DOD) The process by which and administrative procedures. National ac-

the Department of Defense achieves the ceptance of a NATO allied publication issued
closest practicable cooperation among the by the Military Agency for Standardization
Services and Defense agencies for tthe m".st may be recorded as a Standardization Agree-

efficient use of research, development, and ment (STANAG).production resources, and agrees to adop.t on

the broadest possible basis the use of: a. standardization agreement (SEATO)-4SEA-
common or compatible operational, adminis- TO) The record of an agreement among sev-
trative, and logistic procedures; b. common eral or all of the member nations to adopt
or compatible technical procedures and cri- like or similar military equipment, ammuni-
teria; c. common, compatible, or interchange- tion, supplies, and stores; and operational,
able supplies, components, weapons, or equip- logistic, and administrative proc.edures. Na-
ment; and d. common or compatible tactical tional acceptance of a SEATO allied publica-
doctrine with corresponding organizational tion issued by the Military Planning Office
compatibility. may be recorded as a Standardization Agree-

ment (SEASTAG).
standardization--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO)

The process by which member nations standardization agkeement (CENTO)--(CEN-
achieve the closest practicable cooperation TO) The record of an agreement among sev-
among forces, the most efficient use of re- eral or all of the member nations to adopt
search, development, and production re- like or similar military equipment. ammuni-
sources, and agree to adopt on the broadest tion, supplies and stores; and operational,
possible basis, the use of: a. common or com- logistic and administrati-,c procedures. Na-
patible operational, administrative, and logis- tional acceptance of a CENTO allied publica-

tic procedures; b. common or compatible tech- tion may be recorded as a Standardization
neal procedures and criteria; c. common, Agreement (STANAG).
compatible, or interchangeable supplies. com-

ponents, weapons, or equipment; and d. com- standardized product-(NATO, CE N TO,
mon or compatible tactical doctrine with cor- IADB) A product that coi.Ain. a o specifi-
responding organizational compatibility. cations resulting from the same fechnical

F exp - I of s e on ,W requirements.
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standard load--(NA TO, CENTO) A load which Stari|iter--(DG1D, ,.g," a I A fur (argo
has been preplanned as to dimensions, weight, transport powered by four turbo-fan enghies,
and balance, and designated by a .number or capable of intercontitiental range with neavy
some elassifioation. payloads and airdrops. Designated ps G-141.

standard parallel--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, start line--See line of departure, Part 1.
1ADB) A -arallel on a map or chart along

which the sc"e is as stated for that mar or start po*.nt--(NATO, CENTO) A well defined
chart. point on a route at which a movement of

vehicles begins to be under the control of
W standard pattern (land mine warfare)--(DOD, the commander of this movement. It is at this

NATO, SEATO, CENTO, 1ADB) The agreed point that the column is formed by the suc-
pattern to which mines are normally laid. cessive passing, at an appointed time, of each

of the elements composing the column. In
standing operating procedure--(DOD NATO, addition to the principal start point of a col-

SEATO, CENTO, lADB) A set of instruc- umn there may be secondary start points for
tions covering ".hose features of operations its different elements.
which :-nd themselves to a definite or stand-
ardized procedure without loss of effective, state and regional defense airlift-(DOD) The
ness. The procedure is applicable unless pre- prograam for use during an emergency of
scribed otherwise in a particular case. Thus, civil aircraft other than air carrier aircraft.
the flexibiiity necessary in special situa!.ios
is retained state chicken--(DOD) In air intercept, a code

meaning I am at a fuel state requiring re-
standing order--(DOD, NATO, C? N T 0, covery, tanker service, or diversion to an

IADB) Promulgated orders which remain in airfield.
force until amended or cancelled.

state lamb--(DOD) In air intercept, a code
standing order--(SEATO) An order of relative meaning I do not have enough fuel for an

permanen 23. intercept plus reserve required for carrier

standing patrol--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A
patrol which will be of a strength decided p
by the commander allotting the task. Its task stOteless perso)-A DOD, NATO, SEATO, CeN-

may be recce, listening, fighting, or a combi-
nation of these. It differs from a recce, fight- ship.
ing, or listening patrol in that, having taken
up its allotted position, it is not free to s of readiness-arm e d (demolition)-
maneuver in the performance of its task (DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

without permission. See also patrol. Demolition is ready for immediate firing.

"Starfighter-(DOD, lADR) A supersonic, sin- state of readiness--safe (demolition)-(DOD,
gle-engine, turbojet-powered, tactical and air NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADS) A demoli-
superiority fighter. The tactcal version em- tion target upon or within which the demoli-ply ann rnuclear waosfor attack tion aethas been plcdand secured. The
aploys cannons or targets weapons fapabl of agent or itan placed ave been ih-
against surface sprt f nd of firing or initiatino g circuits have been in-
providing close support for ground forcesr stalled, but not connected to the demolition
The interceptor version employs Sidewinders agent. Detonators or initiators have not been

and/or cannons. Designated as F-104. connected or installed.
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I state tiger-(DOD) 'n air intercept, a code steady-(DOD) In air intercept, a code m.ean-
meaning i have sufficent fuei to complete my ing Lm on prescribed heading, or straighten
mission as assigned. out immediately on present heading or head-

static line (air transport)--/DOD, NATO, ing indicated.

SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A lirv attached to steer-(DOD) In air intercept, close air support
a parachute pack and to a strop or anchor and air interdiction, means set magnetic head-
cable in an aircraft so that when the load is, ing indicated to reach me (or - ).

dropped the parachute is deployed automati-
cally. stellar guidance-(DOD, 1ADB) A system

wherein a guided missile may follow a pre-
static line cable--See anchor cable (air trans- determined course with reference primarily

port) to the relative position of the missile and

station-(DOD, IADB) 1. A general term mean- certain preselcted celestial bodies. See also

ing any military or naval activity at a fixed guidance.

land location. 2. A particular kind of activity stereogram-(NATO, (ENTO) A stereoscopic
to which other activitie.i or individuals may set of photographs or drawings correctly
come for a specific service, often of a tech- oriented and mounted for stereoscopic view-
nical nature, e.g., aid station. 3. An assigned
or prescribed position in a naval formation ing.
or cruising disposition; or an assigned area stereographic coverage-(DOD) Photograph:c
in an approach, contact, or battle disposition. coverage with overlapping air photograph,;
4. Any place of duty or post or position ir to provide a three-dimensional presentatioi
the field to which an individual, or group of of the picture; sixty percent overlap is con-
individuals, or a unit may be assigned. (DOD) sidered normal, and fifty-three percent is
5. One or more transmitters or receivers or a generally regarded as the minimum.
combination of transmitters and receivers,
including tie accessory equipment necessary stereoscope-(NATO, CENTO) A binocular
at one location, for carrying on radio com- optical instrument for helping an observer
munication service. Each station will be to -iew photographs or taiagrams in order
classified by the service in which it operates to cbtain a three dimensional mental impres-
permanently or temporarily. sion.

station authentication-(DOD, 1ADB) A se- stereoscopic cover--(NATO, CENTO) Photo-
curity measure designed to establish the au- graphs taken with sufficient overlap to per-
thenticity of a transmitting ,,r receiving sta- mit complete stereoscopic examination.
tion.

stereoscopic model-(NATO, CENTO) The
station time (air transport)-(DOD, NATO, mental impression of an area or object seen

CENTO, 1ADB) Time at which crews, pas- as bx ing in three dimensions when viewed
sengers, and cargo are to be on board and stereoscopically cn photographs.
ready for the flight.

stereoscopic pair-(NATO, CENTO) Two
staybehind--(DOD) Agent or agent organiza- photographs with sufficient overlap of detail

tion establiRhed in a given country to be to make possible stereoscopic examination of
activated in the event of hostile overrun or an object or an area common to both.

i* other circumstances under which normal ac-
cess would be denied. stereoscopic vipion-(NATO, CENTO) The
, , t.~ ,• ,- , • •ability to perceive three-dimensional image-.
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stereoscopy-(NATO, CENTO) The science ment of material cognizance for iten3s ur
which deals with three-dimensional effects categories of material to inventory manage-s.
and the methods by which they are produced. stock level-See level of supply.

sterilize--(DOD) To remove from material to
be used in covert and clandestine operations, stockpile to target sequence-(DOD) 1. The

marks or devices which can identify it as order of events involved in removing a nu-

emanating from the sponsoring nations or clear weapon from storage, and assembling,

organization. testing, transporting, and delivering it on
the target. 2. A document which defines the

sterilizer (mine)-(DOD, IADB) A device in- logistical and employment concepts and re-
corporated in a mine to detonate or make the lated physical environments involved in the
mine inactive after P certain preset period of delivery of a nuclear weapon from the stock-
time. pile to the target. It may also define the logis-

tica] flow involved in moving nuclear weap-
stern attack--(DOD) In air intercept, an attack ons to and from the stockpile fer quality

by an interceptor aircraft which terminates assurance testing, modification and retrofit,
with a heading crossing angle of 45' or less. and the recycling of limited life components.
See also heading crossing angle.

stockpile to target sequence--(NATO, CEN-
stick (air transport)--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, TO) The ordar and permutations of events

CENTO, IADB) A number ,.f paratroopers involved in rene.-'In:g a nuclear weapon from
who jump from one aperture or door of an storage, and assembling, testing, transport-
aircraft during one run over a drop zone. ing, and delivering -t on the target.

stick commander (air tranipo)rt)-(DOD, NA- stock record account-(DOD) A basic record
TO, SEATO, CENTO, IAD6) A designated showing by item the receipt and issuance of
individual who controls parachutists from the property, the balances on hand and such other
time they enter the aircraft until their exit. identifying or stock control data as may be
See also jumpmaster. required by proper authority.

stockage objective-(DOD, IA VB) The mdxi- stop squawk--DOD) A code meaning turn
mum quantities of materiel to be maintained Identification Friend or Foe master control
on haad to sustain current operations. It will to "off".
consist of the sum of stocks represented bythe o.)rating level and the safety level. See storage--(DOD) 1. Pertaining to a device in
Salso level of supply, which data can be stored and from which itcan be obtained at a later time. The means

stock control-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) of storing data may be chemical, elctrical,

Process of maintaining data on the quantity, or mechanical. 2. A device consisting of elec-

location, and condition of supplies and equip- tronic, electrostatic, electrical, hardware or

ment due-in, on-hand, and due-out, to deter- other elements into which data may be en-

mineý quantities of materiel and equipment tered, and from which data may be obtained

available and/or required for issue and to as desired. 3. The erasable storage in any

facilitate distribut'on and management of given computer. Synonymous with memory.

materiel. See also ijaventory control. See also ammunition and toxic material open
space; bulk storage; igloo space; large-lot

stock coordination-(DOD, IADB) A supply storage; mediwn. 'ot storage; open improved
management function exercised usually at storage ipace; epen unimproved wet space;
department level which controls the assign- small-lot aferage.
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- ,, stores-See naval stores; supplies. btrapping-(DOD, IADB) 1. An operation by
wihich supply containers, such as cartons or

stowage diagram-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, boxes, are reinforced by bands, metal straps,
CENTO, 1ADB) A scaled urawing included or wire placed at specified intervals around
in the loading plan of a ship for each deck them, drawn taut, and then sealed or clamped
or platform showing the exact location of all by a machine. 2. Measurement of storage
cargo. The diagram also contains pertinent tanks and calculation of volume to provide
items of the following data for each cargo tables for conversion of depth of product in
suace and deck stowage area: overall dimer.- linear units of measurement to volume of
sions, location of obstructions, dimensions of contents.
the overhead hatch opening, dimensions of
bow door or stern gate opening, minimum strategic advantage-(DOD, IADB) The over-
clearances to the overhead, bale cubic capac- all relative power relationship of opr,onents
ity, square feet of deck area aid the capacity which enables one nation or group of nations
of booms. See also stowage plan. effectively to control the course of a military/

political situation.
stowage factor-(DOD) The number which ex-

presses the space, in cubic feet, occupied by a strategic air transport-( DOD, SEATO) The
long ton of any commodity as prepared for movement of personnel and materiel by air in
shipment, including all crating or packaging, accordance with a strategic plan.

stowage plan-(DOD, IADB) A completea strategic air transport operations--(NATO,
stowage diagram sh-wing what materiei has CENTO) The carriage of passenge 's and
been loaded and its stowage location in each cargo between theaters by means -f: 1. Sched-
hold, between-deck compartment, or other uled services. 2. Special flights. 3. Air logistic
space ini a ship, including deck space. Each support. 4. Aeromedical evacuation.
port of discharge is indicated by colors or
other appropriate means. Deck and between- strategic air warfare--(DOD, IADB) Air corn-
deck cargo normally is shown in perspective, bat and supporting operations designed t,
while cargo stowed in the lower hold is shown effect, through the systematic application of
in profile, except that vehicles usually are force to a selected ser.es of v ital targets, the
shown in per.spective regardless of stowage, progressive destruction and disintegration of
See also stowage diagram. the enemy's war-making capacity to a point

where he no longer retains the aoihty or the
strafing-(DOD) T'ie delivery of automatic will to w-ge war. Vital t;:rgets may include

weapons fire by aircraft on ground targets. key manufacturing systems, sources of raw
material, critical material, stockpiles, power

stranger (bearing, distance, altitude)-(DOD) systems, transportation systems, communica-
In air intercept, means an unidentified air- tion facilities., concentrations of uncommitted
craft, bearing, distance, and altitude as indi- elements of enemy armed forces, key agricul-
cated relative to you. tural areas, and other such target systems.

strangle-(DOD) A code meaning switch off strategic air warfare-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
equipment indicated. TO) Air operations aesigned to effect the

progressive destruction and disintegration of
strangle pairrot-(DOD) A code meaning the enemy's war-making capacity.

switch off Identification Friend or Foe equip-
ment. Strategic Army Forces-See United States

For pla•t•i oof symbols. we pace .. Strategic Army Forces.
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strategic coAcentration-.f&OD, NATIG, X1EA- atrategic rese,•:D--(;Ln•1 A D) That quantitv
TO, CENrO, IADB) The asseinmAy of desig- of material which is placed in a particular
aatkcd fn.-ce3 in areas from which it is in- geographic location due to strategic concid-
tended that operation: of the assembled force erdons or in ar.ticipation of major interrup-
shall begin so that they are best disposed to tiom in the supply distrioution system. it is
initiate the plan of campaign. over and above the stockage objective. See

also level of supply.
stiategic concept-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

fENTO, IADB) The course of action ac- strategic transport ai:craft-(DOD, NATO,
cepted as the result of the estimate of the CENTO) Aircraft designed primarily for the

strategic situation. It is a statement of what carriage of personnel and/or cargo over long
is to be done expressed in broad terms suffi- distances.
ciently flexible to permit its use in framing strategic transport aircraft-($EATO) Air-
fhe basic undertakings which stem f rom it. staeitrnpt rcf-(ET)A-

e als basic undertakingsw craft designed primarily for the carriage of
personnel and/or cargo between theaters.

strategic intelligencc,-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
LIDA) Intelligence which is required for the strategic vuinerability-(DOD, IADR) The
formation of policy and military plans at suscep•.,blity of vital elerniets of national

national and international levels, power to being seriously decreased or ad-
versely changed by the application of actions

't rategic map--(DOD, IADB) A map of me- within the ca-pability of another nation to
dium scale, or smaller, used for planning of impose. Strategic vulnerability may pertain
operations, including the movement, concen- to political, geographic, economic, scientific,
tration, and supply of troops. See also map. sociological, or military factors.

strategic material (critical)-(DOD, IADB) A strategic warning-(DOD, fADB) A r~'tifica-

material required for essential uses in a war tion that enemy-initiated hostilities may be
emergency, the procurement of which in ade- imminent. This notification may be received
quate quantity, quality, or time, is sufficiently from minutes to hours, to days, or longer,
uncertain, for any reason, to requit ý prior prior to the initiation of hostilities. See also
provision of the supply thereof. strategic warning lead time; strategic warn-

ing post-decision time; strategic warning
strategic nissiou--(DOD, 1ADB) A mission di- pre-decision time; tactical %.,rning.

rected against cne or more of a selected series
of enemy targets with the purpose oL pro- strategic warning lead time-(DOD) That time
gressive destruction and disintegration of the between the receipt of strategic warning and
enemy's war-making capacity and his will to the beginning of hostilities. This time may
make war, Targets include key manufactur- inelude two action periods" strategic warning
ing systems, sources of raw material, critical pre-decision time and strategic warning post-
material, stockpiles, power systems, trans- decision time. See also commanders estimate
portation systems, communication facilities, of the situation; strategic concept; strategic
and other such target systems. As opposed to warning.
tactical operations, strategic operations are
designed to have a long-range, rather than strategic warning post-oecision time-(DOD)
immediate, effect on the enemy anti his mili- That time which begins after the decision,tary forces, made at the highest levels of government(s)

in response to strategic warning, is ordered
strategic plan-(DOD, IADB) A plan for the executed and ends with the start of hostilities

overall conduct of a war. or termination of the threat. It is that part
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*.. .... ~* ~ .sphrein' wh~eh thp e-hanrge nf rmporature

executing pre-hostility actions to strengthen with height is relatively small. See alko at-
the cat1faivn- .-Ctgi =*a-tu e ; how"ever, some mnanhobro,

preparatory actions may be initiated in the
pre-decision period. See also strategic warn- Stratotanker-(DOD, IADB) A multipurpose
ing; strategic warnh;g lead time. aerial tanker-transport powered by four tur-

bojet engines. It is equipped for high-speed,
ztrategic warning pre-decision time-(DOD) high-altitude refueling of bombers and fight-

That time which begins upon receipt of stra- ers. Designated as KC-135.
tegic warning and ends when a decision is
ordered executed. It is that part of strategic stream_ -- (DOD) Dispensing of chaff
warning lead time available to the highest (so!id/random interval/bursts).
levels of government(s) to determine that
strategic course of action to be executed. See stream takeoff-,'Y)D, NATO, CE N T 0,
also strategic warning; strategic warning IADB) Aircraft taking off in trail/column
lead time. forroation.

strategy-.(DOD, IADB) The art and science strength-See economic potential; unit
of developing and using political, economic, strength.
psychological, mnd military forces as neces-
sary during peace and war, to afford the max- strength group-(MOD) A surface &,.-bon
imum support to policies, in order to increase group (unit) (elen.ent) compeced t! the
the probabilities and favorable conseq'ences heaviest combatant ships available with their
of victory and to lessen '-he chances of defeat. aircraft and assigned screen.
See also military strategy; national strategy. strength of enemy forces--(IADB) The descrip-

Stratcfortress-(DOD, IADR) An all-weather, tion of an enemy unit or force in terms of
intercontinental, strategic heavy bomber pow- men, weapons, and equipment. See also ef-
ered by eight turbojet engines. It is ca.pable fective strength of enemy forces; initial
of delivering nuclear and nonnuclear bombs, strength of enemy forces.
air-to-surface missiles and decoys. Its range
is extended by in-flight refueling. Designated stretcher--See litter.
as B-52. stretcher Waient--See litt.er patient.

Stratofreighter-(DOD, IADB) A strategic

aerial tanker-freighter powered by fTur re- stretch out-(DOD, IADB) A reduction in the
i ciprocating engines. It is equipped for in- delivery rate specified for a program without

flight refueling of bombers and fighter's. Des- a reduction in the total quantity to be de-
ignated as KC-97. livered.

Stratojet-(DOD) An all-weather strategic re- strike-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) An at-
dium bomber, It is powered by six turbojet tack which is intended to inflict damage on,
engines. I t h as intercontinental range seize or destroy an objective.
through in-flight refueling. The Stratojet is
capable of delivering nuclear and nonnuclear strike force--(DOD, IADB) A force composed
bombs RB-47 is the reconnaissance version of appropriate units necessary to conduct
of the B-47. Designated as B-47. strikes, attack or assault operations. See also

task force.
stratosphere-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The

layer of the atmosphere above the tropo- strike photography-(DOD, NATO) Air photo-
For m3& of symbl. am P L giaphs taken during an air strike.
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strip marker (land mine arcfare)--(DOD, submarine base-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A marker, iADB) A base providing logistic support for
natural, artificial, or srecially installed, lo- submarines.
cated at the start and finish of a mine strip.
See also marker (land mirar warfare). submarine ha-ens-.NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

14DB) Specified sea areas for submarine
strip plo--(NATO, CENTO) A portion of a noncombat operations including: a. subma-

map or overlay on which -A number of photo- rine sanctuaries announced by the area, fleet,
graphs taken along a flight line is delineated or equivalent commander; b. areas reserved
without defining the outlinles of individual for submarine operations and training in non-
prints, combat zones; and c. moving areas, estab-

lished by "Sdbmarine Notices", surrounling
strong point-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- submarines in trankit, extending 50 nat.tical

TO, LADB) A key point in a defensive posi- miles ahead, 100 nautical miles behind, and
tiou. usually s rongly fortified and heavily 15 nautical miles on each side of the estimated
armed with automatic weapons, around position of the submarine along the stated
which other positions are grouped for its track. 9ee also moving havens. (Note: SEA-
protection. TO definitio:., Part c does not include "nauti-

eaL")
strop-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) In air

transport, a length of webbing connecting submarine launched missile--See sea-i-unched
the static line to the anchor ca2le. ballistic missile.

strop (air transport)-(SEATO) The length of submarine patrol areas--(DOD, :VATO, CEN-
webbing connecting the static line to the TO, IADB) A stretch of water determined in
anchor cable. all directions by specific geographic limits

sub collection centers-See nuclear, biological, assigned to a submarine's action.

chemical collection center. submarine patrol zones-.(DOD, NATO, SEA-

subgravity-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, TO, CENTO, IADB) Restricted sea areas

lADB) A condit:on in which the resultant established for the purpose of permitting

ambient acceleration is between 0 and one G. submarine operations, unrestricted by the
operations or possible attack of friendly

subkiloton weapon-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, forces.
lADB) A nuclear weapon producing a yield
below one kiloton. See also kiloton weapon; submarine rocket-(DOD, IADB) Submerged,

nominal weapon. submarine-iaunched, surface-to-surface rock-
et with nuclear depth charge or homing

sublimited war--Not to be used. No substitute torpedo payload, primarily antisubmarine.
recommended. Popular name is Subroc. Designated as

UUM-44A.
submarine-(DOD, lADB) A warship designed

for u.der-the-surface operations with pri- submarine ssfety lanes--See safety lases.
mary mission of locating and destroying
ships, including other submarines. It is capa- submarine samctuaries-(DOD, lADY) Re-
ble of various other naval missions. SSNs stricted areas which are establibitd for the
are nuclear powered. Designated as SS and conduct of non-combat submarine or anti-
SSN. See also fleet ballistic missile subma- submarine exercises. They may be either sta-rime. tionary or moving and are norrnAlly desig-
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nated only in rear areas. See also moving tion, sabotage, or espionage will be placed in
havens. the caiwgury Vi Zubvernive aLiv-ity.

submarine striking forc-,s-(DOD, IADB) Sub- subversive political action-(DOD, SEATO,
marines having guided or ballistic mis- IADR) A planned series of activities designed
sile launching and/or guidance capabilities to accomplish political objectives by influenc-
formed to launch offensive nuclear strikes. ing, dominating, or displacing individuals or

groups who are so placed as to affcct the de-
Subroc---See submarine rocket. cisions and actions of another government.

subsidiary demolition belt-(DOD, IADB) A summary areas--(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
supplement to the primary belt to give depth IADR) Defined areas of sea. For each of
in front or behind, or to protect the flanks. these areas. a separate estimated position
See also demolition belt. summary (covering own shipping and forces)

and enemy information summary messages
subsonic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) Of are made daily by officers conducting theor pertaining to spceds less than the s!eed of exercise. These messages are for the infor-

sound. See also speed of sound. mation of warships and sea-going commands
at sea in the particular area, and certain spec-

substit.ite transport-type vehicle-(DOD, ified shore authornies.
IADB) A wheeled vehicle designed to per-
form, within certain limitations, the same summit--(DOD) The highest altitude above
military function as military transport ve- mean sea level that a projectile reaches in its
hidles, bu-' not requiring all the special char- flight from the gun to the target; the alge-

acteristics thereof. They are developed from braic sum of the maximum ordinate and the
civilian designs by addition of certain fea- altitude cf the gun.
tures, or from military designs by deletion Superfortress-(OD) A tactical aerial tankerof certain features. See also vehicle.Speors-(D )Atatilaralanr

powered by four reciprocating engines and
subversion--(DOD, !, SEATO, 1ADB) Action two turbojet engines. It is capable of simnil-

designed Lo undermine the military, economic, taneous aeriai refueling of three fighter-type
psychological, morale, or political strength aircraft by the probe and drogue method.
of a regime. See also unconveqtional warfare. Designated as KB-50.

Super Sabre-(DOD, lADB) A supersonic, sin-
subversion--(NATO, CENTO) Action designed gle-engine, turbojet-powered, tactical and air

to undermine: a. the military, economic, psy- superiority fighter capable of delivering ei-
chological, morale, or politicai strength of a ther nuclear or nonnuclear bombs, rockets,
na.tion; and b. the loyalty of the subjects. and Bullpup missiles against surface targets,

or cannons ard Sidewinder missiles againqt
subversive aetivity-(DOD) Anyone lending airborne targets. It is capable of providing

aid, comfort, and moral support to individ- close support for ground forces: and it can
uals, groups, or organizations which advocate be refueled in flight. Designated as F-100.
the overthrow of incumbent governments by
force and violence is subversive and is en- supersonic--OD, NATO, CENTO, lADB) Of
gaged in subversive activity. All willful acts or pertaining to speed in excess of the speed
which are intended to be detrimental to the of sound. See also speed of sound.
best interests of the government and which
do not fall into the categories of treason, sedi- supervised route-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A

w, emmu ofs,,o .w p roadway oer which control is exercised by
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it trafflle iitrQ1 auIhLoL i qb*fuInnnil.s F-Clothing and tex-

control posts, traffic patrols or both. See also tiles; M-Weapons; and T-Industrial sup-

route. plies (includes bearings, block and tackle,

cable, chain, wire rope, screws, bolts, studs.

supplement-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) steel rods, plates and bars).

A supplement is a separate publication, re- c. Class III-Petroleum, oils, and lubri-

lated to a basic publication and prepared for cants: Petroleum fuels, lubricants, hydraulic

purposes of promulgating additional infor- and insulating oils, preservatives, liquid and

reation or summaries, and may include ex- compressed gases, bulk chemical products,

tracts from the basic publication. (SEATO, coolants, deicing and antifreeze compounds,

IADB) A supplement may have a different together with components and additives of

classification from that of the basic publica- such products, and coal. Subclassifications for

tion, and may not be registered regardless of Class III are: A-Air; and W--Ground (sur-

whether or not the basic publication is reg- face).

istered. d. Class IV--Construction: Construction

materials to include installed equipment, and
supplies--(DOD) Ail items necessary, for the all fortification/barrier materiajs. (No sub-

equipment, maintenance, and operation of a classifications.)

military command, including food, clothing, e. class V-Ammunition: Ammunition of

equipment, arms, ammunition, fuel, mate- eal s V(inc un ical, bio oa

rials, and machinery of all kinds. See also all types (including chemical, biological, ra-

stores. For pianning and administrative pur- plosives, mnesesa detons, pom eh-

poses supplies are divided as noted below. plosives, mines, fuzes, detonators, pyrotech-

The subclassification materiel designators (A nics, missiles, rockets, propellants, and other

through T) may be used in combination with associated items. Subclassifications for Class

the designated subclassifications to further V are:- A-Air; and W-Ground.

define a portion of a class of supply for plan- f. Class VI-FPEr.onal Demand Items

ning purposes, e.g., use of Class V AL to des- (Nonmilitary Sales Iterms). (No subclas-.,fi-

ignate ammunition, air missile. Addit:onal cations.)

codes may be utilized by the Services to sat- g. Class V1-Major End Items: A final

isfy a specific requirement. This additional combination of end products which is ready

permissive coding is not to be utilized in lieu for its intended use; e.g., launchers, tanks,

of that designated for the major classifica- mobile machine shops, vehicles. Subclassifica-

tion and subclassification. tions for Class VII are: A-Air; B-Ground

a. Class I--Subsisterice including gratui- support materiel (includes power generators

tous health and welfare items. Subclassifica- and construction, barrier, bridging, fire fight-

tions for Class I are: A-Air (inflight ing, petroleum, and mapping equipment);

rations) ; R-Refrigerated subsistence; S- D-Administrative vehicles (commercial ve-

Nonref.-erated subsistence (less tombat hicles utilized in administrative motor pools) ;

rations); G--Combat rations (including gra- G-Electronics: K-Tactical vehicles; I,-

tuitous health and welfare items). Missiles; M-Weapons; and N- Special

b. Class HI-Clothing, individua! equip- weapons.

ment, tentage, organizational tool sets and h. Class VIII-Medical Materiel Including

tool kits, hand tools, administrative, and Medical Peculiar Repair Parts. (No subclass-

housekeeping supplies and equipment. Sub- ifications.)

classifications for Class II are: B--Ground i. Class IX-Repair Parts and components

support materiel (includes power generators to include kits, assemblies, and subassemblies,

an.d construction, barrier, bridging, fire fight- reparable and nonreparable, required for

ing, petroleum, and mapping equipment); maintenance support of all equipment. Sub-
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AP classifications for Class IX are the same as ternational logistic suppon; inter-Service
Class VII with addition of T-Industrial support.
supplies (includes bearings, block and tackle,
cable, chain, wire rope, screws, bolts, studs, support-(NATO, SEATO. CENTO) The ac-
steel rods, plates and bars). tion of a force or portion thereof, which aids,

j. Class X-Materidl 'o support Nonmili- protects, complements, or sustains any other
tary Programs; e.g., AgTicultural and Eco- force.
nomic Development, Not included in Classes supporting aircraft--(DOD, lADR) All active
I-IX. (No subclassifications.) aircraft other than unit aircraft. See also air-

supply--(DOD, IADB) The procurement, dis- craft.

tribution, maintenance while in storage, and supporting arms--(DO/, IADB) Air, sea, and
salvage of supplies, including the determina- land weapons of all types employed to sup-
tion of kind and quantity of supplies. port ground units.
a. (producer phase)-That phase of mili-

tary suprJy which extends from determi- supporting arms coordination cen t er-(DOD,
nation of pracurement 3chedules to accept- IADB) A single !ocation on board an amphi-
ance of finished supplies by the military bious command ship in which all communica-
Ser •,;Ces. tion facilities incident to the coordination of

b. (consumer phase)--That phase of military fire support of the artillery, air, and naval
supply which extendb from receipt of fin- gunfire are centralized. This is the naval
ished supplies by the military Services counterpart to the fire support coordination
through issue for use or consumption. center utilized by the landing force. See also

fire support coordination center.
supply by air--See airdrop; air movement.

supporting artillery-(DOD, IADB) Artillery
supply control--(DOD, IADB) The process by which executes fire missions in support of a

which an item of supply is controlled within specific unit, usually infantry, but remains
the supply system, including requisitioning, under the command of the next higher artil-
receipt, storage, stock control, shipment, lery commander.
disposition, identification, and accouiting.

supporting fire-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CNN-
supply management--See inventory control. TO, IADB) Fire delivered by suppok .ing

supply point..-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, units to assist or protect a unit in combat. See
lADB) Any point where supplies are issued also close supporting fire; deep supporting

in detail. fire; direct supporting fire; fire.

support--(DOD, IADB) 1. The action of a force surface burst--See nuclear surface burst

which aids, protects, complements, or sustains surface code-See panel code.
another force in accordance with a directive
requiring such action. 2. A unit which helps surface striking forces (naval)-(DOD, IADB)
another unit in battle. Aviation, artillery, or Forces which are organized primarily to do
naval gunfire may be used as a support for battle with enemy forces or to conduct shore
infantry. 3. A part of any unit held back at bombardment. Units comprising such a force
the beginning of an attack as a reserve. 4. are generally incorporated in and operate as
An element. of a command that assists, pro- part of another force, but with provisions for
tects, or supplies other forces in combat. See their formation into a surface striking force
also interdepartmental/agency support; in- should such action appear likely and/or

-) .ezibatm .f .• -desirable.
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surfacrn*t4ir misile--(DOD. IADB) A sur- survey information center-(DOD) A place
face-launched missile designed to operate where survey data are collected, correiat~ad,

against a target above the surface. and made available to subordinate units.

surface-to-air missile envelope-(DOD) That 3urvey photography--See air cartographic pho-
air space within the kill capabilities of a spe- tography.
cific surface-to-air missile system.

susceptibility-(DOD) The degree to which a
surface-to-air missile installation-(DOD) A device, equipment or weapons system is open

surface-to-air mi3sile site with the surface- to effective attack due to one or more inherent
to-air missile system hardware installed, weaknesses.

surface-to-air missile site-(DOD) A plot of
ground prepared in such a manner that it will suspension strop-f(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
readily accept the hardware used in a sur- tADe) A length of webbing or wire rope be-
face-to-air missile system. tween the helicopter and cargo sling.

surface-to-surface missile--.(DOD, IADB) A sweep-(DOD) To emnloy technical means to
surface-launched missile designed to operate uncover planted microphones or other sur-
against a target on the surface. veillance devices. See also technical survey.

surface zero-See ground zero. synthesis--(DOD, ;ADB) In intelligence usage,

surplm, property-(DOD) Any excess property the examining and combining of processed

not required for the needs and for the dis- information wit. other information and in-

charge of the responsibilities of all federal telligence for final interpretation.

agencies, including the Department of De-
fense, as determined by the General Services system manager(s)-(DOD) A general term of

Administration. reference to those organizations directed by
individual managers, exercising authority

surplus property-(IADB) Any excess prop- over the planning, direction, and control of
erty not required for the needs and for the tasks and associated functions essential for
discharge of the responsibilities of all govern- support of designated weapons or equipment
mental agencies. systems. The authority vested in this organi-

Szation m ay include. such functions as research,
surveillnee--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) development, procurement, production, ma-

The systematic observation of aerospace, sur- teriel distribution, and logistic support, when
face, or subsurface areas, places, persons, or so assigned. When intended to relate to a
things by visual, aural, electronic, photo- specific system manager, this term will be
graphic, or other means. See also air surveil- preceded by the appropriate designation (e.g.,
lance; satellite and missile surveillance; sea Chinook System Manager, Sonar System
surveillance. Manager, F-4 System Manager). This term

surveillance approach-(DOD) An in.trument will normally be used in lieu of system sup-

approach conduAed in accordance with di- port manager, weapon system manager, pro-

rections issued by a controller referring to gram manager, and project manager when

the surveillance radar display. such organizations perform these functions.

survey control point-(DOD) A survey station system support manager--See system man-
used to coordinate survey control, ager.
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table ,,f organization- S2e eszblishment, tion of air ,perations within the landing force
commander's area of responsibility when con-

table of organization and equipment-See es- trol of these operations is passed ashore.
tablishment.

tactical air control center-(DOD, NATO,
tacit arms control agreement-(DOD, IADR) SEATO, CENTO, IADB) The principal air

An arms control course of action in which operations installation (land or ship-based)
two or more nations participate w.thout any from which all aircraft and air warning
formal agreement having been made. functions of tactical air oper.tions are con-

trolled.
tac-log group--(DOD, IADB) Representative--s

designated by troop commanders to asz'ist tactical air control group--(DOD, IADB) 1.
Navy control officers aboard control ships in (land-based)-A flexible administrative and
the sh'p-to-shore movement of troops, e,'_uip- tactical component of a tactical air erganiza-
rient, and supplies. tion which provides aircraft control and

warning functions ashore for offensive and
tactical aeromedical evacuation--(DOD, defensive missions within the tactical air

NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) That phase zone of responsibility. 2. (ship-based)-An
of evacuation which provides airlift for pa- administrative and tacticai component of an
tients from the combat zone to points outside amphibious force which provides aircraft
the combat zone, and between points within control and warning facilities afloat for of-
the communications zone. fensive and defensivc rissions within the

tactical and commandi, miafrssionsibiity

tactical air command--(DOD) 1. An Air Force tactical air command area of responsibility.

organization designed .c conduct offensive tactical air controller-(DOD) The officer in
and defensive air operations in conjunction charge of all operations of the tactical air
with land or sea forces. 2. A designation of control center (afloat). He is responsible to
one of the subordinate commands of the Air the tactical air officer for the control of all
Force. aircraft and air warning facilities within his

area of responsibility. See also air controller.
tactical air command center-(DOD) The prin-

cipal United States Marine Corps air opera- tactical air controller-(NATO, SEATO, CEN-
tion installation from which aircraft and air TO, IADB) The officer in charge of all opera-
warning functions of tactical air operations tions ot the tactical air control center. He is
are directed. It is the senior agency of the responsible to the tactical air commander for
Marine Corps Air Command and Control Sys- 'he contro! of all aircraft and air warning
tern from which the Marine Corps tactical facil'ties within his area of responsibility.
air commander can direct and control tactical See also air controller.
air operations and co rdinate such air op-

erations with other Services. tactical air control party-(DOD) A subordi-
nate operational component of a tactical air

tactical air commander-See tactical air force. control system designed to provide air liaison
to land forces and for the control of aircraft,

tactical air commander (ashore)-,(DOD) The See also air control team.
officer (aviator) responsible to the landing
force commander for control and coor'lina- tactical air control party-(IADB) A subordi-

For e-poi, n of ,,b,,, se pa ge , i. nate operational component of the landing
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force tactical :.ir control system designed to tacticai air direvilo,, cerii--(..!-,-PW) .... aoiP
provide air liaison functions and for the con- operations installation under the over-all con-
trol of aircraft irom a forward observation trol of the tactical air control center, from
post. The tactical air control party operates which aircraft and aircraft warning service
at division, repi-nental, and battalion levels, functions of tacticvi air operations in an area
See also air control teari. of responsibility ar.- directed. See also tac-

tical air director.
tactical air control party support team-

(DOD) An Army team organized to provide tactical air Airector-(DOD, IADB) The officer
armored combat and/or special purposi ve- ir: charge of all operations of tite tactical air
hicles and crews to certain tactical air control direction ce -ter. He is responsible to the tac-

parties, tical air controller for the direction of all air-

craft and air warning facilities assigned totactical aim control squadron--(vOD, IADBs) his area of responsibility. When operating in-

1. (land-based)-A flexible administrative dep of a tliontrolenter

comdependently of a tactical air control center

known as TACRON, which provides the con- (afloat), the tactical air director assumes the
functions of the tactical air controller. See

trol mechanism for a land-based tactical air also tactical air cietooeler.

control center, a tactical air direction center,

or tactical air control parties. 2. (ship-
based)-An administrative and tactical corn- tactical air force-- DOD, NATO, SEATO,
ponent of the tactical air control group, CENTO, IADB) An air force charged with
known as TACRON, which provides the con- carrying out tactical air operations in coordi-
trol mechanism for the ship-based tactical air nation with ground or naval forces.
direction center or the ship-based tactieal air
control center, tactical air observer--(DOD) An officer trained

as an air observer whose function is to ob-
tactical air control system--(DOD) The orga- serve from airborne aircraft and report on

nization and equipment necessary to plan, di- movement and disposition of friendly and en-
rect, and control tactical air operations and emy forces, on terrain, weather, and hydrog-
to coordinate air operations with other Serv- raphy and to execute other misions as di-
ices. It is composed of control agencies and rooted.

communications-electronics facilities which
provide the means for centralized control and
decentralized execution of missions. tactical air officer (afloat)-(DOD) The officer

(aviator) under the amphibious task force
tactical air coordinator (airborne)-(DOD, commander who coordinates planning of all

IADB) An officer who coordinates, from an phases of azr participation of the amphibious
aircraft, the action of combat aircraft en- operation "rod air operations of supporting
gaged in close support of ground or sea forces. forces en route to and in the objective area.

Until control is passed ashore, he exercises
tactical air direction center--(DOD) An air control over all operations of the tactical air

operations installation under thf overall con- control center (afloat) and is charged with:
trol of the tactical air control center (afloat) / a. control of all aircraft in the objective area
tactical air command center, from which air- assigned for tactical air operations. including
craft and air warning service functions of offensive and defensive air; b. control of all
tactical air operations in an area of responsi- other aircraft entering or passing through
bility are directed. See also tactical air di- the objective area; and c. control of all air
rector. warning facilities in the objective area.
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-,k tactical air oneratin--(DOD. NATO. 8EATO, airborne assaults: b. carriaxe of air trans-
CEA TO, IADB) An air operation involving ported forces; c. tactical air supply; d. evacu-
the employment of air power in coordination ation of casuiAties from forward airfields;
with groura or naval forces to: a. gain and and e. clandestine operations.
maintain air superiority; h. prevent move-
ment of enemy forces into and within the ob- tactical air transport operations-(DOD,
jective area ant to seek out and destroy these NATO, CENTTO) The carriage of passengers
forces and their supporting installations; and and cargo within a theater by means of: 1.
c. join with ground or naval forces in opera- Airborne operations: a. parachute assault;
tions within the objective area, in order to b. helicopter borne assault; and c. air land-
assist directly in attainment of their immedi- ing. 2. Air logistic support. & Special mis-
ate objective, sions. 4. Aeromedical evacuation missions.

iaciicai air operations ceilaer--(DOD) A sub- tactcal area of responsilbility-(DOD) -k de-
ordinate operational component of the Marine fined area of land for which responsibility
Air Command and Control System designed is specifically assigned to the commander of
fc • direction and control of all en route air the area as a measure for control of assigned
traffic and air defan.•e operations, to include forces and coordination of support. Com-
manned interceptors and surface-to-air weap- monly referred to as TAOR.
ons. in an assigned sector. It is under the op-
erational control of the Tactical Air Coin- tactical bomb lines-(IADB) Lines (land) pre-
mand Center. scribed by a troop commander beyond which

he considers that properly coordinated bomb-
tactical air reconnaissance--DOD) The use of ing would not endanger his own forces. See

air vehicles to obtain information concerning also bomb lines.
terrair, weather, and the disposition, corn-position, movement, installations, lines of tactical call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO.

communications, electronic and communica- CENTO, IADB) A call sign which identifies

tion emissions of enemy forces. Also included a tactical command or tactical communication
are artillery and naval gunfire adjustment, facility. See also call sign.
and qystematic and random observation of
ground battle area, targets, and/or sectors of tactical command ship--(DOD, lADB) A war-
airspace. ship, converted from a light cruiser, and de-

signed to serve as a command ship for a
tactical air support-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, fleet/force commander, It is equipped with

CENTO, IADB) Air operations carried out extensive communication equipment. Desig-
in coordination with surface forces which nated as CC.
directly assist the land or naval battle. See
also air support. tactical control-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

IADB) The detailed and, usually, local direc-
tactical air support element-(DOD) An ele- tion and control of movements or maneuvers

ment of a United States Army division, corps, necessary to accomplish missions or tasks
or field army tactical operations center con- assigned.
sisting of G-2 and G-3 air personnel who co-
ordinate and integrate tactical air support tactical diversion (nai al)-(SEATO, IADB) A
with current tactical ground operations. modification for operational reasons to the

route, or the rate of progress along the route,
tactical air transport-(SEATO, IADB) The including waiting periods in a holding an-

use of air transport in direct support of: a. chorage, of a ship or convoy without altera-

Fo e -a ,.e o v w tion of its ultimate destination.
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tactical iniormation proccfinIg arid i.trpre- tacti sl transport aircraft--(DOD, NATO,
tation system-(DOD) A tactical, mobile, CENTO) Aircra.'t designed primarily for the
land-based, automated ii;.ormation-handling carriage of perscrnnel and/or cargo over short
system designed to store and retrieve intelli- or medium distances.
gence information and to process and inter-
pret imagery or nonimagery data. Also called tactical troops-(Pi)D, IADB) Combat troops,
TIPI. together with ary seivice troops required for

their direct supl ort, who are organized under
tactical intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence one commatider to operate as a unit and en-

which is required for the planning and con- gage the enemy in combat. See also troops.
duct of tactical operations. Essentially, tacti-
cal intellgcfe and strategic intelligenc,± dif- tactical unit-(L OD, IADB) An organization
fer only in scope, point of view, and level of of troops, aircraft, or ships which is intended
employment, to serve as a Aingle unit in combat. 'it may

include servic, units required for its direct
tactical loading--See combat loading; unit support.

loading, tactical vehiclu-(DOD, IADB) A vehicle

tactical locality-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- having milifary characteristics designed

TO, IADB) An area of terrain which, because primarily fo use by forces in the field in

of its location or features, possesses a tacti- direct connec .,on with, or support of, combat

cal significance in the particular circum- or tactical operations, or the training of

stances existing at a particular time. troops for such operations. See also vehicle.

tactical map-(DOD, ADB) A large-scale mp tactical warning-4DOD, IADB) 1. A notifica-
usedil ation that the enemy has initiated hostilities.used for tactical and administrative purposes. Such warning may be received any time from

See also map. the launching of tN.e attack until it reaches

tactical nuclear weapon employmeut-(DOD) its target 8ee also strategic warning. (DOD)
The use of nuclear weapons by land, sea, or 2. In satellite and missile surveillance, a noti-Th u eof n cl a w a on y a ds a~ r fication to operational command cente rs that
air forces against opposing forces, support- cing installations or facilities, in support of a specific threat event(s) is occurring. Theingintalaios r aciites i spprtof component elements that describe threat
operations which contribute to the accom- ev ent e:

plishment of a military mission of limited events are:

scope, or in support of the military command- Country of origin--country or countries initi-
er's scheme of maneuver, usually limited to ating hostilities.
the area of military operations. Event type and size-identification of the

type of event and determination of the size
tactical operations center-(DOD) A physical or number of weapons.

groupment of those elements of an Army gen- Country under aLtack--determined by ob-
eral and special staff concerned wit, the serving trajectory of an object and pre-
current tactic .1 operations and the tactcal dicting its impact point
support thereof. Event time-time the hostile event occurred.

tawtical reserve-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- tactics-(DOD, 1ADB) 1. The employment of
TO, lADB) A part of battalion, regiment, or units in combat. 2. The ordered arrangement
similar force, held initially under the control and maneuver of units in relation to each
of the commander as a maneuvering force to other and/or to the enemy in order to utilize
influence future action. their full potentialities.
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Stally ho-(DOD) Target visually sighted (pre- tprget-(DOD) 1. A geographical area, com-

intercept). This shotuld be followed by initial destruction by military forces. 2. In intelli-
contact report as soon as possible. The sight- gence- usage, a country, area, installation,
ing should be amplified if possible (e.g., agency, or person against which intelligence
"tally-ho pounce," or "tally-ho heads up"). operations are directed. 3. An area designated

and numbered for future firing. 4. In gunfire
Talo*--t DOD, IADB) A shipborne. surface-to- support usage, an impact b,,rst which hits the

air missile with solid-propellent rocket/ram- target.
jet engine. It is equipped with nuclear or
non-nuclear warhead, and command, beam- target acquisition-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
rider homing guidance. Dcsignated as IADB) The detection, identification, and
RIM-8. location of a target in sufficient detail to per-

mit the effeetive employmert of weapons. See
tan alt--See shadow factor. also target analysis.

tank, 76-mm gun-(BOO, lADB) A tracked target analysis -(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
vehicle providing light armor protection IADB) An exami-.ation uf potential targets
against small arms fire and shell fragments, to determine m.iry importance, priority of
Primary role of this vehicle is arM.ored re- attack, and weapons required to obtain a
connaissance. Designated as M41. desired level of damage or casualties.

tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm gun-(DOD, target approach point-(DOD, NATO, SEA-
lADB) A fully armed combat vehicle provid- TO, CENTO. IADB) In air transport oper-
ing mobile fire power and crew protection for ations, a navigational checkpoint over which
offensive combat, armed with one 90-mm gun, the final turn-in to the drop zone/landing
one 50-caliber machine gun, and one 30-
caliber machine gun. Designated as M48A2. zone is made. See also initial point.

tank, combat, full-tracked, 105-rm gun-(DOD, target area survey base-(DOD, NATO, CEN-tADk, c bAt, full-thkedvy, 105amm comt TO) A base line used for the locating of
AD)target or other points by the intersection of

vehicle providing mobile fire power and crew obs ervptiossfro two s ta tion l e
observations from two stations located at

protection for offensive combat, armed with
one 105-mm gun, one 50 caliber machine gun, opposite ends on the line.
and one 30-caliber machine gun. Designated
as M60. target array-(DOD) A graphic representation

of enemy forces, personnel, and facilities in
tank, wmbat, f-ai:-tracked, 120-mm gun-(DOD, a specific situation; accompanied by a target

lADB) A. heavy, fully armored combat ve- analysis.
hicle armed with one 120-mm gun, one 30-
caliber machine gun, and one 50-caliber ma- target bearing-(DOD, IADB) 1. (true)-The
chine gun. Designated as M103A1. true compass bearing of a target from a firing

ship. 2. (relative)-The bearing of a target
tank, main battle-(DOD, lADB) A tracked measured in the horizontal from the bow of

"vehicle providing heavy armor protection and one's own ship clockwise from 0' to 360', or
serving as the principal assault weapon of from the nose of one's own aircraft in hours
armored and infantry troops. The new main of the clock.
battle tank will mount the Shillelagh.

S.w qm o s .b - ,L target eap-(DOD) Target combat air patrol.
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target classification--(DOD) A grouping of target folders-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CErv.
targets in accordance with their threat to the TO, IADB) The foiders containing target
amphibiou. task force and its component ele- intelligence and related materials prepared
ments, targets not to be fired upon prior to for planning and executing action against a
D-day and targets not to be destroyed except specific target.
on direct orders.

targeL grid--(NATO, CENTOM IADB) Device
target combat air patrolv-(DOD) A patrol of for converting the observer s target locations

fighters maintained over an enemy target and corrections with respect to the observer
area to destroy enemy aircraft and to cover target line to target locations and corrections
friendly shipping in the vicinity of the target with respect to the gun target line.
area in amphibious operations. See also com-
bat air patrol, target illustration print-(NATO, CENTO) A

target complex-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- single cuntact print or enlarged portion of a

TO, IADB) A geographically integrated selected area from a single print, providing

series of target concentrations. See also the best available illustration of a specific

target. inmtaliation or pin-point target.

target concentration-(DOD, IADP) A group- target information sheet-{NATO, CENTO,
ing of geographically proximate targets. See IADR) Brief description of the target, corn-
also target; target complex. pleting the "descriptive target data". It

should include technical and physical char-
target data invet~ry--(DOD) A basic target- acteristics, details on exact location, dispo-

ing program which provides standardized sition, i.nportance, and possible obstacles for
target data in support of the reqairemrnnts of an aircraft flying at low altitudes.
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, military depart-
ments, and unified and specified commands target intelligence--IiOD, NATO, SEATO,
for target planning coordination and weapors CENTO, IADB) Intelligence which portrays
application. and locates the components of a target or

target date--(NAT&, SEATO, CENTO, IADR) target complex and indicates its vulnerability
The date on who h .t is desired that an action and relative importance.
be accomplished or iAnitiated.

target list-(DOD) The listing of targets main-
target director post-(DOD, lADB) A special tained and promulgated by the senior echelon

control element of the tactical air control of command; it contains those targets which
system. It performs no air warning service are to be engaged by supporting arms, as
but is used to position friendly aircraft over distinguished from a "list of targets" which
predetermined target coordinates, or other may be maintained b13 any echelon as con-
geographical locations, under all weather firmed, suspect, or possible targets for in-
conditions. iormational and planning purposes.

target discrimination-(DOD, NATO, CENTO)
The ability of a -urveillance or guidance target materials-(DOD, ADDB) Graphic, tex-

system to identify or engage any one target tual, tabular, or other presentations of target

when multiple targets are present. intelligence, primarily designed to support
operations against designated targets by one

target dossiers--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- or more weapon systems. Target materials
TO, lADB) Files of assembled target in. are suitable for training, planning, executing,
telligence about a specific geographic area. and evaluating such operations.
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target number (artillery)-(NATO, CENTO, (DOD) 2. A group of targets which are so
IADB) The reference number given to the related that their destruction will produce
target by the fire coILrol unit. some particular effect desired by the attacker.

See also target complex.
target of opportunity-(DOD, IADB) 1. A tar-

get visible to a surface or air sensor or ob- target system component--(DOD, IADB) A set
server, which is within range of available of targets belonging to one or more groups of
weapons and against which fire has not been ipdustries and basic utilities required to
scheduled or requested. (DOD) 2. (nuclear) A produce component parts of an end product
nuclear target observed or detected after an such as periscopes, or one type of a seriez; of
operation begins that has not been previously interrelated commodities, such as aviation
considered, analyzed or planned for a nuclear gasoline.
strike. Generally fleeting in nature, it should
be attacked as soon as possible within the Tartar-(DOD, IADB) A shipborne. surface-to-

time limitations imposed for coordination and air missile with solid-propeliant rocket en-

warning of friendly troops and aircraft. gine and nonnuclear warhead. Designated as
RIM-24.

target of opportunity-(NATO, CENTO) A
target which appears during combat and task componen--(DOD, IADB) A subdivision

which can be reached by ground fire, nava1  of a fleet, task force, task group, or task un't,

-fire, or aircraft fire, and agaiAnst which fire organiz-d by the respective commander or by

has not been scneduled. higher authority for the accompiishmeny -af
specific tasks.

target pattern-(DOD) The flight path of air-
craft during the attack phase. Also called task element-(DOD, SEATO, IADB) A corn-
attack pattern. ponent of a naval task unit organized by the

commander of a task unit or higher authority.
target priority-M(DOD) A grouping of targets

with the indicated sequence cf attack. task fleet-(DOD, IADB) A mobile command
consistiitg of ships and aircraft necessary for

target range--See range. the accomplishment of a specific major task

target response (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO., .)T tasks which may be of a continuing nature.

CENTO, IADB) The effect on men, material, ask force-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
and equipment of blast, heat, light, and nu-
clear radiation resulting from the explosicn under n comander, frmed or un-of a nuclear weapon. under one commander, formed for the pur-

pose of carrying out a specific operation or

target status board-(NATO, SEATO, CEN- mission. 2. A semipermanent organization of

TO, IADB) A wall chart mainitained by the units under one commander for the purpose

air intelligence division of the joint oper- of carrying out a continuing specific task. &

ations center. it includes target lists, lo- A component of a fleet organized by the corn-

cations, priority and status of action taken. mander of a task fleet or higher authority for

It may also include recommended armament the accomplishment of a specific task or tasks.

and fuzing for destruction. See also foice(s).

target system-(DOD, VATO, CENTO, IADB) task group-(DOD, SEATO, IADB) A com-
1. All the targets situated in a particular ponent of a naval task force organized by the
geographic area and functionally related. commander of a task force or higher

Fer =pata of , ymbo, p Page vi. authority.
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task organization-(DOD, SEATO) 1. In the technical intelligence-(DOD, lADB) Not to be
Navy, an organization which assigr.s to re- used. See scientific and technical intelligence.
sponsible conimanders the means w'.th which

to accomolish their assigned tasks in any technical intelligence-(NATO, SEATO. CEN-
planned action. 2. An organization table per- TO) Intelligence concerning foreign tech-
taining to a specific naval directive. nological developments, performance and

operational capabilities of foreign materiel,
task unit--(DOD, IADB) A component of a which now or may eventually have a practical

naval task group organized by the commander application for military purposes. It is the

of a task group or higher authority, end product resulting from the processing
and collation of technical information.

taxiway-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A technical specifications-(NATO, C E N T 0,
specially prepared or designated path on a ial A eti dscripton o eniar
land airfield for the use of taxiing aircraft. IADB) A detailed description of technical re-

quirements stated in terms suitable to form

the basis for the actual design development
technical assistance--(DOD) The providing of

advice, assistance, and training pertaining to the qualities pecedne opean char-

the installatien, operation, and maintenance tequalities specified in the operational char-
of equpment.acteristics. See also NATO basir. military

of equipment. requirement; operational characteristics.

technical characteristics-(DOD, IADB) Those technical supply operations-(DOD, JADB)
characteristics of equipment which pertain Operations performed by supply units or
primarily to the engineering principles in- technical supply elements of supply and
volved in producing equipment possessing de- maintenance units in acquiring, accounting
sired military characteristics, -.g., for elec- for, storing, and issuing Class II and IV items
tronic equipment, technical characteristics needed by supported units and maintenance
include such items as circuitry, and types and activities.
arrangement of components.

technical survey--(DOD) A complete electronic
technical escort-(DOD) Individuals techni- and Physical inspection to ascertain that

caly qualified and properly equipped to ac- offices, conference rooms, war rooms, and
company designated material requiring a other similar locations where classified in-
high degree of safety and/or security during formation is discussed are free of monitoring
shipment. systems. See also sweep.

technical evaluation--(DOD, IADR) The study telecommunication-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
and investigations by a developing agency to CENTO, IADB) Any transmission, emission,
detei-nine the technical suitability of ma- or reception of signs, signals, writing, images,
Eerial, equipment, or a system, for use in the and sounds or information of any nature 1,y
military Set.ices. See also operational evalu- wire, radio, visual, or other electromagnetic
ation. systems. (Note: SEATO definition uses the

word "intelligence" instead of "informa-
technical information-(DOD, IADB) In- tion.')

formation, including nientific information,
which relates to research, development, en- teleconference-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-
gineering, test, evaluation, production, oper- TO, lADB) A conference between persons
ation, use, and maintenance ot munitions and remote from one another but linked by a
other military supplies and equipment. telecommunications system.
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"o A teleran system-(DOD, 1ADB) A navigational terminal guidance-(DOD, IADB) 1. The guid-
syJste m, I. 4. a.lphly• gi.-uu-ouuleu anice 4pplled tu a guiUed ilzissie between mid-
search radar equipment along an ail way to course guidance and arrival in the vicinity
locate aircraft flying near that airway; b. of the target. 2. Electronic, mechanical, vis-
transmits, by television means, information ual, or other assistance given an aircraft
pertaining to these aircraft and other in- pilot to facilitate arrival at, operation -ithin
formation to the pilots of properly equipped or aver, landing upon, or departure from an
aircraft; and c. provides information to the air landing or airdrop facility. See also guid-
pilots appropriate for use in the landing ance; homing phase; terminal phase.
approach.

terminal operations-(DOD) The reception,
"television imagery-(DOD) Imagery acquired processing, and staging of passengers, the

by a television camera and recorded or trans- receipt, transit storage and marshalling of
mitted electronically. cargo, the loading and unloading of ships or

aircraft, and the manifesting and forwarding
temperature gradient--(POD) At sea, a of cargo and passengers to destination.

temperature gradient is the change of
temperature with depth; a positive gradient terminal phase--(DOD, IADB) The period of
is a temperature increase with an increase in flight of a missile between the end of mid-
depth, and a negative gradient is a tempera- course guidance and impact. See also termi-
ture decrease with an increase in depth, nal guidance.

temporary cemetery-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, terminal port-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
CENTO, IADB) A cemetery for the purpose IADB) The final port of an independent or
of: a. the initial burial of the remains if the convoy to which routing instructions have
circumstances permit, or b. the reburial of been issued. It is not necessarily the destina-
remains exhumed from an emergency burial. tion.

terminal clearance capacity-(DOD) The terminal velocity-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
amount of cargo or personnel that can be IADB) 1. Hypothetical maximum speed a
moved through and out of a terminal on a body could attain along a specified flight

daily basis. path under given conditions of weight and
thrust if diving through an unlimited dis-

terminal control area-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, tance in air of specified uniform density. 2.
IADB) A control area or a portion thereof Remaining speed of a projectile at the point
normally situated at the confluence of air in its downward path where it is level with
traffic service routes in the vicinity of one or the muzzle of the weapon.,
more major airfields. See also airway; con-
trolled airspace; control area; control z--a Terne-(DOD, IADB) A Norwegian-designed,
(air). antisu,.narine, ahead-thrown rocket com-

parahle to Weapon Alpha. It is designed for
terminal destination (merchant shipping)-- insta"lation in ships of 500 to 1,000 tons.

(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The last port 'water
terminal or anchorage of an independent or terrain exercise-(DO/), IADB) An exercise in
convoy to which routing instructions have which a stated military situation is solved on
been issued. It is not necessarily the final the ground, the troops being imaginary and
destination. See also final destination; imme- the solution usually being in writing.,
diate destination; intermediate destination;
original destination, terrain intelligence-(DOD, SEATO, IADR)

Fr. • of ,• . .Processed information on the military sig-
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nificance of natural and man-made charac- total amount of thermal energy received per
teristics of an area. unit area at a specified distance from a nu-

clear explosion is generally expressed inter-,ain study--(DOD, 1ADB) An analysis and terms of calories per square centimeter.

interpretation of natui al and man-made fea-
tures of an area, their effects on military thermal exposure-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
operations, and the effect of weather and IADB) The total normal component of ther-
climate on these features. mal radiation striking a given surface

throughout the course of a detonation; ex-
terrestrial environment-(DOD) The earth's pressed in the units: calories per square

land area, including its manmade end natural centimeter.,
surface and sub-surface features, and its
interfaces and interactions with the atmos- thermal imagery (infrared)-(NATO, CEN-
phere and the oceans. TO) Imagery produced by mediaring and

recording electronically the thermal radia-
terrestrial reference guidance-(DOD, IADB) tion of objects.

The technique of providing intelligenee to a
missile from certain characteristics of the thermal pulse--(DOD, IADB) The radiant
surface over which the missile is flown, power versus time pulse from a nuclear
thereby achieving flight 2long a predeter- weapon detonation.
mined path. See also guidance.

thermal radiation-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
Terrier-(DOD, IADB) A surface-to-air mis- IADB) 1. The heat and light produced by a

sile with soli-d-fuel rocket motor. It is nuclear explosion. (DOD) 2. Electromagnetic
equipped with radar beam rider or homing radiations emitted from a heat or light source
guidance and nuclear or nonnuclear warhead. as a consequence of its temperature; it cot.-
Designated as RIM-2. sists essentially of ultraviolet, visible, an I

Terrier land weapon system-(DOD, IADB) infrared radiations.

A surface-to-air missile system, utilizing the thermal X-rays--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
Terrier RIM-2B and Terrier RIM-2C missileweitheground-launchig and Teurida-ce muip- electromagnetic radiation, mainly in the soft

wamphibius- (low-energy) X-ray region, emitted by the
ment, developed specifically for amphibious extremely hot weapon debris by virtue of its
operations (DOD) This equipment is a extremely high temperature.
lighter and land-mobile version of the Navy
system. thermonuclear-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) An

tests--See service test; troop test. adjective referring to the process (or proc.
esses) in which very high temperatures are

theater-.(DOD) The geographical area outside used to bring about the fusion of light nuclei,

continental United States for-which a com- with the accompanying liberation of energy.

mander of a unified or specified command
has been assigned military responsibility. thermonuclear weapon-(DOD, NATO, CEN-

TO, lADB) A weapon in which very high

theater of operations--See area of operations. temperatures are used to bring about the
fusion of light nuclei such as those of hydro-

theater of war--See area of war. gen isotopes (e.g., deuterium and tritium)
with the accompanying release of energy. The

thermal emergy-(DOD) The energy emitted high temperatures required are obtained by
from the fireball as thermal radiation. The means of fission.
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- third area conflict--(DOD) Not to be used. See of the aircraft. Also known as roll. See also
cold war; general war; guerrilla warfare; tilt angle.
limited war.

tilt angle-(NATO, CENTO) The angie be-
Thor--(DOD) A liquid-propellant, one-stage, tween the axis of an air camera and the

rocket-powered intermediate range ballistic vertical relative to the longitudinal axis of
missile equipped with nuclear warhead. It is the aircraft. The angle at the perspective
also equipped with an all inertial guidance center between the photograph perpendicular
system. and the plumb line. See also angle of de-

pression.
TVunderchief-(DOD, IADB) A supersonic,

single-engine, turbojet-powered tactical fight- time and material contract-(DOD, IADB) A
er capable of delivering nuclear weapons contract providing for the procurement of
as well as non-nuclear bombs and rockets. It supplies or services on the basis (,!: a. direct
is also capable of close support for ground labor hours at specified fixed hourly rates
forces. Its range can be extended by in-flight (which raLes include direct and indirect labor,
refueling. It is equipped with the Sidewinder overhead, and profit) ; and b. material at cost.
missile. The aircraft is capable of all-weather
attack. Designated as F-105. time fuze-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,

lADB) A fuze which contains a graduated
tied on-(DOD) The aircraft indicated is in time element to regulate the time interval

formation with me. after which the fuze will function. See also
fuze.

tie down--See lashing. time of attack--(OD, IADB) The hour at

tie-down diagram--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) A which the attack is to be launched. If a line
drawing indicating the prescribed method of of departure is prescribed, it is the hour at
securing a particular item of cargo within P which the line is to be crossed by the leading

specific type of vehicle, elements of the attack.

tie down point-(NATO, CENTO) An attach- time of delivery-(DOD, IADB) The time at

ment point provided on or within a vehicle which the addressee or responsible relay

for securing cargo. agency receipts for a message.

time of flight-(DOD) The time in seconds from
tiedown point pattern-o DOD, NATO, CEN- the instant a weapon is fired, launched, or

TO) The pattrn of tie down points within a released from the delivery vehicle or weapons

vehicle, system to the instant it strikes or detonates.STger-(DOD, lADB) A single-engine, single- time of origin-(DOD, lADB) The time at
seat, supersonic jet fighter designed for oper- which a message is released for transmission.
ating from aircraft car_•ers for the inter-
ception and destruction of enemy aircraft, time of receipt-(DOD, IADB) The time at
and the support of troops ashore. Armament which a receiving station completes reception
consists of Sidewinders, cannons, and rocket of a message.
packs. Designated as F-11.

time on target-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADB)
tilt-(NATO, CENTO) In air photography, the 1. The method of firing on a target in which

camera rotation about the longitudinal axis various artillery units and naval gunfire sup-
Pw .1 of am ,L port ships so time their fire as to assure all
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projectiles reaching the target simultan- accordance with regulations to identify and
eously. 2. Time at which aircraft are sched- provide reference information.
uled to attack/photograph the target. (DOD)
3. The actual time at which aircraft attack/ TNT equivalent-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
photograph the target. 4. The time at which IADB) A measure of the energy release from

a nuclear detonation is planned at a specified the detonation of a nuclear weapon, or from

desired ground zero. the explosion of a given quantity of fission-
able or fusionable material, in terms of the

time on target (air)-See time on target, Parts amount of trinitrotoluene which would re-
2 and 3. lease the same amount of energy when ex-

ploded.
time on target (artillery)-See time on target,

Part L tolerance dose-(DOD, IADB) The amount of
radiation which may be received by an indi-

time over target conflict-(DOD) A situation vidual vrithin a specified period with negli-
wherein two or more delivery vehicles are gible results.
scheduled such that their proximity violates
the established separation criteria for yield, tone--(NATO, CENTO) Each distinguishable
time, distance or all three. shade variation from black to white on photo-

graphs.
time over target (nuclear)-See time on target,

Part 4. topographic base--See chart hase

time to go-(DOD) During an air intercept, the topographic map--(DOD, IADB) A map which
time to fly tr, the offset point from any given presents the vertical position of features in

timeto ly o th ofsetpoit frm ay gven measurable form as well as their horizontal
interceptor position; after passing the offset posurabSe as map.
point, the time to fly to the intercept point. positions. See also map.

top secret-See defense classification.
tip-(NATO, CENTO) In air photography, the s

camera rotation about the transverse axis of torpedo defense net--(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
the aircraft. Also known as pitch. IADB) A net employed to close an inner

harbor to torpedoes fired from seaward or
tips-(DOD) External fuel tanks. to protect an individual ship at anchor or

underway.
Tita*-(DOD, IADB) A liquid-propellant, two-

stage, rocket-powered intercontinental baUis- toss bombing-(DOD, IADB) A method of
tic missile equipped with a nuclear warhead. bombing where an aircraft flies on a line
Designated as HGM-25, it is guided by radio- towards the target, pullr up in a vertical
inertial guidance and the LGM-25C, an im- plane, releasing the bomb at an angle that
proved version of the HGM-25, is guided by will compensate for the effect of gravity drop
all-inertial guidance and equipped with a on the bomb. Similar to loft bombing; unre-
higher-yield warhead. The system is for de- stricted as te altitude. See also loft bombing;
ployment in a hardened and dispersed con- over-the-shoulder bombing.
figuration.

total materiel assets--(DOD) The total quan-
title block-See information box. tity of an item available in the military sys-

teia world wide and all funded procurement
titling strip-(NATO, CENTO) The informa- of the item with adjustments to provide for

tion added to negatives and/or positives, in transfers out of or into the inventory through
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the appropriation and procurement lead-time craft above, or a ship on, the surface oi the
-I: Tin ,i,,•Ie nonaietimp force material earth. The course is the path which is
assets and mobilization reserve stock. Set also planned; the track is the path which is ac-
mobilization reserves. tually taken. 6. One of the two endless belts

on which a full-track or half-track vehicle
total materiel objective-(DOD) The sum of runs. 7. A metal part forming a Dath for a

the peacetime force materiel requirement and moving object, e.g., the track around the
the mobilization reserve materiel objective, inside of a vehicle for moving a mounted

See also mobilization reserves. machine gun.

total materiel procurement objective-(DOD) track-(NATO, CENTO) 1. To display or re-
The quantity of an item required to be pro- cord the successive positions of a moving ob-
cured in peacetime in order to balance total j ct; also to lock on to a point of radiation
materiel assets with the total materiel objec- and obtain guidance therefrom. 2. To keep a
tive when the objective exceeds assets. It is gun properly aimed, or to point continuously

lso the sum of the peacetime force materiel a target-locating instrument at a moving tar-
procurement objective and the mobilization get. 3. The projection on the surface of the
reserve materiel procurement objective. See earth of the path of an aircraft or ship the
"also mobilization reserves, direction of which path at any point is usually

expressed in degrees from North (true, mag-S total materiel requirem~enV--(/DD) The sum of netic or grid).+ 4. One of two endless belts on
the peacetime force materiel requirement and which a full-track or half-track vehicle runs.
the -mobilization reserve materiel require- 5. A metal part forming a path for a moving
ment. See also mobilization reserves, object.

total nuclear war-(DOD) Not to be used. See track--(SEATO) 1. To display or record the
general war. successive positions of a moving object: also

total war-(DOD) Not to be used. See general to lock onto a point of radiation and obtain
war. guidance therefrom. 2. To keep a gun prop-

erly aimed or to point continuously a target
toxic attack-(SEATO) Ar. attack directed at locating instrument at a moving target. 3.

man, animals, or crops, using finjurious The actual path of an aircraft above, or a
agents of radiological, biological, or chemical ship on, the surface of the earth. The course
origin, is the path. which is planned ;' the track is the

path actually taken. 4. One of the two endless
toxic chemical, biological, or radiological at- belts on which a full-track or half-track ve-

tack--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)An at- hicle runs. 5. A metal part forming a path
tack directed at man, anitmals, or crops, using for moving object, e.g.. the track around the
injurious agents of radiological, biological, or inside of a vehicle for moving a mounted
.-hemical origin, machine gun. 6. An unimproved rough route

track--(DOD, lADB) 1. A series of related con- suitable for sustained use by animal-drawn
tacts displayed on a plotting board. 2. To transport and normally not motorable.
display or record the successive positions of track correlation--(DOD) Correlating track in-
a moving object. 3. To lock onto a point of formation for identification purposes using
radiation and obtain guidance therefrom. 4. all available data.
To keep a gun properly aimed, or to point
continuously a target locating instrument at track crossing angle-(DOD) In air intercept.
a moving target 5. The actual path of an air- the angular difference between interceptor

r,, ot.,maatofa ,t symAean pp vL track and target track at the time of intercept.
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Tracker-(DOD, IADB) A twin-reciprocating- traffic flow-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The total
engine, antisubmarine aircraft capable of op- number of vehicles passing a given point in
erating from carriers, and designed primarily a given time. Traffic flow ir expressed as
for the detection, location, and de3truction of vehicles per hour.
submarines. Designated as S-2.

traTfih flow security-(DOD, lADB) The pro-
tracking-(DOD) In air intercept, means by my tection resulting from features, inherent in

evaluation, target is steering true course in- some cryptoequipment, which conceal the
dicated, presence of valid messages on a communica-

tions circuit, normally achieved by causingtrack telling--(DOD) The process of communi- tecrutt perbs taltms
the ircit o apea buystalltimes.

eating air surveillance and tactical data in-
formation between command and control sys- traffic information (radar)-(DOD) Informa-
tems and facilities within the systems. Telling tion issued to alert an aircraft to any radar
may be classified into the following areas: targets observed on the radar display which
back tell; cross tell; forward tell,- lateral tell; may be in such proximity to its position or
overlap tell; and relateral tell. See also back intended route of flight to warrant its atten-
tell; cross tell; forward tell; lateral tell; tion.
overlap teli; relateral tell.

traffic pattern-(DOD) The traffic flow that is
tractor group-(DOD, lADB) A group of land- prescribed for aircraft landing at, taxiing on,

ing ships in an amphibious operation which and taking off from an airport. The usual
carries the amphibious vehicles of the landing components of a traffic pattern are upwind
force. leg, crosswind leg, downwind leg, base leg,

and final approach.
trafflicability-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADR)

Capability of terrain to bear traffic. It refers trail-(DOD) Track (or shadow). (The words
to the extent to.which the terrain will permit "landward" or "seaward" may be used to
continued movement of any and/or all types indicate from which side of enemy unit to
of traffic. shadow.)

traffic circulation map-(DOD, IADR) A map trailer--(DOD) Aircraft which are following
showing traffic routes and the measures for and keeping under surveillance a designated
traffic regulation. It indicates the roads for airborne contact.
use of certain classes of traffic, the location
of traffic control stations, and the directions trail formation--See column formatiom.
in which traffic may move. Also called a cir-
culation map. See also map. train-(DOD, lADB) L A service force or

group of service elements which provides
traffic control police (road transport)--(NA- logistic support, e.g., an organization of naval

TO, SEATO, CENTO, lADB) Any persons auxiliary ships or merchant ships attached
ordered by a military commander and/or by to a fleet for this purpose; similarly, the
national authorities to facilitate the move- vehicles and operating personnel which fur-
ment of traffic and to prevent and/or report nish supply, evacuation, and maintenance
any breach of road traffic regulaticns. services to a land unit. (DOD) 2. Bombs

dropped in short intervals or sequence.
traffic density--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, lADY)

The average number of vehicles that occupy train headway--(NATO, CENT0) The interval
one mile or one kilometer of road space, ex- of time between two trains boaried by the
pressed in vehicles per mile or per kilometer. same unit at the same point.
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4-4.-i~.. J - fll_ In lAf]l. A-..s... ,1.4 fwsaiaitian a n1i$idew-(OD. NATO. CNO

is developed and/or procured with the pri- IADB) The altitude at or below which the
mary intent that it shall assist in training vertical position of an aircraft is controlled
and the process of learahig. by reference to true altitude.

train path-(NATO, CENTO) The opportunity transition level--(DOD, NATO) The lowest
offered to a train to move along a given route. flight level available for use above the transi-
This opportunity is reflected in timings. The tion altitude. See also altitude; transition
whole of the train paths on any given route altitude.
constitutes a time table.

transmission factor (nuclear)-(DOD, NESN,
* trajectory--See ballistic trajectory. CENTO, IADB) The ratio of the dose inside

S1 cthe shielding material to the outside (am-
farethe period 1.om th n in uclearion wftear- bient) dose. Transmission factor is used to
fare, the period from the initiation of the at- calculate the dose received through the shield-
tack to its termination. 2. As applied to the ipg material. See also half thickness; shield-
Single Integrated Operational Plan, the pe- ing.
riod which extends from execution (or en-
emy attack, whichever is sooner) to termina- transmission security--See communications se-
tion of the Single Integrated Operational curity.
Plan. See also postattack period.

transfer area-(DOD, IADB) In an amphibious transonic-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) Of

operation, the water area in which the trans- or pertaining to the speed of a body in a
for of troops and supplies from landing craft surrounding fluid when the relative speed offer athe fluid is subsonic in some places and super-
to amphibious vehicles is effected. sonic in others. This is encountered when

transfer loader-(DOD, N A T 0. CENTO, passing from subsonic to supersonic speeds
IADB) A wheeled or tracked vehicle with anc vice versa. See also speed of sound.
a platform capable of vertical and horizontal
adjustment used in the loading ane unloading transparency-(DOD, NATO) An image fixed
of aircraft, ships, or other vehicles, on a clear base by means of a photographic,

printing, chemical or other process, especially
transient-(DOD, lADR) 1. Personnel, ships, adaptable for viewing by transmitted light.

or craft stopping temporarily at a post, sta- See also diapositive.
tion, or port to which they are not assigned
or attached, and having destination else- transponder-(DOD, NATO, SEA TO, CENTO,
where. (NATO, SEATO, CENTO) 2. An in- IADB) A transmitter-receiver capable of ac-
dividual awaiting orders, transport, etc., at cepting the electronic challenge of an interro-
a post or station to which he is not attached gator and automatically transmitting an ap-
or assigned. propriate reply.

transient forees--(DOD, lADE) Forces which
pass or stage throughn, or base temporarily transaonder ndia-(DOD) International civil
within, the area of responsibility of another aviation organization/secondary surveillance
command but are not under its operatonal radar.,
control. transponder sierra-( D 0 D ) Identification

transient ara--See staging area. Friend or Foe mark X (selective identifica-

.1x o sy s a __ v tion feature).
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transponder tango--( D 0 D) identification train-prt fvorce com ............. e.ercises..
Friend or Foe mark X basic. over the air transport system.

transport area-(DOD, IADB) A sea area in transport group (amphibious)-(DOD, NATO,
the proximity of the landing beaches of an CENTO, IADB) A subdivision of an amphi-
amphibious assault for transport i:nioading bioas task force, composed primarily of trans-

operations. See also helicopter transport ports.
area; inner transport area; outer transport transport network-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
area. IADB) The complete system of the routes

transportation emergency-(DOD) A situation pertaining to all means of transport available

created by a shortage of normal transporta- in a particular area. It is made up of the
tion capability and of a magnitude sufficient network particular to each means of trans-

to frustrate military movement requirements, port.
and which requires extraordinary action by transport stream-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
the President or other designated authority IADB) Transport vehicles proceeding in trail
to insure continued movement of essential formation.
Department of Defense traffic.

transport vehicle-(DOD, IADB) A motor ve-
transportation operating agencies-(DOD) 1. hicle designed and used without modificaiion

(military)-- These agencies are the Military to the chassis, to provide general transp~ort

Traffic Ma-negement ar.d Terminal Service, service in the movement of personnel and

under the Department of the Army, the Mili-

tary Sealift Command, under the Department cargo. See also vehicle.

of the Navy, and the Military Airlift Corn- traverse-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) 1. To
mand, under the Department of the Air turn a weapon to the right or left on its
Force. 2. (civil)--Those Federal agencies mount. 2. In surveying, a series of straight

having responsibilities under national emer- lines running from point to point, the dis-
gency conditions foxr the operational direction tances and angles being accurately measured.
of one or more forms of transportation; they
are also referred to as Federal Modal Agen- treason-(DOD) Violation of the allegiance
cies or Federal Transport Agencies. owed to one's sovereign or state; betrayal of

one's co intry.
transportation priorities--(DOD) Indicators

assigned to eligible traffic which establish its trench burial-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO,
movement precedence. Appropriate priority lADB) A method of burial resorted to when
systems apply to the movement of traffic by casualties are heavy whereby a trench is pre-
sea and air. In times of emergency, priorities pared and the individua! remains are laid in
may be applicable to continental United it side by side, thus obviating the necessity
States movements by land, water, or air. of digging and filling in individual graves.

See also burial.
transport capacity--(NATO, CENTO, IADB)

The capacity of a vehicle is defined by the trend-(DOD) The straying of the fall of shot,
number of persons, the tonnage (or volume) such as might be caused by incorrect speed
of equipment which can be carried by this settings of the fire support ship.
vehicle under given conditions. tri-camera photography--(NA TO, CENTO )

transport control center (air transport)- Photography obtained by simultaneous ex-
(DOD, NATO, SFATO, CENTO, 1ADB) The posure of three cameras systematically dis-
operations center through which the air posed in the air vehicle at fixed overlapping
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angles relative to each other in order to cover troop test-(DOD, iAD4 ) A test conductcd i'
L wide field. See also fan camera photogra- the field for the purpose of evaluating oper-
phy. ationai or organizationai coneeptjs, UVA, ,IV,

tactics, and techniques, or to gain further
trig list-(DOD) A list published by cerain information on materiel. See also tests.

Army units which includes essential informa-
tion of accuratelh located survey points, tropical storm-(DOD, IADB) A tropical cy-

Strimetrogon photography-.(DOD) Not to be clone in which the surface wind speed is at

used. See fan camera photography. least 34, but not more than 63 knots.

trim size-(NATO) The size of a map or chart tropopause-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The tran-

sheet when the excess paper outside the mar- sition zone between the stratosphere and che

gin has been trimmed c after printing, troposphere. The tropopause normally occurs
at an altitude of about 25,000 to 45,000 feet

triple point-(DOD) The intersection of the in polar and temperate zones, and at 55,000
incident, reflected and fused (or Mach) shock feet in the tropics. See also atmosphere.
fronts accompanying an air burst. The height
of the triple point above the surface, i.e., the troposphere-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) The
height of the Mach stem, increases with in- lower layers of atmosphere, in which the
creasing distance from a given explosion, change of temperature with height is rela-

tively large. It is the region where clouds
troop basis--(DOD, IADB) An approved list of form, convection is active, and mixing is con-

those military units an(; individual3 (includ- tinuous an. more or less complete. See also
ing civilians) required for the performance atmosphere.
of a particular mission by numbers, organi-
zation and equipment, an•l, in the case of tropospheric scatter-(DOD)The propagation
larger commands, by deployment, of radio waves by scattering as a result of

SAr irregularities or discontinuities in the physi-troops--(DOD, IADB) A collective term for cal properties of tha troposphere.

uniformed military personnel (usually not

applicable 'o naval personinel afloat). See tropospheric scatter-(NATO, CENTO) An
also airborne troops; combat service support over-the-horizon ground-to-ground radio sys-
elements; combat support tzoops; combat tem which utilizes the reflective properties
troops; service troops; tactical troops. of the troposphere to provide a multi-channel

troop safety (nuclear)---(DOD) An element c')mmumcations system.

which defines a distance from the proposed true airspeed-See airspeed
burst location beyond which personnel meet-
ing the criteria described under degree of true altitude-(DOD, NESN, CENTO, IADB)

risk will be safe to the degree prescribed. The height of an aircraft as measured from
mean sea level.

troop space cargo-(DOD, IADB) Caxgo such
as sea or barracks bags, bedding r:ls or ham- true convergence-(DOD, NATO) The angle at
mocks, locker trunks, and offie, equipment, which one meridian is inclined to another on
which is normally stowed in an accessible the surface of the earth. See also convergence.
place. This cargo will also include normal
hand-carried combat equipment aimd weapons true horizon-(NATO, CENTO) The bocndary
to be carried ashore by the assault troops. of . horizontal plane passing through a point
See also cargo. of vision, or in photogrammetry, the perspec-

For expbatlon of symbols. ee a"Poe vi. tive center of a lens system.
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true nortl -(DOD, NATO) The direction from attack. See also air conirul tear,,; .... tact
an observer's position to the geographic point; pull-up point.
North pole, The North direction of any geo-
graphic meridian, two-man rule-(DOD) A system designed to

prohibit access by an individual to nuclear
trunk air route-(NATO, SEATO. CENTO, weapons and certain designated components

IADB) An established air route along v.hich by requiring the presence at all times of at
strategic moves of military forces can take least two authorized persons each capable of
place. detecting incorrect or unauthorized proce-

dures with respect to the task to be per-

turhojet-(/OD, IADB) A jet engine whose formed. Also referred to as the two-man

air is supplied by a turbine-driven compres- concept or two-man policy,

sor, the L,-Mine being activated by exhaust two-up-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A formation
gases, with two elements disposed abreast: the re-

turnaround-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, maining element(s) in rear.

IADBR The length of time between arryivng type command-(DOD, IADB) An administra-
at a point and departing from that point. it is tive subdivision of a fleet or force into ships
used in thi-z sense for the turnaround of ship- or units of the same type. as differentiated
ping in ports, and for aircraft refueling and fror.i a tactical sundivision. Any type com-
rearming. See also turnaround cycle. man6 may have a flagship, tender, and air-

craft assigned to it.
turnaround c cle-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADB) Used in conjunction with type load-See standard load.
vehicles, ships, and aircraft and comprises
the following: loading time at home: time tyies of burst;-See airburst; fallout safe
to and from destination; unloading and load- height of burst; height of burst; high air-
ing time at destination: unloading time at burst; high altitude burst; low airburst;
home; planned maintenance time and, where nuclear airburst; nuclear surface burst; nu-
applicable, time awaiting facilities. See also clear underground burst; nuclear under-
turnaround, water burst; optimum height of burst; safe

burst height.

turning po;nt (land mine warfare)--(DOD, Typhon-(DOD, IADB) A surface-to-air mis-
NATO) A point of the centerline of a mine sile of advanced design for installation on
strip or row where strips or rows change carriers, cruisers, frigates, and de. troyers,
direction. and for use against high performance air-

craft and short-range tactical missiles. It will
turn-in point-(DOD, NATO. CENTO, IADB) bn equipped with either a nuclear or non-

The point at which an aircraft starts tc turn nuclear vwarhead. Designated as RIM-50/
from the approach direction to the line of RIM-55.
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UGMI-27--See Polaris. tional warfare capability consisting of Army
Special Forces and such '<avy, Air Force,ultraviolet imagery-(DOO) That imagery pro- and Marine units as are assigned for theseduced as a result of sensing uit.'aviolet radia, operations.

tions reflected from a given target surface.
understowed cargo-See flatted cargo.

uncharged demolition target--(DOD, NATO,
SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A demolition target underwater demolition--(DOD, NATO, SEA-
which has been prepared to receive the demo- TO, CENTO, lADB) The destruction or neu-
lition agent, the necessary quantities of which tralization of underwater obstacles; this is
have been calculated, packaged, and stored normally accomplished by underwater demo-
in a safe place. Installation instructions have lition teams.
been prepared. See also demolition target.

underwater demolition team-(DOD) A group
unclassified matter-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, of officers and men specially trained and

CENTO, IADB) Official matter which does equipped for making hydrographic recon-
not require the application of security safe- naissance of approaches to prospective land-
guards, but the disclosure of which rray be ing beaches; for effecting demolition ofsubject to control for other reasons. See also obstacles, clearing mines in certain areas,- lo-

classified matter ucating, improving, and marking of useable

uncontrolled msaic--(DOD, NATO, CENTO) channels; channel and harbor clearance: ac-
A mosaic composed of uncorrected photo- quisition of pertinert data during preassault

graphs, the details of which have been operations, including military information:advisual observation of the hinterland to
matched from print to print without ground anviulosrtonfthhnelndo

pontrolrotr rientagain information useful to the landing force;control or other orientation. Accurate meas.- an fo peorigmslleus nd-
uremnt nd irecioncanot b acom- and for performing miscellaneous under-urement and direction cannot be accom-

plished. See also controlled mosaic; mosaic. water and surface tasks within their capabili-
ties.

unconventional warfare--(DOD, IADB) In-
cludes the three interrelated fields of guerrilla underway replenishment fcrces-(N A T 0,
warfare, evasion and escape, and subversion. SI•SATO, CENTO, IAMOiB) A task force ofUnconreeventional d w arfa e. opeatondsuerson- fleet auxiliaries (consisting of oilers, ammu-U nconventional w arfare ope rations sre con- n t o h p , s o e s u h p , e c) a educted within enemy or enemy-controlled nition ships, stores issue ships, etc.) ade-
dterr witoryhbyp minaen tly iendem ontouper- quately protected by escorts furnished by theterritory by predom inantly indigenous per- r s o sb e o e ai n l c m a d r hsonnel, usually supported and directed in responsible operational commander. The
vaoyng degreesua y anpp teranal sdrcted in function of this force is to provide underwaylogistic suppert for naval forces. An under-

unconventional warfare-(NFSN, CENTO) way replenishment force may be organized
General term used to describe operations con- in underway replenishment groups, units and
ducted f'r military, political, cr economical elements in accordance with the standard
purpises within ant area occupied hy the doctrine for task organization., See also
enem:T and making use of the local inhabi- force(s).
tants and resources.

underway replenishment group - ( D O D,
unconventional warfare forces-(DOD) United IADB) A task group configured tb provide

States forces having an existing unconven- logistic replenishment of ships underway by

For , of am V YL, transfer-at-sea methods.
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cation setting forth the principles, doctrines, Military personnel with cross training in
and functions governing the activitie3 and basic and specialized military skills, organ-

performance of the Armed Forces of the ized into small, multiple-purpose detachments
United S,,.lles^ when twvo or more Sencesor... • with. the mip..tion to train, organize. supply,
elements thereof are acting together. direct, and control indigenous fo,-ces in guer-

-rilla warfare and counterinsurgency opera-Sunified com m and-4 DOD) A com m and with a tions, and to crnduct unconventional warfare
broad continuing mission under a single corn- operations.
mander and composed of significant assigned
components of two or more Services, and United States Civilian Internee Information
which is established and si designated by the Center-(DOD) The national center of infor-
President, through the Secretary of Defense mation in the United States for enemy and
with the advice and assistance of the Joint United States civilian internees.
Chiefs of Staff, or, when so authorized by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, by a commander of
an existing unified command established by United States controlled shipping-(DOD)the President. That. shipping under United States flag plus

those selected ships under foreign flag which

unilateral arms control measure--(DOD, are considered to be under "effective United

IAD.2) An arms control course of action States control," i.e., which can reasonably be

taken by a nation without any compensating expected to be made available to the United
concession being required of other nations. States in time of national emergency.

uni-Service command-(DOD) A command United States country team-(DOD) The sen-
comprised of forces of a single Service. ior, in-country, United States coordinating

and supervising body, headed by the Chief
unit-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADA3) of the United States diplomatic mission, usu-

1. Any military element whose structure is ally an ambassador, and composed of the
prescribed by competent authority, such as senior member of each represented United
a table of organization and equipment; spe- States department or agency.
cifically, part of an organization. 2. An or-
ganizational title of a subdivision of a group United States Military Service Funded For-
in a task force. 3. A standard of basic quan- eign Training-(DOD) Training which is
tity into which an item of supply is divided, provided to foreign nationals in United States
issued, or used. In this meaning, also called military Service schools and installations un-
unit of issue. der authority other than the Foreign Assist-

unit aircraft--(DOD, IADB) Those aircraft ance Act of 1961.

provided an aircraft unit for the perform- United States Prisoner of War Information
ance of a flying mission. See also aircraft. Center-(DOD) The national center of infor-

mation in the United States * r enemy and
unit combat readiness-See combat readiness. m Uni t States pof war.

United States prLew ners of war.

United States Armed Forces-(DOD) Used to
denote collectively only the regular compo- United States Strategic Army Forces-(DOD)
nents of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine That part of the Army, normally located in
Corps, and Coast Guard. See also Armed the continental United States, which is
Forces of the United States. trained, equipped, and maintained for em-
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•, p ployment at national level in accordance with unknown-(DOD) A code meaning information
current plans. "At in " . n ..... ti-

fled target).
unit emplaning officer-(NATO, CEVTO) In

air transport, a representative of the trans- unladen v eight (transport vehicles)-(SEATO,
ported unit responsible for organizing the IADB) Net weight of the vehicle plus the
movement of that unit. driver, the driver's personal equipment and

ugT Tthe traction devices when they are normally
unit loading--(DOD, NATO, CENTO, 1ADB) part of the vehicle equipment. See laden

The loading of troop units with their equip- weight (transport vehicles); net weight
ment and ;upplies in the same ships, aircraft, (transport vehicles). (Note: SEATO term
or land vehicles. See also loading, does not inciude "(transport vehicles)".)

unit loading-(SEATO) The loading of troop unlimited war-(DOD) Not to be used. See
units with their equipment and supplies in genera; war.
the same vessels. See also loading.

unobserved fire--(NATO, CENTO, IADB) Fire
unit of issue-(DOD, IADB) In its special stor- for which the points of impact or burst are

age meaning, refers to the quantity of an not observed.
item; as each number, dozen, gallon, pair,
pound, ream, set, yard. Usually termed unit unpremeditated expansion of a war-(DOD)
of issue to distinguish from "unit price". Not to be used. See escalation.

See also unit.
unpremeditated war-(DOD) Not to be used.

unit personnel and tonnage table--(DOD, See accidental attack.
IADB.) A table included in the loading plan
of a combat-loaded ship as a recapitulation unsurveyed area-(NATO) Areas on a map or
of totals of personnel and cargo by type, list- chart where both relief and planimetric data
ing cubic measurements and weight. are unavailable. These areas are usually

labelled "unsurveyed". Or an area on a map
unit reserves--(DOD, IADB) Prescribed quan- or chart which shows little or no charted

tities of supplies carried by a unit as a reserve data because accurate information is limited
to cover emergencies. See also reserve sup- or not available.
plies.

unwarned exposed-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
unit strength-(NESN, NFSN) As applied to a IADB) The vulnerability of friendly forces

friendly or enemy unit, relates to the number to nuclear weapon effects. In this condition,
of personnel, amount of supplies, armament personnel are assumed to be standing in the
equipment and vehicles and the total logistic open at burst time, but have dropped to a
capabilities. See also strength. prone position by the time the blast. wave

arrives. They are expected to have areas of
universal polar stereographic grid--(DOD) A bare sir, exposed to direct thermal radia-

military grid prescribed for joint use in tion, and some personnel may suffer dazzle.

operations in limited areas and used for See also warned exposed; warned protected.
operations requiring precise position report-
ing. It covers areas between the 80 degree up-(DOD) 1. A correnion used by an observer
parallels and the poles. or a spotter in time fire to indicate that an

For -t o, s w increase in height of burst is desired. 2. A
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VV .. all..n r. to indicae t!t the m-."ohAn"d 1"nits moving up in such force as

target is higher in altitude than the point to tnreaten a break-through. See also imme-
which has been used as a reference- pooint for diate mission request; priority of immediate
the target location, mission request.

using agency-(SEATO) In relation to code-
urgent priority--(DOD) A category of imme- words, the agency, including member govern-

diate mission request which is lower than mepts, to which a codeword iN allocated for
emergency priority but takes precedence over use and which assigns to the word a special
ordinary priority. e.g., enemy artillery or meaning.
mortar fire which is falling on friendly troops
and causing casualties or enemy troops or UUM-44A--See submarine rocket
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valuable cargo-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) A grees and minutes east or west according to
commodity which may be of value during a whether magnetic north lies east or we3t of
later stage of the war. This will comprise true north. See also declination.
such things as basic raw materials and manu-
factured goods. See also cargoes. (Note: vector--(DOD) A heading issued to an aircraft
IADB term is "valuable supply cargo".) to provide navigational guidance by radar.

value engineering-(DOD) An organized effort vector --(DOD) In air intercept, close
directed at analyzing the function of Depart- air support and air interdiction usage, alter
ment of Defense systems, equipment, facili- heading to magnetic heading indicated. Head-
ties, procedures and supplies for the purpose ing ordered must be in three digits; e.g.,
of achieving the required funct;on at the "vector" zero six zero (for homing, use
lowest total cost of effective ownersbip, con- "steer"),
sistent with requirements for performance,
reliability, quality, and maintainability. vectored attacks-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,

IADB) Attacks in which a weap,'n carrier
vanguard-(IADB) An elenment of the advanced (air, surface, or subsurface) not holding con-

guard. See also aOvanced guard. tact on the target, is vectored to the weapon
delivery point by a unit (air, surface, or sub-

vapor trail-See condensation trail. surface) wh;ch hclds contact on the target.

variability-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB)
The manner in which the probability of daui- vehicle-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A self-
age to a specific target decreases with the propelled, boosted, or towed ccnveyazce for
distance from ground zero; or, m damage transporting a burden on land, sea, or
assessment, a mathematical factor introduced through air or space. See also amphibious
to average the effects of orientation, minor vehicle; combat vehicle (lghting); conner-cial-type vehicle; spec",l-equipment vehicle;
shielding and uncertainty of target response

special purpose vehicle; substitute transport-type vehicle; tactical vehicle; transport ye-

variable time fuze-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, hicle.

CENTO, IADB) A fuze designed to detonate
a projectile, bomb, mine, or charge when acti- vehicle cargo-(DOD) Wheeled or tracked
vated by exteraal influence other than con- equipment, including weapons, which require
tact in the close vicinity of a target. See also certain deck space, head room, and other

fuze. definite clearance. See also cargo.

rariant-(DOD, IADB) 1. One of two or more vehicle commander (ground)--(DOD, NATO,
cipher or code symbols which have the same CENTO) The leader of a vehicle crew ap-
plain text equivalent. 2. One of several plain pointed for each mission. He is responsible
text meanings that are represented by a for crew discipline and the execution of the
single code group; also called alternative, mission.

variation (navigation)-(SEATO, IADB) The vehicle summary and priority table-(DOD,
horizontal angle at a place between the true 1ADB) A table listing all vehicles by priority
north and magnetic north measured in de- of debarkation from a combat-loaded ship.

S F- oe.,1i. e wn . , oL It includes the nomenclature, dimensions,
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square feet, cubic feet, weight, and stowage vertical probable error--(DOv) The producA

location of each vehicle, the cargo loaded in of the range probable error and the slope of
each vehicle, and the name of the unit to fall.
which the vehicle belongs.

vertical separation-(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

verification-(OD, IADi) In arms control, CENTO, IADB) A specified vertical distance
aity action, including inspection, detection, measured in terms of space between aircraft
and identification, taken to ascertain corn- in flight at different altitude or flight levels.
pliance with agreed measures.

vertical strip-(DOD) A single flightline of

verify-(DOD, NATO, 8 E A T o, CENTO, overlapping photos. Photography of this type

IADB) 1. To insure that the meaning and is normally taken of long, narrow targets

phraseology of the transmitted message con- such as beaches or roads.
veys the exact intention of the originator, vertical takeoff and landing--(DOD, NATO,
(DOD) 2. A request from an observer, a spot- CENTO, IADB) The capability of an air-
ter, or a fire control agency to reexamine fir- craft to take off and land vertically and to
ing data and report the results of the transfer to or from forward motion at heights
reexamination, required to clear surrounding obstacles.

vertical air pbotograph-(DOD, NATO, CEN- very high-(DOD) A height above fifty thou-
TO) An air photograph taken with the optical sand feet.
axis of the camera perpendicular to the
earth's surf ace. very low-(DOD) A height below rive hundred

feet.
vertical and/or short takeoff and landing-

(DOD, lADB) Vertical and/or short takeoff very seriously ilU-(DOD, NATO. CENTO,
and land-ag capability for aircraft. IADB) A patient is very seriosiy Mil when

his illness is of such severity that life is immi-
vertical envelopment-(DOD, 1A DR) A tactical nently endangered.

mareu c'er in which troops, either air dropped Vigilante--(DOD, lADE) 1. A supersonic, twin-
or air landed, attack the rear and flaiAks of a engine turbojet, tactical, all-weather attack
force, in effect, cutting off or encircling the egn ubjt atcl l-ete ta
force, aircraft designed to operate from aircraft

carriers, and capable of delivering nuclear
or nonnuclear wecpons. It possesses elec-

vertical interval-(DOD) Difference in altitude tronic countermeasures equipment, long-
between two specified points or locations, range radar and automatic pilot guidance
e.g., the battery or firing ship and the target; features. It has a crew of pilot and bombar-
observer location and the target; location of dier. It has in-flight refueling capabilities.
previously fired target and new target; ob- Designated as A-5. 2. A self-propelled air
server and a height of burst; battery or firing defense weapon employing an improved
ship and a height of burst, etc. rapid-fire 37-mm gun.

-ertical loading-fDOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- vignetting--(NATO) In cartography, a tech-
TO, IADB) A ty.pe of loading whereby items nique of graduated shading to emphasize the
of iike character are vertically tiered through- outline of a feature.
out the ho!ds of a ship, so that selected itenms
are available at any stage of the unloading. visibility-(DOD) In air intercept usage, visi-
See also loading. bility (in miles) is
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S~ visibility range-(I)QD, NATO, CENTO) The Iie of de.,troyig ielg . aii•r•f w th l G•...
horizontal distance (in kilometers or miles) air-to-air rockets or Falcon mi,,si!es; and c.
at which a large dark object crn just be seen the RF-iOi is a singie-ppare, iuC•i•&l, photo-
against the horizon sky in daylight, graphic reconnaissance aircraft for support

of both ground and air forces. Designated as
visual call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- F-101,

TO, IADB) A call sign provided primarily
for visual signaling See also call sign. vulnerability-(DOD) 1. The susceptibility of

a nation or military force to any action by
visual report--(DOD) Not to be used. See in- antinomltryfceoayatonbfisual report Nany means through which its war potential

flight report or combat effectiveness may be reduced or its

will to fight diminished. 2. The characteristicsvitala o Ao hedefendesiate airdefesea onin. of a system which causes it to suffer a definite
staliation to be defended by air defense units. derato(iapblytoefrmheds

degradation (incapability to perform the des-

vital ground--See key terrain. ignated mission) as a result of having been
subjected to a certain level of effects in an un-

voice call sign-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- natural (manmade) hostile environment.
TO, IA OB) A call sign provided primarily fo
voice communication. See also Pall sign. vulnerability program-(DOD) A program to

determine the degree of, and to remedy inso-
Voodoo-(DOD, IADB) A supersonic, twin- far as possible, any existing susceptibility of

engine, turbojet-powered aircraft utilized in nuclear weapon systems to enemy counter-
three versions: a. the F-101A is a single- measures, accidental fire, and accidental
place tactical fighter capable of delivering shock.
either nuclear or nonnuclear weapons, and
of providing close support for ground vulnerability study-(DOD) An analysis of the
forces; b. the F-101B is a two-place, tandem- capabilities and limitations of a force in a
cockpit, all-weather fighter interceptor capa- specific situation to determine vulnerabilities

F-or eý.z-.-.n of soi. we page 3. capable of exploitation by an opposing force.
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wading cros-ing-See deep fording; shallow body, torpedo, airframe, motor or guidance
ftrding. section.

waiting position (fast coastal forces)-(NATO, warhead section-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO,
CENTO, IADB) Any geographical position IADB) A completely assembled warhead in-
in which fast patrol boats can be kept ready cluding appropriate skin sections and relatEd
for operations at immediate notice. components.

walking patient-(DOD, N A T 0, CENTO, warned exposed-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
IADB) A patient not requiring a litter while IADB) The vulnerability of friendly forces
in transit. to nuciear weapon effects. In this condition,

walaing patient-(SEATO) A patient requir- persannel are assumed to be prone with all
ing only sitting accommodation while in tran- sskin covered and with thermal protection at
sit. least that provided by a two-layer summer

war air service program-(DOD) The program protected.
designed to provide for the maintenance of
essential civil air routes and services, and to warned protected-(DOD, NATO, CENTO,
provide for the distribution and re-dibtribu- IADB) The vulnerability of friendly forces
tion of air carrier aircraft among civil air to nuclear weapon effects. In this condition,
transport carriers after withdrawal of air- personnel are assumed to have some protec-
craft allocat*-. to the Civil Reserve Air Fleet,. tion against heat, blast, and radiation suchas that afforded in closed armored vehicles orwarehouse chart-See planograph. crouched in fox holes with improvised over-

head shielding. See also unwarned exposed;war game-(OOD, NATO, CENTO, IADB) A warned exposi.
simulation, by whatever means, of a military
operation involving two or more opposing warning area-See danger area.
forces, using rules, data, and procedures de-
signed to depict an actual or assumed real warning net-(DOD, IADR) A communicationS•.life situation. system established for the purpose of dis-

war gas-(SEATO, IADB) Any chemical agent seiinatirg warning information of enemy
(liquid, solid, or vapor) used in war, which movement or action to all interested cor-

Sproduces poisonous or irritant effects on the mands.

human body. See also chemical agent. warning order-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN-j warhead--(DOD, NATO. CENTO, IADB) That TO, IADB) A preliminary notice of an order
part of a missile, projectile, torpedo, rocket, or action which is to follow. It is designed
or other munition which contains either the to give subordinates time to make necessary
nuclear or thermonuclear system, high-explo- plans and preparations.
sive system, chemical or biological agents or
inert materials intended to inflict damage. warning red--See air dcferse warning condi-

tions.
warhead mating-(DOD) The act of attachinf-

a warhead section to the rockec, or missile warning white-See air defense warning condi-
For expuiMUOU of "=yuhh. see pace i.1 tions.
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warning yellow--See air defense warning con- veapon, plus u-,xpended plutonium or
ditions. uranium, together with fission products.

war reserve (nuclear).-(DOD) Nuclear weap- weapons assignment-(DOD) The proc.ss by
ons material stockpiled in the custody of the which weapons are .ssigned to individual air
Atomic Energy Commission or transferred weapons ccntrollers for use in accomplishing
to the custody of the Department of Defense an assigned mission.
and intended for employment in the evert
of war. weapons of mass destruction-(DOD, IADB)

In arms control usage, weapons that are ca-
war reserves-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- pable of a high order of destruction and/or

TO, IADB) War reserves are stocks of ma- of being used in sach a manner as to destroy
terial amassed in peacetime to meet the in- large numbers of people. Can be nuclear,
cxease in military requirements conseluent chemical, biological, and radiological weap-
upon an outbreak of war. War reserves are ons, but excludes tie means of transporting
intended to provide the interimn support es- or propelling the weapon where such means
sential to sustain operations until resupply is a separable and divisible part of the
can be effected. See also reserve supplies, weapon.

water suit--(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CENTO, weapons recommendation sheet-(DOD, NA-
IADB) A t,-:Luit in which water is used in TO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB) A sheet or
the inter~inilig thereby automatically approx- chart which defines the intention of the at-
inthting the required hydrostatic pressure- tack, and recinmends the nature of weapons,
gradient under G forces. See also pressure and resulting damage expected, tonnage, fuz-
suit. ing, spacing, desired mean points of impact,

water terminal-See alternate water terminal; and intervals of reattack.,

najoL water terminal; secondary water ter-
mi~Ii. ee aso ortweapons stat.ý of readiness-(DOD) The degree

of readiness of air defense weapons which
wave-ILDOD, NATO, CENTO, IA3B) A for- can become airborne or be launched to carry

mation of forces, landing ships, craft, am- out an assigned task. The states of readiness
phi'ious vehicles or aircraft, required to are expressed in numbers of weapons and
l'eaczh or land about the same time. Can be numbers of minutes. Weapons states of readi-
classified as to type, function, or or'f.r as ness are defined as follows:
shown: a. assault wave; b. boat wave; c. heli- a. 2 minutes-Weapons can be launched
copter wave; d. numbered wave; e. on-call within two minutes.
wave; and f. scheduled wave. b. 5 minutes--Weapons can be launched

within five minutes.
way mt--(DOD) In air operations, a point or c. 15 minutes--Weapons can be launched

a series of points in space to which an air- within fifteen minutes
craft may be vectored. d. 30 minutes-Weapons can be launched

Weapon Alpha-(DOD, IADB) A 12.75" rocket- within thirty minutes.
propelled depth charge witli a range of about e. 1 hour-Weapons can be launched
1,000 yards. Designated as RUR-4. within one hour.

f. 3 hours-Weapons can be launched
weapon debris (nuclear)--(DOD, NATO, CEN- within three hours.

TO) The residue of a nuclear weapon after g. released-Weapons are released from
it has exploded; that is, the materials used defense commitment for a specified
for the casing, and other components of the period of time.
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P weapon system-(DOD, N 4 T 0, CENTO, weight and balance sheet-(DOD, ?vATO, CEN-
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quired for its operation. (The ter--, is not bution of weight in an aircraft and shows
precise unless specific parameters are estab- the center of gravity of an aircraft at takeoff
lished.) and landing.

weapon system manzger-See system manager. well-(DOD) As used in air ir.teicept, means
equipment indicated is operating efficiently.

weapon-target line-(DOD, 14DB) An imagi-
nary straight Hine from a weapon to a target. what luck-(DOD) As used in air intercept.

means what are/were the results of _ssigned
weather central-(DOD, IADB) Ar. organiza- mission?

tion which collects, collates. evaluates, and
diseminates meteorological information in what state-(DOD) As used in air intercept,
such manner tha: it becomes a principal means report amount of fuel, ammunition,
source of such information for a given area. and oxygen remaining.

weather forecast--(90D, lADB) A prediction what's up-(DOD) As used in air intercept,
of weather conditions at a point, along a means is anything the matter "

route, or within an area for a specified period wheel base-(NATO, CENTO, IADB) The dis-
of time. tance between the centers of two consecutive

weather map--(DOD, IADR) A map showing wheels. In the case of vehicles with moretheweather do pAre)vAapishowing, orpre- than two axles or equivalent systems, the
the weather conditions prevailing, or pre- sucsiewelbesaellgvnnth

dicted to prevail over a considerable area. ord e wheel to ar e vehicle.

Usually, the map is based upon weather ob- order front to rear of the vehicle.

servations taken at the same time at a nurn- wheel load capacity--(DOD) The capacity of
ber of stations. Ilee also map. airfield runways, taxiways, parking areas, or

roadways to bear the pressures exerted by
weather minimum--(DOD) The worst weather aircraft or vzhicles in a gross weight static

Sconditions under which aviation operations configurat'on.
may be conducted under either visual or in-
strument flight rules. Usually prescribed by which transponder-(DOD) A code meaning
directives and standing operating procedures report type of transponder fitted--Identifica-
in terms of minimum ceiling, visibility or tion Friend or Foe, Air Traffic Control Radar
specific hazards to flight. Beacon System, or Secondary Surveillance

Radar.
weather (vat B)-(DOD) Short form weather

report, giving: whiteout-(DOD, NATO, CENTO) Loss or
a. V--Visibility iu miles. orientation with respect to the horizon caused

b. A-Amount of clouds, in eigchts. by sun reflecting on snow and overcast sky.

c- T-Height of cloud top, in thousands of white propaganda-(DOD, i, NATO, SEATO,
feet. CENTO, IADB) Propaganda disseminated

d. B-Height of cloud base, in thousands and acknowledged by the sponsor or by an
of feeta accredited agency thereof. See als, propa-

(The reply is a series of four numbers pre- ganda.
ceded by the word "weather". An unknown
item is reported as -unknown".) •idth of sheaf-(DOD, IADB) Lateral interval

For ,•-u--i o. .s pw Y between center of flank bursts or impacts.
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The, comparable nay, 1 gunfire tern- is deflec- withhold (nuciear)--(D D) The "--'-,, ,A4 _1
tion pattern, authority to employ nuclear weapons by de-

nying their use within specified geographical
will not fire-(DOD) A term sent to the spotter areas of certain countries.

or other reqt:esting agency to indicate that
the target will not be engaged by the fire woodeu bomb-(DOD) A concept which pie-
support ship. tures a weapon as being completely reliable

and havin.- an infinite shelf life while at the
Wilson cloud-'See condensation cloud, same time requiring no special handling,

storage or suiveillance.
window-(NATO, SEATO, CENTO, IADB)

Strips of frequency-, at metal foi3, wire, or wooden round-See wooden bomb.
bars usually dropped from aircraft or ex-
pelled from shell. or rockets as a radar coun- working anchorage--(NATO, CENTO, IADB)
termeasure. See also chaff. An anchorage where ships lie to discharge

cargoes oveiside to coasters or lighters. See
wind shear-(DOD, IADB) A change in space also emergency anchorage.

of wind direction and magnitude.

working capital fund-(DOD) A revolving
wing-(DOD) 1. An Air Force unit composed fund established to finance inwentories of

normally of one primary mission group ýnd s.applies and other stores, or to provide work-
the necessary supporting organizations, i.e., ing capital for industrial-type activities.
organizations designed to render supply,
maintenance, hospitalization, and other serv- world geographic reference system-See georef.
ices required by the primary mission groups.
Primary mission groups may bc functional, wounded-See critically wounded; seriously
such as combat, training, transport, or serv- wounded; slightly wounded. See also battle
ice. 2. A fleet air wing is the basic organiza- casualty.
tional and administrative unit for naval land
and tender-based avizition. Such wings are wounded in actiop--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,
mobile units to which are assigned aircraft CENTO, IADB) A battle casualty other than
squadrons and tenders for administrative "kille:• in action" who has incu'red an injury
conti,1'. 3. A balanced Marine Corps task due to an external agent or cause. The tern
3rganizat ion of aircraft groups 'squadrons to- encompasses all kinds of wounds and other
gether with al propriate command, air con- injuries incurred in action, whether there is
trol, administrative, service, and maintenance a piLrcing of the body, as in a penetrating
un :ts. A standard Marine Corps aircraft wing or pertoi ated wound, or none, as in thf.- con-
ccntain3 the aviation elements normally re- tused wound; all fractures, burns, blast con-
quired for the air ý,upport of a Marine divi- eussions, all effects of biological and chemical
sion. 4. A flank unit; that part of a mii~tar 7 warfare agents, the effects of exposure to
force to the right or left of the main body. ionizing radiation, or any other destructive

w~eapon or agent.
withdrawal action--(DOD, NATO, SEATO,

CENTO, IADR) A maneuver thereby a force wrong-(DOD) A proword meaning your last
disengages from an enemy force in accord- transmission was incorrect, the correct ver-

ance with the will of the commandex. sion is
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k x
X-15A-(DOD) A manned, rocket-powered, XFIM-43A-See Redeye.

hypersonic research vehicle capable of oper-
ating at extremely high altitudes. The ve- XM70-115-mm-See boosted rocket field artil-

hi,:le is air-launched from a B-52 Strato- lery weapon.

fortress and piloted to a landing. XMGM31ASee Pershing.

x-axis--(DOD, IADB) A horizontal axis in a XMIM-46A--See Mauler.
system of rectangular cordinates; that line
on which distances to the right or left (east x-scale--(NATO, CENTO) On an oblique pho-
or west) of the reference line are marked. tograph, the scale along a line parallel to the
especially on a map. chart, or graph. true horizon.

U Y
y-axis-.(DOD, IADB) A vertical axis in a sys- yield-See nuclear yields.

"temn of rectangular coordinates; that line on
which distances above or below -n"c- h or y-scale--(NATO, CENTO) On an oblique pho-
scuth) tle reference line are marked, espe- tograph, the scale along the line of the prin-
cially on a map, c-i-rt or graph, cipal vertical, or any other line, inherent or

plotted which, on the ground, is parallel to

Fo- o•ikanation of symbol s pW ri. the principal vertical.
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zero-length launching-(DOD, NATO, CENTO, designated ground unit or fire support ship
IADB) A technique in which the first motion delivers, or is prepared to deliver, fire sup-
of the missile or aircraft removes it from the port. Fire may or may not be obsered. See
iauncher. also contingent zone of fire.

zero point- -(DOD) The location of the center zone of fire-(IADB) An area within which a
of a burst of a nuclear weapon at the instant particular unit delivers, or is piepared to
of detonation. The zero point may be in the deliver, fire. See also contingent zone of fire:
air, or on or beneath the surface of land or normal zone of fire; zone of responsibility.
water, dependent upon the type of burst, and
it is thus to be distinguished from ground zone of responsibility-(IADB) A predeter-
zero. mined area of enemy terrain which support-

ing ships are responsible for covering by fire
zippers-(DOD) Target dawn and dusk combat on know-n targets or targets of opportunity

air patrol. and by observation. See also zone of fire.

Z marker beacon--(NATO, SEAM 0, CE,\TO, zone I (nucleae)-(DOD) A circular area, de-
IADB) Eouipment identical with the fan termined by using minimum safe distance I
marker except that it is installed as part of as the radius and the desired ground zero as
a four-course radio range at ihe intersection the center, from which all armed forces are
of the four range legs, and radiates vertically evacuated. If evacuation is not possible or if
to indicate to aircraft when they pass directly a commander elects a higher degree of risk,
over the range station. It is usually not keyed maximum protective measures ýwill be re-
for identification. Also known as cone of sil- quired.
ence marker. See alno beacon.

zone II (nuclear)-(DOD) A circular area (less
zone-See air defense identification zone; air zone I). determined by using minimum safe

surface zones; combat zone; communica- distance II as the radius and the desired
tions zone; control zone; dead zone; demili- ground zero as the cu:.iter. in which ail per-
tarized zone; dron zone; landing zone- sonnel require maximum protection. Maxi-
rupture zone; safety :zone; submarine patro mum protection dlenotes that armned forces
zones. See also area. personnel are in "buttoned up" tanks or

crouched in foxholes with improvised over-
zone fire-(DOD, IADB) Artillery or mortar head shielding.

fires that are delivered in a constant direction
at several quadrant eievations. See also fire. zone III (nuclear)-(DOD) A circular area

(less zones I and II). determined by using
zone of action-(DOD, NATO, SEATO, CEN- minimum safe distance III as the radius and

TO, IADB) A tactical subdivision of a larger the desired ground zero as the center. in
area, the responsibility for which is assigned which all personnel require minimum protec-
to a tactical unit: generally applied to offen- tion. Minimum protection denotes that armed
sive action. See also sector. forces personnel are prone on open ground

with all skin areas co .ered and with an over-
zone of hre--(DOD) An area within which a all thermal protection at least equal to that
For exp?5on of xbov w p , provided by a two-layer uniform.
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z-scale--(NATO, CENTO) On an oblique pho- zulu time-(NATO. CENTO) Greenwich mean
tograph, tne scale used in calculating the time.
height of an object. Also the name given to
this method of height determination. Zuni--(DOD, IADB) An air-to-surface un-

guided rocket with solid propellant. Can be
zulu time-(DOD) An expression indicating ermed with various types of heads, including

Greenwich mean time. flares, fragmentation, ar" armor piercing.
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains approved terms Ind titles, without definitions,
relating to the specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-
tional area of Air IntercepL. They are listed here for convenience and to
facilitate usage. The definitions appear with the terms and titles in
alphabeticai order in the main section of this dictionary.

Many of these terms are also used in other functional areas withix,
I 'the Department of Defense and by international organizations and activi-

tie, as indicated by the status of agreement and applicabiity shown after
each term listed in the main section.

Recrmmei. lations for changes to this list should be 3ubmitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii.

Appendix A

AIR INTERCEPTION

abort air plot
Sacquire (radar) air surveillance

aet,'Dn deferred air-to-air missile
' active air def-ense air trafik- controller

airborne air weapons controller
airborne early warning alert
airborne early warning and control altitude
airborne intercept equipment ammo (plus, minus, zero)
airborne order anchored
air-controller angels
air corridors antiair warfare
air defense area air defense commander
air defense action area Army Air Defense Command Po.t
air defense area aspect angle
air defense artillery attack altitude
iir defense division attack heading
-air defefise eaýly warning attacking
air defense identification zone attack speed
air defense operatiotis area authenticate
air defense readiness autonomous operation
air defense re~ion azimuth
air defense sector back tell
air defense warning conditior i barrage jamming
air intercept control common base
air interception beacon double
air intercept zone beacon off
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beacon on cross teii
beam attack crysial'ball 2

bearing cut-off attack
* bent dadcap

bingo dart.
bingo field data link
blip data mile
bgey . . defense, emergericy
breakaway destroy (beam)
broadcast controlled ah interception destroy (cut off)
buster de-tr (frontal)
call sign destroy (stern)
cavu destruction area
cease engagement destruct- (missile)
cease fire displacen,
chaff ditching
challenge diver
channel dolly
cbeck port/starhoad drop traAk
chicks duck
lara early warring

clean aircraft ease tam
close controlled air interception electromaie counter.countermeasures
clutter - ele•-ronic countermeasures
eollective call sign electronic jamming
combitt air patrol elevater'
combat information center emergency scramble
combat readiness einisaion control okders
-- at tral- engage

.- cmmao n altitude estimate -
conmai And control laiecd

,-command destruct signal faker
commandheading famiehed
command speed feet drjy
commit f eet wet
comMunications mark few (raid size)
confused flight
contact fly(ing) at speed
contact report lorward air control post

-eotinue port/starboard forward tell
conMMl fox away
control and reporting center freak
,-ontrol and reporting post freddie

counte air free lance
cover friendly
Crossing frontal attack
cross over point gadget
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Sgate medium
georef merged
grand siam middleman
guided missile midnight
guns/weapons free minimum normal burst altitude
guns/weapons tight minimum safe altitude
handover missile intercept zone
hard port mix-up, caution
hard starboard monitoring
Hawk music
heading naval tactical data system
heading crossing angle negative
heads up neutralize track
height night cap
high no joy
hold fire o'clock
hold (ing) offset point
hook on station
hostile on target
hostile acts on the deck
identification oranges (sour)
identify oranges (sweet)
1 go orbiting

indicating orbit point
oinit vector overlap tell!intercepting search overlap zone

interceptor pan
aintercipt point pancake

in the dark pass
I stay Passive air defense

jamming pigeon
judy 11 )go
kill probability point of no return
lateral tell popeye
launch time pounce
lazy probably destroyed (aircraft,)
lead aircraft pot
level pronto

line of position purpen

loner radar coverage
!ocapradar picket

lock on radar picket cap
low -adio silence
Mach no/yes radius of action
many (raid size) range
Marine air command and control syvt•..-n ready c•.p
mayday Redeye
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relative target altitude tactic d call sign

reporting post tactical opexratmons center

retricted area tally ho
resume target acquisition

return to base target bearing

salvos target cap

saunter tied on

scan time to go
scrsmble tips

sector track

sensor track crossing angle
sick tracking

sLnultaneous engagement trackteUing

skin paint trail -

skipit trailer

snow transponder india

sortie transpinder sierra

spiting anspondertangosplasbed turhiou4
Spoofer turnaround cyle-

spot :amming unknown
squawk"ecr

vectored attacks

swaypoint

stoanderdibarin d e)very h th o
state ebicken very-1,7w

.sta~te Iamb .visseJ l t-

ttgtiger warning.re
°steddy w~arningwhite

S~~warning-yellow --

•to~quwk • eappps assignment
-_. w. (bearim, diatanceitAt ade) weaons At•e of-readiness -

siam, mi• wen

-tic*,•lair command, cen• r what stat
t i a i r c o n bt r I c e n t r w h a s uSwhatlsUpk

30 r contrler whch traxspondo"Uckzair control _systemn
tactical fr dweireon aenter Zippers

tactical air director zulu time
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MI~OUCUON
_ This appendix contains approved terms and titles, without definitions,

fe-lai to-the-speciabzed joint operati')nal tasks encountered in the func-

fional area of Artillery and-.aval Gunfire Supj~ert. They are listed here
for convenience and to facilitate usage. Th4 d',riitions appear with the
terms and titles in alphabetical order in the main section of this d:ctio•a.

Many of these terms are also used in other functional areaz within the
Department of Defense and by international organizations and activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and appiicability shown after each
term listed in the main section.

Recommendations for changes to this list should be submitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii.

Appendix B

ARTI".LVY AND NAVAL GUNFIRE SUPPORT

add cancel euhverge
I "' adjust vlo• observe

adkust fire charge
adjustment check firing
advance circular error probable

air combat information center
air defense control center contingent effects
air defense direction center contingent zone :f fire

1 -. all available continuous fire

allocation (nuclear) -continuous illumination
:altitude converge
~nnleT converged sheaf
assignment (nuclear) coordinated illumination
at my odommand coordinates
attitude correction
availabl' supply rate (ammunition) cotmterfire
barrage fire crest
basic load (ammunition) crested
battery center danger
battery (troop) left (right) danger close
bearing delay
bracketing description of target
call fire desired ground zero
call for fire destruction
cancel check firing destruction fire
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dinrec fire 1i g tor l y

direction linit of fire
direct laying line

direct support line of departure

doubtful list of targets

down lost

drop low angle

end of mission low angle Aire

falloutcontours main armament

fallout pattern mark

fallout prediction massed fire

final proteactive fire maximum effect ve range

fire maximum ordii, .%

fire barrage (specify) maximum range

fire capabilities chart mean point of impact

fire coordination amz minimum rane

fire coordination line minim n sah~if distance (nuclear)

fire direction center misfire

fire for effect .mixed

fireimission mixed air
fire support coordiiuation mixedgraze
fire support coordirtation center neglect

fire support coordination-line nentralizat, on•Are,

fire support station no-fire line

firt salvo-at nuinber of : ounds

forward edge of the battle area observer id 6ntification

fresh-target observer-ti.rget line

-full ýbarge observer-t irget range

Xuze (Sperify) on call
keneralsu~r o-0 Mie

i upport-reinforcing open- shea

graze overr

high liparallel sheaf

,yrid-bearing pli~se lime.
jHldnorth polar cooidinates

gun-trget line - polar plot
harzasing4 fire- prearrangedA Ire

height of burst preseribed nuclear loa,4

'high angle probable err.6r deflecti~I

high angle fire probable errr height of burst

L-direct fire prqbable error range

indirect laying quadrant elevation

initial radiation rad

interdiction fire radius of integration

intermittent illumination radius of saffaty

large spread M190 spread

latey&l spread ready
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m l " recq!ni!aae by-fire"s.mm.
record as tarwk,'.'I ireduced-chire - - -- supr _rting arins coordination centerr -, referenici line 6uZrvey control pointr.5 ,eferenceline 

vey information centerrefserencepoint 
tactical area of -sponsibilityregistration 
target

-registraion fire target clas'.-fizationregistration point target complexreinforcing target concenrepeat target concentrationtarge intelligence
restricted arear
restrictive fire plan target list
retard target of opportunity
rounds complete target priorityS[ salvotarget system
salvo
stheuled time of flight

time on target "artillery)seco"dary armament. trendsheaf 
trig listshelling repot uptshell (specify) 
veri*

shifting fire
ship will adjust vertical interval

Sshort will Uct fire
-Z-;%ea!"sheaf zone I (nuclear)

~spl, ash " veII1 (nuclear)
b pot 

zone III (nuclear)S• : " ' " "-': ",,.'.'..'.'.'.• _- .-- :-.•.zone fire

SI spotting line zone of actionvpreading fire zone of fire

I3
_I

-• 
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains approved terms and titles, without definitions,
relating to the specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-

,6 •tional area of Close Air Support and Air Interdiction. They are listed here
for convenience and to facilitate usage. The definitions appear with the
terms and titles in alphabetical order in the main section of this dictionary.

Many of these terms are a!so used in other functional areas within the
Department of Defense and by international organizations and activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and applicability shown after each
term listed in the main section.

Recommendations for changes to this list should be submitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii:

Appendix C

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT AND AIR INTERDICTION

abort air support
* ) absolute altitude air support radar team

accidental attack air supremacy
aeronautical chart air-to-air missile
"agreed point air-to-surface missile
air and naval gunfire liaison company alert
air attack alert forCe
airborne a.rt allocation
"airborne command post allocation (nuclear)

SairburA altitude
air controller amplifying report
air corridors angels
aircraft control and warning system antiair warfare
air d-efnse control center apportidonment
air defense direction center area bombing
air ?,efense early warning area control center
air defense identification zone area of operatiozs
air tire plan area target
air interdiction armed reconnaissance
air lia*.,i officer arming
air-sea rescue armstrong
airspeed Army air ground system
air strike at my command
air strike coordinator attack heading
air superiority attack pattern
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authentication 
demilitarized zone

authenticator direct air support ce'Lter

barrier combat air patrol direct air support center (airborne)
beacondirect support

beacon dvr
beam rider divert
beariig dud
bent durnmy run
bingo ejection
bingo electronic counter-countermeasures
bingo field electronic deception
blast effect electronic intelligence
blind bombing zone electronic jamming
bogey electronic warfar--
bomb drmage assessment elevation
bomb release point emergenfl'y priority
bracketing emplacement
break off endurance
call Mission escort
call sign feet dry
c•apet bombing feet wet
ckf fire control radar
circular error probable fike coordination area

clean aipsraft fire coordination line
close code position fire power
close air support fire support coordination
close support fire support coordination center
close supp(prting fire fire support coordination line

coast-in point fi_,st ligt
collective call sign flk suppression fite
column cover flight
-cmbat air patrol flight operations cpnter

combat information center for atio catr

communication deception force combat an patrol

condensation trail forward air controller

contct pintforward air control Post

contact report forward edge of the battle area
onttreol forward observercontrol rgetrodr

control and reporting center ragmentary order

control and reporting post georef

controlled airspace goldie

controlled firing area goldie lock

conventionsl weapons grid

coordinates 
ground alert

coordinating authority ground fire

counter air ground liaison officer

date-time group ground liaison party

deck alert 
handover

delivery error harassing fire
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height _.oeffotive e
H-hor objective
high a!i:TLde bombing objective area
Identification Friend or Foe observation post
immediate air support on call
immediate mission request on scene ccmmander
impact action fuze or. station
impact area on station time
indirect air support operation map
initial point operation order
in support of orbit point
inte-face ordinary priority
interval ordnance
jet conventional low alLitude bcmbing system panel code
jettison pass
joint pathfinders
joint force pattern bombing
joint operations center phase line
joint rescue coordination centar pillboxjointtask ~rzepoint target

joint zone (air, land, or sea) positive control
kill probability preassault operations
laydown bombing precision bombing
liaison preplanned air support
low alhitede bombing preplanned mission request
Mach number priority of immediate mission requests
magnetic variation priority of preplanned mission requests
map reference code pull-up point
mark radar beacon
maridng panel radar coverage
mark mark radio silence
maximum effective range radius of action
mnximum ordinate rearming
mean point of impact recognition signal
mean sea level reference point

t medium-altitude bombing release altitude
miliftry grid reference system rescue combat air patrol
minimurm-altitude bombing restricted area
minimum attack altitude restricted areas (air)

* minimum safe altitude restrictive fire plan
misfire roll-in point
mission safing
mutual support salvo
net call sign scramble
net (communications) search and attack priority
neutralize search and rescue
nolire line selective identification ferture
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shurtle bombing tactical air operations center

sighting 
tactical air support

situation map tactical air support element

shuut range tactical area of responsibility

sortie 
tactical map

spot 
tactical operations center

spot report target acquisition

steer 
target bearing

strafing 
target combat air patrol

strike force 
target complex

supporting arr. as target concentration

supporting aorms coordination center target folders

surface-to-air missile envelope target list

srrface-to-air missile installation target of opportunity

surface-to-air missile site target pattern

tactical air command center target system

tactical air commander (ashore) time on target (air)

tactical air contrml center train

tactical air controller turnaround

tactical air control party turD-in point

tactical air control party support team urgent priority

tactical air control system vector
tactical air coordinator (airborne) vectored attacks

tactical air direction center vertical separatit n

tactical air director vertca system

tactical air officer (afloat) weapon system

tactical air operation 
-,on of action
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SINTODUCTION
This appendix contains approved terms and titles, witho:at eefinitions,

relating to the specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-
tional area of Intelligence Handling. They are listed here for convenience
and to facilitate usage. The definitions appear with the terms and titles in
alphabetical order in the main section of this dictionary.

Many of these terms are also used in other functicnal areas wilhin the
Department of Defense and by international organizations aad activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and applicability shown after each
term list•d in the main section.

Recommendations for changes to this list should bp. submitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii.

Appendix D

INTEI IGENCE HANDMING

access to classified information authentication
accountability authenticator
action agent automated intelligence file
actual ground zero ballistic missile
a•.ent basic encyclopedia
ag'•nt authentication basic ihtelligence
agent net biographical intelligence
airborne early warning biological operations
air-breathing missile black
air defense artillery black listed
airhead black propaganda
air target chart blast effect
Starget materials program blood chit (intelligence)
air target mosaic blow
air-to-air missile bomber
air-to-surface missile bomb impact plot
amphibious objective study bomb release line
analysia bug
apogee bugged
area radar prediction analysis burn
armed reconnaissance burned
artillery burn notice
asseamrn~t capability
asset (intenigence) case
atomic demolon mu'ition cell
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Claff dezired ground z-ro
chain disaffected person
chemical operations domestic intelligeyce
cipher double agent
circular error probable downgrade
cirvis drop zone
cl mndestine operation dual agent
"".tmr effective damage
code electronic counter-countermeaciures
code word electronic countermeasures
cold war electronic deception
collate electronic intelligence
collection electronic jamming
combat intellivence electronic warfare
combined operation elicitation (intelligence)
communications intelligence encipher
communications security encrypt
comparative cover enemy capabilities
compartmentation escapee
complaint-type investigation escape line
compromise escape route
confirmatior- of information (intelligence) espionage
confusion agent essential elements of information
enmumer estimate

,)antingency planning facilities list program evacuee
control (in:eWtgence) evader
montrolled mosaic evaluation (intelligence,
couterespionage evasion and escape
counterinsurgency evasion and escape intelligence
counterineligence evasion and escape route
countersign exf tration
coverage index expellee
cover (intelligence) exploitation (intelligence)
covert operations Mbricator

itica inte CC facsimile
criic report fallout
cruise mimile ferret
cryptoatem fire control radar
cultivatin firSt light
curre&t intelligence foreign intelligence
cuiout forward edge of the battle area
damage a.ssement. g-eral var
deCryPt grey propaganda
defettor ground zero
defense classification guerrilla warfare
demilitarized zone guided missile
departmental intelligence
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harassment mussiie assemJ:ly-cneclkout facility
howitzer mission
imagery mortar
indications (intelligvnce) mosaic
mnfiltration (intelligasce) national intelligence
mnformant national intelligence estimate

information (intelligence) national intelligence surveys
information report net, chain, cell system
informer Nth country
initial operational capability operational testing
insurgency order of battle
integration overt operation
intelligence paramilitary forces
intelligence annex payload (missile)
intelligence collection plan penetration (intelligence)
intelligence contingency funds perigee
intelligence cycle periodic intelligence summary
intelligence data base photographic intelligence
intelligence data handling systems pictomap
intelligence estimate political intelligence
intelligence journal possible
inteiligence report priority national intelligence objectives
intelligence- reporting probable
intelligence requirement propaganda

) intelligence subject code psychological operations
intelligence summary psychological warfare
intention radiation intensity
intercontinental ballistic missile radiological operations
interdepartmental intelligence raid
interdict ratline
interface real time
intermediate-range ballistic missile reception
internal defense reconnaissance
interpretation of information refugee

inerogton (intelligence) repatriate

interview (intelligence) reported unit
irregular forces resistance movement
joint intelligence sabotage
joint intelligence estimate for planning safe area
kill probability safe house
limited war sanctuary
lines of communication sanitize
maximum effective range scale (photographic)
medium-range ballistic missile scientific and technical intelligence
merchant intelligence scientific intelligence
military characteristics sea-launched ballistic mussile
military Intelidgence sensitive
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short-range ballistic missile target
sigtnal intelligence tarvet acquisition
small arm i target complex r
sortie =get concentration
source .target data inventory
special agent, target ;,olders

specific iitelligencer collection requirement trget intelligence
staybehtfd target materials
sterilize target system
strategic intelligence technical chahaecteistics
strategic mission technical intelligencew p
strategic warnng technical survey
subversive activity thermal radiation
Surf~ace-to-air miss' treason
surface-to-air missit• installation uncontroll-A mosaic
surface-to-air missile bite unconventional warfare
surface-to-surface, missile vulnerability
surveillance
sweep vulnerability study
synthesis warhead
tactical information processing and interp-reta- warhead section

tion. system weapon system
tactical inteffignce white pcopaganda
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains approved terms and titles, without definitions,
relating to the specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-
tional area of Reconnaissance and Surveillance. They e~re listed here for
convenience and to facilitate usage. The definitions appear with the terms
and titles in alphabetical order in the main sec ,ion of this dictionary.

Many of these terms are also used in other functional areas within the
Department of DefensL and by international organizations and activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and applicability shown after each
term listed in the main section.

Recommendations for chnges to this list should be submitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b. page ii.

Appendix E

RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE

abort altitude
absolute altitude amphibious reconnaissance

/ acoustitid intelligence annotation
acoustical surveirlance area search
acoustic jnmming irea target

en.zed point; band pass
air and naval gunfire liaison company barrage jamming
airborne alert basic cover
airborne battlefield command and control center basic intelligence
airborne early warning beach photography
airborne early warning and control beach survey
airborne s'ensor operator beam width
air controller camouflage detection photography
aircraft control and warning system collection agency
Air Force Component Command Post column cover
air ground operations system combat iitelligenee
air liaison officer combat surveillance
air observer combat surveillance radar
air photographic reconnaissance command and control system

air pickats comparative cover
air reconnaissance composite air photography
air reconnaissance liaison officer contact print
air support contact reconnaissance
air support radar team continuous strip camera
air surveillance continuous strip photography
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control and reporting center infrared imagery
control and reporting post infrared photography
coptrolled mposaic Initial Photo Interpretation Report
coverage intelligence reporting
damage assessment intelligence requirement
data link interpretability
destroyed jam1ming
diapositive joint operational intelligence agencyk
direct air support center joint operations center
direction finding Joint Tactical Air PfCteraljnai3ce/SurvefilanCe
divert Mission Report
doppler radar low oblique
drone ineteorological data
Ounlicate negative mission
effective -damage mosaic
electromagnetic ýzdiation moving target indicator
electromagnetic spectrum oblique air jinotograpsh

elecronc contemeasresoblique air photograph. strip

eletroic nte~ignceobliquity p .

fart camera photography panoramicgrudcnea

fre support coordination center rhtgahccvrg
flash report, photograplic intelligeirce
-frward lap poorpiepnrm
forward oblique air photograph phstographic ,ftip
fragmaentary order pilot's trace
frame pinpoint
SgA&ixagery)pipithogrh
sr~ind control (geodetic) plot
~ ihoblique possibe

-holiday post-strike rleconuunaiac
horizon precedence
hot photo interpretation report prepilanned air support,
hot repc~rz preplamied. mission requtest (reconnaissante)
hydrographic reconnaissance prestrike reconnaissance
invige format priority system for mission requests for tactical
imagery reconnaissance
-imagery interpretation probable

immeiat airsuportpulse duration
immediate mL-Aon reqi test (reeennaissance) pulse repetition frequency
inflight report radar imagery

ifi filmraasinl9m
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real time tactical air commander (ashore)
reconnaissance tactical air control center
reconnaissance Photography tactical air control group
reduction (photogicAphic) tactical air control party
reporting post tactical air control system
scale (photographic) tactical air direction center
10scan (elint) tactical air observer
scan period tactical air officer (afloat)
scan type tactical air operation
sea-air-land team tactical air reconnaissance
sensor tactical air support
side lap tactical air support element
side-looking airborne radar tactical intelligence
side oblique air photograph tactical operation center
signal-to-noise ratio target acquisition
snap report target analysis
sonar television imagery
sortie time on target (air)softie plot, transparency
specific inteUigence collection requirement
specific trimetrogon photograpy

specfic eanhultraviolet imagerysplit vertical photoraphyuR iotiagr
spo rti puncontrolled mosaic

, spot rj r underwater demolition team
stereographic coverage vertical air photograph
strategic intulligdnce verwcal strip

surveilance visual report
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MNIMODUMION

This appendix contains approved terms and titles, without definitions,
relating to tbe specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-

Stional are.. (f Identification Friend or Foe. They are listed here for -ofn-
veanence and to facilitate usage. The definitions appear with the terms and
titles bi alphabetical order in the main section of this dictionary.

Many of ti'e terms are a!so used in other functional areas within the
Department of Defense and by international organizations and activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and applicability shown after each
term listed in the main section.

Recommendations for changes to this list should be submitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii.

Appendix F

IDENTIFICA"ION FRIEND OR FOE

air corridors identifeation
a:air defense Identification Friend or Foe
air defense direction center Identification Friend or Fcoe personal identifier
air defense identification zone identification maneuver
air defense operations area identify
air awrveillance lateral tell
Army Air Defense Command Post overlap tell
authenticate parrot
b tell •positive identification and radar advisory zone
bogey recognition
challenge relateral tell
coast-in point reply
combat information center selective identification feature
cont-rol and reporting center skin paint
control and reportinv post skin tracking
cress tell squawk
firepower umbrella squawk flash
flight opterations center squawk .aw
flight plan squawk may day
flight plan correlation squawk mike
forward tell squawk standby
fragmentary order strangle
friendly strangle parrot
georef tactical air command center
ho•ie track correlation
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trac l unknown
uwispondtir which transponder

)
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rNTRODUCIfON

This appendix contains approved terms and titles, without definitions,
relating to the specialized joint operational tasks encountered in the func-
tional area of Tactical Nuclear Weapon Employment They are listed here
for convenience and to facilitate usage. The definm.ons appear with the
terns and titles in alphabetical order in the main section of this dictionary.

Many of these terms are also used in other functional areas within the
Department of Defense and by international o,-ganizations and activities,
as indicated by the status of agreement and applicability shown after each
term listed in the main section.

Recommendations for changes to this list should be zubmitted through
channels as indicated in paragraph 8b, page ii.

Appendix G

TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPON EMPLOYMENT

absolute dud desired effects
actual ground zero desired ground zero
afterwinds dud
airburst dtd (nuclear weapon)
aircraft monitoring and control Ftud probability
allocation (nuclear) dwarf dud
arming system early time
assignment (nuclear) emergency risk (nuclear)
atomic energy executing commander (nuclear weapons)
blast line fallout
buffer distance (nuclear) fallout prediction
clean weapon fallout safe height of burst
cloud top height fallout wind vecto- plot
complete round fire time
contact burst preclusior. flare diud
crater flash blindness
crater depth flash burn V
crater radius gross error
custody ground zero
damage height of burst
damage criteria high airburst
dazzle high altitude burst
degree of risk (nuclear) horizontal error
denial measures immediate nuclear support
deployed nuclear weapons initial radiation
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Sjointnuclear accident coordinating center radiation dose
late time radius of damage
light damage radius of integration
low airburst radius if safety
megaton Weap3n rainfall (nuciear)
militarily significant fallout rainout
minimum safe distance (nuclear) reflected shock wave
moderate damage releasing commander (nuclear weapons)
moderate risk (nuclear) rem (roentgen equivalent mammal)
negligible risk (nucle',r) residual radiation
nuclear accident risk
nuclear airburst safe burst height
nuclear burst salted weapop
nuclear coordination schedule of fire
nuclear damage asse.sment scheduled target (nuclear)
nuclear damage (land waifare) severe damage
nuclear detonation "'etection an(; reporting shock wave

system span of detonation 'atomic demolition munition
nuclear dud employment)
nuclear incident stockpile to target sequence
nuclear round tactical nuclear weapon emplovment
nuclear support target
nuclear surfe-a burst target list
nuclear underground burst. targct of opportunity
nuclear underwater burst thermal radiation )
nuclear wa-ning message thermonuclear weapon

" nuclear w-apon time of attack

i auclear weapon (s) accident time of flight
nuclear yields time on target
on call target (nuclear) time over target (nuclear)
optimum height of burst troop safety (nuclear)
permissive action link two-man rule
planned target (nuclear) types of burst
point target (nuclear) vertical probable error
precautionary launch vulnerability program
premature dud war reserve (nuclear)
preplanned nuclear support withhold (nuclear)
probability of damage wooden bomb

* probable error wooden round
probable error deflection yield
probable error height of burst zero point
probable error range zone I (nuclear)
proliferation (nuclear weapons) zone II (nuclear)
rad zone III (iuclear)
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